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FaREWORD
The 1954 decision in Brown v. Board of Education capped a long struggle through the

courts to reverse the doctrine of separate but equal. The landmark decision clearly
portended a period of deliberate massive change in schooling and in American race
relations generally. Indeed the unanimous decision rendered by the newly appointed
Chief Justice Warren has come to symbolize the beginning of an era of political,
legislative, and judicial action towards civil rights.

The mid1950's were also a time of rapidly increasing numbers of graduate students
and recent doctorates with a penchant for publishing, md of increasing federal, state, and
private funds devoted to research. In a spirit of optimism about the contribution that
research could make to effective social change, educational researchers md social
scientists issued calls for a concerted program of applied and basic research on school
desegregation. The Supreme Court itself had led the way; its controversial footnote II in
Brown cited seven social science studies to support the finding that segregation in public
schools has a detrimental effect upon Negro children.

That an explosion in the volume of desegregation research occurred in the years
following Brown cannot be denied. Professor Weinberg's earlier compilation, "The
Education of the Minority Child: A Comprehensive Bibliography of 10.000 Selected
Entries, testifies to the sheer quantity of material. Coherence and, in many instances,
quality are mother matter. Despite repeated pleas for a coordinated and systematic
research effort, despite establishment of sundry desegregation assistance and research
centers, and despite sporadic governmental and private conferences, symposia, and
reports, the flood of publications roars on, largely unhamessed by those most in need of
its power. Educational administrators M search of advice on how to desegregate
effectively, attorneys in search of empirical information on complex issues of feasibility
and effectiveness, social scientists in search of new knowledge from a vast national
experiment in social changeall find themselves inundated. Only the polemicists float
merrily along, seizing on a piece of Bois= here and a piece of jetsam there to
demonstrate the verity of their own opinions.

Professor Weinberg is the nation's lighthouse in this rolling-sea. Integrated Education.
the journal he has edited since its inception in 1963, is a continuing review of news and
scholarship on all facets of race and schooling. His bibliography cited above md two
editions of Desegregation Research: An Appraisal have been treasured references. In this
new book Professor Weinberg becomes not only our beacon md guide but also our
interpreter.

Like most knowledgeable guides, Professor Weinberg is enchanted with side channels,
eddies, and shoals as well as the main current, and the journey he takes us on is long and
often intricate. But he knows the main channel and returns to it frequently.

Before taking Professor Weinberg's complete tour, the reader should look at the brief
final chapter where he reports his broadest conclusions. Desegregation works. It works
for black children and it works for white children. It works for academic achievement
and it works for development of racial tolerance.



Other serious scholars may evaluate portions of the massive evidence differently, and
may qualify some of these conclusions. Polemicists writing in journals of opinion or
speaking in legislative halls will still be able to find among the thousands of studies some
kind of seeming evidence for Wmost any opinion. No one cut have the last word on such
vital topics, and the studies and the scholarly debate and the polemics will continue. For
those who genuinely wish to use evidence from educational and social science research,
Professor Weinberg has accomplished two important tasks.

First he reminds us of the necessity of considering the totality of the evidence. Those
who conduct research and those who interpret research should be obliged to come to
terms with the rich heritage of prior work. We should all be skeptical of those who jump
to startling or far-reaching conclusions on the basis of someone's latest study.

Second, he demonstrates the value of the accumulated treasure of studies as a source
of practical advice. The moral and constitutional mandate to desegregate has long since
been rendered. It is late in the century for trying to use research to reargue moral and
legal imperatives. Rather we should use past studies and plan new studies to help us get
on with the task at hand. How shall we go about desegregation to make it effective? What
works, for whom, under what circumstances? What problems can be handled with what
techniques? If Professor Weinberg succeeds in directing new attention to these questions,
his effort will he another milestone on a difficult journey.

KARL E. TAEUBER
Department of Sociology
University of WisconsinMADISON
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Preface

Originally, this book was to have been the third edition of Desegregation Research: An Appraisal.' In
the process of writing, however, it has become an entirely new work. Both preceding volumes (1968,1970)
were essentially reports of research, written with a minimum of interpretation and a maximum of
circumspection. Subjects beyond the areas covered by the respective researchers remained undiscussed. The
result was a rather austere, abstract view of children in school.

The present volume places research on minority students in a broader framework than is customary.
Factors treated at some length include historical and legal background, the ideology of racism, a continuing
rmramination and questioning of prevailing views of the role of social class and race in learning, and the
impact Of minority communities upon the schools. Separate chapters deal with Spanish-surnamed and
Indian American students. The impact of schooling is examined in the areas of academic achievement,
self-conception and aspirations, and the relationships of students among themselves and with their teachers.

A comprehensive range of studies has been examined in an effort to cover all major approaches and
represPnt contrasting viewpoints.. Special value has been attached to studies that examine firsthand the
ongoing reality of the classroom. Too often, theoretical studies proceed in virtual ignorance of this reality.
Curiously, this failing is rarely commented on in the research literature.

Effecting change in the classroom and the school is the central concern of this book. The research
materials were carefully screened for whatever light they might cast on this concern. As will become clear
to the reader, research is beginning to uncover the increasing potential of school to change. The great
problem of educational policy is to cultivate the practical promise of such research.

kn interdisciplinary approach has been adopted throughout. Beyond the usual exclusive concern with
subjects that can be manipulated statistically, the perspectives of historians, lawyers, economists, and even
non-specialists have been enlisted. Viewed in the glare of many lights, the school appears differently from
the image presented by orthodox research practitioners who have downgraded the autonomous role of the
school.

Many of the sources reported here are rarely studied by conventional educational researchers.
Journals published under minority auspices, for example, are almost never cited in the research literature.
Legislative inquiries are an overlooked source except in studies of legal Matters. The modern research
capacity of lawmaking bodies should not be ignored. Similarly, with the rise of investigative journalism
reliable and timely materials are being made available in various journals and newspapers that merit
examination.

I am grateful to the National Institute of Education for affording rne the opportunity to prepare the
present publication. Thanks are due Will Riggan for initial arrangements, and Robert Lindquist, project
officer, who facilitated the entire project from start to finish, with alacrity and grace.

A number of researchers made available unpublished work. Chapter 3 was read and criticized by Julie
Ann Miller, Mark Furth, and I. I. Gottesman. Responsibility for the present contents of that chapter
remains entirely mine, however.

The facilities of many libraries were utilized, Miss Margery Carpenter of the later-library Loan
Department, Northwestern University Library, was exceedingly helpful. In addition, frequent use was made
of the libraries at the University of Chicago, DePaul College of Law, Loop College, and Concordia College.
The ERIC collection, which grows increasingly useful, helped locate a number of papers and studies that in
the past would have remained unknown except to a chosen few. University Microfilms responded with
promptness to orders for filmed dissertations from its recently completed index, which greatly simplifies
the task of locating hitherto inaccessible materials. La Vern Rouse, Joyce Mfrza, and Pearl Weiss typed the
final manuscript.

1Meyer Weinberg, Deseffegarion Res e An Appraisa looming n : Phi Delta Kappa 1968 970).
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The present volume should be considered a companion work to another book to be published by the
present writer: A Chance to Leca.n2. Much fuller documentation on historical and legal materials will be
found there.

Readers of this book can be helpful to later editions in three ways: (1) by sending comments, critical
or otherwise, on any error of omission or commission they may rind; (2) by conununicating any ideas for
research alciig the lines treated here; and (3) by sending copies of their own work, projected or completed.

2-Meyer Weinberg, A Chance to Learn (Ne York: Cambridge Univers' y Press, in press
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CHAPTER 1
THE HISTORICAL FRAMEWORK

The American common school arose on founda-
tions of racial and ethnic exclusivism. This spirit
was national rather than sectional, and it guided
the behavior of political and community insti-
tutions as well. Higher education followed the
same path.

For more than a century, minority parents
sought to open the schools to their children. They
used political and legal means as part of a broader
struggle for equal civil and human rights. Only in
contemporary times has this effort begun to
approach fruition.

Historical perspective clarifies the focus on the
present. It reveals both the burden and the
promise of the past. Human institutions are only
human. They arise in response to definite needs,
sinft as people change their ways, and make their
contemporary appearance in perpetually transi-
tional forms.

A people that gave birth to the world's first
system of common schools can hardly be por-
trayed as passive recipients of their heritage.
Today, the challenge is to make the schools truly
universal and inclusive. The principal obstacles are
institutional, and these institutions bear an
historical character in part. These caimot be over-
come by being ignored, no matter how clever or
sophisticated the evasion.

BLACK EDUCATION UNTIL THE
CWIL WAR

In 1860, nearly 1.4 million Negro children
under 10 years of age lived in ihe United States.
Virtually none attended school) While the school

1

enrollment rate that year was 55 percent for white
children, it was slightly less than 2 percent for
blacks.2 Almost all the latter were in the North.

IN THE SOUTH

Be&inning with a law passed in 1740 in colonial
South Carolina, the slave South enforced a policy
of -compulsory ignorance-. Under these enact-
ments, it was made a crime to teach slaves to read
or write. Frederick Douglass, the time-honored
escaped slave and black abolitionist, observed in
1850 when 3.2 million slaves worked in the South,
that -there is the greatest unanimity of opinion
among the white population of the South in favor
of the policy of keeping the slave in ignorance."3

About 250,000 free Negroes lived in the South
mostly in border Statesin 1860. Few free black
children were educated. Less than 4,000 attended
public schools. An undetermined number in urban
places attended secret schoolstaught, for the
most part, by whites. Soon after the beginning of
the 19th century, many thousand black adults and
children learned to read in Sabbath schools. By the
1830's as slaveowner sensitivity to abolitionist
doctrine grew, these schools came u: ider suspicion.
Instruction in reading was stopped and replaced by
oral instruction which stressed memorization. By
1840, only 1,459 blacks were enrolled in 15 Negro
Sabbath schools all over the South.4 Apprentice-
ship served for a time as another avenue for
literacy, as long as masters implemented standard
provisions requiring that the apprentice must be
taught to read, write, and calculate. In North
Carolina, apprenticeship was the dominant means
whereby literacy was attained. During the first
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third of the century, however, the slave States
legislated against such provisions. Specific occupa-
tions, such as printing, were closed off to blacks
since literacy was required in their pract.e.5 A
handful of free blacks in Louisiana and Alabama
were accorded school rights by virtue of

. stipulations in the treaty between France and the
United States governing the Louisiana Purchase;
similar provisions were part of the treaty between
Spain and the United States concerning the
acquisition of West Florida.

IN THE NORTH

By 1860, some 200,000 free Negroes lived in
the North. Unattached_ to the plantation, they
were the most mobile sector of the black people.
Wherever they settled, they constituted an organ-
ized community. The seatch for educational
opportunities was a cornmunitywide project. As
early as 1833, blacks in Philadelphia organized
over 50 different voluntary associations "for their
moral and intellectual improvement".6 Yet, the
life of blacks in that city was hard. Their children
were excluded from the public schools. In
Cleveland, on the other hand, many of the blacks
had been free Negroes in the South and had
accumulated some capital. The schools of
Cleveland were open to all. In rural areas, black
communities organized private schools, sometimes
with the aid of the Society of Friends. Negroes in
Connecticut faced difficult conditions. In 1859,
John T. Waugh, an escaped slave, then resident in
Providence, R.1, told a Convention of Colored
Persons that "when he was a slave in the South,
and attempted to gain his freedom, Ile had no idea
of living to see his son excluded from a Rhode
Island school."7

During the 40 years after the American Revolu-
tion, roughly from 1790 to 1830, private schools
for Negro children were built by blacks in fewer
than a dozen cities. Although wealthy white
abolitionists occasionally contributed money, the
facilities remained exceedingly minimal. Publicly
funded schools were all but unavailable for black
children. Hostile whites often set fire to black
schools. In Ohio, however, "if one (school) house
was burned, another was put up in its place."8

In the course of the 1820's, black parents began
to see the fruits of their agitation for opening the
public schools. Boston school authorities per-
mitted a single all-black public school in 1820. In
Ohio, the common school law of 1829 explicitly

MINORITY STUDENTS

excluded Negro children from its benefits. Black
parents fought to change the law; not until the
1850's did the legislature permit all-black public
schools. During the decade 1853-1862 Negro
enrollment in these schools rose tenfold from 702
to 7,456.9 In neighboring Pennsylvania, the same
decade saw the legislature grant black parents
limited access to public schools, although in
segregated circumstances.

Negro parents accepted segregated schools if
these were the price of any education. During the
1840's and 1850's, however, many black
communities rebelled against what they called
"caste schools". They rejected segregation of
schools as well as the separation of children by
race inside the school.1° Mass meetings, door-to-
door canvassing, and legislative lobbying were
some of the techniques employed.11

School finance was racially discriminatory.
Evert with blacks excluded from the public
schools, they were still required to pay school
taxes. Such was the case in Illinois, Ohio,
Maryland, Virginia, Rhode Island, and other
States. Blacks in those States were taxed for the
benefit of white children. As Frederick Douglass
declared: In the northern States, we are not
slaves to individuals, not personal slaves, yet in
many respectS we are the slaves of the com-
munity."12 A more basic inequity arose from the
fact that both slaves and free Negroes were
enumerated when a territory applied for state-
hood. Part of the statehood process was a
large-scale Federal land grant for the exclusive
purpose of financing common schools. Between
1803 and 1864, more than 27 million acres of
Federal lands were given to the States for
schools.13 In the South, no slave children and
virtually no free Nego children were permitted to
share the benefit of these funds. In a number of
northern States, black children were similarly
shortchanged.

The Civil War created the conditions for funda-
mental change. Nearly 200,000 blacks had fought
for\ their freedom. After the war, for the first time
in two and a half centuries, blacks were free to
explore and consolidate their own way of life.
That way rested on economic security, equal
citizenship, and education.

BLACK EDUCATION, 1865-1950
The movement to educate the freedmen and

their children, wrote DuBois, "started with the
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THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUNO

Negroes themselves and they continued to form
the dynamic force behind it."14 Freedmen built
and owned numerous schools all over the South.
By 1870, in Virginia alone, 1 1 1 schools were
owned outright and another 215 supported in part
by freedmen.15 Northern missionary groups con-
tributed money, teaching materials, andmost
importantteachers. Between 1866 and 1870, the
Freedmen's Bureau supplemented the private ef-
forts of freedmen and missionaries with aid in
building schools. Even then, freedmen paid for

3

one-half to o-thirds of the cost of schooling.16
White public opinion in the South was almost
uniformly hostile towards these schoois. Many
were burned to the ground and their teachers
mistreated.17

By 1570, 9 out of 10 school-age Negro children
were still not in school. Tit,: key to expanded
opportunity lay in opentag the public schools to
Negro children. The decade of the 1870's saw a
gigantic step forward toward this goal, as fol-
lows:18

Number of Negro White Number of
Negro Enrollment Enrollment Negro

Children Rate Rate Children
Age 5-19 (Percent of (Percent of in School

(000) age group) age group) (000)

1860 1,741.0 1.9 59.6 33.1

1870 1,825.7 9.9 54.4 180.7

1880 2,531.7 33.8 62.0 885.7

This ptogress rested on a powerful political base
that freedmen had constructed. Throughout the
South, black political power was used to create
arid/or pry open public school systems for all
children. In a number of States, school expendi-
tures per child were roughly equal as between
black and white. In Mississippi, the attendance rate
for black children exceeded the rate for white chil-
dren.1 8

The close of the Reconstruction period brought
an abrupt end to black power, and thereby to
school progress. Between 1880 and 1900, blacks
were deprived of the right to vote, terrorized into
acquiescence after decades of violence, and forced

into a shadowland of civic existence. School
expansion became a thing of the past for blacks; in
1880, their enrollment rate had been 33.8 percent;
M 1900, it was 31.1 percent. Per pupil expendi-
tures became lopsided. South Carolina in the
mid-1870's spent equal amounts for black and
white schools. By 1895, per pupil expenditures for
white schools were nearly triple those in black
schools) 9

During the first 30 years of the 20th century,
planned deprivation of black education in the
South was joined with compulsory segregation. By
refusing to build sufficient schools for black
children, the State ensured that a disproportionate
part of State aid wobld accrue to the white

Number of
Negro

Children
Not in
School
(000)

1,708.0
1,645.0
1,676.0

schools. State aid was based on a census of
school-age children; the lowerlattendance of black
children created a "surplus" Of unspent State aid
that was then used for the benefit of the white
schools, thus compounding the initial inequity.

Segregation of schools created an organizational
framework for transferring public funds in a ra-
cially discriminatory way. Every aspect of schools
reflected this systematic process. From 1900 to
1930, the school year for blacks increased from 57
to 97 days, while that for whites more than
doubled. Teachers in black schools taught from a
third to three-quarters more children than teachers
in white schools; and the ratio of black to white
teacher salaries dropped from 86 percent in

1899-1900 to 52 percent in 1920.20 Educational
innovations were reserved for whites; in Atlanta
during 1925, the public schools operated 40
kindergartens for white children, but none for
blacks.21 From 1924 to 1926, the State of
Mississippi built 48 white agricultural high schools
for whites, but only one for blacks.22 In 1934,
Horace Mann Bond wrote that Negro children
"receive a smaller proportion of public funds in
the Southern States than they have at any time in
past history."2 3

After the Civil War, blacks suddenly started
moving to cities in the South, but this stream
slowed by 1870. Nevertheless, between 1880 and
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1920, the number of blacks in 25 southern cities
rose from 368,000 to 924,000. In general, educa-
tional opportunities for Negro children were better
in the cities than on the countryside. Yet, during
a 10-year period of migration, 1908-1918, a
number of southern counties tended to reduce
black teachers' salaries as the black enrollment
rose. This facilitated the transfer of black school
appropriations to white schools.24 At the same
time, more children enrolled in and completed
elementary schools; thus, the migrations within
the South increased pressures for the building of
secondary schools for black children. By
1928-1929, fewer than 4 percent of all accredited
high schools in the South were open to black
children.25

Blacks in the North were predominantly urban.
Their children had more schooling opportunities
than did blacks- in the South. In 1910, 84.2
percent of northern black children aged 6-14 were
in school, as compared with 57.9 percent of south-
ern black children.

Segregation was a fact of life, if not of law, in
northern schools. Black parents fought against
separate schools in most cases. By 1920, as the
northward migration begun during World War I
broadened, nearly 750,000 Negroes lived in 15
northern cities. New York City became the leackng
black city in the country; Philadelphia was second,
outstripping all southern cities; and Chicago was
third, containing almost as many blacks as
Washington, D.C., the largest black city in the
South.

In Chicago, during the Civil War, the school
board had created racially separate schools, hut
black parents refused to send their children and
separation was abolished at war's end. In many
Illinois- districts, school taxes were collected from
Negro taxpayers, but their children were excluded
from the schools. After World War I, segregation in
racially changing neighborhoods in Chicago was
maintained by builcling second-rate branch schools
near the main building.26 The number of black
teachers was strictly controlled and a racially
discriminatory policy of teacher assignment was
followed.2 7 During the 1930's and 1940's,
numerous black children attendeL hoots on a
double shift while white children had a full day of
schoo1.2 8

In New York City, the influx of southern
Negroes during the 1920's challenged the school
system, which responded variously. P.S. 89 in

12

Hrlem, 93 percent black in 1920, reportedly sent
all but 10 percent of its graduates on to high
schoo1.29 P.s. 119, three-quarters black in 1920,
responded by instituting prevocational subjects,
such as "millinery, dressmaking, practical home-
making, industrial art, and cooking."30 Black par-
ents complaMed about racially derogatory material
in textbooks, but little was done to remedy the
situation.31 By the early 1930's, overcrowding
had become extreme; yet, no new schools were
built in Harlem. The absence of blacks on the
school board became a community issue during
the 1930's. hi the middle of the decade, an official
report contained this comment: "It seems that
many of the white teachers appointed to the
schools of Harlem regard the appointment as a sort
of punishment ... There appears to be a great deal
of turnover in white personnel in these
schools."32 The LaGuardia administration sup-
pressed the report of a committee of its own
choosing that was hiedy critical of city school
policies in Harlem.

In New Jersey, State school authorities regu-
larly violated laws and court decisions that
outlawed segregated schools.33 During the mid-
1920's, many of the State's elementary schools
were segregated. In 1925, a researcher reported:

From the university town of Princeton, including the
capital city of Trenton, southward to Cape May, every
city or town with a considerable Negro population
supports the dual educational system, with a building for
its white and a building for its Negro pupils of the
grammar grades ... In no town south of Elizabeth does a
colored teacher have a class with white children,in it,
though wholly colored classes are sometime found with a
white teacher in charge.34

An . inquiry initiated by the State legislature 14
years later found conditions had. worsened.
Segregation had spread and a deterioration of
educational conditions set in.35

Thus, in the North, school officials were not
often eager to translate legal rights of Negro
children into classroom realities. Black parents
were the primary enforcers of these rights which
were sought through organized collective action.36
The initiative for the creation of segregated
schools in the North usually lay with school
districts, given the appearance of legality by State
complicity.

Black migration to urban areas, both North and
South, necessarily involved the problem of hous-
ing. During 1910-1916, many southern cities
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passed ordinances decreeing compulsory resi-
dential segregation. These were outlawed .by the
U.S. Supreme Court in 1917. Within the real estate
industry, the racial regulation of housing was
viewed as an economic necessity. Under the
leadership of the Chicago Real Estate Board during
the 1920's, techniques were perfected to segregate
cities further along racial lines Nationwide pat-
terns of segregation were enforced by the National

ss o ia t on Real Estate Boards. The
block-by-block pattern of ghetto expansion was
created and maintained by the real estate practice
of refu&ing to sell or rent housing on a block to a
Negro unlbss at least one Negro already lived there.

These efforts were remarkably successful. As
the following table indicates, residential segrega-
tion in northern cities increased sharply between
1910 and 1930.38 (The Lridex of residential segre-
gation expresses the degree to which Negroes
would have to be redistributed over a city in order
to achieve in each census tract or ward the same
racial ratio as prevails in the city as a whole. The
greater the segregation, the higher the Lndex
number.)

Indexes of Residential Segregation
Between Negroes and Native Whites,
10 Northein Cities, 1910 and 1930

1910 1930

Boston 64.1 77.9
Buffalo 62.6 80.5
Chicago 66.8 85.2
Cincinnati 47.3 72.8
Cleveland 60.6 85.0
Columbus 31.6 62.8
Phladelphia 46.0 63.4
Pittsburgh

Louis
44.1
54.3

61.4
82.1

Syracuse 64.0 86.7

Northern schools adjusted to these demographic
changes lit fairly uniform ways. Attendance areas
were redrawn to separate black from white
children. In rapidly changing areas, school boards
often created optional attendance areas to enable
white parents to select schools in accordance with
the most recent racial statistics. The grade span of
predominantly black schools was sometimes ex-
tended so as to prevent children in these schools
from passing on to a nearby advanced white

school. At times, Negro students were placed in a
separate wing of a school or annex or in a separate
room, even in the basement. Schools designed for
blaCk students were located in the growing number
of solidly black residential areas. In order to
minimize protest at these measures from occurring
within the school systems, blacks were not ap-
pointed to school boards and higher managerial
posts.3 9

BLACK EDUCATION SINCE THE
1936's

CHANGE IN THE SOUTH

During the late 1930's, black teachers intro-
duced a new dynamic into southern education
when they began a series of legal actions to achieve
equal pay for equal work. Uniformly, courts ruled
in their favor; thus, equalization of teacher salaries.
bedame the first occasion for the practice of
anything near equality-of black and white school-
ing in the South. Between 1939-1940 and
1953-1954, the ratio of black teachers' salaries to
those of teacher's in southern winte schools in-
creased from 57 to 85 percent. Since instructional
expense is the largest part of total school expendi-
tures, per pupil expenditures during the same years
increased significantly. Over the same period, the
ratio of black to white per pupil expenditures
rose from 32 to 61 percent.40 This permitted the
almost total elimination of the differential length
of school term. In 1939-1940, Negro schools ran
156 days; all White schools; 175 days. By
1953-1954, the figures were 177 and 179. Average
days of attendance at the earlier year were 126
and 152; at the later years, 151 and 159.41

The basic pattern of discrimination remained
undiminished if no longer undisturbed. Decades of
deliberate deprivation had created such enormous
black-white disparities that recent ar'vances did

e to reduce the size of the absolute gap.
Between 1939 and 1952, while the gap of current
expenditures per pupil in six southern States
narrowed from 57.3 to 30.3 percent, the size. of
the actual gap in dollars was reduced from $53.85
only to $50.15.42 In Mississippi, which schooled a
10th of the South's black children: 95 percent= of
all the single-teacher schools during 1953-1954
were black. The speaker of Mississippi's-House of
Representatives acknowledged in 1954 that "in
the past we actually have not maintained a dual
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system of schools financially. We have maintained
a white system:43

In 1954, the U. S. Supreme Court handed down
its decision in Brown v. Board of Education
of Topeka that racially separate schools were
inherently unequal. (Brown is discussed Ln detail in
the following chapter.) Not only did the deCision
go unenforced in the Deep Souththe system of
discriminatory expenditures also continued.
Arkansas in 1961 spent 23 percent more for each
white pupil than for each black pupiI.44 During
1957, per pupil expenditures on whites averaged
14 percent higher in Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,
Georgia, Mississippi, and South Carolina.45 The
number of accredited high schools for blacks
continued to lag severely behind those for whites,
even in the same communities. Funds for construc-
tion of black schools, presumably to demonstrate
_that quality of education could rise under segrega-
tion, made few inroads on the basic inequality. In
the South as a whole, percentage increases in
building expenditures for blacks exceeded those
for whites in the mid-1950's. But, as one observer
reported: "Despite the superiority of Negro per-
centages increases, actual total values reported for
1955-56 and in 1956-57 show that white plant
value_totals remained greatly superior.'46

Change came from currents stirred by the
organized civil rights movement. In the late
1950's, localized black protests against segregation
began the process. It was, however, the student
"sit-in- movement, begun in 1960, that upset
dramatically the state of quietude in school
practices. Black college and high school students
became the mainsprings of social change in the
South. During the early 1960's, they led in
registering blacks to vote. Southern Negroes, it will
be recalled, had gained ivitial entry into the public
schools nearly a century earlier via political power.
The voter registration campaign was the prelude to
bringing such power to bear on the broadest range
of civic rights.

C HANG E IN THE NORTH

Black children in the North a tended essentially
segregated schools which were systematically in-
ferior to white schools in the same communities.
As in the past, school boards, with varying degrees
of deliberateness, perpetuated and extended racial
lines in schools. In Detroit, for example, a member
of the board of education testified in 1961 on its
practice of changing school boundaries as the

racial composition of the attendance area changed;
in this way, black and white children were strictly
separated.47 In one northern city after another,
black achievement scores lagged behind white
scores. (See Chapter 6, for a detailed discussion of
this subject.)

From 1960 to 1964, blacks ih New York City
built a strong protest movement against segrega-
tion and ineffective education. Puerto Ricans
joined in, as well as some whites. School boycotts
were the principal technique of protest. The
school board, besides issuing statements favoring
integration, failed to adopt a program of action to
meet parents' protests. In Chicago, during the
same years, a ,similar movement arose. More so
than in New York City, segregation in Chicago
became a central issue. Large-scale protest actions
erupted in Boston, Cleveland, Gary, and many -

other northern cities." Little immediate change
in specific educational practices resulted from
mass protests. In the long run, however, the
protest movement schooled many thousand minor-
ity students and parents in the problems of
effecting change in modern urban school systems.
School protests became intertwined with issues of
political representation, housing, public accommo-
dations, and others. The emergence of a com-
munity control movement is easier to understand
in the context of a decade of increasing civic
participation around the- segregated schools issue.

BLACK HIGHER EDUCATION

BEFORE THE CIVIL WAR

Black participation in higher education during
its first two centuries of history was almost
imperceptible. By 1865, fewer than 30 blacks had
graduated from an American college or university:
More had attended without graduating. Many
more were excluded from initial entry. Among the
institutions which refused to accept black students
were Princeton University, Wesleyan University th
Connecticut, Brown University, and Union
College." Harvard Medical School admitted three
blacks in 1850, but ejected them after a year.
White students insisted on their expulsion. After
some hesitation, the faculty agreed." Oberlin
College and Antioch College, founded in 1833 and
1852, respectively, both accepted Negro students.
During the 1840's and 1850's, some four to five
percent i'! of total enrollment at Oberlin was
black.51'
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CIVIL WAR TO 1919: SOUTH

During the half-century after the Civil War, the
characteristic American college was a small, medi-
ocre, private institution of doubtful durability,
which only moderately saw its purpose as the
promotion of scholarship, which enrolled both
collegiate and secondary school students, and
which, in great measure, hewed to the color line.

Since southern governments refused to contrib-
ute Fublic funds for black higher education, the
initiative lay with northern missionary groups,
joined later on by black church groups in the
South. The American Missionary Association
(AMA) was foremost in supplying facilities and
teaching personnel. Its supporters hoped to estab-
lish colleges open to the poor of all races. That the
schools ultimately became Negro colleges was a
matter of external political pressure, not original
desigh One cost they had to pay because of the
pressure was, a series of distortions and exaggera-
tions of structure. Around the turn of the century,
somewhat more than one-quarter of all American
college students were, in fact, enrolled in precol-
legiate programs. In the black colleges, however,
about nide-tenths of the enrollment consisted o.
preparatory students.52 The dearth of public high
schools for Negroes largely accounted for the
difference. Poverty forced the black colleges to cut
corners in every aspect of operation. Nevertheless,
until 1900, at least 2,330 blacks graduated from
American colleges, more than four-fifths from
black colleges.5 3

Meaningful public support for black higher
education had seemed a realistic possibility in
1862 when Congress passed the Morrill Act. Ech
State was given funds to set up land-grant colleges.
The States chose to use the funds almost ex-
clusively for white students. Under the second
Morrill Act, of 1890, the receipt of Federal funds
was made dependent on a State pledge that these
would be equitably divided" between blacks and
whites.

The new Morrill black land-grant colleges were
severely handicapped by southern governments. In
1881-1882, Georgia, for example, appropriated
some $14,000 for white colleges and $8,000 for a
black college. By 1913-1914, the support for
white public colleges had risen to $539,000 while
that for the black college remained unchanged.54
When the new colleges attempted to adopt liberal
arts programs, State authorities vetoed the effort.

They were maintained as trade schools. After a
decade of the second Morrill Act, expenditures on
white land-grant colleges exceeded those for black
ones by a ratio of approximately 26 to one.55

BLACK HIGHER SCHOOLING IN THE
NORTH TO 1910

Between 1876 and 1900, some 13 blacks a year
graduated from northern colleges or universities,
one-third from Oberlin alone. Wile raCial restric-
tions appeared even at Oberlin during these years,
at other schools outright exclusion was the' rule.
Amherst College's president George Harris wrote
in 1900 that he advised blacks against attending a
northern college: "The color line is so sharply
drawn ... unfortunately ... that a Negro is at a great
disadvantage, not in studies, but socially."56
Princeton continued to turn away all black appli-
cants; Vassar strongly advised blacks not to come;
South Dakota State College reported "the attitude
towards Negro students is not favorable with the
student body."57 In 1915, Rutgers admitted its
third Negro student in 149 years. This student, the
late Paul Robeson, was an unbelievable combi-
nation of intellectual brilliance, musical and dra-
matic talent, and athletic prowessunmatched by
his white classmates. In 1913, DuBois reported
that -northern colleges had for the past decade
been discouraging Negro attendance. At Cornell
University, he wrote, they were being excluded
from dormitories; Columbia University and the
University of Chicago -Yere accused of trying to
minimize the number oi Negro students in their
summer sessions.5 8

Near the eve of World War I, black America had
established a tradition of higher education. The
private black college was its principal avenue.
About 4,000 Negroes had been graduated;
one-sixth were women. The recency of the
achievement is undeiscored by the fact that fully
70 percent of the graduates had completed their
courses since 1890. Eight black collegessix in the
South, -two in the Northaccounted for half of
the graduates.

NEGRO COLLEGES, 1910-1930

From 1914 to 1931, enrollment in the black
colleges nearly doubled while the number of
students in collegiate-level courses grew by nearly
1,700 percent. By 1931, collegiate-level enrollment
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constituted 60 percent of total enrollment.
Financially, the colleges were extremely weak.
Even after_ several decades of special effort, in
1925 more than 70 percent of total endowment of
black colleges was in only two institutions
Hampton Institute and Tuskegee Institute. Both
had attracted comparatively large Otis from
foundations and individuals on the basis of their
industrial, not collegiate, curricula.

Etlucational Standards remained low, even as
enrollment expanded. Library facilities and labora-
tory equipment were most scanty. Buildings were
often located in areas unsuite'd to their purpose;
the rangeof curricula was exceedingly narrow;
some colleges lacked even a catalog. Southern-
State governments made few or no efforts to
encourage black colleges to seek accreditation, one
reason being the necessary expenditure of public
funds if the goal were attained. The Georgia State
department of education acknowledged in the

mid-1920's that "while the standards of the
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools are rigidly adhered to in accrediting white
universities and colleges ... it [i.e., Georgia] does
not strictly enforce these re uirements in granting
recognition to Negro higher educational institu-
tions."59

Black educators petitioned in vain for accredita-
tion. The Southern Association of Colleges and
Secondary SchooL .fused to consider the re-

quests since to grant accreditation, even after
onsite ex'amination of the colleges, would ordi-
narily require the newly accredited college to be
admitted as a member of the all-white association.
In 1930, the association devised a new category
"approved-, rather than "accredited"and ap-
plied it to seven black colleges. The new category
was widely understood to imply that accreditation
standards "were being watered down when applied
to the Negro schools."60 Not until 1961 could
black colleges become fully accredited and equal
members of the Southern Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools.

Traditionally, students in black colleges had
been subjected to a severe regimen of personal
conduct and close scrutiny of their political
thought. Both were aspects of white control of
their institutions. Located, as were so many black
colleges, in a predominantly white countryside or
town, their students were under eternal watch.
Being on one's best behavior was interpreted by
black college administrators as meaning
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self-subjection to quasimilitary regulation. Political
orthodoxy was not less highly valued by dominant
white society, Langston Hughes, the poet, after
touring 50 Negro colleges and high schools in
1932, complained that many of the colleges were
"doing their best to produce spineless Uncle Toms,
uninformed, and full of mental and moral
evasions."61

NEGROES IN NORTHERN COLLEGES,
1915-1945

Between 1910 and 1940, the black population
of the North rose from 1.1 million to nearly 3.0
million. This growth and, more important, the
greater accessibility of secondary schools brought
about increasing black enrollment in northern
colleges and universities

While most colleges generally opened their
doors to Negro applicants, exceptions were wide-
spread. The University of Dayton officially ex-
cluded blacks from day classesin deference to
numerous southern white studentswhile Skid-
more .College accepted blacks only as day
students.62 The University of Cincinnati excluded
Negroes from its Schools of medicine and engineer-
ing; in 1928, Northwestern University began to
exclude them from its school of medicine.63
Quota systems were frequently imposed. Butler
University had an annual quota of 10 blacks while
the Colgate-Rochester Divinity School admitted
only two blacks each year." In a study published
in 1948, Roche found that "at least 22 Catholic
colleges and universities totally excluded Negroes
.."65 Seventeen years earlier, three Catholic insti-
tutionsHoly Cross, Notre Dame, and Worcester
Collegebarred blacks.66

The number of black college students in the
North grew from 1,400 in 1924 to 2,538 in 1932.
Enrollment was highly amcentrated. In 1928 half
of the black students. attended 10 collegesfive of
them public, five private. Ohio State University
was the most popular during the 1920's and
1930's. While both North and South exchanged
black students, the North was a net ex orter to
the South.

Once enrolled in college, blacks were sometimes
excluded from specific curricula, especially
from medicine. Black practice teachers from pre-
dominantly white universities were rejected by
local public school sy:dems in Philadelphia, St.
Paul, and Oberlin, Ohio.6 7
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Black students were most often excluded from
living in oncampus college dormitories. In 1931,
institutions practicing such exclusion included
numerous State universities (Indiana, Iowa,
Arizona, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Oregon,
and Pennsylvania) and better known private col-
leges such as Bryn. Mawr, Macalester, Temple, and
Villanova.68 Some universities refused to permit
black women to live in the dormitories while
extending the privilege to Negro men. This was the
case at the University of Chicago and Ohio State
University.

Eating facilities were frequently closed to black
students. In the late 1930's, according to a U. S.
Office of Education study:

On some campuses the public eating places were open
to all students alike; on other campuses only certain
places were open; on one campus separate booths or
tables were set aside for Negro students ... In some
instances there were almost no public eating places in the
city to which the Negro students were admitted...69

College administrations not only enforced the
exlusion on campus, but also apparently failed to
protest the offcampus discrimination.

RgiLlial considerations permeated intercollegiate
athletics. From shortly before World War I well
into the 1930's, a college team customarily
benched a black player if the opposing team pro-
tested his presence." Racialexclusion was policed
by the intercollegiate athletic conferences. When
in 1913 the University of Nebraska refused to
bench a black football player at the demand of the
University Of Kansas team, the- Missouri Valley
Conference apparently added its pressure. Ne-
braska resigned from the conference in protest.71
Such fortitude was extremely rare.

Intramural athletics were marked by even
stricter segregation. Black women were barred
almost everywhere from swimming with their
white classmates, specifically at the universities of
Iowa and Cincinnati. Tbe University of Kansas
prohibited both black men and women from
intramural swimming. Basketball and wrestling
were virtually white preserves.

Student social activities were segregated with
the affirmative support of college administrations.
"...The attitude of the Northern institutions to-
ward the Negro student,- wrote DuBois in 1926,
"is one which varies from tolerance to active
hostility."72 The president of a college in the Ku
Klux Klan belt of Ohio explained that while black

and while students were welcome to attend all
official college social functions, including the
president's reception, "we would not like to
require either group to admit the other to their
respective social functions, dances, ete., for no
benefit would likely result."73A deani Of a dfli
versity in Iowa "stated that colored students are
welcome to the university and to all that it offers,
but that they must not expect the university to
solve the race problem."74

Black students protested against the regime of
discrimination: They organized collectively for
both fellowship and self-defense Turned away
from the white sororities and fraternities, they be-
gan hi I906at Cornell Universityto form black
organizations. Greek letter groups for blacks
sprang up even where the number of potential
members was small. Excluded from all-campus in-
terfratemity councils, the black groups existed at
the margin of campus affairs, but central to the
needs and interests of t' i2ir members. They were a
rare refuge for blacks on white campuses.

The maintenance of all-white faculties was an
impregnabfe 'policy of northern colleges and
universities. As of 1941-,--riot a single full-time
black classroom teacher, tenured or untenured,
taught in a northern institution of higher educa-
tion.75 Lack of qualified applicants was not the
problem. In 1936, a sizable group of black Ph.D's
was available for employment, but fully 80 per-
cent of them taught in three black institutions:
Atlanta, Fisk, and Howard Universities.76

Black college students in the North valued
highly the accessibility of a black community.
Here could be.found housing quarters, meals., leads
on possible student employment, and relaxation.
The colleges had almost no impact on the black
communities. Very few black youngsters enrolled,
even in the case of colleges located in cities of
large black population. The first Negro student at
the University of Pennsylvania, located in

Philadelphia, entered in 1879; both his parents
were foreign-born. Blacks were excluded from
working in these colleges. In 1935, when nearly
half a million Negroes lived in New York City, not
one was employed as teacher or clerk in the
College of- the City of New York. The same was
true, apparently, at other parts of the municipal
institution.77 Blacks were thus subjected to a rigid
negative employment quota of 100 to 0, which
enforced by an affirmative action program on
behalf of segregation.
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In 1930, public higher education institutions in
the South enrolled over 11,000 white students in
graduate and professional study. At the same time,
not a single Negro in the South w receiving such
State-supported training.78 When a Presidential
commission on higher education reported the next
year, only a minority statement, written by three
black college presidents, emphasized the insuffi-
ciency of higherincluding professional
education facilities for Negroes.79 Federal grants
to the States for research were channeled without
exception to white State colleges." Faculty and
students in black colleges were unable to utilize
grants for research and advanced trairting.

During the decade following 1935, a number of
court decisions opened the doors of heretofore
white public higher institutions to a few individual
black applicants. (The legal aspects of these cas.s
are discussed in the next chapter.) To keep the
number at a minimum, State legislatures estab-
lished overnight "graduate schools" at black
colleges. Their meagerness was consciously de-
signed. But, meanwhile for the most part, southern
white university educators had only models of
graduate study at their own institutions.81

BLACK H IGHER EDUCATION SINCE 1945

In the South

Black-white inequalities in southern higher edu-
cation institutions far exceeded racial differentials
in the common schools. In 1955, the following per
student ratios of white to black existed in south-
em public higher education:82

6-1 Number of higher institutions
8-1 Degrees conferred
9-1 Enrollment

10-1 Value of buildings and grounds
11-1 Library expenditures
11-1 Current income
16-1 Preparation of faculty
184 Library volumes

During the following decade, some of these differ-
entials abated; others grew less favorable. From
1959 to 1969, the endowment of black colleges
fell from three-fifths to one-half that af white
colleges; black' colleges also received a declining
Federal contribution to their income, while Fed-
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eral support was rising for white colleges.83 Per
student outlay for black colleges, however, in-
creased sharply during the 1960's.

Approaching the 1970's, black colleges as a
whole were comparable with white colleges in the
same region and similar size. Other than in
buildings, grounds, and equipment, black colleges
offered about the same educational opportunities
as their peer white institutions." The drawing
power of black colleges held up well. From 1993
to 1967, their enrollment more than doubled. By
1967, half of all black college students attended
other than a traditionally black college. This
tendency reflected the growing political power of
blacks whichas a century earlierhelped force
open the doors of public institutions hitherto
closed. A growing majority of middle class blacks
WCIT bypassing the traditional black private college
in favor of former all-white colleges.85 As a
consequence, the black colleges were faced with
educating students who came predominantly from
economically poor homes and, required special
financial help. While the black colleges had scored
heroic achievements, they continued to be faced
by historic patterns of inequality, virtually un-
relieved by government.86

In the North

The issue of racial discrimination in colleges
and universities became national for the first time
in 1947 on release of a report by the President's
Commission on Higher Education. It singled out
for attack 'ifthe prevalence of quota systems and
policies of exclusion". With reference to minority
students enrolled in colleges, the Commission de-
clared that "the frustrations of social discrimina-
tionin the dormitories, in honorary societies, in
fraternities and sororities, on athletic teams, and at
social functionsstrike at [their] personal dig-
nity?"87 An end to segregation laws was advo-
cated; this recommendation brought on a dissent
by a minority of the Commission.

In 1948, mnmbers of the Association of
American Colleges debated the issue at the gloup's
annual meetiag. While the association
acknowledged that "many colleges discriminate
against minority racial and religjous groups", it
opposed laws against discrimination as an
infringement of the freedom of the independent
college!88 Discriminatory patterns 1Mgered isi

many cases for two more decades.
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American universities in the North and South
averaged between two and three percent black
attendance by 1970. In higher education as a
wholeincluding black collegesthe figure
fluctuated from just over 4.5 percent to a high of
5.8 percent. Predominantly white Mstitutions
sought out the most obviously talented black high
school graduates while ignoring the others. More
black youths appeared on university campuses.
But with respect to percent of high school
graduates entering college, the black-white gap
grew:89

Year

Ratio of high school graduates
entering college, 1963-1968

Non-white
percent

White
percent

Gap
percent

1963 38.1 45.6 7.5

1968 46.2 56.6 10.4

Since "non-whites" also includes Asians, it is likely
that the actual gap for blacks and whites was even
larger than indicated here.

Blacks were enrolled disproportionately Ln

community colleges. By 1973, two-fifths of all
black college students attended them while 25
percent went to traditiond black colleges and 35
percent were in traditionaly white 4-year colleges.
The academic significance of high community
college enrollments was difficult to establish. First,
the basic numerical data were exceedingly
defective." Second, the graduation rate 'of
community college students was only half that of
senior college students of comparable ability.91
Third, the dropout rate of black community
college students was more than twice that of all
community college students.92

Rising black enrollment in predoranantly white
institutions did not automatically cause oncarnpus
discrimination to disappear. In the early 1960's,
official houshig discrimination eyjsted at the Uni-
versity of Chicago, Rutgers, and Indiana Univer-
sity." Student protests brought an end to these
practices. Financial aid became a crucial student
service when black and other minority students
enrolled. Outright grants were relatively unavail-
able for poorer students whose aid consisted more
of pay for working in school-connected employ-
ment. When Federal aid funds slumped during the
early 1970's, black enrollment apparently also
dropped. Few colleges and universities provided
aid from their permanent budget. Aid to minority

students tended to be ,viewed as a '!:special"
expenditure.

Racial restrictions on college athletics fell away
during the 1950's and 1960's as a result of civil
rights pressure mid the example of growing black
involvement in professional sports. Little initiative
catne front the colleges thentselves. With wider
black participation, however, came new forms of
discrimination. Black players were not given
coaching positions; nor did the athletic con-
ferences employ more than token numbers of
blacks.94 On northern and southern campuses a
sense of estrangement pervaded social activities
involving black and white students. Whether at the
University of Georgia or the University of Illinois,
black students were given to feel _they did not
"belong".95

Black faculty started to make their appearance
at predominantly white. campuses. In 1941; the
first full-time black professor was employed at a
virtually all-white institution. He was anthropol-
ogist Allison Davis, whose saary at the University
of, Chicago was paid by the Rosenwald Fund.
Seven years later, however, the university's socio-
logy department refused to employ Professor E.
Franldin Frazier, eminent black sociologist.
William F. Ogburn, departmental chairman, ex-
plained to a colleague that the appointment was
not possible because the wives of white professors
would object.96 Not until the late 1960's thd
colleges begin to feel even slight pressure from the
Federa Government to employ minority faculty.
After 5 years of such pressure, the results were
exceedingly minima.

By 1970, more than a third of a inillion black
young people were enrolled full time in higher
education. They were distributed by field as
follows:97

Number Percent of total

Undergraduate 344,819 6.9
Graduate 16,334 4.2
Medicine 1,752 4.1
Dentistry 570 3.8
Law 2,454 3.9

365,929 6.7

Over the previous century, binl tad succeeded in
creating a tradition of higher education. This was
achieved in the face of a powerful structure of
deprivation constructed by government and the
learned professions.
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CHAPTER 2
THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

American court decisions were basic to the
creation of racially discriminatory public school
systems. During the era of slavery as well as in
later years, courts adopted an activist stance in a
largely successful effort to square school practices
with those of a society in which racist doctrines
were an article of widespread faith. Judicial
lectures from the bench on the divine origin of the
racial order were not uncommon. Through the
19th and part of the 20th centuries, the courts
appeared to minorities as a recourse without
redress.

Favorable court decisions were rare. Even when
issued they were violated with impunity; or worse,
ignored. State governments themselves frequently
violated the decisions or laws based on them.
Courts at all levelsState and Federalfollowed a
common code of conduct with respect to minor-
ities. The U.S. Supreme Court usually supplied the
icing on the cake of sorrows baked below) Nor
did geography provide a meaningful basis for
fundamental distinctions once slavery had been
abolished. The temper of northern and southern
courts grew more similar.

About mid-20th century, minorities accelerated
their politic0 progress and succeeded in making a
national issue of their unequal treatment. The
courtsalong with legislaturesbegan to manifest
changes in their historic orientation. Those
changes continue. They take on greater intelli-
gibility when viewed within an historical context.

BEFORE THECIVIL WAR

The first compulsory ignorance law was enacted
by South Carolina in 1740. Many southern States
followed suit. During times of slave revolts or
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similar insecurities, neryous.white legislatures stif-
fened the laws, making the fines and terms of
imprisonment more stringent.2 That few violators
actually were brought into court attested to the
almost unanimous obedience to the laws rather
than loose enforcement af them. Late in the 18th
and early in the 19,th centuries, States enforced
apprenticeship laws which required masters to
teach even black apprentices to read and write.
After a time, those laws were changed to relieve
masters of such responsibility if their charges were
black.3

In the North, State governments did not usually
acknowledge a responsibility to educate black
children. After Rhode Island liberated slaves in
1784, it failed to honor a provision in the
Emancipation Bill making it compulsory to teach
freed Negro children to read and write.4 Some
States such as Ohio explicitly dosed the public
schools to black children in 1829. For the next
two decades, Negroes tried to change the common
school law. In the late 'Forties and early 'Fifties,
separate public schools for blacks were permitted.
In Pennsylvania, even separate black public schools
were not permitted by law until 1854.

Negro parents were required to pay school
taxes whether or not their children could attend
the schools. Sometimes the State law stipulated
that in such cases, the school tax must be refunded
to Nego parents. In Ohio and Illinois, however,
authorities kept the money in direct violation of
the law.5 Systematic discrimination against black
cldldren was the rule in tangible aspects of
schooling.6

Courts generally chose to enforce the color line.
In Chalmers v. Stewart, the Ohio supreme court
found in 1842 that a teacher who permitted black
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children to sit in a classroom when white parents
objected thereby forswore claim to his salary. In
that case, Judge Wood ruled that black children
were in the class of vicious and cornipt"
persons.7 The Chalmers doctrine was cited 8 years
later by the Indiana supreme Court in Lewis v.
Henley. There, the court directed, that tuition-
paying black students must be excluded from a
public school to make reom for white children
whose parents refused to send them to school with
blacks. Judge Perkins explained the State legisla-
ture's reasoning in exclUding Negro children from
public schools as the conviction that "black
children were... unfit associates of whites, as
school companions."8 Courts wavered on the
importance of skin hue. In 1842, the Ohio
supreme court ruled that light-skinned blacks
possessed rights equal to those of whites on the
ground that, in color, they were nearer white than
black.9 In 1859, the court reversed the ruling and
held that blood, not color, was the significant
characteristic. It spoke of the "visible talt of
African blood." l

Iowa was an exception to the gener0 course of
events. In its first school law adopted in 1846, the
year of statehood, black children were explicitly
excluded. Eleven years later, following a campaign
for equal school rights led by abolitionist Repub-
licans, the State's constitution was amended to
open the schools to al1.11

One State court found school segregation to be
constitutional. In 1850 the highest court in Mas-
sachusetts held that Boston school authorities had
not acted unreasonably or illegally in requiring a
Negro child to attend the all-black school even
though she lived nearer a white schoo1.12 The
school committee's rules declared that white chil-
dren were "especially entitled to enter the schools
nearest to their places of residence." Black chil-
dren, however, were explicitly denied access to
their neighborhood school. It was thus race, not
place, that regulated school attendance in Boston.
After a statewide campaign . organized by the
father of the excluded girl, the State legislature in
1855 outlawed school segregation.

CIVIL WAR TO 1950

IN THE SOUTH

All public school systems in the South created
before the Civil War excluded black children by
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statute. Just after the war, the same rule con-
tinued. ln 1866, Texas and Florida created school
funds but excluded blacks from their benefits. The
next year Kentucky did the same. Both in Florida
and Kentucky, blacks were required to pay school
taxes, but their children were prevented from
attending the schools. They were given the option
of buildhig their own schools, in the case of
Kentucky with proceeds from an additional school
tax. None was built.13

The advent of radical reconstruction in 1867
resulted in giving blacks the vote mid adoption of
the 14th Amendment. Having attained formal
citizenship, Negroes pried open the schools for
their children. Discrimination in expenditures was
forbidden. During the 1870's and early 1880's, as
mentioned in the preceding chapter, more or less
equality existed between brack and white schools.

Numerous efforts were made to evade the new
constitutional requirements. A favored way was to
establish racially dual school systems, to be
financed by separate taxes paid by each racial
group. Black parents in Owensboro, Ky., attacked
the practice in a Federal lawsuit decided in 1883.
Since white parents were far wealthier than blacks,
they established a school open for 9 to 10 months,
while all the black parents could afford was one
open for 3 months. Plaintiffs argued the disparity_
violated the equal protection requirement of the
amendment. The Federal district court agreed. In
Claybrook v. Owensboro, it held that "the equal
proteation of the laws guaranteed by this amend-
ment must and can only mean the laws of the
State must be equal in their benefit as well as in
their burdens, and that less would not be 'the
equal protection of the laws' ".14 The North
Carolina supreme court, ruled 3 years later 'n Puitt
v, Commissioners that a similar tax scheme was
unconstitutional.15-

Both Claybrook and Puitt were turned against
themselves by southern States. Formal compliance
was achieved when State legislatures appropriated
equal amounts per chTd of school age. By the late
1880's, however, it had become a practice for_
county school boards to allocate the State aid in a
racially discriminatory way unong schools under
their jurisdiction. By the close of the 19th
century, as a result, black schools had become
severely underfinanced. Protests by black parents
were without avail. By that time, the Negro voter
had been effectively disfranchised.
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An appeal to the. Supreme Court against the
system of discriminatory expenditures was made
by black parents in Augusta, Ga. The school boird
had closed a black high school while keeping a
white school open. No other public high school
was available to black students. The Supreme
Court in Cumming v. County Board of Education,
unanimously turned down the black parents'
request, explaining:

_While all admit that the benefits and burdens of
!public taxation must be shared by citizens without
discrimination against any class on account of their race,
the edueation of the people in schools maintained by
State taxation is a matter belonging to the respective
states, and any interference on the part of Federal
authority with the management of such schools cannot be
justified except in the case of a clear and unmistakable
disregard of rights secured by tbe supreme law of the
Lind. We have here no such case to be determined... 16

Cumming assured that the Claybrook and Puitt
doctrind would remain a constitutional vacuity,
bereft of any concrete consequence to their
purported beneficiaries. The 14th Amendment
became the framework of plumed educational
deprivation, administered in the name of States'
tights.

Segegation had gained constitutional protec-
tion 3 years earlier when, in 1896, the Supreme
Court ruled in Plessy v. Ferguson. It approved the
provision of separate-but-equal accommodations in
interstate transportation as not inconsistent with
the 14th Amendment. Over the preceding 30
years, a number of northern and southern State
courts had applied the same doctrine in public
schools. The combination of Cumming and Flessy
gave irnmense legal force to the coexistence of
segregation and planned deprivation as one fed
upon the other.

Wherever large numbers of black children were
concentrated in single school districts, the greatest
discrimination occurred. In Mississippi during
1920-1921, for example, nearly 80 percent of the

population in 19 counties was black. Black chil-
dren received less than one-eighth of the school
expenditure spent on white children in three
counties.17 When, in 1925, Negro parents in
Covington County appealed to the Mississippi
supreme court for relief, the court refused, hold-
ing:

lt is of cOur3e not necessary that every child in the
county have the same advantages in the way of education
that every child has The operation and conduct of
public schools are practical affairs. You cannot discrimi-
nate against people on account of their race or condition,
but their rights may depend upon their situation, or they
may be classified according to such situation and con-
dition.18

Under the Cumming doctrine, no appeal from this
ruling to the U.S. Supreme Court was possible.

The first whole legal assault on the system of
segregation and planned deprivation began in the
1930's. Negro teachers entered.southern courts to
demand that their sOnries be made equal to those
of white teachers. Most courts agreed and States
moved to create single salary schedules.19 Judges
tended to draw out the period of changeover while
numerous school boards evaded the orders by
creating "professional rating, scales" to establish
salaries for hidividual teachers. Black teachers
suffered from this neW discrimination but salary
equalization also became more of a fact, as the
followhig table indicates: 2°
The ratio of black to total salaries rose from 41 7-
percent to 74.8 percent over the 14-year period.
Such Substantial court victories introduced major
strains into the structure of southern schools,
based as it was on allotting to white students funds
that belonged to Negro students. As equal ex-
penditures neared reality, white privilege receded.

Black parents also began to bring court chal-
lenges to the system. By the early 1950's, some
200 local cases had been filed.21 These attacked
material inequalities and requested equalization.

AVERAGE SALARY PER MEMBER OF INSTRUCTIONAL
STAFF, 1939-1940 to 1953-1954

1939 1949 1953 Percent increase
1940 1950 1954 939/1940 to 1953/1954

Negro schools $ 601 $2,143 $2,861 376

All sc ools $1,441 $3,010 $3,825 165

2 5
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While only occasional parent lawsuits were success-
fu' the impact of these few on black public
opinion was considerable. In the context of the
teachers' lawsuits, and the rapidly-growing move-
ment of Negro self-organization, exemplified by
the National Association for the Advmcement of
Colored People (NAACP), the parents' actions
were exceedingly important.

IN THE NORTH

During the years 1865-1950, numerous north-
ern State courts considered cases involving the
rights of Negro children to attend nonsegreated
schools. While the number of court victories was
considerable, few were translated into everyday
school practice.

In Illinois at the end of the Civil War, black
children were still excluded by law from the
common schools. Under pressure by black citizens,
the restriction was dropped in 1872, but no
penAty was attached to continued exclusion until
1874 when the State supreme court outlawed the
building of an all-black annex to an elementary
schooL22 A dozen years later, however, a State
appeals court permitted a school district to assign
white students to othenvise unavailable white
schools outside their regular area of assignMent.23
The 1874 stipulation against separate schools
meant little in southern Illinois. In 1904, ut
historian wrote: "Colored schools exist in many
places. Alton has forced its colored people into
schools by themselves."24 In Chicago during the
1920's and 1930's, teachers were employed on the
basis of racial criteria. They were also assigned on
the same basis.25

The 1947 Illinois directory of schools, issued
by the State superintendent of public instruction,
listed black and white schools by race, yet the
existence of such schools was outlawed, pre-
sumably, in 1874. In 1947 the school board of
Edwardsville, in the southern part of the State,
maintained a 4-year white high school while the
black high school opefaaifonly a 3-year progam.
When the Illinois Commission on Human Re-
tions, a State agency, urged the State Superin-
tendent to cut off State aid to districts which
segregated schools illegally, the superintendent
"replied that he had no authority to make such
investigations unless the elected State's attorneys
in those counties initiated suit against the elected
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school boards.."26 The likelihood of a States at-
torney in any part of Illinois taking such action
was negligible at best.

School segregation in New Jersey was forbidden
by State law in 1881 and by State supreme court
ruling 3 years later.27 State agencies violated both
Lhe law uld ruling repeatedly over the next
half-cen tury.28 As in Illinois, New Jersey school
authorities published school statistics by race and
maintained two all-black vocational schools taught
only by Negroes. Black parent challenges to
segregated conditions were virtually always turned
do.wn by the State. Even when school districts
admitted the charge was correct, the State refused
to order a change. During the _1930's, segregation
spread further Mto the northern part of the State,
again without encountering official opposition.29
Deterioration of educational conditions was re-
ported in the areas of growing segregation.

Throughout the North, assignment of children
to specific schools was determined by a broad
range of criteria. Contrary to countless recent
assertions, place of residence was not one of these;
at least, not for black children. Except rarely,
krierican courts refused to recognize' a claim to
school assignment on the basis of residence.
Almost uniformly, courts acknowledged the
authority of school boards to assign students to
schools. Usually. when black parents applied for
an order directing a board to permit black children
to attend the nearest schooloften a white one
instead of a distant schooloften a black onethe
request was denied. As a result, Negro school
children frequently went to schools which were far
from their homes, hazardous to safety and health,
heavily overcrowded, and inferior educationally.
Blacks were not permitted the privilege of a
neighborhood school." This was even truer in the
South.

SINCE 1950

IN THE SOUTH

In mid-1950, the NAACP Legal Defense Fund
(LDF) began a frontal assault on the principle of
segregation. Until then, the group had litigated for
equal-although-separate schools. Five separate
cases, initiated by black parents, were argued by
the LDF before the Supreme Court during
1952-1955. These concerned schools in Sumerton,
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S.C.; Farmville, Va.; Topeka, Kans.; Wilmington,
Del.; and Washington, D.C. LDF lawyer Robert L.
Carter stated the plaintiffs' principal contention:

... We have been deprived of the equal protection of
the laws where the statute requires appellants to attend
public elementary schools on a segregated basis, because
the aet of segregation in and of itself denies them equal
educational o2portunities which the Fourteenth Amend-
ment secure

On May 17, 1954, the Court unanimously ac-
cepted the argument and ruled:

In the field of public education the doctrine of
"separate but equar has no place. Separate educational
facilities are Inherently unequal... We hold that the
plaintiffs and others similarly situated... are, by reason
of the segregation complained of, deprived of the equal
protection of the laws guaranteed by the Fourteenth
Ainendment. Brown v. Board of Education (I), 347 U.S.
483, at 495.

The Court delayed implementation for a year,
meanwhile soliciting views on the form a fmal
order should take.

Benjamin Muse, the historian, reported that
news of the Brown decision was received with-ut
elation in the black communities: "There was no
dancing in the streets. The significance was not
quickly grasped by the Negro masses... "32 Very
probably the reverse was nearer the mark. Two
questions about Brown remained unanswered in
1954-55: (1) What action was required? and (2)
When would the action be performed? If the
Negro masses were skeptical about both questions,
their sentiments were more than matched by the
LDF attorneys.

In April 1955, the Supreme Court conducted a
5-day hearing on implementation. Repeatedly,
LDF chief counsel Thurgood Marshall pressed the
Court to set a definite timetable for desegregation.
If the pace of desegregation were left to the States,
Marth0 declared: "... Then the Negro ... would
be in a horrible shape. He ... would be as bad, if
not worse off then under the 'separate but equal'
doctrine ... "33 District court judges .would be
too solicitous of local school boards. "It is a
national Constitution," said Marshall, "there is no
place for local option in our Constitution."34 On
the last day of the hearing, he returned to the
matter of a deadline, but placing it within a
context of racism:

This time limit becomes a part of the effectiveness ...
of the May 17 decision. But I don't believe any argument
has ever been made to this Court to postpone the
enforcement of a constitutional right. The argument is
never made until Negroes are involved.35

Representatives of the southern States warned of
widespread resistance should immediate desegre-
gation be ordered.

In May 1955, the Supreme Court ruled in
Brown v. &cud of Education (H). No deadline was
set. Instead, the Federal district courts were to
take jurisdiction over school segregation cases.
Negro children were to be admitted to public
schools "as soon as practicable on a nondis-
crirr&atory basis." School boards were directed to
proceed "with all deliberate speed." Brown II, in
the retrospective opinion of a former LDF lawyer,
Robert L. Carter, was "a grave mistake- since its
deliberate-speed formula set up the standare_ of
compliance only "on terms that the white South
could accept." Thus, Carter concluded, "the
Warren Court sacrificed individual and immediate
vindication of the newly discovered right to
desegregated education . "36

Another weakness, shared by Brown I and
Brown II, was the exclusive emphasis upon dis-
mantling segregation. Historically, segregation had
served as the means of planned deprivation. But
this aspect of the situation was ignored in the
Brown proceedings. School boards were not re-
quired to do anything differently than they had
ever done before. Reducing or eliminating the
gross material disparities between black and white
schools did not form part of the order. For their
own part, LDF lawyers veq, likely feared raising
the question inasmuch as the Court might have
chosen to resurrect Plessy, only on an equal-but-
separate rather than a separate-but-ecsial basis.
During arguments on Brown I southern State
attorneys insisted that materia equality was on
the verge of befrig attained and thus segregation no
longer exacted a special pdce from Negro children.
LDF lawyer Spottswood Robinson replied that
"even though Virginia could spend $26 millions
an enormous sum by Virginia standardsall that
we succeed in doing is moving from a present 61
cents to 79 cents per Negro student for each dollar'
that is invested in buildings and sites for white
students."37

Whatever the structural weaknesses of Brown,
Negro parents seized on the decision as a chance

2 7
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for an equal education. Within weeks after Brown
II was handed down, many of these parents filed
petitions with school boards, demanding entry for
their children-among other places, in Orangeburg,
S.C. and Yazoo City, Miss. In Virginia black
parents petitioned in Newport News, Norfolk,
Alexandria, Charlottesville, Arlington County, and
Isle of Wight County. In each case, the petitions
were rejected. Petitioners in Orangeburg and
Yazoo City suffered retaliation from the white
community by losing their jobs and credit; share-
croppers were evicted; and grocers refused to sell
food to some.38

Repulsed by school boards, parents turned to
the Federal district courts Here, they lc,st more
frequently than not.39 In several instances, State
authorities flouted Federal district court ridings
favorable to desegregation; no penOty followed.
From 1954 to 1960, in only 5 of 10 cases
involving violence to stop a court order did
Federril authorities intervene." Bills were intro-
duced in Congress during 1957 and 1960 autho-
rizing the U.S. Department of Justice to represent
black parents in desegregation cases. Both times
the provision was dropped.

In the 10th school year after Brown I, only 34,
100-i.e., 1.2 percent-of the nonb.:der South's
2,894,563 black children attended atzegregated
schools. This slender consequence of Brown re-
sulted from numerous effective techniques of
noncompliance adopted by southern States. Legis-
latures passed laws that stopped State aid from
being paid to desegregated schools, dor ! schools
under court order to desegregate, repeL.ed com-
pulsory attendance laws to permit white children
to leave desegregrated schools, appropriated State
funds to private segregated schools, and aimed at
driving the NAACP from various States. In 1962,
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights called pupil
placement laws "the principal obstacle to desegre-
gation in the South."4I These measures required
individual black children who wished to attend a
white school to nu out special application forms,
take tests (if necessary), resort to formal appeals,
and the like. Meanwhile, students were to he
assigned to their traditional school. In effect, these
placement laws were a new form of State assign-
ment of schools by race, the very practice out-
lawed by Brown. State and Federal courts rep-
larly rejected black parents' ch-Oenges to place-
ment laws. Between 1955 and 1963, the U.S.

Supreme Court refuced to review all cases in-
volving such challenges.4 2

The Nation was wrenched from its constitution-
al slumber by the mass movement of protesting
blacks, in -South and North, during the early
1960's. As indicated in the previous chapter, the
movement led by black students in the South set
off a new explosion of peaceful energy which
found its counterpart in the North. Passage of the
Civil Rights Act in 1964 was a direct result of the
movement. The new law created the basis for
significant progress in the South. Two sections of

-the law were especially important for education.
Title IV authorized the U.S. Commissioner of
Education to help school districts to desegregate,
and empowered the Attorney General to institute
lawsuits to bring about desegregation. Title VI
forbade the use of Federal funds in any federally
assisted program that practiced racial discrimina-
tion. In so stipulating, Congress pledged the power
of the purse to the goal of equal educational
opportunity.

"This legislation,- wrote Martin Luther King in
1965, "was first written in the streets."43 En.
forcement of the Civil Rights Act also began there.
During the years 1965-1969, black people in the
United States conducted an immense number of
demonstrative actions on behalf of desegregation.
(See Chapter 10 for a more detailed discussion.)
Within the context of mass actions, the Federal
Government felt pressed to effectuate the goals of
the new law. Between 1963 and 1958, desegjega-
tion advanced further than during a the years
since Brown.44

Day-to-day enforcement of title VI by the U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
(HEW) proceeded according to a set of desegre-
gation guidelines formulated early in 1965. While
the guidelines document was vague in many
respects, it was far more detailed than the text of
Brown II. Southern Congressmen sought to
weaken the guidelines or their application by
tudget and political threats. The administration,
by 1967-1968, permitted severe weakening of
HEW enforcement efforts. Between 1965 and
1969, the number of HEW personnel working

-directly on desegregation fell from 75 to 34. The
Department of Justice filed fewer enforcernent
actions each year. In January, 1969, on the
occasion of a change in national administration,
the head of HEW's civil rights office wrote in an
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PERCENTAGE OF NEGRO STUDENTS ATTENDING DESEGREGATED

SCHOOLS IN SEVEN SOUTHERN STATES IN THE 1963.64 AND

1968-69 SCHOOL YEARS

Alabama
Georgia
Louisiana
Mississippi
North Carolina
South Carolina
Virginia

internal memorandum that except for Justice
Department lawsuits "there has been virtually no
enforcement of civd rights provisions by any other
[agency] of Govern Mem."45 A general lassitude
of civil rights enforcement existed at the :on-
elusion of the Johnson administi'ation. This ten-
dency was accelerated under the Nixon administra-
tion.

The Civil Rights Act was important as a
transition from the lagging enforcement of Brown.
As previously stated, desegregation developed
4gnificantly after 1964. Yet, the progress was
limited. Desegregation in the South made large
strides only when the Supreme Court adopted a
new stance towards Brown.

The promise of Brown II was evaded, as already
indicated, by the pupil placement laws. These
effective impediments to desegregation were suc-
ceeded in the late 1950's and mid-1960's by
"free-choice" desegregation plans. Under these,
students were declared "free" to select a school of
their choice. Intimidation of black children, was
common. U.S. Commissioner of Education Harold
Howe II told Congess:

When our fieldworkers investigate free-choice plans
which are not producing school desegregation they fmd
that in almost all instances the freedom of choice is
illusory. Typical', the community atmosphere is such
that Negro parents are fearful of choosing a white school
for their children.46

Nevertheless, Federal courts regularly approved
free-choice plum. They had been doing so since
1955. In that year, several weeks after Brown II, a
three-judge Federal court in South Carolina ruled
in Briggs v. Elliott that "the Constitution does

1963-1964 1968-1969

.007 7.4

.052 14.2

.602 8.8

.000 7.1
.537 27.8
.003 14.9

1.630 25.7

not require integration. It merely forbids segre-
gation."47 Thus, Brown II was interpreted by
Briggs to require only that individual black
students had a right to apply for transfer into
white schools. Briggs denied any positive obli-
gation by school districts to desegregate entire
school systems. While the Supreme Court never
adopted Briggs, a large number of lower Federal
courts did so for more than a decade.

The death knell of Briggs was sounded by the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, sitting
in New Orlems. In 1966 and 1967 it ruled in
United States v. Jefferson C'outuy. Since the
Supreme Court rejected a subsequent appeal the
latter year, the Fifth Circuit opinion became
authoritative. "What is wrong about Bnggs," held
the aforementioned appeals court, "is that it
drains out of Brown that decision's significance as
a class action to secure equal educational opportu-
nities for Negroes by compelling the States to
reorganize their public school systems!"48 Thus,
ruled the court, schools in the circuit "have the
affirmative duty under the Fourteenth Amend.
ment to bring about an integrated, unitary school
system in which there are no Negro schools and
rio white schoolsjust schools."" While carefully
drawn free-choice plans could still be used, the
court set up a standard of performance by which
such plans were to be evaluated: "Has the opera.
tion of the promised plan actually eliminated
segregated and token-desegregated schools and
achieved substantial integration?"50

In 1968, the Supreme Court went a step further
than the Fifth Circuit in the Green v. New Kent
County case.51 it now ruled that the burden on a
school board today is to come forward with a

2 9
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[desegregation] plan that promises realisticAy to
work, and promises realistically to work now.-
Racia] discrimination in the schools must be
eliminated "root and branch." The high court
called for "a system without a 'white' school and a
'Negro' school, but just schools." inclusion of the
word "now" in the decision was the nearest the
Supreme Court had yet come to granting the
NAACP LDF request of 1955 for a timetable of
desegregation.

The following year, the Court ruled in Alex-
ander v. Holmes, a Mississippi case.52 It held that
the "obligation of every school district is to
terminate dual school systems at once and to
operate now and hereafter only unitary schools."
The decision was handed down on October 29,
1969; by the following January, the public schools
of the State were desegregated.

Green and Alexander took the matter of
desegregation out of the realm of formalistic
compliance unaccompanied by substantial con-
sequences. Both decisions signMled a new sense of
urgency and realism by the high court. Together,
they constituted a sweeping amendment of Brown

In 1971, the Supreme Court ruled in Swaniz v.
Charlotre-Meeklenburg, a landmark case that, in
one respect, rivaled Brown I in importance: The
Court now considered the implications of residen-
tial segregation for school desegregation. Brown II
had advised district courts to seek compact atten-
dance areas around schools to embrace all who
lived nearby, black wid white alike. Given the
existence of segregated residence, however, com-
pactness of school attendance areas inevitably
meant those areas would be segregated. Segi-egated
housing, the Swann court acknowledged, could
help create segregated schools. But the reverse was
also true:

People gravitate toward sehool facilities, just as schools
axe located in response to the needs of people. The
location of schools may thus Mfluence the patterns of
residential development of a metropolitan area and have
important impact on composition of inner city neighbor-
hoods.

Under such conditions effective desegregation
might, the Court held, require the drawing of
school attendance areas that "are neither compact
nor contiguous; indeed they may be on opposite
ends of the city." Since under this condition
assipment to the school nearest the student's

residence would not dismantle the dual system,
"desegregation plans cannot be limited to the
walk-in school." If mandatory student transporta-
tion were needed, school boards could employ it.

Residential segregation was thus placed under
constitutional scrutiny. In urban areasboth in the
North and SouthBrown I suddenly took on an
immediacY that,had been lacking for the previous
17 years. Since the overwhelcning majority of
black children in the country lived in urban areas,
under residentiOy segregat'2x1 circumstances, the
potential of Swarm was enormous. Student trans-
portation in such areas was the single most
effective instrument in achieving desegregation.
Opposition to desegregation frequently took the
form of opposition to student transportation
called "busing."

Student transportation at public expense had
developed steadily in the half.century before
Swarzn:5 4

School year
Percent of Students

transported

1920-21 5.6
1931-32 9.2
1941-42 18.3
1951.52 29.0
1961-62 38.1
1969-70 42.8

In the South, transportation was organized on a
racially discriminatory basis. During the rrdc1-30's
in 12 southern States, 27.3 percent of all white
children enrolled were transported as compared
with only 3.2 percent of the black children;
Louisiana had the most clisparate record (45.2.and
0.5 percent).55 It was common to transport black
children past nearby white schools. In Yancey
County, N.C, during 1962, black high school
students were refused entry to the nearest school
and had to make an 80-mile round trip daily to a
Negro school in Ashevffie; in mid-1964, black high
school students in Havana, Ark., were bused daily
for a round trip of 120 miles.56 These practices
were consistent with the general system of segrega-
tion and planned deprivation.

By 1971, the year of Swann, walking had
become a minor means whereby students traveled
to attend school in the country as a whole. That
year, nearly 50 million went to school. Here is
how they got there:57
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Number Percent

School bus 19,030,000 38.2
Public trmsportation 1,514,000 3.0
Private automobile 8,140,000 16.3
Walk/bicycle 20,951,000 42.1
Other 248 Ok 0.4

Total 49,883,000 100.0

Curiously, not only citizen discussion but even
scholarly articles assumed that student transporta-
tion was somehow abnormal. (This subject will be
examined in more detail in chapter 6.) School
buses had a superior safety record over either
walking to school or riding in a private auto-
mobile. Compared with walking, buses were as
much as six times safer; with riding in a private
automobile, eight times safer.5 8 Nevertheless, anti-
busing became a politically respectable movement
in the years after Swann.

Green, Alexander, and Swann enabled desegre-
gation in the South to become a practical realty
rather than merely an abstract constitutional right.
Between 1968 and the 1971-72 school yearthe
first one after Swannthe percentage of Negro
children attending predominantly black schools in
the 11-State South fell sharply from 68.0 to
9.2.59 (The educational consequences of these
changes are examined later in severa chapters.)

IN THE NORTH

At midcentury, no distinctive body of law had
developed around the specific relationship of race
and education in the North. The long history of
official and unofficial State action on behalf of
racial discrimination in northern schools remained
unwritten; perhaps even forgotten. However, the
Supreme Court in Brown I referred to the aboli-
tion of segregation tn the public schools of Boston,
it also observing:

But elsewhere in the North segregation in public
educadon has persisted in some communities until recent
years. It is apparent that such segregation has long been a
nationwide problem, not merely one of sectional con-
cern.60

The following year, in Brown II, the Court
decreed: "All provisions of Federal, State, or local
law requiring or permitting such [racial] discrimi-
nation [in public education] must yield ... " By

1955, in no northern State was there a statutory
basis to school segregation. The last such lawin
Indianahad been repealed 5 years earlier.

Black parents in the North had been suing
school boards for more than a century. Almost
always they complained of overt discrimination
against their children. These acts ranged from
outright exclusion, to segregation in separate
quarters or within die common school building, to
inequitable financial requirements. Courts were
generiffly kihospitable to appeals for redress, but
occasional parent victories occurred. No such case
was ever considered by the U.S. Supreme Court.

During the decade after Brown, northern school
boards and their attorneys formulated a legal
doctrine which in effect was to relieve them of
accountability for school segregation. This doc-
trine asserted a sharp distinction between de jure
and de facto segregation; the former was caused by
affirmative statutory authority, the latter was a
happenstance consequence of residential segega-
tion. The one w4 conscious and designed while
the other was neutra and impersonal. Clearly, the
intent was to identify de jure segregation with the
pre-Brown South and de facto segegation with the
North.

Historically, the de facto doctrine was weak.
Deliberate segregative action by northern public .

officials was widespread. Even in northern States
with a histoq of segregation lawssuch as Indiana
and Missourilegislation brought no changes in the
pattern of assignment of students. On the other
hand, the comparative rarity of segregation laws in
the North lent plausibility to the argument. In the
absence of declared public commitment to segrega-
tion by school boards, potential plaintiffs were
faced by an immense job of gathering facts if and
when they would opt to file suit. Another possible
avenue was to attack the racial concentration
itself, without regard to how it arose.

Under Plessy, separation was constitutionally
valid unless it were accompanied by unequal
facilities. That the availability of equal facilities
under segregation was a myth both in the North
and South did not prevent courts from ignorffig
the obvious. Separation as such was unobjection-
able under the Plessy doctrine.

Before 1954, apparently only three cases con-
cerning segregation as such came before State
courts, two in New York and one in Indiana. In
1900, black plaintiffs in Queens, New York City
charged discrimination in that their children were
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assigned to a single school. The court rejected the
claim, holding it is equal school facilities and
accommodations that are required to be furniahed
and not equal social opportunities."'" In 1943,
the New York State Commissioner of Education
closed an illegal all-black school in Ramapo be-
cause it was patently inferior to the white school.
He stressed, however, that "if the [attendance]
lines are reasonably drawn the fact that most or all
the school children are of one race or another race
does not render the zoning illegal."62 In 1926,
when Indianapolis authorities announced they
were going to build a high school, black parents
sued to force the choice of another site. They
contended that sthce the announced site was in
the midst of a Negro area of residence, the new
school would almost certainly be all-black. The
court rejected this argument and rAded: In the
absence of fraud, the court will not interpose and
impose upon school authorities the judgnent of

:ourt concerning matters committed by law to
the discretion of school authorities."63

All three cases involved intentional policies of
separation by school authorities. In New York in
1900 and Indiana in 1926, deliberate segregation
was allowed by law. By 1943, New York law no
longer permitted segregation. Yet, the board of
education had continued to practice it. None of
the three cases exemplifies de facto segregation
since in none of them was segregation fortuitous
or unplanned.

The advent of Brown left the legal situation in
the North unaffected, at best. In 1956, the New
York State Commissioner of Education niled that
citizens of Babylon were unjustified in challenging
the existence of a predomniantly minority school.
He held: "Because of the incidence of location,
the mere fact that the preponderance of the
children who would normally attend the neighbor-
hood school happened to be white or Negro, of
Polish, Irish, Scotch, Swedish, Italian or English
descent or otherwise ... does not require a board
to attempt to gerrymander the [attendance] lines,
to assign but a certain percentage to a particular
school."64 Both in Kansas and South Carolina,
Federal courts explicitly approved the existence of
one-race schools. In the former case the court
held:

Desegregation does not mean that there must be
intermingling of the races in all school districts
the [school attendance] district is inhabited entirely by
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colored students, no violation of my constitutional right
results because they are compelled to attend the school in
the district in which they live.

(Ironically, this ruling was the last one made by a
Federg court in the origthal Brown case.) Briggs
drew the same conclusion.

Racial concentration in the absence of legal
mandate was thus as constitutional under Brown
as under Plessy. Black experience in the United
States, however, embraced more than segregation
in the schools. It also included, inevitably, inferior
facilities and lesser educational oppornmities.
During the arguments on Brown before the
Supreme Court in 1953.1954, segregationnot
deprivationwas made the issue. Having ruled
against the first, the Court ignored the second.
But, clearly, the condition continued to exist. Was
deprivation of black children therefore consti-
tutional? Or, was it unconstitutional only if
deliberate? If so, did black parents have any
recourse where evidence of intent was unavailable?

One reply emerged in 1957 when the Virginia
supreme court in Dobbins v. Corienwealth
ordered an 0-white high school in West Point to
accept a black applicant rather than force her to
attend an inferior black high school. Her father
had refused to send her to the latter school and
kept her home. 111,: State board of education
charged him with vi :dation of the compulsbry
attendance law. This action was struck down by
the State high court which ruled that "application
of a criminal statute so that it brings about or
results in inequality of treatment to the two races
is not justified."66

The potential significance of Dobbins became
clearer the next year when a magistrate in a New
York City family court ruled boldly that black
parents who withheld their children from atten-
dance in all-black schools on the ground that these
were inferior were not neglecting their children's
education.67 Justice Justine Wise Polier charac-
terized the 0.black schools as inferior because
they were segregated and staffed with teachers
who were not as qualified as thoseqn predomi-
nantly white schools elsewhere in the_elty. 'With
both parties doubtful of the future course of an
appeg, an out-of-court settlement was reached; it
applied only to the case at hand. The larger issue
was laid aside.68

Litigation in the North during the 1960's was
controlled largely by the Briggs doctrine as
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mediated through Bell v. School Board (involving
Gary, Ind.) and Downs v. Board of Education
(involving Kansas City, Mo.). In both, concentra-
tions of black students were approved since they
had resulted presumably from assigiment to
schools by residence, not race.69 Unless plaintiffs
could prove that school boards had engaged in
overt discrimthation, the existing segregation was
explained as a simple reflection of residential
segegationthus not the boards' doing. This was
the concept of de facto segregation.

Critics of the doctrine rejected the concept of a
neutral school board, and pointed out that board
action was State action, thus implicating school
authorities in violations of equal protection.7°
More salient for change than scholarship in this
area, however, was political pressure arising from
the civil rights movement. In New York State, the
Board of Regents in 1960 adopted a policy of
desegregation. Courts upheld efforts of school
boards to comply voluntarily. They ruled that
such plans, based as they must be in part on racial
considerations, were not attempts to discriminate.
In New Jersey, the State supreme court went
further in Booker v. Board of Educationinvolving
Plainfieldand held that the State was obliged to
correct "substantial racial imbalance which may be
educationally harmful though it has not reached
the standard of 'all or nearly all Negro'."71
Massachusetts in 1965 passed the Racial Imbalance
Act which required school boards to desegregate
once a school had a predominantly black enroll-
ment. In 1963, Illinois had passed the Armstrong
Act, aimed at eliminating segregation by revising
attendance area boundaries.

The de facto doctrine was severely weakened
by these changes for they contradicted the for-
mula: "we do not need to correct what we did not
cause." Since Brown, deliberate segregation has
been illegal. Now, so-called nondeliberate segrega-
tion began to lose its legal protection in several
States.

Oddly enough, the most serious blow to the de
facto doctrine came from court decisions which
found school districts guilty of de fure segregation.
Between 1961 and 1972, as the table on page 12
indicates, Federal district courts outside the South
found nine school boards violating the equal
protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment:

Since this compilation was drawn up, similar
findings were made by Federal courts with respect
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to Indianapolis, Detroit, Kalamazoo, Grand Rap-
ids, Lansing, _Dayton, Minneapolis, Braddock,
Pa., and Kinloch, Mo. In addition, during the same
recent period, State courts ruled similarly in two
Illinois cities (Waukegan and Madison) and three
California cities (Los Angeles, Inglewood, and
Richmond). Administrative action against north-
ern school boards has occurred in Pennsylvania
and Massachusetts and, on a Federal level, by
limited proceedLngs of the Office for Civil Rights
in HEW.

In 1973, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in
Keyes v. School District, its first "northern" case. It
accepted evidence from a lower court that Denver
school authorities had deliberately segregated part
of the city's schools. Teachers had been assigned
by race and students channeled to certain schools.

A finding of intentionally segregative school
board actions in a meaningful portion of a school
system, as in this case," held the Supreme Court,
"creates a presumption that other segregated
schooling within the system is not adventi-
tious."72 The burden of proof, therefore, lay
upon the school board to demonstrate that its
action elsewhere in the school system were un-
tainted by intention to segregate. Later in the
year, the lower court, following Supreme Court
instructions, held a new hearing and found that
the entire school system of Denver was unconstitu-
tionally segregated.7 3

By the rrtid-1970's, the principal judicia sup-
ports of de facto doctrine had been removed. In
1968, in Green, the Supreme Court rejected the
Briggs rule that there was no affirmative obligation
to desegregate. Five years later, the Cburt laid that
obligation upon a northern school district, even in
the absence of either a State segregation law or
direct courtroom testimony attesting to district-
wide discriminatory acts by the school board.
State legislation requiring affirmative desegrega-
tion action spread during the late 60's and early
70's. A series of important State supreme court
decisions in 1971.1972 added to the movement
away from de facto doctrine.74 Many of these
legal steps still lacked full implementation.

Meanwhile, in judicial terms, northern desegre-
gation in 1975 was roughly where southern dese-
gregation had been 10 years before. Aside from
school districts found violating the Fourteenth
Amendment, there existed no general obligation
by school districts to desegregate entire school

3
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systems. Instead, school boards were employing
numerous renovated free-choice arrangements,
called open enrollme-t, magnet schools, voluntary
desegregation, and -,,her names. These constitute
an effort by boards to interpret Brown as simply
expanding educational alternatives for single chil-
dren rather than eliminating dual systems of
educational opportunity.

In the North as a whole, by fall, 1970 slightly
over one-fourth (27.7 percent) of all black pupils
attended predominantly white schools. In the
South, this proportion had risen sharply over the
preceding 2 years from 18.4 to 38.1 percent.75
Around the turn of the decade, the northern cities
that desegregated did so under court order or
administrative decree. Few desegregated voluntar-
ily. (Nor, of course, had many southern distficts
done so.) The crucial difference between contempo-
rary desegregation in the North and South lies Ln the
role of the Supreme Court. Should it continue
to extend its guidance tO northern school districts,
a considerable change will undoubtedly occur. In
the absence of such action, pressure will build to
adopt a national legislative policy of desegregation
applicable equally to North and South. Section 5
of the Fourteenth Amendment could provide the
legal framework for such a step.76

Unequal expenditures for black and white
students have been an historic feature of dual
schooling, both in the North and South. Brown
did not deal with this problem. Wile the racial
expenditure gap narrowed after Brown, it by no
means disappeared. Researchers found it more
difficult to ascertain the precise dimensions of the
gap as publication of racial breakdown of expendi-
tures virtually ceased. In addition, few if any
school districts published an accounting of actual
per school and per child expenditures; at best,
only budgeted or authorized expenditure data
were available. Further, much of the information
was districtwide; per school data were simply
averaged out.

The problem of a black-white gap has been
submerged, if not assimilated, into another pro-
blemi.e., unequal per student expenditures that
vary between taxing units within single States. A
single remedy, abolistLing or modifying the pro-
perty tax br altering its administration, has mono-
polized the attention of reformers. The master
assumption seems to be that the black-white gap is
a lesser inequity than the interdistdct disparities;
and that the more school financing approaches a
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statewide basis, the more equitable the entire
system will become.

This faith finds only modest historical support.
The development of State responsibility for the
common schools did, of course, greatly increase
educational opportunities. For minority children,
however, this was less true. In 1926, Bond, after a
close study of black education in Oklahoma,
observed that the Negro schools "are going to
remain below par just as long as the county
remains the unit of financial support."77 On the
other hand, historian Louis R. Harlan, after an
analysis of black schooling in the Southeast from
1901 to 1915, concluded: "Simply enlarging the
unit of taxation was not a solution of the
inequities of southern school finance, even for
whites."7 8

Virtually no researcher has tried to measure
systematically school-by-school intradistrict in-
equalities that relate to race and class. In New
York City and Chicago, recent (early 1970's)
analyses indicated the existence of such inequal-
ity.79 Repeated instances of similar character were
widely reported by white teachers in the South
assigned to newly desegregated, formerly all-black
schools. Extensive audits of school district ex-
penditures by the HEW audit agency concluded
that significant sums of money appropriated for
"educationally deprived" children had not been
used for this purpose.

The case for property tax -reform to equalize
interdistrict inequalities has its own justification.
But it is separate from the problem of intradistrict
inequalities. Until, in the words of Green, all
schools are "just schools", without stigmas of race
and class, it is idle to imagine that they can be
financed as though they were "just schools."

HIGHER EDUCATION
Southern States used Morrill Act funds as

reported in the previous chapter exclusively to set
up white land grant colleges. Although the size of
the land-grant for colleges was dependent ulti-
mately on the size of population, including-blacks,
the latter were excluded from the law's benefits.
Friends of the freedmen complained to Congress
of this discrimination. They were on the verge of
victory in 1866 when a House of Representatives
committee sponsored an amendment to the Morrill
Act: "That no person shall be excluded on
account of race or color from the benefits of the



school or educational fund arising from the lands
thus donated."80 The provision was dropped after
unfavorable discussion on the floor of the House.

In 1890, a second Monill Act was passed. This
one provided that no State could receive grants
unless the proceeds were "equitably divided"
among the races. Enforcement powers were lodged
Mth the Secretary of the Interior. During the first
decade of the law, the Secretary suspended funds
to South Carolina in order to force the State to
increase appropdations for its -black laud grant
college. An appeal to Congress restored the cut.
Apparently, the Secretary of the Interior never
tried again.81

In effect, the failure of enforcement of the
Morrill Act produced in higher education the same
situation created in 1899 by Cumming. The States
were left free from Federal regulation to do almost
as they wished with black education. In Texas, the
constitution of 1876 pledged to establish a State
university for blacks "when practicable." Seventy
years later the pledge was still unredeemed. In
1921, a Missouri law created the Board of Curators
for Lincoln University and directed it "to afford
the Negro people of the State opportunity for

aining up to the standard furnished at the State
University of Missouri whenever necessary and
practicable in their opinion.-82 No action was
ever tAen by the curators.

Excluded without exception from southern
State universities, Negroes wishing to enroll as
graduate students began turning to the courts in
1933. Two years later, Donald Murray, a graduate
of Amherst College, sued successfully to gain
entrance to the University of Maryland.83 Amid
celebrations in black communities, NAACP chief
counsel Charles H. Houston predicted that "the
other southern State universities are not going to
confess error just because Murray obtained a
favorable decision in Maryland:114 Houston
proved correct. Southern universities forced each
black applicant to sue separately. Every action was
based on the ground of equal protection under the
Fourteenth Amendment. In turn, the universities
usually referred applicants to the Negro land grant
college in the State.

In 1936, Lloyd Gaines, a Negro, applied to
enter the law school of the University of Missouri.
He was rejected and advised either to request the
black college, Lincoln University, to initiate a law
course or to apply for an out-of-State scholarship.
Gaines sued, and lost; the State supreme court
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upheld the decision. Gaines appealed to the U.S.
Supreme Court which, in 1938, decided in his
favor.85 "The basic consideration," held the
Court, "is what opportunities Missouri ...
furnishes to white students and denies to Negroes
solely upon the ground of color." Rejected was
the option of out-of-State tuition. The Court
explained that equal opportunity must be offered
within the State's own boundaries. To avoid
desegregating the State university, Missouri lefOsla-
tors, the next year, increased appropriations to
all-black Lincoln University, and, overnight,
courses and professional schools parallel with
those at the University of Missouri were to be
offe red.

Gaines was an effort to stress the equality of
separate-but-equal. It rejected separation with dif-
ferential quality offerings. Southern States, how-
ever, evaded the new emphasis on equal facilities.
And they minimized the desegregative impact of
the decision. Four devices were employed. The
first was the out-of-State scholarship with dollar
value almost always less than the ayerage State
expenditure per student at white State universities.
Second, was the regional association of southern
States which permitted blacks from one State to
attend an institution in an associated State. This
perpetuated segregation inasmuch as all out-of-
State Negro medical students, for example, were
sent to virtually all-black Meharry Medical College
ill Nashville. White students benefited more be-
cause they had a wider interstate choice. Increas-
ing appropriations to black State colleges was a
third evasive device. Between 1938-39 and
1947-48, the per student expenditure for black
land-grant colleges as compared with that for
whites rose from 62.5 percent to 90.4 percent.86
Unfortunately, none of the historic disparity that
was so sizable by the 1930's was overcome even by
the latter percentage since padty had not been
achieved. Forcing each black applicant to litigate
on his or her own behalf ensured a pattern of
tokenism enforced later by the common schools.

Following Brown II, indications seemed firm
that public higher education in the South would
soon be desegregated. During 1955-56, Negroes in
Texas won four coUrt decisions based on Brown,
that opened all-white colleges to them.87 In 1955,
a Federal district court in North Carolina ruled
that Brown applied to higher education; this
decision was affirmed the next year by the
Supreme Court.88 In 1956 public colleges and
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universities in Tennessee were ordered to desegre-
gate.89 Neither in North Carolina nor Tennessee,
however, did desegregation ensue. Segregated
public higher education became a privileged en-
clave beyond the effective reach of the new
constitutional doctrine.913

In 1968 segregated public higher education
once more became an issue when Tennessee State
officials were directed by a Federal district judge
to desegregate the State's public colleges and
universities. A 6-year delay followed before the
court held hearings on specific plans. Meanwhile,
the court action rekindled interest among Federal
officials. At the same time, the Office for Civil
Rights of HEW began notifyLng institutions that
their Federal grants were being endangered by
persistent segregation. In 1969-70, 10 States were
clirected to submit desegregation plans. Five States
ignored the directive while the other five sub-
mitted unacceptable plans. OCR failed for as long
as 3 years to make amy formai determination of
noncomplimce. Federal funds continued to be
awarded to and spent by the 10 States. A lawsuit
was then filed against E1EW and OCR to compel
them to administer title VI in accordance wiLh
their own administrative regulations. Late in 1972,
the suit was decided agiinst the Government, in
Adams v. Richardson.91 Numerous postpone-
ments were granted the States as they sought
approval of various plans. Suit was filed by the
U.S. Department of Justice against Louisiana when
it refused to submit a plan.92

Beginning in the late 1960's OCR began to
enforce Federal Executive Order 11246, which
forbade discrimination by any contractor with the
Federal Government on account of race, color,
nationality, or sex. Contractors were directed to

formulate a plait for affirmative action to over-
come existing disparities. Colleges and universities,
many of them Government contractors, sought to
fulfill the requirement.

It should be recalled, as described in the
previous chapter, that American higher education
as a whole had Practiced systematic exclusion of
black faculty for many years. Numerous qualified
black acaderrdcians, who later become outstanding
authorities in their field of research, were rejected
from employment solely on the ground of race. A
firm 100-0 quota had been enforced rigidly. Only
in the past generation has this begun to change.
The first 4 years of the OCR program brought
exceedingJy minor changes in colleges and univer-
sities. According to a study by the American
Council of Education, the percentage of blacks on
college faculties rose from 2.2 percent in 1968-69
'to 2.9 per cent in 1972-73.93

By the mid-1970's, the constitutional law of
higher educational opportunity could hardly be
said to exist. In some respects it rested at the
level of Bess.)). Many of the measures offered to

segregatioi: fumed out to be essen-
tiiiily steps to rt;':' credominaitly black colleges
-more er irs -nave corLiisi&t1 of proposals

number of white students at the
black Sudi actions resemble the state of
desr4J3atiorl jutiicial doctrine around 1958 and
migi ,zalfeLi early Brown." Absent thus far are
con;rere plans foror detailed judicial orders to
creatcunitaq systems of public higher education.
This stage might be called "late Brown" or early
Greed."
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CHAPTER 3
RACE AND INTELLIGENCE IN AMERICA

Over the broad sweep of evolution, man devel-
oped a cultural mode of existence. At the core of
culture lay not only -a capacity for highly
complex forms of learning,- but as well "a
capacity for transcending what is learned; a poten-
dality for innovation, creativity, reorganization,
and change."1 Both capacities were crucial from
the outset since the earliest human civilizations
were established in the face of awesome natural
obstacles. On each continent adaptation was
sought to the most varied challenges. During the
some 150,000 generations of history and pre-
history, men and women of every race demon-
strated their capacity to learn, unlearn, and learn
anew. While mankind came to differ in color,
social and economic forms, and in other respects,
on& very .recently did doctrines develop alleging
that some persons were less capable of being fully
human.

Race prejudice was not peculiar to slavery.
Slavery in the ancient world and in medieval
Europe and Asia did not, apparently, eventuate hi
labeling the slaves as inferior human beings. Most
of these slaves were white.2 Nor did anti-black
prejudice require slavery for its succor. In the early
Islamic world, -such prejudice was widespread
despite relieous stricfures against it.3 Full-scOe
denial of the humanity of black slaves developed
first in colonial America. By the mid-18th century,
a way of thinldng by white colonists emerged
which conceived of the slaves "as primarily and
merely physical creatures." And in case nature
should not attend to the new preachment, the
legislature of South Carolina in 1740 forbade the
instruction of black slaves. As black theologian
Alexander Crummell later wrote of the enactment:

It was done ... with the knowledge that the Negro had
brain power. There was then, no denial that the Negro
had intellect. That denial was an afterthought.8

In the 1780's, Thomas Jefferson declared blacks to
be intellectually inferior. He never withdrew this
judgment. Blacks were thus excluded from his
general prescription of education.6

Both Ln Europe and America, doctrines of racial
inferiority becune formalized by the 1850's. Such
declarations, as a later black writer noted, "were
always blessed with a singular freedom from
effective protest-7 Objections from blacks, how-
ever, persistedeven before the Civil War.

It was not a scholarly writer but the Judiciary
Committee of the Ohio legislature that defended
exclusion of black children from the common
schools in 1834:

... The security of our government rests and remains in
the morality, virtue, and wisdom of our free white
cdthens ... The common school fund is not the offspring
of the offices of charity. .. .8

To this practical racism black parents posited an
equally practical opposition, not rhetorical but
political. They conducted a statewide campaign to-
open the schools to their children; withlii 15 years
they succeeded.

In opposition to direct contentions that blacks
were inferior, black spokesmen canvassed a variety
of refutations. These usually referred the detractor
to a study of then-contemporary re&lity rather
than learned subtleties. Black abolitionist Robert
B. Forten declared: "And there are innumerable
living instances ... that the color of the skin

37
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affects not the elements of human nature, nor the
principles upon which men move on-from igno-
rance to kmowledge and refmement."9 Dr. James
McCune Smith, physician and the leading black
intellectual in New York City, declared in 1844:

During the last 30 years, the Northern States have been
the scene of a silent struggle ... the free blacks [are]
taught to believe themselves naturally inferior, barely
admitted to common.school instruction, shut out from
the temple of higher literature, and taunted with igno-
rance ... Freedom has ... strengthened our rrinds by
thlowing us upon our own resources, and has bound us to
American Institutions with a tenacity which nothing but
death can overcome.1°

Blacks opened their own schools but would not
give up equal claim to the common schools.

School boards somethirnes made a weapon of
the issue of intellectual inferiority in order to
justify segregatiorr. Black parents in Boston during
the 1840's souga to abolish an all-Negro school.
School authorities refused. -In 1846, the school
board majority dragged out a new argumentone
that was to reappear a century later under more-
scholarly auspices. Of Negro children it was said:

... Their peculiar physical, mental, and moral structure,
requires an educational treatment, different, in son4e
respects, from that of white children. Teachers of schools
in which they are intermingled remark, that, in those
parts of study and Lnstniction in which progress depends
on memory or on the imitative faculties, chiefly, the
colored children will often keep pace with the white
children; but when progress comes to depend chiefly on
the faculties of invention, comparison, and reasoning,
they quickly fall behind."

Complaints like this were not heard in New
Bedford, Salem, Nantucket, and Lowell where
black and white children attended common
schools. Nor should it be forgotten that in
Boston's black school, the principalprobably the
source of the above-described theorywas under
heavy attack by Negro parents for racist and
neglectful educational practices.

Allegations of inferiority were often put for-
ward in the name of public opinion. Educator
Horace Mann wrote approvingly to a Negro goup
in 1851; ". . I suppose the almost universal
opinion to be, that, in intellect, the blacks are
inferior to the whites; while Ln sentiment and
affection, the whites are inferior to the blacks."12
He was answered by a public meeting of black
citizens who denounced "that partial judgment
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which measures men by their complexion and
Stamps them with inferiority when their color or
nationality appears unlike their own."13 Black
-academician William G. Allen criticized Mann's
racial theory, contending that blacks were not a
thstinct African race so much as "essentially a
mixed race." Accordingly, strictly racial character-
istics could not properly be delineated.14 Black
Boston lawyer John Rock summarized the Negro
response to the allegations with his customary
force: "Abject as our condition has been, our
whole lives prove us superior to the influences that
have been brought upon to crush us."15

After the 1860's, two new -elements entered
racist thought: imperlOist expansion and the doc-
trine of evolution. In Europe as well as the United
States, doctrines of racial superiority served to
"justify" expansion into Africa. "Imperialism"
writes Stocking, "not only nourished, but indeed
required, theories of western European racial
superiority,"1 6 Africa was viewed by western
historians as a land without history where a
deadening sameness characterized the centuries. As
two African 1-ustorians noted later: "This attempt
to cut the African adrift from his historical
experience and in effect to undernane .kis basic
humanity was the most upsetting feature of
European c olonialism."1 7

Darwin's evolutionary thought was soon trans-
lated into the same idiom. He had theorized that
evolution depended on a process of natural selec-
tion, characterized by a struggle for existence
within the various species of plants and animals.
"Social Darwinists" transported this doctrine into
the realm of human life and argued for a racist
interpretation. First, they held, natural_ selection
was tending toward pure races. Second, racial
prejudice was adaptive toward this goal because it
speeded up the eventual emergence of pure
races.18 Races and nationalities were placed on an
evolutionary sc0e, which was led invariably by
white Anglo-Saxon populations. In time, the
theory arose that all races were capable of develop-
ment but the loWer ones required the guidance of
higher ones. Lamarckianism, the belief in the
inheritance of acquired characteristics, com-
plemented the argument for race development.
Thus could changes in the environment of "lower"
races become their permanent acquisitions.

Around the turn of the century, some Ameri-
can social scientists began to develop the concept
of culture. This view universalized the capacity to
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be human. During the early years of the new
century, most social scientists rejected the idea
that "racial differences were significant factors in
determining cultural development."19 By 1912,
soCiologst W. I. Thomas, who had believed other-
wise a decade earlier, reported: "Present-day
anthropology does not pretend that any of the
characteristic mental- =powers, such as memory,

abstricton 'god logical ability, are
feeble or lacking in any race."20 Preeminent in the
new stream of thought was anthropologist Franz
Boas who held that all races were equally potential
carriers of culture.21 He wrote of the Negror "We
do not know of any demand made on the human
body or mLnd in modem life that anatomical or
ethnological evidence would prove to be beyond
his powers."22

A number of social scientists retained beliefs in
racial and ethnic inferiority. In 1904, sociologist
Edward R. Ross wrote in the leading journal of his
field that "the [N] egro is not simply a black
Anglo-Saxon deficient in schooling, but a being
who in strength of appetites and in power to
control them differs considerably from the white
man."23 By the eve of World War I the 'doctrine of
racial hiferiority was less often stated than im-
plied.

Racism took its toll in the various institutions
of American society, including education, govern-
ment, and economic life. Yet, the rise of formal
justifications for racism strengthened the resolve
of those who discriminated. As black intellectual
W. E. B. DuBois wrote in 1901: "If the Negro will
blindly go to the devil and make haste about it,
then the Ai-nerican conscience can justify. three
centuries of shameful history; and- hence the
subdued enthusiasm which greets a sensational
article or book that proves all Negroes worth-
less."24 Some social scientists wrote anti-racist
Materials. Few attempted to establisliinstitutional
challenges to racism.

Boas was one of these. Mound 1907, he began
a long, fmitless attempt to gain foundation sup-
port to establish an African Museum which would
"combine public exhibits with facilitic for exten-
sive scholarly research on the Negro."25 The
proposal was rejected by all major foundations. In
1910 he turned to the Smithsonian Institute's
Bureau of Ethnology but officiOs rejected the idea
as likely to arouse the "race feelings" of Congress

as well as endanger the bureau's budget. Three
decades later, Boas reported continuing failure of

researchers to take up the subject of the Negro
America:

We have reason to be ashamed to confess that the
scientific study of these questions has never received the
support either of our government or of any of our peat
scientific institutions; and it is hard to understand why we
are so Lndifferent toward a question which is of para-
mount importance to the welfare of our nation.26

The experidnce of Boas paralleled that of DuBois
who also sought in vain to obtain foundation
funds for a progam of systematic research on the
Negro.

THE USES OF GENETICS

Prior to 1900, knowledge of the mechanisms of
genetic inheritance was more allegorical than
scientific. Extremely little was.known about pre-
cise paths of transmission of traits, or even about
what was inheritable. Ignorance, however, was no
bar to the growth of a body of intellectual
speculation Imown as eugenics, i.e., the improve-
ment of the quality of the human race. Much of
the eugenic literature was little more !hail an
intellectuali7ation of dominant social Prejurlices.
The existing social order was accepted as the
staridard of evaluation; position on the social scale
was equated with relative quality. In the United
States, eugenicists found the lower classes lackhig
in biological endowments possessed by successful
Anglo-Saxon elements in the population. Eugen-
icists as a whole -considered blacks to be- biolog-
ically inferior to whites.27

After 1900, genetics became a modem science.
That year, the pioneering experimental work of
Gregor Mendel was rediscovered. In addition,
Weissmann's disproof of the inheritance of ac-
quhed characteristics became known. With the

'knowledge that a single gene might control the
inheritance of a singje trait, the possibility of
controlled breeding became apparent. Eugenics
fastened upon the new knowledge and interpreted
it .within a frameWork- of suPeriority v. inferiority.
The Tower class, for example, was sad hy Charles
B. Davenport, a leading eugenicist, to have ulterior
genes.28 In 1910, a Federe legislative commission
concluded that "immigrants from Mediterranean
regions were biologically inferior to other im-
migrants."29 Objections to such hiterpretations
were heard occasionally. Jacques Loeb, experi-
mental biologist from the Rockefeller Institute,
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protested in 1914 that "there is absolutely no
basis for saying that the color of the skin or the
shape of the eyes, or any other bodily character-
btic has anything to do with the intellectual or
moral inferiority of an hividual or a race."30 A
number of geneticists apparently disagreed; per-
haps as many as half of all geneticists in the
country became identified with the eugenics move-
me nt.31

Eugenicists were emboldened to make ex-
tremely excessive scientific claims for their beliefs.
Science, it was declared, supported the advocacy
of sterilization of the "unfit" and limitations on
the further immigration of "inferiors" from
southern and eastern Europe and elsewhere. By
1917, 16 States had passed sterilzation lavvs.
Immigration restriction became fact during the
early 1920's. By then, most geneticists had be-
come disenchanted with eugenics. Raymond Pearl,
a prominent biologist and one-time eugenicist,
charged in 1927:32 "The literature of eugenics has
largely become a mingled mess of ill-grounded and
uncritical sociology, economics, anthropology, and
politics, full of emotional appeals to class and
race prejudices, solemnly put forth as science,
and unfortunately acknowledged as such by the
genera public."

EMERGENCE OF INTELLIGENCE
TESTING

The modern intelligence test originated in
France. There, in 1904, a government commission
resolved to establish special schools for the feeble-
minded. The commission decided that "no child
suspected of retardation should be eliminated
from the ordinary school and admitted into a
special class, without first being subjected to a
pedagogical and medical examination from which
it could be certified that because of the state oftds
intelligence, he was unable to profit, in an average
measure, from the instruction given in the orili-
nary schools."33 The goal, then, was to cliscover
how to retain rather than reject a child. Alfred
Binet's intelligence test, created in 1905, was
designed to facilitate this

Binet sought to ascertain not the child's learn-
ing but his intelligence. This latter he regarded as
"judgment, otherwise called good sense, practical
sense, initiative, the faculty of adapting oneself to
circumstances. To judge well, to comprehend well,

to reason well, these are the essential activities of
intelligence."34 Binet feared that the quantitative
aspects of the test results might mislead psycho-
logists to treat the child routinely or mechanically:

Notwithstanding appearances it is not an automatic
method comparable to a weighing machine in a railroad
station on which one need but stiLnd in order that the
machine throw out the weight printed on a ticket ... The
results of our examination have no value if deprived of all
comment; they nead to be interpreted.35

The process of intelligence testing, in other words,
"must be used with intelligence "36 Binet
stressed, too, the personal consideration and kind-
ness that testers owed the tested.

The role of cultural and social factors in
intelligence was considered by BLnet. At first, he
declared confidently that "it is the intelligence
alone that we seek to measure, by disregarding in
so far as possible, the degree of histruction which
the subject possesses."37 It proved less possible
than imagined. Binet made clear that the children
with whom he worked were not from selected
social groups but from Parisian working class

In a study of Belgian children, Binet found that
"the intellectual level of the children is modified
according to the wealth of the population."38
This, he emphasized, was not an absolute rule.
Lndeed, in the Parisian schools he studied, it did
not hold true. There he found little difference in
achievement among children of varying social
conditions. He attributed this outcome principally
to the fact that "in the primary school .. they a
receive the same kind of instruction in class."39
Also, the social contrasts were wider in Belgium
than in Paris.

Binet stressed intelligence as a practical acti-
vity: "... The faculty of adapting oneself is the
property of intelligence and ... the power of
adaptation is the measure of it ,40 He
regarded as "brutal pessiinisrn" the view of intel-
ligence as an unchangeable quantity. Lnstead, he
proposed a system of "mental orthopedics" to
raise the intelligence leve1.41 in any event, intelli-
gence tests were only one potentially useful means
of reaching a judgment about a shigle child.

Transferred to an Arrierican setting, intelligence
tests underwent fundamental changes. Within a
decade after Binet's death in 1911, his invention
was barely recognizable. H. H. Goddard, psscho-
logical director of a school for the feebleminded in
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Vineland, N.J. adapted the test in accordance with
his firm belief in the hereditary determination of
intelligence level. Binet had rejected such a view,
pointing out that teachers often fell into this error
in explaining comparative performance of their
students.42 Goddard also held that intern-
gence was not the complex phenomenon that
Binet postulated but rather an unambiguous single
faculty.

In 1916, Lewis Terman of Stanford University
revised the Binet test, giving it the name Stanford-
Binet. It was modified in accordance with Ameri-
can conditions and standardized on 1,000 white
children born in California of average social status.
Terman believed that IQ tests would ultimately
reveal "enormously significant racial differences in
general intelligence, differences which cannot be
wiped out by any scheme of mental culture."'"
Through his long tenure at Stanford, Terman
retained his belief in racial differentials and taught
the doctrine to a generation of educators. He was
joined by Columbia University's E. L. Thorndike
in teaching the hereditary basis of intelligence.
Given the great influence of Stanford and Teachers
College, Columbia University, large num6ers of
future teachers, school administrators, and re-
searchers imbibed both doctrines.

Diming World War I, intelligence tests lost their
character as individual testing instruments and
became group tests. Binet had declared "it ...
necessary ... to abandon the idea that a method
of investigation can be made precise enough to be
entrusted to the first corner."4 A group of
psychologists drew up two testsAlpha and Beta
to help the Amy select potential officers. Alpha
tests were verbal while Beta tests were designed for
non-English speakers. Rapidly trained testers ad-
ministered the tests en masse. The tests were of
practical value as officer candidates were selected
on the basis of test scores.45

The scientific significance of the Army tests
was less clear. Organizers of the testing effort were
devotees of the American trend: They stressed the
hereditary significance of intelligence, insisted
they were discovering "native" intelligence, and
interpreted test results in a racist framework.

In 1923 Princeton psychologist Carl C. Brig-
ham wrote the authoritative analysis of the Army
tests from this viewpoint. He reported that
changes in the sources of immigrants were driving
down kmerican intelligence levels. As fewer per-
sons of "Nordic blood" carne, the number of
persons from non-Nordic countries increased.

"There can be no doubt," wrote Brigham, "that
recent listory has shown a movement of inferior
peoples or inferior representatives of peoples to
this country."46 He asserted that, one could only
deny "in the teeth of the facts, the superiority, of
the Nordic race . . :47 Brigham equated the
negative influence of non-Nordics with that of
blacks. He wrote of "the most sinister develop-
ment in the history of this continent, the importa-
tion of the [N] egro.'48 Critics had already
observed that northern black recruits had scored
consistently higher than southern blacks, thus
casting doubt on any racial theory of intelligence.

Brigham ageed, in part. He wrote:

The superior intelligence measurements of the north-
ern [N] egro are due to three factors: first, the greater
amount of educational opportunity, which does affect, to
some extent, scores on our present intelligence tests;
second, the greater amount of admixt.ire of white blood;
and third, the operation of economic and soci0 forces;
mich as hig,her wages, better living conditions, identical
school privReges, and a less complete social ostracism
tendiz to draw the more intelligent [NI ego to the
North. 9

He concluded that it was "impoSsible to dissect
out of this complex of forces the relative weight of
each factor."

While Brigham made this admission, he never-
theless also held that the incorporation of blacks
into the American "racial stock" produced a
"taint" that Europe had been spared. Racial
mixtureboth via blacks and "ulterior" Euro-
peanswould, he predicted, accelerate the decline
in American intelligence. He stated that further
immigration must be strictly controlled and that in
addition: "The really important steps are those
looking toward the prevention of the continued
propagation of defective strains in the present
population.-5

In 1924, Congress passed a gener0 immigration
statute that established quotas for each country.
Immigrants from favored countriesthe "Nor-
dics"were given higher quotas while those from
"inferior" countries_ln eastern and southern
Europe entered under lower quotas. Of the 27
States with sterilization laws by 1930, 20 had been
passed since 1918, the end of World War I.
Eugenicist works such as Brigham's were an
important factor in the passage of this legislation.

The analysis of black intelligence contained in
Brigham's book was an amalgam of old and new
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elements. Along with earlier commentators, he
acknowledged ttiat Lntelligence was Ln part, at
least, a measure of one's education. (Why Winn
failed to apply the same reasoning to "inferior"
immigrants is not clear.) He repeated the ancient
tale that high black achievement reflected the
presence of "white blood" in black achievers.51
While about a quarter of the gepes of American
Negoes are derived from whites, neither in Brig-
ham's day nor after was it possible to correlate
skin hue with IQ scores. Explaining higher IQ
scores by northern Negroes as being due to the
migration of persons of superior intelligence was a
fairly novel contention. A decade later, a standard
work on psychological testLng by Garrett and
Schenck regarded the selective migration argument
as unproven.52 The general adequacy of the
Alpha and Beta tests for a measure of -innate"
intelligence was simply assumed by Brigham. In
fact, so culture bound were the testmakers that
they sought to determine innate inteffigence on
one question by asking which one of four different
automobiles used the Knight engjne.53 Social
prejudices were transformed into signs of hmate
intelligence in a series of questions purportedly
testing "practical judgment."54

The public learned of the Alpha and Beta tests
in 1919, the year following the end of the war.
Colleges and other educational institutions started
using the tests on a wide scale. Researchers also
used them to probe into racial and ethnic elements
of intelligence. Thus, Kimball Young, working at
Stanford under L. M. Terman, wrote a dissertation
based on use of the tests in six places in northern
Cfornia: . _We must accept the facts that
intellectual traits are to considerable if not com-
plete degree transmissible and subsumable to the
laws of heredity."55 When he ranked the students
by socioeconomic status, he found knglo and
Mexican American clAdren differed greatly. Four
out of 10 Anglo children but fewer than I out of
10 Mexican American children came from the 2
highest status groups; about 2 out of 10 Anglo
children but nearly 7 out of 10 Mexican-American
children came from the 2 lowest groups. Despite
these sizable disparities, Young declared: "The
writer stands firmly on the ground that the cause
of school difficulties must be found in the more
innate intellectual differences."56

Brigham and Young expressed an almost univer-
sal faith among American psychologists and edu-
cators that Mtelligence was innate and genetically
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inherited. Evidence to support the interpretations
was exceedingly slim, consisting mainly of IQ.
scores of the alpha and lieta type. Geneticists
tended to stay away from the question Lnasmuch
as they regarded their science as incapable of
resolving it, at least at the then current stage of
knowledge. This reticence only encouraged less
qualified persons to speak out.

One geneticist, H. J. Muller a future Nobel
laureate, did undertake an analysis hi 1925. Re-
ferring to IQ tests, he wrote "...the genetic
significance of these tests ... [is] most du-
bious."57 In a- study of a pair of 30-year-old
identical twins who had been raised separately, he
found they scored almost the same on both the
Alpha and Otis IQ tests. "...For most individud
sections of these -tests . .. when applied to persons
of a given social class and territory," specified
Muller, "they Provide a fairly reliable index of
genetic or inherent capability for work of this
nature ...,"58 He avoided commitments to any
concept of general intelligence or to intelligence
that transcended class .and habitat. Such; in fact,
was the prevaRing cc:inception in the educational
and psychological literature. Muller also: warned
that his twin study could not support "the more
sweepLng conclusion ... That environmental in-
fluences in general would have little effect upon
scores attained, because the twins were, after all,
raised in the same kind of community, and Ln
families of `similar status ..." It was invalid to
attribute the similarity of IQ scores to hereditary
forces lit the absence of .any real environmental
variation. A truer experiment would require each
of the identical twins to have been placed in very
different environments. All in an, Muller re-
marked, scientific studies should prepare one to
appreciate "the great latitude of genetic indeter-
mination to which Many psychic characters of
man must be subject."59

Muller's emphasis on the ideterminacy of
human development was directly opposed to the
dominant psychological-educational view. Little
attention was paid to his study. Workers in other
fields, however, also probed IQ tests and found
reason to doilbt the prevailing interpretations.

In 1922; Alexander reexamined the Army
klpha scores for white draftees and was struck by
the apparent importance, of schooling. To test this
hunch, he correlated State median Jedpha scores
with State index numbers of school adequacy on a
scale invented by Ayres. (The scale measured
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tangible factors such as teachers' pay, length of
school year, and the like.) The States with the
most adequate school systems were also those with
the highest test medians. "... krmy Alpha,"
concluded Alexander, "appears as a test of what
has been learned rather than what can be
learned."60

In 1924, a 20-year-old black student at the
University of Chicago, Horace Mann Bond, re-
plicated Idexander's study and found the correla-
tion between Alpha and Ayres scores to be .74, an
extremely high figure. Bond went further and
studied the relation of black to white scores. He
found that blacks from Illinois sCored 47.35 while
whites from four different southern states
averaged 41.0.61 The so-called racial differences in
intelligence were social differences. It will be
recalled that Brigham explained higher scores by
northern Negroes as partly a consequence of
selective migration. Bond speculated: "... One
wonders how Mr. Brigham squares the facts of
southern white deficiency =with his theory?"
Would Brigham, in other words, claim that the
higher scoring northern whites had migrated selec-
tively? Or, would he concede the oVerwhelming
influence of differential opportunities? Leading
testers, such as Terman, denied that racial status
played anything other than a minor role.

Bond also viewed the issue from the viewpoint
of the black community. "To the list of kiferi-
orities to which the Negro is assigned," he wrote,
"is [now] to be added one 7,of helpless and
unsurmountable natural mental deficiency; a bar-
rier indeed difficult to hurdle."62 Distribution of
racistAnterpretations of the Alpha test results was
socially destructive. Bond charged that "they have
given to the professional race-hatred agitator a
semblance of scientific justification for his mouth-
ings anO, in the writings of popular and ill-
informed publicists, they are rapidly molding a
public opinion in support of the most reactionary
and inequable measures of general policy and
welfare."63 He called upon every black university
student to "comprise hiMself into an agent whose .
sole purpose is the contravention of such half-
truths.-64 It should be recalled that the 1920's
were marked by extensive lynching and compara-
tively low educational opportunity for blacks in
the South. These oppressions were ignored by
theorists of genetic-inferiority. No sensitive black
observer could afford to forget them.

.REORIENTATtON DU_RING
1930's

During the 1930's genetics and eugenics in the
United States carne to a complete parting of the
ways. When Hitler took power in 1933, he
installed a far-reaching program of negative
eugenics. In 1933, hereditary health courts were
established to shigJe out persons who were heredi-
tarily defective and order their sterthzation. Some
quarter-million persons were sterilized. lit 1939,
euthenasia was legalized and during 1939-1941
about 50,000 persons were killed. American
eugenicists praised the Naft program of steriliza-
tion as exemplary. Geneticists in this country,
however, were horrified at the distortion of their
science, and began public attacks on the eugen-
icists. During the decade, reports Ludmerer,
"among most geneticists there grew such a sus-
picion that human genetics Wbuld be used only for
political purposes that many who might have
contributed to the field now refused to do so."65

The spectre of Nazi racism also muted psycho-
logical and educational doctrines of racial intellec-
tual inferiority. It failed, however, to encourage
research in the area. At the 1940 annual meeting
of the National Society for the Study of Educk
tion, a comprehensive yearbook on intelligence
was presented. Paul Witty summarized research on
the American Negro and observed that "one leaves
the literature with the impression that the Negro
child constitutes hopeless schobl material."6 6 Leta
Hollingworth spoke on the problem of compara-
tive racial intelligence but did little more than
bemoan . the state of the field. She recommended
"that in the proper course of events a whole
yearbook in this series be devoted to the subject of
racial characteristics, especially in regard to com-
parative mentality, as the matter bears upon the
Lnterests of school and society."6 7 Apparently, no
action viaS taken on this recommendation.

Curiously, such a study had been done 6 years
before. Because, however, it was conducted under
auspices of a black publication, it remained a
non-event as far as the literature in the field. was,
concerned. This was standard practice in krierican
social science research.

For the July 1934 yearbook issue of the
Journal of Negro Education, published by How-
ard University, the editor assembled an interraci0
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group of specialists in intelligence and race. They
represented a number of viewpoints. Editor
Thompson had polled a number of outstandLng
psychologists, socioltigists, anthropologists, and
educationists. He reported that "only 4 percent
indicate [d] unequivocally that expeiimentation to
date reveals any inherent mental differences."68
Contributors to the journal kept their 'conclusions
very much in line with those of geneticists in
general. On racial thfferentials in intelligence,
reported Dearborn and Long, "everywhere find-
ings are inconclusive" and "inherent,, mental in-
equalities aMong races have not been proved."69

University of Chicago psychologist Frank N.
Freeman concluded: "It seems hardly possible ...
to secure --data which will be unaffected by
differences in environmental influence without a
more widespread and radical control of social and
economic conditions than a mere scientific experi-
ment can provide."70 (A decade earlier, Freeman
had encouraged his student, Horace Mans' Bond,
to undertake a study of the Alpha tests.) District
of Columbia school researcher Howard L. Long
compared the IQ's of local black and white
children. They were separated by 4.7 points. Long
examined the conditions of segregation in the city
to reveal how formal equality of condition was
contravened by everyday realities. "... The won-
der," Long concluded, "is not that the colored
children of Washington fail to equal the whites in
IQ score, but that their IQ's are as high as they
are."71 A veteran researcher in the field, Joseph
Peterson, speculated about ultimate findings: "...
We should not be surprised to find that racial
differences in psycholoOcal traits (if any are
finally proved to exist) may turn out to be
differences in emphasis only of various capacities
common to both races compared."72

. Substantively, the special issue of the Journal
of Negro Education constituted the most extensive
discussion of intelligence and race then available.
Its tone was balanced, its canvassMg of prior
research thorough, and its conclusions judicious.
The scholarly world paid it little heed.

The 1930's witnessed a change of view by one
of the principal architects of scientistic racism of
the 1920's. Brigham, a few years after publication
of his tract in 1923, wrote a private memorandum
in which he labeled belief in native intelligence as
"one of the most serious fOacies in the history of
science."73 IQ scores, he now held, were "a
composite including schooling, family background,
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familiarity with English, aria every thing else,
relevant and irrelevant." In 1930, he published an
article in which he reversed his earlier judgment
and now held that "comparative studies of various
national and racial groups may not be made with
existing [intelligence] tests . . ."7 4 He labeled as
"without foundation" his own book which he
judged "one of the most pretentious of these
comparative racial studies." Unfortunately, as
Weinland notes, "Brigham's recantation was not
widely published and some continued to cite his
book as evidence for racial differences ..."75 In
1932, he repudiated the conception of biologically
inherited aptitudes and viewed them simply as
wayS of thinking derived from a specific culture.
"From this point of view," Brigham. wrote, "test
findings would:not be _construed as necessarily
revealing unalterable psycho14cal characteristics
of the individual, but merely as exposing what is
happening to the_individual m his culture."76

We have been told that heaven rejoices more
over the arrival of one repentant sinner than oVer
10 holy men. It is different on earth. The harm
done by racist ideologies could not be undone.
Whereas Brigham's book had received an enormous
amount of publicity upon publication, the retrac-
tion of its principal doctrines 7 years later was
whisper-like.

While Brigham apparently did not explain his
change of view in detail, one may guess at a
possibly significant reason. Soon after 1923, he
worked increasingly with the College Entrance
Examination Board (CEEB) and eventually left
Princeton to work at CEEB full time. The em-
pirical reties of testing must have impressed him
deeply. Any mystique that once attached to tests
was soon dissolved. bi 1932 he was ridiculing the
"phantom formulae" of the testing movement's
"pseudo-scientific contacts with laboratory
psychology."77 (That a bright black applicant had
not the least chance of being admitted to Prince-
tonwhatever his score on College Board exams
however, was a problem that Brigham did not
reach.)

Before World War I, the most consistent social
science stand against racial inferiority was taken
by anthropologists. Their major spokesman was
Franz Boas. Tids resistance continued during the
1920's and 1930's. Boas dealt on several occasions
with the import of IQ scores and race. In his
presidential address to the American Association
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for the Advancement of St ence in 1931, he
declared:

We do not need to assume that our modem intelligence
tests give us a clue to absolutely biologically determined
intelligencewhatever that may mean A careful
examination of the tests shows cleuly that Ln none of
them has our culturld experience been eliminated ...
There is no reason to believe that one race is by nature so
much more intelligent, endowed with gee will power, or
emotionally more stable than another,, that the difference
would materially influence its culture. /8

Boas continued to hold, as he had for years, that
science kiaew no way to judge whether, in some
ultimate sense, all races were equal intellectually.

is hardly possible," he wrote in 1938, "to
predict what would be the achievements of the
Negro if he were able to live with the whites on
absolutely equal terms?'" Racists, Boas pointed
out, were still unable to specify human behavior
which was "characteristic of all genetic lines
composing. the race" and in which "considerable
variations in the behavior of different genetic lines
composing the race do not occur."80

Boas also stimulated research in the area of race
differences. Otto Klineberg examined the hypo-
thesis of selective migration as an explanation of
higher black IQ scores in the North, but found it
wanting.81 Melville Herskovits studied the pur-
ported role of "white blood" in Negro behavior,82
and denied that black behavior was affected by the
presence of.such "blood." He concluded that from
a genetic point of view, the characteristics of a
population depended- on the capabilities of the
ancestors. The racial character of the ancestors was
unrelated to cultural behavior. Numerous other
gaduate students of Boas contributed to research
on race differences.

As World War II was getting underway in 1939,
the issue of race and intelligence had become
relatively quiescent. The traditional eugenic posi-
tion was largely discredited; at least it could no
longer claim scientific support for its prescriptions.
ScientifiG researchers defended their integrity
more by criticizing those who misapplied research
than by enlargng the pool of research findings. In
the balance, neither the hereditarian nor the racial
interpretation of intelligence had strengthened
either case. Geneticists made no discoveries that
invalidated Muller's open-ended position of 1925.
In any event, some of the worst features of racial
oppression had abated. Yet, this welcome develop-
ment was indebted only in the smallest degree to
the aid of social or biologcal scientists.'

SINCE WORLD WAR II

During the first postwar decade, psychologists
seemed to have stabilized their views on possible
racial arid'Sbeial implications of intelligence test-
ing. In 1947, Garrett, testing expert and chairman
of the psychology department at Columbia Univer-
sity, wrote:83

... The differences between American Negroes and
Amen= whites are not true racial differences .. .
Comparison of Negroes and whites within the United
States can hardly reveal true race differences

Seven years later, testing specialist Haggard cri-
ticized IQ tests for their overconcentration upon a
narrow span of school abilities, and their ignoring
of cultural and Socialization processes in intelli-
gence formation.84

A rebirth of scientistic racism followed issuance
of the Brown decision in 1954. Shortly after the
Brown ruling, Mississippi Senator James O. East-
land told the U.S. Senate: "Southerners know that
legislation and court decrees are powerless to ...
abolish distinctions based upon physical differ-
ences .. "85 Two years later, W. C. George, an
embryologist at the University of North Carolina,
contended in a lecture at Dartmouth College that
the Army Alpha tests of World War I had
established the innate intellectual inferiority of
blacks.86 He warned, as had Senator Eastland,
that desegregation would result in the debility of
the white race.

During the decade after Brown the leader of the
scientistic racists was psychologist Henry E. Gar-
rett. As recently as 1947, he had denied the
likelihood of racial differences in intelligence.
Some time after his retirement from Columbia in
1956 and the beginning of his employrdent that
year at the University of Vitgina, he changed his
mind. In none of his subsequent writings did he
mention his previous views. Nor did he account for
directly opposite interpretations of the same evi-
dence.

In 1960 Garrett first published his new view of
race and intelligence.87 He criticized Otto Kline-
berg's analysis of selective migration. In 1933,
Garrett had adopted a contrary evaluation of the
hypothesis. Now, he also stressed the kinate
element in mental ability betwoen races. Race
mixture, he forecast, would h;,.ve dire social
consequences. No references were made to de-
segregation.
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The following year, Garrett published a paper
m a scholarly journal in which he attacked what he
called "the equalitarian dogma."88 By -this he
meant the view that denied the existence of racial
differentials in mental ability. Garrett contended,
to the contraw, that "Negro-white differences in

;mental tests are so regular and persistent as
_ strongly to suggest a genetic basis."89 Anost
immediately, the Society for the Psychologjcal
Study of Social Issues (SFSSI). adopted a resolu-
tion stating that "there is no direct evidence that
supports the view that there is an innate difference
between members of different racial groups."90

Garrett replied by citing 13 studies; nine of
these were published before 1957. Ail additional
study came out in 1958. The remaining three
references were to studies or sources that opposed
Garrett's interpretation. Once again, therefore, a
reversal in judgment was unaccompanied by an
explanation.

From 1962 on, Garrett elaborated his view-
point within the context of opposition to desegre-
gation. He published articles in the principal organ
of the (White) Citizens Councils of America,
the main organizer in the South of opposition to
desegregation. Large numbers of Garrett's pam-
phlets were distributed throughout the country.
He testified hi court suits, defending segregation in
terms of the mental inferiority of blacks. In 1961,
racial test differences "suggested" innate differ-
ences; by 1962, the evidence "strongly favored"
the view that the differences were "probably
genetic."91

A greater leap in his reasoning occurred in 1963
when Garrett testified in the Sten case, a desegre-
gation action against Chatham County-SavumA,
Ga. U.S. District Judge Frank M. Scarlett de-
scribed the testimoney:

Dr. Garrett than gave his opinion that the differences
in educability between Negjo arid white children were
inherent, and that only minor changes could be-achieved
by educational readjustment or other environmental
change. There was no scientific possibility that', learning
rate differences of the degree shown by Dr. Osborne's
tests and the confirming national studies were either
cuused by or could be substantially altered by the
student's environment.92

Garrett also told the court that most of the fugher
scorers among blacks were those whose ancestors
included white persons. The next year he more or
less repeated his testimony in a desegregation case
involving Jackson, Miss.93
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In 1965, Garrett reported that 'Negro-white
mental differences are chiefly innate and are
inherited?"94 On the basis of studies of twins, he
continued, "differences between Negro and white
children ... can be predicted to arise in the-ratio
of thiee-to-one frorwheredity over environment."
A year later, Garrett agaim held that heredity was
far more important than environment: "nurture
can work only with the tools supplied by na-
ture.-95

Before a U.S. Senate subcommittee chaired by
Senator Sam J. Ervin; Garrett in 1967 testified on
a civil rights matter. He stated:

... Black people are immature relative to the white.
They are more primitive, they are more childlike, their
abstract intelligence is on the average considerably lower.
All of the evidence ... shows that ... [with respect to]
intelligence on the abstract level [the Negro] falls down

He doesn't have it .. 96

In 1968, he testified in a Federal desegregation
proceeding in Mississippi. When a Government
attorney asked for evidence in support of his
statement that Africans were intellectually inferior
to Europeans, Garrett pointed to the contrast
between the Caucasian Gothic cathedrals of
Europe and the black,built "mud huts of the
Congo."97 During his last year of life, 1973,
Garrett once more revised a pamphlet in which he
repeated every major argument he had put forward
over the preceding 13 years.98

M one-time president of the knerican Psycho-
logical Associationin 1943and as a Southerner
who had "made good" up North, Garrett was a
figure of s--,Ime prestige. He became a celebrity of
sorts as he shaped his- doctrine intd a weapon
-against desegregation. Neither courts nor legisla-
tures based any lasting action on Garrett's doc-
trines. Southern school boards fighting desegre-
gation found the doctrine a useful if secondary
ideological weapon. The scientific content of
Garrett's writings was exceedingly slender. Only
seldom did he discuss opposing viewpoints. The
most straightforward aspect of his material is the
frank racism contained in it. Openly contempt-
uons of blacks and utterly convinced of the
superiority of whites, Garrett was eager to place
his theories into practice. A perfected segregation
was his favored remedy. For the allegedly inferior
blacks he -prescribed separate black schools, con-
trolled by Negroes and equal to those of whites.
Garrett was overtaken by the practical progress of 1.
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desegregation. 13,-; thz (ming of the 1970's his
name sank into schc,latty obscurity.

HUMAN BEHAVIORAL GENETICS

After- -World War scientists created a r_ew
coherent fiaillititnan behavioral E,.:netics. Per-
spectives and methods that had proved rroductive
in general genetics were being s? te. man,
wherever appropriate.

Curiously, at least to non-genetici the ad-
vance of genetical Icnowledge did n;:t Ltrengthen
the viewpoint that organic life was ' ur.termined"
by genetic processes. Rather, the f7ye ger the
appreciation of genetics, the more er.eLd the
organism's "future"- seemed to demon-
strated by vastly_expanded possibl,I.:..s of plant
and animal breeding Geneticists, 1-: both
the hereditary and the environmentai
of a plant, could produce a new plant.
those qualities that distinguish man frcri
beings? Could these, too, be specified, meastrr.::,
and controlled? What of human intelligence?

A standard approach to such inquiries is to seek
the heritability ratio for the pertinent trait. Herita-
bffity describes the degree to which, at a given
time, variations in a trait withm a single popula-
tion are related to genetic conditions. Varying
values for an heritability ratio are obtained over an
may of randomly selected environments. Where,
however, environments have been deliberately
manipulated for selected populations, heritability
ratios are meantngless. The array of environments
then consists of both privileged and disfavored

pes which cannot be equated. This effect is
inherent in any racist or class society. If man were
an experimental animal, to be shifted from one
test environment to another, even such an obstacle
could be overcome.99 As Caspari notes, if one
desires to understand behavior, it is not very
helpful to arrive at an heritability ratio. The more
important question "is how genetic individuality,
which is a demonstrated fact, will express itself
under the influence of diverse social and environ-
mental conditions."1 00 Similarly, Dobzhansky
writes:

Genes determine the pattern of the development in the
sense that, given a certain sequence of environmental
influences, the develoPment follows a certain path ...

But the development of the carrier of a given genotype
might also follow different paths in different environ-
ment101s.

One might say, along with Gottesman, "heritabil
ity today and gone tomorrow."102

What fleeting light was cast on the heritability
of intelligence? Since experimental manipulation
of man is impossible in this area, the nearest to a
"natural" experiment is to study the intelligence
of identical twins. Slitce the pair may be said to
share an identical heredity, any IQ differences
between them may be attributed to environment.
Clearly, if they are brought up in the same home,
under more or less identical life circumstances,
there is no "room" for variation of IQ. A test of
relative genetic weight in determliiing IQ would
require the separation of twins and their upbring-
ing in greatly differing circumstances. So long as
the twins share both a common heredity and a
common environment, there is no way to separate
the relative contribution of either factor.

Until 1973-74, the genetic and psychological
literature cited a series of twin studies by Burt as
the most extensive evidence that the heritabilityrof
IQ ran around .80.103 This meant that 80 per cent
of the variance of IQ scores withlit a population
could be attributed to genetic inheritance rather
than environment. In 1973, Kamin examined the
evidence for Burt's findings and concluded:

The numbers left behind by Professor Burt are simply
not worthy of serious scientific attention ... I see no
unambiguous evidence whatever M these studies for any
heritability of IQ test scores.'"

Shortly afterwards, Jensenwho had earlier cited
Burt's work very favorablyalso restudied the
Burt data.105 He, too, concluded that the data
were unreliable, though he did not withdraw his
own earlier conclusion that twin studies estab-
lished the heritability of IQ.

The genetic case for race differences in intelli-
gence was almost nonexistent at mid-20th century.
R. Ruggles Gates, a British geneticist who had
argued for such differences, was widely regarded
by many of his peers as a "racist or at liest
racist-influenced."1" The subject became an issue
of international debate in 1969 upon the publica-
tion of an article by Jensen, a psychologist.'" In
it he wrote that "there seems to be little question
that racial differences in genetically conditioned
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behavioral characteristics, such as mental abilities,
should exist, just as physical differences."109 In
the light of a persistent 15-point IQ lag of blacks
in relation to whites, Jensen held, "it seems not
unreasonable, in 'view of the fact that intelligence
variation has a large genetic component, to hypo-
thesize that genetic factors may play a part in this
picture."109 Further, he speculated that since
lower class blacks had more childten than middle
and upper class blacks, that this "possible dysgenic
effect", 'hiked with current national welfare
policies to help the poor, could lead to "the
genetic enslavement of a substantial segment of
our population."

Blacksand poor whites as well as other ethnic
minoritieswere not deficient in every aspect of
Mtelllgence, according to Jensen. He contended
that there were two varieties of intelligence: type
I, which was expressed in memory and rote
learning or what he called simple _associative
learning; type II, expressed in conceptual learning
as in problem solving and an ability to handle
abstiact ideas. All children, according to Jensen,
were more or less equal in type I intelligence. Poor
and ethnic mLnority children, however, were
seriouslv deficient in type II Lntelligence. These
two types Jensen hypothesized as "two geno-
typically distinct basic processes."111 In othe r
words, they were genetically determined. Com-
pensatory education, Jensen held, had failed and
Lnevitably so, since educators were trying to
develop type II intelligence in children who were
genetically Lncapable of such reasoning. Schools,
he insisted, must "find ways of utilizhig strengths
in children whose major strength is not of the
cognitive variety [i.e., type II] ...112

While Jensen stated the-hypothesis of racial
differences in tentative terms, his article treated it
M every other respect as more or less established.
For example, in discussing consequences of such a
hypothesis, his terminology was more defmite. His
own viewpoint was apparently in a state of flux.
Early in 1967in a paper published the next
yearhe wrote:

As fax as I clui tell from my search of the relevant
literature, research on racial differences does not even
begin to permit one to sort out the hereditary and
environmental components of the demonstrated pheno-
typic differences in mentA abilities. Therefore, statements
concerning the relatiye importance of genetic and environ-
mental factors in raei0 differences can at present be
nothlig but conjecture and Surrnise.113

. _
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He referred to "intellectually irrelevant racial
characteristics such as sldri color
another article, published in 1967, he wrote,

. "Since we know that the Negro population has for
the most part suffered socioeconomic and cultural
disadvantages for generations past, it seems a
reasonable hypothesis that their low-average IQ is
due to environmental rather than to genetic
factors."118 Once more, in 1968, he wrote that
"data that would permit firm conclusions about
the genetic basis of differences among ethnic
groups in measured intelligence do not yet
exist."116

In 1969, less than a year later, Jensen reversed
himself and abruptly found the hypothesis of a
racial difference in intelligence reasonable. He
neither took public note of the change nor did he
cite any new, decisive evidence which had in-
fluenced the _change. He failed to explain why he
had reconsidered the implications of existhig
evidence. The transformation of viewpoint re-
mained inscrutable, somewhat like Garrett's a
decade earlier. Jensen denied he was a racist but
his doctrine satisfied the central precondition of a:
racist thesis: it alleged an inborn inferiority based
on race. Unlike Garrett, Jensen affirmed his belief
in racial Lntegration.117

During the 5 years following appearance of his
1969 article, Jensen wobbled on the question of
evidence for racial differences. In addressing the
American Educational Research Association in
1972, he counseled that "... it is probably wise
for educators to assume an openly agnostic posi-
tion with regard to the genetic issue as it involves
racial differences ..."118 In 1973, he wrote in a
popular magazine: "I do not claim any direct or
defmite evidence, in terms of genetic research, for
the existence of genotype intelligence differences
between races or other human population
groups."119 An English colleague of Jensen's
wrote in 1972: "Both Jensen and I agree that the
purely genetic evidence [about race differences in
IQ] is indirect and Lnconclusive . 20

Some writers who agreed with one or another
aspect of Jensen's writings, parted company with
him on the matter of racial differences. Geneticist
Crow, wrote:121 "It is clear ... that a high
heritability of intelligence in the white population
would not, even if there were similar evidence in
the black population, tell us that the differences
between the groups are genetic." Psychologist
HerrnsteLn stated:122 "Conceming racial and
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ethnic differences in IQ, I am not ready to .move
from the agnostic position ..." In examining
Jensen's evidence psychologAt Vernon expressed a
view that- . doubt whether genetic
differences in ability between such groups as
kmerican whites and Negroes are as important as
this evidence seems to suggest .. ."123

Thus, neither Jensen nor his supporters suc-
ceeded in bringing forth evidence on behalf of his
.genetic hypothesis of racial inequality. Jensen's
failure was not one of insufficient rhetoric nor of
unfamiliarity with the findhigs_of psychometry. It
was simply an inability to produce relevant and
bLnding genetic evidence Ln the precise area under
contention.

Criticism of Jensen came from many quarters.
Numerious geneticists expressed negative views
about Jensen's racial hypothesis. Dobzhansky ob-
served that ". .. class and race differences in IQ
averages ... may be genetic, which is pleasing to
racists and reactionaries, but not espoused by any
reputable scientist."124 Bodmer reported:

... Many geneticists, including myself, believe that
there is no case on present evidence either for assuming,
or for not assuming, the existence of a stniticant genetic
component [in IQ differences between races] . The data
are inadequate and the methodology for answering the
question properly is not yet avlable.125

Cavalli-Sforza held that "... present knowledge
gives no basis on which to draw any conclusion
whatsoever on the genetic component of attri-
buted behavioral differences among races .. :1126
Both Lewontin and Hirsch came to the same
conclusion.127 They were jointed by Elias.128 It

- thould be noted that the Shuey book, so fre-
quently cited by both Garrett and Jensen as an
authoritative and comprehensive review .of IQ
studies does not contain, in the opinion of
geneticist Gottesman, a "single study ... [that]
qualifies as a genetic analysis."128 Yet, the book
concludes that the I5-point IQ gap is genetically
caused.

The evident failure of the genetic hypothesis to
achieve confirmation or even factual support
stimulated research into another biological di-
rectionthe possible significance of prenatal and

early postnatal forces in shaping apparent IQ
differences. Two special emphases emerged: ma-
terial undernutrition and infant malnutrition. The
significance of neither one has been definitively
established.

The general situation has been summarized by
Begab:

Of the various factors associated with low birth weight
rad mental performance, malnutrition in the pregnant
mother and the young infant may be the most signtficant
old widespread. In the developing countries, 3 percent of
the children, or 11 million, suffer from severe-calorie
deficiencies. Moderate malnutrition embraces another 76
million_ The blacks in our urban ghettos, the Indians,
other minority groups, and the children of migrant farm
workers are part of this population.' 3°

Researchers at the University of Minnesota hos-
pitals conducted a 7-year study of the effects of
loW birth weightwhich is found disproportionate-
ly often among poor and mthority childrenon
later educational progyess. They concluded that
low birlh weight- was associated with Impaired
school progress as well as impaired performance on
measures of mental development, language devel-
opment, school readLness, and academic achieve-
ment from preschool through the early elementary
school Years."131 The sample studied was 96.5
percent white. A predominantly black sample
migjit have underscored the same conclusion. A
question has been raised about the quality of the
control groups used in the Minnesota study.

Sulzer, in a study of 300 black chlidren
attending Head Start programs in New Orleans,
found that children with iron deficient anemia
scored lower on IQ tests. ChAdren with a record of
past and present mahnitrition, Sulzer found, suf-
fered an "intellectual decrement of a generalized
nature ..."132 A similar conclusion was reached
by the Ross Conference on Pediatric Research
which heard reports on intellectual functioning by
iron deficient children who evidenced "a decreased
ability to focus, orient, and sustain interest in a
learning task."133 Chase and Martin studied chil-
dren 314 years after their first year of life who had
been characterized as malnourished. Comparing
test and control groups, they found that "the
intelligence or developmental quotients of the
children with greater than 4 months undernutri-
tion were 30 points lower than the control group
and 25 points lower than the children who had
short periods of undernutrition before diagnosis
and inte rven lion." I 34
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Reversal of malnutrition effects has been
demonstrated repeatedly although not invariably
with the same degree of success. The most
spectacular case is unfortunately not yet fully
rtported. Based, however, on unpublished reports
by Rick Heber and his team at the University of
Wisconsin, Begab recently communicated these
rezults. The Heber group studied a group of
poverty level black children in Milwaukee. A veiy
broad span of special edticational and social
services was given to the mothers and children.
After 5 years, according to Begab: "... The
experimental children have a mean IQ of 125, the
controls, 92. This disparity as well as the levels,
have remained fairly constant from 3 years of age
on."135 Smaller scale successes are also re-
ported.138 Yet, the damage of early malnutrition
may be so profound, that the original potential of
the child is beyond retrieval.137

The main direction of nutritional research
findings is in favor of a more open ended view of
human capabilitiesintellectual and otherwise.
Likewise, attempts to conceive of human potential
as fixed by genetic inheritance failed. As Lewontin
has written: "What we axe morally obliged to do is
to eliminate blackness per se as a cause of unequal
treatment and for that program we have no need
of genetics."138

SUMMARY

The significance of two and a hAf centuries of
slavery is not that black people were forever and
irretrievably maimed by the experience. Rather,
slavery deprived 4 million Americans of an op-
portunity to share in the benefits of an educa-
tional structure which their labor and taxes helped
build. After slavery, American society incor-
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porated within itself the institutional arrangements
to perpetuate the unequal opportunity. The scope
of the deprivation was so extraordinary that mere
statistics cannot grasp its impact. For example, the
ordinary measurement of IQ test scores involves a
spread of modest proportions. Differences of 10 -or
so per cent are regarded as significant. But, as
pointed out in chapter 1, in 1860 the ratio of
white to black children in schools was about 27 to
1. The gap was not bridged until a century after
that. Meanwhile other privileges accrued to whites.
It is the institutionA, not the genetic, burden of
the past that created and maintains the broadest
educational inequalities of the day.

Intelligence testing in the United States was
from its earliest days intertwined with the anti-
equalitarian doctrines of many of its leading
practitioners; This ideology is part of the burden
of the past. (It is examined in more detail in the
following two chapters, especially th relation to
the role of socioeconomic differences among
students.) The rise of worldwide movements for
equAity has loosened the once secure position of
dominance occupied by the IQ test. A half-century
ago, the president of Cornell University could say
soberly: "We have never had a true democracy,
the low level of the intelligence of the people wfil
not permit our having one."139 Hardly anyone
today would treat such an opinion with respect. In
the educational world, however, ancient concep-
tions die hard.

Arguments about the role of heredity are
products of environment, not heredity. They can
probably never cease being considered in the
absence of a society in which race is not a signal
for deprivation. This would suggest that eventual-
ly, the argument will not so much be settled as fail
to be raised.
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CHAPTER 4
THE POSSIBILITIES OF LEARNING

A few days after reaching London in 1846,
Frederick Douglass, black abolitionist and fugitive
slave, wrote to his friend, William Lloyd Garrison:
"There is no distinction [here] on account of
color. The white man gains nothing by being
white, and the black man loses nothing by being
black."1

While later researchers have cast doubt on the
accuracy of this judgment, the logic of Douglass'

stinction stands. EssentiAy, he was defining
racial equality as freedom from penalty for being
black and the nonexistence of privilege for being
white. One implied the other. Racism, with its
advocacy of both penalty and privilege, pervaded
American education in Douglass' time. It con-
tinues to do so today. While protest movements
have chipped away successfully at the penties,
privilege is still more or less intact. In current law,
privilege occupies a lofty position beyond the
reach of litigation and legislation. Douglass would
have no difficulty in recognizing this continuity
between his age and the mid-1970's.

In the world of educational research, however,
history is absent. Problems of minority education
are discussed without reference to the long-term
oppression and exploitation inherent in slavery.
Yet, it is the rootedness and not the agedness of
history that is ignored. As indicated in chapters
one and two, the abolition of slavery was
followed after a short interlude by new sys-
tems of oppression that were incorporated wittlin
the edhcational and other institutions of American
society. The consequences of these changes persist.
By ignoring them, many social scientists are left
with theories that place the burden of providing
educational opportunity upon the very persons
who were deprived of such benefits. Such theories

are welcomed by public authorities and others
who are thereby relieved of civic responsibility for
the effective operation of the institutions under
their jurisdictions.

During the 19th century, noneducation of
minority children was achieved simply by physic-
ally excluding them from school facilities. During
the first 75 years of the 20th century, protest
movements -- especially among blacks-- put a stop
to this policy. Instead, an ideology of deprivation
developed that limits the "amount" of schooling
on the ground of social need and the presumed
fitness of the individual student. Unceasing ob-
jections to restrictive approaches such as these
have became typical. Nevertheless, an educational
system based on penalty and privilege continues to
produce its own justification. Either by advocacy
or acquiescence, much of educational research
portrays inequality as unavoidable. Cut off from
the past, the child is seen as caught in a determinis-
tic web of immediate circumstance, in an environ-
ment restricted to the here and now. History is
deemed irrelevant; the larger aspects of the2society
and culture of the child are put aside. What
remain are individual learners and non-learners,
single schools, and, at best, yesterday's events.

At times, labels'are accorded closer attention
than the realities they symbolize. Thus, elaborate
statistical operations are performed upon particles
of information such as the occupation of a child's
father, his income, or the extent of his schooling.
This-is done in the name of learnhig about the
child'i "social class". But the day-to-day life of the
child in his social milieu and the interaction of the
school with that milieu is only rarely studied.
Further, the child's schooling experiences are
seldom seen as they intersect the institutional
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orders of society. The antihistorical bias of much
of social science is thereby joiried by an anti-
insti tutional orientation.

During the early 1960's, as Dickinson observes,
the "large-city programs in 'compensatory educa-
tion' direct [ed] most of their efforts toward
compensating for or circumventing the supposed
lacks of the children, and very few toward
meaningful changes in the schools themselves."3
The same orientation characterized the main-
stream of edueational and socioloOcal research.
Central to this view was the role assigned to
"social class". Educational outcomes were found
epeatedly to be statistically associated with social

class position. (The latter was most often defined
in terms of family income, occupation of bread-
winner, and education of parents.) Commonsense
logic suggested also that schooling would be
distributed along the lines of relative sociW privi-
lege. Numerous commentators warned that schools
were incapable of altering this aknost inevitable
consequence of class society. Since higher aca-
demic achievement and even measured intelligence
were regarded as objective properties of social class
position, even advocates of equal opportunity
stipulated that desegregation of poor with poor
would be unproductive. Only when lower class
children joined with middle class children was
there a chLnce for improved achievement.

Curiously, the precise mechanisms whereby
symbols of class became impediments or encour-
agements to learning remned unspecified. That
low achievement and low social class were some-
how involved in a causal relationship was regarded
mysteriously as self-evident. Proponents of this
line of reasoning also usually assumed that social
class was a thing that one "had" or "had not." If
one "had" it, certain events were triggered: with
higher income, one learned more or was more
able.4 No allowmce was made for the possibility
that the school was itself part of social class, that
t responded to children in the spirit c:f this or that

class. Such an alternate view conceived of the
school and its personnel as -doing class- when
children of certain groups systematically failed to
achieve or even to appear capable of achieving.
School board members, administrators, and
teachers could logically be said to play a role in
determining academic and other school outcomes.
Yet, researchers tended to avoid such an assump-
tion. Social class became little more than a slender
collection of material possessions which
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unaccountably fitted or unfitted children to learn.
Researchers resisted alternative coneeptions.5

But race suffered an even greater eclipse in
most educational research. In general, a child's
race came to be equated with its skin color.
Investigators correlated skin color with almost
endless rows of specific "factors such as academic
achievement, school facilities, and the like. When,
for any reason, a statistical correlation between
race mid something else emerged, it was declared
that a "relationship- existed. There were hundreds
of such correlations some smaller, some larger.
The possible significance of-any of them was often
said to be submerged by social class. If black
students were found to learn more in a desegre-
gated school, it waS Oso observed that the
wealthier black children learned even more. Thus,
the increased achievement was dubbed a "class
effect" rather than a race effect.

In American society, however, one's race is a
fact of social class. The distribution of goods,
services, and life chances is intimately affected by
race. Slavery, of course, was the starkest illustra-
tion of this fact. The school as well as the society
customarily assigns black children a fate rather
than a cazeer. The character -of this assignment
cannot be grasped as an aspect of epidermal hue
but as a feature of the political system. It is this
broader aspect of race that has all but escaped not
only educational researchers, but social scientists
as a group. In 1959, the black sociologiSt E.
Franklin Frazier observed:

... The political aspects of race relations have been
neglected, especiay in the United States. By political
aspects I am referring to political institutions mid the
power structure which are so importmt in shaping the
relations of persons with different racial backgrounds. 6

In reviewing problems of race and education, it is
still the unusual study that takes into account
power relations between black and white com-
munities.

Since 1925, much research effort has gone into
ascertainthg comparative mental ability of children
of different races. As was pointed out in the
preceding chapter, there is no genetic evidence to
support the existence of such differences. In the
process of this fruitless enterprise, however, valu-
able negative lessons have been learned. One of
these deals with the inseparability of race and class
in our present society. No one has yet found how
to isolate experiences and learning attributable
either to race or class alone.
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In the early 1920's, the psychologist Bri
at the time a finn believer in racial and national
inferiodty,_ nevertheless conceded that "if we
compare Negroes only to those whites who live in
the same neighborhood, and who have had the
same educational opportunities, our differences
are smaller than those obtained by comparing
samples of the entire white and Negro
population."7 In other.words, the more alike M
life circumstances, the smaller the differences in
average IQ scores. Yet, Brigham resisted this
principle in general. In comparing the IQ of black
and white children, he noted that "to select
children of equal education, age for age, in the two
groups, is to sample either superior Negroes or
inferior widtes."8 This was close to saying that the
natural intellectual condition of blacks was low,
and of whites, high.

More recently, researchers without racist pre-
conceptions have explored the same area. Nichols
and Anderson studied IQ performance of two
groups of white and black children. Half lived in
Boston and the rest in Baltimore and Philadelphia.
The Boston children were of a low, but similar
social class rating; the others were of a higher
rating. Chldren were administered two standard
IQ tests - the Stanford-Binet and the Wechsler
Intelligence Sce For Children (WISC). Scores of
the higher class Boston white children were about
15 IQ points above the scores of black children
from both the other cities. Mien, however, black
and white were compared within each location,
the difference was only 6 pointsin Boston and 4.2
points in BaltimorePhiladelphia. Nichols and
Anderson concluded that the IQ difference was
socioeconomic in nature.9

Scott and Smith studied the usefulness of
traditional socioeconomic measures, such as IQ of
mother and education of mothers, in explaining
IQ's of their children. The subjects were 38 black
and white children in Waterloo, Iowa. They fell
tto two groups those whose IQ and achieve-
ment rose over 5 months and those who failed to
show any change. The mothers of both groups had
essentially the same IQ scores. What differentiated
the two groups of children was not maternal IQ but
the kind of parent-created home conditions that
favored study and intellectual growth. All the
families were very poor.10 ,This fmding helps
disturb the tendency to view social class affdiation
as determinative of achievement and capability.

Zigler and colleagues set out to examine
another aspect of the same problem: Do the
persistently low IQ scores of poor and black
children represent their basic intellectual capacity?
The researchers doubted this was the case. They
noted how suspicious and distant the children
were toward the adult testers. What would happen
if special steps were taken to win the confidence
of the children and thereby motivate them toward
higher perfomiance? Two studies were conducted
in New Haven, Conn., to test the posbility. Initial
IQ scores were quite low. Indeed, in one group of
54 poor black children, fully 30 scored below 80,
the cutoff for placement hi special classes for the
retarded. A retest 1 week later was preceded by
measures of reassurance. Increases in IQ scores
were highly significant. Among the poor and black
children average improvement was 10 IQ points.
One out of five improved scores by 20 or more
points. Zigler and associates hold that these
&dings "Support the view that disadvantaged
children approach testing situations wit a general
situadonal wariness which results in their obtain-
ing IQ scores beneath the level dictated by their
cognitive competence.,,11

Numerous educational researchers have dwelt
on a persistent 15-point discrepancy between
white and black children as indicating an inborn
difference. The Zigler study is only one of a
number demonstrating that much of this gap can
be reduced by factors under control of the school.
More are cited later in the chapter.

In assessing the intellectual ability of minority
children, what aignificance is to be extracted from
consistendy low scores? Alfred Binet, near the
beginning of the present century, had ridiculed the
automatic labeling of children as a consequence of
deriving a or any single quantitative score. He
had compared the practice with the receipt of a
printed card bearing one's weight-upon depositing
a coin in a machine. Yet, this is more or less
present practice in intelligence testing.

Psychologist Wallace Kennedy led a team of
researchers who standardized the Stanford-Bffiet
IQ test on southeastern black children. They
found that black children lagged about 20 points
behind the national average. When the scores were
correlated with socioeconomic position, there was
a spread in averages of 26 points. Kennedy
cautioned, against interpreting the low scores
literally: "The cliidcian in the field has learned
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that a Negro child who, in spite of the cultural
deficits facing hh-n, scores am IQ of 100 must be a
superior child indeed to surmount these enormous
difficulties."12 Dreger reports the same phenome-
non: "As a. number of those who are familiar with
both [black and white] cultures have remarked,
thdividuals from the black group who score 10 to
15 points lower on 'standard' intelligence tests
operate in 'real life' situations indistinguishably
from their white counterparts."13

All the children in Kennedy's studies one in
1960 and a followup in 1965 attended
segregated schools. He was struck by the fact that
IQ of the children did not change over the interim.
(Academically, however, they contthued to decline
relative to white children.) This may profitably be
compared with expenence in Starkville, Miss.,
where in '1968 black children in grades four, five,
and six lagged 26 IQ pobits behind those of
whites.14 Schools were all hut completely segre-
gated at the time. In the same town or nearby, 3
years later, Moorehead studied the effect of
desegregation upon the IQ's of black children. She
found IQ rose significantly for those children who
had expenenced 2 full years of desegregation but
no effect for those with only I year."

IQ scores may be invisibly depresSed by other
factors. One that has been discussed increasingly is
the race of the tester. Sattler, in a review of the
literature, reports that on cognitive tasks for
younger black children, especially, results are
better if a black tester is used.16 Savage conducted
a unique study of tester effects by distinguithing
between segregated and nonsegregated schools. He
used schools in Chicago, Evanston, and Glencoe,
111. On the MSC test, he found a smaller
black-white score discrepancy in the nonsegegated
schools. With respect to tester influence, however,
he found unexpectedly that black children in the
nonsegregated school scored higher when black
testers were used." White children in the same
school did equdly well with testers of either race.

Contrariwise, Bamebey, working in two non-
segregated schools in Ohio, found no difference in
IQ scores among durd-gaders whether white or
black testers were used." In a study of 224 black
and white children, ages 8 to 11 years, in Buffalo,
N.Y., Solkoff likewise found that white testers did
not produce lower scores for black children.19
Johnson and Mihal conducted in Rochester, N.Y,
a small-scale study in which they tned to neutral-
ize not only the race of the tester but the tester as

such. In short, they compared black and white IQ
performance on tests administered by a human
tester and by a computer. Using the Cooperative
School and College Ability Tests (SCAT), re-
searchers found that blacks and whites scored the
same on the verbal part of the test by computer.
When using the traditional paper test, however,
blacks scored lower than whites. White students
scored higher on the quantitative tests on both
computer and paper.20

"It is striking,- reports Sattler, "that white
expenmenters can at Wiles serve to stimulate the
performance of black college students .."21 He
was referring principally to the -research of Irwin
Katz and colleagues. Recently, (1972) Katz tried
to determine the effect of experimenter's race on
the black college student's motivation for intel-
lectual achievement. He used testers of both races
and informed the students yariously as to the
group with whom they would be compared. Katz
found that "-white-norrn subjects scored higher
with a black tester and black-norm subjects scored
higher with a white tester."22 That is, if black
students think they are going to be compared with
other black students, they do better with a white
tester. On the other hand, Katz also found that'
black students with a black tester scored higher if
compared with whites than with other blacks. The
Katz group stressed that in the absence of the issue
of motivation, little useful information could be
learned about student performance an e. race of
tester. Thus, Dyer found no tester effects in three
black and three white colleges in the South. She
experimented to 'see if permitting students to
practice made any difference; it did not23 She did
not, however, analyze the possible role of motiva-
tion.

Few areas of research have reveWed as much
about the active role of the school in learning or
the prevention of it as studies of mentally
retarded children. Mercer has made what is per-
haps the single most valuable extended study of
the subject. She conducted a complete mental
etardation census of Riverside, Calif. Schools and

iaw enforcement agencies were found to be the
most frequent reporters of poor and minority
children as mentally retarded. By far most of these
cases were determthed as such by administration
of some kind of Mtelligence test. Without teacher
referral for testing, there was little chance of a
child being characterized as retarded. Yet, teachers
in Riverside did not refer proportionately greater
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numbers of Mexican American and black children.
Once the cildren were tested, however, failure
rates were especially high among poor and minor-
ity children. Among this group, the children
actually placed in classes for the retarded were
even more disproportionately poor and minority.

Muly of the children classified by IQ as
retarded, Mercer found, were able to operate quite
satisfactorily in terms of adaptive behavior. She
reported that "from 70 to 90 per cent of the
Blacks who fail the IQ test at various levels pass
the adaptive behavior scales at those levels."24 (It
will be recalled from the preceding chapter that
Binet had stressed the fundamental importance of
adaption in intelligence.) Most of the children
managed quite well even though their IQ scores
proclaimed their inability to do so. Mercer
observes:

Many persons axe labeled as mentally retarded only
by the public schools. Many are not regarded as mentally
retuded until they age into the school system and many
are no longer regarded as retarded when they leave the
purview of the schools.25

When one adds that very many of these mis-
classified are poor and minority children, as
Mercer demonstrates, it is easier to understmd her
further conclusion: "Intelligence testing per-
petuates the subordhlate position of non-Anglos in
kmerican society."26

The work of Adams underscores certain points
made by Mercer. In two studies he explored the
relationship of measured intelligence to adaptive
behavior; the work was conducted in a State
institution in Chicago. Both psychologists and
physicians, he found, put the greatest store in
intelligence tests. Physicians, he thscovered, even
when an examination showed considerable adap-
tive behavior, frequently subordinated their own
clinical judgment to that of the psychologicali.e.,
testvaluation.27 Black children in the institu-
tion scored 11.5 IQ points below a norm group on
the Stanford-Binet. On a Measure of adaptive
behavior, however, they were equal to the norm
goup. Thus, comments Adams, "Negro children
are classified upon the basis of the type of measure
on which they score especially poorly."28 Cor-
responding differential treatment was also found
by Shannon in his study of children referred to the
Detroit public schools psychological clinic during
the years 1911-1970. "Caucasian students," he
reports, "were allowed to repeat more semesters in

regular grades before being evaluated and placed in
special classes, than did (sic) Black students."29

Evidence that a standard IQ test such as the
WISC was differentially effective as between black
and white hi identifying retarded children was
presented by Bowles' study in Pinellas County,
Fla.30 A total of 100 black and white children
were tested first during May-June, 1965; and
retested during December, 1966-January, 1967.
Results were as follows:

IQ
Test Below 80

Black 40
White 36

Retest Below 80

Black 19
White 36

IQ
Above 80

12

12

Above 80

33
12

Since 80 is the customary cutoff between retarded
and nonretardek it is possible that the year and a
half at a special school was extraordinarily effect-
ive only for black children. More likely, Bowles
concludes, the change supports a view that "many
of the Negro subjects who had been identified as
bang retarded prior to their being assigned to
special education schools were retarded only in
their abilities to produce satisfactory scores on the
test instrument used, and were not necessarily
retarded to their intellectual potentials.-31

ETHNIC LEARNING STYLES?

Do children in various ethnic groups have
distinctive learning styles, attributable to their,
group membership? A century ago, it was widely
believed that races and nations had characteristic
types of mental abilities and even temperaments.'
This belief faded away in the light of expanding
knowledge of the basic similatrity of mankind. Will
the belief in ethnic learning styles turn out to be
any more soundly based? In 1965-75, the subject
became a vowing area of research.

In 1965, Lesser and associates sought to dis-
cover the relative importance of ethnic and social
class factors Ln cognitive functioning among
children in the New York City area.32 With
reference to mean scores for the verbal, reasoning,
numerical, mid .spatig components of mental
ability, distinctive patterns among Chinese, Jewish,
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Negro, and Puerto Rican children were observed in
the following order from high to low:

Verbal: Jewish, Negro, Chinese, Puerto Rican
Reasoning: Chinese, Jewith, Negro, Puerto Rican
Numerical: Jewish, Chinese, Puerto Rican, Negro
Spatial: Chinese, Jewish, Puerto Meth, Negro

It was also found that within each ethnic group,
middle class children scored consistently higher
than lower class children. Nevertheless, the ethnic
patterns were far more striking than the social
class patterns. As for the practical educational
consequences of these fmdings, the authors stated
in 1965 that -we have not yet attempted to relate
these patterns of ability to school
performance."33 In 1967, the researchers again
noted that "we do not yet know if attribute
patterns associated with ethnic group membership
will, in fact, be identified as educationally im-
portant."34 Nor did an additional 7 years produce
such a study of educational applications by the
researchers.

In 1973, Feldmth held that the Lesser "rank
orderings on sets of mental ability measures tell us
little about the intellectual strengths utd weak-
nesses of ethnic groups."35 The group patterns
were of some significance, conceded Feldman,
buth they could not be interpreted as valid

-cators of intellectual strengths Lnd weaknesses
of most members of each group. Lesser replied
that his data had established the existence of
ethnic patterns and that this was all he had set out
to do. At the same time, he wrote that he had
always regarded the patterns as relative, not
absolute: "For example, each ethnic group's pat-
tern surely will change depending upon the
elifferent ethnic groups included in the sample.-36
The Lesser research has no demonstrable educa-
tional application, but many writers have referred
to it over the past decade as though it did.

In Hawaii, two studies are relevant to the
possible educational importance of ethnic and
social factors in mentO ability thd achievement.

Stewart and associates studied 10th graders in
Hawaii and tested them in December, 1960 and
April, 1963, when they were in the 12th grade.37
Both mental ability and academic achievement
were measured. Japanese and Chinese students
scored highest; Caucasians, next highest; Filipinos,
next; and Hawaiians, lowest. Over the 28-month
period, mean scores increased for all ethnic groups,

except the Hawaiians.38 Unfortunately, the ethnic
effect was beclouded by the free interplay of a
number of significant factors. The researchers
mention that these cultural groups vary widely
with respect to factors such as tradition, degree of
a c ul uration, family customs, and speech
habits."39 Many teachers in Hawall are Asians.

A rare longitudinal study of 635 children in
Hawaii was conducted by Werner and associates."

_All born in 1955, the children were tested first at
age 2 years and then again 8 years later. At the
earlier age, Japanese children had the highest mean
IQ score (103) and Filipinos the lowest (95).
Socioeconomic differences did not seem to affect
these scores. At age 10 years, Caucasian children
scored highest (112), Japanese children second
(109), and Portuguese lowest (96). On a scale of
school achievement problems, Caucasian and
Japanese children had the least; Hawaiians and
Filipinos, the most. At the later age, socio-
economic influences left mental ability and
achievement' unaffected. Thus, Werner and associ-
ates stress the coherence and stability.of the ethric
factor. On the other hand, they pointed to
parental stimulation received at home as a major
factor. "In the majority of the Japanese homes
emphasis is placed on the value of education, on
disciplined work habits, aid esteem for intellectual
pursuits, even where the parents niay not have had
much education."4' Elitnic style was seen by the
researchers as an aspect of the family rather than
as psychological structure.

Smith studied the possible presence of ethnic
learning styles in the Job Corps.42 He visited the
Job Corps Centers at Harpers Ferry, Schenck,
Wellfleet thd Kilmer; and two vocational high
schools in Baltimore, one all-black, the other 86
percent wInte. He concluded that ethnic styles
were superficial; upon close examination, they
disappeared. As Smith explained:

When the proportion of Negroes is low, Negroes group
together and maintain low interaction rates with other
members of the group. They exhibit sterotypic behaviors,
rhythms, slowness, docility, highly slurred, dialect speech,
etc. When the proportion is high, Negro behavior
differs ... Interaction with others is greatly increased.
The sterotypic behaviors disappear and in their place are
substituted highly political, power-conscious behaviors.43
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In the predominantly white school in Baltimore,
Smith found, Negro students were treated equally
with white students and responded in typical
"good student- style. The matter was quite
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otherwise in the all black school in which no real
achievement was expected of students, and none
resulte d.44

Lesser and associates had found, among other
observations, that ethnic style was more importmt
than social class and that social class had its
geatest effect on mentO abilities of Negro
children. On both counts, Sitkei came to different
conclusions.45 Comparing 50 white and Negro
middle and lower class children, averaging 4 years
of age, he found that "ethnic and social class
categories affected the group profiles in an equal
fasinon."48 On only one of the six factors in
Guilford's Structure of Intellect was there a
greater social class effect for Negro children than
for white children.

Burnes, in a study of 78 Negro and white
children in St. Louis, averaging 8.5 years of age,
found that "there is no evidence in favor of
Stodolsky and Lesser's suggestion of patterns of
abilities within cultural-racial groups. In fact ...
configurations of scores are more similar for
socioeconomic classes."47 A study by the
Canadian psychologists Irvine and Sanders con-
cluded that, on statistical grounds, the Lesser
findings on blacks were highly exceptional in view
of the small samples involved, and thus were of
limited potential for generalization.48

In 1969, Feldmm completed a study of ethnic
factors in the development of spatial thinking. It
was conducted hi San Francisco and involved
black, white, and Chinese children. He sought to
discover whether data would support the view that
"groups differ in their rate of cognitive develop-
ment, but do not differ in the capability to achieve
abstract thinking."49 How a child could benefit
from instruction in an abstract thought exercise
would thus depend on the acquisition of certain
skills and their acquisition in a certain sequence. A
chAd at a given age might not yet have developed
certain gas sufficiently to solve the problem. In
that case, it would be important to get a picture of
the child's ability oVer a period of time. Conse-
quently, Feldman used fifth, seventh, and ninth
graders.

The children were asked to draw a map of the
school and the school grounds from above. Per-
formance on the test ranged from Chinese (high).
to black (low). (This was also the order of IQ

scores for the three ethnic groups.) Nevertheless,

all clOdren followed more or less the same
sequence in acquirMg certain skills and concepts

without winch the map could not have been drawn
successfully. Feldman was not certain but con-
ceded it possible that the particular sequence
could be different for each goup. By using a
school learning task, Feldman was better able than
Lesser to relate his study more closely to possible
educational implications. On the other hand, there
seems to be little real difference between the
essential findings of both studies.

Larsen and Allen, working in northeast Georgia,
studied IQ differences with reference to the role of
race, sex, socioeconomic level, and community
size. Subjects were 289 5-year olds enrolled in 13
urban and rural kMdergartens. In no case did they
find race alone related to IQ performance. Always
other factors seemed also to be operating." In
this sense, no strictly ethnic pattern was found.

Backman =investigated possible ethnic patterns
of 3,086 12th graders of Jewish, white, black, md
Oriental background. They were drawn from the
national TALENT study made in 1960 mid fol-
lowed up 5 years later. Significant differences were
found with respect to patterns of abilities as
related to ethnic and socioeconomic factors. These
&fferences were very small. Some, however, were
quite unexpected. Negroes, for exmiple, scored as
high as Jews on visual reasoning. On perceptual
speed and accuracy, they scored as well as non-
Jewish whites.51

But widi reference to the shape of mental
patterns, ethnic and socioeconomic differences
were almost completely eclipsed by sex
differences. In short, Backman conchided, "for a
given ethnic group males and females tended to
exhibit patterns of mental abilities characteristic
of their sex; these patterns were only slightly
modified by ethnic background. "5 2 Lesser,
Backmmi recalled, had found no sex factor at
work_ But, she observes, her sample consisted of
high school seniors while Lesser's was made up of
first graders. Perhaps, Backman concludes, sex
differences in mental patterns are learned and thus
emerge only with age. This imaginative suggestion
is consistent with much that is being learned about
sexism in American society and education.

Rivers conducted a mental patterns study in
University City, Mo., a middle class suburb of St.
Louis. He tested 195 black and white children, 6th
through 12th grade, and 50 junior college fresh-
men. The groups were comparable in socio-

economic status. Distinct ethnic patterns of
mental ability were found, especially for children
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enrolled in the sixth through ninth grades. No
significant differences, however, were found for
children in 10th through the 12th grades. Rivers
was unable to single out any factor or combination
of them which could expin the change that
occu rred.5 3

Using Piaget-type tests, Stokes studied patterns
of cognitive development among black and white
pth-nary graders, apparently in the Detroit metro-
politan area. These tests try to get beyond simple
school-related performance in an effort to uncover
the basic structure of the child's Mental ability. In
general, he found the pace of cognitive develop-
ment to be slower among black children than
among whites, as well as among those of lower
than middle socioeconomic position. These
averages, however, cloaked important differences.
Stokes also found that black and white children
performed similarly on tests of seriation and
classification. Both black and widte children of the
middle socioeconomic position performed without
significant difference on the cognitive tasks in
general. Middle 'class black children exceeded
general performance of lower class white
children.54 It may be concluded that Stokes
demonstrated the existence of group patterns but
these could not be regarded as racial or ethnic in
characte r.

Miller approached the problem of etlmic pat-
terns by studying black, white, and Mexican
American children in the Aldine, Tex., school
district. Basing his tests on Cattell's conceptions of
fluid (concept formation and abstraction process)
and clystaBized (reasoning through previougy
learned concepts) intelligence, Miller found ethnic
patterns to exist. Further, he concluded, members
of each used their distinctive patterns of abilities
in their own way of achieving school objectives.55
The latter point was not established other than by
extrapolation of test results. ,

In Columbus and Grove City, Ohio, Reiss
studied 80 black and white male students, ages 6
to 10 years attendhig four segregated schools. She
also compared test performances with and without
"orientation" or preparatory periods. After socio-
economic differences were taken into account,
there was_ no significant IQ difference between
children of low socioeconomic status Middle class
blacks, however, lagged significantly behind mid-
dle class whites in IQ and differed importantly in
cognitive styles. Width' each racial group, low
socioeconomic children with an orientation period
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equalled the IQ of children of higher socio-
economic status. Reiss observes that in a nonsegre-
gated school, blacks could be expected to increase
their performance levels. She also wondered
whether she had actually studied two directly
comparable groups when she classified black and
white children into the middle socioeconomic
position.56 Strictly speaking, an ethnic pattern was
not established.

In New York City, Leifer probed into ethnic
patterns of 80 Chinese, black, Italian, and Puerto
Rican children. In the ability to copy geometdc
shapes, no differences emerged. With regard to
three other areasconstruction, body awareness,
and verbal ideational fluencythe groups differed
significantly.51 To a degree unmatched by other
researchers, Leifer stressed the cultural aspect of
group patterns. "The significantly higher scores
earned by Chinese ... in constructional tasks and
in understanding of body parts suggest," Leifer
writes, "that the ChMese culture provides practice
and reinforcement in these capabilities."58 Since
blacks constituted one of the other groups in her
study, she was in effect contending that the black
pattern was cultural and not racial in a genetic
sense.

A study similar to Backman's was conducted by
Flaugher and Rock. The similarity lay in use of a
nationwide survey done earlier for another pur-
pose. In Project Access, 1,780 male high school
juniors from Los Angeles, Memphis, and the
District of Columbia were drawn from black,
white, Mexican American, and Oriental groups.
They were of a low socioeconomic level, although
the authors do not supply ruch information on
this aspect of the study. Flaugher and Rock found
no evidence of ethnic patterns of mental ability.
Like Backrnan, who had reached a similar con-
clusion, they emphasized the possible importance
of age composition of the group.59

In 1972, Marjoribanks performed a most elab-
orate and resourceful study. Most previous
researchers, from Lesser on, were concerned with
only two variablesethnic group and test per-
formance. When they were found associated, the
data were held to be evidence, that an independent
entity mstedknown as an ethnic pattern of
mental ability. Only a few investigaters hesitated to
take Us step, pending consideration of further
factors. Some confessed ignorance about the inter-
play of unseen influences but were convinced that
such elements were at work.
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Madoribanks set out to investigate possible
interrelations of ethnic group and mental ability.
In addition, he took into account in a major way
the impact of the learning environment of the
home. This would enable him to distinguish
between effects attributable to ethnic membership
from those resulting from forces operative hi the
borne. His subjects, 11-year old boys, all born in
Canada and attending English language schools,
were either Canadian Indians, French Canadians,
Jews, southern Italians, or white Anglo-Saxon
Protestants. They came from 37 families of each
ethnic group-a total of 185 families.

Under learning environment, Marjoribanks ni-
cluded the following:

1. Press for aclfievement
2. Press for activeness
3. Press for intellectuality
4. Press for independence
5. Press for English
6. Press for `lethlanguage"
7. Mother dominance
8. Father domMance

Socioeconomic status was established according to
the education and occupation of the head of the
household. Mental abilities tested were verbal,
number, spatial, and reasoning.

The ethnic groups were found to be sig-

nificantly different both in profiles and levels of
the four mental abilities. (The former referred to
the relative shape of a curve expressing the highs
and lows of scores within any of the ethnic groups;
the latter, to the size of score on any specific
ability as between ethnic groups.) More important,
Maijoribanks found that the home learning
environment also influenced boili profiles and
levels of mental abilities. In other words, what had
previously been regarded as an ethnic group effect
was shown to be, at least in part, a resultant of
home environment. How to disentangle the separ-
ate effects of ethnic group and home?
Th-e- following table summarizes Marjoribanks'

fmdings:60

Covariation of
environment

Criterion Environment Ethnicity and ethnicity

Verbal 16.0 11.0 34.0
NuMber 19.0 3.0 31.0
Spatie 5.6 n.s. n.s.
Reasoning 14.0 6.0 n.s.

In general, ethnic group effects were scaled down-
wards once home learning environment forces
were taken into account. For spatial ability, the
weak ethnic goup effect disappeared altogether.
Ethnic group effect held up best for the verbal and
number abilities. (Feldman's observation about the
possible Lmportance of age in developing certain
cognitive abilities, prompts suggestion that the
ethnic effect for verbal and number abilities might
be further diminished if age effects were con-
ddered.) It should also be noted that the force of
the eight-factor home-learning-environment-was
observed in its existing state. There is no reason
why its impact could not be heightened by
deliberate action. Nor is there much basis for
denying the potential additional effect of that
other learning environment called "school".

Marjofibanks succeeded also in specifying four
of the eight learning environment forces that had
an especially large impact on differences in
children's cogfitive performanCe, -regardless of
cultural group. These consisted of the presses for
achievement, activeness, intellectuality, and "eth-
language." While the study, because of its locale,
did not deal with blacks, Mexican Americans, or
Puerto Ricans, one might expect parOel findings
to be obtained tn a similar study in this country.
Maoribanicst already considerable contribution
could be expanded if the research design were also
to take into account the role of school learning
environments.

The existence- of ethnic learning styles is still
problematic, even more so than in 1965. Too
many studies since then have found the ethnic
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factor receding as additional factors are examined.
The research effort, even if finally proved fruitless,
will have been useful in at least one
respectfuither weakening of the overly rigid
determinism that much research has attached to
formal class and racial membership. By so doing, it
may direct our attention to maximizing learning in
the schools.

Morn than 40 years ago, black social scientist
Horace.Main Bond wrote:

There is no more reason for teaching Negro children a
certain kind of arithmetic, or reading, or history, on the
basis of their_lower scores taken in the gross than there
would be io have a special curriculum for the white rural
children of the South as compared to the urba9 white
children of the section or of the North.61

Bond hesitated to declare black children unsuited
to learn from a standard curriculum when only
rarely had they been given wi opportunity to
succeed at it. Bond's advice remains timely.

THE CULTURAL FRkMEWORK
During the 1950's, when confidence irr the

dependability of IQ measures was still rather high,
some workers tried to create new tests that woulc;
be "culture-free". The concept of human beings
without culture was anthropologically naive. As
Washburn wrote: "There is no more season to
expect a culture-free intelligence than a diet-free
stature."62 Attention turned to the alternative of
a "culture.fair" test. The logic of this step was just
as unsatisfactory. Essentially, a culture-fair test
would be-based on material so familiar or strange
to everyone that nobody would conceivably have
an advantage. But a test built on either a banal or
an arcane basis would bear little or no resemblance
to any known social reality. Thus, both
culture-free and culture-fair tests would seek
primarily to categorize cUdren according to cri-
teria that are distant from their everyday lives.
Still missing would be positive acknowledgement
of the integrity of every cultureindividual by its
nature, unlike any otherand consequent efforts
by the school to accept all, children as eligible
candidates, along with their culturally individual
ways. The aceeptability of the children, not of the
test, is the real issue.

At an international conference on testing held
in Turkey in 1971, prime emphasis centered on
how people adapted to the difficult natural and
economic conditions under which they lived rather

than_ how they acquired specialized skills to
guarantee success in schools. The editors of the
conference proceedings, Cronbach and Drenth,
summed up the sense of the conference in a single
query: "Are tests to be used to adapt people
individually and collectively to the presently domi-
nant model of Western industrial society, or are
they to uncover human potentialities to_ which
cultures can be adapted?"63 Participants seemed
bored with- the prospect of more- or evert better
Mtelligence testing in the traditional sense. Many
were dissatisfied With what they regarded as the
narrow conception of ,man held by intelligence
testing.

Feuerstein, an Iiraeli psychologist, told the
conference of extraordinary progress registered by
Oriental Jewish children whd had been rated as
retarded by traditional IQ tests. To search only for

--average performance is to neglect and even
"ietiVely reject" evidence that the child has
potentials for growth: "We stress the high point in
performance as an Mdicator of the .person's .true
capacity, rather than an overall index which
ignores the high point."64 Testisig may be fol-
lowed by assignment of some children to
children's villages and other collective organi-
zations which, according to Feuerstein, prepare
the great majority successfully to work with other
children.

Other participants reported work which
strengthened confidence in society's ability to
develop children's educational performance. The
Norwegian researcher, Thrane, told of his study of
the contribution of formal schooling to the cog-
nitive growth of adolescents:

For each additional year of schooling, m n reasoning
scores increased by 3 or 4 points. Those with no further
schooling improved about 10 points, but the change was
much greater (20 points) for those who stayed in school
the whole time ... Evidently formal schooling was a
powerful but not the only differentiating factor in the
development of the cognitive functions examined.65

Numerous studies presented at the conference
reported that score differences between groups of
chlldren almost always diminished as various socio-
economic factors were controlled.

"The papers aid discussions," according to
Cronbach nnd Drenth, "called insistently for
greater attention to the assumptions underlying
psychological research and practice, and for a
redirection of research effort."66 This approach
implied that conventional intelligence testing had
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ost much of its authority. Until recently, such
testing had been accepted in its own terms and few
inspected that it was based on anything but a few
technical assumptions. However, as more of the
world, including the United States, has become
less complacent about an educational system that
ill serves poor and mLnority children, intelligence
testing is increasingly viewed in its capacity to
perpetuate inequality. The 1971 conference was a
symbol of the need for new directions rather than
a resolution of all the outstanding problems.

The same basic drive for equality originating
outside school walls is increasingly felt on the
Amencan testing scene. One significant form is the
Piaget-type test, touched on earlier. Wile the
amount of research Oong these lines is still quite
slim, certain tentative points are clear.

An advantage claimed for these tests is that
they are relatively free from social and cultural
influences in the sense that they am eliciting
evidence on a purportedly urdversal aystem of
cognitive growth. As Elkind puts it, "Piaget is
Concerned with those structures which, if they
hold true for the individual, also hold true for the
species.-67 It is no wonder- that defenders of
traditional intellegence testing, and thus of the
inevitability Of a social- hierarchy of cognitive
functioning, often are antagonistic to Piagetian
testing. Evidence that .ViagetiLn" tests are also
subject to environmental forces is cited
triumphantly.68

"Piagetiae tests, according to Jensen, even
lend support to his contention that racial-genetic
elements are major factors in de terndning
"Piagetian" cognitive functioning. In a 1969 arti-
cle, Jensen cited a single study to support this
argument. It was done in 1966 among Australian
aborigines and part-aborigines by de Lomos. Ac-
cording to the findings, the former showed
distinctly poorer performance than the latter on
conservatkin performanceinvolving the ability to
see that a change in shape of a container does not
affect the volume of the contained material. She
attributed the differentW more to the presumably
greater "white" genes in part-aborigines as sug='

gested by their lighter skin hues.69 Jensen
accepted this Interpretation.

Virtually unn ticed, however, was a replication
of the de Loma study 5 years after the original.
Conducted by Dasen, of the University of Geneva,
Switzerland, the restudy was higl-dy unusual;
seldom are replications made at all and rarely are_
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they done at the same location with the same
population. Dasen failed to confirm de Lomos'
findings.70 Not ordy did he fail to fmd a racial
effect, as de Lomos had postulated, he could not
even fmd a family effect (significant differences
Ln performance within a single lineage). Dagen also
referred to a recent study by three researchers of
aboriginal children who had been foster or
adoptive chIldren in European faraies. They
found that "the rate of cognitive development of
these children was ... almost identical to the devel-
opment found in middle class European
children."71 A further point was raised by Vetta
who observed that While: Jensen had mentioned
that a large majority 'of aborigines had not
"aehieve[d] conservation in volume, area, and
number," he did not report that a majority of
part-aborigines had also failed to achieve conserva-
tion:72 Ail ki all, it would seem reasonable to
reject the Jensen claim on aborigines.

Two studies in the United States utLlizing
Viagetian" categories yielded fmdings con-

siderably in conflict with the main run of
conventional IQ studies.

Anastasiow proposed that the same cognitive
process characterized white rruddle class and black
inner-city children although their speech differed.
Processes tested were differentiation, numeration,
and seriation. Subjects consisted of 67 black
inner-city children, 71 white rural chfidren, and 60
white middle class children. They came from
kindergarten, first, and second grades. The study

-revolved around the issue of whether language
reconstruction by a child should be considered an
error or a positive cognitive activity. By recon-
struction, knastasiow meant a process whereby
one translates a givr,n test word into his or her own
vocabulary. Since the new word is formally not
correct, usage of it is regarded as an error. Yet, the
yeconstructed word may well serve as a precise
e viveent,

Five major fmdings were made by Anastasiow.
First, he found that the black children recon-
structed when they had an aternative word from
their dialect. Second, most of the cognitive test
errors were in fact reconstructions that served the
purpose of the tests. Third, the black and white
middle class children operated on a similar level in-
language, taking into account the reconstructions.
Fourth, all three groups of children were unable to
handle logic-type problems such as if-then. (Inabil-
ity to handle these at the ages involved would-be
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expected within the "Piagetian ema.) Fifth,
black children received higher scores than both
white groups after receiving credit for the recon-
structions. Reconstruction was, thus, not a signal
of cognitive deficit; a number of high reconstruc-
tors scored high on overall cognitive
func tioning.7 3

Once more, then, socid class and race determin-
ism were misleading. Minority children were found
to be quite capable indeed of holding their own.

A similar study was conducted by De Avila and
Havassy. They wanted to know how minority
children would score on mental ability tests if it
were possible to control pnor learnhig. According
to the theory of IQ testing, prior learning should
not play a role in a test inasmuch as the test
presents unfamiliar material. After a period of
pre trainingnot discussed in detail by the
researchersMexican American and Anglo children
in New Mexico were given "neo-Piagetian" devel-
opmental tests as well as a conventional IQ test
(Otis-Lennon Mental Abilities Test). The re-
searchers found no ethnic group differences on the
developmental tests. On the Otis, however, signifi-
cant differences emerged, always in favor of the
Angjo children. Since, as De Avila and Havassy
note, the children tested came from a somewhat
uniform social background, it is probable that
developmental test differences would show up if
Mexican American children from greatly clifferhig
social circumstances were tested.

The researchers conclude:

The failure of Mex can American children to achieve in
schools, to perform well on capacity and achievement
measures must be attributed to reasons other than the
alleged cognitive inability of the Mexican American child
since our data show that there is no difference between
Mexican [American] and Anzio-American childrcn. Some
of the reasons, we believe, lie in the standardized tests and
curriculum which are used-throug:hout the schools.Zj

To hold children responsible for these reasons, the
researchers added, is to penOize them for circum-
stances not of their own making.

THE VARIETIES OF CHILDREN
One of the greatest educational handicaps

which minority children bear is the burden of a
label. Negro children are often described as though
'they were all of a kind, each suffering identical
'handicaps, all following a single path of develop-
ment. This stereotype ill fits any group of

children. It creates a special problem for the
process of desegregation as parents and even some
educators come to regard the minority children as
uniformly poor academic achievers and 'antagonis-
tic toward schools. Research does not support this
misconception.

In 1930, Gardi and colleagues tested 2,006
Negro children in Dallas and Tulsa and several
other Oklahoma cities. At age 9.5 years, 48

_percent of the Negro children overlapped the
achievement scores of white children; 32 percent
overlapped IQ scores of whites.75 Over a period of
time, the Negro-white gap widened.

The Pruitt-Igoe public housing project in St.
Louis, Mo., is inhabited by many very poor Negro
families. In a study at the project, Ladner.found
that -ethool achievement was not highly valued
there. Yet, she also reported: "...In those families
where the economic stability was largely absent
bin where parents still found the inner strength
necessary to provide their daughters with the
incentive to hope for a better life, adaptation to a
future orientation had been achieved ... I observed
many stable family situations existing among a
large number of households in which a female was
the head."76 In such families, schooling does play
an important part.

In an interracial public housing project on the
LoWer East Side of Manhattan, Volicman found
that few Negro parents were of the poorest
group." They took what appeared to be a
disproportionately active part in school affairs
througi the Parent Teacher Association. On the
other hand, in a study of the residents of a public
housing project in Hunter's Point, San Francisco,
there is an account of almost unrelieved antagon-
ism between the school and the people.78 By the
eighth grade, Hippler reported a dropout rate of
25 percent.79

Iii two all-black kindergarten classes in Chicago,
Ryckinan studied the relationship between cog-
nitive abilities and soci0 class.811 The subjects
were 100 Negro middle and lower class boys. On
tests , of the major cognitive components, the
middle class boys scored higher. With respect to
general language ability scores, t'only 20 percent
of the middle class children obta4i;ed component
scores below the medians of theNower class group
and only 16 percent of the 1-8wer class children
had scores above the middle class medians."8I

Edna O. Meyers studied academic achievement
among Negro boys in Harlem.82 She analyzed two
groups of 23 boysachievers and underachievers.
All were in the normayQ range; the former, from
somewhat more economically secure homes.
Nevertheless, observed Meyers, "the lower class
subjects"who were achieving 2 years under
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norm"...were concerned with academic achieve-
ment; they were depressed by expedence of
failure, and this reaction to school seems very like
that held by motivated middle class school
children."8 3

In- Harrisburg, Pa., Franks compared successful
and unsuccessful sixth grade Negro students.84 All
scored 90 IQ or more; there was no significant
difference in IQ score between the groups. Yet, a
full- year and a half difference in mean achieve-
ment separated the two. While the parents were
classed as "essentially laborers," the successful
students seemed to come from a slightly higher
economic level family; still there was no essential
difference in parents' eduCation.

Goldstein and associates studied school children
in a predominantly Negro area of New Jersey.
They found both successful and unsuccessful
students but were unable to identify any charac-
teristics that sharply distinguished between those
two subcategories of generally disadvantaged
youth.85 These young people," Goldstein and
associates say, "are a far cry from the..alienated
products of disorganized homes...'8 6 suggested by
popular myth.

Fifth graders in 10 central Harlem schools were
studied -by Davidson mcl Greenberg to discover
differences between high and low achievers.87
Only 8 percent of 1,331 students tested scored
above norm in reading uid arithmetic. In the
experimental group high achievers scored a reading
test mean of 6.45 while the low achievers scored
2.85.88 In comparing both groups on various
psychological dimensions, Davidson and Greenberg
found that high achievers were superior in conVer-
gent thinking abilities, had more positive attitudes
towards school, and benefited from higher
parenta concern for their education. They con-
clude: "Rather than presenting a uniform picture
of deficiency, our sample of Negro children from a
severely deprived environment exhibited consider::
able variability."89

In a central North Carolina city, Harris equated
the IQ scores of 591 Negro and 570 white fifth-
graders." All the scores were grouped into five
levels: level I scored 70 and below; level II, 71 to
85; level III, 86 to 100; level IV, 101-115; and
level V, 116 mid higher. Mean IQ scores for
Negroes was 91.6; for whites, 104.2. Then, a
series of achievement tests was administered. Here
is the distribution of achievement grade equivalents
of children in the five IQ levels:91

LQ. Level Negro White

3.7 3.6
II 3.9 4.4
III 4.4 4.9

5.2 6.0
V 5.8 7.7

Note that for both racial groups, only the
children on IQ levels IV and V achieved normal or
higher grade placement. Part, at least, of the racial
thfferences on those two levels probably cm be
explained by socioeconomic differences. (Harris
did not control for this factor.)

At the Institute for Juvenile Research, Chicago,
in mid-1965, two teams of researchers were
investigating cognitive and achievement-related be-
havior among Negro children. Solomon and associ-
ates interviewed 72 sets of Negro parents of fifth
grade children.92 While all the families shared
lower class status, they exhibited a variety of
parental styles.

The Solomon team suspects that study of such
factors will produce "better achievement than that
which has been produced in studies using more
global approaches."93 Borowitz and Hirsch
studied 32 4-year-old Negro boys living in a public
housing project in the same general area of
Chicago.94 They succeeded in constructing a
typology of cognitive potential in which three
classes of cognitive differentiation are
distinguished. Oh the basis of their intensive
clinical study of the boys, they predict school
achrevement as follows:95 Excellent, 9; Good, 10;
Fair, 6; Poor, 7. No followup study has been
published.

Entwisle and Greenberger found that Negro and
white first graders in the Baltimore Lnner city were
"more advanced linguistically than white suburban
children in terms of paradigmatic
responses..."96 The reason, they surmised, was
that the children learned verbal material from
watching television. By third grade, however, the
suburban children had higher scores on the word
association test administered earlier. In Detroit,
Sigel and Olmstead restudied a group of Head
Start children 1 year after completion of a 1

month summer program. With respect to cognitive
skills, the authors observe that "the considerable
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variability of these children indicate that they are
not of the same cloth in spite of commonality M
economic and social position."97 Bereiter de-
scribed his experience in teaching disadvantaged
Negro children in an intensive project_ of com-
pensatory education in the Champaign, III., area.
He denied that any re learning was going on,
saying: "They, are taught to figure these things
out. And hr -so doing they display the verve,
agility, and persistence that would ordinarily signal
an IQ in the superior range."98

Mackler followed the entire school progress of a
group of students attending a Harlem high school.
His principal interest was in the effects of ability
grouping. "...Initially," Madder noted, "there are
vast differences in the training children bring to
school."99 For better or worse, he reported: "...A
ghetto school functions no differently from white
middle class schools. Those who can do what is
expected are rewarded and are encouraged to
move ahead."100

Offenbacher studied chHdren in four
schoolsBayview and Market Street, lower class
schools in New York City; Prospect Hill, a lower
class school in Baltimore; and 1-figh Towers, a
middle class private school in New York City.
Among the lower class students she found a
fundamental distinguishing characteristic to be the
"ability to correctly perceive and respond to the
requirements of their social world, and to evidence
'social compe tence' in interpersonal
si tuations."101 Schools, Offenbacher insists,
should pay more attention to within-subculture
differences than to betweenulture differences.
An emphasis on the former leads to an overconcern
with 'cultural traits' that often strike the school as
entirely unresistant. An emphasis on the latter,
however, might lead to an understanding of
specific factors that distinguish successful from un-
successful students in the same milieu. Such fac-
Mrs may be more readily manipulable by the
school and community.

In virtually each of the foregoing studies, the
subjects attended segregated, inner-city schobls.
One may spedulate on the even greater emergence
of differences all along the ability range that might
result from substantially improved education in a
desegregated context.

Singh studied the creativity of 100 Negro and
white first and sLitth graders in Tampa, Fla. Aft&
controlling for socioeconomic status, he found
relatively small differences between racial groups.
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On certain subtests he found significant dif-
ferences favoring the more disadvantaged children.
"The supposed inferiority on verbal tasks for low
economic status," Singh found, "was not sub-
stantiated. Disadvantaged children seemed less
inhibited and more of &ri explorer type..,102

ln Denver, Colo., Jackson studied the reasoning
ability of 240 Negro and white ninth grade
children in terms of Guilford's concepts of conver-
gent and divergent thinking. Intelligence and socir
economic status were controlled, While differences
on all tests were statistically significant in favor of
the white children, Jackson pointed out that the
actual mean scores were not far apart. On tests of
convergent thinking, respective mean scores for
white and Negroes -were 11.96 and 10.08; of
divergent flanking, 23.82 and 21.23.103

ARE NEGRO CHILDREN A BLOC?

The notion of regarding all Negro children as
identical in capacity Lnd academic performance is
inaccurate. There remains another, related
beliefviz., that while Negro children may differ
among themselves, they can be grouped together
in relation to white children. Over many years,
commonsense conclusions and research findings
have accumulated in support of this belief. Only
recently have contrary data started to enter the
literature in force.

An often-repeated proposition is that Negro
children are "motoric" and can learn better
through means involving physical movement. Chief
of these media is programed learning. A rare test
was performed by Rodgers. He tested black school
children in a geography classroom in Fayetteville,
N.C., and concluded: "There is some evidence that
pupils learn facts and concepts about longitude
and latitude more effectively from a flexible
method of presentation thm from a programed
method."104

In a rural area of northeastern Georgia,
RichmOnd tested the creative thinking ability of
70 Negro and white segregated eighth graders. Test
scores of whites exceeded those of Negroes Ln
verbal and nonverbal intelligence. On creativity,
however, results were mixed: "White students
were superior on verbal fluency, verbal flexibility,
figural flexibility, and figural originality. There
were no significant differences between white and
Negro on Verbal originality and Negroes scored
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higher on figural elaboration.-105 Richmond spec-
ulates that the higher Negro score on figural
elaboration involves "ai high sensitivity in
observation."106 Asks Richmond: "Is
it ... possible that their experiences have made
them more sensitive observers of the human
scene?"107 Gitter and Black reported on an ex-
periment in Boston: "Black perceivers were sigiifi-
candy better judges of emotion than their white
counterparts."108

Tulldn sought ways to neutralize social class in
a comparison of 389 Negro and white fifth and
sixth graders in a suburban Maryland school
system. He succeeded in part by taking into
account more than socioeconomic status as

measured by education and occupation of head of
the household; he also-included various aspects of
the home environment, such as crowdedness,
family intactness, and maternal employment.
Viewing class in this comprehensive way, Tulkin
found no achievement differences between upper
socioeconomic whites and Negroes. 109 He has yet
to "equate" social class between lower class
Negroes nnd whites.

The o luracy of the problem of a statistical
equivalence of Negro-white lower class is under-
scored by Kennedy. In 1965, he retested part of a
sample of the Southeastern United States child
population. These children were in segregated
schools. In the period 1960-65, he found IQ had
remained unchangod.110 (In an earlier,- pre-
liminaiy report he had reported that IQ fell as the
child grew older. In his later study, however,
Kennedy explains that this finding was an artifact
of sampling.)111 Academic achievement con-
tLnued to decline so that by the 10th_ grade, the
average child lagged by 3 years.112 Some four out
of five of this group fall into the lowest socio-
economic level. "Thus," declares Kennedy, "when
one speaks of the Negro child, he is talking about a
socioeconomically deprived child who is Negro,
and the relative weights of these two determinants
cannot be isolated."11 3

LOOKING AND SEEING:
lit 1969, the Los Angeles Times listed the

average IQ scores for all elementary schools in the
city. According to the article as printed, predomi-
nantly minority schools scored low while
predomLnantly majority schools scored lUgh. There
was no mention of the fact that the school with
the highest IQ scoreWindsor Hills Schoolwas 90

percent black. Spokespersons for the Windsor Flills
community protested the omission. They stated
that the school's IQ scores contradicted the
contentions made earlier in the year by Professor
Arthur Jensen that blacks were racially incapable
of the type of intelligence tapped by conventional
IQ tests. Thenewspaper later published a full-scOe
story on the achievement of the Windsor Hills
children.

Meanwhile, Jensen was asked whether the
Wffidsor Hills achievement contradicted his theory.
Commenting on a newspaper article reporting the
incident, Jensen wrote:

The newspaper account adds that "most Windsor Hills
students come from weethy homes with puents who are
doctors, lawyers, or professional people." Is it not likely
that the children of these parents have inherited a better
genetic endowment for intellectual development than the
riajority of children in the Watts ghetto? If so, you cannot
argue that thek htgher IQ's are purely a result of the good
environment provided by their affluent parents.114

Jensen's argument rested on his basic contention
that social class position is inherited genetically.
To support this argument, it would have to be
shown that the black parents in question belonged
to a long line of privileged families._Walker, who
knew many of the parents personally, wrote that
they were "first generation middle class, often
from poor homes."115 A detailed account of
sustained efforts by the parents to maintain the
level of education offered by the school as the
nei -borhood became black, though middle class,
indicated that environmental factors were crucial:-

It is perhaps unfair to expect newspapers to
succeed where scholars fail. Yet, part responsi-
bility for perpetuation of the myth of black failure
tics in the hands of both. An unreadiness to
recognize the reality of black achievement and a
denigration of the achievement itself strengthen
the deep racist tendency to regard blacks as

inferior. At the same time, Windsor Hills merely
announces that privileged childreneven black
onesare more likely to succeed in the schools. It
thereby also raises a question about the educa-
tional fate of children in not too distant Watts who
lack nothing but privilege.

The operation of selective viewing was illus-
trated graphically in another case. In 1959, Or.
James Conant, chemist, former president of
Harvard University, and diplomat published a
study of the comprehensive high school in the
United _States.116 This is a school that enrolls
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children of all estates and ambitions, preparing
some for college, others for employment:

...A high school accommodating all the youth of a
[single] community is typical of American public educa-
tion... The comprehensive htgh school is characteristic of
our satiety and ... It has come into being because of our
economic history and our devotion to the ideas of
equality of opportunity and equality of status.'"

Conant and his staff personally visited some 55
schools in 18 populous States.118

Only 5 years later, Dr. Conant published
another study of education.119 In this work he
dealt with the problem of segregated schools, a
topic he had ignored in the earlier book. Indeed,
he now treated his readers to a very rare experi-
ence in social science literature: He admitted he
had been mistaken in a previous book:

The comprehensive high school has been defended on
social and political grounds as an instrument of de-
mocracy, a way of mitigating the soclid stratification of
society. Such has always been my ugument. But neither I
nor anyone else, as far as I an aware, has underlined the
fact that in the former Confederate States no compre-
hensive high schools have ever existed. When I undertook
to study the comprehensive high school in 1957, I knew
full well there were no truly comprehisive schools in a
number of suothern $tates. I was tempted to exclude
these States from my study and say frankly why. But I
did not do so. I visited schools in States where at the most
there has been only token integration since the Supreme
Court decision. And 1 said not a %Void to indicate that
certain schools I visited were comprehensive only in so far
as white youth were concerned.1Z°

This refreshing act of intellectual honesty went
largely unnoticed, especially by those who shared
Conant's fault but not his forthrightness.

Conant also observed that his silence about
racial segregation and discrimination had been
shared widely by professors of education as well as
State and local school officials. Professional organ-
izations, including regional accrediting associa-
tions, had helped suspend a sense of reality. In his
second book, Conant not merely confessed error.
He placed rectification of segregation near the
center of his program for Arnerican education,
noting that "so far neither the establishment nor
the State educational admffiistrative hierarchy has
face d up to the problem of segregated
schools."121

In both the Windsor Hills and Conant episodes,
respected institutions and individuals failed to
acknowledge the plainest realities of race and

education.. Inequality of opportunity was taken 2S
the norm. This chapter as a whole has examined
the norm and found thatdespite its ancient
lineageits scientific supports are slipping away.
Research concepts once universally accepted are
found wanting. Sharply separathig race from class
and trivializing both, it had become possible to
arrive at a justification of existing inequeities. By
restricting "race" to skin hue, the concept was
robbed of its broaderInd -deeper pblitical-coritent.
"Class" was reduced to a few material quantities
that likewise omitted the political aspect of class
control of community resources. The reOme
of inequality in the society and the culture was
enforced effectively in the schools by an ideology
of testing that converted an originally humane
instrument into a 'die of indelible impression.

Contrary to the historic message of intelligence
testing, studies examtned in this chapter strongly
support the positive potentialities of the school. In
no meaningful sense was the school found to be a
mere bystander. Through new testing approaches,
means are available for--much stronger affirmative
histructional programs. A good deal of the fatalism
inherited from earlier research is not an ineluctable
consequence of the nature of the children whom
many schools have failed.

SUMMAR Y
A system of penalty and privilege characterizes

the U.S. public school. Educational research in the
past acclimated itself to this relative apportion-
ment. Theories Lnd.research approaches were gen-
erated that in one way or another lent support to
the dominant exclusory forces in kmerican educa-
tion. This conception was jarred during the 1960's,
especially, by rising movements for social and
political equality. The same spirit began to affect
social scientists and related researchers. A whole
body of research started taking shape that re-
discovered man's creative md resourceful possi-
bilities, over and above the constrictions of socio-
economic position.

Inequalities of intelligence once equated with
racial or class affiliation began ta disappear in
these new studies. Performance on the IQ test was
found to express not genetic inheritance, but
cultural and social opportunity. IQ disparities
between white and black shrank sharply as re-
searchers learned to take into account the
children's mind-set during testing or the quality of
the learning environment at home.
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Whether ethnic minorities developed a dis-
tinctive cognitive style was a well-researched
question. In the manner of educational and social
science research, little effort was made to study
groups of chiliren in a natural setting of school or
home. Instead, profiles and levels of test results
were arranged to demonstrate the absence or
presence of distinctive patterns. As noted earlier,
the burden of sUch evidence was against the
existence of patterns. Judging from the discrimina-
tory administration of many aspects of special
education, it was questionable whether poor and
minority children could expect Lnything more
constructive from instruction ptesumably tailored
to "special" patterns of ability. Nearly 75 years
have passed since the formal initiation of intel-
legence testing. Mass testing grew along with mass
education. Few deny any longer the consequent
loss of individual attention to single students. To
be sure, the mass character of testing both
reflected and stimulated the mass treatment of
children in classrooms. Today, a growing dis-
quietude hovers over the mass-tested and mass-
taught schools of the western world.

7 6

Significantly, that doubt has begun to affect
even some of the former leaders in the mass testing
movement. In 1971; the British psychologist CYril
Burt, who had pioneered in statistical psychology,
reiterated his faith in the intelligence test. In what
turned out to be his last article, however, he
unexpectedly warned his colleagues not to treat
the child as a mere statistical unit:

With humus beings, when the problem is primanly
psychological, statistical studies of populations should
always be supplemented by case studies of individuals:
emly histories will often shed further light on the origin
and development of thfi or that peculiarity. Tests should
be supplemented by what Binet callecl the methocle
clinique, designed to verify the tacit assumption that they
really do test what they are intended to assess. After all,
each child is a complex and conscious organism, not a
mere unit in a statistical sample.122

Burt thus affirmed the humanity of each child. In
so doing, he tapped one of the deepest roots of
contempormy educational concern. The extension
of such concern to minority children remains a
cudinal challenge to American education.
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CHAPTER 5
LEARNING IN THE CLASSROOM

Minority children experience more or less the
same learning problems as other children. In
addition, they face the imposed handicap of
widespread beliefs among educators Ln their in-
capacity to achieve in school. As shown in chapter
3, there is no genetic.evidence to demonstrate any
such racial inferiority. Nor, as was indicated in
chapter 4, can it be held that socioeconomic
differences predetermaie that minority children
will fail in school._ Racial mid socioeconomic
interpretations have been superseded somewhat
recently by cultural interpretations. Minority
children are said to be unfitted for school achieve-
ment because they are culturally deprived, dis-
advantaged, or different. One is reminded,
however, of Seda Bonilla's observation:

It often occurs that people substitute the word that
refers to Lut idea without changing the idea. The word
culture has been often substituted for the word race fit
the minds of some people, but it hasn't changed their
thinking about race. In other words, culture has become a
different word for the concept of race.1

Thus, theories of Mevitable school failure by
minority children turn out to be racial hi concep-
tion if not in presentation.

In one form or another, the racial trend remains
predominant in psychological and educationd
analyses of school achievement. Since 1965, more
researchers are subjecting this interpretation to
laboratory and empirica/ tests. The result is a
clearand -welcomefinding that black and other
minority children are fully capable of conceptual
and other school learning, as thousands of teachers
have long known from their experiences with
minority students. Kagan rerrdnds us, "... the
majority of black children in America do master

these school skills, as do the children of their
geattrandfathers who attend schools in the new
African nations." 2

LEARNING PROFICIENCY STUDIES

For several yearl, Rohwer and his associates in
the Institute of Human Learning at the University
of California, Berkeley, studied the impact of race
and socioeconomic factors on basic learning
ability. In one project, they sought to determine
whether poor school performance of poor black
children was due to lesser learning proficiency. -

Three types of tests were administered to low
socioeconomic blacks and high socioeconomic
white children. Two were standard IQ tests, the
_Raven and the Peabody, and one was a paired
associates test. The black children scored lower
than whites on the IQ tests but not on the other
test. As Rohwer 'And associates noted, only the
paired associates test bivalved new learning while
the IQ tests involved prior learning. In terms of
"imaginative conceptual processes," the black
goup could be considered equivalent to the
whites. The researchers also wrote of the `ftruly
remarkable amount of variance in the success of
original learning, for both populations, ....associ-
ated with ...the manner in which the learning
materials are presented."3

In another study, Green and Rohwer selected
60 black children to study the effect of socio-
economic differences on intellectu0 functions.
While the group as a whole had a narrow range of
socioeconomic status, three subgroups were delin-
eated. On a conventional reading test (Scholastic
Aptitude TestSAT) the highest socioeconomic
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level children scored considerably higher than the
two lower groups. On digit span and pafred
associates tests, varying results were obtained. On
the former, the lowest socioeconomic level
children scored very low. On the latter, all three
scored comParably. The researchers warn that the
study indicates the lack of clear evidence to
support models of learning proficiency that assign
a critical role to socioeconomic factors.4

Kee and Rohwer compared- the basic learnhig
ability of 160 secondgraders in San Francisco.
They were of black, white, Spanish American, and
Chinete American backgrounds. MI were of low
socioeconomic level. A paired associates task was
administered in two modes: verbal recall and
pictorial recognition. No significant differences
emerged. "The learning proficiency of children
from different ethnic backgrounds," concluded
Kee and Rohwer, "should be considered equiv-
alent."5 Scores were improved for all children
when they were given an opportunity to practice.
Kee wrote that "the successful improvement of
learning observed for each ethnic group with
par ticular verbal and pictorial presentation
methods suggests that numerous avenues are avail-
able in facthtating children% learning."6-

Rohwer stresses that while opportunity to learn
wries greatly by social class and ethnic group, "by

time lower class Negro children reach first
.de, they can learn nearly as proficiently as

upper middle class .white children."7 IQ differ-
ences, according to Rohwer, have little necessary
bearing on learning performance. They are no bars
to the acquisition of new learning. To Rohwer, the
evidence in his studies contradicts the Jensen
mddel of two varieties of intelligencetype I
(memory and rote learning) and type II (concep-
tual learning with an ability to handle abstract
ideas)only the simpler manifested among poor
and ,black children. (See chapter 3, pp. 29-30.)
Why, then, do so many black children fail to learn
up to their proficiency? Rohwer replies that
poorer black children starting out in school have
"less developed learning tactics" than better off
white children. In addition, their skills for present-
ing certain types of information are unevenly
developed. He supposed, too, some skills necessary
fo r c la ssroom learning were inadequately
mastered. Rohwer suggested that "a major objec-
tive of curricula in the early types of schooling,
especially for low Socio-Economic Status (SES)
Negro children, should be to assist them in

8 2

mastering elaborative learning skills, i.e., to actual.
ize children's capacity for imaginative conceptual
activity, through concrete, explicit, and specific
instructional programs."8

AN INTERNATIONAL VIEW

Dudng the 1960's and early 1970's, the Inter-
national Association for the Evaluation of Educa.
tional Achievement (TEA) conducted a study of
academic achievement in a number of countries.9
While the study did not mention minorities, it was
centrally concerned with the influence of the
school on learning. Since, discussion of education
of minority children in the United States so often
founders on the argument that schools are
necessarily ineffectual in changing the depressive
impact-of poverty and racism, it is-appropriate to
ase:ertain whether the active role of the school
emerges in Other countries.

f'rom country to country, social and economic
fatItors seemed very closely related to school
achicvement. The precise importance, however,
varied among countries. Achievement in subjects
which are heavily dependent upon school instruc-
tion, such as mathematics, showed only weak cor-
relation with social class and home background.
This was less true of readingwldch is not so
dependent on formal school instruction. Effective-
ness of schooling was not measured, as it is so
often in the United States, by average levels of
achievement scores. Rather, the researchers
wanted to know how well a school succeeded with
the particular students attending that school. For
each school a "handicap" score was calculated
based on father's occupation, parental education,
use of dictionary, number of books in home, and
size of family.10

Coleman, in reviewing the lEA results, came ta-
two important conclusions about schools and
academic achievement. First, he found that while
home background in all but one case outstripped
the direct effect of schools, the strength of this
relationship varied with subject matter: "Not all
subjects are alike in the nib( of family influences
and school influences that determines their
achievement."11 Reading addevement, which is
the most frequently usedr measure of academic
gain is more dependent on home influences than
science or literature. Thus, to use reading rather
than science or literature, as a measure of achieve-,
ment is automatically to understate school effects:
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Second, Coleman found that in England home
background explained a higher proportion of
achievement score differences than in ilve other
countries. For whatever reason, therefore,
country-by-country variations have to be taken
into account by researchers.

A distinctive factor studied by IEA was the
degree to which students had an opportunity to
study the materW included hi the achievement
tests. At first glance, such a precaution would
seem to be elementary. Am achievement test has
been dermed as "a standarded, nationally
normed fmal examination for a specified segment
of school cpaiculum."12 Teachers in the IEA
study were asked to indicate the extent to which
they had taught specific subject me.ter. Then, an
analysis was made to ascertaim the relation of
achievement SCOM to opportunity to learn. The
relationship was found to be close. As Bloom
observes: "Perhaps the most irnfortant variable in
accounting for the differences between national
[educational] systemseven where they are equal-
ly selectiveis the opportunity to learn as judged
by teachers."13 Bloom reports also that the IEA
studies show "a significant relationship between
the amount of time the student devotes to a
subject and learning in that subject."14

ACHIEVEMENT STUDIES IN THE
U.S.

In the United States, .tudies of academic
achievement tend to follow the lead of the
Coleman Report of 1966. This well-known
research placed by far the greatest emphasis on the
role of social class and peer group social composi-
lion hi determining academic achievement. In
explaining variations in achievement test scores,
Coleman held that the autonomous contribution
of the school was exceedingly minimal. Several
restudies of the Coleman work arrived at similar
conclusions. That of Jencks, M 1972, made this
near absent role of the school a central concept of
his analysis. In 1973, Mayeske and his colleagues
completed their large-scale further analysis of the
Colemm data.

- According to Mayeske, achievement differences
among students were ascribable, as follows: 10
percent to the contribution of the school, 48
percent to family background, and 42 percent to a
combination of family background and school
factors.15 School factors were more significant for
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achievement in the case of black, Mexican
American, American Indian, and Puerto Rican
students than for whites and Asians. In the South
the autonomous importance of schools was greater
than elsewhere. As between the effect on achieve-
ment of fellow students or teachers, the former
was found to be more important. However, it was
not the social composition so much as the
achievement-motivation of fellow students that
was of greater importance. A student body consist-
ing mainly of economically poor students is not
harmful to the school's achievement. Rather, it is
lhe achictement motivation of the student body
that coun ts.

The importance of race and ethnic factors in
achlovement was measured by Mayeske in several
ways. After equating students on socioeconomic
status, the percent of achievement differences still
explained by race ran from 7.5 to 10.9, 'depending
on the school grade. Without controlling for
socioeconomic status, race accounts for from 20
to 24 percent of achievement differences:Since
Mayeske was using 1965 school data, the South
comes through as the most segreaated section. This
is reflected in his fineling that family backgound,
especially as constrained through race and socio-
economic position, was most important for the
South as allocator of students. By 1972, the South
had become the least segregated area. How this
change has affected the learning climate in
southern schools is not treated by Mayeske. (Other
research relevant to this issue is discussed in the
next chapter.)

At each turn, the schools afford the poor and
minority child a difficult reception. Mayeske
writes:

..%The schools reflect a deep-seated sbcial problem
that pegmeates alums, every aspect of our ibciety. This
problem, -in.. the main, is that a child's birth into a
particular stritirm of our social structure largely deter-
mines rIere he will and will not end up in the scheme of
things.

'Ibis frank, though melancholy, observation
implies that a basic improvement in academic
achievement depends upon solution of a funda-
mental social problem.

A less somber analysis of achievement er.ects of
schools was made by Winlder. This study goes
beyond many of its predecessors tri its fmdings,
.regarding black and white achievement.. Winider
studied the effect of schooling both at one point
in time. and 'over a relatively long period. The



achievement gap between black and white students
was viewed as resulting from a cumulative process
of experiences. Winkler regarded the school en-
vironment as consisting of the compodtion of the
school peer group and the school inputs (such as
teachers, grouping practices, and others). His
sample consisted of 388 black and 385 white
students in urban secondary schools.

"... Compared to whites," Winkler writes,
"blacks perform less well after 8 years of schooling
than they did upon enterLng school." He adds that
"it is difficult to believe that the schools may not
share some respdrisibility for this

enomenon ..."17 Over their school careers,
Winkler holds, black and white students do mit
experience equal school environments, even when
they are schoolmates. The school's resources are
differentially "productive", in learning, as between
the races. Just how much of the resources a
student gets depends Ln good measure on his race
and his track within the school. Winkler-found
that black achievement rates varied more by track
than when compared with rates of white students;
the track effect was larger than the race effect. At
the same time, the race effect was, in part, also a
factor in tracking. Few blacks were in the college
track; many were in the general track.

Thus, the white-black achievement gap is
sharply differentiated by track. Winkler found that
"the achievement gap between blacks and whites
appears to decline as one goes from vocational to
business to college track."18 An additional factor
measured by Winkler, and found related to
achievement differences, was the difference or
similarity between raci0 composition of the ele-
mentary and the junior high school attended. This
novel measure revealed that both black and white
college track students tended to experience less of
an abrupt change in transition since they more
often curie from a predominantly white elemen-
tary to a less white junior high school. Black and
white students in the -noncollege tracks, on the
other hand, experience a more abrupt transition as
they come from `sorhiter" elementary schools and
enter "blacker" junior highi. '-

Among the specific school inputs that were
gniflcantly related to achievement differences

was the quality of teacher element. In this'
context, Nuality" covered whether teachers had
been --graduated from prestigious colleges, the
amount of their postgiaduate credit, their sal
level, the extent of their experience, and as
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teacherstheir attitudes toward minority students.
WmIder warns that the teacher effect on achieve-
ment may have been overestimated in previous
studies. As he explains, "teachers who have the
most experience, the highest salary, the highest
academic qualifications tend to choose to teach
the best students."19 Consequently, the high
achievement of these students may result from a
choice by the teacher rather than because 'of
anything that happens in the process of instruc-
tion. (-While Winkler does not raise the possibility,
his observation could also apply obversely. That is,
less qualified teachers might choose to teach low
achievers, the more readily to avoid the embarrass-
ment of their own inadequacy. In that event, a low
teacher effect would-also be spurious - i.e., it
would reflect an act of teacher selection rather
than the incapacity or the failure of cluldren tr,
learn. Possibly, a more adequate teacher could lead
the same children to greater achievement. What,
for example, would ensue if Winkler's best quali-
fied teachers were to teach the lowest achieving
children?)

Winkler arrived at a quantitative estimate of the
relative importance of various resources in ac-
counting for black-white achievement differences
within each track. The followLng listing indicates
his fmdings (expressed in percents):

Achievement Vocational Business College
Resources track track track

IQ 12.6 11.6 6.8
Home Environment 14.5 14.8 0.0
School Environment 36:2 27.3 63.7

Tottd, 3 Resources 63.3 53.7 70.5

Clearly, in each track the dominant- factor in
black-white achievement differences is school
environment. In the college track, this single factor
dominates the scene. In the business track, how-
ever, it barely exceeds in importance the ebmbined
force of IQ and home environment.

Other than teacher quality, Winkler pointed to
racial and social composition of student peer
group as critical. Black students seemed to suffer
an achievement disadvantage because of sharp
changes in racial composition and cultural milieu
from elementary to junior high school. This would
suggest that integration might well be moderated
in his or her interest. At the same time-, however,
Wmkler found that black sixth graders suffered a
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learning disadvantage as the proportion of class-
mates of lower socioeconomic status rose. Thus,
he concluded, integration by social class seemed
appropriate. Since so few n-dddle class blacks were
available, social integration required racial integra-
tion. Children of higher socioeconomic status were
more plentiful among whites.

The Winkler study is important for its measure-
ment of achievement over a long time period, for
its linking of achievement and internal track
organization of the school, and for its clear
delineation of the role of race in achievement. The
practical applications of the study are also signifi-
cant inasmuch as they ale shown to flow from the
educational fmdings. In a work other than that
reviewed earlier, the Mayeske group also con-
cluded that measures to create more hetero-
geneous student bodies would tend to increase
achievement and 4he effect of the school.20

Several other recent survey type studies have
concluded that the school makes a significant
contribution to academic achievement Guthrie
and colleagues, based primarilY on a study in
Michigan, held that "relatively inadequate
[school] services lead to lower levels of academic
achievement."21 In a study of 1,061 third graders
in a large California school system, Hanushek
found that student achievement gains were closely
related to better teachersdefmed as teachers who
had recently been involved -in gaining additional
taining. Experience and advanced degrees as such,
he found, had little effect on achievement. With
respect to 140 Mexican American students in his
sample, Hanushek reported the "shocking" finding
that "it was impossible to find any discernible
impact of schools ..."22 He attributed this to the
failure of the schools to take the bilinguaty of
the children into account.

SOCIAL CLASS AND ITS MECHAN-

ISMS

f there is one overarching theme in achieve.
ment research it is that social class or, more
narrowly, socioeconomic status, is the dominant
determinant of school achievement. Yet, more and
more researchers are perplexed by the difficulties
in tracing the precise paths whereby social class
affects achievement. Michelson writes: "There is
simply no reason to believe, from the correlation
between social class and academic success, either
by school means or by individuals that the cause

of this association is the home life of the
children."23 He adds in explanation that "no
direct statistical inference of this nature can be
made."24 Miller calls social class "a crude variable
of lirrilted direct importance in the problem of
school achievement ..." and recommends that it
receive less attention in future studies.25 Social
class, or its shorthand equivalentthe homeis
everywhere and nri place. It is said to have an
effect but few of it concrete manifestations are
traceable. Yet, to deny the role of social class in a
dass society would be a greater mistake.

The principal mediating mechanisms of social
class operate to allocate educational opportunities
unequally and in a racist manner. (See the discus-
sion of penalty and privilege, chapter 4, pp. 1-2.)
Some of them are (1) school climates, (2) school
grouping practices, and (3) comniunitywide power
disparities.

SCHOOL CLIMATES

Clark has written that "massive academic retar-
dation is accepted 23 the norm for minority group
children . . 26 This charge has seldom been
subjected -` test by research. Understandably,
school authorities have rejected it out of hand.
While the very broadness of the charge complicates
&ny adequate evaluation, yet a review of several
school climate studies may clarify certain aspects
of the issue.

Henderson studied 16 schools in Michigan
during 1970-71; each was at least 70 percent white
or black. His primary interest was in school
climate which he defined as "the interactions of
principal, teachers, and students within ihe school
that produce an atmosphere that ME enhance or
mitigate against academic performance."27
Henderson matched as nearly as possible pairs of
black and white schools with comparable -socio-
economic levels and diffeling achievement scores.
The strongest contrast he found was in the way
teachers typically oriented themselves toward
students. In predominantly black schools, teachers
practiced what Henderson calls "creaming off and
cooling f)ut." Emphasizing competition among
individual students, teachers selected students
most approximating middle class standards and
tracked them foz acaderrdc success. Probable fail-
ure awaited the remainder. In predominantly
white schools, on the other hand, teachers tended
to stress cooperation, and the cooling out of less
able students was less marked. Self-concept of
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black students hi the segregated black contexts
was high. Henderson suggests, however, that this
reflected the student's feeling that he could easily
achieve at the relatively low level expected of him.
"A disheartening implication" of the study, com-
mented Henderson, "is the seemingly systematic
manner in which black schools are providing a
substandard education for their constituents."20

A companion study to Henderson's VMS done
by Schneider soon afterwards. He selected 24
elementary schools; in all of them, student bodies
were at least 70 percent black or wMte. Schneider
found a sense of futility among the stuaents to be
"by far the most important climate vadable within
our sample of schools ..."29 This was true even
when socioeconorrAc status, race, and type of
community were controlled. The degree to which
teachers perceived that a student was likely to
continue into college also related closely with his
or her academic achievement. Some factors were
differentigly significant, depending on race. Thus,
whether or not a teacher perceived a student as
capable of academic improvement was imporLant
for black urban schools but not elsewhere.
Schneider concluded that justifying students' low
achievement on the ground of race or socio-
economic atatus was incompatible with his
findings. "An environment in which all members 1
of the school soda system ... perceive present
arid future academic achievement as a realistic ,

goal," according to Schneider, "appears to have a
strong relationship with achievement."30

Brookover and colleagues have generalized the
findings of the two previous studies as well as
others along the same line. While somewhat
lengthy, tht. collowing quotation summarizes well
the fmdings of the Michigan State UniversitY
goup of researchers:

...A combination of three student and three teacher
factors accounts for most of the differences in achieve-
ment between students in these schools. The first of these
is the factor which we call the student's sense of futility.
This includes the student's sense of control within the
Echool's social environment and his perception of whether
ar not the teachers care or are committed to his
achievement. The two expectation-evaluation-self-concept
actors ue oriented toward the present situation and the
other [the future] also accounts for a considerable
proportion of the vuiance In achievement. The parallel
factors in the teacher complex also account for some of
the differences. The student's sense of futility, the
teacher's belief in the improvability of the student, and
the two sets of present and future expectations and
evaluation factors consistently distinguish between the
high and low achievement schools.-The teacher's belief in
the improvability is particularly relevant in black schools.

The school climates of black schools are distinguished
from the white schools by sens of control and the level
of expectations and evaluations.

The researchers note that-changing the social corn-
position f student bodiesthrough, say, desegre-
gationwill be effectual only if the crucial social-
psychological vadables also change.

Meyers studied a highly selected sample of 327
Negro students attending 15 predominantly white
high schools throughout tbe country. Altogether,
the Negro students made up 2.2 percent of
enrollment. School climate, Meyers found, was
significantly related to educational aspirations and
achievement for both Negro and white students,
but less so for the former.32 The Negro student is
in the school but not completely a part of it. As
Meyers states: "... Racial integration is a neces-
sary but not sufficient condition for social integra-
don of a ininority group ... It is quite possible
that the Negro youth who stars in a football game
may be excluded from the victory celebration that
nig,ht Yet, the Negro student's self-esteem
remains high in these very same schools. Esteem
has meaning only as a comparative concept: one
feels as good or better than or less than. With
whom is the Negro student comparing himself?

Meyers replies: "Given the white educational
setting, Negro self-esteem is based upon
blackness."34 Though surrounded by whites, he
maintains his black identity by referring his sense
of self-awareness to his Negro roots. This some-
what puzzling feat is made more intelligble when
we examine the Negro student's actual patterns of
social interaction in the tokenly desegregated
schools. Meyers found "the existence of sub-
societies . . .delimited by racial identity within the
social system of the I'dgh school."35 The Negro
student and his Negro peers are thrown together
with the result that they act to reinforce each
other's &heady high aspirations. For these Negro
.,tudents, peer Mfluence is more important than
climate effect; the reverse is the case for white
students in that same school.

It should be noted that Meyers was studying
situations in which no more than token desegrega-
tion existed whereas the Michigan studies referred
to very different student body compositions. With

=so few black students, little opportunity existeu
for the school- to develop differentiO climates on
the basis of race. In token Schools, perhaps there is
opportunity only to translate ethnicity into social
groupings that are not relevant to achievement.
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With reference to Clark's previous y quoted
charge that massive academic retardation is the
acceptable norm for minority children, the evi-
dence contained in formai studies is meager.
Researchers have evaded the issue. On the other
hand, thP Michigan studies strongly affirm the
charge.

SCHOOL GROUPING PRACTICES

In 1970, a civil rights organization asked an
expert on testing for his advice on ability grouping
and tracking. The expert warned: "Children put in
'slow' classes rarely catch up. Programs for 'slow
learners' are slow-down programs in most cases
lnd make catching up impossible."38 A British
educator matches this sentiment: "We are now
beginning to learn that any form of educational
provision which is regarded as appropriate f
intellectually inferior children ends up by being
inferior."37 How does recent research bear on
these %dews?

In 1973, the National Opinion Research Center
(NORC) completed the largest scale national study
yet made of the effects of desegregation. Detailed
discussion of it is reserved for the next chapter. At
this point, however, it is appropriate to note the
treatment of ability grouping and tracking in the
NORC report. The analysis was restricted to 598
schools selected from 103 different southern
school districts. Nearly all the schools had been
involved in massive desegregation programs
ordered by Federal courts during the 1971-72
school year. Focus of interest in grouping was not
so much on achievement as on its effects upon
white-black student interactions and attitudes.

In elementary schools; NORC foundy black
children grouped in remedie- classes-were stigma-
tized in the eyes of white children. This Warthe
case even when achievement grouping was
practiced within a single classroom. Ability group-
ing in elementary schools thus seemed to generate
unfavorable white attitudes against
desegregation.38 Tracking in high schools, NORC
reported, had different effects under specified
conditions:

... In high schools, where tmcking is carried out M a
nonauthoritarian way, and where the students and staff
we relatively liberal, ability grouping, even if it leads to
increased segregation of classes, may have slight positive
effects on attitudes toward Mtegration and other racial
attitudes.39

Negative racial attitudes, on the other hand,
resulted from tracking in those high schools "that
were both rural and conservative in their approach
to race relations."40 One special factor working in
favor of good racial relations in nonrural high
schools was the fact that many of these schools
used Federal grants to institute intergroup rela.
dons programs. NORC regards these programs as
having been highly effective in helping increase
academic achievement

Evans and Gaoway studied socioeconomic
status and ability as factors in high school track-
ing. Their sample consisted of 9th- nd
12th-graders in the Project TALENT study of
1960 and 1965. Three tracks were studiedcollege
pr epa r a tory, general, and vocational. The
researchers found that "the- college preparatory
program tends to enroll the high academic ability
and the high socioeconomic environment students
at the expense of the other programs
Because Project. TALENT did not collect data by
race in 1960, it is not possible to state the
importance of race in the three tracks. There
would be small reason to doubt that blacks tended
to concentrate in the general and vocational tracks
and whites in the college preparatory track. As
Evans and Galloway observe, "on two key vari-
ables, socioeconomic status and verbal ability, the
student populations of these programs are not at
all the same."42 The researchers did not reach the
question of whether discrimination played a part
in the distribution of students among the tracks.
In an older study, Kariger did find that the higher
the school socioeconomic status, the closer the
match between the student's status and lane
placement. Few teachers cared to teach students in
the lowest lane. Discrepancies between measured
ability and lane placement, Kariger found, "are
significantly related to the socioeconomic status of
the parents with the descent on the socioeconomic
scale increasing the possibility that the pupil will
be laned below his ability:43

Mackler studied the operation of ability group-
ing in a Harlem elementary school during 1963-66.
In addition, he traced retrospectively the school
careers of 300 students from first grade through
high school. All were black. During the first year
of the study, observers were placed in the elemen-
tary school so they could build up a day-to-days
picture of ability goupLng in_practice. The study
was nearly 1.1Riglie in this respect.
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Mack ler found grouping to be extremely rigid
with an almost tota absence of upward mobility.
A few children assigned early in their careers to a
high ability group occasionally moved down a
notch or two. During a 3-year period of study in
the elementary school, none of the children hi
average or lower groups entered the upper
groups.44 Children in the top group were able,
compllInt, and popular. "The less popular are
among the less able," writes Mack ler, "with the
teacher-rejected pupils typically less able and
-isolated from their peers.-45 Since the best
teachers tend to prefer working with the most able
children, Madder notes, "the more able students
have 6 years of better teaching."46 Even in a
school where average achievement levels are ex-
&erne ly low as a result of grouping, relatively few
students gain an advantage Mack ler holds that a
close study- of acaderric success in black schools
casts great doubt on prevailing theories of cultural
and social deprivation. "A theory of deprivation,"
he declares, "should be developed that is broad
enough to explain why certain pupils succeed and
other [s] do not, given the same social back-
ground."47 An appreciable role in developing that
theory should be accorded the factor of selective
opportunities as thfluenced by school grouping
policies.

Heyns studied tracking in 48 high schools
drawn from the data collected hi 1965 for the
Coleman Report. The relationship of race and
traclthig was restricted to only 15 high schools,
each of which had a black enrollment exceeding
10 percent. Assignment to a specific track, Heyns
found, "is not racially discriminatory in the
present sample of schools when verbal ability level
is controlled."'" She pointed to ability differences
rather than deliberate school policy Ln explaining
the within-school racial concentrations by track,
with blacks heavily in the lower tracks.

In three all-black schools, Heyns found a large
number of students in the college preparatcny
track despite their low verbal scores. (This was
quite unlike the situation hi the other. 12 racially
mixed schools.) Heyns wondered whether these
black college preparatory students "actually re-
ceive college preparation equivalent to white stud-
ents ..." Her surmise was that "it seems
reasonable to doubt that they do."49 hi support
of her surmise, she found that race accounted for
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somewhat less than one-fourth of the difference in
between-schools verbal ability scores.

With respect to tracking and socioecono c
factors, Heyns foundcontrary to other
researchersthat "stratification in schools seems
to be determined by abffity level rather than the
social class background."50 Nor did nonsegregated
schools tend to favor more advantaged students.
Access to counseling services was also found to be
essentially unrelated to social class: "... Neither
the social class nor racial background of the
student predict the differentia allocation of
counselor's time or encouragement . ."51 All in
all, Heyns found in the sampled high schools a
strongly meritocratic structure of grouping, ex-
hibithig few features of racial or social discrimina-
tiona picture often drawn by spokFtsmen for
school systems. Heyns reported no evidence to
contradict it.

How does the Heyns study relate to others?
Wmkler, as previously noted, came up with oppo-
site fmdings on the relation of race and track.
While Heyns fmds no relationship between race
and track placement, Winkler reported the two to
be closely interrelated. Heyns' study was a one-
time affair, based on data gathered by Coleman in
September 1965, while Winkler covered a long
period and was able to take into. account the
cumulative effect of certain other factors. Heyns'
hint of differentia academic standards for place-
ment in the college preparatory track, as exempli-
fied by three all-black schools, finds strong
agreement Ln the work _ of Henderson and
Schneider on school climates. One might sum-
marize the point of agreement by citing the con-
clusion of yet another study. Schafer and
Olexa, in their study of high school tracking,
aincluded that evidence suggested "the operation
of unofficial grade ceilings for noncollege prepara-
tory students Lnd grade floors for college-bound
students."52 Yet, Heyns rejects implicitly such a
conclusion for her sample as a whole. In part, this
view rests on a characteristic of her sample. Drawn
from the Coleman report, it is lacking representa-
tion from very large school systems which refused
to participate in that studyChicago, Los Angeles,
and a number of other large cities. Another
possibly Unrepresentative aspect of the Heyns
sample ,was inclusion of a Washington, D.C. high
school that was 88 percent white (in a school
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district overwheliningly black, even in 1965) yet
elPksified as "integrated."53 The same was true of
a high school in PhIladelphia.

Most surprising, however, is not this or that
conclusion of any of the tracking and grouping
studies. Rather, the very small number of any
studies on the subject is a matter of wonderment.
The few studies reported establish the view that
inquiries into academic achievement of poor and
minority students may be significsintly weakened
without careful attention being paid to grouping.
It is also clear that the greatest need is for careful
on-the-spot studies of actual classrooms and
schools.

COMMUNITYWIDE POWER DISPARITIES

Does the distribution of power in the com-
munity affect academic achievement of Minority
children? And if so, what channels are involved?

Ogbu studied a predominantly black and
Mexican American neighborhood in Stockton,
Calif. called Burgherside. This is a very poor 30
square-block area in which some 1,800 people live.
The period of the study extended from
September, 1968 to May, 1970. For the first 16
months, the researcher lived in the area wid came
to know the people well. He visited many homes,
speaking with parents and children; he became a
familia' figure in the area's schools. As a black
Nigerian by birth and an anthropologist at the
University of California, Berkeley, he was wel-
comed by Burgherside:

From my own observation of black children and from
my discussions with them and with teachers and parents, I
think that these children do not take their schoolwork
and their tests seriously; they do not, therefore, try to
maximize their test scores, whether for IQ or scholastic
achievement. These test scores -rirpIy do not represent
the real potential of black children.

But why don't they try? Essentially, Ogbu holds,
because school failure to Burghersiders 'Is both a
reaction and an adaptation to the limited oppor-
tunity available to them to benefit from their
education."55 The message from the outside
community, as "read" by Burgherside parents, is:
"Education does not really pay if one is black or
Mexican American."56 Daily documentation is

entiful -as children listen to adult complaints of
discrimination.

In tiic larger community of Stockton, dominant
Anglo society has developed an ideology of inferi-
ority to account for Burgherside failures in school.
"The major function of the white belief system,"
writes Ogbu, "is to justify the low position of
subordinate minorities in the socioeconomic struc-
ture of society by ensuring that subordinate
minorities do poorly in school."57 Teachers iden-
tify with -this ideolou. In elementary school,
Burgherside children tend to get the same grade
regardless of the volume of work, done. Conse-
quently, Ogbu holds, "by t.he lime the chldren

-leave the elementary school they have not learned
to associate a certain amount of work with a
certain type of grade."5 8

School counselors cooperate in limiting the
social mobffity of Burgherside children. They
"tend to 'program' the students into cert.,: :lasses
primarily on the basis of their previous per-
formance rather than future plans."59 A stringent
ability grouping system tends to lock children frac
the lower ranks. In 1968, Burgherside's Black
Unity Council demanded n'end to tracking. As
Ogbu reports, once the changes were made, it was
found that "those students who normally should
be in the 'low ability groups' did not f0 theiz
courses in the classes for 'high ability groups."60
In fact, during the 1969-1970 school year, the
senior high school offered five instead of ordy two
courses in chemistry; and, in contrast to the year
eulier, black and Mexican students were registered
in these courses. In 196'-69, neither black nor
Mexican students took the two courses.61

Burgherside children, Ogbu declares, will never
basically improve their academic achievement until
two conditions are fuffilled: (1) They must be
afforded equal learning opportunities and (2) they
must be able to enjoy equal benefits of education.
Recent improvements in minority employment
have rWsed somewhat the educational aspirations
of the children but the change is minimal.. Ogbu
stresses that the problem of the children does not
result from an intellectual deficit or a 'lack of

aspirations or from personality difficulties.
On -a narrower scale, Turner studied the same

order of problems, only this time in eight small
rural communities in South Carolna. The 518
seventh and eighth graders attended 'completely
segregated schools. Turner was concerned with
achievement orientations and values, rather than
academicrachievement. He found a clear difference
between the 195 black and 323 white students. On
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the basis of replies to a questionnaire, the follow-
ing mean achievement scores were registered (with
a possible iange of 1 to 16):6 2

Blacks Whites

Achievemen t motivation 2.9 5.1
Achievemen t values 8.1 10.7

These orientations were quite realistic, given the
occupational structure of the rural communities.
As Turner reports, while nearly 9 out of 10 adult
blacks are on the lowest rung of the occupational
ladder, only about 2 out of 10 whites are that low.
Subsistence farming and unskilled manual labor
are just' about the only careers open to black
adolescents in these areas.. The segregated schools
they attend are not merely inferior places to learn;
they symbolize "control of blacks" life fate by the
dominant white power structure."63 Turner con-
cludes that among these young people, achieve-
ment orientations are much more dependent on
perception of the actual distribution of opportuni-
ties than upon any training within the family.

Neither Ogbu nor Turner contends that the
schools are unable to change the larger community
patterns of subordination of minorities. They are
stressing that the schools have become part of the
soci0 system whereby the subordination is en-
forced. Therefore, both view achievement, either
academic or vocational, as powerfully influenced
by the communitywide distribution of power
especiPlly economic power.

The possible impact on achievement of two
additional factors has gone almost unstudied.
These are tangible resources on a school-by-school
basis and actu0 time spent in classroom work.

TANGIBLE RESOURCES

As pointed out in chapters 1 and 2, the historic
pattern of discrimination was planned deprivation
along with deliberate segregation. Unfortunately,
however, much legal and social science thought on
schools has come to regard segregation as depriva-
tion, while at the same time treating discrimina-
tion of tangible resources as merely secondary.
This mode of thouglit was encouraged by the
conscious pretense in applyhig the separate-but-
equal doetrMe of Plessy v. Ferguson. No realistic
observer ever reported fiaing a segregated school

wstem that was "equal" in terms of tangible
resources:

Deprivation of tanale resources lay at the
heart of educational discrimination. Franklin notes
that school boards regularly reduced expenditures
on black schools before doing the same in white
schools.64 Bond adds that cuts in school funds for
white schools might eliminate extracurricular ac-
tivities while similar cuts for black schools resulted
"in the shortening of terms, the discharge of
teachers, or the closing of schools ...."65 System-
atic racial discrimination in the employment of
tangible resources has continued into the very
recent past. In Memphis, teachers in black schools
were frequently forced to raise funds by selling
lunchsnacks in the classroom. Fundraising quotas
were established for teachers. A black prtncipal in
that city told a reporter: "Success or failure in meet-
ing quotas may even have affected the evaluations
that princips have to make of teacher perfor-
mances:'66 A high official of the schools acknow-
ledged that "-until a few years ago, the problems in
Negro schools were largely ignored."6 7

Change in the racial character of neighborhOods
has a significant effect on tangible resources made
available to minority children. This seems to be
.the case regardless of the social classbut not the
raceof the newcomers.

In Detroit, Stark studied how resources were
allocated to 164 schools durtng the period
1940-1960. Over these years, the percent black
population over the city as a whole rose from 9.2
to 28.9 percent. Those neighborhoods experienc-
ing the greatest influx of blacks suffered the
sharpest drop in educationL1 quality. Since teacher
salaries made up some 80 percent of instructional
cost, much of the drop in quality reflected changes
in distribution of teachers. Many experienced
white teachers during these years left the changing
areas and were replaced by persons classified as
Emergency Substitute Teaching Position (ESTP).
This movement occurred within the framework of
school board policy. At no time during 1940-1960
did the teachers union have a contract with the
school board. Thus, the free transfer of experi-
enced teachers resulted from the action of the
school board and not from that of the teachers
Union.

During these years, observes Stark, "The stated
aim of the Detroit d of Education is one of

'equal expenditures per child. The data indicate
that Detroit was not very successful in pursuing
this objective."68 Rather, more per child was
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spent in wealthier than poorer areas. Relative
deterioration of expenditures in black areas thus
helped finance higher expenditures in white mid-
die class areas, The "no-fail- policy, according to
Stark, "frees many of these resources to be used
on high socioeconomic status children."89 This is
true because retaLning a child doubles the cost of
its schooling. (In Memphis, Vincent reports that

-retention of only 10 percent of the black children
would add over $4 million dollars annually to
school costs.)70

Stark also pointed out a little-noticed implica-
tion of student mobility. Since it is generally
higher among poor and minority children, the
relationship of school resources to achievement for
these children reflects not only the school at-
tended at any given time but also the totality of
schools attended Ln the past. Researchers such as
Coleman, however, attribute much of achievement
variation in a school to family background. Stark
holds that if one adds up the cumulative effects of
all the schools attended by a single child, achieve-
ment will be viewed as less dependent on family
background and more on the school's effects. The
black child is therefore even more open to school
influence than Coleman-type inquiries concede.
Thus, concludes Stark:71

The conflict between equity and efficiency was
resolved neither equitably nor efficiently. Detroit devoted
fewest resources to the children who could benefit most
from them.

The eclipse of social class by race is iilustrated in
the matter of the Windsor Hills school, discussed
previously, p. 73. In that case, an upper middle
class area changed its racial, but not its social,
complexion. Black parents found they had to
insist that school authorities not reduce the
breadth of academic offerings as well as the span
of extracurricular activities.72 While no quantita-
tive data are available, the example illustrates the
educational risks of racial change.

Empirical studies of unequal resources within a
single school system are by no means numerous:In
1970, a research tem, advisory to a Federal
Government agency, reported on inequalities in
the distribution of experienced .eachers in the
Chicago public schools.73 In the 1970-71 school
year, Berk and Hartmann found the city schools
were spending 9.2 percent more on instructional

expenses for each white child than for black
children. For teacher salaries only, the discrepancy
rose to 10.9 percent.74 In the same school year,
Walberg and Barger' also studied the situation in
Chicago. They found white schools were receiving
significantly more per student both in terms of
more educated and more experienced teachers.
Academic achievement was associated with higher
teacher quality. "It is disturbing," write the
researchers in apparent agreement with Stark,
"that minority groups get lower 'teacher quality',
even though they are compensated with smaller
class sizes, because minority children, particularly
Negroes, appear to benefit more than whites from
better teachers."75

Even fewer studies exist for New York City.
Landers exan*ied per student expenditures Ln
1970-71 for the city's 65 academic high schools.
His fmdings are consistent with those in Detroit
and Chicago;

... The greater the reading retardation in a school, the
higher the pupil-teacher ratioLe., the gxenter the number
of pupils per teacher ... The greater the reading retarda-
lion Ln a school, the smaller the percentage of-teachers
with more than 3 years experience. 6

Overcrowding was found to be directly related to
reading retardation. In the four lowest achieving
high schools 59.4 percent of the students were 2
or more years behind norm Ln readLng while in.the
four highest achieving high schools fewer than 1
percent were that far behind. Yet, the former
schools were 42 percent over-utilized; the latter, 5
percent underutilized.77 Landers, an assistant
superintendent Ln the New York City system,
recalled the school board's pledge in 1958 that it
favored -the quantitative and qualitative reassign-
ment of school personnel, in terms of-the propor-
tionate n e eds of the school populations
involved .. ."78

Virtually every study yet made on per student
share of teacher costs has depended on citywide
data provided by the school board. These data do
not reflect actual expenditures but merely bud-
geted amounts which are nothing-but authoriza-
tions to spend. It is likelier that budget figures
understate inequalities rather than the reverse.

Teacher salaiy figures-7as baselinesdo not
permit the outsider to distffiguish between salary
and fringe benefits. Landers has explained the
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potential impact of fringe benefits on inequality of
expenditure:

A beginning substitute teacher costs $6,200 plus 7
percent in fringe benefits for a total cost of $6,634. A
teacher on maximum (saluy) costs $12,000 plus 30
percent in fringe benefits for a total cost of $16,380 ...
This fact would be unimportant if teachers at different
Weis of service, licendng, and educationd preparation
were distributed equally among the schools... The fact is
that these levels ure unequally distnbuted throughout the
school system. It is a matter of common knowledge ...
that the schools for poor children have fewer experienced
teachers and more substitutes.79

Suppose one school were staffed entirely with
substitutes at beginaing pay, and another with
teachers at maximum step on the salary schedule;
assume the two schools employed 35 teachers and
served 1,000 students each. Total teacher costs in
the first school would be $232,190 pr $232.19 per
pupil; in the second school, teacher sts would be
$573,330 or $573.33 per pupil. While few, if any,
schools in reality duplicate these figures, a number
do approximate them. Interestingly, Landers states
thatto the best of his knowledgeno study of
actual staff costs has been made in New York City.
In the absence of such research, an unacknow-
ledged cloud of unreality envelops discussion and
study of inequality of educational opportunity.
Widespread failure by researchers to undertake
detailed school-by-school studies has resulted in
false impreisions as to the allocation of resources
within school systems.80 Some of these short-
comings have been overcome by various studies.81

Much of what _is known of the impact of the
teacher on student achievement consists of statisti-
cal deduction based on an exceedingly narrow
range of considerations. Direct measurement of
empirical materials awaits further development.

OPPORTUNITY TO STUDY

The aforementioned study.' by the International
Association for the Evaluation of Educational
Achievement (lEA) considered achievement in the
light of how much opportunity had been afforded
students to learn the material included on tests.
How can children be extiected to learn, lacking the
opportunity to do so? It will recalled that IEA
testers found this factor to be_ significant in
explaining variations in achievement.

Typically, achievement studies in the United
States have not considered the opportunity to
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learn as a factor. Instead, the assumption has been
made that ali learning is created equal. Variations
of teacher quality, differential opportunities aris-
ing from other school functions, and the duration
of school day and school year are all of possible
ilgnlficance in conditioning achievement.

On any given day in 1965, two-fifths of the
classrooms in Chicago where teachers were absent
had no substitute teachers. On a racial basis, the
rate of uncovered classes for schools in predomi-
nantly black school districts (data were not re-
leased by school) was three times that in
predominantly white districts.82 In some M-
stances, children without a substitute teacher were
sent to another room, thereby overcrowding that
room and undoubtedly disturbing its normal learn-
ing atmosphere. Other children were presided over
by an older child, assigned from one of the upper
grades to maintain order, at the most. Even bi
cases where a substitute teacher was available,
often little occurred that was related to previous
learning. Teacher absence and substitute assign-
ment data are readily available as part of payroll
records. They are rarely published. The use of
older children as `leachers" is besides being
illegal in most States exceedingly difficult to
quantify. Achievement studies omit the entire im-
pact of teacher absence.

On a broader scale, Wiley and Harnischfeger
have asked how achievement is affected by specific
amounts of schooling. In one sample -consisting of
schools in Detroit, they foundafter taking at-
tendance data into 'accountthat the actual
number of hours in school ranged from 710 to
1,150 per year.83 "... In schools where students
receive 24 percent more schooling," conclude the
researchers, "they will increase their average gain
in reading comprehension by two-thirds and their
gains in mathematics and verbal skills by more
than one-third."84 With respect to how much
productive learning occurs during school hours,
the comment of Bloom is suggestive: "On the basis
of simple observational studies it appears that in
some countries students are actively engaged in
learning for 90 percent or more of class time,
while in other countries ... onlY about 50 percent
of the time."85

Findings of class and race differentials in
academic achievement say a great deal about the
limitations of schools as they aro presently organ-
ized. In r9leman's 'phrase, such research results
&how "that schools do very little to reduce-
inequality: ...
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CONCLUSION

For many years, educators and researchers
often believed that minority children were incap-
able of standard academic achievement. Recent
research has unsettled this assumption. The work
of Rohwer, for example, fairly establishes the
proficiency of minority chL i in conceptual
learning. Since minority children have been found
to be more dependent than other children on
schools, the question has arisen of how effectively
schools can teach. An international view of this
question reveals that the school is much more
important than many American studies have con-
ceded.

A new concept of schools as places to learn is
emerging from studies in the U.S. as well as
overseas. Research by Winkler, Mayeske, and
Guthrie suggests that the citizenry expect more
from the schools. Children are less and less behig .
regarded as fated to low achievement by viitue of
their race and class.

&hook can inhibit as well as promote learning.
Research at Michigan State University and else-
where suggests that the climate of schools with
large minority enrollments is too often a factor in
restraining rather than encouraging academic
achievement. Ability grouping and tracking oper-
ate similarly, although researchers ue not unani-
mous on this view. Schools also incorporate within

their daily routhies, a structure of discouragement
of minority children. The larger community trans-
mits its evaluations of these children and their
families to the school system. Organized minority
community resistance has at tunes succeeded in
moderating such evaluations. It is erroneous to
interpret achievement failures as aspects of indi-
vidual failure vAthout Mvestigatnig the impact of
discriminatory patterns on the child and its
schools.

Traditional research into educational achieve-
ment usually assumes equality of resources and
tends to attribute failures to characteristics of
individual children. The assumption is widely
heldbut little researchedthat students on the
average are equally endowed with school
resources. It is widely conceded that historical
patterns of resource distribution were unequal.
Without establishing the time or manner in which
these patterns were changed, the arbitrary con-
clusion is reached that resource inequalities are a
thing of the past. Detailed, empirical studies of
individual schools do not support that conviction;
in some large cities, school-to-school inequalities
are evident. Another inequality is the physical
opportunity to study or karn. In any event,
researchers must recognize the existence of un-
equal resource distribution if they are to create a
realistic portrait of academic achievement Ln the
contemporary school.

9 3
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CHAPTER 6
DESEGREGATION AND ACHIEVEMENT

In ,1965 a Federal official in charge of desegre-
ption enforcement activities replied to a con-
gressional inquiry aiyart the relative lack of re-
_search on desegregation: "The basic problem is
there are very few researchers that want to work
on it for some reason, but it is a very real
problem."1 Since then, the situation has improved
only somewhat. Essentially researchers and Mstitu-
tions of higher education and organized research
have continued their disinclination to deal with
desegregation. Research grants in desegregation are
generally unavailable.

M a result, too little is known of this historic
development. Failure to deal extensively with it
has permitted a certain degree of ambiguity in
terminolou to enter both learned and popular
discourFe. The most elementary facts concerning
the extent and breadth of the movement are not
firmly established.

TERMINOLOGY

A clarification of certain key terms would seem
to be in order. These are: segregation, desegrega-
tion, integation, and deprivation.

For purposes of this study segregation is de-
ruled as a socially patterned separation of people,
with or without explicit sanction. The legg dis-
tinction between de facto and de jure segregation
has not been found to be of any consequence Ln
studying the impact of segregation upon children.
The essential mark of a segregated school is not
the presence of a certaisi ethnic mixture although a
number of practical measures of the mixture have
been offered by students of the problem. Funda-
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mentally, a school is segegated when the com-
munity comes to view the school in its nature to
be inferior and umuitable for privileged children.
For example, a school is segregated whenever it
becomes known as a "Negro school." The stigma
imposed upon the school by the community
makes it segregated; virtually always, a stigmatized
school wM be deprived of an equal share of
community resources Lnasmuch as the control of
the resources, too, is socially patterned.

If a school is considered by the community to
be adequate for rrthrority children but not for
majority children, that school is segregated. A
pragmatic test of this distinction is easily applied
to what is often called "reverse busLng," i.e., the
busing of white cUdren to a predominantly Negro
school. White parents most frequentlyand at
times with justificationobject that the transfer
would. result in their children being placed in a
poor school with a negative effect on their
learning. The signfficant point is not the accuracy
of the white complaint but the tacit assumption
by whites that the same contention does not apply
to the Nego children.

Desegregation is defmed as the aoolition of
social practices that bar equal access to opportu-
nity or that bar equal access to the mainstreun of
American life. The effort is to create new patterns
of interaction by altering the organizational and
administrative structures that contribute to sege-
gation. Desegregation is a matter that can be
effectuated through administrative measures. De-
segregation needs only to be decided, and it can
be done; its success does not require speaal kinds
of children or teachers or adMinstrators.



The significance of desegregation is ithsed,
however, if it is characterized merely as "moving
bodies." To be sure the attendance of Negro and
white children in a common school is the most
obvious feature of desegegation. It is psycho-
logical naivete to imagine that such attendance in a
race conscious society is without consequence for
the students involved. The research results re-
ported in the present work suggest that the
conseqUences are pervasive, profound, and com-
plex.

Integration is defined as the realization of equal
opportunity: "Education which is equally bad for
everyone is not integrated education; it simply
skimps educational opportunity in like manner for
all. Thus, integrated education of low quality is a
contradiction in terms."2

In an integrated school, indisidual differences
would bear no stigma as it became clear that these
were not social distinctions in disguise. Students,
teachers, and administrators would cease making
invidious comparisons as differences ceased being
stigmatic. Acceptance, mutual respect, and co-
operation are the Mmpers of an integrated school.

The term deprivation is deimed as the socially"
patterned withholding of educational opportunity
from selected groups of persons. Reference is to a
goup pattern and not to isolated deprived per-
sons. The concept of deprivation implies withheld
advantages and this would seem to be more
adequately conceived as a grouci,-phenomenon
Deprivation and privilege are opposites, even
though the privilege be merely the right to attend
a white school that is only slightly less inferior
than the Negro school. Segregation has, of course,
oLen been used to allocate opportunities among
the deprived as well as the privileged; indeed, it is a
question whether it has ever been used for
anything else. Problems of deprivation are com-
pounded by consideration of race and class. All
the deprived, more or less, are also segregated. But
for Negoes in American society, race is an
additional depressive factor.

SCOPE OF DESEGREGATION

The absence of precise statistics on school
segregation dating from 1950 makes it difficult to
ascertain exact changes since then. Some figures
are available, however, and fairly reliable estimates
may be made. The present estimate is necessarily
restricted to changes hi the number of children
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attenfing one-race schools in l95C and 1972. as
follows: 3

Estimated Atten ence in One-Race Schools

1950

Number of black
students . , 00,000 6,800,0

Attending all-black
schools:

Number 2,650,000 760,000
Percent 85.5 11.2

Number of white
students 24,500,000 35000,O00

Attending all-white
schools:

Number 22,350,000 ,800,000
Percent 91.2 10.8

The one-race school has all but disappeared. In
this sense, the third quarter of the 20th-century
has seen a vast decline in segegation, not only
propodionately but also in absolute numbers.
While the number of black school children more
than doubled during this period, the nurber
attending all-black schools fell by more than 70
percent. Fewer children are segregated in 1975
than at the time of the Brown decision in 1954.

What might have been the present situation of
school segregation in the absence of the social
changes that marked the past quarter-century is
hnpossible to assess. One might apply the 1950
percent of children in one-race schools to the 1972
data: Instead of 760,000 blacks in all-black
schools there would be 5,814,000; and instead of
3,800,000 whites in all-white schools, there would
be. 31,920,000in all, a total of 37,734,000
Lnstead of 4,560,000 black and wIrite children in
single-race schools.

Data oh- desegregation during the years
1954-1967 are slim and unreassuring due to lack
of specificity. From 1968 on, however, a new
order of data became available which ue con-
siderably more complete than earlier compilations.
Collected by the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) of
the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, and customarily distributed publicly, the
ew figures ori&inate from periodic reports by
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school districts. While the reports are not audited,
they form the basis for the most satisfactory data
yet. Tables 1-3 are based primarily on data in the
OCR reports for 1977, the latest available.

The table Minority children in public schools,
fall 1972, indicates that the four minority groups
account for 9.7 million, or more than one-fifth of
all public school students. Black children were the
most segregated; Oriental children, the least. More
then 45 percent of all black children were attend-
ing overwhelmingly black schools, while slightly
over 36 percent went to predominantly white
schools. Spanish-surnamed children were less

segregated.
The table Geographical distribution of black

children in public schools, fall 1972, illustrates
important regional contrasts and comparisons. The
11 States South is by A odds less segregated than
either the border or the northern and western
States. In the South, more than 46 percent of the
black children attended predominantly white
schools as compared with 28 percent in the North
asui West. The border States and the District of
Columbia, which until the late 1960's led the
South in desegregation came to resemble more
closely the northern situation. In fact, border
Stites replaced the old South as the most segre-
gated of the three areas.

The 100 school districts enrolling the largest
number of students contMn 51 percent of the
country's black students. As a group, these dis-
trictsall primarily urbanare more segregated
than the rest of the country. (The districts are
divided equally between North and South.) Firm
Federal court orders have not been applied widely
to large northern school districts. In the South,
such orders have been considerably less sweeping
in the larger cities than in mediumand small-sized
cities and Ln rural areas.

The table Geographical distribution of white
children in public schools, fal11972, demonstrates
that white children are more isolated than
ninority poll') children. (The table, however,
cannot distinguish between school districts con-
-tabling only white children and those that are
multiracial. Isolation in the latter type of districts
is the more significant.) In the South there are
proportionately twice as many whites hi virtually
all-white schools as there are blacks in virtually
all-black schools. Ln the North, on the other hand,
while the absolute level of segregation is higher
than in the South, the disproportion between

black and white isolation is not as extreme. In
part, this is a ceiling effect. Since nearly 90
percent of white cHdren already attend virtually
all-white schools, there is not much room for
further increase.

In historical perspective, desegregation has
made startling progess since 1950. As sketched in
chapters one and two, most of that forward
movement has occurred since the mid-1960's. So
swift has been the flow of events that the full
scope of the change is not generally recognized. In
more contemporary perspective, desegregation
may be seen in its incompleteness. It is unevenly
spread geographically and by ethnic group. These
very incongruities help-impel the development of
judicial doctrhies that will undoubtedly, over time,
extend the reach and impact of desegregation.

Desegregation has become a major force in
American education. It is not longer a debating
issue. ThA racial barriers in the schools must go
has been decided with the authority of legislature
an courts, in addition to a growing public
opinion. The fits and starts of momentary opposi-
tion can hardly deter so basic a force.

In the course of this book, studies of desegre-
gation will be reviewed along with research on
related topics that helps generate understanding of
desegregation. To many, research seems like a
jackpot, which if "hit," will produce precise and
plentiful rewards or answers. But, as Veblen
warned years ago, "the outcome of any serious
research can only be to make two questions grow
where one question grew before."4 The light
comes but it also uncovers new dark corners.

LEARN1NG-UNDER SEGREGATION

Around the time of the 1954 Supreme Court
desegregation decision, numerous school systems
started to publish achievement test scores of Negro
and white students. Without exception, the results
showed a vary large gap between the two. These
discrepancies existed after MOre than a half cen-
tury of a theoretical "separate-but-equal" national
school policy.

During 1953-54, the Texas Association of
School Administrators surveyed achievement of 80
percent of the state's school children. "In most _
cases," it was reported, "the achievement of white
pupils as measured by standard test scores was
very satisfactory; most Negyo pupils were perform-
ing unsatisfactorily when judgments were made ou
the basis of tests."5 In 1950, a survey in Dade
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Minority children in public schools, fall 19721

Minority Tota,

Percent of

toW U,S.

enrollment

Attending predomMantly

majority schools

Number Percent

Attending 50.0-79 percent

minority schools

Number Percent

Attending 80.c

minorit

Number

Black 0,796,238 15.2 2,465,377 36.3 1,258,277 185 3,072,582

Spanish Surname 2,414,179 5.4 1,050,700 43.6 568,055 23.5 795,423

Arnencan Indian 232,766 05 152,318 654 26,193 113 54,256

Oriental 233,190 0.5 164,668 70.6 42,513 18.2 26,009

Total

minority 9,676,373 21.7 3,833,063

Total US.

enrollment 44,646,625 100.0

39.6 1,895,038 19.6 3 ,948,269

tBasie data from U.S. Department of HeOth, Education, and Welfare, Office for Civil Rights, Fa/ 1, 1972 racial and ethnic enrollmentin pub

and secondary schools, This document, unlike its predecessors, was not released publicly. Minute differences between sum of numbers and

to computer rounding. The total for knericui bdians does not include those enrolled in schools operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs

100
public schools. Data on Hawaii are not included in any of these figures,



Minofity children in public schools, fall 19721

fotal

Percent of

total U.S.

enrollment

Attending predominantly

majority schools

Number Percent

96,238 15.2 2,465,377 36.3

14,179 5.4 1,050,700 4316

32,766 0.5 152,318 65.4

33,190 015 164,668 70.6

3,833,063 39.6176,373 21.7

Attending 50.0-79 percent

minority schools

Number Percent

1,258,277 183

568,055 23.5

26,193 11.3

42,513 18.2

1,895,038 19.6 3948,269 4018

46,625 100.0

)artrnent of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office for Civil Rights, Fall, 1972 racial and ethnic enrollment in public elementary

his document, unlike its predecessors, was not released publicly. Minute differences between sum of numbers and totals are due 3
lie total for American Indians does not include those enrolled in schools operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and in non- i

0
lawaii are not included in any of these figures.
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Geographical distribution of black children in public schools, fall 19721

Area

Total

area

enrollment

Black school

children in area

Number Percent

Attending predominantly

majority schools

Number Percent

Attending 50.0.79.9

percent minority

schools

Number Percent

Attend

perc

Nurnbe

United States 44,646,625 6,796,238 15.2 2,465377 36.3 1,258,277 183 3,072,5E

32 northern and

western States 919,393 28.2 512,631 15.8 1,818,78

6 border States

and District of

Columbia 206,844 31.8 54,749 8.4 389,23

11 southern

States 10,987,680 2,894,603 26J 1,339,140 46.2 690,898 23.9 864,56

100 largest

school districts 10,275,264 3,465,635 33.7 701,943 20.3 2,343,44

tEasic data from U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office for Civil Riihts,Fall, 1972 racial and ethnic enrollment in public

and secondary schools. This document, unlike its predecessors, was not released publicly. Minute differences between sum of numbers and

to computer rounding. The total for kmerican Indians does not include those enrolled in schools operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs a

public schools. Data on Hawaii are not included in any of these figures.
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Geographical distribution of black cl-dldren in public schools, fall 19721

Black school

children in area

Numb m. Percent

6,796,238 15.2

3,250,806 10.9

650,828 17.4

2,894,603 26.3

3,465,635 33.7

Attending predominantly

majority schools

Number Percent

2,465,377 36.3

Attending 50.0-799

percent minority

schools

Number Percent

1,258,277 18.5

919,393 28.2 512,63J 15.8

206,844

1,339,140

31.8

46.2

701,943 20.3

, 54,749 8A

690,898 23 9

420,250 12.1

Attending 80.0-100,0

percent minority

schools

Numbefr Percent

3,072,581 45.2

1,818,782 56.0

389,235 59.8

864,564 29.9

2,343,42 67.6

tient of Health, Education, and Welfare ;Office for Civil RighL, Fall, 1972 racial and ethnic enrollment in public elem nary

document, unike its predecessors, was not released publicly. Minute differences between sum of numbers and totals are due

total for American IncUans does not include Owe enrolled in schools operated:by the Bureau of Indian Afars and in non,

v4 are not included in any of these figures, 103



Geographic distribution of white children in public schools, fall 19721

Area

Total

area

enrollment

44,6,625

White school

children Ln uea

Number Percent

Attending predoninantly

minority schools

Number Percent

33

Attending 50,0-79.9

Percent Majority

schools

Number Percent

5,155,248 143

AttendinE

Percer

sc

Number

28,518United States 34,97052. 783 1,295,992

32 northern and

western States 29,916,241 24,565942 82.1 663,652 2.7 2,365,776 9.6 21,536,51

6 border States

and District of

Columbia 3,742,703 3,031,885 81.0 43,305 1.4 297,321 9.8 2,691,2;

11 southern

States 10,987,680 7,372,425
1

67.1 589,035 8,0 2,492,155 33.8 4,291,2:

100 largest

school districts 10,275,264 NA NA NA

19aic data from U.S. Department of Fledth, Education, and Welfare, Office for Civil Rights, Fall, 1972 racial and ethnic enrollment in public

and secondary schools. This document, unlike its predecessors, was not released publicly. Minute differences between sum of number and to!

to computer rounding. The total for Americm bidians does not include those enroDed in schools operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs an

1 04 public schools. Data on flawi are not included in any of these figures. In this table, "white" is equated with HEW's "nomninority".



Geographic distribution of white children Lit public schools, fall 19721

White school

chldren in area

Number Percent

Attending predominandy

minority schools

Number Percent

Attending 50.049.9

Percent Majority

schools

Number Percent

Attending 80.0400.0

Percent Majority

schcols

Number Percent

1
34,97G,252. I' 78.3 1,295,992 3.7 5,155,248 14.7 28,518,981 81.6

24,565,942 82.1 663,652 2.7 2,365,776 9.6 21,536,506 873

3,031,885 81.0 43,305 1.4 297,321 9.8 2,691,258 88.8

7,372,425 67.1 2,492,155 33.8 4,291,234 58.2

NA NA NA NA

of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office for Civil Rights, Fall, 1972 racial and ethnic enrolbnent in public elementary

iment, unlike its predecessors, was not released publicly. Minute differences between sum of number and totals ale due

for Americam Indians does not hiclude those enrolled in schools operated by the Bureau of Indian Afftirs &nd in none

re not included in any of these figures. ki this table, "white" is equated with HEW% "nonminority".
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County, FL, of arithmetic achievement by eighth
graders found white children ahead of national
norms while Negro children lagged by 2 years.6
Negro sixth gaders in Nashville were more than 2
years behind white students in overall achieve-
ment.7

In the Nonh, the situation was far from
satisfactory. During 1954 Ferguson and Plaut
surveyed the senior classes of 32 public high
schools in 11 northern States. Out of a total of
10,388 seniors, about a thlid-3,337were
Negroes. Only 24 of these 3,337 were in the upper
quarter of their class and could offer the necessary
minimum number of college admission units.8 In
New York City, during November 1959, half of 0
seventh graders were reading more than 2 years
below nonnal level;9 a majority of these children
were Negroes and Puerto Ricans. In 1963, more
than 80 percent of sixth graders in central Harlem
schools were reading below normal level.° Lan-
ders has reported that in 1966 "the typical central
Harlem student in grade 5 was retarded 1 year and
1 month.-11

Evidence is contradictory as to the universthity
among Negro youths of progressive relative de-
clines Ln IQ. However, there is an almost
universally acknowledged relative drop in

adademic achievement among Negro school chil-
dren as they "prowess" in schcol. Whether the
research procedure is longitudinal or cross sec-
tional, the result is the same. Harris and Lovinger
found that their subjects who had not lost in IQ
scores nevertheless lagged a year and a hOf
behind the achievement norm for seventh grade.12
Long_, found the same in a study of District of
Columbia Negro third graders." "The signs
indicate," according to Long, "that there is a
tendency in our groups for scores in intelligence
and achievement to vary inversely... One must
consider the possibility of accounting for the
difference in terms of environment or miseduca-
tion."14 In the main, the aforementioned low IQ
and achievement scores of Negro children occurred
in_a context of segregation.

Does attendance at racially rimed schools bring
about any changes in achievement? An adequate
response requires examination of achievement
under two types of conditions: interraciality and
desegregation. Included under interraciality are
situations in which black and white children
attend school together but without any indication
or consideration of how the common attendance

originated. It mig,ht reflect the existence of a
nonsegregated housing area. Desegregation refers
to situations in which common attendance results
from a conscious policy whereby formerly segre-
gated children now attend school together. lt also
includes situat Jris in which the focus is not on
individual children but on schools.

While all desegegated schools are interracial,
not all interracith schools have been desegregated.
A school winch has never been segregated can
hardly desegregate. Both types of schools aze
interrelated. A study of one can throw light on the
other. Yet, caution should be used not to treat the
two as one.

ACHIEVEMENT AND INTER-
RACIALITY

In 1913, Mayo made a study of the school
gades of Negro and white students in two New
York City high schools. He found no very great
differences between the two goups. Nevertheless,
he reported: "Relative retardation... would seem
to be characteristic of the hig,h school colored
goup.... The colored pupils are about three-
quarters as efficient as the whites in the pursuit of
high school studies."15 Yet, white students were
more likely to become dropouts.16

Witty and Decker studied Negro and white
achievement in the schools of Coffeyville, Kans. in
1927.17 The sample included 1,725 white and 220
Nego students. The latter scored consistently
lower on a battery of achievement tests. The
smallest gap was on a test of history and literature.
The researchers remarked: "The-_success of the
children upon this test suggests that the Negoes
studied must be functioning far below capacity in
many school subjects."18

In 1932, Crowley compared Nego achievement
in segregated and nonsegregated schools in Cin-
cinnati.19 Two groups of 55 Negro children were
selected from two segregated and four non.
-segregated interracial schools. The groups were
equated as to grades, age, mental age, and IQ
scores. Students were not specifically matched by
socioeconomic measures although Crowley stated
that "the school records and social histories
indicated that the groups were equated in respect
to social statug A battery of standard
achievement tests was administered. Students in
the interracial nonsegregated schools scored signi-
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ficantly higher hi writing and spelling. In the
remaining tests, no significant differences were
found.

A 1964 study of the Portland, Oreg., high
schools divided Negro and non-Negro students
according to grades and the racial and social
composition of the elementary schools they had
attended. Seniors who had earned a grade point
average of "C" of higher were classified as fol-
lows:21

Racial and social cothposition of ele entary school
(in percents)

25
percent

or 5.24 Lower Middle Hiei
more percent income income income

Students Negro Negro white white white

Negro 32% 38% 33% 0
Non-Negro 70% 69% 70% 76% 85%

Utilizing national survey data gathered in 1966,
Crain studied the impact on black achievement of
havhig attended an Lnterracial nonsegegated
school. He found a positive effect even after
dlowing .for socioeconomic differences. In part,
the beneficial outcome resulted from more ade-
quate resources and higher socioeconomic students
in the Lnterracid nonsegregated school. But in
addition, Crain reported, attendance at an inter-
racial school clarified to the black student what "it
means to live in a white man's world."22 The
added social and personal realism stimulated the
Nego child to higher achievement.

Crain and Weisman undertook a further
analysis, published in 1974. They found the
beneficial effect of attending nonsegegated
schools to extend considerably beyond academic
achievement as measured by tests. The students
were more likely to complete high school than
drop out; attend college rather than not; and enter
occupations customarily closed to blacks. For
northern blacks, attendance at nonsegregated
schools also was associated with higher incidence
and degree of home ownership, financial responsi-
bility, and job stability. In the past, such findings
had often been interpreted as results of higher
socioeconomic position of Negro children in non-
-segregate.d schools. Crain and Weisman, however,
reported that "surprisingly, black students in inte-
gated schools do not come from higher status
families than those in segregated schools."23

1

Laurent studied six schools located hi the
Hilltop areaof Tacoma, Wash., over the years
1963-1967. In 1963, only 6.6 percent of citywke
enrollment consisted of Negro students; by 1968,
it had risen to 8.9 percent. In analyzhig the impact
of race on achievement, he considered the school
as a whole rather than the classroom. Laurent
found little evidence of any racial effect on
achievement.24

Matzen studied the effect of racial composition
upon achievement in the San Francisco Bay
area.25 He stated his problem as: "What is the
relationship between the proportion of Negro
children in a classroom and the mean scholastic
achievement of Negro and nonNego students?"26
Some 1,100 students Ln 11 schools were tested;
only Negroes and Caucasians were included. The
tests were administered to fifth and seventh grade
students from October 15 to November 1, 1963.
Findings were reported according to four major
relationships: (1) percent of Negroes and achieve-
ment; (2) percent of Negoes and mean intellectual
ability; (3) mean intellectual ability and achieve-
ment; and (4) socioeconomic status and achieve-
ment.

1. In general, there was a tendency for achieve-
ment to vary hiversely with percent Negro (PN). Of
21 fifth grade classrooms, data for five thowed ex-
ceptional trends. For example 31 students Ln class-
room number 20 were below average in socio-
economic status, above average in achievement and
IQ, and well below average in proportion of
Negroes (5.9 percent vs. 51.7 percent). Class7oom
number 6 was considerably above average in IQ
score, below average in achievement, and very high
Ln percent Negro. Matzen suggests that much of
the negative relationship between PN and achieve-
ment may be attributable to common practices of
classroom grouping. For example, relatively few
high achieving Negro 5th graders would have been
placed in classrooms with high achieving whites.
Most would remain in class with lower achieving
Negroes. Thus the test results showed negative
relationship between race and achievement.

2. 10, like achievement, tends to vary in-
versely with PN. Matzen stresses, however, the
presence of "numerous exceptions" and character-
izes the relationship between the two variables as
"far from perfect."27

3. Achievern6nt varies directly with socio-
economic position. However, while the entire
student sample was heavily lower class, over half
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of the fifth graders achieved above grade level;
only one-thLrd of the seventh graders were above
gade level.

4. Matzen then tried to diwover how achieve-
ment and PN were related when he held IQ and
socioeconomic status constant. Achievement tend-
ed to fall as PN rose, but the tendency was not
strong enough to reach statistical significance. In
other words, PNby itselfturned out not to be a
depressive factor, and became so only when
combined with low socioecanomic status and low
IQ. Matzen acknowledged that white parents
might nevertheless interpret the situation as

demonstrating conclusively the negative influence
of Negroes on white achievement. Because achieve-
ment scores of Negro children also tend to decline
as PN increases, Matzen wrote: "It appears that
Negro parents may have stronger grounds than
non-Negro parents for objecting to attendance
boundaries which assign their children to pre-
dominantly Negro schools.-28

And yet, PN and achievement were differently
related in fifth grade than in seventh grade. One
possible reason offered by Matzen is a difference
in classroom grouping practices. In the fifth grade,
students were much less homogeneously grouped
than in seventh gade; therefore, Negro-white
differences were greater in grade five. In gade
seven, grouping was quite homogeneous with
bright Negro children being placed in classrooms
with bright white children. Negro-white differ-
ences were thus minirrked. In the fifth grade one
would likely fmd_ equal numbers of Negroes and
whites tri the low-scoring as hi the high.scoring
classrooms. In the seventh grade, high-scoring
wilites tended to be in one classroom, and low-
scoring Negroes in another one. In the latter case,
the negative relation between PN and achievement
was high; in the former case, it was low.

Clearly, it is quite possible to interpret Matzen's
fmdi: as hithcating that the presence of Negoes
must minimized if achievement is to be
maximized. Matzen prefers an alternative explana-
tion, one that he calls -equally plausible." This is
his suggestion: that a new variable called educa-
tional quality (EQ) be constructed. Making up this
variable would be indices of "teacher competence
and motivation, quality '-of textbooks and other
instructional materials, enrichment value of the
classroom and school environment, and similar
determinates, on rhe school's side, of how much
pupils learn."29 Matzen hypothesizes that EQ

would be found to be negatively correlated with
PN, and positively related to IQ, achievement, and
socioeconomic position. In short, with schools of
equal quality, the percent of Negroes in a class-
room could no longer have a negative effect on
achievement. But, adds Matzen, the racial com-
position of the classrooms 'would still be a matter
of great moment to parents and educators as a
determiner of the social and ernotion0 aspects of
student development."30

Ln 1967, McPartland stinEed the effect of
school and classroom desegregation on academic
achievement.31 He used verbal achievement test
scores derived from 5,075 Negro ninth graders in
New Eneand and Middle Atlantic States.

Weighted parameters of main effects
on rinth grade Negro student verbal
acifievement, under different control

conditions

1. Proportions white classmates
(3 comparisons .16

2. Proportion white classmates, (con-
trolling family background (18) ) .13

Proportion white classmates, con-
trolling family backgound and percent
white in school (72)

(a) 0-19 percent white in school (18)
(b) 20-49 percent white in school (18)
(c) 50-69 percent white in school (18)
(d) 70-99 percent white in school (18)

4. Percent white in school (3)

5. Percent white in school, controlling
family background (18)

6. Percent white in school, controlling
farrilly background and proportion white
classmates (72)

(a) No white classmates (18)
(b) Less than half white classmates 8)
(c) About haLf white classmates (18)
(d) More than half white classmates (18)

.13

.07

.16

.19
.34

.13

.02

-.03
-.02
.03
.09

Du- numbers in parentheses are the number of
compa...ons which were combined in the weighted
average of achievement increments. Each value in
this table is based on 5,075 cases.
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McPartland's work was directly relevant to
several research questions that had arisen in earlier
investigation:

1. Do racial effects in achievement persist even
when social class factors are taken into
account?

2 Is there a different raci0 effect on achieve-
. merit in desegregated schools as contrted

with desegrated classrooms?
3. Are racial effects on achievemer+ simply

artifacts of ability grouping procedures?

Five generalizations can be made: (1), Racial
classroom desegregation has a positive effect on
achievement; this influence is for the most part
independent of/rally background; compare lines
1 and 2; (2), . regardless of the racial com-
position of the school, the average acIdevement of
Negro students increases with the proportion of
their classmates who are white;"32 compare lines
2 and 3; 3) the whiter" the school, the more
beneficial is classroom desegregation to the Negro
child; compare lines 3a-3d; (4), "... when class-
room racial composition as well as family back-
ground differences are held constant, there is no
evidence that the percent white enrolled in the
'school has any appreciable influence on Negro
student achievement;"33 compare lines 5 and 6;

; (5), ". .. Negro students who remain in segegated
i classes receive no benefit in terms of their
academic growth from attendance at desegregated
schools. .. Segregated classes may be more
detrimental for Negro student achievement if they
occur in mostly white schools rather than mostly
Negro schools;"34 compare lines 6a-b and 6c-d.

Matzen, it will be recalled, concluded that
ability grouping accounted for a good deal of what
appeared to be racial differentials in achievement.
McPartland found school selection processes play a
minor role. He concluded, therefore, that the
desegregative effect in classrooms could not be
explained by the schools' selection processes, and
that race was an autonomous factor.

McPartland's study utilized raw data that were
gathered originally for the Coleman Report. It also
reflects the reanalysis of these data that was done
for the Racial Isolation in the Public Schools of
the U.S. ComMission on Civil Rights.

McPartland- has noted that his soicly was cross
sectional, not longitudinal. Thus, strictly spealcing,
he did not trace the effects of desegregation. The

1

varying percentages of Negro and white students
could have existed since the building of each
school tn the study. At best McParland's data
suggest relationships in interracial classrooms, ir-
respective of whether the classroom had ever been
anything but interracial. Evaluated in its own
right, the McPartland research is outstanding for
its rigor as well as its sensitivity to the central
research concerns of the field. It sets a very high
standard for brevityonly 16 pages.

Gunthorpe studied Nego-white academic dif-
ferent4ls in Copiague, Long Island.35 The town's
three elementary schools and one junior higi
school were almost perfectly balanced racially.
Negroes made up about 21 percent of the popula-
tion of the school district; another 40 percent
were of Italian descent. In the junior high school,
students were assigned to one of three tracks, with
track A being the Ifighest. Here is the racial
composition of the tracks, by percentage:36

Students Track A Track B Track C
percent percent percent

Negroes 10.0 22.6 33.3

Whites 90.0 77.4 66.7

No significant difference was found between
achievement test scores for Negro and white
students in the seventh and eighth grades.37 White
students were higher (at the 5 percent level) than
Negro students in social status and scholastic
ability. Copiague does not have sharply different
social levels among its people.

Negro studenta did not have poor attendance
records and they participated in school programs.
Yet, the school newspaper staff consisted entirely
of white students, all in the highest track. Negro
junior high school students clid not account for a
disproportionately high number of academic fail-
ures, neither did they earn a proportionate
number of academic honors. Negroes, Gunthorpe
concluded, were simply not betng placed in a track
according to their actual achievement. The prin-
cipal factor in enforcing this discriminatory struc-
ture was the faculty: "Data tended to indicate that
teacher standards for honors were geared toward
the A track placement.... A number of Negro
students could compete at the level of higher
curriCulum tracks."3 8
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In a study of segregated and nonsegregated
schooling for K-second grade in a northern subur-
ban community, Long found that attendance in
one or another type of school did not affect
academic achievement.39 His subjects had never
been enrolled in schools other than those they
attended at the time of the study, so no actual
desegregation occurred. A hitherto all-white school
had simply been opened to all *children. Negro
subjects were classified as upper-lower class and
the whites, lower middle class. Controlling' for
socioeconomic status did not change Long's fmd-
ings. In several respects, his study population was
quite different from those reported elsewhere in
this chapter. The Negro children were not severely
disadvantaged; at both types of schools they
scored at least at the national norms of the
achievement tests; and they "had comparable
staffs, facilities, and educational programs." Lcing
cautions:

The results of this study... should not be interpreted

as a reason for maintaining segregation. . . If benefits
such as improved self-image, expanded social learnings,.

' and increased motivation to learn can be accrued, then
integrated schooling should be considered sound educa-
tional practice.41

Vane studied the effects of race on achievement
in an unnamed suburban school district.42 She
was able to trace academic records from ele-

mentary through high school. Comparing two
groups of 19 Negro children, matched by IQ score
and parent's occupation, Vane found no difference
in achievement. It should be noted that this is not
a study of a single group of students under
conditions of segregation and desegegation. In a
second study, Vane and associates found that
matched groups of white and Negro children
performed very similarly on subtest items on the
Stanford-Binet intelligence tests.43 They noted,
however, that the mean IQ score of the Negro
goup was 103.3, considerably higher than the
southern group tested by Kennedy and associates
in 1960 and 1965.44

Fortenberry studied Negro achievement in
Oklahoma City under conditions of segregation
and nonsegregation.45 Addevement scores of a
sample of eighth and ninth grade Negro students
were compared with their sixth grade scores. Some

of the children had never attended a desegregated
school, and others had attended segregated schools
through the sixth grade but a desegregated school

M the seventh and eighth grades. Ail subjects had
had statistically similar achievement test scores M
sixth grade.

Findings showed that by eighth grade, students
in mixed classes had gained more in arithmetic
while neither group had gained more in reading.
By ninth grade, children in mixed classes scored
higher in arithmetic and language while tne chil-
dren in nonmixed classes scored higher in reading.
All differences were statistically significant. For-
tenberry's overall conclusion was that "Ln general,
Negroes achieve better in mixed thandn nonmixed

classes."46
Lockwood studied certain factors in school

achievement.47 She compared Negro achievement
M two racially balanced and five imbalanced
schools in an upstate New York city over a 2 year
period. On a global comparison, no significant
achievement differences were found between chil-
dren in either type of school. However, when
students were divided into groups who had at-
tended balanced or imbalanced schools for 2 years
or longer significant differenee emerged in favor of
the children in the racially balanced schools."

Radin compared Nego children in two
Ypsilanti, Mich. sehools with respect to achieve-
ment and IQ scores.49 An all-Negro school and a
school with 45 percent Negro enrollment were
used. Students were of like socioeconomic status,
and there were no significant .IQ score differences
between the groups. A standard achievermnt test
was administered at the beginning and at the close
of the 1964-65 school year. Although all changes
favored children in the integrated school, none of
the changes was statistically significant.

There is some question about the integrated
character of one school. Radin herself noted that
"a 45 percent Negro enrollment does not represent
genuine balance M the schools inasmuch as 21
percent of the entire population is non-wkite."50
An independent check discovered that as of
February 15, 1966, Ypsilanti's 11 elementary
schools enrolled 21.9 percent Negro students (944
of 4,312).51 The 45 percent school would be

classified as imhalanced or segregated under at
least two measures: those of Robert A. Dentler
and the COfornia State Department of Educa-
tion.52 It would be difficult for such a school to
escape the label of "Negro school" given its

predominantly Negro faculty and its exceptional
racial composition in a city of only 25,000 people.
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In Waterloo, Iowa, Scott studied seriation
ability of 356 Negro and white kindergarten
children under conditions of segregation and non-
segregation.53 He found the difference between
racial groups so large that it obscured any differ-
ence arising from 'socioeconomic status. The devel-
opment of seriating ability, which is closely
connected with reading, was seen by Scott as
possibly requiring "at least in integrated lower
elementary classrooms... a lower teacher-pupil
ratio, so that more individualized activities can be
arranged in small groups."54

Rosenfeld made a progress report from an
ongoing longitudinal study of 316 Negro and 501
white students attending six schools in western
and midwestern cities. In each city, Negro students
scored lowest on achievement tests and they
represented a lower socioeconomic status. Never-
theless, writes Rosenfeld, "there were tests in the
battery and time periods during which Negro and
white students grew at the same rates when initial
differences between the groups were taken into
account."55

In New York City, Lesser and his associates
conducted a study of academic achievement under
varying conditions of racial balance and imbalance.
Minority children in the study hicluded Negroes,
Puerto Ricans, Chinese, and Jews.56 Some 400
children were tested for verbal ability, reasoning,
numerical ability, and space conceptualization.
"For every one of the four abilities measured,-
according to Lesser, "the children from the more
integrated schools and neighborhoods showed
significantly superior performance when compared
to the children from racially imbalanced schools
and neighborhoods."57 A -convergence effect"
was observed: "In the more racially balanced
schools, the children from the various ethnic
groups show quite similar scores displaying
levels of ability more similar to each other. In
contrast, in the raciAy imbalanced schools,
average test scores for each ethnic group remain .

markedly different."58 Lesser held that factors
other than racial comPosition social class, for
example helped explain the results but that the
racial factor was basic. Unfortunately, no support-
ing data were presented in the article and so it is
not possible to assess this research.

Elliott and Badal tried to answer this question:
"Does racial composition of the school make a
difference in achievement when scholastic aptitude
is controlled?"59 Their subjects were 4,693 fifth

1 1
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graders in October 1962. Schools were classified
by percent Negro: 80 percent and over, 46 to 79
percent, 11 to 45 percent, and 10 percent and less.
Every child took an aptitude test (SCAT) and
three achievement tests (Sequential Tests of
Educational Progress STEP). Mathematics achieve-
ment scores rose as the percent Negro enrolled fell.
Writing achievement scores also rose for the two
out of six highest ability levels of children; for the
lower ability levels, no significant differences were
found. Reading achievement scores seemed alto-
gether unaffected by rade composition of school.
All in an, concluded Elliott and Badal, racial
composition makes no important difference for
achievement when scholastic aptitude is con-
trolled. Thus, by implication, the importance of
racial desegregation was denied. _

As the:researchers themselves note, their study
does not concern changes brought about in in-
dividual children as much as in school atmosphere.
Without relating school atmosphere to classroom
behavior of specific children, it is difficult to see
what value resides in such a study. The main
fmdings are as difficult to explain as the excep-
tions. Specifically lacking is a basis for assessing
the impact of racially mixed schools urion the
learning of specific children. In this real sense, the
Elliott and Badal study is not a test of desegre-
gation.

In another study of the Oakland schools, the
Dumbarton research group failed to fmd any
systematic relationship between the academic
achievement of black children and the racial
composition of the school. A negative achievement
effect was found for white chldren attending
nonsegregated schools. The precise reason for this
finding was not determined by the researchers._
One possibility they pointed to was that the lower
performance lay with "certain subgroup of these
children, namely those from broken homes where
mothers are working.60

Frary and Goolsby studied the effects of
compensatory education on black children in
segegated and nonsegregated settings in Gulfport,
Miss. Involved were 10 classrooms of first graders,
198 children in the experimental groups and 290
in a comparison woup. Children in the former
were assigned at random; they carne from poorer
homes than .tthe black and widte chldren in the
comparison group.

Children in the nonsegregated group gained
significantly more than those in the segregated
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group. As measured by the Metropolitan Achieve-
ment Teits, the researchers observed the difference
was "vast."61 Goolsby and Frary also investigated
the effects of ability grouping and found that
children in heterogenous classes scored higher in
achievement.62 Children who had scored low on
the Metropolitan Readiness Tests responded es-
pecially well to the special instruction0 measures.

'Indeed, "the achievement scores of the low-readi-
ness, hilegrated -Negroes exceed those for either
white groups in spite of a much lower mental age
mean... ."6 3 Goolsby and Fury warn of the
depressive effect on low -readiness children of
being placed in a segregated classroom. In such
settings "very low achievement may become the
accepted norm.64

Epps stuthed black high achieving high school
students in eight schools. Pour of the schools were
al black and located in the South; the other four
were located in Detroit; two of them were
-segregated, the others, nonsegregated. As between
northern and segregated southern students, Epps
found the former to have less anxiety about doing
well on tests. Socioeconomic status differences
were found to be relatively weakly associated with
academiQ athievement. Students who attended
northern schools had higher occupational expecta-
tions, and in nonsegregated schools lilgher educa-
tional expectations as well. Epps speculated that
attendance at nonsegregated schools influenced
black students because of "the different kinds of
relationships, with teachers, students, and other
people with whom the Nego student comes into
contact."65

Encouragement by the family was found to be
a powerful factor in the career of high achievers.
At the same time, Epps warned, efforts to raise
educational standards cannot of themselves bring
lasting change. "No effort to change standards wffl
have any effect," wrote Epps, "unless it is accom-
panied by meaningful opportunities for individuals
to use their educational attainments for occupa-
tional and economic advancement."66 Meanwhile,
integration seemed to him the most practicable
means for improving the school performance of
black students.

St. John conducted several studies of race and
achievement. In Pittsburgh she discovered that
achievement in mathematics was higher for black
ninth graders if they had attended nonsegregated
elemntary schools for a large part of their early
education. Academic success of the black children

was dependent to a significant degree upon social

acceptance by white classmates. Thus, concluded
St. John, optimistic and skilled guidance by an
understanding teacher is crucial in the nonsegre-
gated schoo1.67 In Boston, St. John came to
parallel conclusions. She studied 908 white and
black sixth graders Ln 18 different schools, dis-
tributed among 36 classrooms. In short, she found
positive association between arithmetic achieve-
ment of blacks and school percentage white. Black
pupils achieved more if their schools, at present or
in the past, were predominantly white.68

In 1966, the Coleman Report was published.
With respect to interraciality and achievement, it
stated:

1. ...As the proportion white in a school increases, th
achievement of students in each racial group Lncreases.

2. ...This relationship increases - as grade in school
increases.

3. The higher achievement of all racial and ethnic groups
in schools with greater proportions of white stndents is
largely, perhaps wholly, related to effects associated
with the student body's educational background and
aspirations rather than with better facilities and
curriculum.

4. ...Average test performance (for Negroes) increases as
the proportion of white classmates inaeases...

5. Those students who rust entered desegregated schools
in the early pades do generally show slightly higher
average scores than the students who rust carne to
eleseuegated schools in later grades.69

The following year, the U.S. Corimission on Civil
Rights, in a reanalysis of the Coleman data, dealt
with achievement.

Jmnes McPartland and Orbert L. York super-
vised this part of the study.70 A principal problem
was to disentangle the effects of race and social
class upon ichievement. This relationship had been
left somewhat indistinct in the Coleman study. In
reviewing achievement scores, McPartland and
York determined that "there is a positive as-
sociation of achievement scores with the racial
composition of the classroom, no matter what the
racial composition of the school may be."71 Is
this simply an effect of social class? The re-
searchers found that even- when "holding constant
the social class of the student and his school, there
remains wi upward trend Ln average achievement
level as the proportion of white classmates hi-
creases."7 2
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Thus, an inconsistency appeared between this
finding and that of the Coleman study. In the
latter, racial deiegregatiort was accorded a minor
role; in the domndssion study, it is seen as major.
McPartland and York suggest two reasons for the
incomistency: (1) the statistical technique used in
the earlier stiidy tended to confound class and
race; and (2) the earlier study, in applying reges-
sion analysis, used the school rather than the
classroom as its object of analysis. Yet, stress
McPartland and York, "it is in the classroom
within the school where the characteristics of the
fellow students have their effects."73 Negro
students in a segregated classroom, for example,
do not benefit even if the school as a whole is
racially balanced. The research design employed
by Coleman did not permit the making of this
distinction.

A study in Richmond, Calif., directed by klan
B. Wilson74 concluded that "racial composition of
the school, while tending to favor Negro students
in racially integrated schoolS, does not have a
substantial effect not nearly so strong as the
social class composition of the schooL-75 In its
turn, social class composition of the school had
more effect on Negro than white students. While
Wilson arrived at a similar findirnz on several
(Efferent tests, he noted that "there are hardly any
Negxoes in our sample hi predominantly white
schools or predominantly upper (social) status
schools."76 As a reult, a test could not be made
across the board, i.e., the Richmond Negro sample
was too small to enable Wilson to test the relation
of social class and race under all conditions of
color and racial composition of schools. Wilson

the school rather than the classroom as the
unit of analysis.77 Possibly the McPartland-York
revision of the ColemLn study's weighting of social
class and race might find its parallel in Wilson's
analysis if classrooms rather than school were
studied, Meanwhile, there is no obvious reason to
predict that this would be the case.

The staff of the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights held that "at each level of teacher quality
and school social class, the performance of Negro
students is substantially higher in majority-white
than majority-Negro schools."78 Wilson had not
found this to be the case, perhaps because, as
already noted he did not have a large enough
sample. The Commission staff, however, had ac-
cess to a larger sample, i.e., the national sample
being restudied by McPartland and York. This

sample consisted of low-ability Negro students;
Wilson lacked sufficient representation of such
students in his sample to test them under varying
school conditions. The Commission staff con-
trolled social class of students and found: "...
The achievement of disadvantaged Negro students
in the lowest achieving schools increases in
majority-white classrooms. The trend grows
stronger as the average achievement level of the
whool rises."79 The logic of this conclusion can
be better understood, perhaps, if the reader
reviews the fmdings of McPartland and York (see
page preceding).

Undoubtedly, at least some of 26 studies of
achievement under conditions of interraciality
reviewed so far in this chapter have involved de-
segregation. Since, however, the time when inter-
raciality began is not known, it is not possible to
speak of a process of desegregation. On the other
hand, since interraciality is part of every desegrega-
tion experience, some findings respecting it may
be applied to desegregation.

The 23 studies with clearly-reported compara-
tive results showed that addevement of black
students in interracial schools and/or. classrooms:

Rose in 12 studies
Was mixed in four studies
Had no effect in seven studies

In addition, analysis of achievement by elassrdoms
rather than schools was found to be a more
reliable way of testing the achievement effect of
interraciality. In the three studies that explicitly
examined the role of ability grouping, the achieve-
ment effect of the practice was found to have a
moderately to exceedingly negative impact.

THE ROLE OF TRANSPORTATION

Before examining studies of desegregation, it
will be useful to analyze the bearing of student
transportation on desegregation. Mandatory busing
for segregation was a standard practice throughout
the South until well into the 1960's. By the early
1970's, as noted in chapter 2, more students were
transported to school by a motor-powered vehicle
(57.5 percent) than by walking and/or bicycle-
riding (42.5 percent). Prior to the emergence of
desegregation as a prime public issue, the possible
educational consequences of student transporta-
tion were rarely investigated. Transportation of
children for segregation was not undertaken for an
educational, hut for a political, purpose.
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Nevertheless, full-scale studies have been made
of the educational consequences of student trans-
portation without any reference to race. These
studiesin West Virginia, Florida, and Oklahoma
concerned transportation as such.

Straley compared 348 transported with 256
nontransported seniors in five West Virginia high
schools. Achievement test sc'ores were significantly
higher for nontransported students; the difference
was greater for boys than for girls. (Academic
grades w :e the same for both transported and
nontransported groups.) When Straley matched
students in both groups by IQ and sex, the
difference was reduced but still significant; for
girls, however, the difference was not significant.
To get at the reason for this overall difference
between groups, Straley checked on any relation-
ship between academic achievement and distance
transported. There was no relationship;80 Straley
could not explain the achievement difference.

Davies, in a study of a school in Volusia
County, Fl., analyzed the achievement records of
55 pairs of transported and nontransported ele-
mentary students. A mathematics achievement
advantage in favor of nontransported students was
observed; none was found in other subject areas.81

Wiriie studied- 240feyeerthi.--afth1 erre:,

graders in an urban area. Half were transported.
Caucasians accounted for 98 percent of the entire
group. In no area of achievement measured by the
tests_ was there a significant difference between
transpoJed and nontransported students,82

A fourth study, by Dunlop and associates,
found statistically significant achievement dif-
ferences in favo- of a nontransported group of
second graders. No difference, however, was found
for fourth and sixth graders.83

In summary, the few transportation studies
unrelated to desegration show a somewhat nega-
tive achievement effect on transported children.
The tendency is uneven, applying to some children
in a school and not to others in the.same school. It
varies according to sex. In estimating the educa-
tional consequences of transportation for desegre-
gation, it would be necessary to avoid attributing
to desegregation what, in fact, is peculiar to
transportation as such.

Similarly, a question has been raised as to the
distinctive educational effects of "mandatory
massive bushig for purposes of improving student
achievement. ..."84 The literature is bare of any

study either of massive v. nonmassive busing, or of
mandatory as opposed to nonmandatory busing.
The largest scale historical example of mandatory
massive busing was the compulsory transportation
of black and white children to segregated schools.
No study of the educational cOnsequences of that
-experi.ice has been made. In/addition, there is no
reason, in present research findings, to believe that
achievement effects of desegregation vary with the
specific techniques whereb3; desegregation is im-
plemented. Busing ckildien to a newly desegre-
gated school would seemingly have no different
educational consequence than creating a desegre-
gated school by redrawing attendance boundaries
or by pairing.

M part of a wide range study of southern
school districts that desegregated (some with
large-scale busing) during 1971-1972, Davis con-
centrated on the effects of student transportation.

. There is no evidence." he concluded, "that
busing per se has any negative consequences."85
Davis also reported that "... there is no evidence
that attending one's own neighborhood school has
any effects, positive or negative, on a school's
achievement levels or social climate."86

AttributiOn of negative educational effects to
stwb...nt. t.5.-.Trrts.tior fc'ir riARPOTO--

gation is unwarranted by research evidence thus
far available. Claims to the contrary have not been
supported by substantive evidence.

ACHIEVEMENT AND DESEGREGA-

TION

No national research study of desegregation
effects has ever been made. The nearest to such.a
study is the National Opinion Research Center
(NORC) evaluation of the Emergency School
Assistance Program (ESAF) published late in 1973.
While the effort was restricted in aim, it succeeded
in accumulating some new knowledge about deseg,
regation. Otherwise, only small-scaie studies are
available. The major research institutionsuniver-
sities, foundations, and governrnenthave stayed
away from this area of research. The limited
accessible studies have necessarily been sring-scale
since funds were rarely available for large studies.

What, then, is the research record on achieve-
ment effects of desegregation?

The ESAP report found that achievement
scores of black male high school students who
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attended schools receiving Federal desegregation
aid were one-half grade level higher than their
peers in other schools. This was attributed by the
researchers to "improvements in the [experi-
mental] schools' racial climate affecting the
motivation of these students."87 Only about half
of the between-school variance in achievement was
explained by social class factors. Leadership by
principals and teachers was found to be very
effective in helping white students accept desegre-
gation. "The most effective way, -declare the
researchers," is simply to make sure that the
school is firmly committed to improved race
relations."8 8

Unexpectedly, the researchers discovered_ the
singe most effective school factor in improving
test performance was the active participation of an
audiovisual specialist and the utilization of his
services in a meaningful way. (They caution
against equating the mere posaession of audiovisual
equipment with proper use of it.) Following this
lead, the researchers guessed it was not the use of
the equipment so much as its impact on the racial
climate of the school that affected black male
achievement.

For black students to like their school had
special racial significance, encouraging in its mean-
blg that the school was truly open to them. In
such schools, black student achievement was
higher. White students, on the other hand, are not
as dependent upon the school which, in any event,
does not carry the emotional freight it does for
blacks.

The ESAP researcher included a special study
by Ruth E. Naroton a topic rarely investigated,
though incessantly discussed i.e., the impact of
desegregation upon achievement of white students.
She found that white students achieved more in
predominantly white than in predominantly black
schools. They scored even higher, however, in
schools near the nildpoint; in so called racially
balanced schools.89 This is illustrated by the
.following tables, one for 5th graders, the other for
10th graders." "Perhaps the most noteworthy
conclusion, writes Narot, "is that any fears that

; white achievement has suffered because of
southern school desegragation are completely un-
fouaded."91

Project Concern, a program of voluntary inner-
city to suburb desegregation in various places in
Connecticut, involves the movement of minority
children to the suburbs. Five studies have been

made of various components of the project. Wood
studied academic achievement _of minority
students a year later after selecting a sample
matched on WISC-Verbal IQ scores. Grades
covered were K-5. A summary of the findings for
the experimental group follows:92

Grades K-1: Achievement in arithmetic,
vocabulary, and verbal IQ increased.

Grades 2-3: Total performance on IQ increased
significantly.

Grades 4-5: Vocabulary score increased signi-
ficantly. While gains were not sweeping, the overall
direction was clear. Achievement of white children
in the receiving schools held up without exception.

Effect of racial composition on achievement
of all fifth grade white students and on each sex,
separately, student backgound controlled

(Predicted mean achie ment)
(R2w Scores)

Percent white of school

Student group 0-04 41-70 71-100

All whites 343 350 344
Males only 319 322 319
Females only 360 366 356

Number of schools 48 122 127

Effect of racial composition on achievemen
of all 10th grade white students and on each sex,
separately, student background controlled

(Predicted mean achievement)
(Raw Scores)

Percent white of school

Student group 0-40 41-70 71-100

All whites 288 276 259
Males only 264 266 254
Females only 304 287 264

Number of schools 22 61 77
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The Mahans reported on Hartford after 2 years
of Project Concern. The experimental youngsters
in grades K-three, they stated, "had significantly
different (and higher) scores on measures of
mental ability and achievement generally."93
More significant, however, cognitive functioning in
general improved among the Negro children. The
Matiaris explain:

The direction of* this impact is toward greater verbal
productivity, increased accuracy in the associative and
sorting processes, and an enhanced willingness to take a
risk Ln terms of verbal responses to situations... There axe
indications that there is a tendency toward better
understanding of expectations (ie., better test taking
&kill), increased self-discipline, and increased abillty to
evaluate responses in terms of external standards...94

These outcomes are viewed by the Mahans as
evidence of the beneficial effects of environment
on learning.

Levy studied the Project Concern experience in
Cheshire. Only 25 students were involved, pro-
bably all from New Haven. Based on California
Achievement Test scores from testing in 1968 and
1969, no significant changes in test means were
recorded. On the other hand, over the same 12
months the percent of children scoring above
grade level rose from 30 to 52.95 It is difficult to
make much of this preliminary study. A 2-year
study of 196 Project Concern children from
Hartford was conducted by Aline Mahan.96 She
was especially Lnterested in probing the relation-
ship of social acceptance to achievement. In the
suburban schools this relationship was significantly
stronger than in the Hartford schools. Placement
hi a high achieving classroom helps, even if the
school is in the inner-city. But,- Mafia!' reported,
the effect is even more beneficial if the school is in
the suburbs. Samuels studied 138 New Haven
Project Concern children and found they gained
significantly more in reading than did two com-

parable groups of students from outside the
project.97 The gain, however, wa.s not strikingly
large.

Three studies have been conducted in Florida.

Williams studied desegregation efffects in

Brevard County, FL9 8 At the start of the 1964-65
school year white and Negro students attending
segregated high schools took a statewide ninth
grade achievement test. In 1965, the white high
school was desegregated and a group of Negroes
entered that school. In 1967-68, the same students
took the 12th-grade achievement test. The desegre-
gated Negro students continued to score lower
than their wIdte classmates. However, in five out
of six achievement measures, they scored signifi-
cantly higher than the Negroes who remained in
the segregated high schoo1.99 During 1966-67,
Stames analyzed achievement changes among
fourth, sixth, and eighth graders in an urban
Northwestern Florida county. After an academic
year, black students . in desegregated schools
achieved significantly more than matched students
who remained in segregated schools.100 Starnes
noted that the test-anxiety level of both groups of
black students was similar.

In Mimi, a public school's research team
completed an achievement study comparing
changes from 1969-70 to 1970-71. On arithmeric
tests, virtually all three ethnic groupsblack,
Spanish, and "other"made at least 1 month
progess` for each month in school. In two of five
grades, blacks and "other" progressed at the same
rate. In reading, however, all groups were less
successful: "other" scored just better than month-
for-month; Spanish, almost at that level; and
blacks,-distinctly under that level. The following
table illustrates these trends but on grade-to-grade
achievement gains rather than on monthly un-
provernent) 01

Grade-tograde achievement gains, Dade County public schools,
1969-70 and 1970-71 (in grade years)

Arithmetic Reading

Other Spanish Black Other Spanish Black

1st to 2nd grade 1.1 1.2 .8 .7

2nd to 3rcrgrade 1.4 .9 1.1 .9 .6

3rd to 4th grade 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.0 .8

4th to 5th grade 1.0 .9 1.0 1.1 1.0 .8

5 to 6th rade 1.5 1.1 1,0.
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Meanwhile, the researchers examined scores of
black students for grades two, four, and six from
another viewpoint. They found that those students
who remained in a predominantly black school
achieved at a higher level than those who moved to
desegregated schools, and that black juitior high
school students gained in achievement by attend-
ing 10 black schools.102

Four desegregation studies are available for
Michigan.

Katzenmeyer studied the effect of social
interaction on achievement of Negro and white
pupils in the public schools of Jackson, Mich.'"
He hypothesized that "the measured intelligence
of the group of Negro children will be significantly
changed as the consequence of school experience
which enhances their opportunities for social
interaction with the domulant white culture."1 04

All children entenng kindergarten in October
and November 1957 and 1958 were given a
standard intelligence test. Included were 193
Negroes and 1,061 whites. All were retested in
second grade during October 1959 and 1960. With
the Negroes treated as an experimental group and
the whites as a control, the mean IQ scores were as
follows:105

1957-58 1959-60

Experimental group 83.06 89.74
Control group 102.04 103.91

The change in means of the experimental group
was found to be statistically significant beyond the
.001 level. Katzenmeyer concluded that the
change was to be explained principally by the
social interaction between Negro and wIfite chl-
dren. In Jackson, he noted, "the great majority of
the Negro population is confined to a small area of
the city by economic limitations and by dis-
criminatory policies and pressures in the sale of
real estate... Thus, for most Negro children, entry
into the racially mixed public school program
represents the beginning of a period of increased
social contact."106 Another part of the explana-
tion, according to Katzenmeyer, is the high per
student expenditure in Jackson schools. Pre-
sumably, the Negro child, more deprived to begin
with, benefited more from the challenge of an
adequate educational program.

M a matter of fact, Katzenmeyer claimed less
for his study than his data permit. An examination

of his statistical findings reveals that 184 of the
total Negro sample of 193 were enrolled in six
of the city's 16 elementary schools. In these six
schools, Nego children constituted 34.1 percent
of total enrollment. The remaining nine Nego
students of the sample attended five other schools.
Five more schools were all white. Rearranging and
recalculating data on changes in men test scores
yields the followLng:107

Gain in points on

Study Area

6 schools with 184 Negro children
5 schools with 9 Negro children
5 schools with no Negro children

test scores

Experimental Control

6.54 0.05
8.93 1.14

2.76

For all practical purposes, the bottom 10 schools
can be dropped. If so. then the difference in test
means between experimental (Negro) and control
(white) is larger than Katzenmeyer.reported. In-
stead of 6.68 vs. 1.87, it becomes 6.54 vs:0.50.
No socioeconomic data are available, but initial
mean IQ scores for the three control subgroups
were; 98.81, 102.84, and 102.57; for the two
experimental subgroups, they were 82.77 and
88.53.108

Katzenmeyer concluded: "While the implica-
tions of this study point to some of the disad-
vantages of segregated schools, they suggest that
the answer to the equalization of educational
opportunities lies only partially in 'integration' per
se; they suggest that a problem basic to the school
lies in guiding and encouraging the assunilative
process."109 Two observations remain to be noted
about Katzenmeyer's procedure. First, the experi-
mental group might have been matched with a
control group of Negro children. Second, it would
have been instructive to know the color com-
position of ,each classroom within the six schools.
In this way; the significance of social interaction
could have been tested more directly.

Scott found that black children in Grand
R2pids who were bused for 2 years registered
significantly higher arithmetic gains - -than .did
students who were bused for only 1 year; and, in
turn, the 1 year bused students gained significantly
more than those who were not bused ;it all. No
reading achievement effect was registered for
either bused group.110 One problem with Scott's
research, acknowledged by the researcher himself,
is the lack of a control group. As a result, the
achievement gain (and nongain, for that matter)
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found in the study might be spurious, since the
gaining group may have started off with an initial
advantage that was not controlled in the com-
parison of groups.

Two studies in Ann krbor failed to find a
positive gain in reading achievement after 1 to 3
years of desegregation. Aberdeen noted that a
single grade, both in 1965 and 1968, experienced
an increase in reading achievement_along with
greater social acceptance from white classmates.
He held, however, that no general conclusion
about desegregation and achievement could be
derived from his study.1 in any event, Aberdeen
failed to use control groups, thereby making his
study even more inconclusive. Carrigan, however,
did use a control group and arrived at the same
finding of no achievement effect.112

The State of New York has been the locale of
14 desegregation studies; in several cases more
than one has been made of the same city.

Wolman investigated the educational changes
brought on by a transfer of Nego students in New
Rochelle." 3

Half the enrollment in a virtually all-Negro
elementary school was transferred to various pre-
dominantly white schools. After 1 year, achieve-
ment tests were taken by all transferees. Changes
in achievement registered by transferees in grades

. one through five were found to be statistically
insignificant. Further anOysis was directed at

possible social class factors in the situation. Means
of the reading scores of Negro transferees and
nontransferees were compared with those of the
white children in the -receiving school; the latter
were significantly higher. The whites were socio-
economically comparable with the Negro children;
both were fairly low income.-

Wolman then analyzed a year's achievement
changes among the kindergarten children. Here she
found a statistically significant change. Gahm of
this group exceeded those of the Negro nontrans-
ferees and the white receivers. Wohnan interpreted
the kindergarten experience as another evidence of
the importance of early intervention. "We can
assume," she wrote, "that exposure to favorable
learning circumstances at an early enough age can
have a salutary and compensatory effect on the
education potenthl of minority and otherwise
deprived children."114 Unfortunately, no sta-
tistical data were presented in the article so that it
is not possible to assess fully the research by
Wolman.

In New York City, Slone studied the effect of a
school pairing on achievement.115 Negro students
in the pairing scored significantly tligher on
arithmetic achievement tests than did Negro chil-
dren in a segregated school. No significant differ-
&Ices showed up on any other achievement mea-
sures. Paired Mute children continued to learn at
their previous level.

In Syracuse, N.Y., two busing programs were
evaluated by the school system. In the first, a group
of Negro children were bused from Croton to
Edward Smith School. At the end of the school
year, white children at Snlith showed their cus-
tomary achievement gain. The bused children
failed to gain any more than the children who had
remained at Croton)" In the second program,
students from Croton were bused to WashAngton
Irving School. As in the previous case, white
children at the host school continued to improve
in reading at their customary rate. The cHdren
from Croton, however, gained significantly more
than the children-who remained in Croton. The 30
bused pupils achieved a mean growth in months of

8.53, double th.pt of the nonbused children,
4.11) A 7

Denmark and associates conducted a study of .
desegregation in Manhasset, Long Island.118 In
1965, seven lower class Negro children in grades
three to five transferred from a virtually all-Negro
schbol, which was being closed, to two schools
attended primarily by white upper middle chil-
dren. Soon afterward, _their achievement rate
increased on verbal ability and the achievement
gap narrowed in comparison with their white
classmates.119 This held good for both girls and
boys. Negro boys in grades one and two also tested
much closer to their classmates in verbal ability
than in higher grades. The Denmark team drew
two conclusions: One, the earlier desegregation
occurs, the better; and two, integration and
compensatory education work best together. An
interesting contrast with Long's study emerges
according to Denmark, in that "the Negro and
white segregated schools were comparable in staff
and equipment."120 Yet, in Long's study equal
school facilities led to no achievement benefit. In
Manliasset they did; perhaps because Negro chil-
dren there were actually desegregated.

In another study,. Denmark and Guttentag
studied possible achievement effects of nonsegre-
gated presehooling on 4-year-old Negro children.
(Apparently, this research also occurred in Man-
hasset.) Four preschool groups were organized,
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only one of which was integrated. The 63 experi-
mental subjects scored higher than did 17 children
in a control group. "A good, creative, enjoyable
learning climate," concluded the researchers, "may
be more important than the specific composition
of the experience."121 Denmark conducted a
third study of Manhasset in which she repeated the
findings she and her colleagues obtained in the
earlier work. She now added that heightened social
hiteraction between black and white children
seemed to help the former improve their per-
formance on verbal ability testi. In addition, she
cautioned that achievement improvements by
black chIldren were being l'udden by teachers'
tendencies to raise their standards for the black
newcomers above the lower standards mntained
in the formerly all-black school. Thus, children
were actually learning more than previously, but
they did not receive the satisfaction of recognition
of the fact. Denmark warns that "teachers should
be alerted to these tendencies and [be] trained to
avoid the problems they create."122

In Buffalo, N.Y., Banks and Di Pasquale found
that Negro pupils achieved significantly more
when bused to a predominantly white school than
did their peers who remained in the all-Negro
schoo1.123 After making certain undescribed ad-
justments in the basic data, the researchers re-
ported that in classrooms where racial composition
exceeded 30 percent black, achievement equalled
that registered in an all-black classroom. Unfortu-
nately, it is not possible to accept or reject thiS
finding without knowing: (1) What was the "car-
reztion factor" applied to the unadjusted achieve-
ment scores? (2) What were the unadjusted scores?
(3) What variables were "corrected for"? (4) What
was the socioeconomic status of the white children
in predominantly black classrooms? (5) How were
the transferred children selected? None of this
information is supplied. A possible check on the
Buffalo finding would entail studying academic
achievement of Negro children in predominantly
Negro schools where "reverse open enrollment"
has existed over a period of time, such as the Clara
Barton School in Rochester.124

In another study of Buffalo, Bowman followed
the desegregation process in six schools over the
period September 1, 1967 to June 1970. This was
.a voluntary project in which minority students
from Buffalo were transported to predominantly
white- schools in Monroe County. Bowman sum-
marized Ms finding succinctly:
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... Disadvantaged Negro pupils in compensatoq-and
kitegrated classes for the same time showed similar
outcomes in scholastic development. Similar pupas en-
rolled in segregated classes where no major efforts were
directed toward remediation, enrichment, or integration
were significantly lower than those who had these
scholastic experiences.125

Also, the sooner students_were enrolled in one or
another of the productiVe programs, the more
effective was the achievement.-AahieVement gains
were not found to be incompatible with segrega-
tion. On the other hand, attendance in enriched
classesi.e., segregated but with a few added
elements of curriculumwas not as beneficial as
either desegregation or compensatory education

a comprehensive educational program of
emediation. Bowman concluded that educational

planners should seek to combine desegegation
with compensation as the best overall strategy for
educationa success.

Graves and Bedell reported on an evaluation of
achievement in the White Plains desegregatich,
experience.126 In 1964, the school board had
established a desegregation plan whereby each of
the city's 10 elementary schools was to enroll
from 10 to 30 percent Negro. A predominantly
Negro school was closed and five segregated white
schools were balanced. Graves and Bedell
made three comparisons: (1) between two groups
of white students before and after desegregation;
(b) between two groups of hmer-city students
both before and after desegregation, and (c)
another more restricted comparison of inter-city
groups based on number of years in racially
balanced schools. Stanford achievement tests were
used.

Comparison A: The results of tests _taken by
150 white students before desegregation occurred
were compared with those of 129 other white
students taken after desegregation of the same
schools. What was the impact of desegregation on
academic achievement? None, apparently. In tests
on paragraph meaning and word meaning, the 129
made higher scores; hi tests on arithmetic reason-
ing and computation, the 150 were higher. Judged
by changes in median test scores, desegregation in
White Plains had not interfered with the generally
high level of academic achievement by white
students.

Comparison B: The scores of 36 children who
attended segregated (and now closed)
Rocharnbeau School were compared with those of
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children who lived in the same area but who
had attended racially balanced schools only. In
paragraph meaning and arithmetical reasorung, the
children from the raciallyhnlanced schools gained
more. In arithmetic computation, the segregated
children gained more. In word meaning, the results
were similar. It also was reported that, from 1964
to 1966, a larger percentage of children in racially
balanced schools than in segregated schools made
as much as a year and a halfs academic progress in
a four achievement test areas (85 percent vs. 67
percent). It is possible, then, that desegregation
benefited these children, even if slightly.

Comparison C: Two groups of inner-city chil-
drenone numbering 44 and the other 33were
compared to discover whether children who had
attended balanced schools between first and third
grades (the 44) achieved more than those who had
attended balanced schools only since the start of
third grade (the 33). In tests of paragraph mean-
ing, word meaning, and arithmetical reasoning, the
former were from 5 to 15 percentage points ahead;
on arithmetical computation, both groups had the
same percentage rank. Unfortunately, the report
did not present statistics to measure the absolute
progress of these two groups on any of the four
tests. Accordingly, it is not possible to affirm or
contradict the statement in the report that the
group of 44 "is achieving slightly better."1 27

The White Plains report suffers _from several
weaknesses. First, no tests of statistical signifi-
cance are presented so that the reported score
differences cannot be properly evduated. Second,
there is reason to doubt that the comparisons are
strictly racial. For example, when Rochambeau
School was- closed in June 1964, its enrollment
was 61.7 percent Negro.128 Thus, a considerable
number of white students apparently lived in the
attendance area and went to Rochambeau. Indeed,
the Graves-Bedell report describes the inner-city
sample as "children, predominantly Negro, living
in the center city. . "129 Third, as already pointed
out in comparison C no conclusion as to student
process can be reached because of the absence of
data on absoluted tesz scores. In all, the Graves-
Bedell report failed to document adequately the
educational value of the White Plains experiment
in desegegation. It is equally clear that nothing
in the report as written can be said to disprove the
value of the White Plains experiment.130

Various desegregation arrangements in
Rochester, N.Y., were evaluated. As in a previous
year, white students in "receiving" schools con-
tinued to learn at then customary rate. Within the
same school, a significant learning advantage ac-
crued to students in integrated rather than in
segregated classes; this finding supported observa-
tions of the year before. On the other hand and
contrary to the previous year integrated classes
did not continue to show achievement superiority
over segegated classes with a component of
compensatory education.131 Bowman reached the
same finding in Buffalo.

A report made a year later, 1970, arrived at the
same conclusion. Whether a black child attended a
desegregated school near Ins own neighborhood or
whether he was bused to one in the suburbs made
no difference in his achievement gain.132 Thomp-
son and DYke made a supplementary study of 35

bused children in _the Rochester project._Their goal
_

was to test the reliability of teachers' reports of
academic progress by the chlldren. They found
with reference to statewide achievement norms
that none of the children were scoring lower
ratings. Teachers had reported that 13 students
scoied higher achievement. Thompson and Dyke,
however, examfrled actual achievement test scores
and found that these students had experienced less
than a haf-year's growth during the year. Four of
the group actually showed decline in scores.133
This study underlines the need for an independent
evaluation of desegregation experience.

Brooks stuthed the operation of open en-
rollment in one middle and upper middle class
white school in New York City. While every
evidence suggested to the researchers that the
academic achievement levels of bused children
mid receiving school did not sag as a result of the
program, numerous white parents in the area were
convinced of the opposite. Only 95 black children
participated ki the program in a school with
1,005 white children. Contrary to the fmding of
Thompson and Dyke in Rochester, Brooks ob-
served that teachers tended to underestimate the
academic progress of black children. The following
table contrasts children's achievement level as

established by (A) test scores and by (B) teachers'
judgments:134
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On grade level Above gradelevel Below grade level
A A A

Number of students 28 30 26 16 30 38
Percent 33 36 31 19 36 45

The children themselves had little doubt of the
value of the new school. In the researcher's
interviews with 20 of them, they expressed the
following typical evOuation: "We learn more...
most of the time hi the other school we do easy
phonics, easy math, easy everything.. ..In this
school, the teajhers know more... .We didn't do
no work there."I35 (The role of teachers in the
receiving school is discussed in detail in chapter 9.)

The achievement effects of desegregation in a
small urban area in the New York City metro-
politan ai-ea were studied by Moreno. Black
children who had attended a nonsegregated school
since kindergarten had a markedly more favorable
attitude toward school than their white peers
Black and white children of the same 1Q level
scored comparably well in reading tests, regardless
of whether they had attended a nonsegregated
school since kindergarten or since second
gade.I36 One implication of the latter finding is
that achievement effects of desegregation may not
depend upon the earliest possible but only early
attendance in a desegragated school. This would be
a slight modification of "the earlier, the better"
principle.

In Texas, four studies of desegregation have
been done; two relate to a single city.

The comparative academic achievement of 606
Negro and white higli school students in Angleton,
Tex., after a year of desegregation was analyzed by
Bryant.I37 The following table summarizes
achievement gains of both groups:138

Group

White
Negro

Changes in total scores on the test
of academic progress,_Mav

sex, and grade

Increase in Statistical
standard ppints significance

2.264 .01

1.255 .01

Increase in Statistical
Group standard points si nificance

White boys
White girls
Negro boys
Negro girls

White, 9th gade
White, 10th grade
White, Ilth grade

Negro, 9th grade
Negro, 10th grade
Negro, 11 th grade

*not significant

2.487
2.017

.833
1.857

1.250
3,069
2.951

1.091
1.605
.885

.01

.01

NS*
.01

.01

.01

.01

.05
.01
NS*

Bryant observed that he had not controlled for
either intelligence or socioeconomic status.I39
Thus, what appear as racial differences are un-
doubtedly overstated. Negro girls scored not far
from the level of white girls. Bryant did not
provide achievement scores for _Negro and white
students for the period prior to desegregation so it
is not possible to ascertain whether the rate of
achievement increased or declined as a result of
desegregation.

Evans studied six desegegated schools in an
unnamed city. Black students 'in nonsegregated
schools who scored lowest on a test of mental
ability also gained more on achievement than peers
Lri segregated schools. Otherwise, black students in
nonsegregated schools did not even match the
achievement level a peers in segegated schools.
The researcher was struck by the failure of the
school system to respond to the new challenge of
desegregation:

New combinations of ethnic and minority group
children in classrooms offer teachers and professional
opportunities (sic) to foster personal growth of all
children. The data . . . in the present study do not
indicate that these opportunities are being utilized or
recogned.14°
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Accordingly, Evans advised treating the data of his
study as the setting for, rather than the conse-
quence of, a desegregation program.

During the 1971-72 school year, the elementary
schools of Forth Worth were desegregated by
Federal court order. Black fifth graders who
attended newly desegregated schools achieved
significantly more in reading and /rithmetic than
did their peers in predominantly black neighbor-
hood schools. Black fourth graders showed no
achievement advantage. Evans also investigated the
achievement record of white students who attend-
ed formerly majority black schools in contrast to
their peers who continued in neighborhood
schools, No difference was found.141 In a separate
report on the 1972-73 school year, Ev&ris again
found significantly greater achievement for bused
black students than for peers in majority black
neighborhood schools. In addition, he found this
advantage applied not only to fourth graders but
to black children in the third and fifth grades as
weli.142

In California 10 desegregation studies are avail-
able; six deal with a single city.

In Sacramento, minority second-throu -sixth
graders in non-segregated schools registered signi-

ficantly higher achievement scores on three tests
than did children who remained in neighborhood
schools. On six other tests there was no significant
clifference.143 In a study of Berkeley, Frelow
concluded that greater gains among minority
students resulted from a desegregation progrun
than from compensatory programs. This was true,
even though desegregation was accompanied by a
reduction in school services.144 In another
.Berkeley study coverhig achievement changes from
May 1970 to May, 1971, black children reached
month-for-month gains only in one grade; hi the
others gaths ranged from one-fourth of a month to
one-eighth of a month for every month attended.
Mexican American children fared somewhat bet-
ter, although considerably below the record of
white children.145

San Francisco, in accordance with a Federal
court order, desegregated its elementary schools in
September 1971. At the end, of the first year,
achievement posttests were given. There was also
available a record of achievement in school zone 1
(the system is divided frito six zones) which had
desegregated Ln 1970. Data on busing were alsb
available city-wide and for zone 1. The following
table summarizes the 1971-72 changes:146

Median ade-e a uivalen -ains sixth -rade

Zone I

MathematicsReadinK

City-wi e

Mathematics Reading

Total Area .95 .90 .97 1.04

Spanish-speaking .87 .82 1.26 .70

Other white 1.12 1.00 1.09 1.12

Black .85 .80 .87 .92

Chinese I.CIO 1.03 .99 1.16

Javanese .95 1.16 .75 1.27

Filipino .86 .80 .68 .70

Other nonwhite .66 .86 .95 .23

Bused .93 .90 .93 1.03

Nonbused .98 .91 1.06 1.06
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In general, gains were larger in zone 1. The school
system attributes them to the preplanning and
longer duration of desegregation than in the city as
a whole.

The 6-year desegregation experience of River-
side came under more definitive evaluation. A
formal analysis was made by Gerard and col-
leagues.147 Purl, research director of the city
school system, conducted a series of smaller
studies.

Berner and Gerard found little evidence that
desegregation resulted in increasing achievement in
the desegregated schools as a group. The longer
children attended desegregated schools (3 years vs.
I year), the greater the children's proficiency in
setting goals for themselves. Much stress was laid
on the great variability of learning conditions from
one classroom to another. Minority children whose
teachers were least likely to discriminate showed
larger improvement in goal setting ttian children
with more prejudiced teachers.143

A study by Bikson and colleagues found that
minority children exhibited no -language deficit"
upon entering school. No evidence was found that
language development differed among minority
mid majority groups. Astonishingly, minority chil-
dren who went through the desegregation experi-
ence tended to talk less freely.149

Desegregation in the schools as a whole did not
stop the trend towards a greater disparity in
achievement between Anglo and minority chil-
dren. Gerard suggested that -the inevitable in-
sidious comparison undoubtedly had deleterious
effects on the minority children."150 He also
noted that the relative deterioration occurred in
the context .of 80 percent white schools, pre-
sumably a racial ratio conducive to minority
achievement. Over a period of 4 years, it was
found that minority students still operated some-
what as outsiders in the classrooms. Since the
Gerard group felt that "the social climate of the
classroom is the most important determinant of
the child's success," noninvolvement in "the work
structure of the classroom" led to low acl-deve-
ment by minority children.151 Acceptance by
white children was more likely to lead to higher
achievement by minority children, especially the
more able ones.

Miller noted in the Riverside study the power
of peer acceptance and teacher attitudes to affect
minority child achievement. Teachers who depre-
cated the ability of minority children to learn

1

usually saw these children fall behind their Anglo
classmates. Miller also reports some teachers who
were low E. discriirdnAtion engaged in what might
be called patronizatiop, although he does not use
the expression. In other words, the teachers at first
tended to made minority children "easier.-152
This did not lead to higher achiewment; nor did it
slow sa :ing achievement.

Both Gerard and Miller viewed the Riverside
experience as desegregation without integration.
The advantages of the former materialize only as
the school moves toward the latter. They recalled
that Riverside desegregation involved one-way
busing of some minority students. Perhaps, they
speculated, more sweeping measures of desegrega-
tion could have led to other outcomes. Their study
convinced them that successful desegregation de-
pends more on the creation of beneficial classroom
structures than on personality changes in the
students_

Purl, research director for the Riverside schools,
was more concerned with discovering hinge points
for future change than in a global evaluation of the
desegregation experience. The following analysis
of findings from a compilation of achievernenl test
results for 529 minority students in the first,
second, and third grades during 1972-1973 illus-
trates this interest. (The data were supplied by
Purl but the analysis is the writer's.)

In 1972-73 mMority students in 19 schools
achieved at or above nation0 norms for one or
another of the cooperative primary tests which
assess achievement in listening, word analysis,
mathematics, and reading. Here is a list of the
schools with the number of tests minority children
grades one to three in each school passed at or
above nonn:153

Schools

1. Adams
2. Scott
3. Bryant

Number of Tests

4._ Emerson 1

-- .5. Harrison 7
6. Hawthorne 2

Flighgrove 1

8. Highland 9
9. Jackson

10. Jefferson 14
11. Liberty 5
12. Longfelle 2
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Schools

13. Madison
14. Magnolia
15. Monroe
16. Mountain View
17. Palm
18. Victoria
19. Washington

TOTAL

Number of Tests

1

4
11

12
5

1
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Performance on the tests by Mexican American
and Negro children was similar, as the following
tabulations show:

Number of at-or above-norm
tests passed by:

Test

Listening
Word analysis
Mathematics
Reading

Mexican Americans Negroes

17
12
13

_11

9
8

10

53 38

In some instances, the children achieved in the
high percentiles. A listing of the number of tests
on which the median percentile attained was 50 or

higher follows:

Percentile
range

Number of
tests

50-59 43
60-69 24

70-79 17

80-89 4

90-97 3

How, in the face of the global faliure of
desegregation to generate across-the-board achieve-
ment, did more than a third of the minority
students in the first three grades in Riverside
achieve at such high levels? A conventional reply
rrfight suggest that the high achievers are simply
students who came from families of relatively high
socioeconomic status. As noted in the preceding
two chapters, however, this type of interpretation
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really explains little. Purl studied the relationship
of socioeconomic status to achievement of high

minority students. In part, she found the
relationship to be positive. At the same time, there
were considerable variations of score that had little
or nothing to do with socioeconomic position.
Purl examined two minorities in four schools and
found a negative relationship between socio-
economic position and achievement in several
cases. She suggests that her finding "has made
competing explanations such as school or teacher
level causes more worihy of exploration."154 This
conclusion is consonant with the view of the
Gerard group. (See chapter 9 for more detailed
discussion of the teacher factor in Pdverside's
d es egrega t ion .)

In a 1970 report on desegregation in Riverside, a
number of findings of potential significance were
recorded.185 By 1975, few of these had emerged
as characteristic of the experience as a whole. Yet,
some retain their potential significance.

Purl studied the development of Cognitive skills
during the first year of her study. Higher IQ and
readiffig scores in the desegregated sample, she
found, were accounted for by increased Anglo
scores only.156 Achievement tended to rise in
proportion to the duration of desegregation. While
her comment did not bear directly on the mea-
sured outcomes, Purl made an interesting observa-
tion:

In tallying the results for the primary grades, the writer
was impressed several tunes to find that groups of
integrated pc achieved at different levels according to
the level of t.Le children with whom they were grouped.
Children with equal or lower IQ's scored higher on the
reading tests when they were scattered severally among
the classes in the receivMg school, rather than clustered
together hi one or two groups.157

In 1968, Gerard wrote: "A teacher with negative
attitudes towards minority children...represent(s)
(a) severe handicap... in the learning process."158
By 1974, this insight had become central in

Gerard's interpretation of the relative lack of
achievement effects in Riverside. --

Mercer, in 1968, stated that in order to
understand failures of desegregation, one would
have to examine the frequently overlooked "ob-
stacles to desegregation generated by the values
and structures of the school system itself."' 59

During the year that followed, one such internally
generated obstacle was the persistence, and, in

2 4
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some cases, the worsening of ethnic cleavage in
the classroom.

At the University of South Carolina, Klein
studied the initial effects of desegregation during
an S-month period in a school in a southern
metropolis.160 Testing occurred at three schools:
one recently desegregated, one all-Negro, and the
other virtually all-white. Higher scores on mathe-
matics and biology were first registered for Negro
children in the desegregated school. When controls
for parental occupation, family size, and parental
education were applied, this superiority disap-
peared. Klein concluded that "the integregated
school setting is neither educationally deleterious
nor educationally beneficial for Negro students, at
least over an 8-month period.161 He observed
also: "The academic achievement of matched
groups of integrated white and integrated Negro
students did not differ significantly... The
academic achievement of matched groups of segre-
gated Negro students and integrated white
students did not differ significantly."162 on the
basis of these findings, a question can be reason-
ably raised about the randomness of the sample
populations in the study.

Geiger, in another study at the University of
South Carolina, reported on a research study done
after 1 year of desegregation in a southern city.
Instead of tracing the progress of individual
children, he was concerned with the effect of
racial composition of classes on achievement. He
reported that "no significant relations were found
between percentage of Negroes in the class and
amount of achievement."163 The results of the
study, Geiger observed, "suggest that fears of
necessary detrimental effects of desegregation on
classroom achievement may not be firn-dy

based."164
A positive achievement effect was found in a

third study done by Howell at the University of
South Carolina. He examined the scores of 883
eighth graders, some of who attended desegregated
schools for some time and others who entered
such schools during 1970-71. Howell reported that
scores of black students increased signific&ntly in
reading and arithmetic. In gade equivalents, black
students gained SI and white students, 1.07 on
the Iowa tests. As is true of so much related
research, the reasons for success in this project
were not immediately apparent. Howell, however,
did not tarry on the question "It mAes little
difference whether academic improvement by the

students can be attributed primarily to the dese-
gregation of the races; of primary importance is
that under a desegregation plan these schools have
been able to provide conditions that facilitated
academic improvement for all students."165

Four studies of achievement are available for
North Carolina. An inquiry into desegregation in
Chapel Hill, N.C., was conducted by Prichard.166
He studied student achievement in grades five,
seven, and nine and compared this with achieve-
ment in a segregated school. Negro achievement
during a year of desegregation rose significantly in
mathematics at grades five and seven; and for
white students, at grade five. Reading scores
did not show significant increase. Two separate
studies of Goldsboro by King and Mayer and by
McCullough registered significant gains on reading
and mathematics.167 During 1969-70, Clak
studied 682 sixth graders in New Hanover County.
He found no achievement effect of desegre-
gation.16 8

In Illinois, studies of desegregation in-Urbana
and Evanston have been made. Marcum found that
1 year of a desegregation program in Urbana
brought no achievement effect.169 A 3-year pro-
gram in Evanston was evaluated by Hsia. On the
whole, achievement of black children did not
improve significantly. As in the case of Riverside,
however, a number of special situations arose
which signified academic growth. Fourth-grade
students who were bused to school gained signi-
ficantly over those who walked to a new school.
Fifth-grade students who remained in their non-
segregated neighborhood school registered higher
gWns than students transferred to a new school,
regardless of whether they walked or were bused
there.' 70 All comparisons are especially difficult
to make in the Evanston study because scrio-
economic data were not used in the analysis. (Such
data, however, were collected.) For example, black
girls who had always attended predominantly
white schools before desegregation experienced a
higher rate of learning than white girls. Was this
superiority reflective of die black grls' higher
socioeconoMic position?

Following is a discussion of a series of studies
made of individual cities.

Samuels conducted a study in New Albany,
hid., which sought to discover whether school
learning proceeded at comparable rates for Negro
and white children when children were first
desegregated in junior high school and when Negro
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students in desegregated schools were compared
with those in segregated schools.171 In both cases,
Samuels attempted to control variables such as
socioeconomic status and intelligence. For nearly
all the students involved, the junior high years
were their first experience with desegregation.

In the first comparison, Negro and white
students were matched, and their academic
achievement over 2 years was compared ac-

cording to achievement test results and classroom
grades. The second comparison involved two
matched groups of Negro students: one had
attended a segregated school; the other, a dese-
grated school.

Sarnuels found that after 2 years of desegega-
tion, the achievement gap between Negro and
white narrowed significantly. He attributed this
improvement directly to desegregation. Samuels
found, too, that the Negro children who attended
interracial elementary schools started out kr first
grade achieving at the same level as Negro children
did in the segregated school. By third grade, the
desegregated Negro children had pulled ahead; this
continued into sixth grade. Overall, Sarnuels ob-
served that "the longer the association between
any particular group of white nd Negro students,
the smaller the differences in academic achieve-
ment appear to be. and that the Negro students
who had been educated in mixed schools achieved
as well as and sometimes better than white
students in the integrated program "1 72

Ln Tulsa, Okla., Griffin studied the achievement
records of 64 children whose all-black school was
closed Ln 1968 and who thereupon were trans-
ferred to a nonsegregated school. They were
compared with a matched group in an all-black
school. On five of six subtests of the Stanford
achievement tests, as well as IQ, the transferred
children scored significantly higher than the con-
trol group. While the transferred students earned
lower grades than children in the control group,
they nevertheless had a more positive attitude
toward school than the children hi the control
group,173

Moorefield found no achievement effects of
desegregation via busing in Kansas City. Mo.174
The actual extent of desegregation, however,
remains to be clarified. Students from 6 pre-
dominantly Negro schools were bused to 12
receiving schools. One of the latter Attucks
had a Negro enrollment of 65.8 percent before

busing and 99.3 percent after busing.175 Another

Pershing had 35.8 percent before and 42.8
percent after busing. Of the transported, 1,271
students one-fifth 256 were bused to Atrucks
and Pershing.176 Achievement data are not re-
ported by individual school. Bused chili-lien came
from families of above average socioeconomic
status and/or education.

Hammond, SawUl, and Williams studied 224
Negro students who participated in a busing
program in Seattle.177 The students were drawn
from 10 schools and entered 32 schools. While
their attendance records improved sharply in their
new schools, their school records, as measured by
gades, suffered: "... 43 percent of the total
group are doing poorer than they did last year, 41
percent are doing the same, and 16 percent are
doing better."178 Because no achievement test
scores are reported, however, it is not possible to
know whether the absolute achievement of bused
children rose or fell.

Anderson studied the effect of desegregation on
Negro children in Nashville.179 A total of 75
Negro fourth, fifth, and sixth graders in five
desegregated schools were compared with 75
similar children from three all-Negro schools. The
former, who constituted from 8 to 33 percent of
enrollment hi their schools, had attended desegre-
gated schools for up to 6 years. Ali children in the
sample lived in the same area. Testing took place
in May 1963.

Academic achievement was significantly higher
in the desegregated than in the segregated schools.
Children who entered a desegegated school near
the beginning of their school career achieved
significanily better than segregated pupils. On the
other hand, children who were desegregated only
in fifth or sixth grade achieved less than Negro
children in the segregated schools. The significance
of academic achievement in this research is impos-
sible to gauge, inasmuch as no controls for social
class were evident.

In DeKalb County, Ga., Moore found only a
minor achievement effect for 353 children.180

Savage was intererled to discover whether
students in Richmond, Va., who transferred from a
black junior high to a nonsegregated senior high
school would suffer academically. Their progress
continued without interruption as compared with
a control group in a black high school.181

Scudder and Jurs sought to discover whether
the black children in four schools desegregated by
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busing in Denver would bring white achievement
down. They did not.18 2

In Philadelphia, a small-scale project increased
reading achievement for black students.183

First-grade minority children from Newark who
participated in a voluntary busing plan to Verona,
N.J., scored significantly higher in achievement
tests than their peers who remained. Second
graders, however, did not register such gains.184

Evuations of two different voluntary busing
projects in Boston were made by Teele and
Walberg. Teele's sample consisted of 250 black
students to be compared with a control group of
children who remained in all-black schools. Opera-
don Exodus, as the project was known, generated
positive achievement effects, according to Teele.
The longer students remained in the project, the
more likely their reading achievement would irn-
prove sigruficantly. Just as important, the same
held true for the black child's feeling of being
accepted. The two factors of achievement and
acceptance were, accordingly to Teele, closely
interrelated. "Those planning school integration
progams for black children," stresses Teele,
"should be at least a concerned party with issues
and conditions of emotional and social develop-
ment as they are with issues of cognitive develop-
ment."185 In the evaluation by Walberg, a study
was made of the Metropolitan Educational Op-
portunity Council CMETC0),city-suburban volun-
tary desegregation program. No achievement effect
was found.186 While some technical question has
been raised about the adequacy of Walberg's
control groupi.e., siblings of METCO students
there is nothirig in the evidence to suggest that a
more adequate sample would have made much
clifference.

SUMMARY
Among the studies cited in this chapter, 29

found defmite achievement effect by minority
students in a desegregated setting; 19 reported no
effect. Certain themes recur throughout the
research reports. The importance of teacher ac-

ceptance of minodty students and the positive
sigailicance of acceptance by their peers in the
classroom are mentioned repeatedly. These themes
arose out of the empirical realities of the class-
room or school. It is not too long a leap to infer
that these factors may have been at work even
when those conducting the specific investigation
were n, aware of them. Another result is worth
noting: socioeconomic factors do not overwhelm
desegregation effects.

Since researchers can study only that which
social practice puts before them, virtually all the
cases of desegregation reported in this chapter are
essentially token desegregation. Until very recent
times, this was the only kind available. Tokenism,
by its nature, sets all the personal burdens of
desegregation upon the minority chid. It also
accentuates his or her own awareness of minority
status, and it encourages among white students
and teachers, at best, a certain paternalism toward
the mLnority child which poorly serves both sides.
Tokensim is thus an unfavorable framework for
productive desegregation. One may hope that
desegregation, as it grows, will exert an increas-
ingly effective force for educational change.

The present generation of Americans has seen
the passing of the traditional one-race school.
Recent progress in desegegation has brought
children together to an unprecedented degree.
Under segregation, minority children were not
perrrdtted equal opportunities Ln any meaningful
sense. A black-white achievement gap seemed to
be a permanent fixture of schools. Research
Mdicates, however, that achievement of minority
children usually rises when they learn together
with other children. This seems true whether they
are brought together as part of a deliberate
desegregation process or as a result of nonsegega-
ted housing. The physical means of effecting the
sharing of a common facilitybusing, for exam-
plehas no direct bearing on the achievement of
the children involved. School staff and administra-
tors play a crucial role in facilitating the creative
process of learning together.
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CHAPTER 7
BEING BLACK AND ONESELF

Frederick Douglass, fugitive slave and black
abolitionist, wrote his first autobiography in 1845,
the fifth year of his freedom. One skeptic charged
that Douglass had not written the book. A. C. C.
Thompson, the critic, declared he had observed
Douglass as a compliant slave and that he was
incapable of composing a book. Douglass wrote a
reply and sent it to his friend, William Lloyd
Garrison, who printed it in the Liberator. In his
characteristic devotion to the truth, Douglass tried
to explain his own case through the eyes of the

The degradation to which I was then subjected, as I
now look back at it, seems more lnce a dream than a
horrible reality. I can scarcely reale how I ever passed
through it, without quite losing all my moral and
intellectual enerees. I can easily understand that you
sincerely doubt if I wrote the narrative; for if any one had
told me, seven years ago, I should ever be able to write
such an one, I should have doubted as strongly as you
now do. You must not judge me now by what I wasa
change of cbcumstances has made a surprisins change in
me. Frederick Douglass, the freeman, is a veri different
person from Frederick Bailey, the slave. I feel myself
ahnost a new manfreedom has given me new Iffe.1

Outwardly, as a slave, Douglass was obedient, hard
working, and true to inherited station Ln life.
Somehow, he conserved his "moral and intel-
lectual energjes" and endured. Within a few years,
he revolutionized his life. Freedoms unlike slavery,
enabled Douglass to flower far beyond the bounds
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of conventional conceptions of a slave. Immedi-
ately upon touching northern soil, he turned to
the task of helping abolish slavery.

During the Civil War, numerous slaves were
similarly transformed, although few became re-
nowned writers and organizers. Known in bondage
as compliant laborers, when placed in battle
against their former masters, they held their
ground and fought well. They were not long
deterred by lingering memories of obedience.
After the war, as indicated in chapter 1, the
freedmen sought education for their children as
w-ell as for themselves. No longer forbidden to
learn to read or write, blacks availed themselves of
existing schools. There was no need for compul-
sory attendance laws in these circumstances.

At the heart of expanded black schooling was a
fughly favorable concurrence of events. Black
children entered schools in large numbers. At the
same time, they could see their parents sharing
political power, occupying governmental offices,
uid exercising civil rights to an unprecedented
degree. For about a decade or so after the Civil
War, freedom of black people was palpable. In
addition, black communities refreshed collective
memories by.celebrating emancipation with stories
of black combat bravery during the war. All in all,
the rising aspirations of black _children were
confirmed by the-evidence of daily-events.

The advent of planned deprivation and segrega-
tion of black school children, however, Lntrodnced
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a much different course of events. Severely re-
stricted opportunities were matched by the im-
position of caste schooling which prepared black
children to perform menial jobs for the most part.
Doctrines of racial inferiority took their toll as
black children were taught to regard themselves as
less deserving of opportunities to grow and to
learn. Inferiority was the preachment of the
dominant white community but its effectiveness
varied.

In Mississippi, early in the present century, the
Mckthsters lived in and around Vicksburg. One of
the daughters recalled her family, 70 years later:

They performed the miracle: They Msulated me. But I
was not overprotected, I was never subject to great
disillusionment when I left that close-knit community.
When later we learned that Negroes weren't expected to
do anything, or accomplish anything, we knew deep down
that we could do it all. We had been carefully prepared.2

She later became the first black woman in the
United States to earn an academic doctorate and
spent nearly a half-century teaching in black
colleges.

Richard Wright grew up in Mississippi around
the same time. His experiences as a black child
were far harsher dm those of the McAllister
children. He wondered how other black youth
seemingly came to accept the restricted life
chances that were their lot: I began to marvel at
how smoothly the black boys acted out the roles
that the white race had mapped out for
them ... Although they lived in an America where
in theory there existed equality of opportunity,
they knew unerringly what to aspire to and what
not to aspire to."i Whether out of prudence or
conviction, it was in either event safer for Missis-
sippi blacks to moderate their aspirations. Yet,
Wright refused for long to do this. Somewhat in
the manner of Douglass, Wright speculated: "What
was it that made me conscious of possibilities?
From where in this southern thirkness had I caught
a sense of freedom? ... How dare I consider my
feelings .,superior to the gross environment that
sought to claim mer4

Only human beings can hope or despair. All
children face a life challenge of shaping a future
for themselves. The degree to which they can lay
hold of the future depends on the shape of their
present world. This includes not only their ihner-
most strivings, but also the character of family,
community, and national forces. For black
children, these latter forces are complicated by the

profound racist character of American institutions,
including education.

The achievements of Douglass, McAllister, and
Wright cmnot be understood without close- atten
tion being paid their social circumstances. This is
even truer of countless anonymous black persons.
Most astonishing perhaps is the fact that even
adversities so serious as slavery did not transform
the oppressed into nonhuman work machines.
"... No word that I had ever heard fall from the
lips of southern white men,- wrote Wright de-

-fiantly, "had ever made me really doubt the worth
of my own humanity ... "5 To endure oppression
required more thm remaining alive; it also chal-
lenged the capacity of the oppressed to maintain
their own individuality and self-respect.6

Black aspirations and achievement thrived most
when blacks played a major role in ridthng
themselves of oppressive social practices. The two
pedods of greatest black achieVement in American
education were also the times of heightened black
self-consciousness and organized politicg social
action. These were the Reconstruction period
following the Civil War and the present. Both
times saw a black-led movement initiate raforms in
Americm national life that i.ruced educational
institutions to share, however reluctantiY, in
reallocation of educational opportunl5,,:.
impact of these events upon the 2t,;:i:OL.;,.:; ami
self-concepts of black children was ia not%-!.3-?_

Social science researchers, how-, brivo al but
ignored the influence of such bro..'; ,-,f,Ctors
black or any other children. Vatw researchers
conduct cm:11,1r Aucties of contrasts between black
and white acluevement and aspirations which are
presumed to operate in a narrow v, odd of isolated
elements such as parental occupation, hue of skin,
age of children, and the like. Reference is rarely
made to the enveloping social system and its role
in determining achievement and aspirations. As
Welsing writes: "... White supremacy
mean [s) . that whites will function in a superior
way as compared to all non-whites ... A racist
social system ... must, for its maintenance,
produce differential levels of functioning for
whites and for non-whites."7 This insight suggests
the active role of schools in reproducing racism.
Few researchers have followed the lead.

The significmce of race is frequently miscon-
ceived hi social science research on aspirs 1-ms and
self-concept. Edwards contends that r., ...schen
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employ a model of black people that is hardly
more than a common stereotype. Research find-
ings that contradict the stereotype are ignored "in
a process of selective perception caused mainly by
racist cultural biases-2'8 Similarly, Jackson as-
serts that "most Americans rarely conceptualize
black& But they know the black."9 hi this
manner, social-psychological characterizations of
blacks are made with exceedingly slender evidence,
on the assumption that all blacks are basically the
same. At other times, interpretations of black
behavior are made through gratuitous assumptions
by the researchers. Thus, in one of the best studies
of its kind, Rosenberg and' Simmons held that
black children growing up in segregated conditions
were basicay unaware of the low status of blacks
in the community at large; accordingly, their
self-esteemwhich was found to be highwas said
to rest on a miseonception.10 Buck objects to this
reasoning and offers an alternate explanation of
high self-esteem of black youngsters under segrega.
lion. She proposes that young blacks are quite
aware of their low soci0 status. Their parents or
other significant persons, however, make efforts to
counter the effect of such awareness by propping
up the self-respect of the young people. Buck
suggests that "black parents are forced to over-
indoctrinate their children with ideas of self-
confidence and self-worth which results in their
children being able to articulate the responses
suggesting high self-esteem.. ."11 Such an ap-
proach seems preferable to that of Rosenberg and
Simmons for it seems more rooted in the actuali-
ties of black family life. In addition, it pays young
people the compliment of acknowledging their
sensitivity to segregation, one of the most prc:
found forces in their life.

Since the early 1960's there has been a great
hicrease in the number of studies of self-concept.
Many of these studies are weak. As Christmas
observes:12

In general, they contain unclear terms and poorly
defined concepts. Constructs such as self-esteem, self-
regard, and self-attitudes are used as if synonymous with
each other and with sdf.concept. Selected inclusively
rather than exclusively, they seflect a range of ideas often
incompletely interrelated and lacking in theoretical
.formulation.12

Wylie, who in 1961 wrote the leading evaluation
of self-concept studies, reviewed the situation in

1974. Her criticisms were consistent with those of
Christmas. Among other shortcomings, the
stressed that most studies were "one-shot affairs",
often using a test drawn up by the researcher for
the occasion add never used again. Wylie even
questioned the validity of the most frequently
used self-concept tests,13

Despite these criticisms, it would be rash to
reject existing research on methodological grounds
alone. The majority of such criticisms are them-
selves subject to the fault of insularity. That is,
they assume that reliable knowledge of self-
concept can emerge from investigations based
solely on psychological methods. Unfortunately,
even the finest honed tools of psychology ignore
vast areas of human action. This includes consider.
ations of history and social structure, for example.
At this point the best course is to use available
psychological tools and -check out" the findings
against insights provided by historical and sociolo-
gical research.

A generation ago, the subject of black self-
concept was all but unacknowledged. Since the
rise of the civil rights movement arid the world-
wide drive for universal human rights, interest Ln
the subject has grown rapidly. The new interest is
as much political as psychological. While the
varieties of politics seem endless, certain central
themes have emerged. None seems more significant
then those found in the writings of Frurtz Fanon,
black psychiatrist from Martinique who ended his
days serving the Algerian revolution for indepen-
dence from France.

Fanon advocated "nothing short of the libera-
tion of the man of color from himself...214 He
fought any tendency to regard a person's skin
colorblack or whiteas a flaw. Racial oppression
of blacks, he contended, did not result from the
mere fact that they lived among whites. Rather,
the so-called Negro problem resolved itself into a
problem of blacks -exploited, enslaved, despised
by a colonialist, capitalist society that is only
accidentally white."15 It was not the whiteness of
white society that resulted in oppression but
rather the dynamics of that society. Implicitly,
held Fanon, a black society constructed along the
same lines would also produce oppression of
blacks.

Fanon was aggrieved by the fate of black
children in a racially oppressive society. The thild
from its earliest years was turned into an inferior,
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yearning to be white, "A normal Negro child,
having grown up within a normal family," declared
Fanon, "will become abnormal on the slightest
contact with the white world."16 lie saw the

elementary schnols as prime places for the iena-
tion of black children from themselves. He
proposed a concrete remedy:

... I should lllce nothing more nor less than the
establishment of children's magazines especially for
Negroes, the creation of songs for Negro children, and,
ultimately, the publication of history texts especially for
them, at least through the grammar school grades. For,
until there is evidence to the contrary, I believe that if
there is a traumatism, it occurs during those years.°

MOre generally, he defended the right of black
people to be black. But this status was regarded as
part of a universal right to be human. As Fanon
phrased it: I have one right alone: That of
demanding human behavior from the other."18

In recent years, Fanon's themes have concerned
increasing numbers of researchers. While he him-
self regarded the social revolutionary aspect of his
thought as inclispensable, most researchers have
separated this aspect from the rest of his writings.
More attention is being paid to the impact of
racism on the black child's self-concept, the
development of racial self-acceptance, the organi-
zation of black studies in one form or another, and
tensions between black consciousness and the
universality of human rights. The title of Fanon's
first book was Black Skin, White Masks. It might
also be a good description of recent empiric:
research in the area of black self-concept.

ASPIRATIONS
In 1963, the Ausubels reported that research

indicated Negro youths had low academie and
vocational aspirations resulting from their de-
pressed social and personal condition.19 Some 4
years later, Coleman noted evidence of "a peculiar
and ill-understood phenomenon that appears to
characterize many Negroes, adults and youth; a
high, unreistic, idealized aspiration, relatively
unconnected to those actions that ordinarily lead
to achievement of a goal."20 It would be difficult
to imagine a highly motivated student who also
had minimal aspirations for a better future. This is
not to say, however, that past failures of black
youth to achieve reflects low aspirations.

In the past, what appeared to be low aspirations
by Negro youth sometimes turned out to be quite
something else. As Logan reported in 1933:

In the Boston public school system a few white
teachers, who hardly act on their own initiative, are
becoming increasingly bolder in their efforts to discourage
colored students from going to the college preparatory
high schools and to white colleges. In one school, a
separate assembly of colored students was ordered for the
purpose of extolling to them the virtues of manual
training and of colored sehools.21

Boston was not unusual in this regard.
Instead of asking: -Do black youth aspire high

enough?" it might be more relevant to in-
quire: "Do high-aspiring black youth find avenues
open that permit high achievement?" Epps, who
has researched high aspirations extensively, charac-
terizes them as possibly transitory or fantasy-like.
On the other hand, actud opportunities to attain
or achieve are more stable and consequential. In
studying aspirations, attention must be paid to the
actual availability of various employments. The
search for psychological predispositions of achieve-
ment has probably been overdone.

In two separate studies by Ogbu and Turner
(see chapter 5, pages 68-69) vocational aspiration
thMking of black children was observed as dom-
inated by the actual distribution of occupations
rather than by the character of occupation atti-
tudes learned in the home. In a large-scale study of
5,000 poor American funilies Morgan and associ-
ates found, for example, that "the chances of a
white family being persistently poor are very small
if the head has a high school education, but this is
not true for a black family."22 The researchers
reported "We have not been able to find much
evidence that people's attitudes or behavior pat-
terns affect the trends in their well-being."23 In
Riverside, Calif., a long-term study by Miller
concluded that "the beneficial scholastic effects of
desegregation are more likely to stem from situ-
ational and social characteristics of the educational
setting thm from personality changes that might
ensue from integration."24

Income and occupational trends over the
1960's were beneficial to blacks. In Brirnmer's
summary, developments during the decade showed
that "younger blacks are maldng substantial pro-
gress in achieving secondary and higher education,
and this increased education is yielding higher
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incomes both absolutely md relative to whites."2
The narrowing of black-white educational dif-
ferences helped rectify somewhat the distribu4n
of jobs between the races. Blacks who complete4 4
years of college were the greatest gainers; inde#d,
by the end of the 1960's they could be said tope
"overrepresented" Ln the professions.26 This .tin-
doubted progress obscured persistent poverty
among blacks in the central cities. During the
1960's, unemployment among black teenagers
averaged more than 21.3 percent.27 Young men
and women in urban areas received little relief
from government or private agencies.28 Mean-
while, thousands of black students in the cities
were enrolled in "general" high school curriculums
which one critic cOed "the main dumping
ground .. . which does not prepare its graduates
either for work or college .. ."29 The principal of
a black high school in Memphis declared: "They
have diplomas, but no jobs."30

STUDIES OF BLACK ASPIRATIONS

Even before the 1960's, some studies reported
higher vocational and/or educational aspirations
among Negro than among white youth.31 In 1952,
Boyd's study of Portland, Oreg., matched White
and Negro students by socioeconomic status and
IQ and found Nego children to have the higher
aspirations; the sit!ation ha Portland was un-
changed some 12 years later.32

Dining the early 1950's, Goff studied voca-
tional aspirations of Negro youths in Durham,
N.C. They ranged in age from 6 to 8 years and 12

4ito 14 years. She found that 'feelings of C.onfl-
dence are expressed more often than not, positive
attitudes of competence exist more frequently
than negative ones, ambitions are directed toward
occupations which yield substantial economic re-
turns, success in area of performance are most
often expected, and wishes generally are in terms
of further self-enhancement."33 Their personW
experience of ego-deflation had not led them to
doubt their own personal capacity to advance
economically and socially. On the other hand,
among the children of families in the upper
income level of the sample, boys were less opti-
mistic about their chances. Goff explained the
greater realism by noting that among boys "there
is more movement and mingling outside the home
and class-room with greater opportunity for sharp

person-to-person comparisons and increased aware-
ness of group standards. Outlooks, as a result, are
less hopeful."34

Grier conducted a followup study of the 1956
graduates of all-Negro Dunbar high school in
Washington, D.C. The school was' known then as
one of the best of its kind in the country. At
graduation, a large majority of the students said
they wanted to enter a profession. In 1961,
however, only one-fourth still held to this aspira-
tion. Only 7 of the 46 Dunbar graduates had
earned a bachelor's degree, but 71 in all had
entered college. Grier comments on one aspect of
the outcome: "Since the home environment itself
offered little in the way of useful career advice, it
is possible that the aid offered by the school was
inadequate to the unusually stringent demands
upon it."35

Nam, Rhodes, and Herriott analyzed data from
the decennial censuses as well as later data
collected by the Bureau of the Census relating to
unequal education0 opportunities. Some of their
fmdings relevant to aspirations follow:

Among white-conar families, Negoes are far more
likely [than whites] to plan on going to college; among
lower-status families, the racial difference is small and
favors Negroes ... There is a tendency for Negro students
to plan for a higher level of education than their mothers
expect them to attain (especially in lower status families).
The study reveals a large discrepancy between the
emollment status and the plans of students in the
low-income and non.white collar groups of the central
citiesparticularly for Negroes. The majority of the
students in these groups say they plan to go to college,
yet it is just these groups that have the hkghest rates of
nonenrollment. 35

The researchers did not restrict these generaliza-
tions to any special section of the country.

Since 1960, a number of more or less con-
trolled studies have been made of Negro-white
differences in aspiration, both under conditions of
school segregation and desegregation.

Blake studied level of aspiration in a suburban
area near a large rridwestern city.37 He matched
three groups of students on socioeconomic status,
IQ, and and achievement:

Group W: 59 white students from integrated
high schools

Group NI: 59 Negro students -from integrated
high schools

Group NS: 59 Negro students from segregated
high schools.
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In the integrated schools, Negroes were a minority
but the schools were not transitional to Negro.
The school administrators were reputedly fair to
Negro children.

Blake set out to test four hypotheses:38

.1. On average, Negro pupils will have higher
levels of aspiration than those of their white
counterparts hi the mixed school situation.
2. There will be greater variability in the
aspirations of the minority group in the sege-
gated school system than in the mixed school
system.
3. The Negro pupils in the, miud school
sample will show a higher average level of
aspiration than the Negroes in segregated school
samples.
4. The average aspiration will be approximately
the same for whites and Negroes in the inte-
grated school group, but there will be greater
variability in the segregated Negro group. _

Nego students in integrated schools set higher
aspirational levels than their white fellow students.
The first hypothesis was thus supported. The
second hypothesis was rejected. Negro students in
the segregated schools did not set a wider range of
aspirational levels than both other groups; they set
fewer low aspirational levels than either Negroes or
whites in integrated schools. The third hypothesis
was also rejected. Negroes in the integrated schools
failed to set higher average aspirational levels than
Negroes in segregated schools. Finally, the fourth
hypothesis was rejected inasmuch as segregated
Negro students had higher average levels of aspira-
tion than did whites in integrated schools_ The
segregated Negro students were the highest aspir-
ing of a three groups.

Blake interprets the Itigh aspirations of segre-
gated Negroes as a defensive measure whereby the
student attempts to maintain his self-esteem. To
set a low goal might he interpreted by others as an
admission of lower self-esteem. It is not desegrega-
tion but segregation, in Blake's opirdon, that
threatens the 72gro's self-esteem: "The more
rigidly segregated total environment is much more
constantly devaluing to the Negro."39 Blake re-
jects an alternative explanation which holds that
because the segregated school is a protective
environment against the harsh reality of discrimi-
nation, _Negro children find it -safer to set high

goals with or without expecting to attain
them ."40

Be that as it may, two points should be kept in
mind. One, that integrated Negro students of like
intelligence, socioeconomic status, and achieve-
ment set higher aspirational levels than did their
white counterparts. Two, despite the matching,
the segregated Negro children responded de-
fensively. They were not able to accept themselves
as realistically as did the integrated Negro
students.

In 1960 Wilson studied the social aspects of
aspirations in the public schools of Berkeley,
Calif.') I He had three aims: ". .. To determine the
extent of the differences in social composition
between the elementaq schools, to confirm the
elationship between familial backsround and

academic ahievement and aspirations, but, particu-
larly, to investigate how the differing school
milieux nught modify this relationship."42

Wilson found, as expected, that children of
higher social status achieved more than chIldren of
a lower status. More interestingly, he also found
that children from roughly similar social back-
grounds achieved across a wide range. A key to these
discrepancies turned out to be what might be
called the social geography of the Berkeley
schools: families of the highest social status were
concentrated in the Hills; of the next highest, in
the Foothills, and of the lowest, in the Flats. At
the same time, each geographical area also con-
tained some .families of every social group. In
speaking of academic achievement, Wilson re-
ports: "The chAdren of professionals in the Foot-
hills attained a poorer average than their compeers
in the Hills; the children of manual workers in the
Foothills, Omost equalling the white-collar group .

in the same schools, were far superior to those in
.the Flats.-4 3

Academic achievement was found to depend
not on broad social status affiliation but on the
social climate of the school. Children of the same
social background achieved more if they attended
a higher status school. 'Ms held for children of
every sociaLstatus. At the same time, Wilson
discovered that teachers tended to allocate school
marks according to social class criteria. In lower
status schoolswhere lower academic standards
prevailedchildren of high status received as many
A's and B's as their social counterparts in upper
status schools.
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When it comes to aspirations, accordhig to
-Wilson, social status factors do not operate in so
clear-cut a manner. In fact, "more Negroes in the
Flats, where they are a majodty, have high
aspirations, than in the Foothills, where they are a
minority."'" School children, however, tend to
adopt the aspirations of their peers. In the Flats,
each chgd has much more contact with other
chAdren who do not aspire to college. The
non-college aspirants make up a very cohesive
group. "Relatively, then, terminal students are the
social leaders in the lower socioeconomic strata.
They gain social support from their peers, and, in
turn, set the pace. for them, without adopting the
standards of success prevalent in the wider com-
munity of adults.-45 In the Hills more children
are isolates whose very isolation protects their high
aspirations from the corrosive effect of low
achievers.

Wilson views the segregation of Negroes in
Berkeley schools from the standpoint of con-
structive group functioning. The presence of high
aspirations among lower class Negroes dem-
onstrates "that a segregated social minority can
generate and maintatn higher hopes than when
integrated. It can develop its indigenous leader-
ship, and is not demoralized by conttnuous tokens
of their imposed inferiority."'" Clearly, a funda-
mental conflict exists between Blake's and
Wilson's interpretations of the psychological con-
tent of segregation. Blake regarded segregation as
"constantly devaluing to the Nego" whereas
Wilson states that segregation prevents demoraliza-
tion of the segregated. A crucial question remains:
Is the sense of "imposed inferiority" more intense
under segregation tban under integration? The
weight of the evidence presented in the remainder
of this chapter probably uspports the view that
segregation is more destructive.

Geis's] studied Negro and white aspirations in
Nashville, Tenn.47 He compared 1,245 wldte with
777 Negro students in 7th, 8th and 12th grades.
While white students had a significantly higher
mean IQ score (108.2 vs. 89.7), Negro vocational
and educational goals were significantly higher.48
Geisel obsenred that significant differences be-
tween Negroes and whites existed not only in IQ
and aspiration scores, but also with respect to
"participation patterns, attitudes, and self- and
life-concept dnnensions for both upper and lower

--2socioeconomic status groups."4 9

Extracurricular school activities were distinctly
white specialties. However, Negro students were
highly active in the Negro community. (It should
be recalled that Nashville in this period was a
leading center of southern civil rights activity.) As
Geisel put it: "The school is a status symbol but
the outside activities are where Negroes can enjoy
life."50

Within the school itself, the teacher plays a
most important role for the Negro child:

The teacher for the white child is blely to be simply
an instrumental agent of the schooL For the Negro child
she also represents a status position and a respected social
role The Negro child who feels he is important in the
eyes of the teacher is optimistic about the future and also
thinks that education is very important. This pattern is
much less pronounced for white youth.51

By inference, the significantly higher self-concept
scores registered by Negroes might will reflect this
more personal meardng of school and especially of

the teacher.
The values of the Negro subcommunity are

reflected in vocational choices of Negro youth.
About hal of the Negro students said they wanted
to becpme teachers, physicians, lawyers, social

workers, ministers, morticians, and nurses.52
These are vocations that can be practiced directly
within the Negro community. A recent study
seemed to counter Geisel's finding about concen-
tration in "Negro" careers as a southern phenome-
non.5 3 Btridman, in his study of Negro students at
the University of Illinois, found the same more or
less true in the North: "(1) Negro students are
occupationally oriented in selecting their colleges
and courses of study, and (2) Negro students select
careers in which they can be reasonably certain of
finding remunerative employment.."54

Yet, the pPrrhological threat of the white
commurdty takes its toll, especially as evidenced
by responses by 12th grade students in Geisel's
sample. By that time, Negro-white differences in
educational aspirations have largely disappeared.
Tests on students' perception of realities that
might block their future show the greatest sensi-
tivity "in 12th grade where contactand potential
competition with 41thites in the occupationi world
is irmrdnent."55 Realism marks the choice of
fields of vocational concentration as it registers the
apprehensiveness felt by the soon-to-be graduate.
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Over a period of one year, P.S. 198 in
Manhattan, a six-grade school, was desegregated.
The_ student body was divided: one-half Puerto
Rican, one-third Negro, and one-sixth other.
Children were tested in October 1960 and June
1961.56 Their vocational aspirations were found
to vary with the social composition of the class-
room. Without exception, among children repre-
senting an ethnic minority in a classroom, fewer
chose a professional or semiprofessional occupa-
tion. The tendency away from such aspfrations
was strongest among Negroes and weakest among
white non-Puerto Ricans. In addition, both Negro
and Puerto Rican students were more expressive in
classes in which they were a minority. White
non-Fuerto Ricans showed the opposite tendency.

Powell studied the aspirations of talented Negro
youth in the segregated schools of Alabama.57 His
sample was 100 I 1th and 12th grade students who
scored very high on the California Test of Mental
Maturity: above the 85th percentile on the
national norm and between the 93rd and 99th
percentiles on the Alabama statewide norm.
Nearly 40 of the 100 did not plan to attend
college. As several of them explained to Powell: "I
don't have the money to attend college and If I
did attend all I could do would be to teach school
or carry raill."59 Of the 61 planning to attend
college, 46 preferred to attend a desegregated
college; all but four would select such a college
outside the South. (Dita were collected during
1959; several years after, probably even more of
the students would have considered desegregated
colleges.)

Three factors influenced a student's decision to
seek a college education: (1) college attendance
.by a sibling; .(2) the presence of a counselor in the
high school; and (3) strong maternal approval. The
decision was not dependent on the father's occu-
pation or income.

Vocational aspirations were heavily in the
direction of teaching: 58 percent of the boys and
41 percent of the girls." Nearly three quarters of
the boys not planning to go to college wanted to
learn a skilled trade.6

Gist and Bennett investigated aspirations in
four Kansas City high schools; 412 Negro students
were compared with 461 white students.62 When
IQ and socioeconomic status were held constant,
no significant differences existed in either occupa-
tional or educational aspiration. Geisel had found
significant differences between Negro and white

and declared: ".. We have rediscovered subcul-
ture."63 Gist and Bennett, however, declared
flatly: "...This study seems to add to the
growing evidence that there is no such thing as a
Negro subculture when general attitudes toward
occupations or education are the focus of atten-
tion."64 Part of the difference between these two
conclusions may lie with the degree that socio-

-economic influences were controlled. Gist and
Bennett claim only to have "crudely con-
trolled"65 such influences while Geisel states that
his Negro and white subjects "are obviously not
truly comparable."66 The difference may also be
explanied by the fact that two Negro populations
were studied.

Gottlieb studied Negro-white differences in
aspirations and fulfillment in seven high schools.67
His sample Was divided into four categories:

1. All students in two all-Negro high schools in
the South.

2. M students in two aLl-white hie' schools in
the South.

3. A 25 percent sample of Negro and white
students in a northern interracial high
school.

4. A 25 percent sample of students in an
all.Negro high school in the North.

Negroes had higher college-going aspirations,
and Negroes from southern segregated schools had
higher aspirations than Negroes in the interracie
northern school. Expectations diverged from
aspirations; the two were less discrepant among
southern Negro students, more discrepant among
Negroes in interracial schools.

Gottlieb then probed the relationship between
goal fulfillment and teachers. It was hypothesized
that student-teacher involvement would be at its
peak "where the student perceived goal consensus
and an ability as well as &sire on the part of the
teacher in the goal-attainment process:"68

While students tended to believe that they and'.
their teachers shared common goals, this tendency
was strengthened as social class of student rose.
Negroes, however, tended to see a discrepancy
between Cleft goals and those held by teachers. No
racial difference existed in students' assessment of
their teachers' ability to help students attain their
goals. With respect to teachers' desire to help,
however, an . important difference ex-
isted: "...Lower socioeconomic youth and
especially Negro youth are least likely to perceive
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the teacher as someone with a desire to facilitate
goal attainment."69 Gottlieb speculated: "It
seems quite likely that Negro students are more
apt to see Negro as opposed to white teachers as
understanding their goals and as having a desire to
help the student attain goals.70 In segregated
classrooms Negro students may find discussion of
Negro problems easier than in interracial class-
rooms.

Gottlieb draws a sharp distinction between an
integrated and a merely interracial school. In the
former, children 'of all backgrounds are repre-
sented through the social system of the school. In

the latter, children of different backgrounds co.
exist. In interracial schools, according to the
findings of Project Talent, Negro youths achieve at
higher levels than in segregated schools. On the
other hand, the same data reveal that "incidents of
school dropout, absenteeism, and delinquency are
less likely. . .. to occur in all-Negro schools within

the South."7 I While Gottlieb concludes that
segregated schools are inferior to genuinely inte-

grated schools, he also holds that in some respects
the sOuthern segregated school is inferior to the
merely interracial school.

Brown studied aspirations in rural central
Florida.72 The subjects were 41 'matched pairs of
Negro and white sixth graders. Negro children
revealed significantly higher vocational aspirations.
The children as a whole aspired to higher occupa-
tions than those of their fathers; this was

especially true of Negro children,
Aspirations among Negro and white boys in the

Boston area were studied by Meeks.73 He corn-
pared the following groups:

Group A

Group B

Group C

Group D

20 lower class Nego boys from
Roxbury
18 lower middle class white boys
from South Boston
18 middle class Negro boys from
Roxbui-y
20 middle class white boys from
upper middle class private schools
in Boston area .

kspiration levels were ascertdned by student
performance on an experimental mechanical test-
ing device. Meeks had expected to fmd lower class

boys with higher aspirations; the reverse occurred.
He predicted Negro boys would have lower aspira-
tions than whites; he found there was no signifi-

cant difference. On the other hand, he
observedas he had predictedthat "lower class
Negroes will have aspirations which are

significantly lower than any other race-class
combination."74 He also predicted with success
that "lower class Nego subjects will have signifi-
cantly lower aspirations with Negro experimenters
than with white experimenters .. ."7 5

In a real sense, Meeks' study does not belong
here as it did not take place in an actual school
setting; it was designed and conducted as a typical
psychological laboratory experiment. Its con-
clusions 'lifer sharply with virtually all others in
one respect: Meeks fans to fmd Negro aspirations
higher than white aspirations_ Unfortunately, the
research report contains no acknowledgment of
the exceptional nature -of this finding. The con-
trols over social class were not strong in this study,
thus highlighting the role of class. In addition,
Meeks' theoretical orientation is psychoanalytical.
This leads him to conceive of the lower class Negro
as an objectively defeated person who is unable to
make the standards of the society's ego ideali.e.,
the white manhis own. The lower class Negro is
thus regarded as a man without a father. "The
defeated attitude with which they
[lower class Negroes] approach goal-setting is a
result of the ego's yielding to environmental
realities and repressing the standards of the ego
ideal. They fantasy 'rescue' by neither the socially
impotent real father nor the abstract, hostile white
model."76 This explanation suffers from one
central failing: It is contradicted by most conse-
quential studies in the field.

Sain studied vocational aspirations among 258
'students in a Detroit ghetto school." Occupa-
tional preferences and the expectations for the
130 boys follow, for the three top ranking careers.

Caree r Preference Expectation
percent percent

Engineer 23.8 17.7

Physician 9.2 6.2
Teacher 69 6.2

The scholastic average of the students in this

school can be judged from the scores on a standard
achievement test battery taken by 317 students in'

grade 10B. On vocabulary, the mean score was
more than 2 years below grade level, and for
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readirig comprehension only a little less than 2
years wider. Sain adds that l'-many students scored
on approximately a 4.0 to 5.9 'grade level in
certain sections of the test."79

odell directed a large 4scale survey of the
Philadelphia public schools.80 One part of the
report traced the city's 1961 high school graduates
and enabled a check to be made upon the high
educational aspirations of lower ranked Negro
students. Here is a compilation by percent showtng
lower ranked Negro and white boys who graduated
in 1961, and where they went after graduation:81

Went to Other Armed
1.Q. level group college school forces

White boys percent percent percent
3rd quarter 13 7 16
4th quarter 3 3 6

Negro boys
3rd quartet 32 28
4th quarter 8 5 23

Forty of every 100 Negro graduates in the lower
half of the class, by IQ level, actually entered
college; the corresponding figure for whites with
equivalent IQ scores was 16. This would indicate a
greater realism behind high aspirations than might
appear at first gance.

St. John studied the relationship of segegation
and aspirations.82 She hypothesized that "the
greater the average percent Negro of schools
attended in elementary grades one through nine,
the lower the educational aspirations of Negro
high school students."83 The findings, however,
did not support the hypothesis.

Goldberg and Cowan, in probing certain fantasy
behavior related to the acidevement role of the

. Negro male, found that Nego college girls
oriented to matriarchy were able to conceive of
the Negro male as a potential achiever.84 .This
view was expressed in the course of the projective
Thematic Apperception Tests (TAT),

... Although the Negro male may be culturally
devOuated,- observe the researchers, "in fantasy
he is seen as striving toward achievementrelated
goals."85 Perhaps, they conclude, this indicates a
changjng conception of the role of the Negro male.

Crarner,ThoWerman, and Campbell studied edu-
cational aspirations of southern Nego high school
students.86 Their sample covered Alabama,
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Mississippi, North Carolina, and Virginia. Over
10,000 Negro adolescents completed question.
naires, including followup studies; the period
covered was November 1963January 1965. None
of the students, apparently, was enrolled in a
desegregated school. As Wilson had found in
Berkeley, so the -Cramer group also
reported: "...Those with low socioeconomic
status may defmitely benefit from being in a
school environment where college-going is more or
less the normal expectation."87 This was true of
the Nego students as well as a white control
group.

Huson and Schiltz examined the vocational
records of Negro college graduates from
Louisina.88 Nego students came from Dillard,
Gramblfrig, Southern, and Xavier universities.
White control students were from Louisiana Poly-
technical Institute, Northwestern State University
of Louisiana, and Tulane University. The major
fmdings of the study were:

1. Negoes are unemployed for longer than
whites.

2. Negroes start at lower salaries than whites.
3. Negoes are further -behind whites in salary

after 15 months of work than they were at
the start.

4. All but a few Negroes work in substantially
Negro environments.89

More than half the male Negro gaduates became
teachers, the occupation to which the afore-
mentioned findings applied with the greatest force.

Fichter conducted three studies of a national
sample of Negro college gaduates."

"Lower income Negroes," according tosFichter,
"demonstrate an amazing tenacity Ln striving for
schooling ..."91 Although they had associated
very little with college-oriented people before
coming to college, Negro students nonetheless
seemed to have an especially strong determination
to get tluough college. Compared with white
graduates, "the Negroes plan earlier, decide
sooner, and are more strongly committed to thek
career choice."92 Most enter the field of educa.
tion. Extremely few prepare for business careers
which they regard as the single most racially
restricted field.93
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Fichter, observing a certain self-confidence
among the graduates of southern colleges, ex-
plained their mood this way:

This Negro college graduate personally knows large
numbers of Negroes who "didn't make it," perhaps he has
dose relatives who were "left behind" in the struggle for
higher education. There Is a shorter intergenerationA
distance between the father who did not finish grade
school and who is a laborer, and the son who fmishes
college to be a professional. More so than the white
student, therefore, he has a feeling of accomplishment
and of confidence in his own proved ability. The fact is
that he has overcome odds, he has fought thiough
successfully, and his self-image may not be quite so
unreatislie as it first appears to be.94'

Another facet of this activist and expansive ori-
entation is the same Negro college student's
participation in civil rights activities. Fichter found
that Negro college students were seven times
likelier to participate in campus civil rights activi-
ties than were whites.95

Krystall, Chester, and White made an intensive
public opinion 'study of the Nego community in
Montgomery, Ma.96 During June, July, and
November 1966, interviewers probed attitudes
related to desegregation. The researchers found
that "approximately 68 percent of the parents felt
that the least amount of education thefr children
needed was a college degree. Almost all parents
felt sure their children would get it."97 Only one
out of five black parents seriously considered
sending a child to an all-white school.98 At the
same time, 7 out of 10 approved the principle of
Negro and white youngsters attending the same
schools.99

Smith and colleagues explored various aspects
of Mtegration in the Detroit area.10° Samples of
Negro and white parents in Wayne, Oakland, and
Macomb counties were queried on aspirations for
their children. Here is how they responded:101

Mpirations by
occupational field

Responses of parents
White Negro

percent percent

ProfessionO, technical,
and kindred 72 '67

Other white collar 12 13

Skilled blue collar 6 5

Unskilled blue collar 2

Miscellaneous 6 11

know and not
available 3 2

383 92

The researchers then ascertained parental percep-
tions of their children's chances of attaining widte
collar or blue collar occupations:102

Negro White

Achievement White Blue White Blue

likelihood collar collar collar collar
percent percent percent percent

Very good 47 46 62 47
Fairly good 53 41 28 40
Not so good 0 5 3 6

Poor 0 1 0 1

Other 0 7 7 6

15 76 156 224

Smith and his colleague explain that Negro parents
expect these rather high aspirations to materialize
through an effective school system. Indeed,
Negroes expressed very high support for the
schools, exceeding by far the support expressed by
various groups of white adults.' 03

Recent studies of aspiration among elementary
'school Negro children

The Franks' study of Harrisburg, Pa., discussed
previously, found no significant aspirational differ-
ences between successful and unsucCessful Negro
learners in the sixth grade.' 04

Alam studied Negro and white youths in three
rural east central Texas counties. Nego youths felt
they would meet with less economic opportunity
but did not as a consequence lower their occupa-
tional expectations.105 Proportionately, Negoes
were overrepresented at both the high and low
ends of the scale of occupations chosen. "For both
races," noted Mam, "no significant relationship
was obtained between their perception of oppor-
tunity and occupations they expect to attain."106

Rodman and Voydanoff, studying 255 Negro
children in a Detroit, Mich., preschool and kinder-
gaiten, found parents' aspirations for their
children ranged widely. The spread was broader
for lower class parents than for middle class
parents; indeed, the higher the social class, the
narrower the span of aspirations. The researchers
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advise that to promote social mobility, the lower
class parents must become convinced of the
practicality of aspirations; it was not necessary to
convince them of the desirability of high aspira-
tions for their children.107

Veroff and Pee le at the University of Michigan
studied some of the consequences of closing a
predominantly Negro elementary school and trans-
ferring its students to six racially mixed schools.
Then these transferred children were compared-
with a similar group who attended a predomi-
nantly Negro school. After a year of desegregation,
the transferred Negro children had acqufred "con7
sistently higher autonomous achievement motiva-
tion scores" than Negro boys who remairied in the
black school.108 Desegregation seemed to have
moderated the "unreZstically high aspirations of
the Negro boys . .7109 while at the same time
givmg rise to a greater self-confidence. The re-
searchers declare:

To guard agahist defensive overaspiradon in children a
desegregation program has to juggle two paradoxical
factors. It first must avoid placins Negro or white children
in positions hi schools that make them feel a salient
"minority" status. It must also provide contact with
children whose backpound represents a higher status than
their own. All of this suggests the desirability of a school
desegregation program that promotes a thorough inter-
ruining of children of different races and socisl cbsses.110

A point of considerable practical import is
Made by Henderson. He stresses that the need of
lower class Negro boys for enhanced seff-concept
is separate from their need to come to know a
broad range of occupations. Often, successful
Negro practitioners are invited to spelLk to class-
roonis of Negro youths. Henderson observes that
while such events may bolster youthful self-
concept, they wil also limit the range of
occupations for students to consider. As
Henderson explains: ".. Lower class white
students with middle class white role models will
be exposed to considerably more occupational
alternatives than will lower class Negro students
with middle class Negro role models." 11

Recent studies of aspirations among junior high
and high school students

Wylie and Hutchins studied samples of Negro
and white junior high and high school students in
Illinois and Pennsylvania. Over a -6 year period
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they found ...at more Negroes than whites wished
to attend college and were convinced they were
able to do so.112 More of them also report being
encouraged by their parents. In Pinellas County,
Clearwater, Fla., Carwise found that studeli.s at an
all-Negro school had very high educational aspira-
tions. Achievement was more closely related to the
students' own attitudes toward further education
than to those of parents.113

Dung explored the possible interrelations of
occupational choice and social class background or
neighborhood. He studied Negro and white
students in three Indianapolis, Ind., high schools.
He found that occupational aspirations' of white
boys were related not to neighborhood but to the
prestige level_ of their fathers' occupation. For
Negro boys, however, aspirations exceeded the
prestige level of fathers' occupations. Why was tins
so? Dung speculated that the reason lay with the
haegration of the school and the neighborhood in
which the sample Negroes studied and resided.
Re ferring t o the 1816gro students, Durig
explained: "In their strivimg toward emancipation
they compare themselves with members -of the
dominant group. This comparison might motivate
them to emulate the occupational aspirations as
well as the values of the domhiant group. This
motivation is undoubtedly increased among
Negroes in an integrated neighborhood."114 (Most
of the white students in the integrated school
came from white collar families.)

Thorpe studied aspirations for a professional or
technical occupation among high school students
in five North Carolina citiesAsheville, Charlotte,
Fayetteville, Salisbury, and Shelby. Race per se
was found to be of minor iniportance. With social
class controlled, for example, white and Nego
boys had identical aspiration0 levels.115 Boys of
higher social class in both races were better
informed about required formal training for pro-
fessional and technical occupations. _

Negro girls, Thorpe found, were the most
ambitious of all. These tugher strivings were based
on fact rather than fantasy.

Although the matiiachal pattern of Negro famay
structure appears to be rooted in slimly, its perpetuation
may rest in education The 1960 Census revealed that
for all white persons 25 years of age and over who had
completed 4 or more years of college, 39 percent were
women. For Negroes, the figure was 53 percent.116
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Thus, considerably more than fdle aspiration lies
behind the high strivings of Negro girls in this
study.

Cap lin studied self-concept and aspiration of
fourth, Fifth, and sixth gade students in three
schools in a small northern New Jersey city in the
New York City metropolitan area.117 He com-
pared white and Negro children in a de facto
segregated school, a newly desegregated school,
and a school that had been desegregated for a long
time. Both white and Nego children had signifi-
cantly higher aspirations in the newly desegregated
school than in the de facto segregated school.
Cap lin warns that "the school must take positive
action to protect and enhance this thitial
gain."118 Unfortunately, the research did not
establish levels of aspfration of children prior to
their entry into the newly desegregated school.
Consequently, it is altogether possible that the
superiority of these children on aspiration ante-
dated desegregation.

Rhodes examined the effect of a mother's
aspiration for her child upon the child's own
asphation for higher education. He found it to be
the single most important factor and not equalled
by any peer group influence. School climate was
regarded as distfrictly secondary th effect. Low
aspirations by Negro mothers tend to be counter-
vailed in their effect by high aspirations of friends.
While Negroes are less lilcely than whites to be
enrolled in college preparatory curriculumsthe
percentages are 16 and 41 respectivelyif mother
and child have high aspirations for college the
percentages change to 32 and 60.119 "Negroes",
Rhodes concludes, "were less likely to be enrolled
in a college preparatory curriculum. Therefore,
any program to increase Negro attendance at
college should include counseling or direction in
the early years of the secondary school

experience."120 In a supplement to that of
Rhodes' study, Mommsen declared that while
Negoes did not regard education as the only
means of leaving the ghetto, this high valuation of

education is pail of the black kmerican sub-
culture."121 A study by Allen and Robinson in
Logan County, Okla. attests to the fact that high
Negro maternal 'aspirations for children are not
universal. Comparing aspirations of Negro mothers
on Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC) or other welfare programs with those of
nonwelfare mothers, the Langston University re-

searchers reported: "Both groups manifest a low
degree of both interest and influence in their
children's vocational aspirations . .. Many mothers
gave neutral responses on job aspirations such as 'I
would like any job but just so it is a good
job."122

In Dade County, Fla., Curtis studied Vocational
aspirations of Negro students in segregated and
desegegated schools. Students had attended the
desegregated schools for 2 to 3 years. They tended
to state they were preparing for professional,
technical, managerial, clerical, and sales careers.
Students in the segregated school selected mostly
service occupations, machine trades, bench work,
and structurd work.123 Curtis felt that many
poorly prepared students who selected highly
specialized careers were "choosing these jobs Ut an
effort to improve their self-esteem.124

Gurin and associates made two studies of
motivation among Negro college students. In the
rust study, they found that elementmy or high
school teaching was the career choice of 24
percent of the males and 44 percent of the
females. This, as noted in-Fichter's earlier studies,
was a traditional career choice for southern
Negoes especially. Whether a nontraditional
career choice will be made depends in part upon
the student's world outlook. Gurin and Katz cited
an example: "The males who have high self-
confidence about academic success and 'strong
beliefs that they, rather than the exigencies of
fate, can control what happens in their own lives
also aspire to mare prestigeful, demanding, and
nontraditional occupations than do males with
lower generalized expectancies of success."125

But Negro students learn to take the over-
arching fact of racial discriirdnation into account
Ln their career calculations. Clearly, to ack-
nowledge the importance of discrimination is to
recognize a factor beyond one's control. Attention
to discrimination, emphasize the researchers, "may
not imply a sense of powerlessness but rather an
enhanced capacity to cope that comes from being
more reality-oriented about both the obstacles and
opportunities for a Negro in this society."126

Socioeconomic status as such tells little
about these students' aspirations: Grouping all
students from lower status homes, for example,
produces no meaningful pattern. Separating high-
ability and low-ability students from such homes,
however, reveals a stark contrast: aspirations of
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the latter are "severely depressed."127 The hi
ability students are not as heavily penalized by the
absence in their homes of "high-aspirant models"
inasmuch as teachers and other models had proved
adequate substitutes.128

In a second study, Gurin and associates
analyzed the _hrterrelationships between motiva-
tion and what is known. as "internaUxternal
control." This concept describes either those who
accept a personal responsibility, for events, rather,
than blaming or thanking others (internal); 'or
those who tend to see external events and/or
forces as the initiators of action affecting them,
and who tend therefore to place the blame or
credit on others (external). In a middle class
model, internal orientation is usually considered
normal or even healthy, while external orientation
is regarded as dysfunctional for academic achieve-
ment. '

This distinction, contend the researchers, cloaks
more than it reveals when applied to Negro
students. A strictly internal orientation would lead
a Negro student to accept personal blame for
many learning problems directly attributable to
sociAy imposed patterns of rcial discrimination.
In the GurinKatz study, Negro students of high
ability who had an internal orientation were the
same ones who tended to select jobs less tradi-
tional for Negroes. At the same time, they
acknowledged the presence of discrimination as a
limiting factor upon their aspirations. Gurin and
associates in their study distinguish between
personal and collective aspirations. The former
stresses advancement by individual Negoes; the
latter, advancement by Negroes as a whole.
Personal control and racial militancy were nega-
tively related.129 This did not necessarily mean
that racial militants desired to overthrow the
existing system but rather that they wished "to
remove the barriers to Negro mobility within the
system.. 1130 Thus, high Negro aspirations tend
to operate within a collective framework (and are
external) but tend to facilitate individual mobility
(and are Os° internal).

TRENDS IN RESEARCH ON ASPIRA-
TIONS

During the early 1970's, several main lines of
research on aspiration are evident. All are exten-
sions of previous research. Thece include: sense of
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personal control, black-white aspirational dif-
ferences, and desegegation and aspirations.

SENSE OF PERSONAL CONTROL

The most creative and probing of recent studies
in the sense of personal control area was 'done by
Jorgensen, a black researcher. He offered an
alternative to the interpretation put forward Ln the
Coleman Report. Coleman found high sense of
personal (internal) control among blacks .to be
related to higher academic achievement. He ex-
plained the correlation as reflecting the beneficial
effect of white classmates on hlack students. A
predominantly white, middle class milieu pre-
sumably stimulated blacks to geater belief in
themselves and in their future.

Jorgensen rejects this view. His alternative is
based, hi part, on a close study of four southern
and four northern high schools. It also reflects his
own experience as a student Ln a desegregated
school. "My personal experience," he writes,
"was ... that when following desegregation I
found that I was as good or better than the_.best
white students in mathematics, a possibility I had
not foreseen, my sense of personal control in-
creased immediately and dramatically."131 More
broadly, as the myth of white supremacy loosens
its hold on blacks, they are enabled to function
more in accordance with their actual capacity.
(Fanon would wholeheartedly endorse such a
finding.) Jorgensen generalizes:

...Increases hi black students' sense of personal
contzol through desegregation do not come because black
students are influenced by white students' attitudes. They
come from explosion of myths about black-white dif-
ferences. It'is undoubtedly much easier for black students
to huagine beins successful in later life when they have
learned that black and white abilities are roughly
equivale:nt.132

Mother welcome implication of this research is its
view of the school as a potentially active factor
in the student's life.

Jorgensen is not concerned with discovering the
control ideology of black students; that is,
whether they believe that people in general have or
lack the ability to control _events. He wants to
discover how they regard their own chances. (Most
studies deal with the ideological aspect of control.)
Nor does Jorgensen himself adopt an ideological
view of segregation and desegregation. Studying
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aix segregated schools (four in Atlanta, two in
Detroit) and two nonsegregated schools (in
Detroit), Jorgensen did fmd a greater sense of
personal control in the latter two schools. How-
ever, he also found that in the same schools -black
students frequently began to feel very powerless
and impotent in the face of racial oppression such
as degradation or nonappreciation of black
culture, being forced to study racially biased and
inaccurate texts, or having disproportionately
small numbers of black teachers and adrninistra-
tors."133 On balance, although not inevitably so,
beneficial inflrences predominated, according to
Jorgensen.

Three additional studies dealt with control
ideology. White found that attendance of southern
black students in a desegregated high school during
their junior and senior years resulted in a height-
ened sense of internal contro1.134 Buck and
Austrtn conducted a study in St: Louis of 50
matched pairs of black high school students,
divided as adequate and inadequate academic
achievers. The former held more strongly fo an
internal control ideology. Among the inadequate
achievers, the external ideologyi.e.; a belief that
one's own efforts do not count much in the
worldfunctioned as consolation for failure. M
the researchers put it, for these students the
external ideology "represents an effort to cope
with feelings of despair and hopelessness that arise
from their realizing the tinprobability of successful
achievement in the prevaging educational situa-
tion."135 (Incidentally, all students in the Buck-
Austrin study were M the normal ranie of IQ.)
The mothers of the 100 participants held uni-
formly high academic expectations for their
children, regardless of achievement level. Home
conditions were thus of no explanatory value in
distinguishing between the two groups of students.

_
Entwisle and Greenberger studied the relation-

ship of control and achievement but narrowed the
area of control to academic matters rather than
the world at large. Seven schools in Maryland,
containing a total sample of 664 ninth graders of
various ethhic backuounds, were analyzed. Black
students attended four nonsegregated schools
while three schools were predominantly white.
The principal finding of a racial nature was that
"black boys feel themselves responsible for
academic success to a greater depee than do
whites ... and black boys of average or below

average intelligence express feelings of control like
those expressed by high IQ whites."136A Thus,
blacks tended t oward internality. Unlike
Jorgensen, Entwisle and Greenberger did not offer
a theory to explain the dynamics of black intern-
ality.

In another study, Entwisle and Webster ana-
lyzed the effect of adult encouragement- on
achievement expectations of black elementary
school students in the Baltimore area. The re-
searchers set up an experiment whereby black and
white students received encouragement after one
testihg and then were retested. The question was
whether the encouragement 'would raise expecta-
tions for black success both by the white and
black children. One of the three schools involved
had been nonsegregated for a number of years. In
that school, especially, black children showed a
significant increase in self-expectations. They

d acted in line with a view that their ability to
achieve was being strengthened.1360 Entwisle and
Webster suggest that a stable integrated school
encourages a higher self concept by black children
and rhinimized the viewing of race as a disabling
factor in black achievement by either black or
white children.136C

BLACK-WHITE ASPIRATIONAL
DIFFERENCES

The more recent studies tend consistently to
find relative aspiration levels comparable; at times
black children's are higher, at other times, lower.

Cosby studied aspirations of 5,992 10th graders
in 75 Deep South high schools. Overa whites had
the higber aspirations, but when stuLInts were
motched by socioeconomic status, th ,;. blacks
reoistered higher levels.137 In Greensboro,
Foster found no aspirational differences on a racial
basis when -the socioeconomic factors were con-
trolled.138 Eppes reported that "many black
males but only a few white males engaged in
boastful overestimation of the scores they would
attain ...and seemed to ignore the fact that their
actual performances often fell far short of their
stated goals."139 He found this to be especially
true of black students with iggh internal patterns
of personal control. Part of this could be ex-
plained, Eppes added, by the general social pattern
of withholding rewards and encouragement from
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talented blacks. Such practices facilitated ex-
ternality and a tendency to avoid realistic self-
appraisaL "Indulgence in wish-fulfilling ris fa:
themselves" thus became the norm IVA
external blacks,according to Eppes.140

In 1967, Richmond studied educational aspira
tions among 823 black students in a predomi-
nantly black junior high school M Pittsburgh.
Richmond was struck by the fact that 52/percent
of the students wanted to graduate from a 4-year
college, even though only 39 percent expected to
attain this high goal.141 While considerably fewer
than one-tenth of the parents had attended col-
lege, nearly three-fifths of the students reported at
least one parent wanted their children to complete
a college education. Parental desires were matched
in significance by school track as a determinant of
student aspiration; both factors joined with a
thirdpeer influence. The track system functioned
as a great magnifier of existing differences among
students: "In the non-college tracks, 22 percent
desire and expect to finish a college education
compared to 64 percent of the students in the
college course of study."142 A special value of
Richmond's study is to counter the stereotype of
the predomlnantly black school as a monolithic
dampener of aspirations. True, 46 percent of the
students neither desired nor expected to complete
college. At the same time, the internal organiza-
tion of the school apparently added to the
likelihood that they would never do either.

A sMgle study has dealt with the educational
aspirations of black and white high school girls.
Brindley surveyed 200 1 1th and 12th graders in
four Cleveland area schools. Two were pre-
dominantly white, two predominantly black. The
schools also differed by social class. Brindley
found that black and white students in middle
class schools had comparably high aspirations
which were consonant with the expectations of
teachers and counselors.143 Girls in the lower
class white school also tended toward T1-fiddle class
asph-ational choices. On the other hand, the
choices of lower class black girls were significantly
more modest. Brinciley concludes that this finding
resulted in part frorn the failure of teachers,
counselors, and parents to advise the students that
career chances , for black young women have
broadened in recent years.

In New York City two studies, separated by a
dozen years or so, came to opposite conclusions
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on parental aspirations for their children. Lorenz,
using 1960 data for 177 black and white adults
living in a nonsegregated public housing project,
found that black parents had somewhat lower
educational aspirations for their children than was
true of the white parents.144 More recently Brook
and otheu. studied the parents of 292 children in
the first and fifth grades of 12 schools in New
York City. They found no significant differences
between black and white students on occupational
aspizaiions or expectations. Black parents, how-
ev, Maier aspirations for their children

.a parents.145 It is not possible to
ether the disparate fmdings over a dozen

year:. ;,lect a chan0 in relative aspirations by
bla .."-cd white parents or whether these were
sonk iow unreprese!itative of black and wl-fite
parer : a whole.

DE:- 3RF.GATION AND ASPIRATIONS

Su.q.; ng1y few studies have been made of
aspiratior. varyLng conditions of racial
mixture. rion reported from a study of 44
black studenv, wo Philadelphia junior high
schools that the s -udents in a racially balanced
school had far higher asphational leveLs than
students in an all-black school.146 He was not sure
whether this finding mdicated that the non-
segregated students were simply expressing un-
realistic aspirations or whether the high aspirations
presaged rising academic achievement by the same
students. Hall studied occupational aspirations of
black and white high school male seniors in 51
Texas schools. Aspirational levels, he found, were
unaffected by the racial composition of class-
rooms.147 The same was true of occupational
expectations. This latter finding should be
tempered by the fact that fewer than one-quarter
of the black seniors answered the questions in-
volved. Overall, Hall concluded, desegregation had
not altered the aspirational patterns of students.
He speculated that such a change hinged on the
desegregation of other thstitutions in the com-
munity.

Ansell, in a study of 375 lower class white and
black students in four schools, found no difference
in the vocational maturity of both groups.148
(Students ranged from 8th to 12th grade.) To-
gether, the lower class students lagged about 2
years behind white middle class students in voca-
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tional maturity. In a study of 324 black high
school seniors in North Carolina, White and Knight
reported that desire to attend college was more
characteristic of students in a segregated than a
desegtegated schoo1.149 This was especially true
of female students. The researchers interpret the
main finding as indicating a greater realism among
black students in desegregated schools.

Crain, Ln a national sample study, malyzed the
attendance of black students in nonsegregated
schools in relation to -their occupational attain-
ment later in life. He found that the public school
not only might educate the black students in an
academic sense, but it also provided them with
opportunities to build interracial associations that
could prove valuable in occupational success. Crain
summarizes his rmdings, as follows:

Gil Negroes from integrated schools axe more hirely
to hold "nontraditional" jobsjobs which have relatively
few Negroes in them, (b) Negroes in nonbaditional jobs
will earn more money than those M traditiond jobs,
hence (c) Negroes from integrated schools will have higher
incomes, and (d) Negroes with white friendships wm have
access to information about the labor market which they
can use to obtain these nontraditional jobs, hence, (e)
Negroes from inte ated schools will have more know-
ledge about jobs.

These fmdirigs are highly consistent with repeated
conclusions by other researchers about the in-
creased aspirational "reasrn" of black students in
desegregated schoL,'

Epps warns about possible abuses of this
gowing aspirational realism. Black students, he
notes, are criticized for having too low and too
high aspirations: "Moderation in everything seems
to be the theme of this type of theory."151 The
great danger is that school authorities may under-
take "the task of imposing realism upon minority
students by administrative methods such as

tacking."

SELF CONCEPT
While aspirations constitute a basic dimension

of the self, the interest here extends to probing the
self as a whole, and the student's own conception
of her or his self. The formal study of the self is of
long duration but the field has been more suc-
cessful in drawing distinctions than arriving at
definitive conclusions. In this section, however,
the principal concern is the educational signif-

icance of self re arch than the exact boundaries
of various subdivisions of self as an entity. An
attempt is made to classify studies with reference
to the racial or interracial setting of the school
involved in the research, as in the preceding
chapter.

SELF CONCEPT AND SEGREGATION
Weddington studied various aspects of racial

and class stereotypes among young children.152
She selected 374 Negro and White claldren attend-
frig three schools Ln Gary, Ind. (In 1948, when the
children were tested, school segregation was legal
in Indiana.) One school was all Negro, mother was
all white, and a third was white but located near a
Negro uea. Most significant was the researcher's
effort to treat class and color as Mdependent
contributors to stereotyping, She found that
Negro children assigned favorable traits to whites
more frequently than they assigned the same traits
to themselves. LisuOy, this ruiding was interpreted
to signify the self-devAuation of the Negro child.
We ddington, however, discovered that this practice
was "more a function of the insidious influence of
latent class designation than of skin color..."153
Indeed, color bias was more evident in the white
children. Favorable stereotypes tended to be

assigned to persons of high social statusboth
Negro and whitewhile favorable stereotypes were
assignedinterraciallyto persons of lower class
status.

Wendluid studied 681 Negro and white eighth
gaders attending segregated schools in North.
Carolina. She found that "the Nego adolescents
do not report damaging self-evaluations or feelings
of unworthiness, and M fact tend to view them-
klves more positively and opthnistically than the
white sample:454 In trying to account for self-
esteem differences between Negro and white she
stated that "defensiveness alone would not seem
to be an adequate explanation" and, even more
concretely, "it is unlikely that defensiveness ac-
counts for a significant portion of the
variance.,,155

In the testing, Wendland found the Negroes in
her sample scored high on cynicism and estrange-
ment, adding up to a pronounced negative orients-
tion toward the largerand whitesociety. Such
an orientation, Wendland stresses, is not patholo-
gical; rather, it "reflects a realistic perception of
the world as it often is for the Negro."156 As
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previously noted, Gurin and associates have
stressed the positive adaptive vue of what
Wend land refers to as "cynicism." Negro students
thereby deny the existence of normal channels for
person0 progress and assert the futility of depend-
ing upon the bericolenoe of the majority. A high
self-concept would seem to be an essential pre-
requisite in this psychological armamentarium.

Trent studied self-acceptance and interracial
attitudes.157 Ris sample consisted of 202 Negro
children, ages 9 to 18, in New York City. He
found that "children Who were most self-accepting
expressed significantly more positive attitudes
toward both Negroes and whites than did children
who were least self-accepting."158 No indication
was given of the degree of school segegation of
the children involved. Self-concept aniong 4-year
old children was studied by Brown.159 Over a
3:-week period, 38 Negro and Puerto Rican
children of lower socioeconomic status were com-
pared with 36 upper middle class white children.
In general, all the children showed highly poSitive
self-conceptions. However, the Nego children on
"self as subject" tended to conceive of themselves
as:

a. sad rather than happy
b. stupid rather than smart
c sickly as distinguished from healthy
d. not liking their own facial appearance as

opposed to evaluating their facial appear-
ance favorably.160

Brown cautioned that his project was a pilot study
for a larger undertaking and its findings should
therefore be regarded as tentative.

Gibby and Gabler conducted a study in
Atlantic City schools, apparently racially homo-
geneous, and reported that Negro-white dif-
ferences in self-concept were dependent on sex
and IQ levels. There were, in fact, relatively few
outright racial differences that were statistically
significant. In general, the researchers described
the white children as more realistic in their
self-appraisals.161

Long wid Henderson studied self-concept in a
rural southern community among 72 Negro and 72
wl-dte children who were to enter first grade.162
The white children, treated as a control group,
differed significantly from the Ne.gro group in IQ,
father's occupation, kindergarten experience, and
other respects. Long and Henderson found that
the Negro chilthen had "a lower self-
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esteem . .."163 Significant differences on some of
these variables were present within the Negro
group. The researchers conclude that "for the
Nego child, a realistic acceptance of the self as
'dark' may be one aspect of and possibly a
prerequisite for an adequate self-esteem and a
good relationship with peers."164 The precise
reasoning that led to this conclusion is somewhat
unclear.

In Nashville, Binkley, studyLng children in
apparently segregated schools, found that Negroes
were not lower than whites in self-concept.165
Clark and associates investigated self-concept
among preschool children.166 Self-concept and
vocabulary comparisons were made between 95
Negro and 52 white children. While vocabulary
scores of wIdte boys were significantly higher thm
those of Negro boys, no significant differences
were found Ln the area of self-concept. (A general
finding of overall high self-concept repeated
Brown's finding.) Clark and associates
warn: The repeated emphasis on the 'negative
self-image' of Negro preschool children in educa-
tional literature may need tempering lest it receive
a spurious validation in the preschool classroom by
becoming a self-fulfilling prophecy ."167

Hodgkins and Stakenas compared Nego and
white Wgh school and college students in the Deep
South. With socioeconomic status controlled, no
significant difference existed between the groups
of students in terms of self-assurance in school; the
schools were segregated.168

In studyMg mOe undergraduates at three pre-
dominantly Negro collegesVirginia State College,
Petersburg; North Carolina AgriculturW and Tech-
nical College, Greensboro; and Morgan State
College, BaltirnoreEscoffery found that a sense
of "fate control" was determined far more by
contemporary social forces than by "personality
makeup".169 Whether or not a Negro student
believed that events in general were beyond his
control, he tended to demand "freedom now."170
He thereby asserted his belief that he could
control that part of his "fate."

Frenkel studied Negro and white personality
differences among 153 matched pairs of students,
from Oklahoma State University in Stillwater and
Oaiwood College, Huntsville, A1a.171 The Negro
sample had considerably higher mean socio-
economic status scores than the whites (55.8 V.
37.5). On the tests, whites were found to have
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significantly higher anxiety scores; Frenkel had
predicted the reverse. Negroes had higher social
acquiescence scores. No racial differences were
found on measures of ego strength or aggression.
Frertkel was especially interested in the lower
Negro armiety and explained it by noting that the
Negroes attended an all-Negro school where "lack
of competition with whitefl and lower need-
achievement might result in lower anadetyr,172

He was struck most by the relative absence of
racial differences on the personality measures. He
was confident that such differences did exist in the
past but there was reason to believe that the
differences were diminishing. Since the rise of civil
rights activity, Frenkel speculated, "Negroes meet
with fewer frustrating situations and hence they
have less need for aggressive behavior. Instead,
they have a strong need to be accepted by society
at large."173

Derbyshire studied personal identity among
Negro students at Morgan State College in
Ba1tirnore.174 He found a pervasive sense of
identity conflict among the subjects, especially
concerning color. Those students most secure in
their identity as Negroes were also most ILkely to
accept other minorities.175 Students who were
unsure of their identity as Negoes tended to
derme their relation to others in negativistic
terms: We are not sure of anything but that we
don't want to be like you. Students who were
more certain of their identity tended to defme the
Negro role in terms of sharing certain humanistic
goals.

Ma liver explored anti-Negro bias among Nego
college students.176 He predicted that low scorers,

With little such bias, would tend to identify
more positively with their parents and themselves,
and would tend to resist actively any attack upon
themselves. All hypotheses had to be rejected in
view of the findings. As Ma liver concluded: "It is
difficult to draw theoretical implications since the
major hypotheses of the study were rejected."177

During the early 1970's, self-concept and sege-
gation have been studied by several more investi-
gators. McArdle and Young examined the
self-doubts of black high school students in
Madison, Wisc., Whose predominantly black school
was to be closed. They were to transfer to four
mainly white schools. Rather than consider the
possible educational advantages of the move, the
black students dwelt on the prospect of belng

"swallowed up" and becoming powerless by virtue
of being scattered among several schools. 78 WIWe
white students in the receiving schools seerped
interested in socializing with the black students,
the latter were thinking about what McArdle and
Young call "theh basic rights". White aal
Richmond studied 209 black and white fifth
gaders. Despite the fact that the blacks were
considerably poorer than the whites and that their
school had changed In racial composition within a
single year from 95 percent white to 90 percent
black, theh self-perceptions were very similar to
those of the whites.179

Bullough studied the tenacity of self-attitudes
in Los Angeles area black adults who had attended
segregated schools as children. Almost regardless
of where they now livedin a primarily white
suburb, in an integrated neighborhood, near the
ghetto, or M the black ghetto itselfthe longer the
adults had lived and learned in segregated circum-
stances, the stronger were their present feelings of
alienation from society as a whole.180 Bullough
did not conclude that simply having "been" with
whites would benefit blacks. Instead, stipulated
Bullough, "the black child needs at least some
equal status contact with whites so that he can
learn that they are not more wonderful than he
is."1'81 This interpretation is vfrtually at one with
that of Jorgensen, discussed earlier in this chapter.

fi

ELF CONCEPT AND SCHOOL CLIMATE

Self-concept was touched upon in two separate
studies of school climate by Henderson and
Schneider oiscussed in chapter 5, pages 11-15, .
Henderson stressed that self-concepts of blacks M
segregated settings were formulated with reference
to conditions at the school they attended rather
than to the relative status of blacks in the general
community. In Henderson's view, such black
students were pacing themselves agalnst the slow
movement of substandard education.182
Schneider reported that many black students in
substantially segregated schools tended to develop
a sense of futility about academic achieve-
ment.183 Such an orientation expressed an ex-
treme lack of personA control. Bunton and
Weissbach compared self-concept development of
preschool black children in a public and a corn-
munity controlled school. They found that the
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latter was more favorable for positive
self-concept.184

Marx and Wirme probed the relationship of
self-concept to academic achievement among 98
Ifth and sixth graders in a predominantly black,

lower class school. Somewhat unexpectedly, they
found no consistent connection between a
student's academie self-concept and her or his
academic ackievement.185 Indeed, they found a
negative relationship between achievement and
social self-concept._ In other words, the "better"
the student, the "less" he thought of himself in
relation to his peers. The researchers, in trying to
account for this seeming), contradictory con-
nection, suggest two alternative explana-
tions: One, academic achievement is unpopular in
the school, and thus students who score high on
tests are reeeived with scorn; two, popular
students will not want to risk losing their good
(social) reputations by gaLnMg a further reputation
as a high achiever. In any event, conclude Marx
and Wirme, the hope that heightened self-concept
will necessarily lead to improved achievement in
the type of school used in the study is unwar-
ranted. It might be noted that such a sweeping
statement: requires more support than a study
concerned with a single school.

Self-concept Levels of Black and White

In only six of the cases under segregation was it
possible to compare self-concept levels of black
and white: tfuee were equal; ki two cases, blacks
were lower; in one case, blacks were higher

SELF CONCEPT AND I NTERRACIALITY

In this section, studies of self concept are
reviewed under conditions of interraciality, as
defmed Ln the previous chapter.

Singer compared white and Negro fifth graders
to discover the effect of segregation and desegre-
gation, on Lnterracial attitudes.186 Her general
hypothesis follows: -

A differential cognitive structure (the ability to main-
tain several attitudes and opinions simultaneously con-
cerning another individual who is a member of the
outgroup) mid more positive attitudes, as a function of
proximity and intelligence, should be found for children
Ln the integrated school concerning their attitudes to-
wards Negroes, when compared to the less dliTerentiated
perceptions and less positive attitudes towards Negroes
held by the white child in a school where there is no

ntact with Negroes. Thsee schools were selected for the
tes: (1) a High Exposure School (HES), where the fifth
grade student body was 60 percent white and in which
extensive interracial contact was evident; (2) two Low
Exposure Schools (LES), one where the fifth grade
student body was all white, and another in which the fllth
grade enrollment was 15 percent white. While IQ scores
were similar for the two schools, the white students were
primarily middle class, the Negroes lower income.197

The white children M HES consistently scored
lower on social distance_ toward Negroes. In
accounting for white desire to have social contact
with Negroes, Singer found exposure to be more
important then either intelligence or sex. Un-
expectedly; it did not appear that the brighter
children were less prejudiced. Girls were, in
general, less prejudiced than boys.

If Negro exposure to whites led to less anti-
white prejudice, how did it affect Negro self-
conception? Singer administered certain drawhig
tests to all children. Twenty-four Negro children,
(out of a total of 169) colored the face of a figure
supposed to be a self-portrait; not a single white
child did so. More significant, perhaps, is the fact
that 18 of the 24 were in HES. "In other words,"
observed Singer, "the -Nepal) children who had
greater contact with white children showed a
tendency to differentiate themselves and assert
their identity more clearly ."I 88

Generally speaking, Negro children in HES had
less regard for whites as academic achievers than
did Negro children in LES. As Singer com-
ments: "the segregated Negro may see the white
world as one of success and his own world as one
of failure..."189 (This observation is supported
by the research of Blake wid Haggstrom;
Meketon's work is also relevent.) The bright Nego
grl in HES "can conceive of herself as achieving
more than a white child, and turns to her own
group rather than to whites for socialization."190
Under integration, then, the Negro child is able
"to differentiate himself without anxiety."191 On
the other hand, Negro children in Lhe LES "were
less accepting of their skin color, saw themselves as
poorer achievers, and developed negative attitudes
toward various nonwhite groups."192

Children were not merely "exposed" to one
another; they interacted with each other. True,
white children usually rated Negro cUdren as
"aggressive" on tests; but this was fact, not
prejudice. Despite this awareness, white clAdren in
HES still were more willing to associate with
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Negroes than were white children in LES. These
latter white children, in fact, tended on tests to
deny the existence of Negro aggression. As Singer
noted: "Whites with no contact perceived the
Negro in a distorted manner, giving him intel-
lectual credit, but refusing to associate with

Haggstrom studied selfsteem and desegrega-
tion in Detroit and Ypsilanti.194 His sample
consisted of a total of 120 Nego households hi
both cities. By selfsteem, he meant "self-
perception of the degree to which the basic values
and aspirations are realized."195 His central
finding was that desegregated Negroes have higher
self-esteem than do segregated Negroes. Haggstrom
tentatively concluded that this was so "because
the Negro community as a symbol of inferiority
depresses the self-esteem of its members."196 The
Negro community, according to Haggstrom, is a
white-created symbol of "permanent social inferi-
ority" flying in the-face of the social value of
equality. In the ghetto, exaggerated perceptions of
whites develop, and persistent social failure there
leads to further identification of Nego with
failure.

Desegregated Negroes are more rejecting of the
color line and more accepting of both white and
Negro people. Segregated Negroes, on the other
hand, tend to live within the color line and are less
accepting of whites. Haggstrorn found that "deseg-
regated families more often and to a greater extent
help children consciously work through problems
of their feelings about racial differences."97 In
segregated meux, racial "incidents" are, by
defmition, rare, and thus seldom become a topic
of conversation. In interracial neighborhoods,
however, it is common for desegregated Nego
parents "to help theh young children accept the
difference in skin color and understand that they
need not feel less worthy because of it. The greater
number of incidents in white neighborhoods serve
as occasions which lead parents explicitly to
express love and esteem to their children as Negro
children."198 Desegregated Negro children are
thus doubly the beneficiaries of desegrega-
tion: their parents have greater self-esteem and
they themselves are more accepted for what they
are and thus have a broader basis for thefr own
selfsteem.

Haggstrom closes with a franldy speculative
comment: "My guess is that Negroes of high

achievement in adult life tend disproportionately
either to have, had desegegated childhoods or to
have been children in households the adult
members of which have been desegegated durhig
childhood.-199 Lessing studied certain aspects of
ego functioning of Nego and white 8th and 1 lth
graders in three suburbs of Chicago; the schools
were integrated. She sought possible implications
for academic achievement. In the first phase of the
study Nego children seemed significantly less
wiTing to delay immediate gratification and were
thus less able to study and learn. When Lessing
controlled the effects of IQ, this apparent racial
difference in gratification delay disappeared.299
(She believes the Coleman Report overestimated
!lie achievement effect of fate control for Negro
students because IQ was not controlled.291)
Inteffigence, rather than fate control or gratifica-
tion delay was the principal avenue to academic
achievement, she found. For this reason, Lessing
concludes, remedial programs must have a cogni-
tive focus rather than one aimed primarily at
certain ego functions. She acknowledges, of course
the ultimate interdependence of all the factors.

Georgeoff tested the effects of a new social
studies teaching unit on Negro and white fourth
graders in Gary, hid.; all 26 classes were Mte.
gated. The unit comained material on Negro life
and history. Subjects were matched on IQ, socio-
economic status, race, and achievement. The chief
finding was that self-concept scores of both white
and Negro students using the new unit were
significantly higher, especially if they attended
schools hi attendance areas with integrated
housing .202 An especially interesting aspect of
this study was the rise in self-concept of white
students.

In Chicago, Posner studied selfvaluation of
300 Negro, Puerto Rican, and white first grade
children of differing intelligence and social class
groups. Outright racial differences were not
general throughout the study. Negro children
showed a larger discrepancy than whites between
self and- ideal; on the other hand, while lower class
Nego children had more negative self-images than
lower class white children, no difference existed
between middle class Negro and white
children.203 ag Negro children, social class
difference seem: 2 to create a deep impression; the
lower class Negro child was found by Posner to



have a negative self-image. (This dio not prevent
the researcher from making an extraordinary
overstatement: "For black Americans to be ac-
cepted as equals in the mainstream of &American
society, it is necessary, that they develop a sense of
self-respect.1204 Like Rhodes, Posner found that
parents' aspirations influence significantly, perhaps
crucially, the child's own aspirations and sense of
self-worth.

In an integrated Manhattan elementary school,
Guggenheim studied the interrelationships of self-
esteem and achievement expectation. Both Negro
and white children tended to overestimate their
probable achievement, with the former signifi-
cantly more so (86 percent vs. 58 percent).205
This was especially true of children with Idgh
self-esteem. Guggenheim comments on the lack of
support in his study for the belief that Nego
children have low self-esteem. He is struck by "this
aspirational perseverance eichibited by Negro
pupils hi the face of their obvious low achieve-
ment ..."2°6 While both Nego and white
children of high self-esteem had equally high
achievement expectations, white students of low
self-esteem had higher expectations than did Negro
children of corresponding self-esteem. This latter
finding is contrary to fmdings of many other
studies; it might reflect a greater realism on the
part of Negro students arising from the desegre-
gated situation.

Both Blake and GeNel, whose work was re-
viewed previously, also discussed the matter of
Nego self-esteem. Blake had speculated that "the
struggle to maintain self-esteem is much more
difficult for Negro students in segregated schools
than in integrated schools."207 Geisel reported
that his data contained no evidence that Negroes
scored lower on self-concept.208 Indeed, "Negro
mean scores are significantly higher than whites on
the evaluative factor of self.-209 Geisel de-
clared: "Who are the Negroes with high self-
concept scores? They are aggressive, race
conscious, high achievers who epitomize the ex-
pression 'Negroes are as good as anyone else."210

In Lockwood's study of sixth graders in upstate
New York, no significant self-esteem dilTerence
was found between children in racially balanced
and imbaianced schools. One exception, however,
is enlightening: "For the item, 'I'm pretty happy,'
76 percent of the students in the imbalanced
schools responded with 'like me' Lnd 90 percent of
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the students in balanced schools responded with
similarity. Conversely, 19 percent of the students
in imbalanced schools and only 7 percent in the
balanced school responded with 'unlike me.'"211
Carpenter and Busse studied self-concept among
80 Nego and white first &rid fifth graders in an
eastern city. All the children came from urban,
father-absent, welfare families. Nego children had
somewhat less positive self-concepts than white
children.212 For both groups, self-concept scores
fell significantly from first to fifth gade; for white
children, the drop was greater. Negro girl first
graders had the lowest self-concept.

In Wessman's study of Project ABC no sizable
changes in achievement were recorded. In the area
of personal changes, however, the matter was
different. Wessman, who interviewed the boys over
a 2-year period, reported: "One of the most
striking impressions from the followup inter-
viewing was the enormous growth in articulateness
and personal expressiveness in the ABC boy."213
The boys themselves, according to Wessman, re-
ported as the most important changes "greater
aspirations, increased self-awareness ... self-
confidence, and more tolerance .

The Soareses studied 514 advantaged and dis-
advantaged children of varied ethnic backgrounds
attending two schools. One of the schools, pre-
dominantly disadvantaged, had a population two-
thirds Negro and Puerto Rican and one-filth(' main-
land white; the other school was advantaged and
was 90 percent white. Self-concept was higher M
the disadvantaged scliob1.215 Miller examined two
goups of Negro students, one attending a virtually
a-Negro school, the other, a school in which
Negroes represented about 20 percent of the en-
rollment. Both schools were in suburbs of Detroit,
Mich. The students were not succeeding. Yet,
holds Miler, they seemed "to possess the types of
student attitude necessary for academic motiva-
tion: interest in education, high self-concept, and
a sense of control of academic envirorunent.216
The major responsibility for lack of achievement,
declares Miller, rests with -the institution and the
negative attitudes of those who represent it."217
in studying Negro and white students in integated
junior high schools and predominantly white high
schools, Wylie and Hutchins concluded that "all
things considered ... there is no support for the
commonly assumed hypothesis that Negroes' 'ex-
p re sse d self-estimates are lower than
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whites'. . ."218 In the Dumbarton study of
Oakland, Calif., discussed earlier, it was obsemed
that there was no significant difference between
the self-concept of segregated and desegregated
Negro students.219

Four studies, based on data gathered before
1968, were published during the early 1970's.
Utilizi_ng responses to a survey of the metropolitan
North in 1966, Heiss and Owens found self-
concept among adult Negroes to be comparable
with that of whites; no evidence was found "that
blacks are `crippled' by low self-evduations."220
White compared self-esteem and alienation of
black and white 10th-, lith-, and 12th-graders in
22 Detroit high schools. Blacks, and especially
black males, manifested higher esteem than whites.
At the same time, black youths were more
alienated than white youth.221 In the Connecticut
cities of Bridgeport, Hartford, New Haven,
Stamford, and Waterbury, Colfax exunined black
self-concept under various degrees of racial inter-
mixture. While negative self-identities were un-
related to the racial composition of the school,
black students attending nonsegregated schools
had considerably more positive self-concepts than
blacks attending virtually segregated schools.222
"...The self-derogating preadolescent Negro,"
Colfax writes, "was, in fact, rarer than the self-
derogating white.- Yet, Colfax did observe a
special sense of self among segregated black
students which was "not so much negativistic as
neutraled and constrained."223

St. John dealt with a problem of opposing
trends among black students in 18 Boston schools
in 1967: Desegregation seemed to increase the
student's, sense of control while lowering her or his
academic selkoncept. Racial composition of the
classroom bore no reliable relation to black self-
concept, along the lines of Colfax's earlier finding.
Rather, it was the state of academic competition
in the classroom that affected selkoncept in a
major way: Children formulated a self-concept
comparing themselves with their classmates. In the
lower class schools, according to St. John, Since

the competition was usually less vigorous, children
felt more secure; whereas, in the middle class
school, with heightened academic competition, the
lower class minority child felt less sure of herself
or hi_rnself.224 Thus, a decline ofSelf-concept in a
nonsegregated ,classroom constituted an acknowl-
edgement of higher standards. Children who had

always attended either segregated or non-
segregated schools had the most favorable self-
concept arid sense of control. Those who were in
the middle of a desegregation experience had the
least favorable self-attitudes.

Since 1970, the number of studies of black
self-concept, especially in interracial and desegre.
gated settings, has increased markedly. As the
one-race school quickly disappeared, the reality of
interracial schooling took shape. Heightened inter-
est by blacks in the future of black identity also
stimulated many studies. The advent of more
black social scientists and educational researchers
also resulted -in an expansion of research along
these lines.

Rutler studied self-concept changes among 180
white and black college freshmen in a non.
segregated college in Michigan and in segregated
black and white colleges in South Carolina. After a
10-week period of attendance, no change in self.
concept was found for students in any of the
colleges.225 The short duration of the period of
study was perhaps the weakest aspect of the
research. Douglas was interested in self-esteem

I development among 260 black and white students
in a Detroit junior high school. Only on school
selksteem did blacks SCOW higher than whites.226
In other aspects of self-esteemsocial and home
no differences were apparent. Douglas stresses that
black self-esteem is established and maintained by
comparison with other blacks. (Presumably, the
school in question was predominantly black. As in
other cases, levels of self-esteem are local charac-
teristics; they are sustained by comparisons within
a restricted group on the premises rather than on a
global scale.) In the main, Douglas found no
evidence of a distinctive black self-concept.

Trowbndge and the Soarses explored the re-
lation of self-concept to socioeconomic status and,,
in the former case, race. Trowbridge studied 3,789
third through eighth graders M. 42 Iowa elemen-
tary schools. Self-concepts of black children
exceeded those of white children and children
with a lower socioeconomic status had higher
self-concepts than children of a higher status. In
general, while socioeconomic factors seemed much
more important than race, Trowbridge noted, that
a dearth of middle class black children made it
impossible to decide the question with reference
to blacks.227 She also reported the prelimina
findings of vi ongoing study which demonstrated
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that lower class self-concept levels were not con-
founded by IQ. (This contrasts with the judiment
of Entwisle and Greenberger that sense of personal
controlan important facet of self-conceptvery
closely resembles intelllgence.228) The Soarses
also found that the self-concepts of disadvantaged
elementary and high school students were higher
than those of advantaged students. In addition,
self-concepts in elementary school were higher for
both groups than self-concept levels in secondary
school. Their tentative explanation is that both
advantaged and disadvantaged students suffer in
the transition to high school since they leave a
neighborhood school and attend a more competi-
tive and less secure high schoo1.229 This approach
confuses much that should be kept apait. If
competition is heightened in high schools, as is
plausible, in what sense do "winners" md "losers"
suffer alike? In contrast, St. John's orientation
seems much more appropriate: It is not the
competition but the disparate outcomes of com-
petition that affect self-concept.

During 1970, Jacobson studied the possible
impact of black power beliefs upon self-concepts
in a nonsegregated junior high school in Chapel
Hill, N.C. An experimental task was created and
the study occurred outside the classroom. In
general, black students favoring black separatism
tended to compete better with white students. For
example, they feared competition less than did
students called "assimilationist" by the researcher.
On the other hand, Jacobson sensed an overall
conviction by black students that the competition
was too unequal. The greatest anxiety was shown
by the better black students. Jacobson seems to
have drawn the conclusion that black students
cannot succeed in any academic competition with
whites. He writes: "To bring black students into a
biracial situation without insuring that their per-
formance will equal that of their white counter-
part, or at least that they will be judged on their
own performance and not that of their white
counterpart will also affect their hearts and minds
in a way unlikely ever to be undone."23° It
should be emphasized that these conclusions were
not based on a study of actual classroom behavior
but on an experimental ball-tossing task, per-
formed by biracial pairs of students. Jorgensen's
study, discussed earlier, presents a very different
perspective, based on classroom conditions. Em-
pirical materials based on threct classroom condi-

tions, as reported by Lipton, yield much greater
confidence in the ability of black students to
achieve academic success and greater self-
confidence in interracial settings.23

In a study of 215 10th-graders in what seems to
have been University City, Mo., Powers and associ-
ates reported that self-images of 49 black students
exceeded those of 60 non-Jewish wfdtes but not
those of 106 Jewish white students. The re-
searchers hold that this finding is evidence against
the hypothesis that black self-image necessarily
suffers in a nonsegregated schoo1.232 In another
study, Friend and. Neale found that black fifth-
graders felt equal to white peers in ability and
effort but did not regard these factors as very
important in their lives; they reported less self-
pride than their white peers.233

French studied the effect on lower class black
self-concept of varying racial composition in 15
elementary schools in Tallahassee and Monticello,
Fla. The schools were grouped as follows: Pre-
dominantly white (one-third or less black), racially
balanced (one-third to two-thirds black), and pre-
dominantly black (more than two-thirds black).
French found that the children's feeling of
academic adequacy did not depend on the racial
composition of the school, thus contradicting the
finding of Jacobson. Self-concept seemed to
thrive in the two extreme conditions rather than in
the middle one. As French summarizes: -Lower
class black chlldren attending predominantly black
schools scored the highest of the three groups

... (a) teacher-school relationships, (b) auton-
omy, and (c) language [while those lower class
black children] in predominantly white schools
scored the highest ... on .. . (a) physical appear-
ance, (b) interpersonal adequacies, (c) physical
adequacy and body build, and (d) social adequacy
among peers."234 No suggestion was made by
French to explain the apparent nonsignificance of
the racially balanced condition.

Beers studied self-esteem of over 3,000 black
and white fifth-graders in 110 Pennsylvania
schools. Since about half (49 percent) the
questionnaires of black students were incomplete
md thus not used, the serious possibility of a
biased sample exists. Judging from the available
data, Beers 'reported that black students had, higher
self-esteem in majority-black schools than in
majority-white schools.235 (Later in this chapter,
mother study by Beers reports on opposite results
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as a consequence of desegregation in Harrisburg.)
White students in barely interracial schools (less
than live percent black) had higher self-esteem
than in schools which had more than one-quarter
black students. ha Atlanta, 400 black students
lived in nonsegregated areas and attended either of
two neighborhood higli schools, the one a quarter
black in composition, the other 40 percent. Half
the students were classified as advantaged, and half
as disadvantaged. On a test of 29 items the
advantaged students registered a higher self-

concept on 19 of the items.236
Rosenberg and Simmons examined self-esteem

of white and black children in 26 Baltimore
schools. The total sample consisted of 2,625
students ranging from 3rd to 12th grades; each one
of the children was interviewed for 3 hours. No
difference was found between self-esteem of black
and white children. This held true when socio-
economic status and age were held constant. As

discussed earlier in this chapter (see pp. 132), the
researchers hold that segregation operated so as to
protect the self-esteem of black students. `It

is ... only when black children are integrated that
they learn directly what it means personally to be
a member of the minority . "237 (This view
fails to consider a great mass of contrary evidence
that documents the development of racial self-
concept by very young minority children. Studies
relating to this topic are discussed on pp. 161-169.)
Black aspirations are as high or higher than those
of whites. But, add Rosenberg and Simmons, these
self-attitudes are inflated beyond the possibility of
fruition. The degree of inflation is more or less
proportionate to the strength of the wish to avoid
the unpleasant reality of low social status. Yet, the
researchers also report that black students in non-
segregated junior and senior high schools actually
earn higher grades than blacks ln segregated
schools. Thus, the prospect and reality of com-
petition with whites have had no deleterious effect
on black students. Academic gain must be weighed
against lowered selfsteem. The scale of the lower-
ing is called by the researchers neither trivial nor
massive.238

Strang studied 964 black and white fourth and
eighth grade children in six schools of
Birmingham, Ala. Black children as a whole had
higher self-concepts thm white children. Black
self-concepts were equally high in racially balanced
schools (half black, half white) and in predomi-

nantly black schools (70 percent or more black).
Eighth graders in the racially balanced schools had
significantly more positive self-concepts than all
other grade groups. Self-concept of white and
black were most comparable in such schools. Black
students from the racially balanced schools also
"had a significantly more positive self-concept on
the home-parents and school-academic elements
than did groups from other predominantly black
or white settings."239 A puzzling aspect of this
reSearch and that of French is the contradictory
significance of racially balanced schools in the two
studies. In Strang's study, their influence on black
self-concept was strongly positive; in French's
study, however, they had no apparent effect.

Wash studied self-concepts of black students in
three Los kngeles schools. One was segregated
(over 75 percent black), while the other two were
in tegrIted (blacks constituted between 10 and 40+
percenl; each of the schools was at least one-
-quarter white). The latter schools were integrated
by busing and by virture of being in an integrated
neighborhood. Highest levels of academic self.
concept were recorded by upper social class
children in the black school and by lower class
children in the integrated neighborhood
schools.2" Poorer children were benefiting some-
how from what might be called the most secure
form of integrationi.e., where both neighbor-
hood and school were integrated. Black children
from more well-to.do families managed to have
their academic needs met in the segregated school.
(In the same school, poorer black children
registered the lowest self-concept.) Wash suggests
that higher- self-colcept for middle class children
in the segregated school reflected a geater stabil-
ity of the school and the possibly stronger racial
self-identity at that school. It is difficult to see,
however, why the poorer black students at the
same school would not benefit from these sup-
posed advantages.

Two important studies by Powell were pub-
lished in 1973. In the first she dealt with 775
black students in Nashville, New Orleans, and
Greensboro, N.C. Self-concepts of black students
ha segregated and desegregated schools did not
differ. In addition, self-concept of black students
exceeded that of white students in the same cities.
Powell attributes the relatively high self-concept to
the student's identification with "a powerful,
proud black community" (Nashville) or one in
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which one can find solace and comfort" (New
Orleans). Blacks in desegregated schools maintain
their high self-concept not because of the desegre-
gation process hut because they conceive of them-
selves as part of the black community. Powell does
not state that desegregation in principle is incom-
patible with high black self-concept, Itather, she
emphasized the dubious character of the desegre-
gation under the existing circumstances. At the
time the data were collected, desegregation was
extremely limited; 83 percent of black children in
the South attended all-black schools. Of the eight
desegregated schools studied in detail, none was
kttegrated in any meaningful sense,- according to
Powell. Black self-development is "hampered by
present-day techniques of school desegregation b-t
hostile white racist communities . .. "24 1 it
would be difficult to deny the force of her
conclusion, given _the wealth of empirical docu-
mentation available elsewhere. In any event, the
Powell study of black self-concept is the most
complete available in the mid 1970's. Many de-
tailed analyses of the three cities arc included in
this study and should be consulted for their
substantive as well as methodolcigical value.

in a shorter study by Powell, two cities are
analyzed. Although they are unnamed, they may
possibly be Nashville and Minneapolis. In the
southern city, black student self-concept is higher
than that of whites. In the northern city, there is
no significant difference between the two. Blacks

-insiderably lower level in the North
do in the South. In both sections,

V students register a very low self-concept
level. " It would appear" concludes Powell,
"that black children in a southern city have a way
of overcoming that black children in a northern
city have not attained ... The capacity for the
southern black students to overcome, as it were, is
facilitated by a strong cohesive black community
which has some power base in terms not only of
numbers but also of achievement.2.42

Busk and associates studied 696 white and
black sixth, seventh, and eighth graders in six
Chicago parochial schools. While self-concept did
not differ between races, it did vary according to
racial composition of school. Self-esteem was high-
est among black students in the three integrated
schools (53 to 59 percent black).243 In a suburb
of New York City, Samuels found no difference in
self-concept between lower class blacks and whites
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or middle class blacks and whites. She did, how-
ever, find that self-concept of middle class blacks
exceeded that of lower class blaeks.244

Of the 34 studies of self-concept in conditions
of interraciality, 17 showed black self-conceptrto
be as high or higher than white self-concept; in 7
cases, self-concopt was equal between the races;
and in 10, black self-concept was as low or lower
than that of whites.

SELF CONCEPT AND DESEGREGA-

TION

In this section, studies that involve a defmite
desegregation process with a specific starting date
are examined.

Meketon studied the impact of desegregation
upon the self-esteem of Negro children.245 The 89
fifth and sixth grade Negro students were in three
schools, as follows:

Number of
Total Percent Negroes in

School enrollment Negro san_alE_ Location

School A 821 100 29 Norwich
School B 416 30 29 Norwich
School C 586 22 31 Burwyn

Students were matched comprehensively; a control
group for children in school A was also matched.
It is important to note that schools B and C had
desegregated under very different circumstances.
In B, desegregation had taken place on administra-
tive initiative; no demonstrations nor public pres-
sure had come from the organized Negro
community. In C, however, desegregation had
come as a direct consequence of prolonged and
bitter public controversy, involving debates and
demonstrations by the Negro community. School
A, of course, was still segregated.

Two principal hypotheses were presumed:
I. The Negro child's performance will be ad-

versely affected by the process of school
integration .

2. ... Forced competition with a group con-
sidered to be "superior- will negatively af-
fect the child's feelings of self-esteem.246

The findings contradicted both hypotheses. The
predicted significant differences did not appear in
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the data. Various other hypotheses and subhypo-
theses fared differently.

As between school A wid school B, children at
the form (segregated) school scored significantly
higher on the self sub test, a partiai test of self-
esteem. Negro children at the peacefully desegre-
gated school B did not have significantly higher
self-esteem scores than children at the

tumultuously desegregated school C. Indeed,

children at the latter school h significantly
higher self-esteem scores than child n at school A.
Teachers at all three schools wer asked to make
certain judgments about the children: "... School
C teachers evaluated their students as possessing
higher levels of self-esteem than did either of the
other two schools, and in schools A and 13,

teachers found more evidence of defensive be-
havior than did teachers in school C;.247

Why did Negro students at school C hold up so
well? Meketon suggests that the explanation lies
with the salience of family and home for these
children. Among the factors contributing to the
high morale of school C children were:

The support and sympathy of a close-knit Negro
community, national encouragement represented by legal
counsel from, NAACP, and Supreme Court decisions.
Negro community morale, together with the obvious fact
that integration had been accomplished to a large extent
on their own [parents'l terms, must have served as a
source of encouragement to the children, Victoriv. for
Negroes in their exchanges with whites are infrequent.248

Several Negro teachers worked in school C and
they proved a valued refuge for the desegregated
Negro children. In school 9, on the other hand, the
entire community support aspect was absent Also,
not a single Negro teacher worked in school B.

Student anxiety, which Meketon had originally
thought would undo the desegregated child, did
not have this consequence: "The child," observed
Meketon, "is remarkably adaptable and flexible,
and given the right circumstances can overcome
many of the detrimental aspects of integra-
tion.,,2 4 9 Parental support, she adds, is

crucial: "Parental understanding and con-
sideration when the child fails scholastically in his
competition with his white peers or tneets with
rebuffs will help counteract the child's feeling of
guilt and inferiority.-250

The Meketon study is a surprisingly close af-
firmation of the work of clinician Robert
Coles .251

In Florida, Negro students who desegregated a
high school experienced a drop in self-concept as
compared with Negro students who remained in
the segregated school. Several special factors may
have operated to help bring about this unusual
feature of a desegregated situation. A great deal of
conflict continued between Negro and white
students with nonacceptance of the Negro being
the rule. The whole integration experience in the
community was "an anxiety.producing phenome-
non." Academically, the Negro students had a
difficult time. A number of the students were
militants whose first interest was trailblazing.
Guidance counselors reported that in the second
year the black entrants were students "who per-
formed on a higher academic level and whose
incentive to integrate was to avail themselves of
better educational opportunities."252

Harootunian and Morse studied self-concept
among Negro students in Kent County, Del. Com-
pared were an all-Negro school and a formerly
white school recently desegregated by the free.
choice method. Negroes in the desegregated school
had higher self-concept scores and sense of fate
control than did Negroes in the segregated
school.25 3 The 'researchers criticized the freedom-
of-choice technique of desegregation:

On the one hand Negro students are placed in a
position of asking for something that is rightfully theirs;
on the other, the departure of the most able and strongest
persomdities tends to isolate even further those who do
not desegregate. The empirical evidence from our study
impresses us with the folly of any kind of partial or quasi
solution to the problem of school desegegation.254

One possible drawback of this study is that the
researchers were unable to tell whether the de-
segregation plan selected students of high self-
concept or whether the desegregation experience
engendered higher self-concept.255

Garth studied self-concepts of Negro students
in Louisville:257 He compared 44 Negro students
who transferred to a heretofore all-white junior
high school with 50 Ne g. students who chose to
remain in_ all-Negro sch. . Transferees had higher
IQ scores and grade point averages though the
groups Were comparable in socioeconomic status.
(The higher .IQ scores for transferees were ac-
counted for by girls' scores; the boys did not show
this difference)
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Transferees tended to be less favorable in
self-concepts and were more severe in self.
criticism. Garth states that the transferrees "con-
sistently describe 'Integrated High Schools' and
'White People' relatively favorably on the
evaluative dimension and they score 'Negroes I
know' and 'Lower Class People' as relatively
irnpotent.-257

In Jonsson's study of Berkeley, discussed
earlier, it will be recalled that he compared three
groups of children: (1) Target children: Those
enrolled in schools in poverty areas of the city; (2)
bused children: Those who had been enrolled in
target schools but were bused to nontarget
schools, mainly middle class white; and (3) non
target children: Mainly middle children, some of
whose schools served as receiving schools for the
bused children. Jonsson first compared target with
non-target children and found that the target
children "differentiated their responses less from
item to item."258 The implication is that target
children were somewhat rigidly defensive in their
self-concept. Bused children, only 13 in number,
responded very differently:

... They differentiated their responses from item to
item much more than did the pupils of the target school,
and showed no tendency to have a positive response set
... An equally marked difference is in the number of
negative item averages for bused pupils ...The bused
children consistently rated themselves less positively on
achievement-related items than did the tuget pupils and,
fairly consistently, a little lower than did the non-target

2gr o u p 59

It will be recalled that Jonsson earlier reported
that the bused students' academic gains, while
modest, exceeded expectations.

Claye made an early study of the effect of
desegregation on self-concept in three Arkansas
schools. Witile he designated two schools as segre-
gated and another as integrated, he gave no data as
to the cities in winch they were located nor the
color composition of the nonsegregated school.
His findings did not support his expectation that
the desegregated white students would show a
positive growth in self-concept and that they
would develop more positive attitudes towards
Negroes. Claye noted that the political atmosphere
was most unfavorable for measuring interracial
attitudes inasmuch as the Little Rock school crisis
occurred at that time.260

Stinson studied the effect of desegregation
upon basic intergroup attitudes.26 I A sample of
833 Negro and white students in 13 schools
located in a large southern city was tested in
September, 1962 and February, 1963. His find-
ings: ``Positive perceptions of others' self-
acceptance increased for the desegregated group
while perceptions of the segregated group on the
same variable decreased. There was greater
similarity in the perceptions of Negro and white
students than in the perceptions of segregate-4 and
desegregated students."26 2 Virtually no Mdication
is given of what concrete classroom experience
might have produced these results. Taylor studied
desegregation effects on self-esteem in a Delaware
school. After 1 year of desegregation, Negro
self-esteem scores were significantly higher than a
year earlier in a segregated school.263 Interest-
ingly, the scores receded somewhat between the
fall and sprnig test and retest. Taylor attributes
this development to the "changing national inter-
racial climate" during 1965-1966.

Caplin's study (discussed earlier) found that
Nego children in a desegregated school, matched
on socioeconomic status with children in a segre-
gated school, had higher self-concept scores.263
This was especially true of school-related self-
concept, which is Ln turn closely related to school
achievement On personal-related self-concept, no
significant differences obtained between children
in segregated and desegregated schools. McWhirt,
of the University of South Carolina, observed in a
southern city that a school year of desegregation
increased self-concept of Negro girls and white
boys.265 Bartee examined self-concept among
Negro students in an all-Negro college (Bishop
College) and in a recently desegregated white state
college (East Texas State University). Two fmdings
are relevant: (1) Neither group showed low self.
concept and (2) Negro students in the desegr-
egated college had higher self-concept scores than
those in the all-Negro college.266 It is not alto-
gether clear that the two groups were closely
matched.

A two-city study of high-achieving black high
school students was done by Morris. Two
schoolsCentral in Detroit and Turner in
Atlantawere segregated. Pershing, in Detroit, was
an integrated school serving a largely integrated
neighborhood; its black and white students were
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comparable in socioeconomic sidius. The entire
sample comprised 660 students. High achievers
from Pershing were somewhat better adjusted than
those in the other schools. High achievers at
Turner proved to be mOte anxious about tests than
their peers at Central and Pershing. Morris inter-
prets this finding as an indication that "the high
achievers of Turner High uncomfortably sensed
their minoirty status."267 High achievers fared
differently, largely in accordance with specific
school se tting:

At Pershing, the integrated Detroit high school, the
high achievers showed the highest mobility expectations
in both educationid and occupational areas, followed by
Central in occupation and Turner in education. Attending
a school which was integrated or Northern was ac-
oampanied by occupational mobility expectations; being
in an integrated one was found with educational mobility
expectations.268

Morris suggests that at Pershing, a qualitatively
different spirit characterized relations of students
and teachers. Also, since the Pershing neighbor-
hood was integrated, it is difficult to separate
effects that are attributable to integrated schooling
from those attributable to integrated housing.

The reader will have noted the sharp contrast
between findings of Morris and Powell. Basic data
for the two studies were gathered within a few
years of each other: Morris's, in 1966; Powell's, in
1968-69. Atlanta resembleTgashville and Greens-
boro in rriny respects, especially in that
there are several black colleges in all three cities.
Also, their black communitiesor, at least, the
upper crustare comparatively well4mganized. All
three black communities have long traditions of
intellectual, business, and civic activity. Powell
examined eight desegregated schoolsall more or
less desegregated on a token basis. Morris studied
only a single desegregated school, but one which
was "naturally" rather than "tokenistically" deseg-
regated. Ultimately, therefore, the differences be-
tween the Morris and Powell studies result from
different objects of study rather than clashes over
the fate of black children under segregation and
desegregation.

Three studies of places in Florida are available.
Starnes worked with fourth, sixth, and eighth
graders, matching students in desegregated and
segregated schools in the northwestern part of the
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State. He found that students in desegregated
settings were superior in achievement and did not
manifest any greater anxiety than their peers in
segregated schools.269 Walker studied 104 black
and white students in two Dade County junior
high schools. The children had spent sixth grade in
a segregated school and seventh grade in a desegr-
egated school. Over the 2-year period, the self-
concept of lower class black students
increased.270 During their second year of desegre-
gation, however, the self-concept of middle class
black students dropped. Walker treats this self-
devaluation as a response intended to demonstrate
to white students that some blacksin this case,
the middle class childrenare really worth socializ-
ing with. In the process of acicnowledging the lack
of acceptability of most other black students, the
middle black students absorbed the negative racial
attitudes of white students at the school.

Edwards studied the effect of desegregation on
anxiety and self-esteem of 783 black and white
fourth, fifth, and sixth graders in. Mannatee
County. Children were tested before being trans-
ferred from their one-race school and 6 weeks
after the transfer. In the pretest, black students
who were to be transferred were more anxious
than their peers who were to remain. After the
transfer, the anxiety levels of black girls registered
high although no consistent effects were felt by
black rries. In general, black self-esteem was
equal to that of whites. It should be noted,
however, that white resistance to desegregation in
Mannatee County was led by the then Governor of
the State who, for a time, defied court orders.
Threats of violence against black children were not
uncommon. Under such circumstances it is no
wonder that the children grew anxious. Edwards
suggests that greatest fear was not for their
self-esteem but simply their safety. Even granting
this, Edwards asserts, a problem remains:

The black younster Ls caught in the dilemma of being
as "good-, but riot able to perform as well in school as his
white peer. Repeated experiences of this conflict could
result in higher... [anxiety] without necessarily reducing
selfsteem, which is bolstered by black pride.271

Ln a supplementary study of a school in Leon
County, Edwards found that anxiety levels bore
no significant relationship to socioeconomic
status. This was not always found in other
investigations.
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Aspects of self-concept and desegregation have
been studied in three places in Texas. Evans traced
changes in achievement and self-concept over a
year of desegregation in six schools. Black children
in the desegregated schools achieved at a slower
pace than their peers in a segregated school. Their
self-concept also dropped relative to the same
peers. Evans implied that staff in the desegregated
schools were not responding to the educational
challenge of desegregation:

New combinations of ethnic and minority group
children in classrooms offer teachers and professional
educators stimulating and unusual opportunities to foster
personal growth of all children. The data collected and
presented in the ... study do not indicate that these
opportunities are being utilized or recognized.272

Rayson compared anxiety levels among three small
elementary schools in East Texas. In the one
integrated school, test anxiety was higher for black
students than for peers in an A-black schoo1.273
In a study of seven schools in Fort Worth, Ghee
found rising self-concepts by black students in
both integrated and segregated schools. The in-
crease was greater in the latter. In commenting on
the absence of more beneficent effects of desegre-
gation, Ghee observes, very much as Evans:

Inclusion of white teachers in segregated [Black]
classrooms is not enough for the cause of desegregation.
Teacher attitude will have to improve as well as student
attitude ... In collecting the data, the experimenter felt
that the educational stimulation and opportunities which
teachers and others should afford students are not being
presented, utilized, or recognized. 274

Unfortunately, neither Evans nor Ghee proceeded
to discuss this matter in any detail.

The results of three studies in California are of
some interest. In San Francisco, after less than a
single semester of attendance in desegregated
schools, black and other non-white third graders
increased their self-concept scores. The reverse
occurred with sixth graders. Spanish-surnamed
students hi both grades decreased in self-concept.
The school district was at a loss to explain any of
the changes It was noted that self-concept stood
at a generally high level at the outset and did not
change very much in absolute terms.275 A sug-
gestion was made to study the actual school
program to discover any clues to help explain
specific outcomes. It is not known whether the
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suggestion was followed. Krenkel studied 675
students in an intermediate school (fourth, fifth,
and sixth grades). From an examination of actual
classroom configurations of work and play groups,
she discovered no self-concept differences among
black, Asian, and white students. A certain degree
of segregation on ethnic grounds was, however,
discernible.276 In Riverside, as reported in the
preceding chapter, minority children who went
through the desegregation experience tended to
talk less freely. In initial tests, Bikson and as-
sociates found no "language deficit" for minority
children.277 Indeed, they found the very op-
posite. Yet, desegregation narrowed the language
advantage of the same children. It is tempting to
infer a lowered self-concept from these events. The
question is touched on in the next two chapters.
next two chapters.

Two studies of Illinois cities have been made,
one of Kankakee, the other of Evanston. Kuhn, in
the former, found that black fourth and fifth
graders in a newly desegregated school had higher
self-concepts than their white peers.278 Hsia
found that black students in Evanston declined in
academic self-concept after desegregation. With
respect to sense of personal control, however, no
changes were reported.279

Bridgette studied self-esteem in a small semi-
rural community in North Carolina. A distinctive
feature of the research was that the black students
under study had led agitation in the community to
desegregate the high school. Black students
registered only slightly lower on self-esteem than
did white students 3 months after entering the
school. Bridgette suggests that attainment of their
goal of desegregating the school heightened their
sense of self-worth and worked against any whole-
sale downgrading of self-esteern.280 In a study of
40 black tenth graders in Mobile County, Ala,
James found no difference in sell-concept between
15 who had volunteered to enter a predominantly
white school and 25 others who had been assigned
to the same school by court order. A third group
of 96 black students who had chosen to remain in
predominantly black schools also recorded a self-
concept level equal to that of the other two
groups.281 This testing covered a year's time.

Shaw studied desegregation in a small southern
city over a period of 2 years. With respect to
self-concept, he found:
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There was no evidence that changes in self-perception
of blacks were any different from the changes in the
self-perception of whites There may be an initial
negative effect on the self-perception of both blacks and
whites, but the long term effects appear to be negligible
or even positive for both groups ... The data ... call into
question the hypothesis that the self-concepts of blacks
become less positive when they become pupils in an
integrated schoo1.282

In another southern city, Williams and Byars
found that the self-es eem of black I I th graders

was positively affected by desegregation. The
largest positive effect, however, was felt by black
students taught by white teachers who had volun-
teered for the assignment. These teachers, guess
the researchers, had liberal racial views. This
observation led Williams and Byars to conclude
that -the optimal approach for erthancing Negro

self-evaluation . . [may be] to transfer whites to
Negro schools."283 (For statistics on the number
of white students in minority schools, see chapter
6, Table 3.) The Mahans, after a 2-year study of
Hartford, Conn., reported minority children in the
schools of five suburbs scored several important
cognitive gains. These gains, they observe, "do not
seem to have been achieved at any measured loss

of vitality or expressiveness; in fact, the opposite
seems more likely."284 Another 2-year study, this
one at Harrisburg, Pa., recorded rises in black
self-esteem and interest in school following deseg.
regation.285

SUMMARY
Out of 26 studies, a negative or positive effect

of desegregation on scif-concept or self-esteem

Type of Study

might be observed, 12 found the effect was
positive; 3 no different from whites or blacks in
segregated schools; 8, the effect was lowered
self-concept; in 2, black students in both segre-
fated and desegregated settings experienced comp-
arable increases; and in 1, all experimental groups
experienced rising self-esteem.

To provide a more comprehensive view of the
self-concept phenomenon, the foregoing figures are

combined with those on page 155, relating to
interraciality and self-concept, as follows:

These figures warrant a strong denial of the
frequently heard statement that black self-concept
suffers when blacks and white children attend the

same school. The weight of the evidence supports
the proposition that attendance at an interracial

school benefits black children's self-conceptions. It

should be recalled (pp. 146-148) that of the six
studies of self-concept and segregation, in only one
case did black students reiaster a higher self-con-
cept than white children; in two cases, they scored
lower; and in three cases, they were equal.

Certain themes recur frequently in the self-

concept studies, especially those in which a nega-

tive effect emerged. Often, there is implication
that negative effects result from actions or in-

actions of the school. School policy or teachers

may be singled out. A number of times, the laissez
faire policy of a school is equated with a non-
concern by school authorities. In one community
after another, where the advent of desegregation
came only in the train of sharp conflict, the school
tends to heave a sigh of relief rather than gathering

Interracialit
Setting

Desereatioit

1. Number of studies evidencing a positive
effect on the self-concept of black students

2. Number of studies evidencing a negative
effect on the self-concept of black students

3. Number of studies evidencing mixed effects

on the self-concept of black students
Total

10

7
34

6

26
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its intellectual and human resources for new
ventures.

Recently, art emphasis has appeared in the
research literature on the need to approach self-
concept through cognitive functioning. More than
a decade ago, Erikson warned:

... Children cannot be fooled by empty praise and
condescending encouragement. They may have to accept
artificial bolstering of their self-esteem in lieu of some-
thing better, but .. their accruing ego identity gains real
strength only from wholehearted and consistent recog-
nition of real accomplishment .. .286

More recently, Epps has expanded on Erikson:

accept the position that one of the goals of
educational programs is to provide opportunities for each
individual to enhance his/her selksteem and develop the
feeling that lie/she is a person worthy of esteems it would
seem to follow that such a- progjam would provide all
persons with opportunities for successful acquisition of
the skills needed for later educationM and occupational
attainnicns.287

"Self-esteem programs" that teach children to
console themselves for the lack of academic skills
are exceedingly harmful. The cynicism that creates
such programs can only enlarge the existing gap
between the school and minority communities.

Finally, note should be taken of one implica-
tion of the generally constructive effect of inter-
rac iality and desegregation in relation to
self-concept of black children. Since constructive
educational experiences are more often sought out
than stumbled upon, it follows that a number of
teachers and principals have contributed im-
portantly to positive self-concept outcomes. This
general subject is discussed in chapter 9.

RACIAL SELF-AWARENESS

In a racist society, the race of a childand of
his or her parentsis of towering significance. This
fact does not easily escape children, To the black
child, it has a special importance. The avenues
whereby black children learn about race have been
matters of research since about 1940.

The Clarks conducted a series of studies re-
ported between 1939 and 1950. Their subjects
were Negro preschool children in Washington, D.C.
and New York City. In Washington, the children
participated in segregated programs; in New York,
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some were in a Negro group and others in a mixed
group. Only the Washington sample, it was noted,
was large enough to yield dependable conclusions.
The Clarks used dolls and crayons to elicit racial
self-conceptions from the young children.

Negro children, given two choices of identifying
with a white or a Negro doll, tended to choose the
white doll.288 Choice of the Negro doll was more
frequent in the all-Negro nursery schools. In any
event, age was directly related to choice of the
Negro doll.289 Light-skinned Negro children chose
Negro dolls less frequently than did dark-skinned
Negro children. The Clarks explained their findings
by contending that "consciousness of self as
different from others on the basis of observed skin
color precedes any consciousness of self in terms
of socially defined group differences in these
Negro children,"290 To the youngsters, "light
Negro" skin most resembled "white" skin; "dark
Negro" skin was sharply different from both other
hues. Thus, the Clarks interpreted the young
children's color consciousness as not equivalent to
race consc:ousness.

Did integration retard the Negro child's self-
awareness and racial identification? The small size
of the Clarks' integrated sample precluded a
definite answer. More research would be needed,
they agreed.291

Evidence derived by the Clarks from the
children's crayon work led to similar conclusions.
By age 5, "the Negro child is aware of the fact
that to be colored in contemporary American
society is a mark of inferior status."292 The
Clarks distinguished between racial self-awareness
and racial preference: " , By the age of 7 the
Negro child cannot escape self-identification, but
many .. . indicate a clear-cut preference for
white ... 29 3 They called for "a definite mental
hygiene and educational program that ..ould
relieve children of the tremendous burden of
feelings of inadequacy and inferiority ,,294 All
but a tiny percentage of these Negro children
attended segregated schools.

Radke and associates studied racial
self-awareness among primary-grade children in the
public schools of Philadelphia. Using the doll
technique, she found that 89 percent of the white
children preferred the white doll while 57 percent
of the Negro children chose the Negro doll. Also
evident was the children's awareness of some of
the social concomitants of race in America.
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" . Part of the children's 'concepts of race
thclude the factors of occupations, clothing, and
housing."295 In five schoolS studied, the percent-
age Negro ranged from zero to 100. White children
overwhelmingly rejected Negro children, whether
any were actual classmates or not. Nevertheless,
nearly three-quarters of the Negro children, when
asked whether a Negro boy in a picture was glad to
be a Negro, replied in the affirmative.296 At the
same tnne, Negro children indicated ambivalent
feelings toward self-identification as a Negro.

At thr Ruggles Street Nursery School in

Boston, Mass., Goodman studied 27 Negro and
white children, ranging in age from 2.9 years to
4.4 years. She reported: "None of the sub-

jects ... had yet developed true race attitudes, but
all gave evidence of slight to full awareness of their
own racial identity and that, of others."297 The
Negro children seemed more sensitive to racial
matters and hesitated more to discuss them. Yet,

Goodman observed that "most of
subjects ... do not manifest reluctance toward
cross-racial hospitality.-298

Powell studied racial awareness among

4-year-olds in a majority-Negro nursery school
located on the campus of a predominantly Negro
college.299 While the number of children was
small (11 Negro and 4 white), a rewarding study

was conducted. Children were asked to choose
dolls, fit together different colored pieces of a
puzzle made up of family members, and arrange
play groups around a set of miniatUre life toys.
The white doll was preferred by 76 percent of the
Negro children, thus indicating that the general
cultural preference for white had already been
absorbed, On the other hand, Powell emphasized
that racial awareness was most unstable among the
children. As for behavior in the nursery school, she
reported that "Negro and white children in the
research group play as much with peers of the

other race as they do with peers of their own
race."30° As benign as relations were, however,
racial differences did crop up from time to time.

Powell was led to observe that "interracial groups
even at the preschool level cannot be effective in
accomplishing their aims unless teachers take an
active part in helping children to understand and

accept racial differences."30
Butts, a psychiatrist at the Halcrest center in

Bedford, N.Y., observed in 1963 that black

children aged 9-12 at the virtually all-black treat-

rnent institution were impeded in the development
of inner security by "the tendency to measure
personal worth by the degree of proximity to
white complexion."302 Those children with lower
self-esteem also tended to misperceive themselves
in terms of skin color.

Gregor and McPherson studied racial attitudes
in two segregated schools in the Deep South,
Subjects were 83 white middle class students and
92 Negro lower class students. In a doll exercise,
95 percent of the Negroes identified with the
Negro doll-and about half preferred the doll over
white do11.303 In several respects, these results
compared with those found by Radke in inte-
grated and segregated schools in Philadelphia.
Also, it is not clear what impact the difference in
socioeconomic status -had on the findings of-
Gregor and McPherson. The researchers raise the
question of whether segregation might not have a
beneficial effect on racial self-identification.304

Stabler and associates examined race attitudes
of 67 Negro and white children in Head Start and
public school classes. Working with responses to
identification of black-bad and white-good,-- the
researchers concluded that "the racial attitudes of
the larger society have been incorporated by
preschool children of both_ races, but by white
children more so than by Negro children.r305

The hair arca of human figure drawings was
studied by Frisch and Handler as a clue to racial
self-attitudes. It had been noted in the past that in
such drawings by Negro children, "the hair area
was grossly overemphasiied and distorted."306
Drawings were collected from a sample of 122
Negro and 103 white children of similar economic
background. Two judges, who did not know the
youngsters, were highly successful in distinguishing
which drawings had been done by a white or
Negro child. In the great predominance of the
drawings by Negro children the ratio of hair area
to face area was significantly larger. The re-
searchers interpreted their finding as "a cultural
reflection of the Negro's desire for assimilation
and integration."307

Dennis analyzed the changing racial com-

position of drawings by students at Howard
University in 1957 and 1967. In the earlier study
he could discern no Negro characteristics in the .

drawings. In the later study, about 18 percent of

the figures were unmistakably Negro.308. Dennis
speculated that the increase probably occurred
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during 1965-67, a period of upsurge of black
nationalist sentiment. An indication of a parallel
development is contained in a study of Howard
University students by Bayton and Muldrow. The

archers tested the ability of light-skinned and
dark-skinned Negro students to take each other's
role. They concluded:

... Light-skin Negro males occupy some psycho-
logically marginal status which makes them especially
responsive to skin color cues emanating from other
Negroes. Furthermore, they see dark Negroes as having
more desn.able perso,. lity characteristics than light
Negroes possess. he further suggest that light-skin
Negro males are somewhat "uncomfortable" in their
position vis-a-vis dark Negroes.309

The results of both these studies become more
understandable in view of the growth of "black-
ness" sentiment on the campus of Howard
University during these years.

Greenwald and Oppenheim sharply reduced the
percentage of Negro nursery children who mis-
identified their race. This was accomplished by
using a "mulatto" doll in addition to a white and a
dark brown one. In the Clarks' northern sample,
studied in 1939, 39 percent of the Negro children
rnisidentified themselves; in the more recent study
data for which were collected in 1961the
percentage declined to 13.310 (The Clarks' 1939
study was done in New York City; the 1961 study,
in New York City and New Rochelle, N.Y.)
Greenwald and Oppenhehn conclude that Negro
children do not misidentify their race more than
white children do. Apparently one possible explan-
atory factor was not explored by the researchers:
the Clarks' northern sample ,was an all-Negro
group and a very small integrated groupthe latter
tob small to yield any dependable conclusions.
The more recent study may have involved inte-
grated nursery schools. This might have contrib-
uted to the changed findings. A noteworthy
feature of the (..1 ...enwald-Oppenheim research is
its finding that white children misidentify their
race to a much greater extent then Negroes (44
percent and 13 percent). Finally, despite the
accuracy of Negro self-identification, Negro
children still preferred to play with the white
rather than the mulatto or dark brown doll.

4 Asher and Allen studied race preference in ,a
largely segregated sample of 341 Negro and white
children in Newark, N.J. The settings were not
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schools. Using puppets instead of dolls, the
researchers found a uniform preference of white
and rejection of brown puppets by both Negro and
white children.311 It was noted that there were no
statistically significant differences between the
outcomes of this research and of the Clarks' study.
Asher and Allen, however, erroneously state that
the Clarks' nOrthern- sample was integrated. (See
p. 161) In a study of race drawings by Negro and
white adolescents in Northern Virginia, Wise found
that "70 percent of the Negro and 80 percent of
the white adolescents reported that the figUre they
had drawn was `white9:,312

Two reports. of racial awareness of white
children in North Carolina are of interest.
Studying 60 5-year-olds in Charlotte, Diamant
found that the children were conscious of racial
differences but were unprejudiced. They were
asked to make "families" of a combination of
white and Negro dolls. Diamant found that the
"children of 5 years who were of normil intelli-
gence did not refrain fromcalling a Negro child
doll a child of white white doll parents, regardless
of parental attitudes towards civil rights."313
Diamant speculated that at age 5 the gestalt of the

, family proved too strong to be overcome by the
counterforce of -racial prejudice. Williams and
Edwards studied 84 5-year-old middle class white
children in Winston-Salem. Procethires were used
to affect- the children's tendency to identify the
color black negatively and white positively. The
result was that "children whose black-white con-
cept attitudes had been weakened subsequently
showed somewhat less tendency to evaluate
Negroes negatively and Caucasians positively:1,314

Moriand compared race awareness in Boston
and in Lynchburg, Va. He matched 4 groups of 41
Negro and white children, aes 3 to 6. A majority
in each group preferred white.: over Negroes. White
self-identification excee,led Negro self-
identification. The white nu..del was especially
strong among southern childrew southern whites
were more race conscious than northern whites,
and southern Negroes were significantly more
likely to prefer whites.316 Morland holds that
"preference for one race did not mean rejec-
tion of the other race, for the great majority in the
four groupings accepted members of both races
when no choice was required ... "317 He
acknowledges that this interpretation is at odds
with previous studies.318
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Fundamentally, observes Morland, America is
racist although it need not remain so:

A_merican society as it now operates teaches that
racial differences are very important and that being white
is preferable to being Negro. Under such conditions young
Negro children probably learn to prefer and identify with
the dominant race ... The results of this study on race
awareness in young children suggest that as the socio-
cultural milieu in American changes, such awareness will
change.319

WhichNegro or whitewould change first,

Morland did not say.
Morland also conducted a comparative study of

race awareness among 450 Hong Kong Chinese and
Negro and white American children, ranging in age
from 4 to 6 years. While both Hong Kong and the
United States are multiracial societies, in the
former the Chinese ate of parallel, not subordi-
nate, status to the British. In the U.S., of course,
the Negroes and whites are in a subordinate-
superordinate power relationship. Morland set out
to discover whether racial awareness of children
responded to these differences. "The great
majority of respondents," according to Morland,
"accepted both their own and the other race."320
Negro children while tending to accept their race
also showed more conflict over race identity. The
Chinese children were more self-accepting and less
stressful 'about the matter. This, Morland held, was
to be expected inasmuch as "in such a society
there is no dominant race to maintain its superior
position and no subordinate race to show uncon-
scious preference for and identification with the
dominant race."21 To Morland, the study sug-
gested that when American society changes so that
Negroes cease being subordinate, "the racial pre-
ference and racial self-identification of Negro
children will change."322

It may be of some interest to examine the
relationship of race consciousness and attitude
toward persons of another race from an adult
perspective. Noel studied this relationship among
515 adult Negroes.323 The subjects were divided
into two classifications, with reference to ethnic
identification: (1) Identifiers who had a positive
I4gntiflcation with Negroes as a group, and (2)
disparagers who had a negative identification. Noel
found that "Negroes who are militantly identified
with the minority group are consistently more
favorably inclined toward integration, both in
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attitude and action, than are Negroes who dis-
parage the in-group."324 In other words, those
who felt most Negro were likely to be least
anti-white. Ethnic consciousness need not neces-
sarily become ethnocentrism.

Noel explored the relationship of ethnic identi-
fication to "defensive insulation.- Respondents
who accepted the following proposition were
classed as believers in defensive insulation: "It is
best to stay away from white people; then you will
avoid all embarrassing situations.- The following
table reports the data:

Ethnic Identification and
defensive insulation

Believe in
Defensive
Insulation

Al ong 4,1 adult Negroes

Identifiers Am bivalents Disparag
percents percents percents

Yes 16 18 56

No 84 72 44

(N=229) (N=180) (N-106)

The significant difference among respondents
points up the socially constructive function of
ethnic consciousness. What Noel calls "positive
group identification-325 is precitely what Singer
described as Negro children "differentiating them-
selves."

Since the late 1960's, there has been an
extraordinary expansion in the number of studies
of race consciousness of black children. In part,
the trend is merely a continuation of past interest.
It is also a response to what might be called more
broadly, the black power movement.

Krystall and associates found that black high
school students in Montgomery, Ala. favored both
integration and black consciousness.326 Hoetker
and Siegel tested racial attitudes of high school
students in Los Angeles by asking students who
had seen a series of professionally produced plays
to "cast" an imaginary play, drawing on the black
and white actors. Black students selected black
actors much more frequently than did the Anglo,
Mexican American, and Asian students. However,
the latter groups also chose blacks to a dispro-
portionately high degree. The researchers note that
while black students have become more racially
oriented, the "young whites have become much
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less sure about the place that non-whites should be
kept in.-327 A rare study of changing racial
sell-conceptions was conducted by Goering in
Kin loch, an a-black community in St. Louis
County, Mo. A raeial self-awareness test that had
been taken by high school students in 1950, was
administered again -in 1970, at the same school.
Goering found "a decreasing aversion to dark skin
among black youths and a fairly universal accep-
tance of natural hair type over pressed, treated
hair."328 Yet, older .negative attitudes continued
their hold, as Goering notes: "A marked Increase
in the tolerance of black youths for variations in
color and facial features among blacks has not
radically affected the undesirability of the most
stereotypic Negroid facial features."

Banks- reported changes between 1957 and
1967 in. racial attitudes of students at a pre-
dominantly black university. Greater acceptance
of blackness had become evident but the students
had also become more accepting "of the negative
cultural stereotypes about white people."329
Racial self-attitudes of 2,809 blacks in 15 cities
were studied by Edwards; respondents ranged in
age from 16 to 69 years. The researcher found that

blacks of darker complexion have a'greater
awareness of racial discrimination and hostility on
the part of whites, have a greater sense of racial or
ethnic identification, and more frequently report
,negative racial experiences."33p An interracial
-jury" of children and adults judged photographs
of black and white faces as attractive or not. The
Crosses found that while black judges generally
gave higher ratings of beauty, the _entire sample
judged whites as more attractive than blacks.331

Evidence suggests that black self-acceptance is
increasing. It is also clear that many negative
self-attitudes persist. Perhaps these latter are but
lingering influences of past times. One way of
judging this is to review studies of younger
children who were born when more recent ideol-
ogies of racial equality were taking holii

Studying a small sample of 23 largely middle
class black preschool children in Philadelphia,
FlOyd found a high degree of self-recognition
regarding race. Black children seemed to prefer
white over black, even in choice of "mothers"
through selection of photographs. A modest posi-
tive correlation existed between the child's desire
to be or choose white and the parents' belief in

black power ideology. Floyd acknowledges that he
did not use a control group.332

Stapleton sought to discover whether the pres-
ence of a black teacher would affect the racial
awareness of black children in a. Chicago pre- .
school. He found no effect.333 In Murfreesboro,
Tenn., Strain studied 60 black and white children,
aged 4 to 7 years, in integrated classro s. The
test consisted of photographs of black and white
persons. Stapleton found that white preferences
for the "white" photographs increased with age;
black childrenwhose preferences were
similardid not orient more strongly toward
whites as they grew older. White racial bias
emerged earlier. Asked to express preferences for
photographs of black and white children, with
"sad" or "happy" faces, black children were more
positive toward the "black" photographs.334

McAdoo compared racial self-awareness among
black preschool children in Mississippi and
Michigan. Mound Bayou, the southern-town, is an
all-black community where all businesses are

black-oWned and -operated. The Michigan children
lived in Inkster and Dearborn Heights, suburbs of
Detroit. Average age of the childrehwas 51/2 years:
While the southern children were better able to
identify their race and the races in general, both
groups of children tended to value white figures
more positively than black figures. The children
demonstrated attitudes that perplexed McAdoo.

She wrote:

It is difficult to conceive of a child placing law value
on one of the physical characteristics Upon which he is
classified, i.e., race or sex, and at the same time have a
high concept of himself. Yet this appears to be the case
with many of the children in this sample.335

This same phenomenon has, of course, been
reported elsewhere in this chapter.

Hraba and Grant studied racial self-awareness of
black children living iri an overwhelmingly white
areaLincoln, Neb. They found 89 black children,
aged 4 to 8 years, preferred a black doll to a white
one, contrary to the finding of the Clarks nearly
30 years earlier. Also unlike the earlier study,
Hraba and Grant found that black children of
light skin color chose a black doll no less fre-
quently. While nearly all the black children had
many white friends, they had not become white
oriented in their racial preference.336
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Two studies concerned the possible role of race
in the empathy of young children toward- one
another. Klein, who dealt with 128 black and

white first and second graders in Inglewood, Calif.,

found different raci0 patterns. Black children
were equally empathic with black and white
children, while white children were less empathic
with black than with other white children. Statis-
tically, however, moderate support was found-for
the proposition that empathy tended to follow
racial lines.337 Meltzer studied empathic behavior
of 90 white kindergartners, second and sixth
graders. Race of victim bore no relation to the
readiness of the white child to help the victim.338

Koski and associates studied racial self-.

awareness of 120 first and second graders in three
schools: one was all-white; one, all-black; the
third half-white and half-black. Attendance at the
balanced school did not affect attitudes of either
group of children. White children strongly pre-
ferred pictures of white classrooms rather than
pictures of a predominantly black classroom.
Choices of the black children were highly variable
and fell into three groups: 42 percent chose white
classrooms two-thirds of the time; 35 percent
chose black classrooms two-thirds of the time; and
23 percent had no consistent preferences. "The
first .and second grade children,- conclude the
researchers, " were by no means insensitive to
race."339 Steigelmann, studying 42 black boys
aged 7 to 14 years, found a distinct tendency
among them to misperceive their racial

iden tity.340

One of the ou standing studies in this area was
published in-1971, although its data were gathered
in 1965. Porter, studying kindergartens and
nursery schools in Boston, worked with children 3,
4, and 5 years old, She viewed racial self-awareness

and preference in a context of age, sex, social
class, intergroup contact, and skin color. On the

whole, many black children, according to Porter,
either wish that they were white or at least are
ambivalent toward the fact that they are

Negro."34 I Social class conditions this self-

attitude importantly. Working class children, for
example, recorded the lughest racial self-concept,
middle class children, the lowest. Children whose
mothers were on Aid to Dependent Children
(ADC) were nearer the working class. On the other
hand, middle class children have higher personal
self-esteem than working class children. Porter

relates these class differences to the position of
blacks in American society at large. Thus, the
black middle class has a marginal status, and its
children orient more toward white society. Work-
ing class blacks, while economically dependent on
white employers, have few social contacts with
whites and are more strongly involved in black
community ins ti tu tions.

Young children learn to think racially all too
soon. As Porter writes:

... For 4- and 5-year-olds of both races and for
-old Negroes, White [doll preference has some

racial connotation. The choices of the white 3-xear-old
Lvoup, however, do not indicate racialeva1uations.i42

By age 5 years, the children may be said to have
definite raci0 attitudes. When they enter the first
grade, their "opinions about race are fairly well
formed.-343

Desegregation, according to Porter, "does not
seem to have a negative effect on the racial
self-concepts of working and middle class

children.-344 Light-skinned, and dark-skinned.
children respond differently to the desegregation
setting: The former tend to exhibit more white
preference in doll selection while the latter choose
brown dolls more frequently. In any event, how-

ever salient race may be for some areas of
behavior, Porter's subjects paid it little heed when
choosing partners for play.

The schools in Porter's study were desegregated
but hardly integrated. Teachers seemed

consciously to avoid affirmative intervention on
racial matters. Porter wrote:

... While the data were being coHeeted, I was struck
by the lack of attention to racial matters in perhaps the
majority of the desegregated classrooms. MLny teachers
seemed to assunie that it was Improper to deal with race
in this age group ... The attitudes of the children either
were left to develop with no countervailing pressures or

reMforced in some classrooms by subtle factors
introduced by teachers or curriculum that communicated
that white is better thm black.345

Porter implies that organized teacher planning
could help reinforce nondiscriminatory patterns
and reduce negative self-evaluations,

Adair 'studied the -racial- self-attitudes- of--72---
black children in a Detroit area day care center. lie
found girls to have a clearer self-identification as'
black than boys. But while boys' black self-

identification rose with age, that of girls remained
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level. Racial self-identity did not rise with age, a
finding that is at odds with a number of other
studies.346 Kircher and Furby found in a study of
30 preschoolers in a non-segregated setting that
while black 4-year olds preferred white skin (on a
test), 5-year olds showed no preference. Contrari-
wise, 5-year old white children increased their
preference for white.347 Sciara observed that 70
fourth graders, all but a few black, tended to
identify light adult Negroes with high-status occu-
pations and dark adult Negroes with low-staths
occupations.348

Ethnic identification and preference data for
170 white, black and Mexican American Head
Start children in Southern California were studied
by Rohrer; 88 were Ln non-segegated settings; and
82, in segregated settings. Across both setthigs,
43.1 percent of the black children misidentified
their race. Most of the misidentification was a
product of the segregated setting where only 38
pet-Cent identified with their own group. In the
non-segregated setting, the corresponding figure
for correct self-identification was 81.8 percent.349
Preference data, on the other hand, showed a
strong tendency by black children away from their
group. They chose white and Me;.. ut American
children more often than other Lack children.
Rohrer- comments bitingly: "klthough they hear
`Black.is 'beautiful,' these black children know it is
better to be brown and even more beneficial to be
white."35P

Beginning in 1953, children in two New York
City kindergartens became the subjects of a
longitudinal study which lasted over 10 years. One
school in Brooklyn, attended primarily by lower
middle class children, was 85 percent white; the
other, on the edge of Harlem, was 85 percent
black and lower middle class for the most part.
Kraus, who became the chronicler of this unusual
group, recounts:

... Each yekr from 1953 to 1960, children had been
asked to draw pictures of themselves or of anybody.
During this time not one black or Puerto Rican or white
child added color to the face in his drawing. In 1972, the
writer asked 25 white teachers and 5 black teachers to
have thcir classes draw pictures of themselves, giving
children the identical instructions used in our study. Of
the 170 black children, 96 blackened their, faces. Of 164
Puerto Rican children, 24 darkened their faces , ... [Of]
the 50 Oriental children ... almost all drew Oriental
features and 21 darkened their faces ... .351

MINORITY STUDENTS

Kraus adds that student drawings did not vary
with the race of the teacher.

Ward and Braun, studying 60. black 7- and
8-year olds in Chester and Media, Pa., found that a
majority selected a black puppet over a white one,
and that those who made more color (black)
preferences tended also to have a higher self-
concept352 Doke arid Risley, however, found
that sex differences were significantly more im-
portant than race Ln choice of friends. The
children, only 12 in number, lived in an all-black
neighborhood mid their ages ranged from 4 to 12
years.353 Palmer studied 80 white children in
Hagerstown, Md. He found that 4-year-olds who
lived in a nonsegregated neighborhood chose black
more frequently than predicted. No such trend
was shown unong 8-year-old children from the
same neighborhood. Palmer surmised in expla-
nation that "perhaps ... the preference trends of
the 8-year-olds in question have been influenced
strongly by school attendance."354

Datcher and associates found in a racial self-
identification study of three schools in Chicago
suburbs that 88,3 percent of the black children
preferred-a black doll over a white one. Attend-
ance at a segregated or nonsegregated school made
no difference; nor did the Mee of the teacher.355
Banks and Rompf studied 60 middle class black
and white Children in the San Francisco Bay area.
Racially appropriate self-drawings were made by
87 percent of the black children: The same
children, however, still tended to reward white
"winners" in a game more frequently than black
"winnerS". When the children were asked to
express an evaluative judgment of the players that
was divorced from winnhig or losing, they chose
black players markedly more often.356 Rogers
found high levels of racial pride among black
children attending schools of varying racial com-
position. The level was lower in a segregated than
in two nonsegregated schools. Since socio-
economic levels were considerably lower in the
segregated school, Rogers acknowledges the dif-
ference between both types of schools might be
socioeconomic in nature, at least in part.357
Kelley also studied children in schools of varying
composition in Rochester, N.Y. In general, she
found a high degree of racial self-identification
among black children and a minimum of black
children who wanted to be white. The strongest
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evidence of racism and separatism was found in
segregated white and black schools. Students

in the nonsegregated school tended more readily
to accept children of a race other than their
own.358 They also tended to reside in an area that
was fairly nonsegregated.

Hauser conducted a long term psychoanalytic
study of 22 poor black adolescent males in New
Haven, Conn., between 1962 and 1967. The boys
did not evince any desire to be white. But a
number hated themselves and held themselves in
very low esteem. Throughout the years of the
study, reports Hauser, constant themes in the

interviews "were the Negroes' degraded self-

estimates [and] the scathing judgnents ....The
themes of worthlessness, undesirability, and use-
lessness recurred in many contexts."359 Hauser
speaks of a social process of "victimization" that

aggravates the negative self-feelings. Prominent in
this process are ever-present limitations on real

choices and alternatives in schooling, residence,

recreation, and job. As a consequence, the sense of
identity of the young men seemed to Hauser to be

foreclosedwithout any prospective development.
Thus, without reference to the role of the school,

Hauser views the identity foreclosure as funda-

mentally an offshoot of wbite soci
A few studies have explored techniques of

modifying negative self-racial attitudes as well as

racially prejudiced behavior toward others.

Spencer and Horowitz experimented with
variously colored mechanical puppets -with some
degree of success.360 Katz has taken seriously the
traditional injunction that racial prejudice may be

deeply rooted in early experiences of a child. She
found that nursery school children had trouble
discerning differences among faces of a race other

than their own and that highly prejudiced children
tended more to see other-race faces as similar than

did children with low prejudice. Working with
nursery, kindergarten, second-, and sixth grade
children, she was able to train children to distin--

guish more accurately between individuals of races

other than their own.3"
Even a cursory review of the racial self-concept

studies dtcussed h-1 this section documents the
greater readiness of black children to assert their

acceptance of being black. But what is the

social-psychological significance of these test
findings? Not very much, according to Dr. Mamie

P. Clark who, with her husband, Kenneth B. Clark,

conducted one of the earliest series of studies in
this area. (See -p. 161) In 1974, she told an
interviewer:

, From my general obseryations, the children's per-
ception of themselves as black and ail the negatives that
connotes have not Changed significantly since my rust
studies in the late 1930's and 1940's. If there is any
improvement in the self-image of black children, it would
be among those growing up in the South today... 362

(Dr. Clark has for many years headed the North-

side Clinic for Children in Harlem.)
Spurlock, a psychiatrist, is another skeptic. She

conducted a doll study with normal black children

aged 4 to 9. They strongly oriented toward the

white dolls. Spurlock *rote:

The findings of the study were highly suggestive that
the mouthing of the beauty of Blackness by many Black-

children is a reaction formation .... This characteristic
appears most frequently among those children from lower
socioeconomic groups; that is, they react by saying that
Black is beautiful, but they do not really feel it as being

So.

In explanation, Spurlock suggests:

... These youngsters are more consistently exposed to
more forcibly racist and rejecting experiences than are

other children. These are the children who attend
overcrowded schools and who may frequently hear from
their teachers (black and wIdte) comments implying that
-they can't learn," "don't want to learn," and/or "all"
ADC children are just alike.

- -

At the same time, Spurlock acknowledges that

many black children have derived from the "Black
is beautiful" slogan "a positive feeling of unity,
'peer acceptance, and protection against the on-
slaught of a hostile world."363

Over, the past generation, the: basic:racism of
American society and its educational_institutions
has continued to stand.. Children's drawings and
doll choices are striking enough evidence of this.

At the same time, black Americans have created a
national movement, led by blacks, for equality.
Both racism'. and resistance filter in and out of the
self-consciousness of black Americans: An' under-
estimation of the former leaves clUldren,
especially, defenseless. Hauser stresses this facet.
But an overestimation of the resistance has the
same effect. M. Clark and Spuriock make this
poin t.
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Similarly, segregation, while not necessarily
haconsistent with high racial self-identification, is
by no means a guarantor of self-racial acceptance
Indeed, the balance of research strongly suggests
that under conditions of interraciality, black self-
acceptance and acceptance of white are high and
go hand in hand. It is also clear from the studies
that schools have a large area for affirmative action
in the .creation of an accepting and productive
educational climate for all children.

BLACK STUDIES

Some 40 years ago, the sociologist Charles
Johnson urged that the education of black
children take account of their intimate experience
and be realistic in approach. He complained, too;
of the "blocking-out" of .black history from the
Negro child's schooling.3 6 4 Little evidence exists
that schools enrolling black students have turned
noticeably more realistic in their curriculum or
have based their instruction on the intimate life of
black children. A number of schools, however,
have incorporated one or another aspect of what is
known as black studies; most frequently, this
means black history. These experiences have been
evaluated to some extent.

In Escambia, Fla. Bass studied effects of_ a
16-week Saturday morang seminar. Children in a
nonsegregated attendance group seem to have
actually declined in understanding as a result
Meanwhile, members of a segregated group gained
measurably.365 In Denver, 216 black and white
kindergartners were asked to express their pre-
ference for stories with black and white characters.
The children, no respectors of science, liked all the
characters. Most said they would like the charac-
ters to be their friern.Ls and attend their birthday
parties. The children were 6 years old on the
average; they attended predominantly white or
black schools, a fact that did not affect their stbry
preferences.366 In 1968 Roth experimented in
Pontiac, Mich., with a curriculum in which the life
and history of black people formed an integrW
part. Black students who studied this curriculum
developed significantly greater black prideblack
students in nonsegregated settings more than those
in segregated classes.367

In Denton, Tex., a 15-week program of instruc-
tion in grades two through six resulted, according
to Manning, in a significant gain of students'

INORITY STUDENTS

self-concept over those who did not participate in
the progrwn.368 Smith utilized a black studies
curriculum component with fifth and sixth graders
in Pontiac. The academic self-corldept of the
experimental group grew significantly more posi-
tive. Unlike Roth's study, Smith confmed his work
to a single- segregated school. "Like many corn-
p e nsatory education programs," commen ted
Smith, "the experimental program evaluated here
was a 'mile wide and an inch deep.'"369 McAdoo
tried to change black preschoolers' racial attitudes
by three teclmiques. Children attended preschools.
in Ann Arbor, Ypsilanti, and Dearborn, Mich.
Some small changes were brought about in racial
self-attitudes but none in racial preferences. Black
children conanued their orientation to white .

choices.370

After a walkout of black students from Lincoln
High School in San Diego in 1969, a.black studies
program Was installed. Matthews evaluated the
program and found no effects attributable to it. In
a test of possible- effects on self-concept, those
who did not take the program scored higher than
those who did. This bleak picture led Matthews to
recommend that "educational systems should dis-
continue the practice of including black studies in
the school curriculum as a tool to soften demands
by blacks for change."371 Almost completely
opposite results were obtained by Andrews in an
experiment M Ryan Elementary school in
Scotlandville, La. Positive gains were demonstrated
for factual knowledge, self-concept, and school
readiness. Unfortunately, no control greup --was
used and socioeconomic factors covered a very
wide spectrum, maldng it difficult to hold this
factor COns6nt.3 7 2

Yee and Fruth found that black studies pro-
duced a significant achievement effect.373 Grant,
using similar materials, found no effect on self-
concept.374 Mezz failed to find a hoped-for effect
of attitudes tow ird school (education) in a junior
Wgh school in ithoenix, Ariz.375 In a study in
Baltimore, some slight positive self-concept effects
were found for black studies courses for high
school seniors. Fisher, the researcher, was skeptical
of the academic potential of these courses, at least
in the form they were offered, This led him to
conclude that "it is not educationally sound to
present the Negro students and the Negro com-
munity yet another 'built-in' failure on the part of
the schools."376 Hunigan summarized his study of
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three Illinois cities: ... One hour of black-pride
traMing a day does not seem to keep the white

-preference away."377
An informed impressionof what transpired in

the classrooms durtng the black studies instruction
does not seem to emerge from the research. The
reports dwell at length on statisticM analysis of
data, but contain little about the pedagogy of
black studies.

CONCLUSION
To be black and oneseff in a racist society is a

major undertaking, especially for children. The
family is the first educator in this matter. But the

schools canat least, potentiallyfollow closely
behind. Evidence suggests, however, that in most
cases, the schools have not done so. Instead, they
have, in Fanon's phrase, been busily decking black

faces with white masks.
Black children aspire to a better world for

themselves. By and large, they hope to attain as
much or more material success than whites. The
greatest barriers are not an incapacity to dream

but an inability to overcome obdurate social
practices of a discriminatory character. Career

opportunities for college educated blacks have

expanded drunatically while hundreds of thou-

sands of young black people in the cities remain

locked withhi a narrow circle of employment
possibilities. Aspirational levels continue to rise.
Acute awareness of discriminatory practices leads

to a conviction that forces outside the individual

are primarily responsible for the low socioecono-
mic status of blacks. Researchers see this orienta-
tion as realistic and thus functiona for adaptation
of blaCk youngsters to their world.

Under desegregation, vocational and educa-
tional- aspirations become more realistic which
some observers interpret negatively as a drop in
aspirations. Research evidence is scanty but indica-
tions are that attendance at desegregated schools
benefits the adult job and other achievement.

What happens to black self-concept as a whole
in school? In segregated schools there is a tend-

ency for self-concept of black children to be lower
than that of whites. This is not always the case,
however. Under conditions of interraciality i.e.,
attendance in the same school but without indica-
tion of the circumstances leading to such common
attend-miceblack children tend to have a self-_
concept as high or higher than that of white
children. In desegregated schools, fewer than a
third of the studies demonstrated a decffne in
black self-concept. .

Racial self-awueness has apparently increased
sharply, both in the North and South. Racial
self-acceptance has also undoubtedly risen. But the
degee of such a rise has been overstated. So far,
the practice of black studies iriagementaly -and
high schools has not yielded many examples of
success.

Nearly all the studies reviewed in this chapter
are subject to at least two limitations. First, they
were conducted either in segregated or tokenly
desegregated settings. Full-scale exploration of
desegregation effects in the area of self-concept
has hardly begun. Second, the "experiments" are
usually confined to changing the racial composi-
tion of the classroom or the school. Teaching
methods and school organization remain the sanie.
Implicitly, this assumes that existing methods and
structures are conducive to educational growth.
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CHAPTER 8
STUDENTS AND FELLOW STUDENTS

Charlotte Forum confided to her diary on
September 12, '1855 how it felt to he the only
black student in the Salem. Mass., normal school.
She wrote that her white classmates were friendly
enough in school but changed abruptly upon
meeting her outside:

These are but trifles, certainly, to the great public
wrongs which we as a people are obliged to endure. But
to those who experience them, these apparent trifles are
most wearing and discouraging; even to the child's mind
they reveal volumes of deceit and heartlessness, and early
teach a lesson of suspicion and distrust. Oh! it is hard to
go through life meeting contempt with contempt, hatred
with hatred, fearing, with good reason, to love and trust
hardly anyone whose skin is white,however lovable,
attractive, and congenial in seeming.1

Reflecting in part the powerful influence of her
abolitionist grandfather, father, and uncle, Miss
Forten refused to despair. A brighter day was in
store, she believed, a day "when the rights of every
Coloied man shall everywhere be acknowledged
and respected and he shall be treated as a man and
a brother!"2

If Miss Forten's treatment was not typical,
neither was it uncommon in northern schools
before the Civil War. The token presence of black
children in overwhelmingly white schools, then as
well as later, facilitated if it did not invite such
treatment. During the century after the Forten
experience, the historic. record was filled with
similar examples. Deliberate efforts by school
authorities to prevent social interaction of black
and white children were numerous. During the
1920's, school authorities in Trenton, N.1., the
State's capital, errected a high fence on a school
playground in order to separate children by race.
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Two strands of barbed wire topped the fence.3 In
Denver, the school board voted to forbid black
students from using the.swimming pool along with
white students.4 During the 1930's black children
in Evanston, Ill., were not permitted to participate
in any school sports requiring a change of clothing
since this was_regarded as undesirable social

intermingling with white children.5
Discriminatory patterns of social interaction

were treated by educational researchers as normal
aspects of school life. During the late 1930's,
however, Americw social scientists grew more
critical of racist theories. (See chapter 3, PP-
6547) Several psychologists turned to examine
racially discriminatory interactions with public
schools. Thus began a long line of research which .
extends into the present. In the remainder of this
chapter, research findings will be reported in two
broad _ categories: (1) social interaction under
conditions of interraciality and (2) social tnter-
action under conditions of desegregation. These

.terms are used in the same sense as in the

preceeding two chapters.

INTERACTION AND
INTERRACIALITY

Criswell studied interracial attitudes of Negro
and white elementary school children in New York
City; they attended three nonsegregated schools.6
In the earliest grades, there was little mutuaJ
withdrawal because of race; the most popular
children of the majority interrelated with children
of the minority. By the fifth grade, both phe-
nomena changed. Consistently, white children
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showed more group self-preference. In the inter-
mediate grades, Negro children sensed the exclu-
sion. As Criswell points out:

There was distinct evidence that these white and Negro
children of nearly thc slime socioeconomic status were
fundamentally less congenial with seatmates chosen from
the other race. The situation is most simply viewed as one
in which the whites show primary self-preference, a
growing sense of racial kinship dependent on community
attitudes, while Negroes develop a secondary preference
dependent on the increasing withdrawal of the whites and
on the Negroes' keener sensitivity to this withdrawal.7

The character of white friendships with Negro
children varied with the color composition of the
classroom_ In a predominantly white classroom,
white children had a larger element of choice as to
whether or not to strike up a friendship with a
Negro classmate; thus they could choose more
spontaneously, and the result was a more intimate
relationship. In predominantly Negro classrooms,
however, the choice narrowed and the resulting
relationships were less spontaneous and intimate.

The Williams-Ryan 1954 study reported of the
few Negro' students in desegregated schools:

...They tended to keep themselves apart unless
sought out for the more informal activities.con-
nected with school or for social occasions ...What
evidence there is points to an impersonal friend-
liness in school and school-related activities along
with some withdrawal to like groups after school."8
Researchers for the American Political Science
Association interviewed five Negro students in
each of 23 predominantly white colleges.9 'Re-
spondents reported that they attended all school
events as well as informal and social affairs. "As to
more subtle matters, the Negro students inter-
viewed in most instances believed that they were
not accepted on their individual merit either by
the administration or the general student body
...The Negro student at a predominantly white
college continues to feel that he is thought of as
different, or as an outsider."

Lombardi measured the attitudes of white 9th
and 10th graders toward Negroes before, and 7
months after desegregation. No change in attitudes
resulted; classroom contact with Negroes seemed
without consequence. He did find that white
prejudice against Negroes increased as white
scholastic averages fe11.10 In a study in the
Washington, D.C. area, Minn found "high authori-
tarian tendencies are prone to be accompanied by
unfavorable attitudes toward integrated [deSegre--

grated] schools and vice versa."1- Somewhat
contrarily, Claye observed that white student
attitudes toward Negroes were not related to
self-concepL12 Dwyer reported that informal asso-
ciations thrived' among younger children and
increased with time." ln a southern California
school, Taba observed that Negroes and Spanish-
speaking students participated very little, while
ability grouping added to the social distance
separating Negroes from whites.14

Webster studied the effects of interracial con-
tacts upon interracial attitudes." He selected a
sample of 60 _white students and 45 Negro
students in a Richmond, Calif., junior high school.
Parents of two groups of children varied widely in
terms of occupations and educational attainment.
Control groups of children were chosen in schools
where no interracial contact was possible; the
Negro parents .ie predominantly from the
South. After 6 months of contact, the Negro
students were accepting whites socially more than
whites were accepting Negroes; Webster nhad pre-
dicted this. On the other hand, he also found that
white students who had experienced interracial
contact had become, after 6 mqnths, less likely to
accept Negroes socially than were the white con-
trol students who had not experienced any intr-
racial contact. How could this anomalous finding
be explained?

Webster noted that he had been unah1e to
pretest the white control students. There thus
some question whether a strict comparison could
be made between white control and experimental
group changes over the 6 month period. Webs .1-

noted four specific factors in the local scene that
were unfavorable to friendly interracial contacts:
(1) physic0 aggression had marked the beginning
of desegregation; (2) Negroes resented the obvious
avoidance behavior f. f white classmates; (3) white
students held stereotyped conceptions about
Negrpes; and (4) parental support was expressed
for ongoing tendencies and did not encourage
friendship. Webster concluded that: (1) contact of
itself is insufficient without adult guidance; (2) the
initial conflict between Negro and white had not
been overcome and was allowed to stand in the
way of improvement; (3) without a broad com-
munity program of positive acceptance, interracial
classroom behavior cannot be changed in funda- .

mental ways; and (4) 6 months may be too short a
time in which to develop constructive interracial
attitudes.
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Commenting upon Webster's study, Haggstrom
interprets the weight of relevant research as

indicating that "Negro children benefit in a

number of ways from direct comparison and
competition with white children regardless of the
attitudes of children toward them..."16

Thomas, the principal of a Chicago upper
middle class private school, discussed the pro-
cedures whereby a small number of Negro children
were incorporated within the routines df the
school. Negro children were encouraged by the
presence of some Negro teachers. Racial inter-
marriage is a widespread concern among white
parents and the school takes special pains to make
this point to students. In 1947, when the decision
to desegregate was made, a school discussion of
intermarriage "brought general agreement that at
an early age boys and girls would realize that they
go to school with many people whom they value
as friends and associates but whom they had best
not consider as potential mates."17 Thomas re-
ported further: "For some time Negroes have
testified that going to the school with a white
majority has taught them to face reality. For
instance, they realize the mixed dating is not
widely accepted."18

Lee studied race relations in a Connecticut
town of 10,000 people, located 10 miles from a
city of 125,000.19 "The school system is the
freest area of behavior for Negroes," states Lee.20
Inside the high school, there are many interracial
best-friend relationships. For most of the town's
Negro youths who live in a concentrated area, the
interior of a white house is unknown; very few
white youths ever visit a Negro fellow student.
With regard, however, to Negroes and wfdtes who
live near one another, "they see much more of
each other [andj visit more often .and inti-

mately. . ."21
Berlin, a psychiatrist who had served as a

consultant tn the San Francisco school system,
explained the occurrence of discipline problems
among Negro youths who were placed in here-
tofore all-white schools: "They want very much to
become accepted in the new setting and yet they
feel so hopelessly bOhind the other youngsters that
they begin, almost inevitably, to resort to the only
behavior they have learned to use to cope with
such distressing feelings."22 This aspect of dese-
gregation was presented aS though it were typical.

-The only other statement dra similar view is by
Vredevoe.23 His statements, however, cannot be

checked; the specific instances are not identified
nor is the source of any fact given.

Herriott and St. John gave a more balanced
report and probably a more broadly based view
when they reported a significant but not over-
whelming discipline problem in schools in which
populations are from lower socioeconomic
levels.24

In the Clark-Plotkin study of Negro college
students, discussed in the preceding chapter,
students did report considerable integration in
classroom and extra curricular activities. Never-
theless, the researchers note an -undercurrent
theme of racial discrimination."25

St. John studied interracial association in a de
facto segregated New England high school.26 She
found, contrary to expectations, that Negoes
were not less active than whites, that Negroes held
more offices than did whites, and that there was
no relationship between a Negro student's atten-
dance at a segregated elementary schooLand his
interracial contacts in high school. On the other
hand, a strong negative relationship was found
between the eXtent of interracial associations of
Negro high school students and the average per-
cent of Negro children who had attended -their
elementary school. White children more often
chose northern Negro children as friends than
children who had grown up in the South. Also,
white students were found readier than Negroes to
initiate a personal friendship. The desegregated
situation studied by St. John had existed for 18
months.

Jonsson's study of Berkeley discovered that the
busing program had strongly stimulated social
integration. Mothers of bused children and of
children in the receiving schools reported a signi-
ficantly greater number of interracial friendships
than did mothers of other children.27 Teachers
verified these trends which eventuated despite
considerable apprehension by the children:
"... 24 of the 30 bused children interviewed
stated...that the receiving school children were
'friendlier' than expected."28 In two respects, the
impact of busing was restrained: The bused Negro
children were of a higher social status than the
remainder of the children in the sending schools
and thus did not constitute a socially upsetting
factor; and the bused and receiving school Chil-
dren, although friendly in school, did not see
much of each other on weekends or- during
vacations.
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The Tec le-Jackson-Mayo study of busing in
Boston stated: "with regard to white friends, the
[Negro mothers report that 76 percent, 18

percent, and six percent of their children, respec-
tively. have more, the same, and fewer white
friends this year."29

Gordon studied the educational consequences
of _joining students of widely varying social circum-
stances.30 In September, 1961, the virtually all-
Negro Carver, Mich., school district was merged by
State direction into the adjacent Oak Park dis-
trict, an upper-middle class white suburb of
Detroit. The percentage distribution of father's
occupation of the merged student body was as
follows:3

Professiona
Skilled
Unskilled
No response

Negro White
(percent) (percent)

or Proprietor 3 46
26 49
66 3

5 2

(On the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, Oak Park
fourth graders were at the 94th percentile; Carver
students, at the 9th).

G ,rdon found that Negro students participated
less than whites in extracurricular activities and
held office less frequently. Athletic activities were
the great exceptions; Negroes, in fact, joined
nonacademic school clubs at a ratio of about 8 to
I, while whites joined at about 1 to 1.32 As for
Negro-white social contacts, many more hostile
incidents arose between Negro and white girls than
between boys. Apparently, one of the basic

reasons for these tensions was economic and
psycholoOcal. Lipton: found, in an integrated
school in Hartsdale; N.Y., that white girls were
able to afford more expensive and contemporary
clothing and this aroused resentment.33

Contrary to his expectations. GordOn found
that Negro students did not tend significantly to
defer to White's in selecting companions and lead-
ers; a good deal of self-selection occurred. Yet,
that was a certain amount of white snobbery.

...Sixteen percent of the Negro students indicated
that the fellow student they would most like to know
falls- into the white student category, while among white
students only I percent indicated a desire to know most a
fellow student who is in the Negro student category.34

Gordon had predicted significantly more inter-
action between Negro and Jewish students. This

true only in part; interracial social relations
were marginal with all religious groups. There was
also much more interracial social contact among
boys than among girls.

Gordon found, as predicted, that white
students would adapt to "those student activities
in which Negroes engage and which tend to
enhance the self-perception and status of white
students.35 More white students went out for
varsity atbTetics after Negro students came to Oak
Park. The formation of a Human Relations Club in
1964-65 was another example of adaptive behavior
by white students. Another and unintended adap-
tation came in a cooperative training program
instituted in 1963-64 as a work-study device
especially for Negro seniors. When Gordon made
his study, he found that whites in the program out
numbered Negroes.

The academic achievement levels of white
students remained high; a great number planned to
attend college. Negro achievement remained low.
Still, some signs indicated a change. In 1962, no
Negro graduates entered college; in 1964, 6 per-
cent did. At Northern High School,.apegro ghetto
school in Detroit which a number of Carver
children had attended before coming to Oak Park,
only 27 peri..-,:m of the students planned to enter ;
college at sonie time; nearly half the Negro
students at Oak Park planned to attend college.36

The expressed self-confidence scores of Negro
students dropped. In 1961, 96 fourth through
eighth graders at Carver Elementary were asked
whether they were confident of being able to
succeed at Oak Park; 95 percent replied yes. In
1965, Negro students at Oak Park High were asked
the same question and 72 percent replied yes. Two
observations should be made. First, as Gordon
stresses, nearly three-quarters of the Negro 6;1-
dren actually at Oak Park were still confident of
succeeding; this is perhaps a more signific&nt figure
than the earlier 95 percent. Second, in view of the
objective achievement and social status gulf be-
tween the two groups of children, a modest drop
from 95 to 72 percent might reflect a necessary
and realistic adjustment by the Negro,children.
Cordon concludes that "lower class Negro
students from Carver performed more adequately
than. -is generally true of lower class Negro
students. The high achieving student culture of
Oak Park was clearly a factor in this change."37
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Throughout his .study, Gordon applied an an-
thropological concept of acculturation as an ex-
planatory framework. A major advantage of this
approach is the view of the desegregation milieu
from the interaction of white and Negro rather
than simply the effect of an autonomous "situa-
tion" on Negro children. Statistical demonstration
is not so important in such a study.

Racial attitudes of kindergartners were the
subject of Handler's study.38 She set up an
experimental interracial group of 33 children and a
control group of 26 in a suburban area. Deliberate
instruction was aimed at reducfng prejudice. Thus,
Handler's project went beyond desegregation. Her
goal had been to help the children "define persons
less in terms of racial features than they had
previously done." Both white and Negro children
achieved this goal in some measure; children in the
control group, however, actually retrogressed.
"The white children still equated 'skin coloevith
cleanliness 'after all intervening experiences.
[while] the Negro children as a total group related
cleanliness to bathing and not skin."39

It is often predicted that peer relations will be
impaired when children of different races are also
of differing intelligence levels. Kaplan and Matkom
studied this matter in a desegregated northern
schoo1.40 Subjects were 284 white and 88 Negro
children drawn from grades two through eight.
While the white children were predominantly
lower middle class, the Negro children lived in very
poor circumstances in a segregated area.

Kaplan and Matkom administered sociometric
tests to the children. They found that -when
Negro and white children of similar sociometric
status are compared, the white children tend to
have higher intelligence on reading test'scoresf'41
The researchers suggest that the Negro children's
sociometric success, so to spealc., demonstrates that
"the IQ or reading score is not an adequat
reflection of the ability of Negro children and that
these children may be perceived by others as
brighter, and as having more of the valued intellec-
tual- and social skills than tests scores or class-
room achievement shows."42 A check was made
to ensure that the high sociometric choices were
not simply the result of Negroes voting for
Negroes; this was found not to be the case. All in
all, conclude Kaplan and Matkom hopefully: "The
classroom atmosphere is not a simple reflection of
the white-Negro feeling in the respective corn-
muni 3

Pugh conducted one of the earliest studies of
Negro students in integrated and segregated
schools located in Columbus and Dayton, Ohio.
Among his findings were the following:

I. In mixed schools, the students were better adjusted in
their home and family relationships than those in
separate schools.

2: Negro 'students in separate schools are apparently less
satisfied with their Negro administrators than are the
Negro students in mixed schools with their white
administrators and teachers.

3. The group in separate schools showed far better
adjustment to the social_life of their schools than the
Negro groups in mixed schools.

4. There is no significant difference in the degree of race
pride of the mixed and the separate school groups.44

In findings 1 and 2, the Negro students in the
integrated schools had an advantage: in findings 3
the advantage lay with the segregated students. In
findings 4, neither side had an advantage. It would
seem warranted to conclude that integration was,
on the whole: more beneficial. In a more recent
study, however, Williams and Cole erroneously
represent Pugh's study as indicating "that Negro
morale is hig,her in segregated settings than in an
integrated milieu."45

Beecher studied relations among students in
two Manhattan junior high schools. On a sociaL

stance scale, Puerto Rican children were very
highly accepting of Negro students; the latter,- in
turn, were alsobut somewhat lessaccepting of
the Puerto RicaniS.46 Negro children were con-
siderably more accepting of Italians than of J6vs.
Skin color was fotmd not to correlate with social
acceptance scoreS between Puerto Rican and
Negro; the formdir tended toward acceptance of
light skin, the latter, toWarti dark skin.47

Do Negro children tend to conform to the
pressures of white influence ,vhen in an interracial
learning situationi? Janney and associates studied
80 Negro and white children in the Wichita, Kans.,
schools. Unexpectedly, they found that Negroes
did not conforml any more than whites.48 The
researchers explained the outcome 'as resulting
from the integrated nature of the group; most
earlier studies had occurred in a segregated con-
text. Mock studieid conformity among 280 Negro
and white fourth1 l fifth and sixth graders in the

iBerkeley schools n 1965, when these were still
largely segregated. \ Negro children were high con--
formers, Mock reported:

The more whites there were in the group, the more the
Negroes conformed. The more N9roes in the group, the
less the whites conformed.°
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Uigh credence was given to information derived
from the group with greater. prestige. "As the
balance of relative power and self-esteem between
the races alters," Mock comments, "experimental
results of quite a different sort could easily be
obtained."50

in Daytona Beach, Fla., Schneider studied con-
forming behavior in 192 Negro and white seventh
and eighth graders. Subjects were given several
experimental tasks to perform under four grouping
arrangements. No significant difference in confor-
mance was found between Negro and white
groups.51 White subjects conformed more in the
face of unanimous opposition of whites than if the
unanimous opposition was voiced by blacks. Negro
subjects were not subject to a similar ethnic effect.
A good deal of interracial antagonism existed
within the school; on social distance tests, Negro
children were considerably more accepting thm
white children. Schneider observed: "...An
ominous outlook was reflected in the behavior of
the white children. The so called white racism of
America was evident in the white children's hostile
attitudes toward Negroes and in their disrespect
for their Negro peers as sources of influence."52
Yet, "the Negro children did not buckle under the
influence of their white peers."53 This finding
contradicted the findings by I. Katzdiscussed on
page 58, as applied to college students. One
difference between the two-studiesjs that. black
and white were face to face in the Katz experi-
ment while this was not quite the case in the
Schneider study. Schneider algo did not find that
Negro children became more anxious after experi-
encing opposition of white peers.54

A related investigation was conducted by
O'Connor in two desegregated schools in Gaines-
ville, Fla. He studied the degree to which Negro
and white children, 7 years old and in first grade,
would imitate adult and peer models in two
experimental tasks. Negro children, he found, did
not imitate white peer models more than they
imitated Negro peer models. Rather, they imitated
Negro peer models more than white children
imitated white peer models.55 Thus, once more
conformity was found not to be especially salient
among Negro children.

Radke and associates studied social relations
among Negro and white children in six Pittsburgh
schools; the study was published in 1949. Radke
speaks of "the overwhelming rejection of Negro by
the white children..."56 .a single integrated
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Pittsburgh school, "the choices of friends are made
entirely within own racial group by 75 percent of
the white children and 21 percent of the Negro
children...Never in the community and only
rarely outside the classroom...do the white chil-
dren choose Negro children as friends."57

Hildebrandt studied 798 Negro and white
students in seven schools in Dayton, Ohio; the
nercentage of Negroes ranged from zero in one
;hool to 100 in another. The major fkiding was

that Negroes strongly favored Lntegrated schools
while whites rejected them.5 8 In this cross-section-
al study, it appeared that the older the Negro
child, the more strongly he favored integration;
the older the white student, the more he rejected
integrated schools.5 9

The all-Negro school registered the smallest
majority support for integration. Both groups of
students were asked to gauge the integration senti-
ments of the groups.

,

A large majority of whites conceive of their fellows as
preferring an ill-white school, while a small majority of
Negroes believe that white children prefer a mixed
school... "A large majority of whites believe Negroes
prefer separate,schools while a large majority of Negroes
believe that their own group prefers the opposite.°

In Oak Ridge, Tenn., 5 months of desegregation
yielded significantly less antagonistic attitudes
toward Negroes on the part of white high school
students. Curiously, this finding held true even for
white students still attending a segregated high'
schoo1.61

Koslin and associates studied the effect of
integration on interpersonal racial attitudes of 129
Negro anCwhite first and second graders in three
schools. One was all-Negro, another all-white, and
a third equally divided. A test was constructed in
which children pastid decals of different racial
figures and drew a school. The major findings were
as follows:

Integrated Negro subjects were significantly closer to
white children target figures than were segregated
Negroes... 1ntegrat4on accelerated a tendency for white
subjects to more, closer to Negro target figures as igade
increased. Regardless of race, integrated subjects were
closer to school than segregated subject&62

A second study by Koslin and associates of first
and third grade children in four schools in a large
eastern city arrived at somewhat different findings.
In the year between the two grades, white children
continued to prefer all-white surroundings while
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Negro children changed from a slight preference
for whites to a clear preference for Negro teachers
and peers.63 In a third study, involving five

schools, all of which enrolled from 25 to 75
percent Negroes, children tended to prefer peers of
their own race. In racially balanced classrooms
where enrollment reflected the racial composition
of total enrollment in the school three tests
"revealed positive relationships between school
racial balance and the favorableness of interracial
attitudes, with any possible effects of socio-
economic status controlled."64

McDowell studied the willingness of 582 Negro
youths, aged 16 to 19, in the District of Columbia
to associate with whites. As a whole, they ex-
pressed a very high readiness to do so.65 The 80
percent who were attending schools were more
willing than were the 20 percent who had dropped
out of sch-dol. McDowell found: "The degree of
voluntary, informal associations that Negro youths
have had with their white fellow students is the
one variable that we have examined whose in-
fluence on willingness to associate is both strong,
unambiguous, and statistically reliable. This is true
with regawd to social contacts in school but even
more so with regard to social contacts out of
school."66 To the researcher, informality of social
contact signalled interaction on a more human
level. "Without these volun tary, informal deal-
ings," noted McDowell, "in-school contacts are a
ritual, a temporary fiction in which both Negro
and white participants concur until they depart
the confines of the school building for the 'real
life' ou tside."6 7

Fewer than a third of the boys had attended a
predominantly white school or one with equal
numbers of whites and blacks. Even fewer had
experienced informal social contacts with white
boys. These Negro. students seemed especially
prepared for more extensive contacts in other
areas of social life.6 8

What criterion did Negro boys employ in
selecting whites with whom they sought to
socialize? "By far the most frequent criterion in
judging whites," according to Mr7)owell, "is how
those whites judge Negroes."69 Sit, -,xplained that
in any stratification system a social subordinate
generally pays "close attention to the clues of his
supenor."70 In the studies of conforming behavior
that were reviewed earlier in this chapter, the
factor of superordination _vs' subordination was
criti41.. Inequality of status, . McDowell notes,

precludes, strictly speaking, emergence of Negro
prejudice. The Negro is ordniarily not in a position
to enforce his ethnic antipathies nor-is he accus-
tomed to initiate exlusion. McDowell stresses that
"interacial contact is not rejected per se [by
Negroes] but when it frivolves a greater risk of
nonacceptance by whites."n

One is reminded of Morland's point that social
interaction betWeen Negro and white in racist
America will become more humanizing when
notions of racial superordination and subordi-
nation disappear.

McDowell's research is significant for its sensi-
tivity to the quality of social interaction and for
its awareness of status factors in interracial rela-

tions.
Of methodological interest is research by Briggs

in Alabama. She studied the degree of success
Negro students experienced in high, school in
developing a written language closer to standard
English. Between 9th and 11 th grades in writing,
the boys overall decreased Ln spelling, vocabulary,
verb, and syntactic errors.72 Girls made more
errors at the end of the 2-year period. This study
was done in all-Negro schools. If the locus had
been a desegregated school, it is likely that changes
in the boys' writnig would have been attributed to
their greater propensity to interact with their
white peers and thus to unlearn "Negro dialect."
This underscores the need to attempt control of as
many variables as possible.

Boys in Project A Better Chance (ABC)
experienced a very sharp contrast in sociocultural
styles, (It will be recalled that project involved the
enrollment of minority youngsters from large
cities in private, high-tuition preparatory schools.)
As Wessman points out: "While it would be unfair
to characterize the independent schools as citadels
of snobbery, it would be unrealistic not to
recognize that social status plays a significant role
in the recruitment of their clientelc."73 Never-
theless, about three-quarter of the boys made a
clearly satisfactory social adjustment. A degree of
racial conflict occurred: "Over half... felt that
they had encountered some degress of prejudice in
the school,_ and . .a third...felt the incidents
were serious and upsetting."74 The program was
largely successful over the 2 years, but there
developed among umny participants as "increased
level of tension,= worryand_drivenness."75 But,
adds Wessman, "one cannot aspire without facing
the threat of frustration of aspiration."76
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Hall and Gantry reviewed the social interaction
of 377 Negro high school students in desegregated
schools. In general boys interacted much more
with their white peers than did Or ls with theirs.
Participation in extracurricular activities was re-
ported by 58.3 percent of the students in their
first year, 71 percent _the second year, and 100
percent in the fourth year.77 Interracial activities
that involved fonnal rather than informal inter-
action were most readily engaged in club meet-
ings rather than dances.

In its racial isolation study, the U.S. Commis-
sion on Civil Rights found that students of both
races who attend desegregated schools do not
automatically modify their attitudes toward one
another. As the Commission states:

...School desegmgation has its greatest impact upon
student attitudes and preferences through the mediating
influence of friendship with students of the other race.
Negro and white students who attend school with each
other, but have no friends of the other race, are less likely
to prefer desegregated situations than students in desegre-
gated schools who have such friends. Having attended
schools with students of the other race and having friends
of the other race contributes to preferences for desegre-
gation. The effect is strongest for students who have had
both experienees.78

Attendance at desegregated schools remains an
influence in a person's life long after he has left
school.

A separate study was made ot the relationship
of interracial tensions in the school to Negro
achievement and attitudes. The findings showed
that Negro achievement was higher where tensions
were least. McPartland and York observe: "Negro
student achievement and attitudes in desegregated
classes are related .to the degree of interracial
tension within the school"79 (They neglect,
however, to observe that more or less the same is
true in segregated classes.80) McPartland and York
also found that interracial tension varied with the
number of children who had previously experi-
enced desegragated schooling. Interracial friend-
ships were more frequent among Negro students
active in extracurriculai events.

The renarcher5 coclude;

.There is indeed an effect of desegregated schooling
which results from the racial composition of the class-
room, apart from the exchanges in social class level of the
fellow students which often accompanies desegregation.
The differences seem to be well explained by the racial
associations of the student, which are much more a
function of_ the racial composition of the classroom than

either the student's social class or the social class level of
the schools,81

In a somewhat related study, Caffrey and Jones
found no significant social class differences among
the racial attitudes of southern white high school
seniors. The study does not report how many
attended desegregated schools.8 2

In teriaction in the Hardy Junior High School of
Chattanooga, Tenn., was studied by Smith. While
the school had been desegregated in 1965, he
found 5 years later that "on every major dimen-
sion of social interaction studied, it is an internally
segregated and not integrated school."83 Seating
in the classroom or cafeteria reflected segregative
patterns as did the playground. No indication is
Oven in the study of any efforts by faculty or staff
to effect changes in the patterns. Martinez.
Monfort examined racial attitudes of students
attending seven high schools in the vicinity of
Baton Rouge La. As measured by a polygraph ("lie
detector") and other means, no relation was found
between racial attitudes and previous attendance
in a desegregated schoo1.84

Harrison and associates studied racial factors
Lnd interaction among preschool children. On an
experimental task performed in two-person arid
lour-person groups, some racial differences
emerged. In four-person groups, black children
were more inhibited than were the white children.
In two-person groups, however, there was greater
readiness to initiate and respond to social contacts.
The possible classroom significance of this study is
lessened by two facts: (1) all the children were
strangers to one another, and (2) the entire
contact lasted only 10 minutes. In a number of
situations studied by others, black children were
almost always more outgoing than in this study.85

In 1972, Krenkel studied interaction among
675 fourth, fifth, and sbcth graders, apparently in
a San Francisco school. Of some interest was her
employment of photography as documentation of
interaction patterns. On a preliminary test, no
significant differences in self-contact were found
for Asian, black, and Anglo children. While a great
deal of sex segregation was recorded in the
photography, relatively little ethnic segregation
showed up in play and eating situations. A study
of the latter photographs yielded the following
percentage distribution.86

Integrated situations:

191
Asian-black-An o 38 percent
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Partly integrated situations:
Anglo-black
Anglo-Asian
Anglo-black

Segregrated situation:
Anglo
Black
Asian

3 percent
32 percent
12 percent
39 percent

0 percent
4 percent

10 percent
14 percent

In other words 39 percent of the photographs
showed Asian-Black-Anglo children interacting;
and so on. A moderate degree of segregation with
respect to blaek children was evident. Krenkel also
collected data on friendship, leadership, and work
group preferences of the children. These indicated
the absence of segregation.

The racial attitudes of black and white seniors
in three suburban high schools were compared
with the racial composition of the schools. One
school was all-white; one, technically desegregated;
and a third, integrated. Lachat found that at the
latter school, teachers were more devoted to the
educational mission of the school;,.while acadmic
differences between black and White existed, they
were not_so extreme as they were at the desegre-
gated school. While white students at the inte-
grated school were distinctly more favorable to
black, little social interaction occurred. Unfor-
tunately, the researcher did not have an oppor-
tunity to enter classrooms and observe students
and teachers at work.87

Kaalberg made an especially imaginative study
of interaction. She wondered how interracial
attitudes squared with interracial practices. To
test this, she showed children phptographs of
own-race and opposite-race children and elicited
statements of preferonce. Then, ihe test subjects
met the children who had posed for the photo-
graphs. In general, racial factors were More im-
portant in the actual situation than in the photo-
graph phase.88 Kaalberg tested 66 second, fourth,
and sixth grade girls in several parochial schools in
Mississippi.

In 1973, Mead,.a white man, attended the 25th
reunion of his graduation class at Evanston (111.)
Township High School. He Was shocked to find
that few black alumni wanted to attend: In
searching out the reasons, he first came to under-
stand how blacks had fared at ETHS a quarter-
century earlier. Roy King; one-time black student
leader, wrote Mead: "To be a reunion, there must

have had to have been a union." "It was all bad,"
recalled another alumnus. "All black kids had a
bad time at Evanston I-4h School." King recalled:
I don't feel that there was hostility... There was
indifference, which is worse. We were nonexistent.
You can almost fight hostility, but indiffer-
enceit's the worst thing in the world... We kind
of melted into the walls.-..and this is !low we
would feel at this reunion."95

In 1965, Coons reported the findings of a
sample of 120 white and black students upon
completing ETHS. The 60 white students had
taken 238 honor courses while the 60 black
students had taken only one. Coons describes this
as a -ghastly statistic."91 Some 8 years later, the
academic relationship of black and white in the
school was as disastrous as ever. On the; SCAT, a
measure of academic2aptitude, white sophomores
averaged the 88th percentile while black sopho-
mores registered only at the 8th.92

During 1970-71, Patchen and Davidson con-
ducted what is thus far the most comprehensive
and systematic study of racial interaction in the
secondary schools of a single large city, in this case
Indianapolis, Ind.93 First results were published in
1973. The inquiry concerned 12 settings there

were I 1 schools but one had two campuses.
Enrollments ranged from 98.9 percent white to
99.8 percent black. Student responses to a ques-
tionnaire were 82 percent for blacks and about 85
percent for whites.

Iii most of the schools, Patchen and Davidson
found, interracial interaction had a positive effect
on black and white students. Black students in
every school reported a more favorable opinion of
white people since attending hig,h school. On 8 out
of 11 school sites, white students reported more
favorable attitudes toward blacks. A majority of
both groups of students had had some kind of
friendly contact during the Semester of inter-
viewing. Students Were asked about the occurrence
of unfriendly actions. Just over two-fifths of the
black students reported they had not experienced
such actions; slightly under one-fifth of the whites
said they had. With reference to threats of harm,
wflltes-reported them more frequently than blacks.
Nearly three-fifths of all whites reported blacks
had tried to extort money from them but fewer
than one-fifth actually gave money.

The researchers also examined the issue of
physical aggression. A summary of their findings is
presented in the table on p. 10. During 1970-71,
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107 fights were reported to central school authori-
ties. Of the fights, 86 or 80 percent, involved
students of one race. The other 21 or 20 percent,
were interracial. Of the 86 inti-aracial tights, 64
involved blacks only. The II school sites where
fights were reported can be divided into predom-
inantly white (numbers 2-8) and prcdominantly
black (numbers 9-12). In the first group, occurred
44 percent of all fights and 52 percent of all
interracial fights. Nearly two-thirds of all the
intraracial Wits in this group of irivohied blacks
only. In the second group of schnols occurred 56
percent of all reported fights and 48 percent of all
interracial fights. More than 80 percent of the
intraracial fights in the second group involved
blacks only. Total enrollment in the first group
was 15,229; in the second group, 8,350. The rate
per 1,000 students of reported fights varied as
fonows: entire group-5; first rroup-3; second
group-7.

This compilation yield's several findings which
are contrary to the reports of the mass media. The
frequency of open violence in the high schools
of Indianapolis, at least is far less than implied
by prers reports_ One school alone number 9
accounted for nearly half of all fights and more
than a third of Al interracial fights. The level of
student violence was sharply lower in predomi-
nantly white -- or less segregated schools. Most

student fighting occurred within, rather than

between, racial groups.
These violence data are compatible with the

general findings of Patchen and Davidson, The
generally positive interracial attitudes of the

students are reflected in very low rates of inter-
racial violence. In their further analysis, the

researchers probe into numerous forces playing a
role in racial interaction. Black teachers, for
example, were perceived by black students as
favoring friendly contacts between black and
white students, Teacher attitudes were found to be
an important influence on students in Such mat.
ters. Patchen and Davidson also stress the need to
view race relations in the school within a broader
community framework. Yet, as students moved
through high school, their interracial attitudes
grew more positive. This suggests that school
influences exert an independent influence on
students even when desegregation is initiated
under temporarily difficult circumstances.

The researchers drew practical implications
from their findings. They recommended an in.

crease in black faculty in view of their apparently
beneficent effect on int,,rracial relations. Special
measures to encourage black girls were suggested
in view of fmdings supported by numerous
other studies that girls have the more difficult
time establishing productive roles in nonsegregated
schools. Tokenism of numbers works against viable
integration, hold Patchen and Davidson.

School officials and concerned citirins should strive for a
level of racial integration at each school which allows
students and teachers of both _races to feel that they are
an integral part of the school and that their presence and
interest are reflected in the school's academic and extra-
curricular activities.94

Since increased opportunity for interracial contact
usually led to more contacts without any signi-
ficant increase in unfriem2y contacts, the re-
searchers underscored the desirability of more
racially heterogeneous classes and random assign-

ment of seating.
Patchen and Davidson found student racial

attitudes, both positive and negative, to depend
heavily on group context. They recommended
therefore that efforts to change negative racial

attitudes might better take the: shape of "carefully
moderated group discussion rather than

lecturing or providing information to in-

dividuals."9-5 Differences in socioeconomic status
between black and white students, a topic beloved
by educational researchers, were found to be a
fairly secondary source of problems between the

groups. Considerably more important were differ-

ences between the groups related to educational
goals and school behavior. "While it is not easy to
reduce such differences," acknowledged Patchen
and Davidson, "they are obviously more amenable
to school actions than are differences in socio-

economic status."96

The foregoing account is necessarily com-

pressed. Numerous qualifying conditions and nega-
tive experiences have been omitted in the

interest of reporting main trendJ. It happens these

trends are favorable to racial interaction. Patchen
and Davidson's analysis shows that one must go

well beyond raciA percentages arid a few other

numbers in order to comprehend the totality of
interracial interaction.97 Their valuable research is

made 211 the more useful by dealing in depth with

a single school system.

19.
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DISCIPLINE, DISORDER, AND DISRUP-
TION

School people and researchers u Ld to discuss
discipline." Now they talk about "disorder" or
"disruption.- The shift is significant_ Breaches of
discipline are ordinarily viewed as personal and
individual. Disorder or disruption on the other
land, is collective and regarded as a challenge to

constituted authority. The disorderly reject the
entire traditional scheme of things while the
undisciplined object to this or that aspect of the
school routine. When race is added to disorder, the
restdting mixture becomes the concern of news-
paper editors and of occasional researchers and
writers.

Most discussions of school disorder stress the
role of physical violence. Often, however, when
the students in these schools are interviewed or
when they write their own account of school
experiences, violence as such plays a subsidiary
role. Instead, they emphasize educational short-
comings of the school. Newton, who later became
a cofounder of the Black Pantlieb, recalls his
junior high and senior high school days in Oak-
land, Calif. "My high school diploma was a Nyco,"
he wrote. "When my friends and I graduated [in
19591, we were ill-equipped to funcrion in
society, except at the bottom, even though the
system said we were cducatcd."98 During these
years, he continues, "I did not have one teacher
who taught me anything relevant to my own life
or experience.. .-99 Deeply ingrained in the nar-
rative is a conviction that educational sufficiency
was the core consideration. By implication, New-
ton contended that even in the complete absence
of disorder the traditional scheme in the schools
was consistent with failing educational function-
ing. In this sense, disorder is derivativenot
primary.

Three national studies of student disorder were
made in 1969-70. The first, by the Community
Relations Service (CRS) of the U.S. Department of
Justice, covered 140 secondary schools located in
52 cities and 17 States. The schools enrolled a

total_of 165,737 students. Three basic issues were
singled out by CRS: (1) institutional racism, (2)
institutional irrelevancy and (3) communication
failure between administrators and protestors.
About half the schools in the sample had adopted
an ethnic studies program in response to student
demands. The survey found that "by a ratio of
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wo to one, teachers were hostile toward pro-
testing students."1"

The other studies were made by Havighurst and
by Bailey)01 llavighurst's study covered about
700 high schools in 45 large cities. Bailey's study
also included a large sample_ Both studies agreed
that (1) the greatest disorders occurred at schools
that recently became desegregated and (2) at
nearly all these schools the authorities had not
prepared staff, student body, and community for
the impending changes)" According to the
Havighurst study, -the most striking aspect of the
large city high school is conflict among students
and between students and faculty.-103 Inappro-
priate education was scored as an important
contributing factor to student unrest)04

Worcester and Asbaugh studied student unrest
in 34 high schools located in the six largest urban
school districts of Texas. The most disruptive was
the school attended_ by middle class students; the
least disruptive was the predominantly Mexican
American school. Integrated schools, they found,
were no more disruptive than predominantly black
schools, thus, according to the researchers,
"challenging the notion that integration produces
widespread student disruption,"105 Hournes
stueled "racial disruption" in the high schools of
two large school districts in Florida. The period
covered was January 1, 1971 March 1, 1972,
Ilonmes souglit to discover whether the disruption
was affected by presumably different educational
expectations held by black and white students. lie
found no evidence to support "the prevathng
notion among other writers that black and white
students desire and need considerably different
educational programs."106

Rece-related violence in three Pittsburgh high
schools luring 1967-1970 was artalyzed by Lock-
hart. Only acts of violence that resulted in
complaints hems filed with city police were
considered. During these years, 84 such acts were
%ported. Black students were arrested in dispro-
portionately large numbers while whites were
rarely charged with having initiated violence. Late
in 1967, black students at Perry, Allegheny, and
Oliver high schools demonstrated. At Oliver, the
issue was the failure of school authorities to
discover and punish white students who had
harassed a group of black students. Violence
erupted and a week-long boycott fOliowed. At the
three schools, black students and parents set forth
a set of demands that advocated (1) excluding
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outsiders from schools, (2) strict enforcement of

class attendance (3) stricter codes of dis-
cipline, and (4) retention of police in school "until
internal control and discipline were established."
A course in black history was requested. Authori-

granted these and several other demands but
refused to remove an unpopular principal.

While tlw presence of police was Congenial to
students and parents, complaints quickly devel-
oped. Members of the police tactical squad were
hostile to black students. Counselors at two of the
schools reported to Lockhart that "when police
were not clearly uniformed with identification
badges showing, these officers were more prone to
intimidate die black students.", 07 Lockhart also
studied the role of black teachers in race-related
violence at the same schools. She found a fairly
high correlation (.68) between the presence of
black teachers and the occurrence of violence.
While students initiated the events, the teachers,
"largely inexperienced ... and in their early 20's

were empathic with demorstrating students.
Lockhart suggests that students may have inter-
preted such empathy as condoning violence.

For much of the period 1967-1970, the city
school authorities apparently viewed the unrest as
posing a control problem. Lockhart declares that

during the same years. the school board and
administration "appeared to take little advantage
of opportunities to make positive utilization of
race-related violent incidents." During 1971-72,
however, the school system began to take definite
steps. Until then, effective leadership in terms of
changing race relations in the school system was
lacking.

Ritterband and Silberstein studied disorders
that occurred in the 56 academic high schools of
New York City during November 1968 and June
1969. Their analysis concerned disorders in which
police were summoned and which involved five or
more students. All these disorders fell into either
of two categories: political and nonpolitical. The
former were disordets marked by demands for
systemwide change and in the structure of schools
while the latter involved specific conditions at a
school. During the period of study, three out of
live of the academic schools experienced political
disorders. (At this time, a severe wuggle of black
and Puerto Rican communities against the United
Federation of Teachers took place in the city as a
whole.) The presence of black teachers, according
to the researchers, heightened the probability or

1

political disorder. Such disorder occurred where a
critical combination of politicized black teachers
and students took place. Tlus sort of disorder,
then, is regarded as caused by individual action
rather than by the shortcomings of the school
svstem.108

Lockhart, ii will be recalled, had pointed to
black teachers as a secondary force in generating
disorder. Ritterband and Silberstein, however,
regarded then as primary. Pitts, on the other hand,
disagreed strongly with Ritterband and Silberstein.
Based on his detailed study of an all-black high

school in Chicago, Pitts held that 'lack students
-often exert strong influence on the racial be-

havior of (black) teachers as well as their fellow
students:1°9 He also feels the coauthors erred in
failing to examine the role played by systematic
discrimination in producing the disorder. PiHs also
criticizes the fact that Ritterband and Silberstein
base their analysis on police data without any
firsthmd, independent study of the black teachers
whose role they evaluate as crucial. Lockhart and
Pitts, for their respective studies, had conducted a
close, onsite analysis of teachers and other

factors. 110
A few studies of violence in single sehools have

been made. Caley reported on Washington junior
School in Seattle, Wash. A predominantly

black school, Washington had for _years been
administered under the principle of -"contain and
control." As Caley observes of the appointment of
a principal in 1957 who had been an administrator

in a State institution for delinquent boys: "A
former superintendent told me it was thought at
the time that the appointee's past experience
could be valuable in handling 'disadvantaged' and
'black' and 'difficult' children at Washington:111
By 1968, two successors had been appointed but
the regimen of the school renined essentially
repressive and, accordingly to Caley, disrespectful
of -the children_ Early that year the ideology of
black power emerged in the school. In September,
the school was closed by authorities as black
students demonstrated against the authoritarian
regime of the school. A severe crackdown was
ordered upon reopening with new disciplinary
rules drawn up. Parents supported the new mea-
sures. Academic deterioration worsened. By late
fall, some 90 to 100 students out of a total of 540
were absent daily. About 50 black students had
been pushed out." White and Asian students
easily managed to obtain transfers. The sole
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evidence of change was the playhig of records at
lunchtime. "We let them have this," the principal
told Caley who concluded that peace had been
won at the cost of further educational deteriora-
tion.

A similar case was studied by Ochberg and
Trickett. After free lunches and bus transportation
had been discontinued by the school, black
students the ones mai* affected petitioned
for restoration of the cuts. They also requested
courses in black history and more black teachers.
"Many faculty members," reported the re.
searchers, "said they were shocked that students
would make demands. No official faculty or
administrative response was given to the
students."112 Staff and faculty seemed at a loss to
understand why an eruption of violence could
have occurred.

EXPECTATIONS OF ACHIEVEMENT

In a racist order, it seems -natural" to expect
the privileged group to achieve more. The power
of racism is attested by the fact that the less
privileged group learns to regard itself as less
capable. As black leader Huey Newton commented
with respect to the time he was a school child in
Oakland, Calif.; -We not only accepted ourselves
as inferior; we accepted the Mferiority as in-
evitable and inescapable."113 The last chapter
presented Jorgensen's view that a critical
potential of desegegation is to help children
unlearn the doctrine of racial superiority and
inferiority. This is to be achieved by acquiring
competence in the academic work of the class-
room and school. As academic competence iS
acquired, by rrOnority as well as majodty children,
the doctrine of racial superiority recedes. Minority
children at once expect success of themselves and
are expected by others to succeed.

But how may this be achieved? Undoubtedly,
individual teachers have worked out successful
mechnisms by intuition if not otherwise. The
present writer. for example, taught for some years
in a large urban community college, attended for
the most part by white students. Many had
graduated from high schools in which they had not
been required to write papers and essay type
examinations. They were thus exceedMgly arxiOus
when expected to do so in their college class. Most
perplexing to them was the mysterious process
whereby a "subjective" device like an essay could

"objectively" i.e., fahly waded. A

pragmatic solution suggested itself to the teacher.
He asked each student who received an "A" or
"B" on any of five questionsstudents answered
any two of the fiveto read their answers to4he
class. Almost always the class saw clearly the
merits which were then commented on by the
teacher.

Later on the teacher moved to a community
college which was predominantly black and
Latino. The same examination procedure was
followed. Now, however, the practice had an
additional significance: inevitably since ,half or
more of the "model" students were bia'ck, less
proficient blacks and whites in the class had the
experience of listentng to competent work which
was the product of black as well as white students.
In a small but concrete way, this helped
disestablish the notion of racial superiority and
inferiority. Consequently, expectations of success
may have been broadened. The most important
effect sought by the teacher was a reali2ation by
black and white students that race did not
necessarily confer a h&ndicap or an advantage
upon intellectual performance. There was no
attempt to demonstrate that all students are
equally bright. At best, this practice affected only
one classroom and even then to an undetermfried
degree. Most probably it had a slight effect on the
attitudes concerning the expectancy of success.

Another practical approach, laying heavier
stress on the creation of a sehoolwide structure of
success-expectancy is represented by the Central
School District in New York State. Every class-
room in the several schools of this suburban
district is ethilically balanced (two-tlards white,
one-third black) and also contains bright and
slower children of each race. In such a setting
students may conceivably learn that academic
succes,=-; or failure is not necessarily connected with
racehowsoever the culture at large suggests the
opposite. Ideally, this realization releases the child
and the teacher for constructive work, undeterred
by racist preconceptions. As Lipton, a former
principal in this system, wrote: "...One child at a
time is no longer segregation."114 This effort to
facilitate individual learning including both
academic skills and broader human relations
attitudeshas apparently met with an appreciable
degree of success.115 -

Researchers completely ignored if, indeed,
they ever knew of the constructive experience in
Central District 7. Only during the early 1970s did
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research literature on expectancy of success begin

to face up to issues already confronted in practice

for over a decade.
Entwisle and Webster,. studying children in

three schools of the Baltimore area, were especial-

ly interested in how children raised their self-
exrxtations and the role played in these changes
by adults and by various social factors. (In an

earlier study of four schools, they had used

successfully a device of storytelling to raise child-

ren's expectations.116) In the present study,
second, thhd, and fourth graders' expectations for

success were ascertained (Phase I) and then each
performed and received strong encouragement
from &n adult (Phase II). Changes in the rate at
which children raised their hands to offer an
answer constituted a concrete measure of the
effectiveness of the reinforcement, i.e., the en-
couragement by adults. The experiment was
successful. Generally speaking, whenever the adult

was of the same race as the children, those
childrens' expectations rose; this was true both in

segregated and integrated groups.
Initial assessments by the researchers revealed

somewhat surprisiney that the expectations of
black children were no lower than those of white

clildren. Nor did they find evidence that racial

tensions lowered black expectations. One of the
three schools had been desegregated for a number

of years. In this school there was no evidence of a

depressive effect of race on expectations. "Our
results... ," conclude Entwisle and Webster, "may

well indicate that sustained integration of ut
elementary school can break down the use of race

as a basis for peiforrnance expectations."117 They
suggest, as did Patchen and Davidson, that at-

tention be paid to the quality of interracial
contact experienced by students before entering
the particular school under study. Entwisle and
Webster, for example, guess that the high expecta-

tions of the black children can be explained in part

on the ground that they "may have higher
self-concepts than older children who come from

segregated schools... "118
Another line of research in this area has been

conducted by Cohen. Her central concern is the

importation of broader social patterns of white
dominance- into the classroom so that both black

and white children have low expectation of black

success. In classroom work groups, therefore, it
becomes "normal" for whites to dominate over

blacks and thus further depress expectations of

black performance. This phenomenon Cohen calls

"interracial interaction disability."119 The exis-
tence of the disability is regarded as virtugly
universal among black and white children. In the
integrated classroom, according to Cohen, "the
difference in social status combines with dif-
ference in academic status to lower academic task

activity and academic self-concept in black and

other low-status students."120

Cohen and her colleagues experimented in

raising expectations of black performance by
gjving black students advanced training in a com-

plicated task and then having these students teach
white students how to perform it. This display of

black proficiency was aimed at affecting self and
other expectations of success. Still, in the face of
black proficiency, some white students Ln the

four-person experimentg groups tended to
dominate. The experimenters concluded that the
specific task was only the beginning, not the
culmination, of changes required to shed race of
its connotation of disability. During a summer,
therefore, Lohman and associates conducted a
4-week program at the Center for Interracial
Cooperation; participants were black and white

'unior high school boys. The educational-regimen
at the center was radically different from that of
the traditional school. An openness characterized
the relation of student to teacher; evguation was
nonthreatenhig; and the classroom tasks were
perceived as highly relevant to the students. Under

these conditions, much more positive results en-

sued. A more genuine equality of interaction

emerged.
The Lohman researchers are strongly of the

mind that desegregated classrooms without fea-
tures such as existed in the center will not produce
expectations of equal performuice. In short, a
conventionally desegregated school will perpetuate
the conventional disability of race in the class-

room. At the same time, the educational -signifi-
cance of the center is ambiguous. Since the schools

to which the participmts are returned are con-
ventional, the researchers feel that the more-equal
expectations will be defeated by the old routines

and relationships.

In fact, research into interracial interaction
disability has its share of exceptions and reversals.

In her original study of 19 four-person interracial
groups, Cohen found that "'the status ordering of
all groups did not repeat the status ordering of the
outer society; there were some black-dominated

groups."121
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Roper studied those black students in groups
who were the "assertive," i.e., the most influential
or talkative group members. She predicted that
white members of groups dominated by black
assertives would resent this leadership and give
them a hard time; and that the black assertives, for
their part, would differ from white assertives in
being more emotional and demonstrative in their
style. On neither count did her findings support
the predictions.122

White group members did not subject black assertives to a
"social threat" situation and black asscrtives did not
behave in a more "social-emational" manner than white
assertive& White members of groups in which blackr Were
assertive reported that they liked . f the black assertive
the most in their poup and highly evaluated his contribu-
tion to the task. White subjects did not direct significantly
more negative behavior to black than to white
al.sertives. There were more "release of tension- behaviors
and lower enjoyment reported in groups where a white
Wlis assertive than in groups where a black was as-
sertive.'"

Both the possibilities of an equal chance to lead
and to be accepted are antithetical to the basic
su pposi tions of interracial into raction disability.

The conclusions of Entwisle and Webster and of
Cohen are at one in pointing to the need to raise
performance expectations as a prerequisite for
productive integration. They differ, however, on
the prospects of achieving this under conventional
classroom conditions, with Cohen insisting on the
prior need to overhaul the structure of the school.
Entwisle and Webster have susgested that one
reason for this divergence in views is that Cohen's
subjects attended largely segregated schools and
reflected this orientation on the experimental
task.118 Entwisle and Webster, on the other hand,
were able to show equal status interaction within
the limits of existing schools; they pointed to
student integration as a facilitating factor. One

ight add age of student as a modifyLng factor.
Cohen studied junior high school students while
Entwisle's subjects were considerably younger. It
is also likely that both groups of children differed
as to degree of acquaintanceship. Cohen's subjects

were strangers to one another while many of
Entwisle's were classmates.123

Changing student expectations of minority
achievement is basic to the attainment of equal
opportunity. It is perhaps the area in which
schools may make their clearest repudiation of
racism.
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Higher education has been virtually immune to
significant racial change. As indicated in chapter 2,
legal sanctions to enforce desegregation in colleges
and universities are in the most preliminary stages
of formulation. Consequently, the weight of his-
toric exclusory and discriminative practices is still
being felt. In higher education institutions, other
than traditionally black colleges, the black pre-
sence is of a token dimension. The typical large
State-financed college or university enrolls from 3
to 5 percent minority students. An outstanding
exception is the City University of New York
which, however, accounts for a considerable de-
gree of internal segregation in its senior units
especially. Studies of racial interaction on the
campus therefore reflect the tokenistic character
of enrollment. The past decade has seen little
essential change in this regard.

Clark and Plotkin studied the academic record
of 519 Negro students who had been helped
financially through integrated colleges by the
National Scholarship Service and the Fund for
Negro Students. These 519 students had attended
college during 1952 and 1956. Their college
aptitude, as measured by SAT, was below the
average of the national college population; yet,
proportionally more of them completed college
will, at least average grades than did the general
college population.125 Clark and Plotkin stress
that "the academic performance of these students
is far beyond the level that would be indicated by
such predictive devices as college board scores,
family income, and educational background."126

Negro students from southern high schools
earned higher college grades Than did black gra-
duates of northern high schools. Clark and Plotkin
suggest four alternative explanations without sup-
porting or rejecting any: (I) northern high schools
are inferior, (2) southern students are more higlily
motivated, (3) some kind of intellectual selectivity
among southern high school students, or (4) a

combination of these factor& Whatever the reason,
southern students are examples of Negroes who
were able to function satisfactorily under the same
intellectual standards as white youths. Educational
success did not diminish their racial identification;
they were a highly select group.

Bindman studied a considerably less select
group. These were 154 males of the 326 Negro
students on the main campus (Urbana) of the
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University of Illinois.127 Nearly half the larger
total was composed of graduates of Chicago higli
schools. As in the case of the Clark-Plotkin sample,
the University of Illinois Negro students were
performing academically at a higher level than
could have been predicted by precollege test
scores. Unlike the Clark-PlotkE sample, however,
these students were twice as likely as white
students to be marginal performers.129 Only
about one-sixth of the 154 Negro students were
able to earn a "C+" average .and thus rem&I in
good standing in most university curricula.129

Student performance at the university seemed
unrelated either to socioeconomic background or
to attendance at a predominantly Negro high
school. Bindman cliscovered that Negro students
from more advantaged homes were not better
prepared.130 Some 70 percent of the students fell
below the 15th percentile of all students enrolled
in their department. To Bindman, this indicated
that "students from both 'integrated' and pre-
dominantly Negro high schools came inadequately
prepared for college."131 At no level of academic
performance were the records of Negro students
distinguishable from one another on the criterion
of having attended segregated or presumably non-
segegated schools;132 The dynamics of poor
Negro scholastic performance were described by
FiLndman as essentially a social-psycholoOcal
process of on campus alienation.

On the same campus, only 2 years later, Daniel
studied the role of black sororities. She character-
ized the relationship of the black student at the
University of lilinois as "margLnal." Of the more
than 27,000 students on campus, only 370 were
black. Two sororities were available but neither
had its own house so all members lived in the
university residence halls. Along with members of
three black fraternities, joint social events were
planned. As one coed member put it: "It means
we have our own society in this eyjle."133 The
solidarity of the sorority helped alleviate the

marOnaLity of campus life.
Daniel compared the "Greeks" with Indepen-

dents, i.e., black women students who were
nonmembers of sororities. While nearly 7 of 10
Greeks had chosen black roommates, fewer than
one-fourth of Independents had done so. The
Greeks spent about 3 percent of their days with
the white students; Independents, 44. Not sur-
prisingly, the dorms were the primary locale of
racial interaction: but while nearly one-third of the

Independents sometimes went out to eat with
white students, no Greeks clid. One factor that
helped explain the difference was the earlier
school experience with white students. Thus, while
69 percent of Greeks had attended a pre-
dominantly black high school, only 53 percent of
the Independents had done so. An even larger
disparity existed between the two sororities. The
comparable figures were 81 percent and 54 per-
cent. Here, too, the disparity in high school
experience was expressed in other ways. In gen-
eral, the former group found it more difficult to
get along with white classmates.

Johnson and his colleagues sttulied the academic
adequacy of Chicago high schools from which
University of Illinois Negro and white students
graduated. They compared grade point averages
earned at the university (at the Chicago campus)
with the racial composition of the high school.
This finding is summarized by the following
data:134

Grade point average of stude

Race of
students

Predominantly
white

high schools

aduating from:

Pre dominantly
Negro

high schools

Negro 2.78 2.45
White 3 40 2.75

Thus, those Negro and white students performed
best who had come from predominantly white
high schools. (It should be kept in mind that the
basic data in this study are grade point averages
which do not bear great weight when drawing fine
distinction between-groups of students.)

The Bindman and Johnson studies are consis-
tent in that Negro students were shown to be
rstinctly unprepared to function adequately at
the university. In fact, Johnson's data permit the
observation that the- white students were only
slightly better prepared. White students from
white high schools averaged a little less thm a
"middle C" while the Negro students from white
high schools scored a "ID" average.

Johnson also found that the Negroes mid whites
who earned the highest grade point averages had
graduated from a single integrated high school.
This finding was consistent with his main findings.
An unspecified number of Negro and white high
scorers, however, were found to come from a
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single predominantly Neg o school. Hence, John-
son and his associates concluded that -pre-
dominantly Negro schools seem to be able to
provide a quality education.-135

Such a conclusion seems unwarranted, for
several reasons This exceptional Negro school is
listed as enrolling middle class students; the
relative success, if it can be documented, hus

Origin of
students

Six top-ranked
high schools

Six lowest-ranked
high schools

reflects a class rather than a racial difference. Also,
few students are involved in these calculations;
these are most highly selected students from a
great mass of poorly educated children.

The fact that a handful succeeds is not ex-
ceptional; and it has no beneficial impact on those
who fail. Following is a compilation, not presented
by J ohnson :136

Predicted and actual grades at the University of Illinois of
graduates of 12 Chicago high schools, by race

September 1963-February 1965

Predicted
grade point

average

Actual
grade point

average

Average
percentile
ranking in
high school
graduating

class

Number
of

students

69 753

Percent
Negro

/AO 2.45 90 99 96

The racial differential in scholastic performance is
noteworthy.

Several recent studies have dealt with social
interaction at southern colleges. In some of these
the number of Negro students is so small that
interracial contacts affect a very slender fraction
of the student bodies. A study of the University of

.Alabama reported fewer than 1 percent of the
students were Negroes; at a north Georgia college,
10 out of 3,000 were Negroes; and at a third only
I percent were Negroes) 37 Nevertheless, between
1963 and 1966 at the University of Alabama there
was a higilly significant growth of prointegration
sentiment among white students. Muir and
McGlamery observed "that those who best knew a
Negro playmate (at an earlier age) would be most
favorable to integration . , . came as somewhat of a
surpdse since this relationship is supposedly part
of the old South culture."' 38 They also dis-
covered that prointegrationists tended to under-
estimate the strength of their viewpoint on
campus. In view of this, the researchers concluded,
"it is reasonable to expect not only the gradual
liberalization of attitudes reported above, but
dramatic changes as situations develop which
invite fuller disclosure of one's opinions."139

Between the freshman and senior years, at-
titudes toward Negroes underwent a statistically
significant liberalization among white students at
a southern university.14G At the north Georgia
college, Cole and associates found no significant
change (there were 10 Negro students out of a
total of 3,000).

At Millikin University, in Decatur, Ill., Forbes
and Gipson compared samples of 20 Negroes with
35 white students. The Negro students, researchers
found, "were more accepting of opposing political
viewpoints, were lower in anxiety and were no
more dogmatic than white students ..." 141
Markley studied the effects of having a Negro
roommate on white students at Northwestern
University and Oberlin College. The researchers
uncovered an interesting sidelight at Northwestern
University which followed a policy of not as-
signing a Negro roommate to 1 white student
whose home address was in the South.142 Pro-
cedural problems of the sample prevented defini-
tive conclusions from being drawn. Informal in-
dications were, however, that the experience had
not greatly affected the white students. Hader's
attempt to study a related problem was also
stopped short by procedural problems.143 During
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1969-1970, in nearly two-thirds of the integrated
dorms at Illinois State University at Normal, one
roommate moved out at the close of the first

semester. Whites with greater interracial experi-
ence tended to remain; for blacks, this factor did
not make any difference in the attitude toward a
white roommate.144

One especially disturbing feature of interracial
relations on a number of college campuses was the
unprovoked use of force by white students against
black students. Examples may be found at North-
western University145 and Wisconsin State Univer-
sity at Oshkosh.146 In some cases, university
officials either ignored the violence or were dila-
tory in dealing with it.

At virtually all-black institutions unprovoked
violence by state and local police agencies ex-
tended 'to the killing of black students. This
occurred at South Carolina State College at

Orangeburg and at Southern University in Baton
Rouge, La." 7

N. Bradley studied the desegregation of seven
colleges in .Tennessee.148 The very large sample
comprisee 583 Nego students. Nearly half were
reported as making satisfactory progress even
though the mean score for 275 Negro freshman
students was below the 20th percentile for
college-bound students on the American College
Testing (ACT).148 No real discipline problems
were reported. No Negroes belonged to white
fraternities or sororities; very few were allowed to
live in college dormitories. "There is little, if any,
open friction, but there is little real social inte-
gration," said a professor to Bradley.150

Students stated that racial exclusion or dis-
crimination was the singe most unsatisfactory
feature of their campus life. On the other hand,
when they were asked to list the most satisfactory
aspect of their college experience, 60 percent
referred to factors with racial overtones:15 1

29.6 percent Meeting, mixing, understand-
ing, accepting, and learning
about different races.

17,4 percent Being accepted as a person by
help f ul instructors and/or
friendly students.

13.0 percent Meeting the challenge of com-
petition or coping with whites

While they stated their greatest difficulty was
keeping up academically, Bradley reports that "no

special institutional services were provided
especially for the Negro undergiaduates."15 2

G. Bradley studied close school friendships
among Negro high school and college students in
Baltimore.153 "More than twice as mmy of the
college group and three times as many of the
secondary school group indicated that their closest
friend, ranked as number one, was a Negro ...
(than) indicated that their closest friend similarly
ranked, was white.- Desegregation was held to
have encouraged interracial friendships.

Bindman made student relations the central
subject of his inquiry at the University of Illinois.
The Negro student, according to Wildman, "feels
isolated, alienated, and disaffected from the

University System." 15 4 f e w white students
initiated any close personal relationships with
Negro students and the campus normative struc-
ture directed interracial activities into the more
mpersonal realm of campus life. Here, equality
reigned until it hurt. The overwhelming imper-
sonality of the campus struck Negro students
hardest. Not a singje Negro belonged to a white
fraternity where informal information and
academic assistance could have been obtained.
Instead, the campus Nego group "is made up of
peers with the same paucity of information, and
knowledge, particularly 'about the formal
system."155

The first two Negro graduates of the University
of Georgia experienced indifference, at best, and
isolation at v orst. During his 21/2 years at the
university, Hamilton Holmes "had never eaten in
university dining hall, studied in the library, used
the gymnasium, or entered the snack bar. No
white student had ever visited him and he had
never visited a white student.156" His classmate,
Charlayne Hunter, received many letters of en-
couragement telling her she was not really alone.
"But," commented Miss Hunter, "I look around
and I don't see anybody else."

Miss Hunter revisited the University of Georgia
5 years after graduating. More Negro students were
enrolled and a Negro admissions counselor, Ben
Colebert, had been employed. When black
students complained to him of the unfriendliness
of white students, and discussed the possible
advantage of attending a Negro college, Colebert
told them "that you get more awareness of being
black here than in a black institution where it's
taken for granted:2157 Joe Sales, a black senior,
explained to Miss Hunter why only a minority of
Negroes on campus belonged to the Black
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Students Union: "You see, there's a basic division
between those students who come from pre-
dominantly black schools and people who went to
a white high school. The ones who went to a white
high school are more willing to relate.158 Miss
Hunter addressed herself to the cases of two Negro
students who spoke with pain of their campus
experience: "Joe and Andy are ..ppalled at the
treatment they are receiving at the University of
Georgia because for the first time in their lives,
they are feeling it persona1134. Discrimination
through separate and unequal schooling is not
something you feel personally.-159

North or South, the same thews arose. At
Iowa State University, Ames, in 1974, a pervasive
feeling of isolation affected the 200 blacks on a
campus with 19,000 white students. The quality
of human relations frequently puzzled the black
newcomer, at least at first. One sophomore, who
had lived in Florida and New York City before
coming to Ames, described the problem:

It's kind of hard for a new black stunent to determine
exactly where he stands here. Every person you see is
smiling at you. They all want to bc buddy-buddy with
yotk But when it comes down to the nitty-gritty, things
are the same like everywhere ehe.160

At West Virginia University, Morgantown, the
problems of black students were compounded by
the virtual absence of a black community in town.
When asked why he had chosen to attend the
University of Cincinnati rather than his home
State WVU., Curtis Cabbell, a star basketball
player, replied: "There's nothing for blacks to do
up there when they're not in class or studying...
Cincinnati has a large black population so I won't
have the problems there that I would have at West
Virginia."161

Over 30 years ago, Boone studiell the life of
black students at the University of Michigan.
Bitterly, he concluded:

The Negro student in attending a white school may
pect to find the denial of unlimited opportunity, the

occurrence of social embarrassments, and the concrete
proof that American democracy is the white man's
democracy j;ust as he has already rxpericnced in
everyday life.16

Boone's sentiments continued to be voiced many
years later. The higher education of black students

as well as other minorities remained a
tangential concern of the colleges and universities.
This lack of concern fed a basic distrust of the
institutions by black students.

2 0
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DESEGREGATION AND
INTERACTION

In this section studies of student interaction in
the process of desegregation are examined, Follow.
ing the terminology in preceding chapters, by
desegregation is meant a longitudinal view of the
same students, wherever possible, under conditions
of-segregation and the absence of segregation. In a
few cases, the compadson is between segregated
and nonsegregated communities.

Student interaction across racial boundaries is
affected with great force by community attitudes.
Almost nowhere in the United States have white
communities volunteered to desegregate their
schools. Throug,hout the South and increasingly,
the North bitter controversy surrounded the
entire issue. Usually, the community conflict was
terminated only by a court which compelled
desegregation. Resistive attitudes by whites,
especially, continued to influence the course of
events, however, as many children tended to
reflect parental attitudes toward desegregation.
Instead of continuing to oppose desegregation as
such, criticism centered on busing or other
mechanical aspects of the desegregation process.

All this took its toll on the ability of children
of different races to get on with one another. The
remainder of the chapter surveys national and
local instances of desegregation to ascertain the
fate of student interracial interaction within this
unfavorable context.

The NORC study, headed by Crain, analyzed
the record of 598 schools located in 103 southern
school districts. All had recently desegregated,
in 1971-72. As noted in chapter 6, the NORC
study reported that arithmetic test scores for male
Ingh school students increased in the schools under
study. (All were part of a federally financed aid
program known as the Emergency School-
Assistance Program (ESkP).) NORC writers, in
accounting for the achievement increase, con-
cluded that "we are confident, but by no means
certain, that this was because of improvements in
the schools' racial climate affecting the motivation
of these students.163 Those schools in which
principals and teachers favored integration and
associated measures also had students with similar
inclinations. The urban schools in the sample
developed intergroup programs that seemed
especially effective in helping white students
accept desegregation. Earlier experience with
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interracial schooling was found to influence
present attitudes toward integration: "...In both
rural and urban areas, white high school students
and both black and white elementary school
students have higher prointegration scores if they
began integration in early grades.-164

Attitudes of black and white students were
more favorable, as just noted, when attitudes of
staff and facul Ty were supportive of desegregation.
Other factors also played a role in attitude
formation. ..4miong black students, for example,
lower social class went along with more prointegra-
tion sentiment; this was especially true in urban
areas. On the other hand, "urban blacks

Fifth grade
Are the three best friends the same
race as you?

Tenth grade

Are the three students with
whom you talk the most of the
same race as you?

Have you ever called a student of a
different race on the phone?

This school year, have you helped
a student from another race
with school work?

This school year, have you asked
a student from another race to
help you with your homework?

".. .The desegregated Southern school," ob-
serves Crain, -does too little to welcome its black
students."167 Perhaps one reason for this is the
widely held conviction among educators that black
students are a monolithic whole. Such a miscon-
ception does little to prepare the school to deal
individually with black students. Often, for
example, a school with Many low-incOme black
students will be regarded, without inquiry, as a
breeding ground for feelings of alienation. NORC
found, however, that "black alienation is not a
matter of poverty; the Sou the rn hig,h schools With

the rr..Jst alienated black students are those with
middle class blacks."168 In a study for NORC,

particularly 10th graders, are more prointegration
in communities where there has been black civil
rights activity.-165 Interestingly, the black civil
rights factor also tended to strengthen prointegra-
tion attitudes among white students. Other factors
having the same effect on whites were the presence
of an integrated PTA and an integrated student
leadership corps. In terms of numbers anrl pro-
portions, whites tended to have more positive
racial attitudes when they formed either a very
snail or over 60 percent proportion of the student
body. -

Fifth and 10th graders were asked questions to
elicit data on voluntary interracial contacts. They
responded affirmatively as follows:166

White Black

42.6 51.7

18.2 34.8

24.1 39.5

61.2 63.8

32.2 49.6

Narot reported on the special importance to black
female students of the opportunity to participate
in school affairs. "In WO percentage white
schools," writes Narot, "there is a 27 point
difference in mean achievement between schools
where participation is high and schools where it is
10%1/.1,169

The Office for Civil Rights (OCR), HEW study,
conducted during spring, 1969 in five southern
States, reported that extracurricular activities were
open to all in the desegregated schocis but that
"Negro students, often indicated their resentment
at losing their leadership positions on transferring
to the formerly white school."170 Further, the
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OCR study noted: "Negro students reported con.
siderable insecurity concernhng social activities at
tto desegregated schools... In most of the high
schools visited, it was noted by black and white
students that the races tended to be separate in the
cafeterias, assembly halls, on the school ground,
even in classes where seating was optional."171
Where numbers of Negro students were fairly
large, they experienced less insecurity. Where
white students were a minority in formerly
all-black schools, they ekhibited the same
"minority characteristics."172

During the following 2 years, 1970.71, Federal
courts ordered widespread desegregation in the
South. Tokenism was no longer judicially ac-
ceptable. Because of continuing white opposition
to effective desegregation, however, many school
boards followed the letter rather than the spirit of
the law. In a number of cases, court orders were
evaded by one technique or another. In 1970, for
example, the National Education Association sent
a team to study desegregation in Louisiana. A
common occurrence, the team reported, was the
maintenance of segregated classrooms in formally
desegregated schools. These all-black classes were
taught by recently transferred black teachers. With
respect to student interaction, the team reported:

One of the most tragic consequences of desegregation
for she transferred black student is the forfeiture of his
own sense of school spirit and group identity. In those
black schools that are continued in use as a desegregated
facility, the same obliteration of black identity occur.
Pictures and trophies are removed; the schools, even the
most well kept and freshly painted, are renovated and
repainted... In one formerly all-black school, a large wall
mural depicting the school's history had been painted
over. 173

Another study, conducted by a group of civil
rights organizations, found many school systems
discriminating against black 'students in desegre-
gated schools and classes.174 so_

Male black students in newly desegregated
schools were often welcomed for their athletic
prowess. The welcome did not last long:

When we were football players, they thought some-
thing of us... Then when football season was over
don't none of 'cm speak to us.175

A black graduate of a South Carolina high school
reported: "There was one teacher, one English
teacher who was truthful and honest, one human
being in my 4 years. That whole school was
strange_-176
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A survey of the press in II Southern States in
Spring 1972 reported the occurrence of nearly
20,000 black student demonstrative actions; more
than half that number of students had been
expelled or suspended; over 2,000 were arrested.
Black students protested discriminatory firing-.or
demotions of black faculty and staff as well as
inschool racial discrimination in student govern-
ment and extracurricular affairs.177 In New
Orleans, during the school year 1971.72, Clarke, a
professor at Southern University, found that the
school system suspended nearly one4ixth of all its
black students. Black females were suspended 12
thnes more frequently than white fernales.178 In
Dallas, black students were suspended at nearly
twice the rate of white students.179

The only study of statewide desegregation ex-
perience was made some years ago at a time when
only token free choice desegregation existed.
Chester and Segal made a comprehensive study of
desegregation in Alabama180 Their interviewers
all Negro college students talked during June-
August 1966 with a total of 217 Negro students
who had attended a white junior high or high
school in Alabama during the 1965-66 school year.
Their number amounted to more than 40 percent
of the entire population of Negro junior and senior
hig,h students attending desegegated public
schools in Alabama in 1965-66.181 A control
group of 75 Negro students was established; these
were persons who lived near a desegregator but
who, for one reason or another, had not trans-
ferred to the white school. Also interviewed were
39 white teachers who had taught in the desegre-
gated schools.

The desegregators were extremely apprehensive
about what reception they would meet in the
white-school:

... Over one-fourth of the Negro students went to
school expecting to be beaten or harmed physically...
Another 52 percent felt "uneasy" or "worried," but not
actually seued.182

(These tears were realistic. In Alba, Ala., where
two Negro children had desegregated the town's
high school, two separate bomb explosions oc-
curred in January 1968)183 Chesler and Segal
summarized the students' actual experience:
"Quite clearly, Negro students experienced con-
siderable indifference and rejection, and often
physical and emotional brutality, when they
entered white schools."184 Yet, 15 percent of the
desegregators reported "positive reactions" and 74
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percent said some whites had acted in a friendly.
way.185 Nearly half (48 percent) said they be-
longed to an interracial school club.

Chesler And Segal compared the desegregators
th the control group of nondesegregators. There

was no significant difference between the educa-
tional levels of the two groups of parents. Both
groups of students had significantly high expecta-
tions (80 percent v. 65 percent) of attending
college; Most significant for the study, the re-
searchers reported that "...desegregators seem to
be less negatively prejudiced agaLnst whites, and
more actively concerned about change and their
efforts in a change roles."186

This finding is clearly in line with those of
Singer, Haggstrom, and Blake.

Had the desegregators' perceptions of white
students changed? As the researchers report: "It is
clear that before entering the white school Negro
youngsters had-, an unrealistically low estimate of
their abilities in relation to white students."187
But experience is, at times, a great teacher. When
desegregators were asked whether, before trans-

Change
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ferring, they thought white students would be
smarter, 63 percent said yes. Only 22 percent still
thought so after desegregation. This was a hig,hly
significant change. "It-is clear," state Chesler and
Segal, "that before entering the white school,
Negro youngsters had an unrealistically low
estimate of their abilities in relation to white
students."

(Incidentally, over three quarters of the dese-
gregators reported that the white students turned
out to be noisier and less well-behaved than they
had expected.)

Contacts with whites outside class were report-
ed by kiriajority of desegregators; three-quarters
of the group regarded at least some of the white
students as friends. Did they trust whites more or
less since desegregation? More 37 ,percent; 41
percent said less.

How had the desegregators fared in academic
achievement? No test scores or school records
were- available, and so self-reports of grades were
recorded. The following table summarizes the
results for desegregators and nondesegregators:188

Self-report of change in grades during 2 school years in
desegregator and control yopulation

Grades increased

Grades remained unchanged

Grades declined

What appears to have been a disastrous change for
the worse is probably the very opposite. As
Chesler and Segal report: "Overall, 83 percent of
the desegregators unequivocally said they gained a
lot from being in .the white school, and the rest
felt they made gains although they had been
severely or moderately tempered by sacri-

fices."189
The Chesler-Segal study is rare for its locale,

exemplary for its modest aims, and excellent for
the rigorous care with which it was carried out. Its

Desegregators (N-197

percen

1.3

28.2

60.5

Control (N-75)

percent

26.6

49.3

24.0

findings are rich in implica ions for desegregation
in the North and South.

Three studies have been made in two different
North Carolina cities. In Winston-Salem, Morris
traced the desegregation of Carver Junior High
School which began by court-order in 1970-71. A
sweeping plan required thorough cross-busing so
that Carver, which had until recently been an
all-black school, enrolled 305 blacks and 280
wfates. All the whites were bused to the school. (A
special feature of Morris' study was that he served
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as assistant and acting principal of Carver during
the year he writes about.)

Initiation of desegregation had been preceded
by bitter complaints of many white parents.
Weapons were cliscovered among white students.
Indeed, Morris found that some white parents had
ordered their children "to cause trouble and
problems in an attempt to get the school
closed."190 Two parents later apologized for their
actions. Many tiny crises arose, such as feeling

A number of black students came up to white
students to stroke their hair, having never had the
experience. As Morris explains: "After explanation
by teachers and admthistrators, most of the
students accepted this touching for what it was
curiosity."191 Most fights in the school were
intraracial rather than interracial. Black students
took the lead in stopping the fighting, even when
it involved only white students.

The school administration and staff were
especially sensitive to interracial romantic Liaisons
among students. Such relationships were
"watched- least they grow serious. When some.
did especially involving white girls and black
boys "the students were counseled and in two
cases the principal strongly advised the boys to
stay away from the girls involved." 192 As in many
other desegregated schools, few black girls socia-
lized with white boys.

Student government was a focal point of
student tensions. At a schoolwide election during
this first year of desegregation, the black majority
elected an all-black slate of officers. However,
school authorities had other ideas. As Morris
reports, in a most candid manner:

Since it was almost a l:1 ratio, the administration
fixed the election so that when the results were an-
nounced, the student government offices were held by a
white president and secretary and a black vice president
and treasurer. Homerooms were instructed to elect - a
black and white as their homeroom representatives. The
blacks questioned the results for a,brief _period of time
but the elected president Included all candidates In his
cabinet which seemed to squelch any dbcontent. Both
races cooperated well in the operation of the student
government and no problems developed.193

On the other hand, the principal took a different
step when a three-teacher committee chose cheer-
leaders. Two squads were selected: one consisted
of 10 whites and 2 blacks and the other, 7 whites
and 3 blacks. The principal canceled the sekctions
and directed that an equal number of black and

white students be placed on each of the squads.
Apparently, they cheered happily ever after.

Discipline was also a troublesome matter. The
white community . as a whole expected black
violence at the school. Some parents gave their
children knives to carry. Early in the year, fires
were set in _the school and vandalism was wide-
spread. A pragmatic standard of punishment
evolved. In Morris' phrase, "... punishments were
often based on what had been administered to a
student of the opposite race for a similar infrac-
tion."194 The relative absence of absolute stan-
dards of discipline made the school appear to be
followhig a go-easy policy. In part, this was
undoubtedly correet. Yet, Morris stresses that a
great deal of student leadership was coaxed into
being by an unreadiness to punish. Much of the
success of desegregation in the school resulted
from student cooperation. Indeed,..Morris con-
cluded: "Students must be given a share of the
responsibility in making desegregation work. A
major part of the burden must be placed on them.
This responsibility provides them with an identity
and cohesive spirit."195

Woodward studied self-segregation in North-
west Junior High School, also in Winston-Salem.
Over 4 years of desegregation apparently on a
free-choice basis enrollment stood at one-tenth
black. She found a highly consistent trend among
students of both races to prefer children of their
own race.196

Mayer and associates conducted a first-rate
study of desegregation in Goldsboro, N.C. during
1970-72. They were especially interested in the
effect of desegregation on achievement. As was
reported in chapter 6, blacks increased achieve-
ment in relation to national norms or arrested a
decline that had become customary under segre-
gation.197 On site observers found interracial
association proceeding on a relatively easygoing
basis. It was evident that blacks were Lnitiating
most of the contacts. In the high school, however,
blacks tended to occupy a marginal position. While
students of both races reported numerous positive
experiences, there also were "considerable
rudeness and fear of interpersonal conflicts of a
violent nature."198 White students got on far
better with teachers than did black students. This
is discussed in more detail in the next chapter.

The Dade County, Fl., public schools evaluated
desegregation progress during 1970-71. Other than
academic achievement, the report touched on
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uch as student conflict, absenteeism, and
human relations workshops: on student conflict,
the report noted:

Principals have indicated that an average of 31.4
percent of the student body in schools which were
student desegregated were very disruptive... Both be-
havior problems racial in origin and vandalism instances
thought to be racial in origin were only slightly related to
shifts in the student population, i.e., desegregation. Where
they were related, the relationship was usually found in
schools which had been heavily -other- [Le., white I prior
to desegregation.199

The more heavily black schools were found to
have lower student morale. Absenteeism was not
related either to the degree of busing or to the
shifts of teachers mid students. No evidence was
found that human relations programs contributed
to the success of desegregation. The evaluatois
note that human relations teams were not em-
ployed in the schools expedencing the greatest
degree of desegregation.

Hagar studied desegregation of the Matoaca
High School in Chesterfield County, Va. During
1968-69, enrollment was 62.5 percent white; the

Method of assignment

Teacher directed

Student directed

Always

12

2

In other words, out of a total of 76 cues,
teacher.directed assignments involved almost twice
as much racial mixture as student-directed assign-
ments. Hagar found that black and white students
cooperated best in those classrooms in which
"noncontroversial" discussions occurred. She adds,
"subject areas requiring group effort, such as
laboratory work in the sciences, seemed to

generate more friction in peer relationships.202

Williams studied 20 black students who, on a
free-choice basis, attended a school in tiny Vienna,
Dooly County, Ga. While the grades of most of
them were lower than in the all-black school they
left, according to Williams the "students felt this
was not a result of teacher bias, but primarily due
to superior instruction."203 Given the token
presence of black students and the higher educa-
tional expectations, black students hesitated to
speak _in class for fear they would give a wrong

school had operated for 5 years. A ,distinctive
feature of the black students was their relatively
high socioeconomic status. A numbei of black
parents were professionals. While 129 I lth and
12th _graders made up the sample,- Hagar inter-
viewed 8 students, all of whom had spent 4 years
at Matoaca. "It was unanimously agmed," writes
Hagar, "that the areas of student involvement and
interracial relationsidps had both grown and ma-
tured since the early years of the schooL"200 111

school activities, blacks were accepted in leader.
ship roles. In fact, black students with white
friends were most frequently chosen as leaders ay
white and black students. Studenti whose soeial
circle remained within one or the other race were
relatively uninterested in extracurricular activities,

Little interracial interaction occurred in the
Classroom or after school. Left to their own
devices, students tended to work with or sit near
others of their race. Teachers tried to change this
from time to time. The rllowing tabulation show
that when group studLnt-directed assignments
were made, students tended to stay inside racial
boundaries:201

Cases of racial mixture

Frevently

17

13 21

Seldom Never

0

2

answer. All -felt conspicuous" Ln class. The
difficult position the children were in is highlight-
ed by the occasional "total rejection" by students
and teachers. The minimal level of respect shown
the black students can be guessed at from
Wffiiai-nst comment that despite the rejection "all
teachers referred to them by their names." Black
parents and relatives of the black children were
not fearful for the welfare of the children. At the
same time a number had doubts about the
propriety of blacks attending white schools.
Williams observes that "the admiristrative efforts
within desegregated schools are not made for the
purpose of helping Negroes, but to have discipline
in the school.204

In Fort Worth, Tex., Evans explored desegre-
gation effects over 1 year (1970-1971). He found
that while white children increasingly chose black
and Mexican American children to play with, the
latter two greaups chose white children less; 3
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Felice studied the consequences of a court-ordered
busing plan in Waco, Tex: A close connection was
found between achievement of black children and
the degree of perceived racial hostility at the new
school. Higher academic achievement went along
with numerous interracial frienothips. Felice ob-
serves that "positive and cordial intergroup rela-
tions may be the most important step in the effort
to achieve equality of educational oppor-
tunity

In Angleton, Tex., during the first year of high
school desegregation, the dropout rate of Negro
students rose from 2.3 percent to 7.0 percent
while the rate for whit; students remained un-
changed.207 By implication, Bryant suggests .that
the increased rate was accounted for by the
pressure of heightened academic competition of
white students. (No mention was made of special
help for the laggng Negro students.) A contrasting
finding was reached by Hunt and Hardt in the]r
study of Negro boys in an Upward Bound pro-
gram. Increases in test scores of Negroes were
significant for those measures "primarily con-
cerned with academic adequacy and self-
evaluationwhich is somewhat surprising in light
of the white superiority in academic achieve-
menc208

In a South Carolina study, McWhirt found at
the end of a year of desegegation that "interracial
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contact was conductive in bringing about changes
in the attitudes of the Negro students in the
integregated school. The highly favorable self-
concept rating of the Negro students indicates that
they did not submit to self-depreciation in order
to gain acceptance from whites."209 White chil-
dren did not experience any lessening of anti-
Negro prejudice. Bienvenu found in a Florida high
school that lack of acceptance by white students
as well as academic difficulties helped make
de se g re ga i on an anxiety-producing experi-
ence.210 In Delaware, Harootunian and Morse
found that Negro students in segregated schools
had the highest anxiety levels.211 No simple
statement c&n be made about the effect of
desegregation on anxiety. According to Epps, the
facts that lower class children display more
anxiety than middle class children and that Negro
children generally display-more anxiety than white
children are not at all connected with segregation
or desegrega tion.212

Six studies were made of five different places in
New York State. The effects of desegregation on
behavior problems were investigated by Banks and
Di Pasquale in Buffalo, N.Y. Four groups were
asked their opinions regarding behavior problems
during the first year of desegregation. Here are the
findings, by percent:213

-Opinions regarding the behavior problems during
the initial year of desegregation

Principals Teachers
Negro

students
White

students
Reaction (percent (percent) (percent) (percent

Somewhat fewer or
significantly fewer 13 29 49 16

No change 24 34 81

More or
significantly more 74 47 17
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The contrast between students, on the one huid,
and principals_ ,and teachers, on the other, is

striking. One wonders whether surveys of "student
unrest" have not depended too heavily on re-
sponses by administrators and teachers.

Parents were asked how their childrerer Iterest
in school had been affected by desegregation. The
findings were as follows, by percent:214

Reaction

Improved or greatly improved
Stayed the same
Declined or declMed a great deal

Negro White

60 I I

3.1 86
9 3

These opinions are consonant With the academic
realities of the school. On the other hand, McDill
and associates have noted the almost universal
enthusiasm by paren s for experimental programs
M general.215

A year and a half after the Banks study, Laing
surveyed principals of receiving schools in Buffalo.
Two responses suggest special problems of the
bused children in this token program. One prin-
cipal responded: "Inner city children remaining
for lunch are somewhat isolated at this hour due
to the fact that neighborhood youths return
home." Another wrote: "Though lessened, mer-
chants in the area continue to complain of

-unsupervised children during the lunch hour re-
sulting in periodic closing of certain stores at this
time." At another school, administrative staff
refused to t&ke any organized actions to encourage
integration of the resident and bused-in students:
-School authorities prefer not to force children
into an artifical situation.216

In Rochester, N.Y., Barber studied the effect of
an open enrollment plan on racial prejudices of
children. Negro children transferred to school A, a
predominantly white school in the city, and to
school C, a predominantly white school in the
suburbs. Barber reports:.

Testimony from open enrollment Negro students...
indicated a universally felt fear or uncertainty during their
first few months at school A and a continuinz Uck of
assurance in dealing with a resentful white -majohty. It
rrmy well be: these pressures of insecurity and feelings of
alienation axe at least in part responsible for more distrust
of whites and less self-esteem among open enrollment
students.217

It may be added that Barber's observations were
made during the 1966-67 school year.

White teachers were found to be contributing
to the tensions:

Their reactions, as guarded as some of them be, have
tended to reinforce the white student's anti-Negro feel-
ings... The open hostilities exhibited by some teachers at
[faculty] meetings, their lack of tact and their stereo-
typed, vituperative humor must certainly be communi-
cated to students. At the same time, of course, Negro
students at school A fmd evidence to support theft
anti-white prejudices because of this kind of negative
communication.218

Barber added that a majority of teachers and white
parents were antagonistic to the desegregation
program, preferring to wait until changed housing
pa tte rns would pennit "natural" desegre-
gation.219

Willie conducted an unusually perceptive study
of interaction bi four newly desegregated schools
in Syracuse; two were elementary and two junior
high schools. Among the most notable features of
the inquiry were two: (1) observers in the class-
room remained over the entire school year, thus
affording Willie a mass of unique data, and (2)
both race and newness of the presence of the black
children were studied by including in the research
a number of white children whose families had just
moved into the area. The most compelling finding

to be discussed in the next chapter related to
the critical role of administrative plannhig and
leadership along with the contribution of the
classroom teacher. ,

With reference to white students Lit the re-
ceiving schools, Willie suggests the greatest con-
tribution of the desegregation process might be in
dismissing -for all time in the minds of some
whites the myth of the inherent inferiority of
blacks:9220 This interpretation is very consistent
with the work of Jorgensen. (See ch. 7, pp.
131-133.) Two general conclusions from the study
were drawn by Willie. One, both groups of "new"
studentsthose who were bused and those who
movedexperienced similar problems with the
resident students. Two, teachers tended to classify
white neighborhood children as better integrated
than black bused students. Yet, both groups of
new students felt equally weBaccepted.

Socioeconomic status means relatively little.
Tentatively, Willie concluded iat low status
"tends to impede the assimilation of some new
children into a new school setting but has no
effect upon most of the,cltildren"221 The school's
educational environment exceeded social status as
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a determinant of interracial interaction. On the
playground and in the classroom, cliques with a
racial cast at the start of the school year had all
but dissolved by year's end.

Willie cautions against expections of immediate
success. He wrote:

In spite of the hostile climate of Lincoln or the laissez
faire setting at Monroe, the reassigned white and black
children began to become a part of their new schools
during the latter half of the school yea'. This indicates
that there may be a develo ment process to integration
moving at its own pace...22

It should be noted, however, that in the other two
schools in which staff and faculty were better
prepared to welcome the newcomers, success was
prompt if not instantaneous.

Student interaction in a New York City metro-
politan area school was studied by Moreno. Using
a sample of 263 black and white K-4 children, she
found that white children who had attended
desegregated schools since kindergarten entered
into social relationships with black children much
more readily than did white children who had
begun school in an all-white setting.223

Schletinger and D'Amore wrote a retrospective
account of desegregation in a White Plains, N.Y.,
school, beginning with 1964. They point to
modest though essential progress by white children
at the end of the first year: "The white kids had
begun to think about the racial problem and had
been forced to recognize its existence. In their
dealings with each other, they had to distinguish
between individuals.. ."224 The black children,
who seem to have constituted a small part of the
enrollment, were kept at the margin of things in
the school. Schlesinger mid D'Mnore worked hard
at understanding the black children. Many white
teachers were puzzled at what they saw as "non-
conformity and senseless defiance."225 The
writers, however, now see the same action as part
of the children's "fight for survival." In class many
of the black ciffldren were not willing to discuss
their homes and their parents. As they were kept
out of the school's mainstream, they also became
more consehus of their ethnic solidadty and
identity. "Much of the behavior of the black
children in a predominantly white school," declare
Schleshger and D'Arnore, "is part of an attempt to
keep theselves intact...226 Few other writers on
the subject have tried to view the desegregation
process from the viewpoint of black youths in the

-context of a racist society.

Three 'places in California have been the subject
of desegregation studies of interaction Riverside,
Berkeley, and San Francisco. Gerard and associates
found that after 4 years, minority children in
desegregated classrooms 1 in Riverside -are not
being fully integrated hit() the work structure of
the classroom."227 Friendship choices were most
frequently expressed within ethnic groupv; this did
not change over the 4 years. The higher the social
class position of white children, the less they had
to do with minority classmates. Minority children
from upper soci0 levels interacted more fre-
quently with their white peers. White avoidance of
minority peers was significant, whether or not the
minority children were high achievers. Indeed,
Gerard reports that "overall, the minority pupils in
the highest achieving third whose predesegregation
achievement scores are comparable to the white
average are receiving fewer work choices from
whites than the lowest achieving third of white
students."228 Beffig accepted by white children
influences the achievement of minority children.
Thus, considering only minority students of above
average achievement, those who were accepted by
their white classmates did not experience any
change in achievement level while those who were
not accepted actually suffered a drop in scores.

Why was thr.:re not an improvement of student
interracial acceptance over 4 years? Several alter-
native explanations were canvassed by the re-
searchers. They "lean", however, toward an inter-
pretation highlighting the role of the teacher.
Stated simply, they suggest that teachers :Is a
whole failed to welcome, if they did not reject, the
minority children. The white students took their
lead from the teachers. (In the next chapter, this is
explored iri more detail.)

In and of itself, according to Gerard and
associates, cleavage in the classroom need not
preclude achievement by minority children. For
minority children to learn under such circum-
stances, however, two preconditions are required:
(1) the subgoup must not be regarded as inferior
in activities valued by all, and (2) there must be
enough minority classmates to afford close and
satisfying relations. Typically, neither one ob-
tained in the Riverside classroom. Insiead, most
minority youngsters lagged considerably in aci-
demic achievement and were enrolled in class-
moms on a near-token basis. -Under these adverse
circumstances," the researchers conclude, "the
child's only academic salvation would lie in social
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acceptance by the white majority, so that he
would have a sufficiently large, nonstigmatized
and congenial comparison group against which to
compare himself."229 This did not happen in
Riverside.

In Berkeley, Marascuio conducted three studies
of the city's single high school, in 1965, 1966, and
1970. Until 1964, Berkeley's junior high schools
as well as its elementary schools were segre-
gated. The high school graduating class of 1970
was the first which had gone through the desegre-
gated junior high, beginning in 1964. Marscuilo
found the .high school not socially integrated:
"Teachers and counselors alike ageed that the
student body was generally .divided along racial
lines and that this division was particularly observ-
able in social situations."230 Few close inter-
raciM friendships had developed,despite 6 years of_
desegregated schooling. Whites tended to stay
away from school dLnces. Many of the friendships
that did cross color lines remained within common
socioeconomic levels. A somewhat unexpected
fmdMg was that poorer whites had more black
friends than did whites from wealthier farni-
lies.231 The least social contact occurred between
Asian and black students; while white students
grew more favorable toward blacks over the high
school years, Asians grew less favorable. During
junior high school days, fights or quarrels among
students were daily occurrences. In the high
school, however, they practically disappeared.
Among black male students, who were socially
integrated to a greater degree than were black
female students, less.violence occurred.

Another study of Berkeley was done by
Marascuilo and Levin.232 They found that the
"same- situation was perceived differently by
Negro and white students in a newly desegregated
school. When students were asked whether mem-
bers of both races mixed "often" in the school, 38
percent of the whites and 46 percent of the
Negroes said yes. When asked whether mixing
occurred "sometimes,- the affirmative answers
were 51 percent and 43 percent. The researchers
note: "... The number of new friends made from
the other race is a more important determinant of
perceived social mixing than is the race of the
perceiver... Students who had made many friends
from other races liked school better, liked their .

teachers better, and liked their classmates bet-
ter."233

Sachdeva studied interracial interaction among
students in two Berkeley junior high schools. Over
a year, he found that personal contact led to
improved interracial attitudes and more interracial
friendships. It is not the contact as such, cautions
Sachdeva, that leads to these effects. More irn-
portant is the condition that contact occur "in
situations where institutional defmitions minimize
racial status differences.. ."234 Since teachers and
staff were "sold" on hnegration, they were helping
defme the institution as welcoming and helping
children.235

Elementary schools in San Francisco were
desegregated by court order in 1971. Student
interaction was measured by a test of ethno-
centrism and a sociometric device. Over the
period, December 1971 to May 1972, third graders
did not change M ethnocentric attitudes. Among
sixth graders, however, the number of "high"
ethnocentrist choices declined hy one-seventh.
Sociometric choices on the third-grade level
centered less on own-race and more on other-race
children. (Whites continued to choose own-race
children as frequently as earlier.) At the sixth
grade, white, black, and Asian children also tended
to shift their preferences to other-race children.
When choices on both grade levels are continued,
there is a general shift toward increased selection
of other-race children. Spanish-speaking students
tended, though not significantly, to maintain their
rate of own-race selections.

Attendance patterns at both grade levels were
also studied. Absenteeism increased. Slightly the
Black students, however, showed an overall
decrease; those who walked to their desegregated
school reduced absenteeism by 2.7 days. On the
sixth-grade level, similu trends were evident;
absenteeism in general increased, a somewhat
larger rise for bused than for nonbused students;
and a decrease for black students.236 Attendance
patterns as a whole demonstrate rather clearly that
desegregation had a beneficial effect.

Data on suspensions raise several questions.
Suspensions in 1970-71 (i.e., before desegregation)
compared with those in 1971-72 show black third
mid sixth graders were suspended at more than
twice their proportion in total enrollment during
both years. In the lower grade the proportion of
total suspensions accounted for by blacks fell
somewhat, but among black sixth graders it
rose.237 An even more somber set of figures
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emerges upon further analysis. (These calculations
were done by the present writer, from statistics
contained in an official school system report.)
Durhig the 2-year period, about 1 out of 14 black
third-graders was suspended. In sixth-grade, how-
ever, the situation was far worse. In 1970-71
suspensions among blacks were more than one of
every seven; the next year the rate nearly doubled
to virtually one-third. 238

Data for 61 schools during 1973-74 tell a
parallel story, although the two sets of figures are
not directly comparable. The most recent study
covers all students in 61 schools rather than only
tthrd and sixth graders in all schools. Again, blacks
were suspended at more than twice their propor-
tion in enrollment. In -ddition, the more prolonged
the suspension, the greater the disparity suffered
by black students:239

Duration Percent black

One-day suspensions
Two-day suspensions
Three-day suspensions
Recurrent suspendees

37
68
90
75

Suspension experience in San Francisco ur,der
desegregation was comparable with that in other
cities, such as Dallas and New Orleans. San
Francisco presents a puzzling picture of a high
degree of positive student interracial interaction
and rising attendance among black students, but
also of high and rising rates of suspension of black
students.

Three studies have been made of interaction
under conditions of more or less token desegre-
gation via voluntary busing arrangements in the
Boston area.

Teele examined Operation Exodus, a program
of transporting black children from Boston to a
nearby suburb.240 He found evidence to support
the contention that: (1) clffldren in Exodus
achieved more as a result of the desegregation
experience, and (2) the children's feeling of accep-
tance facilitated the greater achievemenCThere
were many technical problems in conductthg the
study; its findings, however, were in no sense
novel.

Meltzer studied 250 ninth-graders who had
participated for from 1 to 3 years in a voluntary
busing program, Metropolitan Councfl for Educa-
tional Opportunity (METCO). The students in the
sample attended eight schools in outlythg suburbs
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to which they were transported from Boston.
Meltzer was interested to learn the effect of
desegregation on interpresonal skills. He found
that the longer a student attended a deseffegated
classroom, the more mature were his "interperson-
al cognitive skills."241 But this held more for
white than for black students. The latter, for
reasons of past experience, do not regard the
interracial classroom as a novel setting. For white
students, interracial interaction is much more
likely to be unfamiliar. Apparently, black students
ae compelled by circumstance to learn very early
how to get along" in the racial order.

Useem studied the impact of 240 black students
who were bused from Boston to schools in nine
surrounding communities. This was a METCO
project. Since on average fewer than 30 black
students attended a suburban school, the effort
can only be called token. Still, definite effects
were found by Useem. One-third of the sample
white students had at least one close friend who
was black. The more black friends they had, the
more likely were white students to have positive
attitudes toward METCO. Interestingly, classroom
contact with black students in the busing program
was especially productive of positive feelings
among downwardly mobile white males. The
METCO students themselves continued to express
strong support for the program over the year
1968-69 while at the same time consolidating their
group solidarity. In other words, black conscious-
ness developed along with integration.

The nine schools differed greatly in attitudes of
white students toward METCO. "In-, those
schools, reports Useem, "where the-princip0 did
little to positively sanction the -program and to
promote interracial harmony, the attitudes of the
white students toward METCO was relatively
negative.-242 A social class factor seemed to
operate. Upper and middle class white students
seemed to orient more favorably to METCO.
Useem suggests a reason for the general antipathy
of lower class whites to the program:

...White students who may be frustrated because of
their low status both inside and outside of school may
take it out on the METCO students who serve as
convenient and vulnerable scapegoats. The probability of
such scapegoattng may actually be increased when a
desegegation program is only a token effort...243

It may be recaBed that Marascuilo found at
Berkeley High School that more lower class than
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middle class whites had black friends. This finding,
however, does not contradict Useern's findings on
METCO. M her concluang sentenee in the quota-
tion suggests, numbers are extremely important.
While in METCO, black enrollment rarely ap-
proached even 1 percent, as Berkeley there were
equal numbers of black and white. To be sure,
desegregation is more than numbers. This is far,
however, from saying that numbers are unim-
portant.

In the study of Project Concern, in Hartford,
Conn., Wood reported summarily that -urban and
suburban children were involved in a socioeduca-
tional experiment where mutual acceptance was
not a problem and where positive soda interac-
tion between white and non-white, deprived and
not-so-deprived was at an extremely high level in
both directions.2 4 4 In Moorefield's study of
Kansas City, it will be recalled, desegregation did
not result in improved academic achievement.
Some light on that outcome might be shed by wa
examination of social interaction inside the class-
room. Nine out of 10 Negro parents stated that
"positive relationships" existed between their
bused-in children And those- in ,the receiving
schoo1.245 Sociometric data showed, however,
that three-quarters of the bused-in Negro children
were rated low acceptance by the children regular-
ly in attendance at the receiving schools.246
Two-thirds of the bused-in children were regarded
as "aggressive" by the regular students.247 Higher
acaderrilc self-concept by Negro children resulted
from being accepted by the white children.248

In September 1971 as a consequence of a
Federal court order, the public scheiols of KaInma-
zoo, Mich., desegregated by using two-way busing.
This was anything but token. During Spring 1971,
a study was conducted to establish baselines for
another study to be made 1 year after desegega-
lion. In the first study, 97 classrooms were
involved; Ln the second, 45. Trained classroom
observers gathered data on the spot. Concerned
with verbal interaction patterns, they solicited
student opinions by questionnaire.

In the predesegregation study, verbal inter-
action patterns in the high school indicated con-
siderably more structured proceedings in racially
mixed than in all-white classrooms. Children in
all-white elementary classroomc preceived their
classmates as more friendly than did white child-
ren in predominantly white or black classrooms.
Black children tended more than whites to view

their classmates as unfriendly; they also liked
school less. Among high school students, racial
distinCtions in opinions were not discernible.

During the yeal of desegregation, both in
elementary and secondary schools, classrooms
became more structured: "... There was less total
student talk ... student-initiated talk and student-
to-student verbal interaction."249 Taking all stu-
dents together, attitudes toward other students
grew less positive. An exception was the dominant
opinion expressed by black elementary students
who viewed their present classmates as friendlier
than those of the predesegregatien year. Another
positive , element: black stadents who had been
leaders in predominantly black schools continued
in those roles in desegegated schools.

Nowak reported on a study of- a small-scale
voluntary program in Champaign, Ill. The sainple
consisted of 51 black secondary students. While
over three-fifths tilt unwelcome in the white
neighborhood housing both schools, they never-
theless found the in school experience gratifyLng.
Two-thRds report trying out for school activities:
Some 84 percent said they had made friends with
at least one white student. Over four-fifths
regarded the teacher as willing to eve them sprial
help when asked to do so.250

CONCLUSION

&ace 1940 some 50 studies have been made of
student interaction under conditions of inter-
raciOity. On the basis of evidence in the 46 studies
reviewed in this chapter, it may be stated with
high confidence that Mterracial interaction usually
leads to the development of positive racial atti-
tudes. Studies of student disorders in interraci0
schools suggest strongly that institution0 resis-
tance to educational change in the single most
abrasive factor in generating disorders. This fact
has stimulated self-organization:of black students
Oong ethnic Ines as a political counterweiert to
the inability of the schools, especially in large
cities, to present a more meaningful education.

A few studies and an undetermined number of
practical classroom efforts have been made re-
garding means of combatting the racist conception
that minority children are less capable of learning.
Resourceful teachers, principals, and researchers
have begun to build into the classroom structure
new practices designed to raise expectations of
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achievement by all children, including minority
children.

On the higher education level the problems
found in elementary and secondary schools are
enlarged. Interracial interaction in the colleges and
universitiei is hardly more than a figure of speech
for, in most cases, only token numbers of minority
students are present. Undoubtedly, a major reason
for this is that the "paydirt" .of careers in the
American economy lies largely at the base of
higher education.

In this chapter 39 studies regarding interaction
and desegregation were reviewed. In most of the
cases, the interracial interaction brought on by
desegregation produced positive racial attitudes
among blacks and/or whites. Tokenism was not a
factor encouraging interaction but neither was it
an absolute bar to the emergence of positive racial
interaction. Leadership by staff and faculty
emerged in many studies as a critical factor. In
more recently desegregated schools, where repre-
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sentative numbers of blacks and whites are in-
volved, the impoftance of student involvement and
responsibility for the school's program was found
to be Nital.25 1 Repeatedly, the principle of "some
leads to more" was documented. In all but a few
cases a history of having attended a desegregated
school facilitated easier interaction in anollIer
desegregated school.

Black students in interracial and desegregated
schools are shown to be far more resilient and
capable of autonomous action than is widely
supposed. Some commentators, black and white,
have cautioned that black children's self-concep-
tions are ton fragile for the strains of desegre-
gation. The present evidence suggests otherwise as
do the findLngs of chapter six.

The personal cruelties attendant upon desegre-
gation have dimLnished in number over the century
since Charlotte Forten wrote in her diary the entry
quoted on the first page of this chapter. At the
same time, each slight hurts as much ever.
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CHAPTER 9
TEACHERS AND THEIR STUDENTS

We could wish no child a happier fate
declares the British Plowden Report, "than to
encounter "a good teacher."1 One miOit add:
and a good school board, superintendent, and
principal, as well as a supportive community.
Together, they constitute the human resources that
bear most significantly on the quality of the
child's educational experience in the school and
classroom. Yet, researchers have virtually ignored
some while stressing others. Almost untouched is
the possible role of racial and ethnic factors in the
school and classroom context. These factors are
the central concern in this chapter.

SCHOOL BOARD INFLUENCES

Historical and legal evidence demonstrates the
pervasive opposition of school boards to desegre.
gation, both in the North and South. Only in the
face of binding Federal court orders has sub-
stantial desegregation proceeded. Voluntary re-
moval of racial separation remains rare. In numer-
ous instances, lower court decisions were appealed
as a matter of form so that many cases languished
in the courts for up to decades. Delay and evasion
resulted in the perpetuation of segregation long
after the Brown decision of 1954.

In the South especially the rural areas
school -boards affected teacher-student interaction
after desegregation by systematically discharging

219

or demoting black principals and teachers. In

numerous cases, black teachers were assigned to
segregated classrooms in presumably desegregated
schools. As a National Education Association,
(NEA) task force sent to Louisiana reported in
1970: "Many transferred black teachers ... ha
not had problems of any kind in dealing with
white schools, because they deal with no white
students.-2 In Alabama, during 1966-1970, the
number of black principals fell by 56 percent.3
During the longer period, 1954-1968, Baxter
found in Arkansas that black male teachers were
disproportionately displaced despite the fact that
they were relatively young and experienced.

About 70 percent of black teachers displaced Ln
desegregated districts were assigned to other, all-
black schools.4 Claye, in studying the assignment
of 233 teachers in Deep South elementary schools,
found that "those in authority tend to assign the
inexperienced and senile white teachers to former-
ly all-Negro schools and experienced productive
Negro teachers to formerly all-white schools."5

In a study of 81 school districts in the North,
Zeigler and Boss examined the racial policies of
school board members and superintendents. Modal
black enrollment ranged around 15 percent. The
researchers found a general vagueness and

ambiguity characterizing the rQsponses. "Perhaps
the best indicator of the a mbiguity in school
policy regarding racial problems, wrote Zeigler and
Boss, "is the evidence of . clear contradictions
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among the school board members and the super-
intendent in any given district over what action
the school district had taken ... arising in over
three-quarters of the -cases."6- A small scale

example of a related subject was the refusal of a
school board near Vancouver, British Columbia to
employ teachers with special cultural knowledge
to teach Indian children in an off-reservation
school. Hawkes reports:

Teachers with this type of training were not appointed to
the school because the school board did not see the
school as requiring staff with such qualifications. This
policy had been established, in part, on the advice of the
principals or the schools in the district in which there
were Indian children registered:7

It may be suppoSed that numerous school boards
reflect the sante essentially ethnocentric reasoning.

THE SUPERINTENDENTS

With the advent of the desegregation move-
ment, superintendents in the South joined school
boards in seeking delays where possible. Board
policies of discriminatory discharge or reassign-
ment .of black teachers and principals were readily
implemented. As civil rights pressure rose, con-
cessions were grudgingly made. Allen, in studying
the impact of desegregation on the employment of
black principals in North Carolina, reported that
"the attitude of most superintendents as .revealed
in their responses while being interviewed bor-
dered on following the law concernffig desegrega-
tion but avoiding any effort to encourage the
process.

Zeigler and Boss found an essentially similar
situation in northern school districts. Superinten-
dents in those areas had "a fundamental insensi-
tivity to racial problems in the schools."9 They
tended even more than school board members to
regard integration as a problem brought on only
by external forces such as the Federal Govern-
ment. In the absence of local civil rights protest
activity, the probability of action against racial
problems was minimal. "In only one school
district," according to Zeigler and Boss, "did
school governors indicate that any action was
taken in an attempt to minimize racial problems
before such problems became critical."10 In one
northern city of 30,000, court testimony high-
lighted ongoing racial practices which had been
denied repeatedly. Jones and associates wrote:
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Front court testimony by school personnel and sub-
poenaed school records, it is clear that race was involved
in the [student] track assignments. As a matter of court
evidence, while the school district's top administration
denied awareness that race was even involved, the school
records and the testimony of the person in charge of
placement indicated that students were identified by race
on placement schedules, which is, of course, illegal.] I

In numerous other Federal court cas
contradictions were uncovered.

BLACK ADMINISTRATORS

Before 1966, the presence of a black person in
a top central administrative positive was unthink-
able in the South and unheard of in the North.
Moody, himself a former black superintendent,
reported that before 1966, a black aspirant could
only hope to become assistant superintendent in
charge of special projects, director of human
relations, or administrative assistant for minority
affairs.12 In the 5 years following 1966, however,
17 black persons became chief school administra-
tors; another four districts were headed by blacks
serving in a temporary capacity. These were,
however, "dying districts with built-in failure
components."13 They were afflicted with very
severe financial problems compounded by the
low-income character of district inhabitants. In the
words of Frelow, a gother black administrator,
"hiring a black sur:rintendent is viewed as a
psychological aanowledgment that the district
is 'going black'."14 Since the racial composition of
these districts was heavily black, there was little
opportunity for black superintendents to affect
student racial interaction. How they affected
teacher student interaction is unknown. Moody
does report that when he was appointed super-
intendent in Harvey, Ill, in 1968, "grievances and
lawsuits were filed by the teachers' union, prin-
cipals, and citizen groups declaring that he was
unqualified."15

OTHER ADMINISTRATORS

Black persons were frequen ly employed aS
central office and school level administrators when
a white superintendent strongly attached to equal
opportunity held the top office. In Evanston, Ill.,
the tenure of Dr. Gregory C. Coffin as superinten .
denta was marked by a significant increase in the
number of black administrators:16-
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Race of
admInistr- to 967-8 1968-9 1969-70 1970-1

Black 7 8 I I 13

White..__ . 48 _ 38_ _ 29 . 26
Nrcen t blaci 12.7 17.4 27.5 3

In Berkeley, Calif., a growing commitment of the
school board to an equal opportunity program led
during the 1960's to an important increase of
minorities in the administrative corps.17 Both in
Philadelphia and San Francisco, superintendents
attempted to increase the number of minority
administrators. Dr. Mark Shedd succeeded to a
considerable degree in Philadelphia. Dr. Thomas
Shaheen at San Francisco made little headway as
existing administrators summoned up the
unique protection of a tenure law to prevent
appointment of mLnority administrators.

Stones studied racial attitudes of principals in
66 Texas schools located in Dallas, Houston, and
San Antonio. (142 principals were contacted; the
number of responses were quite low. lf, however,
the results reflected mainly the views of less
prejudiced princips, this is of some empirical if
not scientific interest.) Stones, then an under-
graduate at the University of Texas, found that
many of the principals were isolated from the
really large black communities. About a third

thought most blacks are less ambitious and that most
black families are not stable and law abiding. Thirty
percent thought stereotyping black children as lacking
ambition causes no harm...18

Unfortunately, no on site visits were made to
enable Stones to ascertain the educational signi-
ficance of his findings.

Under conditions of desegregation, the presence
of principals who are sympathetic to the change-
over has been found to be of considerable import%
ance. As noted in the preceding chapter. Willie
reported the significance of this factor in a study
of Syracuse, N.Y. In Shelby County, Tenn., Olds
analyzed teacher reactions to faculty desegre-

ion. The principal," he wrote, "was the single
most important factor contributing to a positive
commi tment toward facul ty desegregation."19
The NORC study of many southern school dis-
tricts in 1971-72 found that desegregated schools
with black principals stood a greater chance of
creating a favorable school climate for desegrega-
tion.20 Crain comments on the irony of this
finding alongside the widespread discharge and

demotion of black principals in districts under-
going desegregation.

School boards and superintendents play crucial
roles in setting the limits of racial policy in school
systems. As previously noted, their influence
has been restrictive and not receptive to desegre-
gation. This negativism may have served to dis-
courage organized efforts in the schools aimed at
facilitating racial change. When, however, legal
imperatives become unavoidable, it is equally clear
that some formerly resistant districts changed their
orientation toward racial change in the schools.
This seemed to have been the case in Charlotte,
N.C. As a group, principals seem little disposed to
challenge official school system policies when
these are tilted against desegregation. Once the
direction of policies is changed, the principal may
make an important contribution by exercising
educational leadership in the schoo1.21

THE TEACHERS
TEACHER ATTITUDES

Wilcox has suggested that the ghetto system of
school and community life creates the groundwork
for not educating the children of the ghetto: .

Teachers can legitimately fail to teach and stu-
dents can legitimately fail to learn. The non-
achievement of the students has no bearing on the
professional fortunes of the teachers: the non-
achivement of the students is viewed as a mere
fulfillment of the self-fulfillment prophecy.-22 A
more reeent declaration has made a_similar point:
By and large, the [school] system has expected
the [inner city] student to be a failure, and
unaware of its failure, has succeeded in creating
the student in its own image."23

In the District of Columbia public schools,
Silver sought to understand why 80 percent of the
elementary teachers most of them black
expressed satisfaction with their jobs and students
while faced with widespread scholastic failure
among their students, most of whom were black,
too. Silver found that these teachers developed an
adaptive subculture which served as a defense
against feelings of professional failure. The main
spirit of the subculture is one of insulation of
teachers from students. Peer relations among
teachers are directed not toward professional
considerations so much as toward the attainment
of power and authority in school affairs. Teachers
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who work in the poore t school are, according to
Silver, most attached to the existing organizational

_structure of the 's.:.hool. Mere maintenance of
discipline became one of the strongest common
binding forces among teachers. Another frequent
theme in such schools is the issue of academic
standards. Silver wrote that -agreeing that high
academic standards are maintained makes it pos-
sible for teachers to displace responsibility for
students' inability to learn to the students them-
selves.-24 She regarded such beliefs as "collective
rationalization" by teachers. The lower the class
composition of the school, according to Silver, the
higher are the barriers separating student from
teacher; and the more powerful a' hold do peer
relations exercise on teachers.

Silver has offered an interpretation, rather than
a documentation, of academic failure among chil-
dren in segregated circumstances. The greatest
merit of her approach is the emphasis upon group
definitions instead of individual attitudes. To the
social psycholost, this makes sense. It is also
consistent with 'conclusions stated in chapters 4
and 5. On the other hand, the interpretation is
somewhat schematic and removed from everyday
school realities. A full-scale historical and con-
temporary study of the District of Columbia
schools is needed in order to 'fully test Silver's
approach. It should be noted that in this approach
race is not fundamental; Silver happened to select
one city which is heavily black. Her view is meant
to apply to urban school systems of varying ethnic
composition.

It will be recalled from Ogbu's study of
"Burgherside" (see chapter 5) that teachersidenti-
fled not with the poor and minority children but
with the dominant white community. Failure of
the children to learn is attributed by teachers to
the presumed "cultural deprivation- or "cultural
disadvantagement" of the children. On the basis of
intensive contacts with teachers and children,
Ogbu declared:

Teachers construct "models- of what children are like,
"models" based for the most ran on 'income level,
education, percentage of Children on public assistance,
and ethnic composition, the -independent variables- that
Mfluence children's achievement in school. They check
their models not against real Ve in Burgherside, but
against reports of public agencies and against similar
models constructed in other school districts, and inven-
tories of assumed characteristics of "deprived children" or
disadvantaged children" provided by social scientists.25

Little concern or expectation was shown by
teachers for an improvement in general levels of
achievement.

Harris' study of Negro and white children in 18
substantially segregated schools found that teach-
ers of the two racial groups had different standards
of grading. Teachers of the white children tended
to base grades on actual achievement; teachers of
the Negro children used some other, undetermined
bast .26 North and Buchanan investigated teacher
attitudes toward poverty 'area-children in Phoenix,
Ariz. In general, teachers approached the children
in terms of a negativistic stereotype.27 This was
somewhat less true of Negro teachers than of
white teachers. In the Pittsburgh metropolitan
area, Elliott studied 400 teachers in the junior and
senior high schools. He found that "teachers who
are racially and ethnically prejudiced tend to have
negative attitudes toward the ,poverty group . .

[o f students] ."28 He also found that the socio-
economic origin of the teachers gave no reliable
clue to their orientation toward poverty students.
Elliott refers to "patterned discriminatory poverty
attitudes on the part of teachers."29 Hawkes and
Rug tested a widespread stereotype among teach-
ers. The teachers believed, wrongly, that black
students from poor families did not worry about
school achievement whereas white middle class
students did. Hawkes and Furst report the black
children worried more than the white children."

Corwin and Schmidt probed teacher attitudes
in the s,hools of Columbus, Ohio. Teachers in
schools attended by poor and black children were
more than twice as likely to report poor student
motivation than those who taught in middle class
schools. The researchers speculated on whether
this diagnosis itself helped create a self-fulfilling
prophecy of student failure. They wrote:

At least one of the conditions necessary for the
operation of the self-fulfilling prophecy appears to exist,
at least in limited form, M inner-city schools, namely, a
lack of faith and optimism in the motivation and abilities
of pupils, and a tendency to disclaim responsibility for
the educational problems that exist The fact that
nearly one-third of the teachers in the inner-city schools
discount the ability of their students is not an insignifi-
cant proportion, and whether true Or not, it- is perhaps a
large enough number to generate the self-fulfilling
cycle.3I

Since this was a questionnaire study, there was no
opportunity for the investigators to enter class-
MOMS and observe whether these attitudes were in

-fact translated into practice.
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Teacher attitudes in San Francisco schools were
studied by Spellman and associates in 1967, 4
years before implementation of court-ordered de-
segregation in that city. Only experienced full-time
teachers were included. Individual teachers com-
pleted questionnaires while group interviews were
held with sizable numbers of regular teachers,
compensatory teachers, and principals. Sonic. 83
percent of the teache:s in predominantly Asian
schools preferred their present assignment while
only 23 percent of those at black junior high
schools wanted to remain.32

In a city of western New York State, IOU
teachers were queried as to rank-order of serious-
ness of behavior problems among minority and
all school boys. Following is a compilation of the
highest 10 items for minority boys as compared
with ratings on the same items for any boys:33

Behavior problems Minority-group Any
bo s b_ s

Truancy
Profanity
Resentful
Easily discouraged
Lack of interest in work
Stealing
Inattention
Tardiness
Smoking
Suspiciousness

5

35.5
3 1.7

4 10

5 14

6

7,5

7.5 38

9,5 35.5

9.5 16

A fair interpretat on of these data might suggest
that these teachers see minority boys as less
teachable because of behavior defects rather than
intellectual shortcomings.

Two studies of desegregation in Bibb County,
Ga., have been made. Smith found that with
reference to two schools, 13 out of 19 white
teachers thought desegregation had come too fast;
none of the 12 black teachers agreed.34 Wynn
studied 41 white and 26 black teachers in urban
schools of the county. Half the white teachers
reported communication difficulties with black
students; none of the black teachers reported such
problems with white students. A third of the white
teachers preferred teaching only white students;
no black teachers shared this preference. While
nearly three-quarters of the black teachers pre-
ferred teaching mixed classes, only a little more

than a quarter of the white teachers so pre-
ferred.35

Corwin studied the attitudes of Teacher Corps
interns who taught poor and minority students.
Since they were predominantly upper-middle class
whites, one might expect that they would have
stressed cognitive learning. In fact, Corwin reports,
the reverse was the case:

... The interns who were the most self-consciously
personable, warm, and compassionate in their relation-
ships with students also appeared to be the most htile
tu scholarship; they ... discounted the importance of
cognitive achievement in their own pupils ... The interns
were discounting the importance of cognitive achievement
for precisely the groups of youn sters who most needed
to improve their academic skills.3

On the other hand, when asked to explain the low
academic achievement of their students, 7 out of
10 interns selected as their first or second choice
the factor of "poor home background." This was
only slightly lower than the choice of the same
factor by regular teachers in the same school.
There seemed to be a complete unreldiness to
acknowledge the possible role of the teacher and
the school.

Long and Henderson conducted an experiment
among 120 white teachers attending a summer
course. A description of children was read aloud,
in which clear racial and class cues were given.
Participants were then asked to predict how many
of the children would be reading on grade level
when they entered the grade: Race played no part
in the answers. Neither did social class nor teacher
backgroud. Yet, certain possibly significant find-
ings emerged. For example, -southern teachers ...
rated passive blacks higher than passive whites, but
active blacks lower than active whites."37 This
nught well have rellecied a white cultural pre-
ference for black compliance and the imposition
of a penalty on black behavior that violated the
custom.

The dozen or so studies feviewed in this s ction
strongly suggest the-widespread existence of teach-
er avoidance behavior as far as minority children
are concerned. These students tend to be viewed
by their teachers as less promising and more
troublesome. The significant unknown element,
however, is how these teachers behave in actual
classrooms. An expressed attitude is one thing;
daily practice may be quite another matter.
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EMPIRICAL INTERRACIAL STUDIES

Parsons studied the two worlds of the Mexican
American and the Anglo in a small town of 1,800
population loca 150 miles south of San Fran-
cisco.38 Mexican Americans made up 55 percent
of the residents of "Guadalupe."39

The family is the domilrant relationship in the
life of the Mexican American child. Paramount are
the obligations between parents and children and
between brothers and sisters. Children are strictly
supervised until they are 12 or 13; largely for this
reason Mexican American children attend few
school functions. Many of these cultural facts of
life are unknown to Anglo teachers. As Parsons
reported: "What some teachers have pointed out
to the researcher as 'cliques' turned out to be
groups of brothers and sisters and cousins who
play and eat together because this is what is
expected of them by each other and by their
parents."" What is family solidarity to some
appears as ethnic cleavage to the outside observer_

But that ethnic cleavage is all but complete in
Guadalupe. Except for one teacher in the town,
"not a single Anglo had ever been inside a Mexican
home." I In every -aspect of the town's life
making a living, going to church, recreation, and
more the Mexican American feels his separate.
ness and his subordination. The Mexican American
accepts the subordinate role completely.

The school is a typical Guadalupe institution.
While Mexican Americans make up only 57 per-
cent of enrollment, the principal and teachers all
Anglo overestimate the percentage. Most teach-
ers are convinced Mexican American children are
less intelligent thaan Anglo children. Parsons
checked IQ scores for both groups and found the
following distribution of mean scores:42

Grade Anglo Mexican American

3 97 91
4 110 92
5 111 104
6 1 1 1 99
7 104 97
8 97 95

Ability grouping is practiced to:rt extreme
degree with the high ability classes being almost
entirely Anglo. A teacher explained to Parsons
that such classes are kept as "small as possible

MINORITY STUDENTS

because we feel that the brighter pupils deserve a
chance to get as much as they can out of school
without being held back by the kids who are dull
or just lazy or don't care."43

Parsons sat in on numerous classes and com-
piled an extensive log of teacher practices that
illustrated the everyday reality of ethnic cleavage.
Anglo "helpers" aided the teachers; no Mexican
American children were ever so designated. Fre-
quently and systematically, teachers ignored
Mexican American children's hands in favor of
calling on Anglos. Often, while Mexican American
children were reciting, teachers interrupted them
to listen to an Anglo child. Teachers related very
informally with Anglo children, inquiring about
family affairs and the like; with Mexican American
children they were strict. Teachers went out of
their way to praise and encourage Anglo children
while just as regularly criticizing Mexican Ameri-
can children. Frequently, teachers explained to
Parsons that preferential treatment for Anglo
children was necessary because they were going to
grow up to lead Guadalupe and they might as well
get used to it early.44

Parsons administered sociometric tests in
February 1965, Anglos expressed stronger self-
preferences than did the Mexican Americans,
Anglos looked toward other Anglos for prestige
while Mexican American children looked to both
groups. Mexican Americans, however, were more
interested in Anglo prestige than Anglo coin-
panionship.45 In various ways the relative self-
depreciation of Mexican Americans can be seen:

The Mexican pupils . considered themselves to be
about as attractive as the Anglo pupils. When choosing
persons who are thought to be unattractive, however, the
Mexicans tended to choose in theft own group more than
among Anglos ... 94 percent of the Anglos and 80
percent of the Mexicans chose Anglos as being -smart,-
and ' .. 88 percent of the Anglos and 70 percent of the
Mexicans chose Mexicans as being dumb ... Anglo pupils
generally consider the Mexican pupils to be lazy and not
to care, a consideration which, interestingly enough, is
reflected in the choices made by the Mexican pupils
themselves. Acceptance of social subordination is clear
throughout."

The school of Guadalupe, then, reflects strong-
ly the value given to Anglos there. Parsons
broadens his portrait: "Where, as in the case of
Southwestern communities like Guadalupe, thc
social structure exhibits caste-like features based on
ethnic differentiation, the school as one of the
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'most vital of all insti _ions," will be operated by
and in the interests of the dominant group."47
Parsons' study is outstanding for its realism, us
intimate knowledge of the most ordinary details of
everyday life, and for its clear concept of power in
relation to education.

Nearly a decade after Pars is' study a new
survey was completed under auspices of the
United States Commission On Civil Rights. Its
,coverage was extraordinary. Five observers visited
429 classrooms in 52 schools located in California.
Texas, and New Mexico. Focus of the study was
the differences, if any, between teacher interaction
with Mexican American and Anglo students. Since
school districts then under Federal inquiry for
possible discrimination were excluded from the
commission study, disparities in teacher treatment
were underestimated.

The principal findings of the study were report-
ed as follows:

.. Teachers praise or encourage Anglo children 36
percent more often than Mexican Americans. They use or
build upon the contributions ot Anglo pupils fully 40
percent more frequently than those of Chicano pupils.
Combining all typos of approving or accepting teacher
behavior, the teachers respond positively to Anglos about
40 percent more than they do to Chicano students.

Relative numbers of
white teachers prejudicial
against Negroes

Many
Few
None

Teachers also direct questions to Anglo students 21
percent more often than they direct them to Mexican
American. In addition, Mexican American pupils receive
significantly less overall attention from the teacher.
measured by the extent to winch teachers address their
students in a noncritical way. In light of these findings, it
is not surprising to have also found that Mexican
American children participate Iess in class than do Anglos;
they speak less frequently both in response to the teacher
and on their own initiative, The total picture that emerges
from this study or classroom interaction is one in which
Mexican American students are ignored compued to their
Anglo counterparts."

In part, concluded the chief researchers, low
academic achievement of many Chicano students
is attributed to the classroom behavior of teachers
in the Southwest.49 While Parsons did not discuss
this specific issue in his research, the data in his
study would most likely support this conclusion.

During the mid 1930's in Chicago, Beckham
studied, among other attitudes, white teacher
prejudice against Negro students. Interviewing 250
nondelinquent high" school boys, 100 delinquent
boys, and 100 adults, he asked whether they
personally had found white teachers prejudiced
against Negroes. They responded as follows, by
percentage.50

Nondelinquents Delinque s----
((percent percent

9.5
42,8
44.4
96.7

In Chapel Hill, N.C.. Ellis and Wiggins found
that teachers of Negro children in a biracial
classroom were reported by the children as tending
to ignore their good achievement.," Both teachers
and parents tended to_expect lower achievement
than actually occurred.52

Rosenhan conducted an experiment with 72
first graders in Trenton. N.J. 24 were middle class
whites and 48 were lower class Negroes and
whites. He hypothesized: "If lower class children
are more alienated in a middle class institution,
they should be more responsive to praise than

Adults-
(percent)

27.2 40
4.5 40

_68,1

99.8 100

middle class children would be By the same
token, the performance of lower class children
should be more disrupted by disapproval than that
of their middle class peers."53 The hypothesis was
supported Lower class learning was heavily in-
fluenced by praise or disapproval. Class was found
to be far more important than race.

In a desegregated junior high sL hoof in Virginia,
Datta found that teachers regarded low-achieving
Negro students as hostile outsiders while high-
achieving Negro children were described as favor-
ably as high-scoring white children. Datta called
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.for programs develop teacher understanding
and acceptance of groups of pupils who now are
likely to experience rejection in the classroom."54

Amos studied ninth graders in three integrated
schools in Flint, Mich. Both 'Negro and white
students felt rejected by their teachers although
the white students thought their Negro classmates
were being accepted."5 Amos reported a dif-
ference between the expressed attitudes of the
teachers toward Negro students and the way the
Negro students perceived their teachers' behavior.

In virtually none of these studies is there any
indication that special teaching or curriculum
adaptations were made, When Baltimore's schools
underwent their initial desegregation in 1955, for
example, the school administration held that
"special 'preparation' of teachers for integrated
schools was unnecessary, and would probably do
more harm than good by calling attention to
differences when teachers should think of like-
nesses."5 6 Such a view was wholly consistent with
common sense and, since virtually no large-scale
desegregation projects had occurred anywhere to
show otherwise, very possibly correct. Since then,
however, a good deal of experience has been
accumulated. Repeated studies have shown the
importance of deliberate classroom changes that
are required for effective desegregation.

lf, us was documented in chapter 6, more
learning occurs in desegregated than segregated
schools and classrooms, then why are any further
preparations needed? In, the same Baltimore report
just quoted, the following statement dears:
"There can be no doubt that many [teachers] in
their hearts prefer segregation and regret the new
policy of interracial schools."57 This is a prime
reason for taking special measures as part of a
desegregation program. As Chesler put it, we
cannot depend on "doing what comes naturally".
He continued, "too much of what is natural in
American race relations is distrustful and separa-
tist: desegregation itself is a departure from our
natural social patterns, and other breaks with
tradition are vitar5

Yet, Blake cautions against assuming that de-
segregation increases the number of disadvantaged
children and thus occasions the training of teach-
ers to deal with this additional disadvantage.5 9 He
stated:

When schools are desegregated, there i- not an increase
in the number or disadvantaged children. They may
[now! be distributed in different schools but that does

not automatically mean that the teachers in these schools
are ill-equipped to teach them."

Blake urged that different kinds of measures need
to be taken to improve "education in biracial
settings.-6 I If teachers in a desegregated school
are not competent to teach, both Blake and
Chesler say, they Should be trained further. Blake
wrote: "Only teachers in a desegregated school
who are, incompetent to teach the disadvantaged
need the additional training."62 According to
Chesler, "the teacher who is a skilled and fully
competent professional has a good start on being
successful in an interracial situation."63

Gottlieb studied inner-city Negro and white
teachers' views of their students.64 Ali teachers
were given a checklist with a number of character
traits of students and were asked to check those
that applied to the students (all of whom were
Negro'i. White teachers tended to see the Negro
child as highstrung, impetuous, lazy, moody,
rebellious, and talkative. Negro teachers, on the
other hand, viewed students aa ambitious, coopera-
tive. energetic, furj-Jvine_ aad happy. These
charaverizations ad on th- items in the
following tabl.:

Ti miters' race and perceptions
sttind--irE'--

Traits

Ambitious
Cooperative
Energetic
Funloving
Happy
Highst rung
Impetuous
Lazy
Middle brow
Moody
Rebellious
Talkative

White

(percent)

Negro

(percent)

36
3:3 61

48
45 74
31 65
39 3

33 13

53 19

4 19

33 13

35 13

59 6

There is a 15 pt nt or greater difference between
Negro and wh;.._ eachers. Clearly, the two groups
of teachers difIct Fscatly in orientation toward
their students. 7,:eat disparity in orientation is
also evident dih 01_ ulation.66
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Tea- and reasons for job d ssatisfacti

Reasons

Inadequate materials and
poor facilities

Crowed classrooms
Lack of parental interest
Behavior-discipline problems
Others

The Negro teacher sees the major obstacles in
the physical supplies and facilities, whereas the
white teachIrs stress shortcomings in the students
and their parents. White teachers tended to be
pessimistic about the educational future of the
children. But, held Gottlieb, "the Negro teachers
are less pessimistic in the evaluations of students
since many of the teachers themselves have come
from backgrounds similar to that of their students
yet managed to overcome social barriers and attain
positions of responsibility and status."67 A ques-
tion could be raised as to the applicability of these
findings to the desegregated school. White teachers
who carried their attitudes into the desegregated
school would create a special handicap for Negro
children. On the other hand, the presence of Negro
teachers would be important.

More than 250 entering freshmen in virtually an
all-black North Carolina Central University at
Durham were studied by Nelsen and Uhl. Their
responses were divided into two categories accord-
ing to whether they had graduated from a segre-
gated or desegregated high school. Since the study
was made in 1970, probably a number of the
freshmen had attended schools thorouglily de-
segregated by court order. The researchers sought
to understand teacher-student interaction through
the students' eyes. They did not go to the site to
check these impressions. Student judgments were
expressed in discrepancy scores; that is, they
stated their choice of "what should be" and then
"what is." The difference is the discrepancy.

A majority of students who had graduated from
desegregated schools intefpreted their experience
positively. Yet, negative as--well as positive ele-
ments were recalled. Higher discrepancy scores
that is, more negative scores were recorded from

W hite

total responses
percen t

Negro
total responses

percen t

6
13 38
,5 6

46 19

10 4

100 100

desegregated than for segregated schools on several
important dimensions:

... Students from desegregated schools indicated that
they felt less loyalty toward their schools; that teachers
gave too many failing grades, and, to a moderate degree,
that teachers did not care enough about the individual
student; that some teachers paid most attention to
students who planned to go on to college; and that the
students did not get along very well with one another.68

Discrepancy scores were smaller in desegregated
than segregated schools on other dimensions:

Students from desegregated schools [felt]... that
their school buildings were well taken care of, that the
schools had lots of clubs and extracurricular activities;
that the schools offered adequate vocational courses such
as home economics, agriculture and industrial arts; and
that most of the students attending the schools would go
on to college.69

This contrast was not exhaustive.
In the desegregated schools, both black and

white teachers were frequently reported as favor-
ing white students, even in discipline matters. This
gave rise to feelings of discrimination on the part
of black students. The degree to which teachers
seemed to care about students, on the other hand,
did not differ significantly as between segregated
and desegregated schools. While students in de-
segregated schools reported a greater stress on
competition for grades, they also tended to agree
that such competition- was good. Perhaps closely
linked to this was a further impression that black
students in desegregated schools more readily iden-
tified their peers as likely to go on to college.
Nelsen and Uhl acknowledge the overall positive
character of experience in desegregated schools.
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They stress, however, the presence of negative ele-
ments. In total, these elements seem to be quite
within the power of schools to change should they
so desire.

Zantoff studied teacher attitudes toward dese-
gregatiou in an upstate city of New York State. Of
the 123 teachers interviewed, nine were black. 111
general, teachers avoided discussing segregation
and desegregation. They also tended to avoid
consideration of the possible role of the school in
producing low academic achievement among black
students. Zamoff found the teachers to be poorly
informed on desegregation. Desegregated schools
in the city were more likely to show high
incidence of dissatisfied teachers. At the Same
time, the dissatisfaction did not appear to be
directed meaningfully into effecting educational
change as a change in the racial character of the
student body took place.

III a white middle class neighborhood of New
York City, Brooks analyzed the fortunes of 95
black children participating in the Open Enroll.
ment (OE) program. They were bused daily. Of a
total 1,100 enrollment the bused children consti-
tuted less than 10 percent. Resident whites and
many teachers were deeply antagonistic to the
program. The former feared a deleterious effect on
the children in school achievement. After a year of
the program, the school average reading score
actuidly increased; but he fears persisted.70

Because the OE pogram children as a group
were lower achievers than children in the receiving
school, they would ordinarily have been placed in
lower reading ability groups. Such assignments
would have resulted in predominantly black class-
rooms. To avoid this outcome, a number of OE
children were placed in higher ability groups than
their formal scores would dictate. Brooks reported
that teachers resented the consequent placement
of resident white students in lower ability groups.
During the year, the percentage of OE students
who read below grade level, declined from 58 to
46, Teachers did not attribute this progress to the
desegregation program. Instead they held that it
was "the academically able students [who]
showed the greatest gains but they felt that these
students would have improved even in the sending
schools while those who were academically less
able did not show any worthwhile improve-
ment."71

When Brooks examined achievement test scores
of 84 OE children, she found that teachers, in

gener I, understimated them. Here is a listing of
placement of OE students in reading achievement
as Lndicated by standardized test scores and by
teachers' estimates:72

Number of udents:

By test
scores

By teachers'
estimates

On grade level 28 30
Above grade level 26 16
Below grade level 30 38

During a series of interviews with nine teachers
and the principal, they felt in Brooks' phrase
that the OE children "present special problems
academically." While this was undoubtedly true in
terms of the receiving school's experience, yet it
missed the larger positive significance of the OE
students who were learning more than previously.

Brooks interviewed about one-Fifth (20) of the
OE total. in view of the generally negative
responses of teachers to the program, one might
expect .a similar orientation of students to the
school. The very opposite proved to be the case.
The children were highly positive about the
receiving school. They were convinced that they
were achieving more academicalli,-;-"rfran they had in
their sending school. One said: "Most of the time
in the other school we do easy phonics, easy math,
easy everything." Another: "In this school, the
teachers know more." And still another: "We
didn't do no work there.-73 Children stated they
were happier at the receiving school and pointed
to their teachers as the major factor influencing
the positive attitude.

What lay behind this anomalous situation? Too
often, it is facilely assumed that a teacher's
negative attitudes are automatically converted into
deprecatory messages to his or her students. It is
unlikely that the "message" received was the same
as the one sent. More likely are two comple-
mentary explanations. First, teachers may have
related to the OE children as individual learners
while in the classroom but resorted to socially
acceptable negative expressions while in the com-
pany of colleagues. A second possibility is that
some teachers are more "professional" than others
and thus find it ultimately more satisfying to
regard each child as an individual learner. Perhaps
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most likely is the situation where both alternatives
are true of a given teacher at one time.

Central administrative efforts to ensure a suc-
cessful desegregation program were minimal. The
city board of education, according to Brooks, did
little at all.

... There was no evidence that any organized plan of
in-service education was actually carried out for personnel
in the receiving school prior to launching the program ...
Citywide planning was poorly co-ordinated and insuf-
ficient funds were allocated to provide all the necessary
services, and materials that were needed to insure the
effective functioning of the program.74

Much of the success of the program at the school
was evidently left to teachers' initiative.

Israel studied differences between effective and
ineffective teachers in 35 alementary schools in
Brooklyn N.Y. The most and least effective
teachers were designated by the principal in each
school; the basis of the choice was not described.
Attitudes of 167 teachers were based on responses
to a questionnaire distributed by the researcher.
Highly effective teachers believed that low aspira-
tions were an important part of the problem of
low achievement They saw little reason to believe
that educational aspiration of poor and minority
students would benefit from attendance in, an
integrated school situation, even if white middle
class children also attended. Least effective teach-
ers were twice as likely to want to leave the lower
class schools being studied. Unfortunately, it is.not.
possible to explore possible interrelationships be-
tween student achievement and teacher expecta-
tions.

The pitfalls of depending on teacher impres-
sions of their students' achievement are high-
lighted in a study by Thompson and Dyke in
Rochester, N.Y. In an urban-suburban voluntary
desegregation program, teachers reported all but 4
of 35 bused students had increased their rate of
reading to that of the average for the school
Thompson and Dyke examined test results for 24
students; 13 showed only a growth rate of 6
months during the year. Indeed, 4 of the 13
students registered an actual decrease in achieve-
ment.75

Another problem in studies of teacher inter-
action :with students emerged in an inquiry by
Byalick who analyzed the classroom behavior of
60 female elementary teachers in rural Georgia and
South Carolina. He wanted to learn about dif-

ferences in the teaching style of black and white
teachers with respect -to positive reinforcement
(i.e., actions designed to encourage students). He
found a considerable divergence between the
teachers' theory and practice. Classroom observers
reported to Byalick that most teachers did not use
the techniques of reinforcement for which they
had stated a preference.76 (Research studies based
exclusively on teachers' expressed preferences may
fit only an imaginary classroom.)

Aside from this issue, Byalick reported a
number of other important findings. Male students
of the opposite race were reinforced .most fre-
quently; black female students received the least
reinforcement from teachers. This finding may be
especially significant in the Reit of numerous
studies which have found that black female stu-
.dents usually fare worse in desegregated schools
than do black males. Usually, tins effect is

attributed to factors other than teacher behavior.
Byalick also found that white teachers tended to
restrict reinforcement-by-touching to children of
their own race.

Most striking is his conclusion that the educa-
tional environment of the classroom is not neces-
carily augmented by%positive reinforcement. Much
of the reinforcement was found to be rather
perfunctory:

Both observers ... noticed that although some teach-
ers emit many behaviors that are positively reinforcing to
children, these behaviors seem to be mechanical and are
often followed up with negative comments directed
toward other children , Several teachers reinforced
children without displaying any positivS emotion or
positive facial attention ... The majedtv of the teachers
observed reinforced children without . ing from behind
their desks.'"

The researcher did not report whether perfuncfory
or passive reinforcement practices varied among
teachers by race.

In 1972, Jensen and Rosenfeld investigated the
role of ethnicity, social class, and mode of
classroom presentation on teachers' interaction
with students in Austin, Tex. Subjects were 156
teachers in 12 junior high schools and 4 senior
highs. No actual classrooms were used; instead, the
teachers viewed videotapes of fifth and slxth
graders. Teachers preferred Anglo, black, and
Mexican knerican students in that order. Less
teacher discrimination against minority children
occurred when instruction took place in the visual
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mode than ip audio or audio visual modes. The
researcher-observers interpret this finding as in-
dicating that "black and Chicano students from
lower social classes may be more favorably evalu-
ated if they are seen and not heard."78 They
conclude that in the city of Austin, -educational
equality for students from different ethnic and
social class backgrounds is a myth ..."

A study of San Antonio, Tex., involving 133
Mexican American children in Head Start classes,
found that teachers, regardless of ethnic group,.
tended to rate high_ those students who were
proficient in English. This held true whether the
criterion was extraversion, positive social behavior,
or task orientation. High proficiency in Spanish
brought no more favorable teacher ratings than did
low proficiency in Spanish. Mexican American
teachers did not depart from the norm of reward-
ing proficiency in English to the exclusion of
Spanish.

Differential promotion policies for black-and
wthe first graders in Portland, Ore., were studied
by Henderson and associates. In general, wintes
and boys tended more than blacks and girls to be
retained. The sex discrepancy was much smaller
for Negroes than for whites. Achievement test
scores were not the objective basis for promotion
or retention decisions. A number of whites were
retained even -,though their achievement scores
equalled those of blacks who were promoted. (The
children under study tended to be in segregated
schools, the children of each racial group attending
a -racially similar school rather than a nonsegre-
gated school.) Social class differences were also
found to be important for the white children."
Thus, "white boys of medium-low reading achieve-
ment who attended high status schools were
retained significantly more often than were those
who attended low status schools:go

The greater failure rate for white students than
for blacks thus reflects not a bias against whites
but more likely the reverse. The schools can be
interpreted as taking more care with whites, in
that they are not promoted without having
demonstrated a certain level of accomplishment.
That level is lower for blacks. Henderson and
associates note that most whites in the study were
from lower socioeconomic circumstances while the
black children tended to represent a broader social
span Thus the bias takes on more of a racial than
a social character.

MIND TY STUDENTS

Howe searched out the effects of race and
socioeconomic level on achievement expectancy
by 225 teachers (70 black and 185 white) in the
Detroit metropolitan area. He found cooperation
in all types of schools except that the principal of
a middle class black school refused to participate.
Since this was a questionnaire study, the results
are attitudinal Jmily; No classroom observation
took place. Teachers believed that the ability to
iearn was highest among white middle class stu-
dents, followed by 'white lower class, and lower
class black students. This applied to reading and
mathematics but not in science and social science.
"The fact that reading is one of the areas where
teachers see racial differences in ability to learn is
particularly important and disturbing," wrote
Howe, -since school success depends on ability in
reading probably more than any other subject.-80
Howe also sees "cause for alarm- in the finding
that between 20 to 33 percent of the students are
viewed by their teachers as incapable of meeting
learning requirements expected of them in 2 years.

Yando, Zigler, and Gates studied the relative
ctiveness of black and white adults with lower

class children :of both races. Subjects were 144
second graders, equally divided among black and
white. An experimental, not regular, classroom
experience was used. Whether race of teacher
(adult) and student was the same turned out to be
of no Consequence in learning the experimental
task. Children scored higher on an IQ test under
the tutelage of an effective teacher, regardless of
race.

The Yando group may be said to have found
that "love is not enough" when it comes to
learning. "While warmth and supportiveness moti-
vate children to interact with an adult," they
wrote, "it has not been found that such qualities
enhance a child's performance on cognitive
tasks.-81 Yet, they caution, there seems to be no
fixed apportionment of stylistic elements that
makes for success in teaching lower class children.
Rather, the researchers suggest tentatively that a
teaching style which is to help students achieve
academically may vary with ethnic group: .

For Negro teachers rated as effective this style is
embedded within a warm and supportive ap-
proach, whereas for effective white teachers it is
found within an authoritarian, `no nonsense' ap-
proach.-
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An excellent example of both styles is found in
an autobiographical memoir by the black poet and
singer Maya Angelou. In 1941 she entered George
Washington High School in Oakland, Calif., where
she was one of only three black students. It was,
she wrote out of her background in Arkansas, "the
first real school I attended."82 Miss Kirwin, her
favorite teacher by far, was white:

She was stimulating instead of intimidating. Where
some of the other teachers went out of their way to be
nice to me to be a "liberal" with me and others
igiored me completely, Miss Kirwin never zeemed to
notice that I was black and therefore different. I W3S Miss
Johnson and if 1 had the answer to a question she posed I
was never giveTivany more than the word "correct-, which
was what she said to every other student with the correct
answer.83

The literature contains mmy parallel accounts. .
Unfortunately, few teachers have bothered to re-
cord the story from their perspective.

St. John, in a formal study of 956 black and
white children, found that teacher behavior af-
fected the two groups in diffprent ways. Especially
important for black children was the presence of
teachers who were optimistic about their per-
formance and anticipated high expectancies for
success. Such orientations by teachers are more
important than subject matter proficiency for
black achievement.84

According to some 20 empirical interracial
studies, the teacher in the classroom tends pre-
dominantly to be skeptical of the capacity of
minority children to achieve beyond minimal
levels. Frequently, minority children are ignored
by teachers and subjected to considerable dis-
couragement. As in the case of teacher attitude
studies, reviewed earlier in this chapter, it seeins
logical to infer and some of the empirical
materials permit such an inference that negative
teacher attitudes lead to actual discrimination.
This, however, is not always the case. Numerous
instances are recorded of teachers in nonsegregated
schools relating in a productive, essentially just,
way to minority students.

EMPIRICAL DESEGREGATION STUDIES

In this section a number of desegregation
studies of teacher-student interaction are reviewed.

In 1974, 5 years after a sweeping court-ordered
desegregation plan had begun operating in the
schools of Charlotte, N.C., the Charlotte Observer

2

conducted 9 public opinion poll of 857 black and
white teachers in the schools. Numerous dif-
ferences were apparent between both groups of
teachers. While nearly 70 percent of all, teachers
reported that a healthy educational atmosphere
prevailed in their schools, a racial breakdown
reveals the following.85

Percent of teachers_answering "yes"
to the following questions: -

Question Black
Wteachers teachhiteers

_Rercent percent

1. Do you think integration
is worthwhile? 94 56

2. Do you think discipline is
a serious problem in your
school? 29 64

3. Do you think the quality of
education in your school is
good? 87 70

4. Do you think students are
learning more? 36 27

5. Do you think students are
learning less? 10

6. Are you optimistic about
the future of the school? 87 47

34

Clearly, black teachers tended to view desegre-
gation as a wholesome educational experience for
students, while white teachers were skeptical and
disbelieving.

In the study of Goldsboro, N.C. by Mayer and
associates, discussed in the previous chapter, white
male students were observed to be receiving the
most positive reinforcement. Indeed, they "were
more 'than twice as likely to initiate contact with
teachers than either black males or black fe-
males."86 Interaction of black male students with
!eachers was quite likely, on the other hand, to
concern discipline. Both black-Arid white teachers
acknowledged a certain difficulty in relating to
students of the opposite race, According to a high
school counselor,. "the office receives a large
number of complaints from black students -ac-
cusing white teachers of 'unfair treatment' in class
and unfair grading practice:"87 (It should be
recalled that black achievement increased relative
to that of whites in these schools, and that student
interaction was reported by both black and white
students as-relatively benign.)
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Gay studied teacher-student interaction in the
schools of Austin, Tex., during 1973. Observers
spent a total of 300 hours in various claSsrooms;
74 teachers and 648 students were included in the
study. In addition to observational data, teachers
replied to a questionnaire; students supplied their
own version of what was happening in the class-
room. According to Gay, black children were
shown to be receiving significantly fewer educa-
tional opportunities:

Opportunities for black students' intellectual devel-
opnient were simply not provided to the extent made
possible to white pupils Blacks received more criticism
and were asked questions which required less demanding
complex cognitive processes , Teachers generatly ex-
pected white students' achievements to be higher than
Blacks' Teachers gave white students answers to
questions when they Were unable to provide them
themselves, in addition to praising and complimenting
their correct responses . . By comparison, interaction
with black students was often terminated by asking other

--students to_eive answers to questions blacks were unable
to answeL88

These findings were supported by the firsthand
reports of the eight observers who spent a total of
300 hours in classrooms during January and March
1973. Students supplied directly to the investi--
gators data that yielded a picture quite consistent
with that drawn from direct observation and
teacher questionnaires.

In- two poor rural counties in.Georgia, Braxton
and Bullock interviewed 44 teachers and 208
students before desegregation and a year later.
Students were asked first whether they expected
teachers to be impartial. Affirmative replies were
as follows, in percentage: 8 9

Percent of students answering "yes"
to the following statements:

Statement
White

students
percent

Black
students
percent

Teachers of the other race
will be impartial 52 59

Teachers can be impartial to
students of other race 93 65

After 8 full months of desegregation, students
were asked to respond to two other statements.
Affirmative replies, by percentage, were:90

MINORITY STUDENTS .

Percent of Students answering 'yes-
to the following statements:

Statement
White Black

students students
percent percent

You are treated impartially 27 51
You are allowed to partici-

pate equally irt class 86 57

The first set of statements elicited an expecta-
tion among white students that while black teach-
ers were fully capable of being impartial that there
was a good chance they would not be. Expecta-
tions of teacher impartiality by black students
were more internally consistent: i.e., white teach-
ers were expected to be about as impartial as
might be expected. Black students were, in this
sense, more realistic. For white students, however,
the disparity between potential and expected
teacher behavior reflected grave doubt about what
desegregation might mean. Indeed, while one-
quarter of the black students did not favor
desegregation, more than nine-tenths of the white
students opposed it.

Replies to the second group of statements
indicate a significant switch by willte students. In
an abstract sense, they are even less willing to
concede the possibility of impartiality among
black teachers. This stance is probably ideological
in inspiration and squares with their earlier over-
whelming opposition to desegregation. On the other
hand, white students concede that in classrooms
taught by black teachers equal treatment is the
rule; nearly 9 out of 10 acknowledge that black
teachers were impartial. It is, after all, in the
classroom that the crucial teacher-student inter-
action occurs. As for black students, the onset o
desegregation moderated somewhat their expecta-
tions, of impariial treatment. In the main, however,
actual experience pretty well corresponded to
expectations of black students. (This may be'
simply another instance of the much-documented
cultural fact that blacks "know" whites more
accurately than the reverse.)

In the Chesler-Segal study of Alabama, dis-
cussed earlier, the role of teachers was examined in
two respects: (1) its relation to classroom atmos-
phere, and (2) its expectancy or nonexpectancy of
achievement by the Negro desegregators. While
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three-quarters of the &segregators regarded thei
white teachers as fair minded, most teachers

permitted white students to establish the tone of
the classroom. This laissez-faire attitude of the
teachers increased tensions. Where teachers were
seen as fair minded, the $:vhite students in the
classroom were generally also so regarded. Thus,
the classroom atmosphere rather well reflected the
leadership (or lack of it) shown by teachers.

Some teachers were cruel to the- Negro stu-
dents; "About one-third of the descriptions of
unfair behavior identified teachers who called
students 'nigger,' or had . . . mispronounced
`Negro.' More than another third of such unfair
reports noted that students felt they were singled
out by their teachers or mistreated...2'9°

Teachers at first underestimated the academic
ability Of the Negro students: "Only 75 percent of
the teachers reported that before the desegregators
entered their classes they did not think the Negro
students would be as smart as the white students.
By the end of the year or two of desegregation,
however, half of-that 75 percent had changed their
minds ..."91 Desegregation was an important
experience of discovery for numerous people.
Many desegregators -found they could do as well as

white students; many teachers increased their
respect for Negro abilities. (One wonders how the
white students felt about all this; but, unfor-
tunately, the Chesler-Segal team was unable to
interview them.)

Faculty desegregation has been ordered by a
number of courts. In Miami, Fl., for example,
considerable dissatisfaction with the plan was
voiced by teachers; widespread threats were heard
that many experienced and older teachers would
resign rather than yield to mandatory transfers.
Initially, 1,876 teachers were transferred. About
335, or 18 percent of the total directed to
transfer, resigned. A school district study, found:

... The majority of teachers who term nated had
between zero and 3 years experience and more than
75 percent of them were at the lowest educational level.
More than one-half ... were white females and nearly 25
percent were white males.92

The magnitude of termination was not large in
terms of the district's own experience. (A number
of teachers had volunteered to transfer and these
reduced the final number subject to mandatory
order.) In response to school district inquiries
following the transfers, principals reported that
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"the most commonly noted problem was in
teachers' morale where anxiety, apprehension, and
inexperience in teaching other ethnic groups were
felt to be debilitating."

A study in Shelby County, Tenn., based on
questionnaires, found that of 42 teachers, the only
ones opposing the practice of rotating teachers
were whites teaching predominantly white stu-
dents.93 In Louisiana, a report quoted earlier
stated acerbically that "many transferred black
teachers ... have not had problems of any kind in
dealing with white schools, because they deal with
no white students."94 In these segregated class-

rooms within desegregated schools, moreover:

... Some teacheri enforced racial segregation within
the classroom, placing the black students on one side of
the room or at the back. In one school, it was reported, a
teacher placed all blacks in one corner of the clasSroom
and turned his back to them while teaching.

Later that same year-1970legal action resulted
in a significant reduction in the number of
internOy segregated schools. One may hnagine
that such Iiiscriminatory practices were rarely, if at
all, used by black teachers in these same class-
rooms.

Northern studies

At several points in earlier chapters one or
another aspect of the Riverside, Calif. desegrega-
ion experience has been examined. Thus, in the
preceding chapter, it was noted that the Gerard
group of researchers highlighted the failure of
teachers to welcome minority children. This fail-
ure, it was further suggested, was communicated
to the white children who followed suit.

Purl, the research director of the school district,
supplied an account of the viewpoint of Super-
intendent E. Raymond Berry:

Desegregation was named by [Berry] as an extremely
powerful intervention which has caused numerous and
quite radical changes in the instructional programs for all
children. Hitherto successful teachers found their classes
suddenly containing children who not only extended the
lower limits of the achievement range, but seemed
umesponsive to the "tried and true" methods of pedo-
gogY...

The first reaction' was projecting blame. "Do 'they'
know what 'they' did to us when 'they' gave us these
kids!" Or -we can't do anything unless we get smaller
classes or more help."
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The next phase was a vigorous attack on the behavior
of minority children, who, incidentally adapted quite
readily and soon presented few incidents of unacceptable
behavior.

Next came a period of truce. It was as if each had said
to the other, "we won't bother you if you don't bother
us.- Minority children sat in classrooms, appropriately
scattered around the room, but with few exceptions they
did not enter into discussions, were not called upon, nor
did they seem to be following the class activity. But they
bothered no one. Needless to say, little learning went on
for these children unless they were highly self-motivated
and capable students.

Slowly, individual teachers began to look for ways to
alter their instruction in their attempts to help children.
Each success encouraged more until after a time teachers
were instructing each child according to his needs.
Different teachers progressed at different rates from one
end of this continuum to the other, while some never
made it to the final stages.95

Thus, Riverside teachers in desegregated schools
travelled, more or less, though four stages: (1)
projection of blame, (2) criticism of children, (3)
truce with children, and (4) critical self-examina-
tion. Much in Purl's account supports the Findings
of the Gerard_group.

Johnson, an associate of Gerard, focused his
study on the influence of the teacher. Two major
findings emerged. First, student achievement was
affected by teacher expectations. Second, racial
bias was evident in teacher grading practices.
Minority children were systematically evaluated by
teachers as less bright than Anglo children. Stu-
dent achievement was closely related to the degree
to which the teacher was racially biased. High
achieving black and Chicano children were es-
pecially sensitive to teacher bias. As Johnson
reported: "High achieving minority children en-
tering high and low [teacher] discrimination class-
rooms show changes in achievement which differ
by almost a full standard deviation even though
their initial verbal achievement scores are virtually'
identical."96 Where achievement decrements were
recoi-cled, they were greater in high than in low
discrimination classrooms.

Discrimination played a definite role in grading.
The greater the degree of teacher discrimthation,
the larger the grade differences among black,
Chicano, and Anglo children. Black children
apparently felt the major brunt of the bias for high
discrimination teachers because they did not seem
to grade high and low achieving black students
differently. On the other hand, teachers low in

bias tended to be easier in grading minority
children. It would seem an understatement to
conclude as Johnson does that "teachers may play
a critical role in the success of a desegregation
program."97

Deslonde, at the time teaching at the University
of California, 'Riverside, worked closely with
teachers in two schools of that city. He supervised
student teachers at Arroyo and Valencia schools.
In general, he reports, there seemed to be an
"absence of strong convictions that all children
can achieve equally given equal chances."98 At
Valencia, especially, there was a sense of aloofness
and distance: "While these teachers are surely not
racist in the usual sense of the word, they are
having some trouble getting their program across
to chlldren who may not be clean, docile, and alert
to the nuances of middle class disciplinary mea-
sures."99 At Arroyo, however, more educational
leadership and purpose seemed to work, and a
greater acceptance of minority students was ap-
parent.

During the first year of desegregation at the
me of Berry's initial stagesMercer, also at the

University of California, Riverside, found teachers
to be deeply concerned with the issue of dis-
cipline.100 This was the pretruce period and
clearly before the stage of critical self-
examination.

It will be recalled that Gerard favored the
modeling hypothesis, i.e., that teacher bias against
minority children was somehow communicated to
Anglo children who then expressed or inten-
sified 7 their bias against Chicano and black
classmates. In support of this hypothesis, Gerard
and associates stress that knglo student bias did
not exist where teachers were not present.7- that
is, on the playground. There, athletic prowess had
its day and individual merit became the basis of
student judgment.101 The playground was the
only place in the school, according to Gelard and
associates, where integration rather than desegre-
gation could be seen at work.

Miller has written a summary of the negative
effect of teacher bias in Riverside. "Teachers," he
writes, "appear to behave quite differently toward
children of different ethnic groups."IO2 Teacher
prejudice was shown to have considerable conse-
quence for the educational welfare of students.
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The negative impact of teacher bias was strength-
ened by the genendly tokenistic distribution of
minority children among the classrooms under
study. This, of course, was a factor which the
school system rather than the individual teacher
controlled. Each of the negative characteristies fed
on the other.

In Evanston, ill., Hsia conducted an evaluation
of a 3 year desegregation program. At several
points, attention was paid to the role of the
teacher. Desegregation did not drive teachers
away; instead, after its onset, teacher attrition
started to decline. Black teachers, who increased in
numberas did the number of black administra-
torsover the 3 years, tended to rate black and
white students higher than did white teachers. This
finding is consistent with other studies. At the
same time, the presence of dual achievement
standards, with less required of black students, was
acknowledged by half of all teachers. Teachers
rated black students less positively and more
negatively than they rated white students.1133

In the Kalamazoo study, a distinctive pattern of
racial preference by elementaiy teachers emerged,
at least as interpreted by students. Coats and
associates wrote:

White children in all white classrooms reported that
their teacher liked them better than did white children in
majority white classrooms, who in turn, Said that their
teacher liked them better than did white children in
majority black classrooms...

Black children ... (I) did not view their ideas to be
important to the teacher as did white children; land] (2)
thought their teacher got angry more frequently than did
white children...104 .

Less of a pattern could be seen in the high schools.
Schlesinger and Amore, in their study of a

school in White Plains, N.Y., remarked on a
phenomenon which is virtually never discussed in
the literature: "Many of the black children will
accuse the teacher of racial prejudice whether
they really believe it or not in order to
manipulate a situation in their favor."105 Such
accusations are defensive in nature even when the
object of attack i.e., the teacher is blameless,
as indicated by certain other aspects of the
school's life. For example, the authors point out
that even after 4 years, black children occupy a
very marginal position in the affairs of the school.
Under such conditions, somebody merits "blame"
and it is not surprising that black students will, out

of resentment, strike at the nearest authority
figure the teacher.

The empirical desegregation studies just
reviewed were made in seven Southern States and
four Northern States. Nearly all the former oc-
curred in a context of rather widespread manda-
tory desegregation while the latter tended to occur
in a contekt of token, voluntary desegregation.
Northern school districts which desegregated
under court order have not conducted or pub-
lished studies of the role of the teacher; nor have
such districts been studied by independent re-
searchers. Rarely, have so many known so little
about so much!

Based on the 17 studies -in this section, it is
possible to point to the classroom teacher as the
pivot of successful desegregation. Unsuccessful
desegregation can be guaranteed by action of
school boards and central administration; under
such policy conditions,. little constructive can
occur in the classroom. Given a strong and positive
policy position, however, the classroom teacher
becomes the central element,

Black teachers and principals in the desegre-
gated school seem to be strongly affirmative
factors. This importance is based in part on the
optimism about students they bring along and in
part on their symbolic value to both black and
white students. Yet white and at times black
teachers in desegregated schools tend to prefer, if
not outright favor, the white child. -Even in the
absence of blatant racist attitudes, personal cruelty
to minority children lingers in the desegregated as
well as in the segregated School.

A study of teacher-student interaction clarifies
the distinction between desegregation and integra-
tion. Respect for every student and attending to
the educational interests of each child would seem
to be the goals of the desegregated school. The
process of attaining these goals is the core of
integration.

THE PYGMALION I SSUE

According to ancient mythology, Pygmalion
sculpted a statue of a beautiful woman and
thereupon fell in love with it. He appealed to
Aphrodite, the goddess of love and beauty, to
bring the statue to life. Aphrodite obliged and thus
Galatea came into being. Pygmalion married her.
The "ygmalion effect" is the term applied to
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broadly analogical events in which the subject has
a directing hand in producing the very response he
or she wishes from another person. In other words,
one creates the very thing wanted. Soda psych-
ologist Rosenthal, in a series of experiments,
found that the results depended significantly on
action of the experimenters. They tended to
obtain the results they expected to get. The
question arose as to the possible application of this
phenomenon in school instruction. That is, db
students tend to measure up or down to
expectations that teachers have for them?

Rosenthal and Jacobson constructed an experi-
ment whereby they informed teachers in a school
that certain of their students were "late bloomers"
and could be expected to achieve much more than
their school records might indicate. This was not
true, in fact. The findings, however, indicated that
the -late bloomers" had indeed bloomed. They
achieved at a higher rate than classmates not so
designated but whose ability was comparable. The
researchers_ drew the conclusion that the outcome
resulted from the raising of the teachers' expecta-
tions and a communication of these higher ex-
pectations to the students. Titis communication
was differential; students not expected to achieve
at high levels were assumed to have received
"messages" . to that effect. A large literature of
criticism and defense has grown up around the
Pygmalion project.106 Yet, the weight of the
evidence seems to favor a hunch of teacher
influence on, if not determination of, student
achievement. This would be in line---with a great
mass of empirical data drawn from classroom
experience.

Numerous research activities have been carried
out to test the hunch. Few however, have involved
interracial subjects. As in so much psycholoOcal
research, findings in studies made on one-race
subjects may have little relevance for interracial
situations.

Rosenthal devised a convenient classification to
account for four broad groups of mediating
mechanisms for the Pygmalion effect in class-
rooms. These are climate, feedback, input, and
output.107 By climate he means a certain atmos-
phere created by the teacher in which students fat
whom the teacher holds higher expectancy are
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treated more warmly. Ample empirical evidence of
this has been cited in earlier pages. Feedback
covers the prc -'ice whereby a teacher pais more
attention to some students than to others. Again
this phenonmenon is familiar from the empirical
evidence. Input refers to the greater volume of
teacher effort that goes into teaching those of
whom much is expected. The study by Gay
documents-thd---irriportance of this factor. Output
describes the tendency of teachers to give high-
expectancy students a greater chance to -show
their stuff."

In many American classrooms, as seen from the
empirical materials, the minority child is stig-
matized. His or her minority status becomes a
discrediting characteristic. Kleck points out that
teather expectancy studies could be set up to test
stigma effects directly. That is, teachers would be
told the minority children were found to be
hopelessly slow no-bloomers, so to speak. Then
at the year's end, these children would be tested to
learn whether low teacher expectations had indeed
operated to dampen minority achievement. Since
such an experiment would likely involve deliberate
injury to children, ethical considerations preclude
carrying it out-1" As historical and legal materials
in chapter I and 2 indicate, minority children were
sometimes stigmatized to the extreme where they
were excluded from school altogether, More
recently, predominantly minority schools have
been stigmatized so far as resources and curricu-
lum are concerned. It would-hi-idly be surprising,
therefore, to discover stigmatization operating
within some interracial schools, let alone in segre-
gated schools. Certainly, the bulk of the empirical
in ate rials .say-as-m

Three formal studies of teacher expectancy in
an interracial setting are reported here..

Rubovits and Maehr studied the interaction of
264 black and white seventh and eight graders in
three junior high schools with 66 white teachers
actually co-liege undergraduates. Classroom ob-
servers participated. Teachers were informed that
certain students of both races were more intel-
lectually capable than others. A Pygmalion effect
was demonstrated for white students. That is,
white students who were reported to be especially
gifted did receive more attention from teachers.
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The reverse, however, was true of purportedly
gifted black students. Rubovits and Machr re-
ported:

Black students were given less attention, ignor d more,
praised less, and criticized more. More startling ... it is
the gifted black who is given the least attention, is the
kast praised, and the most criticized, even when com-
paring him to his nungifted black cuunterpart.1°9

This finding was also made in the Riverside study
by Johnson who discovered that high achieving
minority students suffered most from a highly
discriminatory teacher.' I° For some biased teach-
ers, the presence of obviously talented minority
students is too jarring a contradiction of the
stereotype of a supposed incapacity to learn.

Tuckman and Bierman studied what they call a
"Galatea- effect. Subjects were 805 black junior
high and high school students in Montclair, N.J.
The researchers wanted to know how self-
expectations and teacher expectations would be
affected if students "belonging" in a certain ability
group were arbitrarily placed in a higher group.
Students so placed numbered .421; the remaining
384 students, of a comparable academic level,
were assigned to thc usual group which was lower.

Instead of foundering under intensified aca-
demic competition, report Tuckrnan and Bierman,
"among high school students, 54 percent of those
moved up were subsequently recommended for
the higher group as compared to only 1 percent of
the controls."' II After only one semester, in fact,
thc upwardly displaced students scored higher on
achievement tests. Yet, it should also be noted
that 46 percent of the upwardly displaced were
not later recommended by .teachers to remain in
the higher group. The researchers conceded that
much more study is needed. On the other hand,
they concluded, "if students arbitrarily moved up
can improve in performance and be absorbed by
the higher group, as was shown in this study, then
not moving them up is denying them the opportu-
nity to enhance their self-expectations and conse-
quently their performance:"112

A third study was done by Coates in North
Carolina. It involved 48 white college-age adults
who were told, falsely, that two black and two
white 9-year-old boys performed at equal achieve-
ment levels. The adults then helped prepare each
child to take a test; the adults did not actually see
the children take the test. Coates found that the
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"teachers" related to the black children more
negatively than to the whites. Black children
tended more to be characterized as dull, passive,
and unfriendly. Male adults made more negative
statements while instructing black than while
working with white students. In testing the two
woups of children differentially, Coates obseives,
"the adults were not responding to behavioral
differences in children of the two races."113
Rather, they were expressing a bias.

Use of the expression "Pygmalion effect" is an
unfortunate, practice since it does not reflect the
crucial episode of the original myth i.e., the
transformation of Galatea by Aphrodite. In the
classroom, the nearest thing to Aphrodite is the
teacher, and the distance is often large. The
teacher cannot be both Pygmalion and Aphrodite.
According to the Galatea effect, he or she could be
neither.

Mythology aside, these thiet studies strengthen
the main finding of empirical studies which point
up the important role of teachers in eliciting
responses and setting up productive interaction
between student and teacher.

RACE OF TEACHER

How does race of teacher affect the learning of
minority children? Historically the question made
little sense. During the era of statutory segre.
gation, black teachers were restricted to working
in black schools. Given the extraordinary de-
privation visited upon these schools, the learning
that was accomplished could only have been
minimal. The precise effect of the teacher was
untraceable. In the North, as late as the 1940's and
1950's most black teachers were in elementary
schools, especially in predominantly black schools.
Exceedingly few taught in high schools except
those attended by a sizable number of black
children. Traditionally, therefore, black children
were taught by black teachers. In exceptional
situations, some were taught by whites. ln private
schools and colleges founded in the South after
the Civil War by northern missionaries, white
teachers were the rule. Bond has wdtten of their
competence and dedication.'" By the 1930s,
however, both. DuBois and Bond characterized the
treatment black children in northern public
schools received as typically harsh and even
cruel) IS A prominent feature of the growing
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minority disillusionment with urban schools of the
1960's were charges that the white staff was
insensitive to black children and uninterested in
teaching them. Whether or not this was a fair
general characterization, numerous instances of it
could be documented.

McMillan, in a study of 438 black and white
students in 16 inner-city schools, found that
"racially-mixing a school does not impair or..
weaken the magnitude of teacher influence or the
achievement level of Negro or Caucasian stu-
dents." 116 Black students, he reported, did not
perceive their white teachers' expectations of them
as negative. In a study of 154 black Ilth grade
male students, Glick found that there was-' no
difference in achievement on an experimental task
as between students who had had a white or a
black teacher. 1 17 Oberg diiiided 487 black fourth
graders into two, groups; middle class and lower
class. She found that the former performed better
with black teachers and the latter with white
teachers.118 No compelling reason for this out-
come was cited.

Nevertheless, there are those who contend that
black teachers are distinctively better prepared to
teach black children as a matter of race.119 This
view fails to consider contrary evidence. As
Gordon wrote:

That in New York City the workers are predominantly
white makes it easy for the conflict ibetween teachers
and children] to be viewed as ethnic in origin unless one
looks at the situation in Washington. D.C., where Negroes
are heavily represented on the educational staff, but some
of the problems between professionals and clients are no
less present.

One could also refer to some schools in St. Louis
that are staffed primarily by blacks.121

Silver's analysis of Washington, D.0 cited
earlier in the chapter, supports Gordon. In his
indictment of ghetto schooling, Clark focuses not
on the teacher as such, and in no sense on the
teacher's race. Instead, he speaks more broadly of
the school and the dominant community:

The public schools are damaging those human beings
which this society considers expendable ... This society
has opted to permit public education to destroy the
capacity of those human beings whom it is unwilling to
accept, to prevent them from beeomin effective or
constructive members of a larger society.122
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"The enemy, Clark continued, Is more for-
midable than color; America's brand of racism
infects both blacks and whites."123

The issue of teacher-iace and student achieve-
ment is unrelated to the general problem of
employing more minority teachers. That most
teachers are white, even in areas where many
blacks live, is not the consequence of equal
competition or research that has demonstrated
the superior ability of whites over minority teach-
ers. Contemporary efforts to overcome this general

disparity do not -depend on demonstrating minori-
ty superiority though research. As equal citizens,
minority communities have an equal claim to share
in the staffing of .the schools in which their
children are being educated. Probably every other
minority in American history has demanded and,
in time, obtained such access to the public schools.
One of the central elements in the dernand has
been a desire to establish,school employment as a
possible career for minority children. If, to the
contrary, minority teachers are compelled first to
demonstrate 'that they are more effective than
majority-group teachers, they will be subjected to
a standard which has never been applied to any
other group.

HIGHER EDUCATION

Only a handful of studies have been made of
interracial faculty-student interaction in hig,her
educatiorL Three of these date frOm the 1960's.

Earlier, Bindman's findings on Negro student
achievement at the University of Illinois were
examined. He found that poorly prepared Negro
students were reluctant to acknowledge their need
for special help and so tended not to seek it. Tlds
tendency was furthered by the students' general
feeling of social isolation on the campus. While
some staff members "perform their duties
openly discriminatory manner," 124 the Negro,
student, Bindman continues, "is often surprised at
the 'good treatment' he receives from faculty as
administrators and ... in only a few cases per-
ceives faculty members as hostile to him."125

Boney reports on Negro social style on white
campuses.126 Reporting from a northern univer-
sity, Boney observes: "... Non-white students
tend to assign a disproportionate amount of
importance to the evOur ion of wIdtes with
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reference to. their role expectations. Docile and
submissive behaviors in racially integrated learning
situations are expected and rewarded by many
white teachers."127

Helton reviewed the experience of about 300
Negro graduate students in five predominantly
white Tennessee State Colleges. Acqdemically, they
did quite well; they participated widely in extra-
curricular _activities; "28 percent were very sen-
sitive to the prejudice shown by some of their
instructors." At another point, Helton referred to
"the underlying but unmentioned fact that many
faculty members are biased and prejudiced toward
the Negro graduate student:"128

Three more recent studies were completed
around the turn of the decade.

Davis reported the Findings of a study by the
Educational Testing Service (ETS) in which over
160 black freshmen in predominantly white public
campuses in one State were interviewed. Contrary
to findings in other studies such as Bindman7s,
at the University of Illinois Davis noted that.
"we could detect no groundswell of feeling of
oppression by academic demands, or unusual
concern about performance:7129 Few students
spoke of a need for tutoring or remedial classes.
According to Davis, -a few felt some instructors
were prejudiced, but more reacted to the unex-
pected mediocrity they had found in some of their
teachers:7130 Especially among black upper class-
men could be found a firm conception "of the
college administration as the epitome of white
establishment and therefore natural enemies."I31
Overall, one is impressed by the students' defini-
tion of the problematic black situation on campus
in terms of academics rather t'r--in compensatory
efforts.

Raiky studied black faculty in predominantly
white, non-southern higher instituions. He received
completed questionnaires from 699 black teachers,
representing perhaps as high as 90 percent of the
available number in the country. By pairing black
and white teachers, he found that white teachers
felt more awkward With black students than did
black teachers. Yet, the latter were only slightly
less so. In the classroom white teachers frequently
felt awkward in the presence of black students.
Most perplexing to these teachers are black mili-
tants and black demands for special or preferential
academic treatment.132 Black faculty relate some-

what ambiguously to white students. Mutual
respect and cordiality reporte4ty characterize their
interaction. On the other hand, "many black
faculty members believe that white students resent
them, but they are pot certain .. :7133 Cytryn-
baum, in studying interracial faculty relations with
students at a southern black college, found that
the presence of white teachers had "disruptive
consequences." He wrote that "the white teachers
were more tense, disturbed, and threatened by the
-challenges initiated by male students and they
were more supportive, bordering on seductiveness,
towards the female students...77134

So fragmentary is the coverage of these studies
of hig,her education that general conclusions dart-
not properly be drawn. At the same time, there
seems to be little reason to expect a spirit of
acceptance and equal treatment to obtain on the
campuses. Yet, there seems to be far less evidence
on this level of biased classroom teachers.

1NSERVICE TRAINING

As noted at the outset of this chapter, the
entire span of human actors in the school must be
considered if the iMportance of any single group
of actors is to be estimated. Yet, in devising
remedies for school situations in which many
students are victimized by racist treatment, only
teachers are singled out for treatment. School
board members, superintendents, and principals
are ordinarily not regarded as being in need of
inservice training in this area.

Edwards analyzed the records of a series of
seminars condt.:_ted by teachers of disadvantaged
children. It wa:, hoped that they might thus
become better teachers by developing improved
attitudes; panels met from 15 to 20 times.
Edwards reported that: (I) the panels were never
clear as to their goals; (2) "most of the conver-
sation seemed superficial and at times banal,"135
and (3) successful teachers were not those with the
"best" attitudes but those who had worked out
classroom techniques and procedures that are
successful in the sense of keeping teacher ard
students, hence administrators and parents, reason-
ably content with the classroom situation.13.

A small-scale example of teacher preparation
for desegregation rather than disadvantage is de-
scribed by Zinberg.I 37 Teachers from Arlington,
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Mass class suburb of Boston, met
with teachers iiin an all-Negro Roxbury school in
groups of 16 for two sessions of I hour and 45
minutes each. A psychiatrist led the group discus-
sions. The aim was to learn wht to expect when
the Arlington schools would receive some Negro
children from Boston. AlthoNh thr, time was
minimal, apparently the Arlingt.on teachers came
nearer to comprehending the Fuman hurt of
segregation and discrimin?..ie. Zinherg con-
cluded:

... The problem to be faced 1-.% the teacher w..!o
chooses to participate in this so.: .. change is clearly
larger one than simply presiding '..- r integrated classPc in
such a way that no unpleasant occur. He must
work with deeper hurt feelings fro, and
with the prejudices that exist b e childrtn teach
his classroom.13 8

Zinberg makes clear the neer '2: '..he teacher to
face up to his own prejudices.

A few studies have 5ecn made ;.; e'l'orts to
change the social-ethnic attitudes La- 7urient
-teachers.1 3 9 The findings are rather itiater-
minate. In addition, the records of a number of
symposia and workshops as well as special guides
to clarsroom practice in the desegregated school
are available. Many of these are filled with helpful
concrete suggestions, far too numerous even to list
here. While some are anchored in research, others
are of a commonsense variety, richly informed by
experience)49

The most basic problem of existing research in
inservice training is the failure to study the
p ra c t i cal c lassroom application of findings.
Typically, a summer worlohop is held; participants
are pretested and posttested; a positive change in
attitudes may be recorded. This outcome is hailed
as. evidence of a successful experience. But no
effort is usually made to discover whether the
classroom teacher acts any differently when he or
she_ returns to the classroom. A special value thus
attaches to studies or simply: discerning accounts
that point to inservice training that operates in the

very heart of
ience) 4 1

CONCLUSION

everyday educational exp

Although the number of formal studies is still
very Small, it is clear that school board members,
superintendents, and principals have lagged ser-
iously in supplying educational leadership in inter-
racial settings. Studies of teacher attitudes suggest
strongly a generally negative orientation toward
minority children. Empirical analyses of interracial
classrooms demonstrate the practical consequences
of negative teacher attitudes. Examination of
actually desegregated schools underscores the cri-
tical role of the teacher and principal. Positive
examples are available in some number. The
presence of black stiff is especially important for
symbolizing a break with past policies of segre-
gation. Also, black teachers help broaden the
career possibilities of black children. Finally, black
teachers should be seen as net additions to the
supply of quality teachers. Evidence does not
support the contention that teachers of a certain
race are unable to teach children of opposite race.
Experimental studies by psychologists are begin-
ning to provide tested knowledge about systematic
effects of teacher expectancy on student achieve-
ment.

It is a matter of experience and, increasingly, of
systematic observation and study that the stu-
dent's achievement is significantly dependent upon
the teacher: In turn, teachers are prime actors in
an institution still bearing major elements of
racism. Personal attitudes to teachers very often
express dominant community attitudes on racial
and social topics. Minority children in schools
labor under the accumulated weight of :these
ideological burdens. Somewhat encouraging is the
volume of reports, freqUently based on responses
of the minority students themselves, that demon-
strate the presence in a number of classrooms of
an exceptionally constructive and accepting spirit.
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CHAPTER 10
THE BLACK COMMUNITY AND THE SCHOOLS

In 1883 the following statement appeared in a
leading black newspaper, the New York Globe:

We want absolute equality in the public schools
mixed scholars and mixed teachersand if we can't have
it, we want colored schools taught by colored
teachers ... Show us one black president of a white
college in this broad land; show us one black professor in
any white college in this country.. ..0n the other hand,
we have white presidents of black colleges . .. and white
professors in black colleges by the hundreds.... Who has
drawn this line? Certainly we have noL 1

The Globe thereby expressed several basic black
viewpoints which endure into our own day.

First, was the emphasis on equality linked
immediately with the existence of nonsegregated
schools. Second, and just as characteristically,
however, was a readiness to accept separate
schools if no other alternative existed. Black
parents could not afford to daily over empty
principles. As historian Quarles noted in con-
trasting black with white abolitionists before the
Civil War: "Negro abolitionistS . had no fond-
ness for abstraction. Their interest was more
personal."2 Third, was an intense conciousness of
discrimination. The universality of the color line in
the schools"from the Pacific to the swamps of
Alabama"strengthened feelings among blacks of
a common national experience. Fourth, was a clear
denial- that blacks were responsible for racial
separation. The color line was drawr y white
society.

The general poverty of blacks meant that
e duc a tional opportunity for their children
depended on access to public schools.3 Neither

churches nor other private groups ever provided
more than marginal schoolLng for blacks as a
whole. As noted in chapters 1 and 2, however, the
public school doors were closely guarded against
m in o ri t y children. Consequently, organized
protest activity by black parents became a stand-
ing feature of black community life. These activi-
ties involved lawsuits, school boycotts, demon-
strations, and legislative lobbying!' White allies
were important, if rare; in some localities their
cooperation was indispensable. The foundation
stone of the movement for school equity
remained the black community, acting in Its
various states of organization and disorganization.

The contemporary black movement for human
rights is historic in several respects. It is (1)
national, (2) made up largely of blacks, and (3) led
by blacks. Yet, little appears in the sodal science
literature about .the black community background
of the movement for equal educational oppor-
tunity. Community and public opinion studies of
desegregation, for example, most often refer to
white communities and _attitudes. Blacks are
viewed as objects of study rather than as initiators
of action.

In this chapter, the focus is on blacks as
individuals concerned with the education of their
children and on the efforts of blacks to achieve a
more fficlusive school system. Evidence contained
in national public opinion polls is reported,
followed by a review of the more extensive
research on attitudes and actiiihs in localities.
Several aspects of the black urban community are
explored. The participation of black parents in
school affairs is examined in a few specific cities.
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The last major section of the chapter is devoted to
an analysis of empirical materials on community
control of schools.

ATTITUDES AND ACTIONS
In every society, certain practices widely

acknowledged as immoral constitute an incessant
subject of conversation while the practices endure.
Frederick Douglass, before the Civil War, called
slavery the American people's favorite monster.
Despite the daily condemnation in the North of
the practice of slavery, those who advocated
putting an end to it were frequently denounced as
extremists.

Today, public opinion polling enables the
measurement of community attitudes with
unprecedented exactness. But it has not resolved
the persistent problem of relating attitude to
action. Since the early 1960's or so, popular
condemnation of racial discrimination has grown
to a majority viewpoint. At the same time,
resistance to specific measures to reduce or elimi-
nate discrimination in education has by no means
disappeared.

Large-scale, long-term shifts in public opinion
should not be regarded as merely altered verbali-
zations without changes in social practice. These
shifts reflect a myriad of changes in individual
orientation and behavior. To policy-makers, the
shifts create imperatives and goals for new
approaches through legislation, for example. Most
important, perhaps, the shifts often reflect the
pressure of historic forces as, for instance, when
millions of minority people, who have gained a
new consciousness of their common problems,
express an unaccustomed organized determination
to solve their problem's. Such forces also influence
persons who stand outside the circle of the
aggrieved.

Public opinion is most often gauged by findings
from national polls. Such surveys have at least one
weakness with respect to education: while
opinions about schools are measured nationally,
children attend school locally. National polls may
probe attitudes rather abstractly. Yet, the critical
opinions regard issues on the local level. In a
national poll, for example, an individual may
approve whatever policies are needed to achieve
desegregation. At the same time, that person might
resist rezoning or busing in his or her home city,
even though these actions could be the only means
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of achieving desegregation in the community. To
gauge the opinion of blacks, local polls are even
more important. Local opinion surveys more likely
reflect actual conflict situations which may be
resolved in favor of desegregation.

Before the advent of public opinion polling, the
assessment of popular attitudes was inferred from
social actions engaged in by various persons. Thus,
in the absence of public opinion polls, even the
least sophisticated observer could "read" the
meaning of blacks in Montgomery, Ala. engaging
in a protracted bus boycott in 1955. Similarly, the
meaning of school boycotts during 1963-65 by
millions of blacks in the Nbrth and South was
clear, even if the demonstrators were not asked for
their personal opinions on the grievances, that led
to the action. Therefore, in this chapter it is

-important to go beyond the polls 'to evaluate the
significance of concrete actions in black com-
munities.

Special emphasis is laid upon opinions and
actions among blacks not in derogation of develop-
ments among whites. Rather, an attempt is made
to counter the stereotype of the black community
as merely an inert, passive object of white opinion
and actions. Despite the tidal wave of scholarly
and other literature on Negro Americans, this
stereotype retains its unfortunate vitality.

NATIONAL POLLS

National opinion surveys on desegregation are
far from uniform, even within the same polling
organization. In many surveys busing and desegra-
gation have been equated. During 1970-74, polls
were taken b y three different organiza-
tions: Gallup, Harris, and National Opinion
Research Center (NORC).

Gallup queried a national sample of the voting-
age population three times during these years.
Respopdents were asked whether they supported
busing school children to achieve integration
racial balance. Results in percentages were
follows:
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Asust 1971

White 15

Non-white 45

White 28
Non.whi e 75

Harris conducted two surveys during 1970-72.
Following are the results, in percentages:

Mid-1970

Favor Oppose Not sure
(percent) (percen t ) (percent

White 16 77 7

Black 46 40 14

April 1972

White 17 78 5

Black 52 34 14

NORC conducted two surveys of busing send-
ment in 1972-74. Findings of opinions against
busing were as follows:

1972

Oppose
(percent)

White 86
Black 45

1974

White 86
Black 37

The surveys as a whole do'cument clearly two
major trends: (1) black support for busing grew
significantly while opposition declined; and (2)
white support also increased although opposition
remained the view of a definite majority of whites.
Several additional points should be noted. When
responses are reported for non-whites rather than
blacks, the effect is to understate black support
and overstate black =opposition. Blacks as a whole
are, for exunple, much stronger supporters of
busing than Asian Americans; yet, both groups are
non-white. (In 1973, blacks constituted 89.3
percent of non-whites.) In addition, the use of the
term "racial balance" as a synonym for "desegre-
gation probably tilts the poll against busing.

Des gregation is a constitutional obligation while
racial balance pursues a precarious career in courts
and legislatures. Finally, certain unexplained
inconsistencies exist among the three polls. For
example, in 1974 Gallup reported 28 percent of
whites favored busing. At the same time, NORC
found 86 percent of whites to be opposed to
busing. There are just not enough whites to
accommodate both findings simultaneously!

A fundamental problem that bedevils any
would-be interpreter of public opinion polls is the
extent of knowledge that lies behind individual
expressions of upinion. Customarily, this is treated
simply as an unknown. In November-December
1972, however, NORC conducted a survey
designed to ascertain the relationship of opinions
-on busing to degree of knowledge. Six factual-
type, ,true-false questions about desegregation and
busing were asked of a national adult sample.
Persons who answered four to six questions
correctly were regarded as moderately to well-
informed; from two to three questions, as
informed only to a limited extent; and one or no
questions, substantially misinformed.

Non-whites were better .infornied than whites,
as the following indicates, in pacentages:5

Number of correct answers

Total public 0-1 2-3 4-6

White 90 95 86 88

Non-white I 0 5 14 12

In general, proponents of busing were better
informed than opponents. The areas of knowledge
included the effects of desegregation on white
academic achievement and the effect of busing on
the ability of children to learn.

Is it possible to arrive at a numerical conception
of adherents of busing? Applying the Gallup
finding of October, 1974 to a national total of 137
million persons 18 years and older, it would
appear that opponents of busing may have out-
numbered proponents by 89 million to 48 million.
Since the total number of non-whites of the same
age-group was only 15A mElion, more than
two-thirds of the probusing group consisted of
whites. This is probably contrary to a widespread
impression. A notable aspect of the predominantly
white character of probusing is its strengthening
during 1970-74 when the 1i e of biising became
highly politicized.
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LOCAL POLLS

DurLng Spring and Summer 1965, Smith and
associates polled a Negro sample in metropolitan
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Detroit.6 When asked "would you say the racial
integration of schools is moving [at a certain
pace] ?" responses were grouped as in the table
which follows:1

Negrp Views on Pace o School Desegregation in Detroit Area

Non-members of
any fonnal
association

percent

Holders of a
single

membership
percent

Holders of a
plural

membership
percent

Too rapidly 9 2
About right 37 41 33
Too slowly 45 44 65
Don't know 9 0

In the Dumbarton study of Oakland, Negro high
school graduates in the sample felt that "the Negro
child would be better off in a school with white
children (94 percent) and the majority (64 per-
cent) regard integration . as no hardship on the
Negro child even if he is but one of a few in the
school."8 Of the graduates who had attended
desegregated schools, 81 percent were willing for
their own children to be sent out of the neighbor-
hood; only 55 percent of those who had attended
segregated schools agreed.9

Pettigrew reported that desegregation tended to
become self-perpetuating. Once having attended
desegregated schools, both Negroes and whites
were willing to send their own children to such
schools; and they more readily advocated desegre-
gation as a principle. It is important to note that
this finding held even with respondents who
presently lived in segregated housing.

KA-ystall, Chesler, and White in February, June,
and November of 1966 studied the Negro com-
munity in Montgomery, Ma.113 Parents numbering
127 were interviewed; they had 252 children in
school. Only four of these clAdren (1.6 percent)
were enrolled in desegregated public schools."
Only a third of the parents believed Negro schools
were at least as good as white schools; over half
(55 percent) believed Negro schools were ulterior.
Yet, nearly all the parents (96 percent) expressed
satisfaction with their children's schooling. The

researchers had no explanation for this seeming
contradiction.

In March 1966, a Federal court directed the
Montgomery school board to install a free choice
enrollment system. Very few Negro parents
applied to have their children transfered. While
many indicated at one time or another their
intention to register their children, it was found
that 80 percent had not considered seriously the
possibility of sending their children to an all-white
schoo1.12 At the same time, nearly as many (71
percent) approved of the principle of desegregated
schools. The following table reveals some of the
reasoning behind the hesitancy of Negro
parents.13

The increasing salience of black nationalist
ideology may also help explain the hesitancy to
desegregate, although the researchers do not offer
this explanation. Later in 1964, Marx polled a
national sample of Negroes with this question: "It
the United States got into a war today, would you
personally feel this country was worth fighting for,
or not?" "Yes", said 91 percent of Marx's
Birmingham sample.14 Almost 2 years later, in the
study by Krystall and associates, Montgomery
adult Negroes were asked to agree to disagree with
this statement: "Negroes who are denied first class
citizenship here in the U.S. should not go and fight
for the U.S. in some foreign country." Grouping
the replies of registered voters15 by whether they
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Going to a White School,
According to Negro Parents VI Montgomery, Ala.

249

Ad van tagLn Percent Disadvantases_ Percent

Children learn more 23 Adjust to new school 15

Wider subject choice 6 No white friends 18

Better facilities and Harm from whites 22
equipment 28 Transportation 8

More attention from
teachers

Don't know 37

White schools better;
equal education 8

Don't know 30

registered orig,inally before or after passage of Me study shows a sharp rise in black nationalist
1965 Federal Voting Rights Act, here is how they sentiment.
responded:16 During the first half of 1967, Passow directed a

Agree Disagree
(percent) percent)

Registered
before 1965 48 62

Registered
after 1965 52 38

If a degree of likeness exists between the Negro
people in Birmingham and Montgomery, the later

comprehensive survey of the District of Columbia
public school system.I7 Negro children accounted
for more than 90 percent of the enrollment.
Nevertheless, 58 percent of Negro parents wanted
to desegregate the schools; only 26 percent
favored upgrading the segregated schools; corre-
sponding percentages for white parents were 26
and 48.18 Here is a summary of survey results on
three questions asked of Negro and white
parents.19

Parents' positions on integration and the use of busing, and
creation of metropolitan school district to enhance integration in the

District of Columbia, 1967

Position on integration

Total
percent)

Negro White
(percent) (percent)

Favor integrated schools 49 58 26

Improve segregated schools 33 27 48

Not sure 18 15 26

Busing
Favor 38 45 21

Oppose 50 41 69

Not sure 12 14 10

Metro olitan school district
29 34 19Favor

Oppose
Not sure

54
17

49
17

67
14
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Community leaders, according to Passow, do not
share the Negro parents' dedication to integration:
"Most leaders interviewed seem to have abandoned
their hope of integrating the public schools in
Washington, D.C.-2°

Spiegel led a study of civic violence in six large
cities: Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Dayton, kkron, San
Francisco, and Boston.21 He found great im-
patience among Negroes at the slow progress of
desegregation.

A study of civil rights in Chicago was made
during the summer of 1967.22 Among Negro
respondents 93 percent favored integrated schools.
Negro and white respondents were asked: "How
about you? Are you less in favor of rapid
integration or more strongly in favor of rapid
integration than you were a year ago?" Responses
were as follows:23

Negro-Response percent

Less in favor 9.4
About the same 32.6
More in favor 58.0

How would you rate
the -ublic schools
in this_neiOthorhood?

White

Negro

Good
Fair
Poor
Don'

Good
Fair
Poor
Don't know

White-
percent

50.1
34.9
15.0

The researchers reported: "Our data suggest
that . it is not only adequate schools but inte-
grated schools ... to which Negroes aspire....
There is absolutely no indication in these data that
a northern version of 'separate but equal' facilities
and housing will be accepted by the growing Negro
middle class.-24

The Chicago researchers constructed a civil
rights index and a militance of action index; the
former is a measure of opinion on a range of
public issues; the latter, on orientation toward
social action. The following table classifies the
response given to a question about schools in
Chicago. Fewer than 41 percent of the Negro
respondents think the schools are good; the more
dissatisfied they are with schools, the more de-
voted on civil rights issues and the more militant in
tactics. A number of significant interrelations can
be found among the responses within each racial
group as well as betweedthe groups.

Perhaps most significant is the fact that the
summer of 1967, was-for Chicago-mild civil

weather. There were virtually no public
demonstrations or marches and the public school
system had receded temporarily from public view

Civil Rights Attitudes
in Chicago

1967

CPI I

Percent
distri-
bution

GHTS INDEX

Full
accep-
tance

Open
occu-
anc

School
Integra-

tion

Equal
employ-
ment &-
facilities

Total

65.4 35.9 41.5 12.8 9.8 686
10.4 42.9 30.4 11.6 15.2 112
3.8 39.0 31.7 14.6 14.6 41

20.4 36.0 38.3 15.9 9.8 214

40.8 71.1 23.6 3.9 1.4 280
24.6 72.8 23.7 2,9 0.6 173
12.2 86.7 10.8 2.4 0.0 83
22.4 63.9 29.7 3.2 3.2 155
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MILITANCE OF ACTION INDEX

251

Whitt

Pro-Action Neutral Anti-Action
Total

NumberStrong Moderate Strong Moderate

Good 1.1 25.7 7.6 36.6 29.0 708

Fair 5.3 22.1 8.0 37.2 27.4 113

Poor 2.4 34.1 4.9 36.6 22.0 41

Don _know 2.3 20.8 10.4 40.7 25.8 221

hlyLo_
Good 20.2 76.0 2.8 1.0 0.0 287

Fair 31.2 63.6 1.2 3.5 0.6 173

Poor 39.5 57.0 2.3 1.2 0.0 86

Don't khow 19.6 74.1 2.5 3.8 0.0 158

as an issue of contention. Civil rights organizations
were experiencing large losses in support. Yet,
Negro dedication to school integration wew.
Hardly less significant was the further fact that
Negro devotion to integration did not suffer in the
face of black nationalist endeavors.

Between April and October 1966, Negro and
white adults in four Connecticut cities were

interviewed on a broad range of urban problems.
Questions relating to housing integration elicited
an overwhelmingly affirmative opinion from the
Negro respondents.25 On school desegregation
matters, Negroes were far more willing than whites
to accept measures such as busing and cross-
busing. The following table reports some of these
results.26

Negro and white opinion
on proposal to bus Negro children to schools in white

nei -borhoods, four Connecticut cities, 1966 by percent

Bridgeport Hartford New*Haven Waterbury
White Nem White Negl-a White Negro White Negro

percent percent percent percent

,
100.0 100.0 100.0

Agree 19.0 30.7 24.3
Disagree
nx, both
agree and
disagree

69.2

5.0

24.0

40.0

62.4

5.9
Don't lolow 6.8 5.3 7.5

516 75 510

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

59.3 19.1 45.5 17.5 29.6
A 67.1 36.4 70.4 56.3

9.8 6.4 14.0 5.5 5.9
6.5 7.5 4.0 6.5 8.1

123 425 99 382 135
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Negro amd white opinion
on proposal to bus white children to schools in Ne ro

neighborhoods, four Co s, 1966, by percent

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Agree 14.7 33.3 14.7 55.3 13.9 43.4 22.8 45.2
Disagree 76.4 25.3 74.5 27.6 76.5 40.4 62.8 44.4
Mix, both
agree and
disagree 3.1 38.7 4.3 9.8 5.2 12.1 6.3 6.7
Don't know 5.8 2.7 6.5 73 4.5 4.0 8.1 3.7

516 75 510 123 425 99 382 135

When asked to indicate whether they considered
integration of schools and housu-ig important or
not important, 79 percent and 82 percent
respectively, thought these were important.28 On
the other hand, both matters were ranked rather
low as community priorities, quite far behind
economic opportunities, better housing, and new
schools.

During the summer of 1967, residents of the
Bedfore-Stuyvesant section of Central Brooklyn,

Number

N.Y., received special training and conducted a
public opinion survey of their area; the project was
supervised by the Center for Urban Education,
Attitudes toward segregation-integration were
probed. Respondents were asked if they thouglit it
possible for a child to get a gdod education in a
school attended wily by Negro and Puerto Rican
children. Answers were as follows, by
percentages: 27

Yes,
possible

Nd, not
possible Don't know

Negro 2 528 40 41 19
White 137 46 28 26
Puerto Ricans 228 54 24 22

In 1966, the Evanston, ill., school board began
exploring the possibility of a desegregation plan.i
Busing was proposed but those to be bused would
be mainly black children. School district personnel

conducted a door-to-door canvass of Negro
citizens whose cldldren were to be bused. "Most of
the parents surveyed," according to Thomas, "said
that they did not oppose busing if it would acideve
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school desegregation and ultimate integration."29
In time, the proportion of black to white children
bused became more equitable.

1. Feeling about your children
attending a desegregated school

Pleased
Didn't care
Worried

2. Desegregation process

Very easy
Easy
Difficult
Very difficult

While the cant ast between both groups is ex-
pected, the responses as a whole may be
technically unrepresentative since there was ordy a
16 percent response rate.

In Los Angeles County during 1971, the Survey
Research Center of the University of Caifornia,
Los Angeles polled a representative sample. While
75 percent favored desegregation, 69 percent
opposed busing as a means of achieving it. Those
favoring the use of busing were as follows: 31

Whites
Mexican Americans
Blacks

15 percent
37 do.
57 do.

During 1971-72, parents in 17 southern school
districts responded to two questions regarding
their views of desegregation as follows, in

percentages: 30

Minority
parents.
percent

N on-minority
parents
percent

59 19

21
20 55

15 6

53 38

27 37

5 19

to bustrig. (This was also true in the national
Gallup poll of October 1974.)

After the first year of court-ordered desegre-
gation in San Francisco, parents were polled. The
effect of the desegregation program as a whole was
rated either "very good" or good" as follows:32

Black
Spanish-speaking
Other white
Chinese

46.4 percent
24.4 do.
23.2 do,

8.7 do.

Pollsters noted that the wealthier and more edu- With reference to busing, parents responded on the
cated the respondents, the greater the opposition aspect of safety:33

No problem
Few problems
Many problems

Spanish
speaking

34.6 percent
35.7 do.
17.4 do.

Other
white

36.7 percent
44.2 do.
14.2 do.
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Black

49.8 percent
37.7 do.

6.8 do.

Chinese

20.6 percent
40.5 do.
23.9 do.
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On the same question, differences in experience
were evident between parents whose children had
been bused and parents whose children were not
bused but who had formed secondhand impres-
sions. Findings were as follows:34

Non-bused

No problem
Few problems
Many problems

20.2 percent
29.8 do.
19.3 do.

Bu

37.7 percent
41.3 do.
13.4 dol.

All in all, blacks were the most receptive to
desegregation and experienced the least concern
regarding safety problems.

Between 1967 and 1971, blacks in Detroit
became more conditional in their support of
intevation while whites tended to strengthen their
support. Aberbach and Walker asked representa-
tive samples during 1967 and 1971: "Speaking in
general terms, do you favor racial integration, total
separation of races, or something in between?"35

Persons in the sample were also questioned
specifically about schools attitudes toward integra-
tion. Between the two dates, black support for
school integration fell from 96 to 88 percent,
while black support for segregated schools rose
from 2 to 8 percent. ("Don't know" increased
from 2 to 4 percent.) A large number of black

Mind
a lot

MINORITY STUDENTS

Whites
percent

Blacks
percent

1967 1971 1967 1971

Integration 18 27 88 68
In between 57 54 11 29
Separation 17 17 1 3

Don t know / 2 0 0

Blacks in Detroit 17 percent
Whites in suburbs 58 do.

About three quarters of blacksall but a few in
Detroitfelt school integration had a positive
effect on the quality of education whereas some
two-thirds of whites thought it had no such effect.
U.S. District Judge Stephen Roth had recently
issued a desegregation order that rrfight involve,
ultimately, busing among the three counties in
which the polling occurred. Respondents were
asked whether they approved of the ruling and

proponents of school integration, however,
became disenchanted with demonstrations as a
way of achieving integrated schools. Detroit
whites, meanwhile, increased their choice of segre-
gated schools from 30 to 34 percent while the
percentage favoring integrated schools fell from 70
to 59. ("Don't kilow" increased from 1 to 7
percent.)

The next year, 1972, the Detroit Free Press
surveyed 1,078 adults in Oakland, Macomb, and
Wayne counties, Mich. (Detroit is in Wayne
county.) Blacks proved to know accurately the
busing views of whites. On the other hand, whites
were poorly informed on black views of busing.
Respondents were asked whether they would mind
if their child were bused for several miles in order
to attend a school of preferred racial composition.
Responses by percentages were as follows:

Mind Mind not
a little at all

28 percent
15 do-

affirmative_ y
percentages: 37

55 percent
25 do.

responded as follows, in

Suburbanites
Detroit whites
Detroit blacks

5
7

59

More blacks reported they had moved closer to a
goal of integration than away from it.
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In 1971, the Texas Poll queried a statewide
representative sample: In order to bring about
racial balance in the public -chools, the Federal
Government wants children to be taken by bus to
other schools in the community if schools in the

For

Blacks 50
Mexican Americans 37
Whites 6

Between 1963 and 1971, the percent of whites in
Texas who were willing to send their children to
schools with blacks rose from 41 to 73.

Would comply because needed for
better education

Would comply reluctantly
Would comply but do not feel ilis

right
Would not comply
Other

Thus, 83 percent of blacks and 44 percent of
whites thought they would comply, whatever their
reasons.

The Decision Research Corporation conducted
a survey in Boston of desegregation and busing
during April 5-15, 1974 for the Bostoh Globe.
Two-thirds of the blacks felt their chiidren would

For

Total Boston 29
Whites 25
Blacks 57
Spanish-speaking 37

In several other respects, black opinion W2S

strongly in favor of desegregation,

Less than 6 months later, implementation of a
Federal court desegregation order was met by
great community disorder, some of it organized.
During these events, many opponents of the
desegregation order held that -liberals" in the
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neighborhoods are not racially mixed. Do you
approve or disapprove of this way of bringing
about school integration?" Responses, in percent-
ages, were as follows:37

.Against Undecided

36 14

55 8

89 5

In 1973, pollsters in Dayton, Ohio asked a
sample of 339 persons what their reaction would
be "should forced busing become a reality?"3 8

Whites Blacks

14 percent 52 percent
15 do. 25 do.

15 do. 6 do.
54 do. 13 do.

2 do. 4 do.

receive a better education in a racially balanced
than in an all-black school. Within the city proper,
respondents were asked what they thought of
busing some black and white children to avoid
attending a heavily black school. Responses were
as follows, by percentages: 3 9

Against
Conditional

approval__
No

o inion

63 7 1

68 6 1

-)7 8 8

49 9

city's suburbs were intent on installing a busing
program in Boston while opposing -it in the
suburbs. Data in the Globe poll of April 1974 do
not support this view. As the poll found: "In the
city, self-identified liberals opposed busing of their
children, 54:40 percent, while in the suburbs the
margin opposed'is 49-39 percent."40 When asked
whether they favored repeal of a State law
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requiring racially balanced -;chools, Boston and its
suburbs did not demonstrate sharply different

Total Boston
Total suburbs

For

54 percent
46 do.

By contrast a majority of blacks opposed repeal.
A special Gallup survey was conducted in

Omaha, Neb. during July 1974. The survey report
noted that "while busing is disliked by many
blacks, many are willing to accept it if this would
further their educational goals." In other words,
busing was viewed instrumentally, not as a matter

Respondents
Whites
Blacks

Integration
without busing

Yes No

views. This is illustrated by the following
respoa es:41

Against

36 percent
39 do.

No
pon

10 percent
15 do.

of principle. The Ohio Poll questioned a statewide
sample during the summer of 1974. Responses on

the desirability of integration varied sharply ac-

cording to whether or not mandatory busing was

the means utilized. Here are selected responses, by
pereentages:4 2

Integration
with busing

Yes No

74 17 18 74
78 14 62 36

Clearly, a large majority of blacks favored integra-
tion, with or without busing. Whites, on the other
hand, tended to match the enthusiasm of blacks
for integration in the abstract. They parted ways,
however, in the presence of busing. A statewide
poll in Delaware, conducted by the Division of
Urban Affairs of the University of Delaware,
revealed 53 percent of blacks opposed to busing;
87 percent of whites were also opposed. An
official of the Wilmington NAACP suggested
blacks in that State would favor busing only if
both black and white children would be bused to
and from Wilmington schools which are largely
black.4 3

Since 1965, local public opinion polls from a
number of cities and States leave little doubt of
continuing black community support for a policy
of integrated schools. This commitment is far
more emphatic in local than in nation0 polls. In
the face of the continuing national debate on
busing, black opinion has become even more

receptive to busing. White opinion has followed
the same trend, although on a smaller scale.

LOCAL ACTION S

Historically, black communities have partici-
pated eagerly in the movement for desegregation
of schools. On the heels of the Brown decision
(1954 and 1955), black parents in the Deep South
applied to boards of education for the right to
send their children to nonsegregated schools. That
they were rebuffed virtually everywhere did not
lessen their interest. Community action took the
form of lawsuits, public meetings and demonstra-
tions, gatherings to support Negro children en-
rolled in desegregated schools, public appeals to
black parents to enroll their children in desegre-
gated schools, sermons which had heavy political
components, and voter registration drives and
campaigning.
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The 1960's were a time of demonstrations by
black communities the country over. Following is
an incomplete compilation of demonstrative

Place

New York, N.Y.
Teaneck, N.J.
Trenton, N.J.

Evanston, Ill.
Houston, Tex.
Tipton County, Tenn.
Milwaukee, Wisc.
Springfield, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Chicago, Ill.
St. Paul, Minn.
Pittsbt4h, Pa.
Crawfot dville, Ga.
Washington, Ga.
Bogalusa, La.
HuntsvWe, Tex.
Natchez, Miss.
Lincolnton, Ga.
Milwaukee, Wisc.
Riverside, Calif.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Milwaukee, Wisc.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Atlantic City, N.J.
Englewood, N.I.

Laverne, Ala.
Natchez, Miss.
Lorman, Miss.
Cordele, Ga.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Seattle, Wash.
Detroit, Mich.
Englewood, N.J.

events during 1965-1969 on behalf of desegre-
gation, led in the majority of cases by local
blacks:44

Action

School boycott
School board elections
Demonstration on'behalf of Chester

movement for integration
NAACP threat to help defeat bond issue
School boycott
Demonstration
Picket line
Sit-in, school board a_ ace
Sit-in at school
Picketing of school
School boycott
Picketing of school board
Picketing of school board
Demonstration
Demonstration
School boycott
Demonstration
Boycott of stores
School boycott
School boycott
School boycott
Demonsiration
Picketing of construction site
School boycott
Picketing of school board
Unauthorized goup registration at

white school
School boycott
Citywide school boycott
Demonstration by students
Demonstration by students
Picketing of school board
School boycott
School boycott
Parent demonstrations

Phoenix-South Holland, _II. School boycott
Grenada, Miss.
Woodville, Miss
Peoria, Ill.
Providence, R.I.
Fayette, Miss.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Oakland, Calif.
Grenada, Miss.
Port Gibson, Miss.
Menlo Park, Calif.
Maywood, Ill.
District of Columbia
Toledo, Ohio
Lexington, Ky.
Wadcsboro,
Benton Harbor, Mich.

Demonstration
Demonstration
Sit-in at school board oflice
Demonstration
Boycott of stores
School boycott
School boycott
School boycott
Boycott of stores
Picketing of school
Demonstration
Boycott of schools
Boycott of schools
Demonstration
Boycott of school
NAACP helped defeat bond issue
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Gary, Ind.
Buffalo, N.Y.
Hillsborough, N.C.
Waycross, Ga.
Swan Quarter, N.C.
Sylvester, Ga.
West Palm Beach, Fla.
Charlotte, N.C.
Austin, Tex.
Fulton County, Ga,
Memphis, Tenn.
Gainesville, Fla.
Rochester, N.Y.

While the central object of the actions was
desegregation, differences within the black com-
munity affected the manner in which the goal was
sought. In Chicago, for example, Rivera,
McWorter, and Lilliensten studied social class
factors in two large-scale school boycotts in
Chicago.45 In tracing those Negro parents who
had supported the first boycott in October 1963,
but "defected- from the second in February 1964,
Rivera and associates explained:

Those who shifted from a pro- to an anti-boycott
stand were disproportionately persons of higher edu-
cational attainment. These figures imply a challenge to at
least one widely held assumption concerning the values of
middle class Negroes: that such persons attach overriding
importance to the principle of desegregated public school
facilities [Defectorsl tend to stress the quality of
their children's education over the number of whites who
happen to be enrolled in neighborhood schools.46

The October boycott had drawn 224,000 Negro
students while the February boycott drew
172,000.47 The largest differences in participation
were found in middle class Negro areas. In New
York City, similar forces were at work. As the civil
rights conflict grew more heated, the established
organizations untied to avoid disruptive tech-
niques such as mass boycotts."

In a number of smaller cities, organized blacks
played significant roles in pressing school boards
to move toward desegregation. In Sacramento,
Calif., when a beavily-minority junior high school
burned down, the NAACP and CORE demanded
that no new school be built at the same site.49 In
Evanston, Ill., black parents of children attending
a virtually all-black elementary school were

School boycott
Demonstration
Boycott
Boycott
Boycott
Demonstration
Demonstration
Demonstration
Demonstration
Boycott
Boycotts and demonstrations
Boycott
Boycott and demonstrations

adamant. "Their meetings with ... official
bodies," wrote Thomas, "were often heated and
on several occasions threats were made to physi-
cally damage Foster School if it were not elirrii-
nated as a segregated school."50 Once
desegregation plans were adopted, the community
at large tended to forget the critical role of
organized blacks in generating a movement for
such plans. In any event, black community action
of this sort added an indispensable element of
urgency, at a minimum.

Once desegregation began, two avenues of black
community action emerged. Continuing political
support was important. In Pasadena, Calif., deseg-
regation became a reality as a result of a Federal
court order. When the school board majority failed
o appeal that order to a higher court, local

opponents of desegregation challenged the board
incumbents to a recall election. In 1970, the three
incumbents won reelection by margins of 52, 54,
and 56 percent. Voter turnout was 63 percent
among blacks but only 50 percent among whites.
Black votes were crucial to the outcome.51 Blacks
in Evanston, IlL, organized a strong electoral
campaign to elect school board members sympa-
thetic to the superintendent who had administered
a desegregation program. While the effort failed,
the pro-desegregation sentiments of the black
community were clear.52

A second avenue of black community action
involves influencing events within the schools
themselves, In Glynn County (Brunswick), Ga.,
desegregation was announced by the school board
as requiring a reduction in the number of black
principals. After black coMmunity efforts, in
cooperation with State officers of NAACP, no
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black principal was discharged.53 Black and white
parents in Bscarnbia County (Pensacola), Fla.,
formed an interracial advisory committee which,
according to U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
observers, helped make Washington High School

outstanding. A majority-black desegregated school,
the observers reported, Washington was said to
have "strong and fair leadership ... and general
good relationships among students."54 In Alachua
County (Gainesville), Fla., "white and black
parents serve as bus monitors, ride to designated

schools, serve as aides, providing assistance to

teachers and staff.55
Since in numerous southern communities

blacks on school boards are rare, black community
political organizations have concentraed on elect-
ing black school board members. In 1975 the

latter represented the single largest group of
elected black public officials. Their importance in
absolute numbers, however, is still rather small. An

added source of black community influence,
North as well as South, emerges from the growing
practice of Federal courts to include provisions for

a biethnic or triethnic citizens, commdttee in origi-
nal desegregation orders. These groups are ac-
countable directly to the judge. Conflicts are not
uncommon between the committees and the

elected school boards. While- the committees are
advisory, the span of their interest is extremely
broad, encompassing curriculum, teacher-
employment, student discipline, and other day-to-
day matters.56

It has rightly been said that politics is the name
of the civil rights movement of the 1970's. The

streets are now used more for walking than
marching. But the arena of action has simply
shifted, not disappeared. In numerous black com-
munities citizens have access to more official
structures than ever before.57 Where outright
political power has been won through elections of
black officials or where blacks have become part
of a broader political coalition, black influence is

more palpable. In desegregated schools generally,
blacks have MOM rights, and for the most part,
exercise more rights in the education of their

children than under segregation. Many of the
remaining shortcbmings are attributed to factors
that antedate the advent of desegregation.

One of the clearest conclusions to be drawn
from the evidence of black action for desegrega-
tion is that typically blacks have not depended

upon whites to establish and Consolidate desegre-

gated schools.
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-The school," writes Ritterband, "is analogous'

to a well charted island, while the community is
the sea around it. Our knowledge of this sea is
necessarily much more fragmentary,"53 In part,
however, this ignorance stems from inattention to
what is already known. Another factor at work is a
tendency to treat black communities as socially
homogeneous and as uniform in character.

Black communities share one common feature
they are segregated. DuBois described their
segregated condition in southern cities as long ago
as 1900. In the northern cities, segregation is

characteristic. Rose has studied the growth of the

black ghetto in Milwaukee. Over any extended
period of years, he observes, blacks and whites
m. r compete in a common housing market.59
Darden analyzed the development of housing
segregation in PittsbUrgh, exploring, as well,

deliberate techniques of the real estate industry to
enforce the segregation." The development of
residential segregation facilitates the creation of
segregated schools. Segregation of housing and of
schools constitutes an expression of a larger socid
pattern of external restriction of life chances of
persons living under ghetto conditions.

Harrison has found the same restriction to
operate even hi the case of government-sponsored
employment opportunities within poverty areas
which are often also segregated areas. In 1971 he
studied occupants of jobs opened as a result of the
model cities program. According to the law, local
residents were to be preferred. Harrison dis-,
covered, however, that -fewer than half of all the
jobs in the program were held by ghetto resi-
dents."61 Ghetto participation was lowest in those
categories of jobs requiring special training, as
might be expected. Racial discrimination also
seemed to be operating against minorities. Thus, a
special program designed to provide employment
of ghetto residents was used in large part to
benefit persons living outside the ghetto. Harrison
observes that employment of ghetto residents in
the program rose in places where black political
power was present or potentially present.62

As shown earlier, chapter 7, pages 24-25, during
the 1960's black educational advances were con-
siderable. In turn, improvements-in educational
achievements helped narrow the black-white occu-
pational gap. Thus, as Welch reports, "viewed as a
proportional contribution to earnings, returns to
schooling have increased for blacks relative to
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whites."63 At the same time, Weiss ria,1

Williamson found that South-North differences in
the qugity of education received by blacks have
all but disappeared. Southern-educated black
youths are not at a disadvantage in finding jobs up
North. Rather, declare Weiss and Williamson, the
young northern ghetto-educated black suffers the
competitive disadvan tage

To what extent have the educational--
occupational advances affected the economic
fortunes of idult black men? Between 1962 and
1972, according to Hauser and Featherman, black
men of ages 35 to 64 who were in the labor force
rnproved their occupational status. (This. chinge
had nothing to do with educatiOnal shifts.) At the
same time many uncounted adult male blacks left
the labor force as they abandoned hope of finding
regular employment. In 1972, as hi 1962, -the
source of black-white differentials in achievement
is not primarily the greater relevance of impov-
erished origins among blacks, but the cumulative
effects of discrimination by race at every stage of a
man's life."65

Social relations in the ghetto are often misper-
ceived by researchers. Coleman speaks of -the low
level of cohesion that characterizes Negro com-
munities" as being far below the general level hi
kinerican cities.66 At the same time, Coleman
continues, there is lack of mutual trust, "a belief
in my mind that if I aid you today, you will aid
me when I am in need."67 It is possible to gain a
different impression from some research studies:

In his study of Roxbury, a Negro ghetto in
Boston, Feagin found no evidence of social isola-
tion among the residents." "The overwhelming
majority of these Negroes," according to Feagin,
-feel that they have a duty to aid their
neighbors."69 He estimated that they were
"probably as well integrated with their neighbors
as whites in various socioeconomic areas of our
urban complexes."70 In his study of a public
housing project in St. Louis, Moore
observed: "The disadvantaged family is an oasis in
the environment of urban indifference .... The
attitude of the disadvantaged family is one of
helping each other."71 Choldin studied the help
which migrants to Chicago received during their
first year there; he included six ethnic groups:72
Two thirds of all migrants met a waiting friend or
relative; Negroes-more precisely, non-whites-met
someone with niore than average frequency.73
"Non-whites," according to Cho 'din, "are more

likely to receive help from the person who receives
them."74 He also found,that white and non-white
migrants were remarkably similar "in making
social conn ec tions and adjusting to the
neighborhoods "75

A distinguishing mark of the ghetto is its
concentration of people and social contacts within
small compass. Smith and associates trace the
growing re-Aential segregation in the Detroit
metropolitan area as well as the widening of what
they term the "interaction gap," i.e., the range of
Negro-white contacts.76 By plotting an -inter-
actional ellipse' around a center line of
interaction, the researchers found that "the area of
the mean ellipse for whites is 48 square miles."77
The black area is much smaller. In Roxbury,
Feagin found of his sample that "approximately
95 percent of their friends and 97 percent of their
relatives live within the Roxbury-Dorchester
area."78 When Roxbury people moved-which was
often-the mean distance was only 1.01 miles from
their "old" neigliborhood.79 At the Pruitt-Igoe
puhlic housing project in St. Louis, Moore dis-
covered that 63 percent of the 200 preschoolers
had never left the project, an area of 25 square
blocks;80 more poignantly, he reported: "83 per-
cent of the -preschool children studied had never
been to the city zoo."81

Rowland studied the extent of black-white
social contact in six cities. These were Cleveland,
Pittsburgh, Dayton, Akron, San Francisco, and
Boston. Social contact across racial lines was
found to be twice as prevalent among blacks. Over
four-fifths of the blacks scored high on an integra-
tion scale, while three-quarters of the whites scored
low. Blacks as a whole regard the pace of
integration as too slow; whites who have frequent
contact with blacks share this sentiment. Among
the blacks, 27 percent reported having interracial
friends but 41 percent of the whites were without
black friends- While economic level of blacks is
directly related to their degree of interracial
contact, no more than 10 percent of blacks at any
economic level score low on the integration scale.
For blacks, the devotion to integration seemed
almost unrelated to degrees of interracial social
contact. In other words, blacks accepted integra-
tion whether or not they had white friends.82
Rowland's findings are not unexpected. Yet, it
bears repeating that these strong integrationist
views are held by persons who live in severely
constricted areas of their respective cities.
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The quality of human contact in the ghetto is
not defined by the geographical constriction.
Fea& warns that the ghetto does not mean
"isolation, impersonality, or disorganization. Inti-
mate ties are -maintained even within the ethnic
slum.-83 A high degree of friendship relationships
existed among the 120 Roxbury wives who -were
interviewed by Feagiii. Much visiting occurs with
relatives and friends. This, however, is more than
t wice as frequent among middle income
respondents as low income respondents.84

The ghetto is not only cornpressed; its people
are, in Feagin's words, encapsulated. Moore re-
ported that not a single family in the public
housing project subscribed to a newspaper; in
Roxbury many families were subscribers. In the
1963 Newsweek poll, only 37 percent of low.
income Negro families outside the South reported
having .a telephone; this was considerably lower
than even nonurban southern Negroes.85 Of the
former families 25 percent Were were without a
television set; only 15 percent of the latter group
lacked TV in the home.

A very real encapsulating force is the metropoli-
tan press. Blacks read major dailies far more
frequently than any_ black publication. During the
ytars 1.954-1968, a period of growing black
protest, four Chicago metropolitan daily news-
papers took a hostile attitude toward black
leaders, goals, and mass movements. Kelly, who
studied the record of these newspapers, has docu-
mented this finding. During the 1950's the news-
papers, liberal and conservative alike, ignored
school segregation. A decade later they denied the
existence of racial discrimination in the schools.
They were critical of demands for integration or
for separation. Dr. Martin 'Luther King and the
Black Muslim leader, Elijah Muhammad, were
ciiticized. Civil rights advocates using nonviolence
or Violence were resisted in editorials. All- four
newspapers were critical of the historic march on
Washington in 1963 as well as demonstrations in
Chicago against segregated schools.86 It is difficult
to establish precise effects of this style of editorial
treatment on thinking in black areas of the city.
One researcher, Sharon, contends that blacks read
editorials less frequetitly, than do whites.87 It
would seem reasonable to surmise that the atmo-
sphere of criticism created by the press could not
help but strengthen a feeling among blacks of
isolation from the larger community.

The ghetto is a place Of first and last resort; the
interim is spent trying to escape from it. Feagin
studied the reasons why persons in his sample had
located somewhere in Roxbury. He found:

... At least, 72 percent were forced to enter the
housing market by urban .renewal, etc., whether or not
they actually wanted to do so .... Thus, selectivity in
the sense of a pCrson choosing a project solely in order to
increase social interactiondoes not seem to be an
important factor in the housing choices of most of these
Negro families.88

In a St. Louis public housing project, poverty
ruled out any choice of housing or even of
food: "The family is frequently without enough
money to plan from one meal to the other."89

New migrants to a large city are highly
dependent on the ethnic neighborhood. Negroes,
according to Choldin, are especially so: "They are
most likely to stay in the neighborhood, most
likely to feel that it is sufficient for them, and
least likely to visit the public places of the
city."90 White southern migrants, on the other
hand, regard the white slum as a temporary
stopping place; they are not committed to the
community; and they are -isolated from their
non-southern neighbors.91

There is little attachment of the urbui Negro to
his neighborhoOd. About one third of a sample of
Chicago Negroes thought that their neighborhood
was ,declining. As for a comparison of Negro-white
attitudes toward neighborhood, the study found:

Negroes dislike their neighborhoods much more than
whites dislike theirs. Only 19 percent of the Negroes rated
their neighborhood as a "very good" place whereas 62
percent of the white respondents made this report.

Negoes who regard their neighborhood as "very
good" are less militant than those wht3, regard their
neighborhood as "fairly bad" or "very bad."Y2

Respondents were asked to base their opinion on
the totality of elements entering into a neigfibor-
hood: --schools, play facilities, police and fire
protection, street cleaning and garbage removal,
and public transportation.

Moore writes: "Disadvantaged homes do have
an educational tradition.... RS preoccupation is
with survival."93 It would seem that the ghetto
neighborhood is not regarded as essential to this
tradition.

Moving out of the ghetto is a privilege enjoyed
primarily by middle class Negroes. Even then, only
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some actually make the move. Bullough s udied
the social-psychological characteristics of those
who moved. She compared middle classNegroes in
(a) predominantly Nedo ghetto areas in West Los
Angeles and Pacoima, (b) an integrated fringe of
Baldwin Hills, and (c)--the predoirdnantly white
aria of the Sad Fernando Valley. None of the
subjects was poor. The median income of Negroes
living in the ghetto was $9,700 while those living in
the integrated areas earned 811,000. What factors
impelled the latter to move from the ghetto'?

Bullough found that feelings of alienation and
powerlessness were significantly less among those
Negroes .W.had moved." And "the childhood
experiences most related to lower powerlessness
stores-are those ofjptegrated school experience
and living id a racially mixed neieiborhood while
growing up."95 On the other hand: "Segregation
in the past is related to present alienation scores.
Experience with segregation seems to have long
term psychological consequences which can later
influence the behavior of the individual as an
ailult."96

Response
'Yes, it is.a hardship

Northern born:
school was

integrated 'segregated
percent _

MINORITY STUDENTS

Poverty axid discrimination erect the ghetto
walls, declared Bullough, but the walls are, kept
standingtalso by "the feelhigs of powerlessness,
hop-ilessness, and social distance which have devel-
oped out of the segregated experiences of ghetto
life."9 7 The longer former ghetto residents live in
integrated areas, the less they socialize with former
friends in their old neighborhood; and the less the
ghetto orientation, the greater the fall in feelings
of powerlessness and -anomie.98. Bullough con-
cludes: "The fact that choosing the integrated
way of life in one sphere is related to choosing it
in others suggests that any sort ofprogram aimed
at decreasing segregation is worth trying."99

In a NORC survey, it was found that- whether
or, not thb Negro respondent had attended a
desegregated school strongly influenced his re-
sponse to the following question: "Is it a hardship
on a Negro cWld to go to an Mtegrated school if he
iS one of a small number of Negro-ds in the
school?" Here is a compilation of the re-
sponses:100

Southern born: Southern born:
was _educatecl_h_

integrated segregated segregated school
percent percent

43 30 48 50

The primary objective of the survey was to
. measure the long-run effects, of school integration.

on adult Negroes; the respondents were between
the ages of 21 and 45. The summary findings of
the survey are as follows:

, . The impact of integration is widespread. Negro
graduates of integrated schools are more likely to have
attended and graduated from college.... The present
study found that [Negro students in integrated schools
not only score higher on achievement tests while in school
butl they continue to score higher as adults. They axe
more likely to have better jobs and higher incomes. In
general, they have more contact with .whites as adults, less
anti-white feeling, and in general, stronger feelings of
optimism about the opportunities available to them and a
greater sense of happiness.... 101

The survey found, too, that Negro adults who had
attended integrated elementary schools were, con-
trary to common expectation, not from higher
socioeconomic circumstances than adults who had

attended segregated schools. (Education and
marital stability of parents were the measures of
socioeconomic status of family.)

Respondents were asked whether they agreed
or disagreed with 'the statement: "Good luck is
just as important as hard work for success." The
following tabulation illustrates the finding.102

Percent disagreeing with statement by
integration of elementary and high school,

northern-born students

chool

Integrated
Segregated

Elementary School
Integrated Ssgregated

50 26
39 37-

NORC found that "those who attended integrated
schools in the North are much more likely to
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disagree with this item than those who attended
segregated 4schools."103NORC reported indirect
evidence that. Negroes who had attended
integrated schools made More informal contacts
with whites which led more frequently to a
job.104

In general, Negroes who attended integrated
schools as children are less antagonistic toward
whites even if the Negroes now live in segregated
housing. NORC comments: "Past contact with
whites is a substitute for present contact in
brmking down Negro desires to avoid whites. This
implies that even if segregation in other aspects of
American soiiety is unchanged, an increase in
school integration will in itself increase the willing-
ness of Negroes to associate with whites." 08 On
the other hand, less social distance does not mean
greater illusions. Nearly nine-tenths of the once-
desegregated Negroes agreed that -the trouble
with white people is that they think they are
better than other people."106

Having attended an integrated school has a pro-
found influence on the Negro adult. In as-

certaining respondents' feeling of happiness:

... We find that having a high education, having
attended an integrated school, or having a high number of
contacts with whites each increases happiness, and sur-
prisingly, school integation is the most important e the
three factors.107

NORC suggests that school thtegation enhances
the self-conception of the Negro and thus contri-
butes to his happiness.108

NORC also interviewed a national sample of
adult whites during the summer of 1966. In a few
cases, it was possible to trace the effects upon
them of having attended integrated schools. Uni-
formly, these adults had more favorable attitudes
toward integration of the school in their present
neighborhood, and expressed less anti-Negro pre-
judice.

Percent highly prejudiced, among white persons who
did and did not attend school with Negroes, by educational

status of respondent and spouse

Educational status of
respondent and spouse

Attended school
with Negroes

Attended all-
white schools

Very High 12

High 12 11

Medium 27 35

Low 15 25

Even among the most highly prejudiced whites,
those who had attended integrated schools were
less likely to be prejudiced.109

The NORC survey data on whites were
analyzed in greater detail under supervision of
Pettigrew.110 In general, but more so for males
than for females, adult whites who had attended
desegregated schools reported that at least at one
time they had a close Negro friend, had been
visited at home by a Negro friend, and were living
in a neighborhood that housed some Negroes at the
time of the inquiry. White adults who had ex-
perienced interracial schooling tended to favor
interracial neighborhoods. The effect of having
had a Negro friend at one time is a powerful factor
in determining a favorable attitude toward inter-
racial neighborhoods. Among white respondents

who had attended segregated schools, those who
had had a Negro friend at one time were more
favorable to integrated neighborhoods than those
who had never had a Negro friend.

Pettigrew drew three major conclusions from
this analysis:

Prior desegregated schooling enhances the probability
that white Americags will have and will continue to have
contact with Negro Americans....

To a lesser extent, prior desegregated schooling en-
hances the probability that white Americans will express
more positive attitudes toward hiterracial contact and
Negro rights. .

Childhood contact leads to later contact and to more
favorable attitudes toward contact; it leads somewhat less
to rejection of racially discriminatory practices, and little
if any to more positive acceptance of Negro protest.1'-1
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lie noted several reservations of a procedural
nature about the data gathered. These related to
the inability to control for several variables. In the
main, hoWever, Pettigrew held that these dif-
ficulties did not vitiate the aforementioned con-
clusions.

In an Oakland, Calif., study data were collected
on the consequence of attendanee=in interracial
schools. Thtee findings wert; noted:

1. Negro graduates who attended desegregated schools
me more willing for their offspring to have an Mterracial
education than those who attended segregated schools.

2. Negro graduates who attended desegregated schools
me more willing to five Ln biracial neighborhoods (ir-
respective of difficulty encOuntered) and are more likely
to have white friends, than Negroes who attended
segregated schools.

3. Negro graduates who attended desegegated schooLs
are on the average less suspicious of whites, and feel
somewhat more at ease in a biracial setting,, than similar
Negroes who attended segregated schools."

These findings were highly consistent with those
of the NORC study.

The black urban community is a complex soci0
arrangement composed of unequal portions of
compulsion and choice. In- the realm of more
intimate sOcial relations, the element of choice is
greatest. Recent expansion in educational op-
portunhties, many stemming from civic action
originating in that community, have broadened
further areas of voluntary action. Overshadowing
these positive developments is the continued pres-
sure of racial discritnination in housing, employ-
ment, and education. Black interest in gaining a
larger share of opportunity has led to increasing
interest in leaving the ghetto. Experience outside
the ghetto proves to be enduring in its positive
effects on both black and white.

WHITE FLIGHT - BLACK PLIGHT?

Deeply imbedded in contemporary educational
research is a belief that white parents will auto-
matically withdraw their children _from a dese-
gregated school when black (or other minority)
enrollment reaches a certain leveloften placed at
30 to 40 percent. Presumably, up to that poinC
whites will remain and the racial composition
stable. After that point, the stability is upset or.
tipped over" and whites flee. Soon, the school's
enrollment becomes all-black. The hypothesis of a

.

tipping point is represented as having been estab-
lished by research. M such, it is Commended to:
policymakers for their guidance- in changing
schools. The clearest import of the hypothesis
seems to be: go slowly in desegregating. In more
than one court', judges have agreed to permit
all-black schools to remain 'segregated on the
explicit ground that to attempt to desegregate
them would be fruitless; the tipping point would
be exceeded at the, outset. White parents' refusal
to cooperate would leave the schools wholly black.

This hypothesis became popular during the
early 1960's, a time of insignificant desegregation
in the Deep South and.Norti-Warid of only a slight
degree of desegregation:hi a few border areas. It
was a period of tokenism par excellencE. Courts
were not requiring desegregation plans to result in
adtual desegregation. Announcement-of a willing-
ness to desegregate Was:judged sufficient. Clearly,
whatever desegrogatitin .-accurred was greatly de--
pendent on the sufferance of white parents and
local school officials, :Under these circumstances,
even tokenism was regarded as progress. Black
children were not, in tact, accorded a legal right to
attend. Thus, concern of some observers and
school people for not -racking the, boat" led to a
concern with an optimal percentage of minority
children. The optimality, however, was_not based
on educational so much as on a tactidalconsidera-
tion of how many minority children -could be
tolerated by politically salient elements in the
community.

A decade later, the situation had changed
significantly. In 1972, for example, nearly 1.3
million white children 'vidie attending pre-
don-unantly minority schools. (See chapter 6, page
5 D.) Many of the _sehools involved had stable
enrollments despite-Vie tipping point hypothesis.
Judicial doctrine had shifted from declaring the
right of individu0 children tar,select from among
available schools to stressing the obligation of
entire school systems to be nondiscriminatory.
Whether or not a school was racially identifiable
became the touchstone of successful desegre-
gation. The personal dispositions of white parents
now became all but irrelevant when it was a matter
of the preferred racial composition of a specific
school. Linder the new_ circumstances, the tipping
point hypothesis took on new life with the name
"resegregation," The term tipping point implied a
preexistent, everthanded balanee, where, in fact,
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law and adininistratiVe policy had created a dis-
crirninatory distribution of children by race. Re-
segregation suggested that a once-segregated sys-
tem or school had been desegregated but hi vain,
since whites left (or; prospectively, would leave)
when black children began arriving in large
niimbers.

How does the tipping point hypothesis hold up
when tested by empirical evidence drawn from
studies of schools with changing racial com-
position? The hypothesis holds that at some
undetermined point the exodus of white students
suddenly accelerates. The suddenness signals the
tipping.

Koponen studied changing schools in Hartford,
Conn. While he readily located black neighbor-
hoods that were once white, he was unable to find
a single case of sudden changes in black enrollment
which, as such, led to white flight from a specific
school. Discussing one area of the city, Koponen
emphasized that white flight from schools there
was more likely to reflect avoidance of "educa-
tional inadequacy- and excessive class size" than
simply fleeing from black children.113 He sug-
gested that political authorities in Hartford, eager
to discredit desegregation by demonstrating its
impracticality, were assigning large numbers of
non-white children to a few schools rather than
assigning many to vacuit seats available in nearby
white schools. The Koponen study is partly
empirical and partly speculative. It has a special
value for its consideration of political factors in
desegregation.

Cochran and Uhlman reviewed desegregation
experience in North Carolina for the year 1967-68.
They found that school desegregation was most
,extensive in those counties with very few blacks.
Even small increases in black population, however,

Whites in Spring 1970
percent range

led to larger drops in percent of blacks in
desegregated schools. After a point, however,
further increases in black population started to
lead to lesser declines in percent desegregated. Ln
other words, the researchers found no "specific
threshold" or tipping point. They explain that
"lax policy enforcement coupled with strong local
resistance, possibly motivated by fears of eco-
nomic competition, may have produced the
marked cur viline ar relationship uncovered
here. . . "114

Munford began a study of desegregation in
Mississippi, believing in the general applicability of
a tipping point. He found, however, no specific
numerical point beyond which whites tended to
accelerate their movement out of desegesated
schools. Instead, he observed that "white children
abandoned the public schools ... [for private
schools] roughly in proportion to the percentage
of black population in each district, no more and
no less."115 Thus, students left a specific school
but the reason for the movement related not to
racial proportions at that single school but in the
school district as 'a whole.

Munford tested the tipp ng pohit hypothesis
and what he calls the leadership hypothesis. This
latter refers to the contention that the course of
desegregation can be determined by the position
taken by important community leaders. Tipping
was rejected as an explanation because it failed to
account for the observed facts. For example, when
Munt-ord compared changes in white enrollment in
schools of similar racial composition, experience
varied greatly. Following is the record of changes
in white percentages in schools from Spring
1970court-ordered desegregation began in Jan-
uaryto September 1970: 116

Number of schools showing:

Gain Loss No change

Average change for all
schools in the range

from Spring to September 1970
percent

0.10
41-50
81-90

14
6-
3

4
3

2 1

+ 2.2
+ 4.2
+ 1,8

White enrollment grew the most during the interim
in the "blacker" schools. The tipping point
hypothesis would predict the opposite.

,The leadership hypothesis, too, failed to ac-
count for much. After examinhig the record of
community response to desegregation in each of
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the counties studied, Munford found "the in-
fluence of leadership was small and it diminished
over time."117 In some counties, whites followed
organized segregationists and withdrew their chil.
dren from the public schools; in other comparable
counties, they did not. Similarly, in some places
white community leaders solid in support of
continued desegregation of the public schools
seemed to have a. positive effect; elsewhere, they
did not.

Why, then, was the black percentage of popida-
tion in the county school district as a whole so
determinative of white flight from certain schools?
Munford stressed political implications. He wrote:

In a county two-thirds Negro, blacks would have
possessed a majority of the electorate and mig,ht have
been able to put Negoes into public office; only the
might of superior white economic power would have
prevented blacks from ruling the county.118

In a black-dominated county government the
schools would ultimately be black controlled as
well. White parents feared more than a loss in
political power. They suspected that the doctrine
of white supremacy would be excluded in such
circumstances, and they were unwilling to entrust
their chilaren to a regime of equality. Munford's
pessimism at this reality was tempered somewhat
by the debility of the tipping hypothesis. If whites
reserved the right not be -tipped", perhaps some
day they might also decide to reenter the public
schools. (Since Munford made his study, in 1971,
white children have continued to reenter the
public schools of Mississippi, but at a slow
pace.)11 9

Some inquiry has been made into white flight
in Pasadena, Calif. Kurtz contends that desegrega-
tion in Pasadena resulted in a sizable increase of
white flight. During 1970-72, according to Kurtz,
White flight doubled over the level of the previous
2 years in the 'absence of desegregation.120 In a
Federal court proceeding during 1974, Professor
Jane Mercer testified that the white percentage in
Pasadena schools had been falling for years prior
to the 1970 desegregation plan, as it had for many
California school districts which had no desegrega-
tion. The judge agreed and held no evidence had
been produced to prove the school board's argu-
ment that desegregation was intensifying white
flight.1 21

Both Pontiac and Kalamazoo, Mich., desegre-
gated schools in 1971. Bosco and Robin were

interested in discovering a possible connection
between desegregation and white flight. They com-
pared the predesegregation- years of 1969 and
1970 with the desegregation period. During the
first year of desegregation, the percentage of
blacks in the Kalamazoo schools remained vir-
tually unchanged, with few whites leaving the
system. In Pontiac, on the other hand, during the
initial year of desegregation black enrollment
increased 4.6 percent over the year before; many
whites left the city's schools. It may be noted that
near both cities were numerous school systems
that had not desegregated and thus constituted
viable alternatives for white parents seeking to
avoid desegregation. Yet, alternatives were not
chosen in Kalamazoo; they were in Pontiac. The
researchers hold that once the initial year passed,
even in Pontiac, white exit from the schools
probably slowed down. In any event, the higher
rate of white exit in Pontiac was attributed to
effective protest by opponents of mandatory
busing .1 22

The largest scale and most systematic study of
white flight was made by Cataldo and associates th
Florida. A ramdom sample of white parents in
eight representative desegregated school districts
was used. Over the 2-year period of the study-
1971-72 and 1972-73only 3.6 percent of all
parents refused to send their children to the school
to which they had been assigned.

Since all the State's school districts are desegre-
gated, no enclaves of segregation exist there. The
only alternative to attendance in a desegregated
public school is a private school-Financial ability
counts heavily, as the researchers found. When the
parents who refused to participate in desegre-
gationthe rejecterswere arranged by income
class, the rejection rate was 7 percent for upper
income persons, 4 percent for middle, and 2
percent for low-income respondents.

No tipping point as such was established, but
the percent of black enrollment in individual
schools did play a limited role, although not as an
independent factor. Cataldo and associates ob-
served that 30 percent black seemed to mark the
threshald. Parental rejection increased significantly
as this threshold was approached. Once passed,
however, higher degrees of black enrollment had
no additional effect on rejection. Indeed, rejection
rates rose from 2 percent to 8 percent as the 30
percent black figure loomed. Beyond that point,
rejection rates fell tO 4 percentnearer to the level
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of low rejecters than that of high rejecters. Also
operating was a social class effect. Low-income
parents passing the 30 percent threshold rejected
at a rate of 4 percent; high income parents, at a
rate of 17 percent. High-income parents whose
children were assigned to a school over 30 percent
black showed high probability of rejecting.

Busing as such was found to have no influence
on the decision to reject. Parents whose children
were slated to be bused did not reject at a higher
rate than parents whose children were not
scheduled for busing. Either below or above the 30
percent threshold, busing did not make for more
rejection. Nor was racial prejudice found to
influence the rejection rate significantly.

Over time, the researchers stress, opposition to
desegregation declines. White parents become ac-
customed to their children attending schools with
black children. Hewing to a 30 percent goal will
not prevent initial flight of whites, they say. There
is no reason to exclude the possibility that as time
goes on higher thresholds may become more
acceptable. In that event, racial balances from
school to school must be kept constant.

At least two observations may be made about
the Cataldo research. First, no tipping point was
discovered. Instead, there was a threshold effect
that operated under varying conditions. Tipping
and threshold, however, are very different con-
cepts. Tipping envisions a veritable flood of blacks in
and whites out. No such thing happened in any
of the eight districts. Instead, a small trickle
occurred-3.6 percent. As the researchers observe,
an annual rate of this size could accumulate over a
period of years h-ito a sizable group. Irnplied.in the
observation, perhaps, is an indication that success-
ful desegregation gives the school more time to
solve educational problems in the interest of all
children.

Second, desegregation in Florida occurs in a
context of complete coverage. This .is one reason
for the quantitative lead of the South versus the
North in desegregation durtng recent years. There
are few other places to go. It is not difficult to
imagine that Cataldo's research would haVe en-
countered far different findings if Florida were a
collection of Pontiacs, with plentiful segregated
alternatives nearby. This fact has led many to
consider the creation of metropolitan school dis-
tricts in an effort to eliminate segregated alter-
natives near the large cities of North and South.
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That only about one out of every 33 white parents
"fled" in Florida is compelling testimony.

PARENT PARTICIPATION

Gordon has remarked:

The tradition in school administration of discouraang
lay people, particularly poor or minority lay people, from-
participating in the determination of school policy wdl
need to be sharply modified. These parents and com-
munity spokesmen may be a hidden resource which the
depressed area schools have used inappropriately or not at
,11.123

It might be said that a fairly widespread recon-
sideration of the Negro parents' role in the school-
is under way. Part of it arises from political
exigencies; organized parent groups are demanding
an increased voice. A smaller part is due to
growing knowledge and awareness of the actual
parental role. In the process of this new con-
sciousness, a number of traditione preconceptions
are being revised.

Some years ago a ichool administrator stated
what was and still is a common understanding: "It
is the better communities, which get the better
school facilities and they get them because they
are more articulate."124 Inferentially, then, the
less "better" communities were inarticulate; often,
they were also assumed to be apathetic about the
schools. Tri certain respects, this view was realistic;
in the largest measure, however, it was an over-
simplification. At any rate, one could be fairly
sure that the preconceptions were seldom tested
against the reality of the Negro community. It was
not a congenial subject for Caucasian researchers,
nor, apparently, for Negro middle class researchers.

More recently, scholarly excursions into the
ghetto have increased. Consequently, more ade-
quate bases are 'developing for understanding the
relation of the Negro community to the school.

More than a dozen years ago, Riessman found
that the Negro worker in Philadelphia was more
willing than the white worker to participate Ln
school affairs: " . The proportion of Negro
workers indicating a positive willingness to partic-
ipate in community and sclioal activity is approxi-
mately the same for the white middle class
group."125 In the Detroit metropolitan area, when
support is defined in terms of willingness to pay
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taxes, "Negro blue collar workers are more sup-
portive of education than are whites who are
professional, technical, or kindred."126 In Wash-
ington, D.C., Negro parents attend PTA meetings
somewhat more frequently than white parents.' 27
Among Negro parents ini the extremely large-scale
Pruitt-Igoe public housing project in St. Louis, a
researcher reported that "a significant number of

-----chrents (84 percent) revealed a positive attitude
toward educatibn; however; -Only .(43 percent)
expressed a positive attitude toward teachers." 28
In a Chicago ghetto school where 63 percent of
the students live in public housing, teachers rated
nearly 70 percent of the parents as coopera-
tive.129 The great number of public demonstrative
actions on behalf of desegregation, discussed ear-
lier, also indicate a positive orientation toward
schools. De Berry and Agger reported that in
Portland, Oreg., "Negroesintich more than
whiteswould like .to have more influence in
school affairs than they feel they have cur-
rently."130

Nevertheless, a completely new day has not yet
dawned. Wayson studied teaching conditions in
Chicago Negro ghetto schools. Experienced
teachers who remained in these schools regarded as
one attractive feature of the job "insularity from
parenW and other community pressures."31
Wayson adds: "The slum school is isolated from
the community and from parents who would
question teachers' action."' 32 Gross and as-
sociates apparently had no great difficulty finding
lower socioeconomic status (SES) schools in which
parents took little interest in their children's
education. They were able to make this generaliza-
tion among others: For low SES schools, the
greater the average parental interest in the aca-
demic performance of their children, the higher
the academic productivity of the school) 33

Hollister studied parent-school relations in 18
Detroit elementary schools.134 Four of the
schools were low-income Negro schools; six were
middle-class white schools; and eight were bite-
grated schools, lie found:

Both low-income Negro parents and middle-income
white parents have geater interest in education, higher
educational aspirations for their children, values and
standards that are more congruent with those of tbe
school, and greater knowledge of how to help their child
get through school than low-income white parents [in thc
integrated schoolsj .... 135

Lower income white parents were less likely than
either middle-income or Negro parents to initiate
contact with the school. Hollister noted the
contradiction between this finding and "much of
the current practice literature that assumes uni-
formly indifferent attitudes toward the school
among low-income populations." 36

In the preceding pages there have been
numerous references to the role of students'
families in desegregation. Meketon stressed the
supportive and counseling functions of parents.
Coles had cited numerous clinical examples of the
same phenomenon. Mderson found that achieve-
ment of desegregated Negro children bore no
relationship to whether or not the children's
families were intact or broken. In 1956, the
schools of Louisville were redistricted and many
children were assigned to schools of the opposite
race. Garth reports that 45 percent of the Negro
parents and 85 percent of ther white parents
involved requested that their children be trans-
ferred to schools of their own raee.137

In three studies, white children in desegregated
schools were found to be less prejudiced than the
white community in general: (1) in Alabama,
according to Chesler and Segal, (2) in an integrated
northern school, according to Kaplan and
Matkom, Lnd (3) in Oak Ridge, Tenn., according
to Sartain) 38 In their study of interracial schools
in several small Mid-western communities,
Schmuck and Luszki found Negro students.per-
forming uniformly on a level at or above white
students) 39 As measured by students' responses,
Negro parents were more interested in children's
schoolwork than were white parents; also, "Negro
boys spoke of their families in significantly more
positive terms than the white boys."140

Meyers studied Negro achievement in relation
to family structure.141 Her sample consisted of 46
Negro boys from a Harlem school; all were of
normal intelligence and were evenly divided be-
tween good and poor achievers. She found:

The hypothesis that Negro boys from an economically
disadvantaged environment with a positive self-concepi
would be achievers in the elementary school situation was
supported.... Based on a qualitative analysis of family
interaction, a body of evidence was presented to support
the rtnal hypothesis that Negro boys would function as
school achievers if at least one parent, or some adult in
loco ['arenas, assumed executive guidance and control
over the household.142
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Meyers pointed to the motivating influence of the
civil rights movement and related activities and
observed that these factors raised "new per-
spectives for teachers, guidance counselors,
psychologists and family life educators working
with and. within the Negro community :9143

Rosenberg's study of parental interest, although not
dealing specifically with Negro children and
parents, arrived at a conclusion that is not dis-
sonant with Meyers' conclusion: " . Rather ex-
treme [parental] indifference is associated with
low self-esteem, but whether the interest in the
child is strong or mild often appears to make less
difference."144 More broadly, a national study of
school principals reported "that principals perceive
that even in schools in the most disadvantaged
areas, a large majority of the parents are interested
in their children's performance."145

In a study of Negro and white mothers of
preschool children, Platoff found that whether a
mother had herself attended integrated schools
might be significantly related to her disposition to
relate democratically to her children: " . Inte-
grated education is the only additional predictor,
beyond the major predictors of education and
race, which yields a high correlation with the
attitudes expressed by mothers in situations which
symbolically represent typical mother-preschool
child interactions.146" The point was raised by
Platoff as a possihility only.

In Hartford, Conn., Dunmore studied the deci-
sions by eligible families, whether to participate
in a voluntary busLng plan with West Hartford. A
long series of comparisons was made between
funilies who accepted and those who refused the
opportunity. Numerous socitd-psychological tests
were taken by persons in both groups. Dunmore
concluded that -communication and not social-
psychological variables were critical to the ac-
ceptance of the opportunity."147 Those who
accepted had significantly more chance to accept.

In Chapel Hill, N.C., Prichard found that "after
desegregation, many Negro parents are not as
active in school functions as they were wititin their
own segregated schools. Many of the most active
and outspoken Negro parents in the Chapel Hill
community became inactive and silent in the
integrated school affairs."148 This problem is
rarely described in the research literature.

In a study of educational climates, McDill and
associates sought to establish the mechanisms
whereby the climates affected student aspiration

and achievement. In the process they studied
intensively 20 Iligh schools in 8 States. ... The
critical factor in explainLng the impact of the high
school environMent on the achievement and ed-
ucational aspirations olattidents," they concluded,
"is the degree of parental and community, interest
in quality education."149 And further: " . The

intellectual and social camaraderie between
schools and families .. . appears to be the hallmark
of schools with strong academic climates."159
Undoubtedly, the families are white and middle
class. It would be most signilicantand urgentto
explore whealer such beneficial consequence
would flow from close school-community relations
with Negro and lower class families. (This last
sentence was written in 1970, for an earlier edition
of the present work. Since then, few researchers
have studied the relationslup.)

Between 1971 and 1973, empirical studies of
parent participation in schools were made in three
cities.

Raffel studied participation of various ethnic
groups in 10 Boston schools. He found great
variation in the degree to which parents trusted
the Boston school system to educate their chil-
dren. The following table summarizes responses by
400 parents in percentages. 151

Teachers consistently mispreceived parental
aspirations for their children, for the most part
devaluing the high aspirations. Especially at
schools serving working-class and minority chil-
dren, the discrepancy between parents and teacher
perception was hi&h. Teachers tended to underre-
port having received praise from parents while
parents tended to' c,veti eport having tendered such
praise. In the two schools enrolling the greatest
number of black children, only one-third to
one-fifth the number of teachers acknowledged
being influenced by parents in the degree parents
thought they successfully exerted influence. In
middle-class schools the discrepancy was smaller.

The schools were least responsive to black
parents, as a consequence, black parents were most
insistent on changes in the school system. Raffel
wrote:

Black parents tcnd to be suspicious of the motives of
teachers and their relations with, thek chil-
dren... A majority of parents at the schools serving
black children ... want control over personnel. Those
that do also want control over content and methods....
Three of the four schools where [teacher] satisfaction is
lowest serve black chadren.153
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Ex ent of positive parental trust in the Boston_public school system
by ethnicity and education

Hi hest eduation in the family:.

Less than high school
Ethnicity graduate

percent

Negro
Irish
Italian
Chinese
Other

46
40
93
45

Average Total 38

Except for the Irish, there is a trend for trust in
the schools to decline with the level of education
achieved. Raffel also reports that "from 50 to 60
percent of the respondents are cynical or with a'
low feeling of efficacy or control vis-a-vis the
Boston schools."152 Relatively few parents of
other etlmic groups share the black interest in
control. "Only one in four parents surveyed,"
reports--Raffel, "want parents to play a role in
selecting and replacing teachers and principals." 54

Responsiveness to parents, Raffel concludes, is
Lonexistent across the schools studied. Parente-
desires are not accurately perceived, their wishes
are not, in the main, regarded as legitimate, and
teachers and principals are unable to carry out
changes in the educational program that would
meet some of the parents' desires.

Phillips studied black participation in school
affairs in Newark, NJ., from 1958 to 1972. He
concentrated on the board of education and
central administration. In Phillips' view, the period
saw the school system change from an exclusively
white-operated preserve into a far more responsive
institution. Until 1943, only 13 black teachers
worked in the schools. Five years later they
formed an association for social and professional
purposes. In 1950, 46 of the total of 63 black
teachers taught in largely black schools. They
mounted a campaign Against what they regarded as
discriminatory assignments. During, the 1950's,
headway was made in convincing-the school board

, to assure a more equitable employment and
distribution of teachers. In 1959 the school board
established a Newark residency requirement for

MINORITY STUDENTi

Higli school
graduate

College graduate
or mor

percent percent

5 0
38 50
51 25

-81 50
41 43

44 44

staff personnel. Since somewhat over half the
My's population was then black, this policy wduld
probably create a number, of high-level school jobs
:k-ot blacks. Phillips stated, but did not describe in
deoil, that central adrrunistratorsall of whom
vr:re whitesuccessfully gafried a court reversal of
the policy.

Indeed, Phillips viewed the cent al adminbtra-
tion as capable of "interference' with board
policies. He often lumps together the teacher
organization and the administration. In a long
listing, Phillips summarizes their common role:

Though the Board of Education did not always
respond reasonably to the demands of the blacks, when it
did respond favorably-the response was usually met with
interference.... The professional educators (1) often
ailed to implement .. policy involving the transfer of
personnel to assure an equitable distribution of teachers
throughout the educational institution, (2) through court
action overturned the Board of Education decisions that
required Newark residency for administrative personnel,
(3) ailed to publicize the voluntary pupil transfer system,,
(4) continuously neglected to implement curriculum
policy with alacrity, (5) contrary to Board of Education
policy actively supported legislative measures that would
limit the period required for tenure in administrative and
supervisory positions to 2 years, (6) denied admittance to
blacks, in actthg administrative positions, to memberships
in the local principals' association, and. (7) fostered
improvement in their financial and general working
condition to the virtual exclusion of the ramifications
that certain chan-es were 'bad on the weffare of their
student clients.I5

Most of these items a e described in detail by
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To appraise independently the factual basis of
Phillips' bill of particulars would require consider-
able research. Aside from this problem is the value
of Phillips' approach. Educational research almost
always presents administration as a purely tech-
nical function, carried out in a realm distinctly
below the level of policy. On the other hand,
student and parent protests since 1965 have
frequently been aimed at the administration as
much as the school board. In New York City, for
example, much more "heat" by civil rights pro-
testers was applied around the heads of administra-
tion and organized teachers than around the board
of education.

Ironically, however, while the Newark school
system is, as:cording to Phillips, becoming less
discrirrdnatory, its educational adequacy does not
seem to be thriving. Both in 1)68 and 1974
official inquiries concluded that the system was
failing by far to educate a majority of the children
enrolled in lhe system; 75 percent 9f them were
black in 1975.156 The politically reistic per-
spective of Phillips can be pursued with profit. Its
exciusive use, however, would not yield much
knowledge ofeducational operations within the
classroom. Undoubteclly, large urban school sys-
tems cannot be understood or changed outside a
political perspective. To deny this would seem to
be a political act in itself.15 7

Reporting on the outcome of an experiment in
parent advisory councils, Mann found more or less
what Phillips might have predictedreal power to
change educational arrangements continued to be
monopolized lby official structures. As a result,
nothing significant changed. "As long as formal,
overt modifications in the singular laws of responsi-
bility are not made!' Mann concluded, "as long as
we have not found a way for communities to share

effective responsibility, then it is unrealistic to
expect very much sharing to take place."158

One can' only share what one possesses,
especially -if it is power. The sharing of power by
parents and schools waits upon its redistribution.

COMMUNITY CONTROL

During the 1930's, when W.E.B. DuBois held
out little hope for an end to segregation, he _
advised facing up to the reality of segregated
schools. "Control of their own education, which is
the local and inevitable end of separate schools,

he wrote, "would not be an unmixed ill; it might
prove a supreme good. ..."159 Chief among the
possible advantages he mentioned were heightened
self-confidence and group consciousness. The
greatest disadvantage would be greater "race anta-
gonism." DuBois' thinking was quite in line with
historic black opinion; see, for example, the
statement of the New York Globe in 1883, p. 1.
Always the first choice was a nonsegregated
school. Denied this -preferred alternative, black
leaders often turned inward. However, just as
DuBois in the 1940's later regained confidence in
the posSibilities of integration, so too, did the
larger black community.

Community control of schools by ethnic
minorities has never been practiced in this coun-
try, except in the case of one large group of
Indians during the 19th century. Even then,
coMinunity control was gained not as an aspect of
ethnicity but because these particular tribes were
sovereign independent nations, recognized by
Federal law. Neither their Indian contemporaries
nor their successors ever shared such a lofty legal
status.

Beginning in the early 1960's the issue of
community control arose in New York City. Its
immediate context was in line with 1-dstorical
precedentthe refusal of dominant white society
to institute desegregated schools and the resultant
moves by blacks to turn inward. Several studies
were conducted dealing with the circumstances
that led to the turn. An examination of the
educational consequences of the new arrangement
follows along with a discussion of the significance
of these experiences. Finally, events in several
other cities are reported.

NEW YORK CITY

DurLng the late 1950's, the school integration
movement burgeoned among blacks in New York
City. Between 1957 and 1960, under the leader-
ship of the Parents Workshop for Equality (PWE),
parents demanded the right to send their children
to any school with vacant seats. In 1960 the.
school board yielded and armounced a program of
open enrollment; parents could select schools
where educational opportunities were acknow-
ledged to be superior to those in Harlem. While
from 15,000 to 20,000thildren ultimately partici-
pated, dissatisfaction with the program grew. As
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Rev. Milton Gal-unison head of PWE, explained
retrospectively:

... There was always some feeling in the black
community... that this did not really help the schools in
the ghetto, .. Apart from reducing overcrowding to a
degree, it made no contribution at all to the achievement
levels of the schools in the ghetto. Second, these parents
complained that the total burden for integration was
being placed on the black child...160

Nevertheless, whatever success the program had
was attributable primarily to efforts generatdd by
black parents and the civil rights movement. The
school board was cool toward the program while
many administrators opposed it outright.

A more durable and beneficial form of desegre-
gation was sought by black parents. One approach
was to build schools in areas where the population
was heterogeneous; the enrollment would then be
nonsegregated and children could avail themselves
of educational opportunities where they lived. In
1958, the school board announced plans to con.
struct a new junior high school in East Harlem
(J.H.S. 201) and that it Would be so located as to
open with an integrated enrollment. During the
following few years, community expectations rose.
Construction began in 1964 and the school
(named IS 201) was ready to open 2 years later.
At this point, however, it had become clear that
the school would have only Puerto Rican and
black students. The community objected and
vowed not to permit it to operate on that basis.
School officials .countered that exemplary pro-
grams at the new school would attract white
students on a voluntary basis. Community spokes-
man during the summer of 1966 pressed their case
for integration. In June, a parent leader, Mrs.
Babette Edwards, wrote the mayor: "We intend to
do everything in our power to stop 201 from being
used if it is not operated as an integrated

-school.. I The next month a parents com-
mittee filed an official complaint with the city
government. It charged that the

Board of Education is discriminating against children
of all minority groups and arc perpetuating segregated,
inferior_schools which will deprive our children from
getting quality integated education, , Special pro-
gramming will not under any circumstances bring volup-
tuy integration to the school, but ... busing on aforced
basis is the only solution to the problth162

Integration formed the sole basis of the move-
ment.

In August, a new elenvnt appeared. A leaflet
issued by the principal parents' committee read:

Intermediate School 201 will not open in September
Without:

Integrated Quality Education

Or

Total Community ('ontrol

The text listed more specific mandates:164

Wc demand:
1) Compulsory Zoning for Integration
2) A Progam for Excellence
3) A Community Committee to Supervise the

School

OR
No Integration, then Total Community Control

After a protracted series of conflicts, the parents
of IS 201 attained neither integration nor Com-
munity control. Tfie school opened and was
operated during its early stages on the terms
established by the board of education.

The next phase of the community control
movement occurred with the creation of three
experimental school districts: Ocean Hill . Browns-
ville, IS 201, and Two Bridges. They operated for
3 years. This innovation was an experiment hi
which the community was not given the power to
control but merely to influence the manner in
which the central school board decided to manage.
Certain crucial areas of decisionmaking %ere re-
served by the central board; the lines of authority
of other areas were vague. Nevertheless, several
decision areas were placed under local control;
choice of principals and superintendent, for
example.

Guttentag has made the most systematic study
of the educational consequences of organizing
Harlem's experimental IS 201 district. For pur-
poses of comparison, she chose an adjacent school
district of similar ethnic and economic characteris-
tics and a suburban district,

Schools in the---`201 district were far more-
community affairs than were schools in the com-
parison urban or suburban district. Guttentag
writes: -In the IS 201 district there was one visitor
for every four pupils; in the two comparison
district's, one visitor for every 20 pupils."165
Face-to-face contacts between teachers and
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parents were also far more frequent in 201 than in
the other two districts. The climate of the 201
school was marked by a greater stress on intel-
lectuality and a feeling of openness. Teachers in
201 saw themselves as more self-reliant than
teachers in the city generally.

Teacher-student interaction in 201 schools con-
trasted with that in comparison districts. As
Guttentag writes:

In IS 201, student-initiated talk was more often
directly followed either by teacher pralse or teacher
acceptance of the student's ideas, a highly significant
finding. Furthermore, although teacher's race was signi-
ficantly related to verbal behavior in the comparison
schools, this was not true in the community controlled
schools.166

While teacher-studeot interaction was relatively
free of racial constriction, this did not mean that
race of students was ignored. As Guttentag found,
while 201 students identified themselves as black
just as readily as children in the adjacent Harlem
schools, they showed a greater preference for their
own race dolls. This was especially true of girls.

Did children in 201 schools learn any more
than they had before organization of the special
district or than similar children in other schools?
Gutten tag, who wrote her report in 1972, used the
results of the 1971 achievement testing by the
Psychological Corporatiot. She also compared 201
scores with those for the city as a whole. During
1968-69, 201 children, especially first and second
graders, did well in the context of citywide figures.
Guttentag cites one 201 school that surpassed
national norms in reading. Reading levels in 201
schools held up in 1968-69 at a time when city
reading levels fell. Achievement test mcan scores
rose between 1969 and 1971 in the second
through sixth grades. She concludes that "achieve-
ment in the community controlled schools ap-
parently improved over the 3-year period of their
existence."167Details ale not presented; a proposed
book is to make these available.

The self-concepts of 201 children appeared to
be significantly more related to others than was
the case with comparison children. Both credit for
success and blame for failure tended to be placed
by children on teachers, parents, and the school
rather than on themselves. Guttentag reports that
"they more often gave credit to teachers for their
own good performance than did comparison chil-
dren." This strong other-orientation is somewhat

related to ex ernal control attitudes as discussed
earlier (chapter 7, pp. 131-133). It will be recalled
that Coleman concluded that high academic
achievement was related to an internal, not ex-
ternal, control attitude. Experience in IS 201, as
interpreted by Guttentag, contradicts this view.
Further support for Guttentag's view comes from
a study by Kleinfeld in Washington, D.C., who
found that external control attitudes among black
students did not predict low achievement.168 If
community control schooling engenders positive
external control attitudes, as seems to have hap-
pened in the 201 schools, this might be conducive
to greater achievement. Kleinfeld holds, however,
that achievement among her sample hinged more
on academic self-concept rath..- than on external
or internal control attitudes. In this regard, it is
interesting to recall that Guttentag found in-
tellectuality to be a prominent feature of the
climate of 201 schools.

Guttentag points to two basic reasons for the
generally positive educational experiences at 201
schools. First, informal social organization in

Harlem is based on the block of residence and thus
the small size of the 201 experimental district was
a powerful factor in creating a sense of community
around the schools. Second, "a powerful and
shared ideological commitment" for community
control pervaded the school activities of parents,
staff, and students.

King studied the attitudes of leading persons in
the 201 experiment toward community control
and integration. Of the three districts, 201 seemed
most united on the centrality of community
control. This was truer of leaders of local com-
munity action and antipoverty agencies than of
local church leaders. A prime element in that
commitment was a conviction that the central
school board was not in fact concerned about
educating minority children. Attitudes differed on
residential and school integration. "Although 21
of the [31 IS 201] leaders felt that integrated
schools were not necessary for black youngsters to
receive a quality education," reports King, "only
15Tof the 31 felt that nothing should be done to.
preserve or encourage a racially integrated
city."I 69

All three experimental districts led a stormy
existence. A major reason was the overwhelming
opposition to the experiments throughout the
educational establishment of the city, including
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organized teachers and governmental leaders. But
internal problems proved as important. Charles
Wilson, the first- unit administrator of the 201
district, seemed to hint at one aspect of these
problems when he discussed professional staff
attitudes:

Respi. ct, not love in the traditional "we love the
kiddies- way. I think that's one of the offshoots of the
professional imperialism we talked aboutwe love the
natives. Hogwash. You're hustling the natives. You love
them cause you can hustle them. l'm talking about a sense
of respect v. hen you allow the dimensions of humanity to
include those who are not middle class, whose mothers
don't speak well, whose fathers may not the same
language.17°

In the absence of detailed studies, it is not possible
to discover whether this characterization applies
fairly to the teaching staff at 201 schools.

This very issue, however, led in 1971 to the
resignation of Mrs. Babette Edwards and Mrs.
Hannah Brockington from the directorate of the
201 district. Mrs. Edwards was a pioneer in the
movement for community control and had played
a prolninent role in the events of 1966. Now, the
two leaders charged that "we have seen little
achievement and accountability, mainly because
the so-called black professionals who talk about
community control and accountability to the
parents and community, display the same con-
tempt [for children] as their white counter-
parts."17 1 In a tone reminiscent of the complaints
of I larlem residents in earlier years against schools
directly operated by the central board of educa-
tion, Edwards and Brockington now charged:

We have heard teachers speak of other teacher's
incompe ,ze and abuse of children, without Lifting a
voice or I, to prevent or stop it, because "to do so
would be disloyal to the group." We have seen principals
talk about the wonderful job being done in their schools
while hundreds of children are being misedueated
12011 has from the beginning been battered from the
inside and the outside, but even with tha t it had the
potential to be more than it has become.172

This bitter judgment suggests the insufficiency of
administrative measures in altering basic staff
attitudes.

Ocean Hill-Brownsville (OH-9) was the second
experimental district. McCoy, who was the dis-i
trict's chief administrator, has written a long
analysis of OH-B, Educational issues, such as were
examined in the case of IS 201, do not play any.

role in his work. During the existence of OH-B, he
explains, "the district's ability to educate never
became a serious focal point of discussion."173
Indeed, he believes that what he calls "pedagogical
skill- is irrelevant to an understanding of the
historic events at 01-I-B. There is considerable
support for this view. Faintstein, in referring both
to 201 and OH-B, writes: The experience of
the districts offered little data concerning the
effects of neighborhood control in a routinized
situation. The districts were in a continuous state
of flux."174

McCoy, however, does not believe that 01-1-B
was simply too busy to educate. Rather, he
contends that OH-B was not permitted to educate.

McCoy argues that the dominant white society
has joined racism with economic exploitation in a
successful effort to withhold education from black
children:

White Americans not only refuse to have their children
educated with black children, but they refuse to have
black children educated at all. The real reason is not an
inbred repugnance to association with educated Negroes,
but a very complex understandLng that educated Negroes
make poor bus boys.175

According to McCoy, the teachers union, the
school bureaucracy, and the press are allied in an
effort to deny education to black children. It is
dius understandable that he refers to the basi-
cally reformist mentality" of the OH-B governing
board. The board attempted to educate black
children within the confines of the existing op-
pressive system while seeking only to moderate its
negative effects. But McCoy. regards this.course as
hopeless and concludes that "a violent revolution
is necessary in order to- have American's public
institutions serve all of its people."176 He does
not oppose further campaigns for community
control but declares that these battles will be
fought more for the preservation of dignity than
with the expectation of victory." 7 7

A study by Gottfried suggests, however, that
many parents in OH-B did not regard that ex-
perience as futile. Public opinion polls of OH-B
parents were made in 1968 and 1970. In the latter
poll, 86 percent of the parents reported they had
visited a district school during the previous year.
Gottfried writes that "the community developed
strong feelings of efficacy -pertaining to t.,e
schools."178 Over 2 years, parents became greatly
more favorable toward teachers; in 1968, only 38
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percent of parents responded positively to
teachers; in 1970, the figure rose to 77 percent. In
these respects, therefore, OH-B functioned success-
fully,: especially when compared with other
schools in the ghetto. King, in his study of OH-B
found during early 1970 that the 55 local leaders
interviewed were almost exactly split as to inte-
gration versus separation."9 (In all three experi-
mental districts, King found that of those local
leaders who identified themselves as integra-
tionists, four-fifths also favored community con-
trol.)180

Two Bridges, the third experimental district,
was the most heterogeneous. Of the 5,000 stu-
dents in the district, 35 percerct were Chinese
Americans, 35 percent Puerto Ricans, 18 percent
mainland whites, and 12 percent blacks. While
most of the local leaders were committed to
community control, they also favored integrated
schools by a margin of two to one."' One
distinction between Two Bridges and the other
districts is that in the former there was much less
"grass foots" participation. Guillermo Alonzo,
chairman of the district governing board,' told
King: "... We always depended on agency people
and the professionals rather than the grass roots
people. As a result the community people just
turned their backs on us because they felt that the
agency people were running the district without
caring about the parents;71,82 No published record
of educational changes al Two Bridces is available.

In 1969, the State leOslature passed a law
creating 31 community school districts in New
York City. Each could select its own superinten-
dent and administrative staff, and the local elected
board had certain limited powers. The most
important powers were reserved- to the central
board of education. Community activists were
bitter about the limited powers allotted to locali-
ties. Antonetty, head of the,United Bronx Parents,
declared: "The Masters have given the local
colonies three clear powers. We are given the
power to be in charge of the cafeterias, the
recreational centers, and student discipline:183

Gittell and associates studied the operation of
the community school districts over a 2-year
period. Overall, no important changes in educa-
tional outcome were found. Of the 31 districts,
only two were regarded as "change-agents,"
another six as "active, and the remaining 23 as
"status-quo." in areasAzif school operation other

than curriculum and instrtiction, however, Gittell
found the boards to be more active. After the
1970 elections, community school boards reem-
ployed three-fifths of incumbent superintendents;
the new superintendents were selected by trath-
tional criteria, except in one district. Gittell
summarizes:

There have been no major changes in the distribution
of power in school decisionmaking. Educational policy in
New York City still depends on school professionals in
their unions and associations under central contracts and
agreements. The central headquarters staff and the Board
of Education retains the major share of power.'"

Unless community school boards gain contracting
authority with teachers, contends Gittell, decen-
tralization will not be successful.

Parent participation in the community school
districts, especially by poorer citizens, has in-
creased. This extends to attendance at board
meetings. Yet, Gittell sees this increased activity as
relatively marginal. Thus, in comparing parent
action under the decentralization law with that
under the three experimental districts, she holds
that "the present.decentralization does not really
compare ... in the degree to which it has in fact
opened the gates of participation to previously
excluded groups."185

Zimet studied the operation of the 1969
decentralization law, using Community District 7,
South Bronx as a case study. This district's
enrollment consists *nost entirely of black and
Puerto Rican children. "Based on ... quantifiable
criteria of effectiveness," observes Zimet, "...
there is little evidence of change either in a
positive direction, which would support the hopes
of the proponents of decentralization and cam-
niunity control, or in a negative direction, which
would justify the fears of its detractors."'" Even
with regard to changes in the ethnic composition
of staff the evidence is ambigous. Thus, while the
percentage of black and Puerto Rican administra-
tors rose from about 10 to almost 25 percent, few
new teachers of these ntinority -groups were
employed. One comment by Zimet suggests an
unrealized potential of decentralization or _com-
munity control:

The Decentralization Law has shifted the burden
of failure from the pupils to the school system. The
results of this shift are not yet evident, but at least the
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pressure to change is now being exerted on_ the system
rather Oran on the pupils and their parents.'"

Yet, the range of powers under control of the local
district is so narrow that little room would seem
available for further movement along this line.
Zimet's analysis in one respect at least is close to
that of Gittell: "The inescapable reality of decen-
tralization is the imbalance of power between the
Community School Board and the central Board
of Education."188

Rubin conducted an official inquiry into the
1973 Community School Board elections. Turnout
was only 10 percent compared with a turnout of
14 percent 3 years earlier. Rubin pointed out that
while the districts rival in size many independent
school districts in the county, there are no mass
media geared to informing residents of the 31
districts on a regular basis. While much discussion
proceeds on the assumption that the district lines
were drawn to maximize the ethnic character of
the electorate, the opposite seems to have been the
case. Rubin reports:

.. The electorate of many districts does not reflect
the ethnic make-up of the school In 21 districts, the
majority of pupils are black and Spanish-surnamed. In
only 10 districts do blacks and Puerto Ricans form a
majority of the overall population.I89

This political fact weakened the represenlativeness
of decentralization.

ELSEWHERE

During 1966-67, a small-sLale undertaking in
decentralization was created in the virtually all-
black Woodlawn neighborhood of Chicago. In

Preference of respondent

Black Teachers
White teachers
No difference

Respondents with racial preferences were then
asked whether their preferences might change if

nge preference

-Yes
No

1966 the Woodlawn Community Board was
formed with equal representation from the
Chicago school board, the University of Chicago,
and The Woodlawn Organization (TWO). Later,
the university relinquished some of its pla,:es to
TWO, but retained a total of 11 out of 21 places.
The next year, an agreement waS negotiated to
form the Woodlawn Experimental Schools Project
(WESP). Extremely little is known about the
process leading to the negotiations, and apparently
the text of the agreement was not published in
printed form. The project existed for 3 years.

Armstrong conducted a study to determine
whether schools in WESP experienced any growth
in academic achievement. Comparing a WESP
school (Wadsworth) with a non-WESP school'
(Scott), she found no sipificant difference in
reading or arithmetic scores. Her conclusion was
that "these results may be attributed to the fact
that the Woodlawn Experimental Schools Project
is not a true experiment in political decentraliza-
tion because the Chicago Board of Education
retains approval-veto power over the entire

experimental district and the Woodlawn
Community Board."190 The absence of
independent materials on WESP makes an
autonomous evaluation impossible.

During the lifetime of WESP, in 1968, Brieland
studied the readiness of 380 Woodlawn residents
to accept the services of teachers, among other
professions, without regard to race. Both black
and white interviewers conducted the inquiries.
Respondents were first asked whether they pre-
ferred teachers of their children to be of one or
another race. They replied as follows:191

Percent of Respondents:

To Mute Inte

13

79

ewer To Black Interviewer

55
10
35

they also knew the qua fications of the
teachers:192

Percent of Respondents

To White Interviewer To Black Inte wer
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A very !Ow level of preference for white
teachers is evident from responses to the first
question. Black adults in Wood lawn were not
reticent in devaluing white teachers, although they
were much less ready to admit pro-black pre-
ferences. Responses to the second question suggest
a readiness to consider the merits of a proposal
aside from race. (In 1970, parents in the Ocean
Hill-Brownsville district were asked their racial
preferences of teachers. Some 85 percent said it
would make no difference to them.)193

In Washington, D.C., the Morgan Community
School, part of the district's school system, has
been headed by an elected board for 7 years. Two
different evaluations of educational experience in
the school are available. Haskins has reported:
"Reading scores went up for both years. (The first
year Morgan was one of only six out [of] 176
lementary schools to show an increase.) Math

scores went Up for both years. Observers felt
children were happy, relaxed, and were enjoying
learning."194 Jacoby writes that "standardized
reading and math test scores showed a slight

Negroes

Yes Don't Know NoItem

improvement between 1970 and 1972, but the
school r..us far has been unable to reverse the
familiar pattern of poor black children Nling
further and further below national norms with
each year they spend in school."195 As in the case
of Woodlawn in Chicago, little is known of
day-to-day events in the Morgan classrooms.

In , 1969, Pettigrew polled 887 blacks and
whites in Cleveland with four questions:

1. Do you think parents should be able to help
decide which teachers are hiree or kept on in
their children's school?

2, Should parents be able to help decide
whether a principal is hired or kept on?

3. Should parents be able to help decide what
should be taught in the courses?

4. Should they be able to help decide how the
school spends its money?

Responses were as follows, in percentages:197

Whites

Yes Don't know No

1. Hire teachers 44 11 45 25 7 68
2. Rire principals 46 9 45 24 7 69
3. Decide courses 46 6 48 29 6 65
4. Spend money 53 12 35 43 7 50

Obviously, blacks are much stronger supporters
of one or another form of community control.

Pettigrew probed into_ possible reasons. He
concluded:

While some of its most avid advocates in the Negro
community are rnili tants with separatist leanings, parental
control is basicatty supported by Negroes who seek swift
alteration of their local schools by any intelligent program
of reformbusing, integration, parental control. Ir some
other educational reform were effectively implemented,
much of the Negro sentiment for parental control of
public schools might well dissolve ... But the vast
nujority of Negro supporters and mild supporters [of
muental controll among whitc :. also favor desegregation
and apparently view the two types of reform as
complementary rather than as alternatives.198

Essentially, Pettigrew found that blacksand to a
lesser extent, whiteswere very pragmatic on the
issue of community control and integration.

A turn towards community control has some
historical precedent as does the black community's
continued reliance upon integration. The principal
battleground of the community control movement
v. as New York City during the late 1960's. Actual
control of schools by poor and minority com-
munities, however, was nonexistent. In eveq
instance, crucial areas of governance, employment,
and instruction were reserved to the jurisdiction of
central authorities. This was equally true of the
three experimental districts as well as of their
successor local school boards created in 1969 by
State law. Nevertheless, numerous parents gained
valuable insight into themselves as well as insti-
tutional and bureaucratic aspects of schools that
had earlier escaped their attention.: Educational
growth as such could be readily documented in
one of the three demonstration districts'. Else-
where in the United States community control was
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more a subject of lite
educational reality.

CONCLUSION

discussion than an

Black efforts to assule educational oppor-
tunities for their children have operated within a
community framework. I-listorically, a long life of
community activism can be traced. Since the arly
1950's this tradition has endured. Black com-
munities have been the single most powerful force
in the United States on behalf of desegregation of
schools.

Evidence from national polls demonstrates this
continuing commitment. Even when the opposi-
tion to desegregation took on national proportions
and gained official governmental endorsement,
black opinion held firm. Indeed, black support for
busing, if necessary to achieve desegregation and
improve educational opportunities, has growri
since 1970. Meanwhile, in a small degree, white
opposition has abated.

Black support for desegregation, with or with-
out busing, is higher than evident in national polls.
In some cases, the support is around the 80 to 90
percent level. Speaking louder than words are the
sustained actions in black communities in support
of desegregation, especially when educational gains
achieved or projected seem under threat Many
commentators have asserted that blacks are be-
coming disillusioned -with desegregation. Evidence
cited often turns out to be statements by isolated
individuals. Such evidence is not discernible in the

MINORITY STUDENTS

black communities on more than _an extremely
minimal basis.

The segregated character of urban black com-
munities has failed to dampen the desire of blacks
to share in the fruits of a cornmon economy.
Despite the universal residential segregation, blacks
have much more knowledge of white society than
whites have of black society. Having had an
opportunity at some point to attend nonsegre-
gated schools influences favorably the attitude of
ghetto residents towards integration. The reality of
deliberate housing segregation assures that sooner
or later the adjacent schools will face a change in
racial composition. A study of -white fligje,
however, indicates that: (1) its magnitude is much
less than commonly supposed, (2) it has not
occurred in a number of cases, and (3) i is not at
all inevitable, given certain policies such as county-
wide school districts as in Florida.

Black parent participation on a policy level is
virtually unknown in schools. Available studies
show that school systems either ignore the poten-
tial contribution of parents or provide token
structures for participation which lack real sub-
stance. The movement-for community control is in
part a response to the failure of the schools to
desegregate. It also is an expression of an historic
effort by black and other minority parents to

_assert their right to insist upon educational oppor-
tunity for their children.

The black community is thus best viewed as
activist:and increasingly self-conscious of its goals.
Sound thinking about the future of American
education can hardly proceed apart from this fact.
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CHAPTER 11
SPANISH-SPEAKING CHILDREN IN SCHOOL

Senator Walter F. Mondale, chairman of the
U.S. Senate Select Committee on Equal Educa-
tional Opportunity, addressed a public hearing
conducted by his committee in 1970:

Wc had ... hearings on the educational problems of
Mexican Americans, who comprise the second largest
miriOnty, six million. The TV cameramen broke their legs
trying to get out of the room v..ien we turned to the
subject. I decided that the fastest way to empty a hearing
room Was to announce hemings an Mexican American
education problems.

But I have now found a way to clear a hearing room
even faster, and that is to disuss Puerto Rican education
problems.'

The Senator was not exaggerating much.
Indeed, had he looked carefully. Senator Mon-

dale might have seen another small band of men
and women `Teeing" the hearing room: educa-
tional researchers. The literature of research is
almost devoid of extended studies of the educa-
tional problems of Mexican American and Puerto
Rican children. Many of the existing writings call
attention to problems rather than provide active
examinations of them. Indeed, the single most
extensive study of Mexican American clAdren and
their difficulties in school was made not by
university or independent researchers but directly
by a Federal agency the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights. The aforementioned 1970 Senate
inquiry into educational problems of Puerto Rican
children was the largest then on record.

Much of the existing literature on Spanish-
speaking children in school is debilitated by two
characteristics: (1) a sweeping inattention to the
historical framework of the subject and (2) .a
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strong tendency to reduce school problems of
Spanish-speaking children to defective values held
by the children and their parents. One can be
easily freed from the constraints of the past by
iporing them. This usually, however, results in
exchanging old for newer constraints. Institutional
deprivation and segregation, feeding on deep his-
toric roots, cannot be ignored out of existence.
All but a few of the major educational problems of
Spanish-speaking children can be understood as
consequences of historical -forces. These forces
include cultural facts, such as language and world
view; poverty and discrimination are further recur-
rent features of this same historic experience. A
study of values cannot substitute for an empirical
examination of the actual conditions under which
children learn or do not learn. It makes little sense
to attribute poor academic achievement to the
so-called cultural value of machismo (manliness) or
to low n Ach (motivation to achieve) without
analyzing the constrictive_role of histoq and law
or the active contribution of community and
teacher bias.

In the remaLnder of the chapter studies of the
Mtuations of Mexican-American and Puerto Rican
children are dealt with separately, under headirip
equivalent to the sections of the preceding
chapters: (I) historical background, (2) legal
framework, (3) race and intelligence (4) possibili-
ties of learning, (5) learning in the classroom, (6)
desegregation and achievement, (7) being oneself,
(8) students and fellow students, (9) teachers and
their students, and (10) the community and the
schools. In some instances only one study or no
study is available. This is especially true for Puerto
Rican children.
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MEXICAN AMERICAN CHILDREN
H ISTORICAL BACKGROUND

In historic America, centuries before the com-
mon schools of New England, the Aztecs and
other Indian nations created the earliest public
schools. The: Spanish conquerors destroyed them
as preservators of traditional culture. After some
300 years of conquest, Mexico became inde-
pendent in 1821. Popular education did not
become a reality for any large numbers, especially
if they were poor, during the rest of the century.

M a consequence of the war of 1846-48,
Mexico lost one-third its territory to the United
States. The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo legalized
this immense transfer of land and provided that
Mexicans who chose to remain under Arnerican
rule could practice their own religious rites and
exercise other cultural rights. Concentrated almost
entirely in the State of Texas after the mid-I9th
century, Mexican Americans enjoyed few civil
rights and suffered widespread exclusion from
community resources. Schools regularly refused to
enroll their children. By 1900 or so, here and
there, they were permitted to attend only 'Mexi-
can" schools. These officially segregated schools
were established by explicit school board action.2
Even during the 1920's, marry Texas towns refused
admittance of Mexican American youths to high
schools. Except for a tiny group of wealthy
Mexican Americans, educational opportunities did
not exist. California in the 1920's and 1930's
segregated the Mexican American children. Segre-
gation within formally desegregated schools was
familiar. Sometimes, for example, _graduation
ceremonies for Anglo and Mexican American

eighth graders were held on separate days.
Denigration of Spanish and Mexican culture

was the rule in schools of the Southwest. Penalties
were levied on students who were apprehended in
the act of speaking Spanish on school premises.
State law sometimes forbade the use of a "for-
eign" language, even to teach English (Texas). A
State law intended to encourage teachers to be
bilingual was ignored (New Mexico). Before World
War II higher education was virtually unknown to
Mexican American youth. A few colleges were
established to train future teachers for Mexican
American elementary schools.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK

Legally, Mexican kmericans were not subjec _d
to discriminatory racial laws such as those related
to blacks. Nor were they given the privileges
accorded whites. In Texas, they lacked the rights
held by immigra:rts from European countries. In
1921, for example, the school board of Coryell
County, Tex., refused to permit a Mexican Ameri-
can child to attend school because his parents v.ere
not citizens. Upon appeal, State school authorities
overruled the decision. In 1928, a local action to
segregate Mexican American students on the
ground of race was similarly reversed. Two years
later, the State's supreme court approved segrega-
tion on academic grounds but not for racial or
ethnic purposes. Racial segregation went on. In
Cadfornia, Mexican Americans were defined by
law as Caucasians; between 1930 and 1947, they
were held by the State to be Indians. In 1947 a
Federal court in California outlawed the segrega-
tion of Mexican American children as violating the
separate-but-equal interpretation of thc 14th
amendment. The principle of segregation remained
intact.

The Brown decision of 1954 had no effect on
schooling for Mexican Americans. Indeed, as

Gerry, a Federal civil rights enforcement official,
has written: "...Between 19541970 neither the
courts nor the executive branch seriously attacked
either the segregation of Mexican American,
Puerto Rican, and Native American children or the
invidious discriminatory practices utilized by
school districts in the operation of educational
programs within schools."3 Already by the late
1960's, however, pressure on the Federal Govern-
ment to move in this area came from Mexican
Americans in the Southwest and from Fuel
Ricans in New York. Chicano school boycotts in
California, Texas, and elsewhere, pinpointed de-
mands for equal treatment as well as for enforce-
ment of protective laws.

Chief among these was the Civil Rights Act of
1964. For several years, title VI which forbade the
discriminatory use of Federal funds on the
grounds of national origin as well as race or color,
lay in disuse as far as Spanish-speaking children
were concerned. In 1969, Federal authorities
began to explore possible action. The next year,
HEW's Office for Civil Rights (OCR) issued a

a
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memorandum, "Discrimination and Denial Due to
National Oriiin." It reported that "Title VI
compliance reviews conducted in school districts
with large Spanish-surnamed student population
... have revealed a number of common practices
which have the effect of denying equality of
educational opportunity to Spanish-surnamed
pupils."4 School districts were placed on notice:
"Where inability to speak and understand the
English language excludes national origin minority
giup children from effective participation in the
educational program offered by a school district,
the district must take affirmative steps to rectify
the language deficiency in orderto open its
instructional progam to these students."

Between 1970 and 1974, the courts established
a number of important guidelines. In. Cisneros, in
1970, a Federal district court ruled that Mexican
Americans constituted an identifiable ethnic
minority with a past pattern of discrimination" in
Corpus Christi, Tex. Later, a Federal appeals court
upheld Cisneros In U.S. v. Texas Education
Agency, regarding Austin, Tex., the same, court
declared: "We see no reason to believe that ethnic
segegation is any less detrimental than racial
segregation." When school districts proved unable
to draw up effective progams to remedy the
ethnic discrimination, Federal courts frequently
directed educational specialists to produce a com-
prehensive education0 plan. In Keyes..involving
Denver, Colo., the U.S. Supreme Court in 1973
spoke on the issue for the first time. It held that
"Negroes and Hispanos in Denver suffer identical
discrimination in treatment when compared with
the treatment afforded Anglo students." Thus,
school authorities could no longer claim a black-
Hispano school as desegregated. In the lower
courts, to which Keyes was remanded by the
Supreme Court, an educational plan for a bilin-
gual-bicultural program was made part of the final
order.

In 1974, the Supreme Court reversed a lower
court and held in law that "students who do not
understnd English are effectively foreclosed from
my meaningful education." Relying upon the
1964 Civil Rights Act and the aforementioned
1970 OCR memorandum, the high court directed
The San Francisco board of education to offer
Chinese-speaking students sufficient special in-
struction to enable them to pursue further educa-
tion meaningfully. Mexican Americans were not
mentioned in the decision because of non-involve-
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ment in the specific ease. Ultimately, however,
they would become its principal beneficiaries.

By 1975, Mexican Americans had gained, the
status of an autonomous etknic group, sharing
with blacks special conatitutional protection.
Having suffered a common fate of planned de-
privation and segregation, both minorities could
summon .up legal weapons which ontil rezently
either did not exist or remained unenforced. The
burden of mecrun unique educational problems
was shifted from the individual parent to the
school ,-,ystem. As in recent desegregation rulings,
the new law respecting Mexican Americans re-
quired evidence of actual results rather than policy
declarations of belief hi equality. "Purposeful
design" to deprive children no longer had to be
demonstrated. Only effects would matter. The
attainment of extended legal protection was an
undoubted achievement. How faithfully Mc pro-
tection was translated into practice remained to be
seen.

RACE AND INTELLIGENCE

Sociological and psychologcal writings of the
1920's, 1930's and part of the 1940's were rife
with assertions of the intellectual inferiority of
Mexican Americans.5 IQ test scores suffneed the
argument, much as in the case of anti-black and
anti-immigrant movements. (See-chapter 3.) Since
the nild-1940's an ethnic basis to a purported
intellectual deficit has not been pressed. Instead,
intellectual inferiority of Mexican American chil-
dren has been posited as an aspect of the group's
poverty. In this sense, socioeconomic status re-
placed race.

THE POSSIBILITIES OF LEARNING

The impact of language differences on IQ scores
has drawn considerable attention in the literature.
Extreme cases are clear. Those whose sole language
is English are not customarily tested in Spanish,
nor do those whose only language is Spanish take'
tests in English. However, the representative Me-xj."

can American ckild is bilingual in varying degrees
of competence. Since IQ tests are not tailored to
the individual child's language abilities, a test
wholly in Spanish or Eng,lish fails to reveal the
child's abilities. Beyond the language of the test is
its loge and structure. These aspects are not
narrowly verbal but culturLI in character. Native
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Americans who take IQ tests constructed in
English may still be penalized because of dis-
parities of previous life experiences. IQ test scores
reflect social class differences. (Chapter 4 explores
this subject more fully.) Thus, verbal, cultural, and
class factors may be at work in the IQ score.

Another element to the cnnsidered is the basic
concept which is used in reporting IQ test results

the normal distribution of scores. This term
refers to the probability that intelligence is dis-
tributed in a large population along a bell shaped
curve; that is, most are in the middle and relatively
few at the low and high, extremes. The theory or
the normal distribution is based on statistical
probability, not ethnic or racial capacity. Thus, it
is not statistically "normal" for Anglo children to
crowd the upper end of the distribution and for
Chicano children to cluster at the lower end nor
the other way around. The repeated finding that
minority children score below Anglo children is a
warning that nonrandom factors are at work.6

Galvan analyzed the handicap imposed upon
Mexican American child by the flure to use
Spmish language testing instruments. He experi-
mented in a ria Ilas school with 100 Mexican
kmerican third, fourth, and fifth graders. They
came from the same neighborhood. Each student
took the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children
(WISC) in two versions English and Spanish.
Here are the mean scores, by sex:7

Mean
Ig

score English Mean score Spanish
ull scale IQ run scak IQ

Boys 50 938 0.80 99.20
Girls 50 9.51 92.48 101,84

TOTAL 100 9.44 90,14 102.02

The distribution of all the se-ores by IQ group was
as follows:8

IQ Range
130+ Very Superior

English

_WISC

Spanish
WISC

2
120-129 Superior 5
110-119 Bright normal 1 15
90-109 Average 57 60
80-89 Dull normal 28 11

70-79 Borderline 11 5

69-belowMentally defective 3 2

The same order of increase was found in a
comparison of Enghsh-Spanish differentials on
verbal and nonverbal subscores in the tests.9

A somewhat similar study was made by Davis
and Personke in Victoria, Tex. 88 Mexican Ameri-
can children scored about the same on Spanish and
English forms of the 'Metropolitan Readiness'
Test. In "word meaning," however, the children
scored significantly higher on the Spanish form.
The researchers conclude that language as such is
not the critical element in the test performance of
bilingual children. They suggest as possibly more
important that the test resonate with "the ex-
periential background" of the child. This view
would seem to cast considerable doubt on the
practice of the school system in grouping first:"
grade entrants "according to judged ability to use'
English." The researchers state that such a con-
elusion is not necessarily warranted.I0

Vogler studied possible discrimination in a
pictorial test of intelligence. His subjects were 108
Mexican Anterican and Anglo first graders in
Tuc-vn, Ariz. He found that socioeconomic status
accounted for more of the differences between the
groups than did ethnic membership. The Deviation
Intelligence Quotient of the test used in th© study
"tends to discriminate against children from thc
Mexican American and lower socioeconomic status
cultures. . ."1

Chandler and Plakos studied the placement of
47 Spanish-speaking children in classes for the
educable mentally retarded in California. Enghsh
and Spanish editions of W1SC were used. Scores by
IQ groups were as follows: 1 2

ELsot_-_yres English WISC Spanish WISC
100+ -- 2
90-99 6
80-89 3 19
70-79 22 16
Below 70 22 4

The higher scores registered on the Spanish version
are especially impressive inasmuch as the children
thvolved were originally classified as retarded.
Median scores rose from 70 on the English WISC
to 83 on the Spanish WISC. Chandler and Plakos
note: "... Some [of the children] have spent as
long as 3 years in a 'special' class and as such may
not have received the same advantages as pupils
with comparable 1Q's in regular classes; the
'special' placement may have been a retarding
thfluence." I 3

Armstrong investigated IQ test bias among 63
` students attending Pima College and the University
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of Arizona. The nonrandom sample, consisting of
equal numbers of black, Indian, and Chicano
students, was asked to classify intelligence test
items according to their cultural appropriateness.
Three degrees of bias (high, intermediate, and low)
were established empirically and two conditional
degrees of bias (H and L) indicated. A control
group of Anglo students was selected.

The 45 test items were classified as follows by

the students:14

Rating_ Indians Blacks Chicanos

H 1 -) 2

H 10 5 3

I 18 16

L 14 6 12

L 2 16 17

five items, students from two or three ethnic

groups gave directly opposite ratings.
Armstrong then intentiewed the students to

elicit their reasons for attributing bias to an item.
They listed seven reasons:

1. Verbal facility
2. English vocabulary
3. Thing-oriented, not action-oriented
4. Specialized knowledge
5. Culturally irrelevant
6. Excessively formal logic
7. Tricky question

Since the Anglo contro1 group consisted of only

10 students, Armstrong did not attempt to

develop a too fine comparison.
The role of language differences in testing has

been explored by several investigators. Vasquez

declares that "in English or Spanish, a test

conceived with Anglo, middle class subjects in

mind is biased culturally against the Chicano

child.7715 He adds that the cultural' element in a
test cannot be neutralized by translation. A similar
point has been made by Bertau and Clasen who
studied the differences in test scores arising out of
the administration of a standard personality test in

this country (English) and in Venezuela (Spanish).
They explained that the translation was all but

ral: "... The items were written taking as a
prime consideration the grammatical similarity of
the translated words and sentences, instead of
trying to culturally adapt the construct behind the
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original American items. '16 In a formal sense, the
two versions were the "same." But they func-
tioned very differently. The researchers report, for
example, that "25 percent of the Venezuelan
correlation indices are in the opposite sign to the
one obtained in America." Comparability of the
two sets of responses was not improved even when

the test results were weighted differently in

Venezuela. Clearly, words as such are minor
elements in cidtural intercommunication.

Havassy analyzed an inter-American series of
SpanisManguage tests. Her criticism is severe:

The Spanish directions, in what may be proper Puerto
Rican Spanish are a poor choice of words from the point

of Southwestern United States Spanish speakers
The words are a poor sampling of words in common

usage and choice appeus to be biased towaids the words
to which an upper middle clasi chUcl would have the
greatest possibility of being exposed The Spanish
version is a straightforward literal translation of the
EngiM version and not a parallel form.17,

She questions the cultural appropriateness of the

tests. In the absence of further information, it is

difficult to appraise Havassy's critique. Yet, the
type of criticism she makes rarely appears in the
literature.

Moreno takes the view that intelligence testing
with bilingual children is inappropriate since they
are not equally proficient in both languages. If
schools offered bilingual curricula in which the
children could succeed, the language factor might
recede into insignificance. Ln the absence of such
opportunities, as at present, a culture-fair test for
bilingual children, insists Moreno, must be scored
on norms based on the performance of these
ehildren.19 This position seems to be only a step
away from the viewpoint already expressed in
chapter 4: the acceptability of the child, not of
the test, is the real issue.

LEARNING IN THE CLASSROOM

During 1970-74, the U.S. Commission on Civil

Rights published the findings of its comprehensive
six-volume Mexican American Education Study. It

is the mos,: far-reaching treatment of the subject
yet reported. Much of the material on academic

achievement is included in volume two, on educa-

tional outcomes.
Reading levels among students in llve south-

western States in terms of the percentages of each
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ethnic group reading at average or above grade
level follow: 2 I

4th

_grade

Anglos 74.7%
Mexican Americans 48.7
Blacks 44:.1

8th
grade

7 L8%

35

41.7

grade
66.3%

37.4

30.3

Repetition of first grade by Mexican American
children is nearly double that of blacks and almost
triple that of Anglos. Rates of grade repetition and

&ILO:
Calif. Texas

other academic shortfall among Mexican Ameri-
cans are much lower in California than in Texas.

School holding power is sharply differentiated
by ethnic group. Of 100 children in each of the
three ethnic groups in the Southwest who began
first grade, 23.8 percent of the Angles, 8.3 percent
of the blacks, and 5.4 percent of the Mexican
Americans had completed college-years later.
Comparing California and Texas, Angles find the
lattec more favorable; the minorities fare better in
California. Following is a compilation spannMg
first grade through entry into college; figures are
stated in percentages:23

Mexican American: Blacks:
Calif. Texas Calif. Texas

Grade 100.0 100:0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0 93.8 86.1 93.7 98.8

12 85:7 85:1 63.8 5.2:7 67.3 64.4

Enter
College 46.9 53.0 16.2 34.0 26.7

Given this compilation it is not surprising that
after high school graduation minority students are
twice more likely to enlist for military service than
Anglos.

Art earlier study of education in the Southwest
was conducted by Grebler and associates in the
mid-1960's. Regarding grades, they reported:

... Schools use those grading practices which are felt
to be most functional to the projected futures of their
pupils .. . The grave dysfunction of particularistic grading
is that it obscures the extent of discrepancy between real
learning and what is supposed to hue been learned.24

This phenomenon of a discriminatory, patronizing
grade structure is not unfamiliar in the case of
other minorities. It was noted earlier in studies of
Stockton and Riverside, Cif. and Portland, Oreg.
(See chapter 5, p. 61 and chapter 9, pp. 79 and
97)

Payne studied the interrelation of poverty,
reading, and etimic group in the Los Angeles
public schools. Reading score averages by at-
tendance district fell as the minority ratio rose.
This was, truer of Spanish-surnamed than of black
students. The former, Payne reports, "are fallMg
behLnd in reading at an increasing rate as they
advance to higher grades."25 By 10th grade, the
trend is still discernible as reathng scores fa along
with rising proportions of minority students and
translate AFDC recipients. Indeed," writes
Payne, "the coefficient for the Spanish-surnamed

variable approaches a near- 'n pre-
thction. . ."2-6

Noyola described the problematic situation at
J.T. Brackenridge Elementary School in Sari
kitonio, Tex. In preschool classes, accorthng to
the researcher: "The children do not speak EngJish
at all, and the teachers do not speak Spanish at all.
Yet, the classroom activities continue for a whole
school year."27 In the school as a whole, Mexican
American children constituted over 99 percent of
enrollment. Most lived in a nearby public housing
project. Only one out of five teachers could
understand and speak Spanish. Noyola found little
to say about academic achievement in the school.
Cordova sought to discover interrelations among
acculturation, achievement, and alienation in a
sample of 477 Spanish American sixth graders in
16 schools. Achievement was found to be insigni-
ficantly related to acculturation. Indeed, among
urban middle class students achievement decreased
as acculturational level rose. As for alienation,
Cordova wrote:

Alienation is not learned by a lack of achievement, but
rather by cultural conflicts, confuMon, insecurity, and
meankiglessness. Low achievement is only a Tymptom of
alienati.m.28

Teachers seemed unaffected by students' accul-
turation when formulating achievement expecta-
tiOns.
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Killian conducted a study over 26 months of 84
Spanish American and Anglo rural kindergarteners
and first graders. Clildren were tested at the
outset and nearly 3 years later. Spanish American
chlldren began their school careers with "not only
... a verbal comprehension deficit, but had
difficulty with the receptive process in both
auditory and visual channels and problems with
sequencing and order."29 At the end of the study,
a verbal comprehension deficit remained. They
had, however, entirely eliminated a performance
deficit on the WISC .test of intelligence. On

nonverbal measures of IQ, the children scored
normally; they were deficient, however, on verbal
measures. Their reading progress was deficient but
not their arithmetic. Unfortunately, Killian does
not report on the content of classroom work over
the period. It is thus impossible to ascribe

specific outcomes to concrete actions that may
have occurred in the classroom.

An intensive case study type of investigation
was carried out by O'Neill in Stockton, Calif. The
Taylor Elementary School, with almost half of its
enrollees Mexican American, had a heterogeneous
student body; one.seventh were Filipino and
another one-seventh., Anglo. At the time of her

study, O'Neill was a fifth-grade teacher. One-third
of her class were students she had taught in
kindergarten at the same school. She observed of
the Me.,dcan American fifth graders: "The greatest
loss [shice kthdergarten] is of Spanish vocabulary
and Meydcan and Spanish concepts, but this loss is
not compensated by commensurate gains in

English vocabulary or American culture."30
Ramirez studied 115 Spanish-speaking students

in two schools of Redwood City. Calif. Of these
students, 58 attended a school in which they
received bilingual instruction; the others went to a
school offering only monolingual instruction. Chil-
dren were enrolled in kindergarten through third
grade. Ramirez found that bilingual instruction
had a generally "positive effect .. on the develop-
ment of the oral English of Spanish-speaking
pupils."31 But this effect did not become evident
until 2 or more years of the study. During the first
2 years, the language performance of the bilingual
group was poorer than that of the monolingual
group. During the third year, the bilingual group

took the lead
In San Antonio, Tex., MacMillan studied the

impact of certain socioeconomic factors on the

school achievement of 722 Mexican American,

Negro, and Anglo students in 12 schools. Achieve-
ment scores correlated significantly with oecupa.
tion of father, attendance, and intelligence. Com-

parisons of the three groups were not controlled
for socioeconomic status. In an analysis of at-
tendance, MacMillan found that Mexican Ameri-
can children had the best record among the three
groups when the temperatures stood at 60°F. As
the weather grew colder, however, attendance
dropped sharply because of lack of suitable cloth-
ing. yet, "an anysis of variance showed no
significant difference between the Anglo and
Mexican American attendance means."3 2

Anderson and Safar studied equal educational
opportunities in two southwestern communities.
hi Community A, Indian and Mexican Americans
made up 15 percent of the population. Anglos
dominated the school board, admiistration, and
faculty. In Community B, minorities constituted
60 percent of the population. Spani&h kmericans
filled four of the five seats on the school board.
School board members in Community A were
under the erroneous impression that all children
were equally encouraged in the schools, In Com-
munity B, the board members complained of
unequal treatment of students while teachers and
administrators believed there were no substantial
differences. "Because of this gulf between the
communities and their professional education,"
the researchers observed, "the schools fail to assist
the minority child in overcoming his educational
handicaps and little is done to offer true equality
of educational opportunity."33 The Mexican
American child tends to internalize the com-
munity's low achievement expectations for him.

The effects of ability grouping on 491 An
and Mexican American sixth grade students in six
schools of Albuquerque, N. Mex., were studied
by Sarthory. The effects were related much more
to social class and IQ than to ethnicity. In general,

ability grouping tended to reinforce existing
trends: It deflated already low occupational aspira-
tions and inflated slightly those already high. It
also tended to depress already low self-concepts as
well as depressing slightly the high selkoncepts of
high IQ students.34 Sarthory distinguished be-

tween the promotion and perpetuation of ill
effects upon students. Ability grouping, he found,
did not create additional learning burdens for
children. "Grouping does appear to perpetuate
existing social cleavage, however, but along social
class lines more than along ethnic lines "35

2 4
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Sarthory states that ability grouping should not be
practiced in interethnic schools: "New methods of
creating school attendance districts need to be
developed. Present practices tend to perpetuate
social and economic cleavages which are reflected
in residential segregation."36

Anderson and associates studied classroom
climates in three schools in the area of El Paso,
Tex. Area 1, near Juarez, Mexico, almost adjacent
to El Paso, Tex., contained many poor immigrants
who spoke Spanish almost exclusively. Area II,
nearer the city proper, had fewer Mexicans; more
English was spoken; fathers typically had some
formal education and were employed in jobs
requiring a degree of skill. Residents of Area III
were for the most part born in the U.S.; their
predominant language was EnOish; families were
smaller, and the household heads were far more
educated than those in the other areas. The
schools of each area were distinctive. In Area 1,
for example, were found those "teachers who
express more positive attitudes toward the dis-
advantaged [and] also express more positive atti-
tudes toward students in general."37 On the other
hand, while "teachers dominate the verbal be-
havior in [all] the classrooms studied," teachers in
Area III are engaged in direction-giving to a much
greater extent than are teachers in the other two
areas."38 Teachers who stress academic interests
were concentrated in Areas I and II.

Winther and associates traced the educational
fortunes and misfortunes of the entering freshman
class of 1963 at the University of N. Mex., 5 years
later. A sample of 189 (over 10 percent of the
class) was distributed as follows by 1968:39

Status

Graduated
Currently enrolled
Dropped out

Sparyish
surnamed Other

24.4
6.1

69.5

30.8
8.1

61.1

Spanish-surnamed students made up 15.7 percent
of all resident students at the university." The
researchers note that dropouts and failures are
socially "invisible"; they simply disappear without
any substantial interest shown by university
authorities. Winther and associates call this an
"open-bottomed" system.41 "The tradition and
trend are service to thc 'winners' and forget the

2

'losers' Those.who come and for any reason
'do not make it' are largely left to their own
devices and are explained after the fact, if at all,
by 'they didn't belong here in the first place.42
In 1975, special measures were being developed
toward corrective action in this area.43

DESEGREGATION AND ACHIEVEMENT

In 1972, 2,414,179 Spanish-surnamed children
attended public schools in the United States. Of
these, 1,050,700 or 43.6 percent were enrolled in
predominantly Anglo schools; 568,055 or 23.5
percent went to schools where minority students
made up from half to 79.9 percent of enrollment;
and 795,423 or 32.9 percent attended schools in
which minority students constituted 80 percent or
more of enrollment. (See table in chapter 6) If
desegregation is defined in accordance with the
newer legal conception of Mexican Americans as
making up an autonomous ethnic group, then only
the first group consisting of a scant 44 percent
of all SpaMsh-surnamed students attends dese-
gregatrA schools. Surely, however, part of the
second group were in schools that would also
qualify as desegregated. Almost certainly none of
the schools attended by the third group would so
qualify. A related point is worth noting. Until the
early 1970's, court desegregation orders did not
ordinarily require that Mexican Americans be
placed in formerly Anglo schools instead of just in
formerly black schools as was the practice of
school boards. Very few of the aforementioned
rust group of Spanish-surnamed students there-
fore found themeselves in predominantly Anglo
schools as a result of a deliberate school board
decision to desegregate. ,

In the Southwest as a whole, a high dcgree of
segregation exists. Neuly half of ail Mexican
American students attend somewhat over one-
tenth of the region's schools. Concentration is
most extreme in Texas where the U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights found that "40 percent of all
Mexican American pupils are in schools that are
nearly all Mexican American."44 Far less isola-
tion exists in New Mexico and California. Often,
predominantly Mexican American districts and
schools are adjacent to predominantly Anglo
districts and schools. Unfortunately, the Commis-
sion on Civil Rights did not compare academic
achievement in segregated and nonsegregated
schools.
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It will be recalled that after the first year of
court-ordered desegregation in San Francisco the
reading and mathematics achievement gaLris of
Spanish-speaking students exceeded those of
blacks. Both groups, however, gained considerably
less than white children. (See chapter 6, p. 141) In
Riverside, virtually the same results were reported
(See chapter 6, pp. 147-154) Studying 1,681
Mexican kmerican junior high school students,
Kimball found that their academic achievement
was directly related to the percent AngJo in the
school. The desegregation effect, according to
Kimball, is one of the most important influences
on their achievement, being exceeded only by

parentO factors.45

BEING ONESELF

In Los Angeles, Calif., Derbyshire studied iden-

tity crisis among Mexicar: American adolescents.
He found that identification with Mexican culture

served "as an integrative technique for reducing

adolescent identity and role-conflict:946 Those
who do not identify.are more education minded,
and experience fewer school failures and arrests,
They regard school as a way of getting ahead and

tend to blame themselves when things go wrong.
The more Americanized peers are near the other

pole. Thus, concludes Derbyshire, "... forced
acculturation of minorities by the dominant group
may be dysfunctional for adequate and accurate
integration of dominant value orientations and

behaviors:947
Support for Derbyshire's conclusions is found

in Kimball's study of 1,681 junior high school

students in Los Angeles. He reported:

... A substantially higher proportion of the Mexican
American students born in Mexico achieve high grades
than those [Mexican Americans] born in California or the

Southwest . Those pupils reporting the highest level of
family use and knowledge of Spanish also receive the
largest proportion of high grades...48

Kimball was puzzled by this finding. In explana-

t to n , he spe culated that "a process of
ghettoization takes place, in which the longer a
family line remains in the large segmgated Mexican
American communities of the Los Angeles area,
the more inward grown they become and less

inclined to acculturation and achievement in the

Anglo cul ture."4 9
Similarly, Sanchez found in a study of the Lee

Mathson School in San Jose, Calif., that self-

concept seemed more stable among first-genera-
tion than second.generation Mexican Ameri-
cans.50 At the Franklin Elementary School in
Berkeley, Calif., Lopez writes, "although most of
the fir st-generation Chicanos in Franklin's
bilingual class could make the crucial identifica-
tion with their raze and familias, the majority of
second-generation children were painfully ashamed
of their cultural heritage:951

Malry studied aspirations of Anglo, Mexican
American, and Negro 9th and 12th graders in
Albuquerque, N. Mex. The Mexican American
families were the poorest. Of the three groups,
Mexican American students had the lowest self-
image; they feel -that they just can't learn, and

. that they could do better in school if only the
teacher would not go so fast."52 Absolute educa-
tional aspirations are low and related to social
class. One exception is the inverse relationship of
college-going aspirations to social class.53 There
was some indication that the educational aspira-
tions held by Negro and Mexican American
parents for their children declined between 9th
and 12th grades.5 4 If so, this might be a reflection
of increasing realism as the actuality of job seeking
approached.

Heller studied 165 Mexican American male high
school seniors in Los Angeles.55 Her primary
interest was in the occupational ambitions of the
young men and the means they envisioned for
achieving the goals. Mexican American aspirations
were like those of Anglos, especially when social

class was equated. The former, however, have
considerably more realistic conceptions of what
they expect to get.

Heller divided her sample into two groups:
98 boys in two predominantly Mexican Ameri-

can schools (segregated)
67 boys in six predominantly Anglo schools

(integrated).
Aspirations to nonmanual occupations were ek-
pressed by 64 percent of the later and 49 percent
of the former.56 The two groups were alike,
however, in educational expectations. But, de.
clared Heller, -whether the Mexican AMericans
will move toward the occupational distribution of
the population at large depends, among other
things, on whether their children will break out of
the school ghettos they are now in".5 7

Heller notes that a fundamental reorientation
toward formal education has taken place in the
Mexican American community in_ Los Angeles
since 1945: "The real breakthrough in the pattern
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of Mexican American nonmobility was made after
the war by the returning GI's. When they started
enro.ling in college, they were referred to in their
community as locos, crazy.-58 Previously, such
attempts had been regarded as futile. Heller also
states that the establishment of a junior college in
East Los Angelt s had a significant effect.59

Realistically, Mexican American youths do not
as yet match thoir aspirations with actual prepara-
tion for professional careers; such careers are in
fact not readily available to them. Mexican krneri-
can IQ scores are sharply lower than those of
Anglos. When students are equated for social class,
however, the gap closes significantly but the
difference is still substantial.60 IQ scores of
Mexican American students were found by Heller
to vary significantly with size of family; the
ernaller the family, the higher the IQ. Anglo
families being smaller on tile average, their IQ's
were higher.6 I

Heller probed certain social values traditionally
classified as Mexican and others as Anglo. She
found in the area of social values that in general:
"Mexican American high school seniors .. . largely
resemble their Anglo-American peers, especially
when the factor of class is controlled."62 Wh2t
happened to the Mexican cultural values of de-
fending family honor and of preferring to smooth
over disagreements rather than effecting a blunt
confrontation? Heller wrote:

... A much larger proportion of Mexican American
boys in the "integrated- schools (74 percent) than in the
"nonintegrated- schools (55 percent) answered that they
prefer to be the kind of person who "never lets an insult
to his or his family's honor go by ..." Among the ...
[integrated], only 42 percent but among the (segregated]
65 percent expressed preference for pointing out real
issues to facilitate intelligent arguing over disagree-
ments.63

As for belief in individualism and orientation
toward the future, some interesting contrasts
emerged.

Significantly more Mexican kmericans than
Anglos "chose to give up the pleasures of the
present in oider to assure the future.64 Both
groups have about the same order of orientation to
the future. Both are devoted to individuality, but

_

not to the pourtIof risking social isolation; the
Mexican American boys showed this tendency
more than the Anglos.

In Heller's view, "the school socializes the
Mexican American boy in mobility values but fails
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to socialize him in mobility-inducing behavion-65
The capacities of Mexican American youths are
left underdeveloped by the schools. Teachers
simply do not expect Mexican Americans to learn
as much as Anglo children. Indeed, according to
Heller, the well-meaning but misdirected teacher

s more likely to be concerned with doing
something so that the Mexican American child
'should not feel inadequate' instead of doing
something so that the child would stop being
inadequate."66

Sierra Rodriguez studied self concept among
120 Mexican American and Anglo sixth graders in
six schools, in the San Diego area. He found that
Mexican kmerican self-concept was related di-
rectly to the proportion of Mexican Americans in
the student body. The researcher reported that
Mexican Americans judged themselves by Chicano
rather than Anglo standards of comparison: "He
sees himself as other Chicanos see him."67
Braccio, studying 120 low socioeconomic status
Anglo and Chicano children in two cities found
the latter had the higher school self-concept.68
Valenzuela studied the records of Chicanos in
South High School, Omaha, Neb. (Of the city's
176 Spanish-surnamed high school students, 148
attended this school.) He found no significant
difference in self-concept scams between Chicano
and Anglos. And, using grades as an indicator of
achievement, he found Chicano students "had not
a significantly lower grade point average than
knglo students with the same IQ and socio-
economic status."69

Linton analyzed certain aspects of 332 Mexican
American and Anglo sixth graders from 16 schools
in one south New Mexico city. The sample was
stratified by socioeconomic levels. On neither
general nor academic self-concept did any signifi-
cant difference emerge among ethnic groups. Far
more important were differences in self-concept
scores attributable to socioeconomic factors."
Gustafson and Owens explored self-esteem among
552 third and sixth graders in five predominantly
Chicano schools in urban California. Both Mexican
American and kit& children made up the sample.
At the third-grade level, self-esteem did not vary
by ethnic group. At the sixth-grade, however,
significant differences had emerged and all to the
favor of Anglo rather than Mexican American
children.71

The long-standing policy of prohibiting student
use of the Spanish language in classrooms and
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school playgrounds cannot help but envelop the

student's conception of his cultural heritage in an
air of illegitrnacy and self-doubt. Yet, the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights found that two-thirds
of the Texas schools in its sample discouraged the

use of Spanish in the classroom; for the Southwest
as a whole the proportion was one-third.72 The
school's own sense of Anglo identification is

spotlighted by the Commission's additional finding
that "the higher the proportion of Mexican Ameri-
cans, the greater the probability that the school
will have the 'No Spanish' rule."73 Language
prohibitions are not unique to the Southwest. In
1971, Gamboa reported that in schools along the
Yakima Valley in the State of Washington, stu.
dents who spoke Spanish were punished.74 In
Lubbock, Tex., De Leon writes: "Children are no
longer spanked if they speak Spanish. Yet they are

still told not to speak it .75 De Anda has
conceptualized the personal cost of language pro-
hibition in a striking phrase: In effect, the policy

meant that for a time the child had to become
functionally mute,"76

In his extraordinary autobiography, Barrio Boy,
the scholar Galarza recalls the happier school days
of an immigrant boy from Mexico. He attended
the Lincoln School in Sacramento:

Miss [Nettie] Hopley (the principal] and her teachers
never let us forget why we were at Lincoln: for those
who were alien, to become good Americans; and for those
who were so born, to accept the rest of us ... The school
was not so much a melting pot as a griddle where Miss

Hopley and her helpers warmed knowledge into us and
roasted racial hatreds out of us . At Lincoln, making us

into Americans did not mean scrubbing away what made
us originally foreign ... No one was ever scolded or
punished for speaking his native tongue on the play-
ground ... It was easy for me to feel that becoming a
proud American as she [Miss Hopley] said we should,
did not mean feeling ashamed of being a Mexican.77

Galarza does not note whether the Lincoln staff
invested much emotion in their insuuction; in-

deed, they seem to have been a cool but respectful
lot. On the other hand, they created a school
climate of helpfulness and acceptance that must
have encouraged children of all backgrounds. This
decency could not have been consequence of the
power of the Mexican American community for it
had no such power. Rather, it was a product of an
entirely different calculus.

Unfortunately, the Galarza work is an excep-
tion in the literature. If there are parallel experi-

ences to report, they should be brought to print
promptly, Meanwhile, Palomares' rhetorical ques-
tions seems relevant. She first observed that
carrent social science studies frequently turn up
data indicating that the Chicano self-concept is as
high or no !-Iwer than that of an Anglo student .
"What is gLiried by educators," she asks "if this
[same Chicano] child has 'turned off' the schoOl
and the majority culture and as a result does not
become equipped to interact effectively in both
worlds?"78 Thus, the goal of self-concept studies
in education is not to measure successfully the
abstract and free-floating phenomenon cOed self-
concept so much as to inquire into the fate of the
whole organism of which the self-concept is only
an expression. It would thus seem indefensible to
treat high self-concept as an educationally valid
substitute for school achievement. Such a pro-
cedure would hardly be countenanced for chfldren
of the dominant community.

A minor area of research into self-concept
relates to the role of skin color. Werner and Evans
tested the skin color preferences of 40 4- and
5-year old Mexican American children. Subjects
were presented with dolls; "white" dolls had
- -'yellow hair and flesh-toned N skin; the Negro
dolls had black hair and brown skin."'" Children
who were attending preschool were more "pre-
judiced" in that they preferred the white doll
consistently. They also tended to say the white
adult doll was larger than the black one, although
both were the same size. When value choices were
made, white skin was regarded as good, dark skin
as bad.8° Cota-Robles, in a study of 28 Mexican

American Head Start children in Torrance, Calif.,
probed color preferences. While from half to
three-quartcrs of the children correctly identified
their own skin color, nearly three-quarters did not
express a preference for the color brown. The
researcher asked the children to identify crayons
by color, which they did. When, however, they
were asked to select a crayon with which to draw
Ln accurate self-portrait, they stayed away from
brown. Instead, "they overwhelmingly chose
bizarre colors as skin color preference," thus
revealing "emotional anxiety and conflict." Cota-
Robles concludes that "when the child rejects the
dark color, he knows that he must be identified
with that which-lie rejects and, therefore, is in
con flict.-8 1

At the other end of the academic ladder, Lopez
studied the role of skin color in self-preference of
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college students. His subjects were 168 Mexican
American students attending three California in-
stitutions of higher education: San Jose State
College, Sacramento State College, and the Univer-
sity of California, Davis. Previous studies, ac-
cording to Lopez, had established a direct relation-
ship b,tween light skin color and assimilation into
Anglo culture and found that prejudice against
dark skin was a strong factor among Mexican
Americans. In his own study, Lopez found that
skin color and assimilation were not as directly
related as in the past. In fact, among the males in
his sample, Lopez found an outright reversal: ". .

The most highly acculturated-assimilated group
into the Anglo culture contained the greater
proportion of dark Chicano malcs."8 2 At the same
time, light-skin preference lost its hold somewhat,
especially among more a'cculturated females.

STUDENTS AND FELLOW STUDENTS

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights found
Mexican American students in southwestern
schools to be underrepresented in extracurricular
activities. -This is true," the Commission added,
-whether Mexican American constitute a majority
or a minority of the student enrollment in a
school."83 Frequently, such a finding has been
misinterpreted as though It merely expresses a
cultural affinity for clannishness or some other
interest. Detailed study of individual cases suggest
rather that the role of school policies may be more
relevant.

At Lubbock High School, in Lubbock, Tex., for
example, the administration is jealous of the
school's identification as the "Home of the West-
erners." At the same time, Mexican Americans
make up 42 percent of enrollment. When over 100
Chicano students asked permission to form a
Chicano club, the principal told them: "You
cannot be an organized Westerner and an or-
ganized Chicano at the same time, so you better
choose between the two."84 At Grant High
School in Houston, Tex., where Mexican Ameri-
cans constitute three-quarters of the student body,
Anglos dominate organized extracurricular activi-
ties. The principal explained it one way: "These
kids totally segregate themselves trom the rest of
the school."85 A Chicano student viewed it quite
differently:

We like to do something separate. We want to feel we
can do something on our own. It feels bad when people

don't talk to you. Some Anglos are nice and talk to you
but others don't A great percentage of the students don't
treat us Like they should.86

Thus, exclusion and separateness are two sides of
the same coin.

TEACHERS AND THEIR STUDENTS

The two most significant studies yet made of
teachers and their students have already been
reviewed those by the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights and by Parsons. (See chanter 9, page 47)
The first investigation documented highly dis-
criminatory teacher behavior toward Mexican
American children, the second provided extensive
evidence of the conscious role of the school,
including teachers, in maintaining a profoundly
stratified community power structure. In River-
side, Calif., Gerard and associates found that
Chicano as well as black students were the objects
of teacher bias. (See chapter 9, p. 95) The
Commission study also touched on a point not
discussed elsewhere: that Mexican kmerican
teachers praised Anglo students even more than
Anglo teachers did. Thus, in classrooms taught by
Mexican American teachers, there was an even
greater disparity between praise of Chicano and
Anglo students.8 7

Lugo studied 96 Chicano and black fifth
graders in six wedorninantly Mexican American
schools located in Los Angeles County. Quite
unexpectedly he found that native-born Chicano
students received no higher grades than foreign-
born Chicano students despite greatly varying
language backgrounds separating the two groups.
Teacher bias was not operating, apparently, since
objective achievement test scores corroborated the
earlier finding. Lugo speculated that since "Mexi-
can pupils arrive in the United States with no
feelings of shame regarding their cultural heri-
tage," that therefore "positive identification with
one's culture is a more powerful motivator for
school success than language competency in

Engdish."88 This would imply that the school
must reexamine its practices that convert ethnic
affiliation into a depressor of academic achieve-
ment.

Oakland and Emmer carried out a study of 176
Mexican American and black eighth graders. Sub-
jects were told that the results of a test they were
to take would be compared with results recorded
by various refeience groups. They were then
requested to indicate their own expectancy of
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success .in the test (See chapter 4, p. 20 for
similar experiments with black subjects.) In gen-
eral, performance remained unaffected by the
norm grOup designations. Black students, however,

did respond with changed expectations. What
struck the researchers more than the effect or
noneffect of the information was "the unexpected
inability of many students ... to perceive ac-
curately their capabilities. _ ."89 Perhaps the most
valuable feature of this study is the realization of
how fruitless is the search for teacher effects if
only the race of faculty changes.

ln January, 1972, police in Arroyo Grande,
Calif., arrested 26 Chicano students and parefits
who were demonstrating peacefully across the
street from Arroyo Grande High School. They had
called for:

1. School district participation in the Federal
school lunch program. (Authorities had re-
jected earlier requests for 3 consecutive
years.)

2. Increase in number of Mexican American
teachers.

3. Employment of a scho I-community rela-
tions specialist.

4 Placement of material on Mexican American
life in teacher inservice training programs.

5. Involvement of organized parents in school
affairs, beyond present nominal roles.

Following the events of January, faculty at the
high school were polled on their views of the
demonstration and demands. Results were as
follows:

The teachers did not, by a 2-1 margin, feel that the
students' demand for more Mexican American teachers
was a legitimate one.

While a majority of teachers agreed that there was a
need for faculty and administration to meet with Mexican
American parents in their own communities, more than

, stated that they would not be willing to take part
in such meetings.90

temper of the dominant community was
reminiscent of that of Guadelupe as discussed in
Parsons' study.

Keeping one's distance from the Chicano com-
munity seemed to keynote the teachers' primary
orientation. Social distance was maintained even in
the face of physical contact. As the U.S. Com-
mission on Civil Rights reported of its survey of
the Southwest: "Counselors had 3 difficult time
remembering parents with whom they had had
con tact ."91

THE COMMUNITY AND ME SCHOOLS

Mexican Americans are all but excluded from
the policy levels of southwestern schools. During
the early 1970's, only six members of State boards
of education in the region were Mexican kmeri-
eans.92 Central staff members are overwhelmingly
Anglo. The same holds true on local levels. In one
city in Texas, 539 persons Were employed in five
high schools. Of these, 11 were Chicanos; 8 of the
I I were janitors; 2 were teachers, and I was a
part-time coact-03

The 1960's were years of important transi ion
in the relation of the Chicano community to the
schools. Most significant were the student-led
-blow-outs" and school boycotts of 1968-1970.
Largest of these was the. March 1968 boycott in
Los Angeles. Highly revealing was the community-
wide character of this action and others like it. In

Los Angeles, 6 months of community meetings

were devoted to drawing Up demands.94 Where
actions began under student direction they fre-
quently broadened out to the whole community.
The demands were quite modest in their own
right. Most popular were demands for courses in
Chicano history, employment of more Mexican

American teachers and counselors, and special

academic . help where needed. The official re-

sponse, however, was disproportionate in its use
of arrests, violence, and similar approaches. This
was by no means the first time that Mexican
Americans protested. As Garcia pointed out, one
large national group The GI Forum filed over

200 lawsuits In the 25 years preceding 1973 in

efforts to stop school board discrimination against
Mexican Americans.95

Migrancy be ween cultures," Galarza

wrote, "is far more damaging than migrancy
between jobs."96 It is not the movement of
migrancy but its inescapable uprootedness that has
made the traditional rural way of life hardly more
than a memory. The migrant farm laborers,

Galarza stated:

... Have been acculturated by extrusion. What comes
through the mold are those ways of doing things that are
practically useful to the superculture. What is permitted
to remain unmolested is the quaint, the harmless, Of the

lngly exotic. To the supercultural it can be fun

eating taeos or listening to rnarlachis. But the ancient
attitudes and the old values that aro as to tacos as dawn is

to a flickering match, have no currency any more.97
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But as the inigrancy pattern loosened its hold, a
basis was laid for community stabilization and
thus a greater possibility for concerted action.98 It
was this underlying process that created elbow-
room for a Chicano movement as well as a

heightened drive among others for assimilation.
The schools have yet to come to terms with these
new cultural realities.

PUERTO RICANS

Until the close of the 19th century, under
Spanish rule, education in Puerto Rico was more
or less confined to those sufficiently wealthy or
influential to obtain it. After the conquest of
1898, calls for public education were turned aside
by the American government which refused to
allocate public land funds or direct money appro-
priations. Instead, the worldwide colonial model
was used. That is, education depended upon local
contributions with the colonizing power restricting
itself primarily to imposing its own broad cultural
definitions -on the content of that education.
Although Puerto Rico remained extremely poor
under American rule, it strained to finance an
adequate school system. The Puerto Rican tax
burden for education exceeded by far that which

'prevailed on the mainland.
Nevertheless, a certain quantitative progress was

recorded. At the onset of the 20th century, only
about one-twelfth of the Puerto Rican school-age
children were in school. Some 40 years later,
nearly half of all Puerto Rican school-age children
were enrolled; among elementary school-age chil-
dren, nearly 70 percent attended schools.99 Un-
fortunately, the quality of education did not keep
pace. In 1961, when nearly all elementary echool-
age children were enrolled, more than 60 percent
attended for only 3 hours a day. In 1967, just
under half of rural students still attended for less
than a full day.

While the persistent shortage of schools remain-
ed the critical problem for many years, another
complicating factor was the sporadic insistence of
American authorities that instruction in schools be
conducted in English. The presence of a large rural
population which would never participate in the
urban commercialized world militated against such
a policy. English was of no use to them. Aside
from the inessentiality of English, however, the
political implications of tne English-only policy
grew in importance.' °O
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Puerto Ricans, legally citizens of the United
States since 1917, did not come to the mainland in
large numbers until the early 1950's. For a decade
or so, they moved to New York City in preference
to any other mainland city. Between 1956 and
1965, Puerto Rican students rose from one-eighth
to one-fifth of the public school enrollment.

While many of the children could not speak
English, neither could many of their teachers
speak Spanish. Instead of narrowing the gap by
adjusting both sides of -the equation, school
authorities defined the children's language de-
ficiency as a barrier to further education. No
significant action was taken to effect a substantial
improvement in the language ability of teachers or
staff. In this standoff, the school system refused to
give way.101

Retardation of Puerto Rican children became a
way of life in the New York City school system.
Many were poor and had difficulty with English.
These two features transmogrified their situation
into a theory of cultural deprivation. Failure by
the schools to deal effectively with Puerto Rican
children was attributed to vaguely diagnosed home
conditions. During the mid-1950's, Puerto Rican
children in 10th grade whose parents were born on
the mainland scored 8.0 years against a national
norm of 10.6. (Non-Puerto Rican mainland white
children scored 8.6 years.) Island-born children, on
the other hand scored 4.9 years and island-born
but mainland-educated scored 7.1 years.102 Clear-
ly, the achivement tests were firmly dependent on
language ability. By 1969, the situation was a
serious as ever. Citywide reading scores for pre-
dominantly Puerto Rican schools were as fol-
lows:103

Grade level
Second
Fifth
Eighth

Percent below
grade norms

72
82
81

In other cities, exceedingly low achievement levels
and extraordinarily high dropout rates were re-
corded.104

Rodriguez notes that "throug,hout many
decades of mass migration, the school system of
New York City has been guided by the imperative
of assimilation."105 A large-scale study by the
school board, completed in 1958, failed to recom-
mend bilingualism even though it went irfto great
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de ail on language problems of the Puerto Ric n
child .1°6

Weissman studied communication patterns of
37 Puerto Rican and Negro children and their
mothers on the Lower East Side of Manhattan.
The subjects were interviewed at home and in a
neighborhood settlement house. Mother-child rela-
tions of Puerto Ricans were much less stressful
than for Negroes.

Close to 60 percent of the Puerto Rican mother-
child pairs leave the Center holding hands or very near
on_ another. This pattern is not in evidence for the Negro
group .. , The Puerto Rican mothers are much less critical
and the children less anxious and restless . , The Puerto
Rican mothers and children showed a much more active
pattern [of play ] with at least two times as many praise
a rid pleasure in teractions.1117

Weissman observed numerous negative admoni-
tions to their children by Negro mothers.108

At home, differences were also apparent.
... [There was] heightened group interaction of

children and parents in the homes of the Puerto Rican
group. Group singing, often of religious songs, was a more
frequent occurrence. When present [at the interview ]
Nerto Rican fathers more often cooperated and joined in
the games, while Negro fathers tended to remain in the
background.

Both Puerto Rican and Negro families were living
at the poverty line,

Hertzig &nd associates compared aspects of
cognitive functioning among 3-year-olds of work-
ing class Puerto Rican and middle class mainland
white backgrounds. Each of the children had been
studied since the age of 3 months as part of a
larger longitudinal study.109 The researchers knew
the children very well and excellent rapport
existed. ".. . The preponderant response in both
groups of children to cognitive demands [in .a
testing situation] -was to work.',110 While IQ

score differences of Puerto Rican and mainland
white children were statistically significant, the
researchers considered these "probably func-
tionally trivial.-111 In characterizing the styles of
the two groups, Hertzig and associates stated:
"Perhaps the most pervasive difference between
the two groups was the tendency of the middle
class children to respond to the cognitive demands
by verbalization much more frequently than by
action or gesture."112 No evidence was found to
explain this difference by the bilinguality of the
Puerto Rican children. II 3
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In a word, the middle class children were far
better prepared to succeed in school. Their parents
emphasized task orientation and task completion.
On the other hand, in the Puerto Rican homes
social interadtion rather than task completion was
stressed. Puerto Rican children tended to respond
less often to cognitive demands with work re-
sponses; they tended to make fewer spontaneous
extensions; and they tended to follow not-work
responses with not-work behavior. There was no
lack of conversation in the Puerto Rican homes.
The researchers warned: "If the patterns described
continue to define the developmental course of
the two groups of children, they can result only in
a much enhanced likelihood for school failure and
underachievement in the Puerto Rican children,
and for school succ ss in the middle class chil-
dren."114

Thomas, a member of the Hertzig team, also
reported separately on another aspect of the
long-term longitudinal study mentioned earlier.
His interest was the intellectual development of 45
Puerto Rican children. Their greatest intellectual
handicap was a reading deficit. This could not be
explained by any feature of the home. Thomas
found "no consistent relationship betwepn
parental child care practices or educational atti-
tudes and the children's reading deficits."115

. , . The basic causes of the reading deficit found in
most of these Puerto Rican children muSt be sought
outside the home. The parents manifest a high degree of
interest and involvement in their chlldren's school careers.
They are concerned about academic achievement. Yet

even those children in the normal range of IQ and higher
are reading below grade level. It would appear that the
main source of the reading deficit is not the home but the

schoo1.116

Twc-thirds of the parents want their children to
finish college, only about one-third expect-thern to
do so, and only one-fifth have specific plans for
financing college at tendance.I17

The everyday environment of these Puerto
Rican children is experientially rich. Their intel-

lectual ability does not decline over the years, even
in the abscice of suitable educational oppor-
tunities. Yet, one must compare Thomas' basic
point with that made by Hertzig and associates.
The latter noted that "differences in behavior
between middle class and Puerto Ricui children
develop long before exposure to formal learning in
school or experience in nursery school,"118 They
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predict school failure if certain trends are not
changed. Thomas apparently disagrees with this
orientation but he does not take explicit issue with
it.

Greene and Zirkel found that self-concept of
Puerto Rican students was higher when they
constituted a majority in a school. In another
study, however, they found this effect depended
in part on the ethnic group of the teacher. Thus, in
a sample of 337 Spanish-speaking students, grades
one, two and three, in three Connecticut cities,
they found that "English-speaking teachers tended
to rate the Spanish-speaking children higher when
they were in a majority in school whereas the
Spanish-speaking teachers showed a significant
lack of such a reaction. . ."119 Layden, in a study
of 56 third graders in'a Virtually all Puerto Rican
school within the New York City metthpolitan
area, investigated the effect of language of instruc-
tion. Both English and Spanish were used but each
teacher used only one. Student self-concept did
not vary with language of instruction, although
children taught in English achieved significantly
more than those taught in Spanish.120 It should
be noted that bilingual instruction was not in-
volved in the sense of the same teacher shuffling
between the two languages. Nor was the study a
test of regular classroom situations; the study
covered only a period of 10 weeks.

Rodriguez conducted a study in New York City
of 52 Puerto Rican' community college students
and working adults. She employed the concept of
an "ethnic queue" and observed that Puerto
Ricans in American society were socially defined
as occupying a rear rank in the queue. All but a
few of her sample reported they knew of dis-
crimination against Puerto Ricans in jobs and
schools. Blit perception of the ethnic queue did
not automatically follow. Knowing of individual
acts of discrimination and perceiving their place in
an ethnic queue were quite, different matters.
"Generally," Rodriguez found, "the most signi-
ficant variable affecting perception of the queue
was exposure beyond the ghetto-ized ,Etuation of
most respondents."21 The ghetto undoubtedly
moves some individuals to leave and "make it"
outside. But Rodriguez notes that "it also stifles
possible group mobility."122 The ghetto is thus
part of the structure of the queue just as public
school teachers "are direct enforcers of queue
ideology."I 23

In some parts of the United States, Mexican
Americans and Puerto Ricans are known col-

lectively as Latinos. In others, relations may not
be so accommodating. Of interest are the attitudes
of these two groups on racial segregation and
desegregation. National polls generally reveal both
to stand in the middle or nearer black than Anglos.
(See chapter 10.) In 1974, Development As-
sociates, Inc. studied Chicano and Puerto Rican
attitudes on the issue of desegregation. Interviews
were conducted in Los Angeles, San Antonio, New
York City, and Washington, D.C.

In general, Mexican,Americans were found to
be favorable to desegregation. According to the
researchers, behind this attitude lay a conviction
that "desegregation would improve the quality of
education provided their children The attitude
of Mexican American parents toward school de-
segregation is summed up by the overwhelming
approval they have given to sendhig their children
to desegregated sch6ols."124 Confidence in de-
segregation is heightened, however, by the incor-
poration of bilingual-bicultural programs. Puerto
Ricans tend to differ as to the effect of desegrega-
tion on educational quality. In addition, the
researchers report they believe strongly in "re-
taining children in elementary schools located in
their neighborhoods regardless of the school's
ethnic composition." 25 Skin color plays a some-
what different role in Puerto Rican society than
on the mainland. Racially segregated schools never
existed on the Island. As Rodriguez says of the
Island: Though whites may be preferred,
blacks are not considered lesser human
beings."

CONCLUSION

Comparatively little research has inquired into
the education of Mexican American and Puerto
Wean children.

hlistorically, Mexican .Americans were excluded
from the benefits of public schogling or when
admitted, compelled to attend segregated and
inferior facilities. Their language and other cultural
characteristics were devalued. Legal protection for
their educational rights did not begiii materalizing
until the past decade. Action by Federal courts,
including the Supreme Court, has acknowledyd
the ethnic autonomy of Mexican Americans. Un.
like during the 1920's and 1930's, Spanish-
surnamed children are no longer subjected to open
charges of intellectual inferiority on the presumed
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basis of race. Yet, language differences are fre-

quently converted by schools into learning bar-
riers.

Ability and achievement test scores of Chicano
children are clouded by language differences and

by social bias on tests. Often, a change in language

will permit minority children to score higher. Mere

translation into Spanish will not, however, cure
the problem of a test that is constructed in the

image of the Anglo upper class. Achievement data
as reported by the U.S. Commission on Civil

Rights document the sweeping failures of schools
in the Southwest especially, to educate Chicano
students. Experience of Chicano children under
desegregation has not been evaluated very exten-
sively. Evidence is not encouraging although it
must be kept Ln mind that we are evaluating

desegregation as it is practiced rather than as it
mig,ht be.

Mexican American aspirations are high but
these are not consonant with the low achievement
recorded in the schools. Cultural denigration has

lessened but in many schools the use of Spanish

continues to be frowned upon and actively dis-

couraged. Chicano children participate infre-
quently in extracurricular activities, even in pre-
dominantly Mexican American schools.

Many teachers of . Chicano children in the
Southwest discriminate against them in the class-

room. Extensive firsthand observation unpOrts
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this conclusion. Recently, Chicano communities
have organized to demand a new receptivity of the

schools to the educational problems of their
children. For their own part, college and high
school level students have taken a leading role in
this movement. At the _center of these develop-
ments is a consolidation and stabilization of
Mexican American communities. Atop these is
developing a new consciousness of the Mexican
American as both a unique and common member
of the larger community.

The educational problems of Puerto Rican
cHdren derive basically from a colonial relation-
ship. On the Island, Puerto Ricans were exhorted
to educate their children but external aid, essential
to success, was withheld for decades. Arriving in

New York City poorly educated and speaking
what was culturally defined as a -foreign"
language, the Puerto Ricans came face-to-face with
the schools' refusal to regard language differences
as educational challenges rather than barriers.
Wholesale failure became one expected outcome if
not the norm. Failures of achievement were widely

attributed by teachers and staff to unspecified
aspects of students' homes rather than to any
action or inaction by the schools. There is no
reason to believe this absolution of the schools to
be more defensible than the situation with regard
to black children discussed in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 12
INDIAN AMERICAN CHILDREN

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Approximately 20 thousand years ago, when
the Indians discovered America, they may be
supposed to have already worked out a form of
traditional education that endured almost until the
historic present. In North America, formal special-
ized schooling did not obtain among the Indians.
Instead, there was an exceedingly effective form of
instruction aimed primarily toward the perpetua-
tion of the community and its ways of life.
Education prepared children for a meaningful
place in a collective social organation marked by
the primacy of group naerest but with due
provision for individuality. Religion infused every
basic community function and children were
educated in this spLrit. Shice productivity was low,
great care was given to training chldren to take on
specific roles in the economy. Technical skills
were.husbanded as carefully as seed and soil.'

The white conquerors ultimately uprooted the
community basis of traditional Indian education.
By expropriatfrig tribal lands they destabilized
customary patterns of land and water use. Here
and there, Indians became unfree laborers and
were sold into slavery. Settled community life for
Indians came to exist more by sufferance ,than by
acknowledged right. Even under these circum-
stances, traditional education 'did not disappear.
Yet, it tended to lose some of its relevance as the
proportions of white conquest became evident.
When formal schooling was made available by the
dorrilnant society, most often it was welcomed by
Indians. But the new opportunity was tempered
by whether it became a substitute or a com-
plement to traditional Indian ways.

In fact, "white" schools were most readily
accepted where students learned to live in two
societies. In turn, however, a bicultural frame-
or at least the nonantagonistic coexistence of
cultures, was countenanced by the Federal
Government only when it was pressed by circum-
stances to do so. During the 1820's, in an-effort to
move the Cherokees off cotton lana in Georgia
and Alabama, the Indians were offered money for
their land, part of which was to be used for
bilingual schooling. After the Civil War, however,
when Federal forces exercised military supremacy
over Lndians, school clauses in treaties usually
specified instruction in English. Often, Federal
authorities failed to supply the schools pledged in
the, treaties. It took nearly a century after the
Navajo treaty of 1868 to build sufficient schools
.to house substantially all the elementary school-
age children among the Navajos.2

During the past century and a half, Federal
policy has been to destroy the Indian heritage and
language. Schools were a prime means of accorn-
pligaing this aim. Private philanthropic groups,
until very recently, pursued the same policy out of
an excess of patronization and paternalism. Both
government and private groups assumed the Indian
himself could be safely ignored in the realm of
policy. Since the goal of the Indian schools was
assimilative, the educational problems of Indian
children were passed over in the effort to convert
rather than educate them. "Between 1928 and the
early 1970's," wntes historian Szasz, "Indian
Bureau education failed to develop progams
geared to the needs of the Indian people."3 These
years coincide with the period during which the
Federal Goverament shifted the responsibility for
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Indian education to the public schools. More than
two-thirds of all Indian students today attend
public schools. In many respects, this shift from
Federal day and baarding schools has not resulted
in many significant changes in the education of
Indian American children.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK

... In dealing with Indians," writes Cohen,
"the Federal Government is dealing primarily not
with a particular race as such but with members of
certain social-political groups towards which the
Federal Government has assumed special responsi-
bilities."4 Thus, in a legal sense, Indians occupy a
unique status. The most basic guideline of Indian
law, Cohen continues, "is the principle that those
powers which are lawfully vested hi an Indian tribe
are not, in general delegated powers granted by
express acts of Congress, but rather inherent
powers of a limited sovereignty which has never
been extinguished.-s In 1871, ,Congress forbade
the making of any further treadis with Indians but
affirmed the legality of existing ones. Courts
repeatedly declared that these treaties were equal
in dignity with those with foreign nations. In fact,
however, -the Federal Government failed to fulfill
the terms of many treaties and was sometimes
unable or unwilling to prevent. States, or white
people, from violating treaty rights of the ki-
dians."6 This view was echoed recently in the
words of U.S. District Judge Warren K. Urbom
who in 1975 decided a case involving claims by
Sioux Indians that their treaty, signed in 1868,
provided them certain sovereign rights. While he
decided against the Indians, he told an interviewer
afterwards: "Before I was involved, I was as naive
about Indian history as most Americans I had
the subterranean feeling that we had abused the
Indian badly, but I hadn't realized the extent of
that abuse."7

Finances for Indian education derived primarily
not from legslative grants but from trust
funds reflecting in part the value of Indian lands
expropriated by the Federal Government. In
Quick Bear, decided by the U.S. Supreme Court in
1908, it was held of the trust or treaty fund:

the Indian's money. . .. They we moneys belonging
really to the Indians They are not gratuitous
appropriations of public moneys, but the payment ... of
a treaty debt in installments.8

Except in the case of the Cherokee and four other
Southern Indian Nations, Indian control of schools
did not result from what was essentially self-
financing. While the Federal Government in theory
merely '.disbursed the funds, it in fact exercised
virtually complete control over Indian schools.

The exclusion of Indians from public schools
was accomplished by statutes-and court rulings. In
Alaska, Indians and Eskimos were branded by law
as uncivilized beings mid thus not permitted to
attend schools with white children. This law was
upheld by courts for a number of years. Through
administrative practice and congessional enact-
ment, food rations were denied Indian families if
they refused to send their children to government
schools, no matter how unsatisfactory those
schools might be. Federal courts approved of
removing Indian children from the custody of
their parents and placement in a boarding school

.."when the good order-and protection of civilized
society unmistAably demand it. .."9

Post-Civil War schooling for Indians was M
English only. Administrative regulations forbade
the use of Indian languages. Tfas war of the
tongues was fought incessantly. As one experi-
enced teacher observed of the clUldren of Fort
Yuma, in Califorida: "It was not altogether that
English waS difficult for them to learn, but they
had been taught from earliest childhood to despise
their conquerors, their language, dress, customs

10

Indians resorted to courts in in effort to
penalize the Federal Government for failing to
provide schools as required in treaties. Both the
Sioux and the Duwamish sued M the U.S. Court of
Claims during the 1920's and 1930's but lost in
each case. Curiously, however, the facts of treaty
violation were acknowledged. In the case of the
Sioux, damages were denied on the gound that no
rational means existed whereby they could be
exactly reckoned. In the case of the Duwamish,
the Government's obligation was merely moral and
not statutory.11 In 1924, the Supreme Court of
California ruled that Indian children had a right to
attend a public school, even though a Federal
Indian school was also available. This decision in
Piper invalidated a State law which had authorized
exclusions.12 In Oklahoma 6 years earlier, Indians
had won a court order in the Sunrise case that
opened all the public schools to their children.

Public school authorities responded readily to
financial incentives to admit Indian children. Too
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often, however, the funds found their way into the
general school budget with few direct gains for the
intended beneficiaries. In 1934, Congress enacted
the Johnson-O'Malley Act to transfer Federal
funds to school districts as supplements to regular
State and local school funds. For years, school
districts converted the supplementary funds into
substitutes for local and State aid, thus contra-
vening the purpose of the law. By the late 1960's,
according to historian Szasz, this practice had
become "notorious,"1 3

During the late 1960's and early 1970's, Con-

gress began to redefine the constitutional status of
Indians and passed legislation to permit more
Indian control of Indian education. Implementa-
tion, however, lagged seriously and so few things
actually changed.

The remainder of this chapter reports research
under the same subheadings employed elsewhere
in the book. It should be kept in mind that the
total volume of research hi this area is extremely
slim.

RACE AND INTELLIGENCE

While reported IQ scores for Indian children are
often lower than those fqr white children, they are
almost always in the normal range. This is

especially true when specific groups of children are
studied at individual schools or localities such as
Warm Springs, Dreg., the Onondaga reservation in
New York, and the Pine Ridge, South Dakota,
Oglala Sioux reservation.14

Kleirifeld has explored extensively the cognitive
strengths of Eskimos in Alaska. According to her
findings, the conditions of Eskimo life laid a
premium on the development of certain specific
cognitive abilities. Since nature yields so few cues
in fulding one's way under arctic circumstances,
children are trained to notice the slightest topo-
graphical or other natural feature for guidance.
Eskimos are well able to draw maps of their home
areas and adjoining territories. Kleinfeld suggests
that because of their well-developed "perceptual
analysis and image memory" Eskimos might do
especially well in technical and scientific fields.15
Kleinfeld reports that "Eskimos frequently per-
form significantly higher than Western groups on
psYchological tests measuring ability to con-
ceptualize or remember visuO detail and some-
times perform significantly higher on tests mea-
suring spatial abilities."16 It is instructive to note

that Kleinfeld is not asserting the existence of an
ethnic style of thinking so much as a human
response to given environmental conditions. Pre-
sumably, Caucasian children reared similarly
would develop similar cognitive characterlstics.
(On the subject of etImic intellectuEd style, see
chapter 4, pp._32-61)_

Feldman and associates arrived at analagous
fmdings in making a comparative study among
Eskimos in Alaska and among certain other ethnic
inhabitants of Hawaii and Kentucky. The research-
ers view "logical thought as a product of man's
adaptation to his environment."17 The schools
Eskimos attend pay little heed to this psycho-
logical principle. Rather, they begin with the
child's inadequate mastery of English and fashion
the curriculum to match this declared deficit,
much as public schools elsewhere have done with
Spanish-surnamed children. The researchers ob-
served:

The curriculum in Eskimo schools seems much lower
towered than is usual in high schools. There are virtually
no hard core academic courses in which a child might
acquire technical languages. Many children take no
science at an, and many are dbtressed because they
cannot take mathematics each year. It is clear that there i3
little opportunity for the children to acquire formal
representationd systems.18

In the light of Kleinfeld's conurient it would seem
the schools are bypassing the area of intellectual
competence which might have special meanhig for
Eskimo children. The boredom of Eskimo children
in school, according to Feldman and associates,
probably reflects a lack of material that would
stimulate their cognitive capacity even as intensely
as their everyday experience requires.

Doubts as to the educational validity of IQ
scores grow upon examining the study by Jensen
of 21 children attending the Pryor Public School
on the Crow Indian reservation in southeastern
Montana. The children spanned grades one
through fotir, and Jensen was their teacher. M.-
though the children did not especially enjoy
school, Jensen reported they "were usually bright,
eager, alert, independent, and feisty."19 Yet,
when given the Stanford-Binet IQ test, they scored
an average of some 30 points below norm. During
the year of teaching the same children, Jensen
declared, "there were too many Iiines the children
reacted intelligently for the test scores to be a true
indication [of their intelligence)
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She then admhtistered a battery of the Gesell
Developmental Examination to the children. The
papers were sent to be scored at Montana State
University. Some were then sent to the Gesell
Institute in New Haven, Conn., where the tests had
originated. There, a staff person reported to
Jensen that the scores were "too high.- Upon
being rescored several months later by 'another
institute member, however, it was now decided the
papers had been scored too low hi the first
instance. This conflict moved Dr. Frances L. 11g,
senior author of the tests, to visit the Crow
reservation and readrninister the examination.
-She said," according to Jensen, "they (the
children) were average developmentally in must
areas, and that they were above average in a few
areas."21 Over the year, the Crow children showed
a bit more than 1 year's growth, the average
national gain. Ruzzled by the disparate evaluations
of the children by the Stanford-Binet and the
Gesell, Jensen could only guess that the former
test was created for middle class Americans and
thus was inappropriate for lower class Indian
children. One might add that, judging by the
scoring experience, the Gesell is also problematic.

ACHIEVEMENT

As the poorest people in the United States,
Indians are considered the fairest game for theories
that explain their children's low school achieve-
ment as the inevitable consequence of poverty.
Perhaps the clearest defense of that deterministic
viewpoint has been stated by Havighurst: "...
When speaking of school achievement, socio-
economic facts could lead us to expect that Indian
children, on the average, will do poorly in school
right from the start, and right on through their
childhood and adolescence."22 He explains fur-
ther: "Since most Indian children are raised in
poor families, by parents who read little or not at
all, and since most Indian children live in com-
munities of poor people, we should expect them,
like the children of poor whites, or blacks, or
Spanish knericans, to do poorly in school, on the
average."23

In chapters 4 and 5 this view was discussed as it
applied to black and other minority children and
found wanting in several respects. Through use of
developmental measures, socioeconomic differ-
ences in basic mental ability are sharply reduced or
even eliminated. Numerous studies have found

lower class children of similar socioeconomic
circumstances who differ significantly in school
achievement.

In a study of 108 Indian children in four towns
and 108 white children in a fifth town all in
Oklahoma Purdy measured associative learning
rates. Seannd and fourth grade children of the two
ethnic groups did not differ in ability. In sixth
grade, however, Indian children were behind the
whites. To Purdy, the lag can probably be attri-
buted to the cumulative burden of semi-isolation
and deprivation that makes its'presence felt with
force by sixth grade.24 (This phenomenon is
discusSed later in more detail.)

Anderson, Collister, and Ladd studied Indian
academic achievement in the continental United
States.25 They found that the greater the cOntact
of Indian children with the white man s culture,
the higher their scores on educational tests.2"
Indian academic achievement was highest in public
schools, and lower in the following order: mission,
nonreservation boarding, reservation boarding, and
day schools.27

A much more pointed and detailed study was
made 5 years later by Coombs, Klun, Collister,
and Anderson.28 Altogether, the study covered
26,608 pupils (17,255 Indian, 9,353 white) in six
geographical areas; the children were over-
whelmingly rural. California Achievement Tests
(CAT) were administered. Results were presented
in group averages, so there was no opportunity to
determLne relative achievement by individual
matching; no controls were used. Nor was there
any effort to control socioeconomic status.

White fourth and fifth graders achieved near the
norm on CAT; soon thereafter gains for both
Indian and white children started falling. As time
went on, the Indian-white achievement gap grew.
In the tests, "Indian pupils compared best in
spelling and least well in readhig vocabulary."29
Academic achievement was higher if Eniglish were
spoken prior to school entrance, if the degree of
"Indian blood" was lower, and if the -chlid lived
off rather than on the reservation. Unfortunately,
there is no way to tell whether the achievement
was high because of living off the reservation, or
whether one lived off the reservation if one had
higher.. achievement. In the case of one area
(Andarko), Indian- children achieved about the
same in the Federal school as white pupils in the
Albuquerque public schools. (Many of the latter
were Mexican Americans.)

12
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Leming variation under different conditions of
ethnic mixture is of some interest. The Coombs
team found that:

Fourth graders attending "mostly white" schools hin
Aberdeen] were higher on the average on total score than
those attending "mostly Indian" schools. ...In the
BilEngs area.., seventh grade pupils attending schools
which were -110f Indian, hall white" scored higher on the
average than those in the "mostly Indian" schools.3°

Reviewing all their data on the issue, the team
conchided: "There is a slight indication that
Indian pupils attending public schools enrolling a
large proportion of white pupils achieve better
than those attending public schools with mostly
Indian pupils but the evidence_ is by no means
conclusive."31 This conclusion was somewhat
ahead of the facts, however. Since initial individual
differences were not controlled, it is not altogether
clear how much of the outcome should be
attributed to the schooling experience.

The researchers were interested in discovering
patterns of relations between Indian and non-
Indian. They found that the Indian children in
public schools and thus in the best situation to
select friends from among non-Indians still

chose by far the greatest number of their friends

from among other Indian children. This was true
in Phoenix, Albuquerque, and Aberdeen areas. The
non-Indian students of Albuquerque were unique
in one respect: Many of them were Mexican
Americans of whom a little more than one-third
(34.8 percent) had spoken only English prior to
entering schoo1.32 In this respect they resembled
Indian children. They scored lowest of all non-
Indian children, but higher than all Indian children
in the area. The Coombs team raised but did not
attempt to answer a speculative question as to
whether these Mexican American children "exer-
cised less acculturation influence on their Indian
classmates in the public schools than did their
non-Indian contemporaries in the other areas."33

High achievers tended to be high aspirants to
further education. An inconsistent trend was
observed for whites to aspire higher during the
lower grades and for Indian children to dp so by
the llth and 12 th grades.34

Griffen studied the Southern Ute people in
southwestern Colorado.35 She sought to discover
whether a child's family structure had an influence
on his ability to learn in an integrated school. She
found that "the grade level at which a student

does Ids best work correlates with the structure of
his family orientation, and that the more extended
the family is beyond nuclear, the more deferred
will be the peak school performance achieved by
the individual socialized therein.-36 Griffen had
studied Ute, Aiiglo, and Mexico American children
in'a school in Ignacio, Colo., near Durango.

Bryde studied the Oglala Sioux at Pine Ridge
Reservation in South Dakota.37 A review of IQ
and achievement scores of the youngsters there
revealed a distinctive pattern. During the first 3
years of school on the reservation, the Sioux
student is normal in intelligence but quite far from
the norm on achievement tests: at the end of the
third grade, the achievement rag is one-half grade
to one-and-one-half grade. In fourth grade, the
Sioux child suddenly enters a -"golden age" of
higher than norm achievement, which lasts until
seventh grade or eighth grade. At that point, a
sudden drop in achievement occurs, and by 12th
grade, "most Indian groups are as far as 2 years
behind in achievement."38 Bryde described this
sharp reversal as the "crossover phenomenon." He
hypothesized that -the impact of the Sioux-white
value conflicts, occurring primarily during the
period of adolescence, creates in the Sioux student
adjustMent and personality deviations which, in
turn, hamper achievement."39

Bryde studied three groups of Indian students,
all attending schools on a reservation, and two
groups of white, students who attended public
schools in small towns adjacent to the reserva-
tions:

164 Indian students who were eight graders in
eight schools on Pine Ridge Reservation.

159 Indian students who were ninth graders in
two high schools on Pine Ridge Reserva-
tion.

92 Indian students who were seniors at two
high schools- on Pine Ridge and adjacent
Rosehild Reservations.

415

76 White students who were eight graders in
small-town public schools.

126 White students who were ninth graders in
small-town public schools.

202
Ali children filled out the Minnesota Multiphasic
Personal Inventory (MMPI).

Analysis of the inventory replies showed Indian
Students significantly higher than whites in -social
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alienation, emotional alienation, self-alienation,
social isolation, anxiety, and depressions:40 It is
not clear whether, as Bryde states, the- Indian
students have a higher need to achieve.41 .A
surnmaw figure shows no significant difference
between Indian and white need to achieve;42 yet,
separate figures show Indian boys and girls with a
higher need to achieve than their white counter-
parts.43

Indian 12th graders are a select group; 60
percent of Indian students drop out before that
time. On MMPI scores, the 12th graders --show
themselves to be more comfortable with the
world, more self-assured and self-confident," than
Indians in earlier grades.'14

Bryde, then, views the educational plight of the
Sioux student as the outcome of a culture conflict,
with serious personality consequences. This con-
clusion is closely in line with a recent Federal
Government report.

For some time, determined efforts were made to
destroy the many_ cultures of the Indian on the ground
that they were major deterrents to full membership in our
society. Schools were the thstitutions charged with this
destructive function. As a result, a few Indians made the
traumatic adjustment but many more did not.45

Bryde has proposed a new curriculum for Indian
education which aims at building confidence in the
Indian culture .4 6

Billing made a study of Indians in Ontario.'"
In May 1963, he administered modified standard
achievement tests to 1,459 Indian pupils. His
major finding follows: "_ . Integrated Indian
pupils achieved higher than Indian pupils in Indian
schools only on the vocabulary and computation
tests. On the comprehension test, there was an
unexpected difference favoring Indian pupils in
Indian schools over integated Indian pupils." 8

Over a period of 4 years, Bass studied compara-
tive achievement by Indian students in State
public 'and Federal high schools, (operated by
Bureau of Indian Afffirs). Between 1966 and
1970, a sample which fluctuated in size in the
vicinity of 1,500 to 3,500, took achievement,
Mtelligence, and psychologcal tests. Schools were
grouped as: (1) on-reservation, Federal; (2) off-
reservation, Federal; (3) on-reservation, public;
and (4) off-reservation, public.

No significant differences in achievement were
found among the types of schools. However,
scores did differ importantly by location. For

whatever reason, studepts in Juneau, klaska,
schools scored far higher than students elswhere;
hi the schools of Aberdeen, S.D., levels were not as
high but did show a distinct superiority. On the
other hand, no consistent level was characteristic
in the Navajo schools and in schools located M
Muskogee, Okla., and Phoenix, Ariz. There was a
general relative retardation in achievement durhig
the course of the 4 years. At entry into the 9th
grade, Indian students lagged behind norm by a
year; by the 12th grade, the lag was 21/2 years.
Socioeconomic status did not emerge as a major
factor in academic achievement. Degree of accul-
turation was found to he positively related to
achievement. Yet, Bass writes, "it is not a highly
potent factor:49 Similarly,- a direct relationship
was found between achievement and language of
the home.

Spilka studied a total of 1,508 Indian (Oglala
Sioux) and white students; the former attended
nine reservation schools; the latter, four town
schools. The .grade range covered junior high and
senior high school. Indian students scored at the
national norm or above in nonverbal IQ but lower
for verbal IQ. Spilka had hypothesized that "home
socioeconomic status wfll be positively associated
with school achievement and child intelligence."
He found, however, only "very tentative support"
for this generalization." He had also expected to
discover that "parental Indianness" would be
negatively related to academic achievement wid
intelligence, but he found no support for this
hypothesis. Socioeconomic status played a nUnor
role in that mothers of drOpOuts tended to be of
lower status than mothers of persisters.

IndicitiOns of exceedingly low achievement by
Indian students are available in bits and pieces.
One has literally to patch together an overall
impression. In 1972, for example, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs reported Indian graduates from BIA
high schools scored 3.3 years below the national
norm. In other words, after 4 years of high school;
the students knew even less than a high school
freshman was presumed to have learned by the end
of his or her first year of high school. Yet, the
Federal General Accounting Office, tn a report to
Congress, commented that "we could not readily
ascertain the reliability of this estimate..." there-
by implyffig that the achievement level might be
even lower.51 In Oklahoma, according to Trimble,

.. 44.7 percent of the Indian students in
Oklahoma dropped out in 1968."52 In three
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counties of iurtlieaserii Oklahoma (Adair, Chero-
kee, and Delaware), Underwood reports Indian
dropout rates averaged about 75 percent over the
decade ending in 1964-65. During 1965, Under-
wood interviewed 100 Cherokee Iwuseholds in
Cherokee County and found that more than half
of all Cherokees under 25 years of age were
functional filiterates.53 In Detroit, a sample of
sixth-grade Indian children in the public schools
were 1 year behind in reading and were gaining 5
months in achievement for every 10 months of
atten dance.54

SENSE OF SELF AND ASPIRATIONS

Scott studied the Tlingit Indians in Wrangell,
Alaska.55 He found them highly assimilated into
the white population. Few Indian children speak
or even understand TILnOt; parents urge their
young to learn the ways of the whites and unlearn
Indian ways. English is all but the universal
language. The public school is attended by every-
one except a small minority. "Children are not
particularly concerned with racial distinctions,"
reports Scott, "and ... common education in the
public schools has tended to mitigate cultural
differences."56 Between 1913 and 1950, every
fourth marriage in Wrangell was interracia1.57 So
far has the process of assimilation gone that one
Tlingit defined a "native" as -a person who is
ashamed of his ancestors."58 An economic trans-
action seems to underlay the entire social arrange-
ment; the Indians have been permitted to continue
their age-old fishing industry while the whites
control everything else as well as a consideerable
part of the manufacturing end of the fishing
industry. The economic history of Tlingit-white
relations includes no example of foreign destruc-

.
tion of Indith territory.

Brant and Hobart contrasted Danish and
Canadian policies toward Eskimo education.59
The Danish policy in Greenland is characterized as
-cultural receptivity" and is marked by flexibility
and tentativeness. The Canadian policy is charac-
terized as -ethnocentrism" and is marked by
-rigidity and crash-program mentality of cer-
tain ."60 Brandt and Hobart wrote:

Among Greenlandic Eskimos there appears to be a high
degree of maintenance of feelings of group self-esteem
a posifive valuation of most aspects of traditiong culture.
Danes and things Danish are not accepted wholesale,

mechanically, slavishly; ways of doing, attitudes, and
motivational patterns are not, m a blanket manner,
regraded as good by Eskimos because of their association
with the Danish way of life.61

The relations between Dane and Eskimo reflect
cultural difference rather than cultural hierarchy.

In Canada, however:

The exclusive use of English as the language of
instruction among children understanding this language
little or not at ail, by teachers knowing nothing of the
Eskimo language, creates multiple difficulties. 11 e first
year to 2 years of classes are given over almost entirely to
teaching Engsh. The tendency to use Eskimo among
themselves is discouraged if not prohibited.62

Many teachers of Eskimos gain satisfaction from
the "masklike smiling faces" of Eskimo children
and regard them as evidence of a cheerful and
happy adjustment. Far from it, according to Brant
and Hobart. They explain that Eskimo parents, "in
accord with tradition, commonly counsel their
children to contain emotions lest they make the
white people at school feel unhappy."63

Tefft studied the differential impact of white
contact upon Northern Arapaho and Shoshone
high school students in Wyoming. He found that
the Araptho surpassed both Shoshone and white
in self-to-other alienation and in anomie.64

Students of both Indian backgrounds frequently
interacted with white peers about equally, and
seemed to enjoy equal access to educational and
employment opportunities. Whites showed a

strong preference for Shoshone. Tefft explains the
historical background:

Over the last centry the white community has come to
consider the Shoshone tribe as the "friend of the white
man- because the Shoshone_ warriors under Chief
Washakie's leadership invariably fought Plains tribes
gougside the government armies. One of the_Plains tribes
which was an enemy of-both the Shoshone and the
-Whites was the Arapaho who, in contrast to the Shoshone,
have always been considered troublemakers by the whites
from early reseNation days up until the present.65

The Shoshone are regarded as the more "progres-
sive" group.

But neither Indian group wants to become
"white." Instead, both desire to be evaluated
favorably by the whites who, in fact, constitute
the Indians' reference gaup. Lacking status and
membership in the white community, the Arapaho
develop feelings of anomie. Possessing the former
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but not the la tter, the Shoshone develop a sense of
identity realistically based on acceptance by the
socially powel liii. Fallon would characterize the
situation of both Shoshone anti Arapaho as

"colonized."66
Havighurst and Dreyer have addressed sonic

work specifically on Indian self.concept and self.
esteem. "Indians have about the same level of
self-evaluation as non-Indians..." according to
Havighurst.67 Dreyer summarized his study as
showing "a student who was basically positive in
his attitude about his future and who looked
forward to the future as a time_ of self-improve-
ment and personal fulfillment."68 He also wrote
that "scholastic achievement was not an important
factor in the overall thinking of Indian students."
(Yet, Bass found that grades worried Indian high

.school students more than any other personal.
social problem.69) In a joint study, Dreyer and
Havighurst reported that self-esteem of boarding
school students (all Indians) was relatively low.
This was s,..,.newhat unexpected since the same
researchers reported also that in general "our
Indian student: who attended school in pre-
dominantly Indian student population judged
themselves against their Indian peers and rated
themselves positively by those standards.. ."70 By
these lights, then, boarding students might be
expected to exhibit high self-esteem, and yet they
did not. Dreyer and Havighurst account Tor this
discrepancy by stressing that "the context within
which an individual judges himself is critical to
attaching meaning to his so-called 'self-esteem'
ratings."7

BaSS found Indian high school students to be
optimistic about their future but their self-concept
was self-rated as quite low. Students in off-reserva-
tion schools were more optimistic; in such public
schools, students recorded the highest (of four
types of schools) on social presence and value
orientation, two measures of the degree to which
Indian students felt comfortable with persons of
other cultures. At the same time, Bass points out
that Inrhan students showed a significant and
successive increase on these two dimensions
between grades 10 ro 12, regardless ot the type of
school. From this fact he draws time conclusion
that "the school has a socializing and acculturating
effect upon Indian students."72 A question that
may be raised about this view concerns whether
the acculturating student is identifying or simply

MINORITY UUDENTS

learning successfully to "live with" white culture.
The latter interpretation gains some support from
Bass' own finding that "as Indian students progress
throu01 high school it appears that they place an
increasing value on school, teachers, education,
their success in school, their present life, their
future, and white people, but experience no
increased positive feeling toward them"73 This is
reminiscent of Tefft's search among the Shoshone
Indians as previously discussed.

Corrigan studied self-concept of 280 Indian
students enrolled in Sherman Indian high school in
Riverside, Calif. He found no difference in self-
concept when he separated scores of his sample by
whether they had attended a public or a Federal
boarding elementary schoo1.74 Withycombe, in a
study of self-concept of 108 Paiute Indian and
white children in the area around Reno, Nev.,
found that self-concept of Indian children was
lowest in the all-Indian reservation school. Based
on an analys'is of scores of first graders and fifth
graders, Withycombe concluded that "segregation
was cumulatively negative in its elTect upon
self-concept with time in school."75 Unfortu-
nately, the researcher did not control age or
socioeconomic status and so it is not possible to
disentangle these elements from the factor of
segregation. (Whether an ent:ng1enient exists at all
is another question.)

The cultural content of Indian children's sense
of self-identity is frequently handled in a con-
fusing way by the schools. Bunger reports on her
visit to schools in remote regjons of Maska:

Fast graders in these two schools in the Alaskan
.`busIC' were concentrating on learning about Thanks-
giving ... Although most of them had only in September
begun to leant English, they were now extending their
efforts towards a rather useless vocabulary.76

At the other extreme are cases, as in the Chicago
public schools, where "many teachers did not even
know they had Indian students."77

In large cities such as Detroit and Chicago,
Indian children regularly report they know hardly
anything of their native language and just as little
of their tribal history. A very different, situation
exists in southeastern Montana on the adjacent
Crow and Northern Cheyenne reservations. In a
study of 1,872 school-age children, Deacon found
the following:78
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Native language is
primary language

percent
Northern Cheyenne
reservation 55

Crow rese ations

On the Crow reservation, 82 percent of first
gaders spoke Crow as their primary language;
fully 79 percent of the 12th graders also spoke it
as a primary language. Drawn found no evidence
of a long-term decline in the use of the native
language on either reservation. Caspar, studying
the education of Menominee children in Wis-
consin, found much evidence of school disrespect
of "Indianness" extending even to the practice by
some teachers of forcibly tearing Indian headbands
from the heads of Menominee girls in class-

rooms.79 Aber le reports that Navajo children are
sometimes penalized for using their native

language in school." A striving for Indian identity
sometimes outweighs Indian interest in the

quality of education. According to Visscher, who
studied the Northern Cheyenne, _"parents and
young people agree that adolescents want to go
away to schools where they can identify with an
Indian peer group, even though the quality of
education offered at these schools is not con-
sidered better by either parents or students."81

Pecoraro investigated the effect on Indian
self-concept of using special audiovisual materials
relating to cultural and historical aspects of Indian
life in Maine. Both Indian and non-Indian children
viewed the materials and both reportedly im-
proved their acceptance of Indians. Indian children
gained more than non-Indians, thus indicating to
Pecoraro an improvement in self-image. The tone
and approach of materials can be judged from the
researcher's own characterization of a unit on the
history of the Passamaquoddy Indians:

This is a general overview of the tribe which em-
phasizes the loyalty of these Indians to the United States
of America. Explained are those brave Indians who have
fought for the country in every wu since the Revolu-
tionary

One hopes that such material was not typical of
the entire exercise for such benevolence would
leave the Indian (and non-Intan) child puzzled as
to the historic realities of oppression and discrimi-
nation.

Native language is
secondary language

percent

18

English Only
used

percent

27

10

The reader will recall Bryde's contention,
described on page 30, that at about seventh or
eighth grade the Oglala Sioux student suddenly
suffered a drop in academic actlievement; this he
called the "crossover phenomenon." He attributed

the rapid maturing of a sense of Sioux-white
value conflicts; the Sioux youngster became rapid-
ly aware of the proportions of the conflict hnd was
overwhelmed by the prospects. This realization
gave rise to personality problems and, in time,
academic problems.

Purdy, Havighurst, and Dreyer have addressed
themselves to this sort of problem. In Purdy's
sturly of Oklahoma Indian second, fourth, and
sixth graders, he found the younger students to be
quite like white peers in intellectual performance.
The sixth graders, however, were quite different
since, according to Purdy, by that time they have
begun to experience the burdens of "accumulative
years in a deprived and semi-isolated environ-
ment."83 This view would tend to support Bryde's
interpretation. In mid-1970, Havighurst explicitly
rejected Bryde's views, holding that "there appears
to be no data from other Indian tribes or from
other studies of Indian school achievement to
support the erdstence of the 'crossover phenorn-
enon'."84 Later in the same year, however, in
association with Dreyer, Havighurst reported that
"youth of another Sioux reservation were part of
our group of Plains Indians and did show a
significant drop in 'self-esteem' between the ages
8-11 and 12-14 and a further slight drop in the
15-17 year old group which woulds seem to give
limited support to Bryde's findings."85 It is not
known whether the authors were referring to the
Oglala Sioux reservation at Pine Ridge. If so, the
corroborative value of their fmding is heightened.

STUDENT INTERACTION

Greenberg, who had taught for 2 years in a
Navajo school, studied integation problems
among the Navajo." He observed the barest
minimum of special measures to prepare for
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receiving Navajo children in the public schools. "In
many instances,- reported Greenberg, -the school
boards and superintendents were of the ophilon
that mere acceptance of Navajo children into their
school system implied equality of education."87
Greenberg warned against a well-meaning dis-
position to lower standards '1 Navajo children.
He observed: "If the Navajo pupil succeeds within
the accepted standards, he is more likely to be able
to make his way both inside and ,outside of the
Indian world."88

Miller studied Indian ninth graders in 12 inte-
grated schools-in North Dakota. He first sketched
the stark economic context of schooling= for
Indians: "A North Dakota Indian ... who desires
to live on the reservation today will be faced with
the hard fact that 50 to 90 percent of the Indians
residing there are unemployed. . . The problem ...
is one of how best to prepare many Indians for life
as a minority group in the dominant white
society."89 Indian students at integrated schools
achieved on a higher level and scored lower on an
alienation scale than did Lndians attending segre-
gated schools; they also accepted more of the
values of white society.

Nevertheless, white students preferred to have
little to do with any Indian. Miller divided
students making sociometric choices into two
groups, white students who had had Indian class-
mates for 8 years (residents) and those who had
transferred into the integrated school and thus had
Indian classmates for less than 8 years. He found:

Not only did non-Indians select integrated Indians at a
rate lower than would be mathematically expected, but
... resident non-Indians selected those Indian pupils only
to the same extent (7 percent) as did transfer non-Indians.
Surprisingly, the attendance of the same school for 8
year.= did not increase the acceptance of the Indians by
their non-Indian classmates."

Of the non-Indians, 57 failed to choose even a
skigle Indian classmate.

Miller concluded tha integration is truly in
name only, and that withki each classroom a
segregated situation generally exists."91 The track
system was found in some schools to create classes
almost homogeneous racially. "Unless some im-
provement is made in the preparation for, and in
the transition of, Indian pupils to integrated
schools," declared Miller, "... such transfer could
well be potentially more harmful than helpful to
these pupils."9 2

MINORITY STUDENTS

In Calga, Canada, 32 Sarree Indian children
in one school were studied by Hubert. Ethnic
cleavage was almost complete:

The Indian children will not mix with the white
children on their own accord. They seldom choose white
partners for their first preference ... Very seldom has an
Indian child ever visited the home of ... non-Indian
classmates.93

Indian children rarely volunteered for parts in
plays. The arrived in a bus that travelled between
their reservation and the school; they ate and
played together. The white children, according to

Hubert, "treat [ed]the Sarcee children coolly and
on an impersonal basis, simply tolerating their
presence and not more."94 While teachers did not
encourage the Indian children to tell the class
about life on the reservation, Hubert discovered
that non-Indian children did pick up a fair amount
of information from the Indian clAdren.

TEACHERS IN THE CLASSROOM

Often, the teacher is the most fearful and
isolated person in the Indian classroom. Spilka
writes of the "feelings of helplessness and futility"
on the part of teachers on the Oglala Sioux
reservation in Pine Ridge.95 In Minneapolis junior
high school, of 27 teachers who taught Indian
students, 11 "felt they were not successful at any
time. .."90 Teachers at Red Wing High School,
Minn., struck Harkins and associates as simply
ineffective: "... Their inability to communicate
with and motivate the Prairie Island Indian youth
affected their self-image as effective teachers."97
Few if any workable measures were taken by
administrative authorities to remedy these feelings
of inadequacy. In 1972, when a congressional
committee queried the Bureau of Indian Affairs
about teacher orientation programs, BIA replied:

All of the areas which operate Federd schools provide
orientation programs to acquaint "the teacher with the
history and traditions of the people she serves." These
brief programs vary in quality and at best are inade-

D8

The research literature suggests that the public
schools have not been creating any more successful
programs.

Teacher discrimination and unconcern are
thoroughly documented. In Minneapolis, at a
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"problem- junior high school, researchers report-
ed: "We found no evidence of gross derogation; we
did find an appalling absence of human and
professional concern for Indian students on the
part of a significant number of . . classroom
teachers."'" In a number of southwestern schools,
Smith found that while teachers:

... Cited reluctance to speak in class as a major
problem, they felt that this was one of the most desirable
features about teaching Indian children. Quiet, unrespon-
sive children provided few behavior problems... In
general, they felt pessimistic that anything could be done
with these crdldren. Undoubtedly this attitude is com-
municated to the children.10°

Gunn, himself part Indian, interviewed teachers of
Indian students in public schools of Sacramento,
Calif. He reported:

Most or the teachers ... expressed-sympathy ... and
some expressed a dethe to help Indians if they had the
opportunity. None, however, suggested that they could
"help- educaUonally by leaining more about problems of
Indian children.101

When Crocket -asked Roger Jourdain, chairman of
the Red Lake, Minnesota, Tribal Council, what
high school teachers could do for Chippewa
students, Jourdain replied: "Accept them, yes, just
accept them!"102

Among the Menominee in Wisconsin, Caspar
found, "the majority of the complaints against the
teachers made by Indian students illustrate a lack
of respect for the Indian child and an imprudent
and excessive use of physical force by teach-
ers."1" In schools of northeastern Oklahoma,
according to Wax, the classrooms "could typically
be characterized as a small aggregate of English-
speaking pupils in continual discourse with the
teachers, wHe about them was a silent group of
Cherokee."104 Many of the teachers in public
schools enrolling Cherokee are local whites. "But,-
comments Wax, "they do not realize their own
igtorance, and, in coming from a parochial and
constructed rural backgound, they have no under-
standiiv of what it is to be linguistically and
culturally alien to the school and its teachers."1"

A puzzling disjunction exists in the research in
this area. On the one hand, empirical studies yield
an almost unrelieved picture of teacher insensiti-
Aty. Qn the other hand, regional and national
surveys not infrequently report a positive orienta-
tion of Indian children toward the school and even

the faculty. Perhaps it is easier to forget negative
realities when responding to global questions
regarding attitudes in general.

INDIAN COMMUNITY AND THE
SCHOOLS

1964, John Woodenlegs, a leader of the
Northern Cheyenne people, told a researcher: "We
want our children to learn to walk between the
two worlds and take the best from each.-106 This

educational philosophy may well be almost univer-
s&l among Indian communities today. The growing
discontent with schools serving Indian children
expresses a judgment that they are not learning
how to traverse such a path with assurance.
Indeed, the suspicion gows that it is the worst
rather than the best of both worlds that is the lo
of Indian children.

Qn the reservations, where about half of all
Indians still live, poverty is the keynote. In 1972,
during a period of national economic prosperity,
the U.S. Department of Commerce reported the
national unemployment rate at 3.5 percent while
it estimated unemployment on the reservations at
nearly 50 percent; at the same time, the U.S.
Department of Labor placed reservation unem-
ployment at 38 percent.107 In either case, the
ratio of reservation to-nonreservation unemploy-
ment was between 10-1 and 13-1. From a third to
a Mt- of the reservation labor force was unemploy-
ed.

In the large cities, Indian co munities are no
less impoverished. Around 1970 in Detroit, unem-
ployment among Indian heads of households stood
at 46 percent.'" In Chicago, reported Scott and
associates, "by far the largest number of the city's
Indian population falls into an unstable lower
working class group, which is marginal to the
economy and the social structure of the big
city."1" This group made up 70 percent Of the
city's Indians. In Los Angeles, on the other hand,
HaAghurst wrote that "the `Indian community' as
pictured here is the 60 percent who are most
stable in residence, occupation, and In-
dianness' ."110 However defined, Indian corn-

rnunities are the country's poorest. The severely
constricted vocational opportunities facing Indian
youths are directly related to this sweeping
poverty. WitMn -the same context, the failures of
Indian schooling are felt with special force.
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Inside many Indian communities, the school's
staff keeps its distance from parents as well as
students outside the classroom. Repeatedly, re-
searchers report that teachers never or rarely visit
homes of students, even when the communities arc
very sma11.111 Gunn writes that of his sample
most teachers of Indian children "had never visited
an Indian's home but they were positive the home
background was undesirable." To be sure, an
occasional apparent exception can be found.
Thus, Randquist reports that upon visiting the
homes of 30 Indian families in Anadarko, Okla.,
"not one home reported any conflict between
school teachings and home folkways and teach-
ings."112 The fact that Randquist had been an
assistant superintendent in the city's schools for 8
years must have alerted Indian parents especially
those with school children = into an excess of
prudence.

Knight studied the diaries of 20 teachers who
recorded events over a fixed 15-day period (They
taught Indian studen' 'n southwestern schools.).
Events dealing with out-of-school setting number-
ed 439. Of this total, 126 or 29 percent dealt with
Indian people; 74 related to school-connected
events; 52 were not school connected. Teachers
from two school districts No. 116 and No. 119

reported most contact in the Indian community.
Knight's field staff reported from- its firsthand
observations that teaching at 116 was very good; it
was poor at 119. A most significant difference,
according to Knight, was that teachers at 116
tended to abstract and discuss the contacts in
conscious terms of gaining insight; whereas at . .

119 only one teacher evidenced this, and not the
staff in general."113 School-community relations
were thus best based on a productive classroom
educational experience and a planned, deliberate
program of reflection and study by the teachers
involved. It might be supposed that meeting
parents and children outside the classroom was
critical to the process of reflection and study.

How fully do Indian parents participate in
school affairs? One important piece of research on
this question was completed in 1971 by the
National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People Legal Defense Fund (LDF) and the
Harvard Center for Law and Education. One of the
strongest features of this study was the inter-
viewing of 445 Indian parents.

3
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The researchers found instances of consultation
of parents by school districts but the cases were of
little substance. In Nebraska and South Dakota,
for example, the BIA had concluded contracts
with State tribal organizations but LDF declares
that "this is Indian control in form but not
fact."114 The researchers arrived at several general
conclusions:

Indian parents are keenly interested in education, but
they are alienated from the public schools.

Most Indian parents think their children are not
learning. However, for a minority of parents, attendance
at public schools is such a great improvement over the
distant boarding school or no school at all, that they tend
to accept conditions as they arc.

Many parents were afraid to talk frankly with our
interiiewers. They feared exposure, harassment of their
children, and possible loss of their jobs ...

Indian parents know what is wrong in the schools and
have valuable suggentions for improvement.115

Numerous examples were cited.
Indian membership on school boards, even in

predominantly Indian schools, is almost unknown.
"All too often," wrote LDF, the board "repre-
sents non-Indian interests in the community

banking, industry, trading posts, property, law-
enforcement = which seek to keep local tax rates
as low as possible."116 In Anadarko, Okla., where
Indians constitute about one-third of the popula-
tion, Randquist reported:

No members of minority groups had .-) vv.' on the
board of education with one exception. One man with
some Indian blood once served on the board in the
1950's.117

Menominee students made up a similar percentage
of students in a Wisconsin school district but their
parents were kept off the board by the fact that
elections were on an at-large basis.118 According
to Aberle, among the Navajo "there are nominal
school boards attached to most reservation
schools, bin there has been relatively little devolu-
tion of authority to date ."119

Since the late 1960's, Indian communities have
begun to generate considerable organized protests
around school issues. Apparently, no study has
attempted to analyze these events. Here and there,
however, evidence is available. In Minneapolis, for
example, parent protests have occurred in coopera-
tion with the American Indian Movement (AIM), a
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nones tablish risen group which employs direct
action techniques. In far-off Red Wing and Hast-
ings, Minn., Indian parents began meeting with
school authorities on a gaup basis.120 In Detroit,
1972 saw serwal small Indian groups starting to
work along these lines.121 An energetic parents'
movement among the Menominee was under way
dunng 1969.1972.122 News of similar develop-
ments are reported regularly in Akwesasne Notes
and Indian Historian.123

Community control of schools is an issue with
deep historic roots among some Indian groups. As
previously indicated several times, outright control
of schools among rive Indian nations Cherokee,
Choctaw, Chickasaw, Creek, and Seminole
expressed their legal sovereignty as recognized by
treaty. Since 1906, however, this special status has
not existed as a consequence of congressional
action. Apparently no contemporary movement
for control imiong these five peoples any longer
exists.

Weinman has contrasted community control
attitudes among two Tewa pueblos M New Mexi-
co. These are Sulu Clara and San Juan. It is not so
much actual efforts to gain control as attitudinal
orientations to the exercising of community con-
trol that interests Weinrnan. She finds Santa Clara
to be more ready for loc0 control. Prunarily, she
holds, this results from a long history of relative
openness to change and a practice of challenging
authority. The people of San Juan are far more
traditional and thus reluctant to envision a take-
over of authority. In addition, certain long.term
economic reverses have further disposed them to a
belief in their own Mefficacy. The principal of
Espanola High School, attended by youngsters of
both pueblos, noted that students from Santa
Clara were both "more Indian" and more worldly;
or better, too wordly. They were widely admired
among all students for achieving this combination.
As Weinman relates it:

He said that Indian high school students have always
respected the Lndividual who could integrate well with
other students ... Whereas before integration meant
being able to get along with others by becoming more like

'-- them now it meant getting along with others on one's
own terms.124

This ability, however, is not necessarily conducive
to community control. It could just as well thrive
under other circumstances.

One outright experin ent in community control
has occurred &mong the Navajos. The Rough
Rock Demonstration School was financed hy the
Federal Office of Economic Opportunity. It was
evaluated by Erickson and -Schwartz during the
period September 1968 April 1969. They
concluded:

There is likelihood that the board's overall impact
was very positive, reducing the alienation that has often
been observed in schools for American Indians.

Relationships between the school and its com .
munity were unusually, perhaps even phenomenally, rich
and well developed.125

The evaluators, however, also found many short-
comings. Central among these was an imputed
inability by members of the Navajo board to reach
an informed, independent decision on proposals
made by professionals in their employ. Erickson
and Schwartz made much also of the clear
tendency of board members to hire dispropor-
tionate numbers of their relatives. "There are
strong suggestions in the board minutes," they
wrote, "that the administrator was 'being good' to
the [board] members."126 Teacher morale was
low while teacher turnover was high.127 The
practical dominance of the school by professional
educators, which Erickson and Schwartz often
imply, strains the community character of a
locally controlled school. Wax sees community
control as providing "a powerful goad to educators
to discard their institutional arrogance and to
cease working with conceptua schemes in which
the children are simply regarded as 'culturally
deprived' or otherwise lacking in the competencies
and potentials of properly reared children:"128

A series of interrelated local actions on behalf
of community-controlled schools simply does not
exist among Indian communities. Community con-
trol, if it ever does arrive, is likely to come as part
of a much broader movement for Indian self-deter-
mination.

The historian Degler has written that "Indians,
when confronted with the choice, have chosen to
be red men... Never before... have white Ameri-
cans encountered people who refused the opportu-
nity to become Americans."129 Perhaps this is
true when Indians are pressed to assimilate or
remain Indians. These extremes left no choice. But
contemporary Indians differ from their 19th cen-
tury forbears in that the option no longer exists to
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rematn historically "Indian." More than ever they
wish to live in two worlds at one time. Ortiz, of
the San Jaun Pueblo, wrote about Indian educa-
tion:

Little children should be builders of bridges between
the two cultures; particularly so when only they can span
the gulf between the two, between home and school, the
old and the new. They should not be made into unwitting
conduits for a forced assimilation policy the weakness of
which is all too obvious to those outside of the 13IA

I 30

Nor is there a fe ling that the children should be
made to reenact the ancient ways in unchanged
form.

Instead of seeking to remain or become an
abstract "red man," Indian spokesmen stress the
need to establish a new cultural identity. In the
words of August Little Soldier, chairman of the
Three Affiliated Tribes at Fort Berthold reserva-
tion:

[The cultural approach] does not mewl that one
teaches the Indian how to become a white man, then
teach hum a trade. The cultural approach means that he is
taught how to use his values (he becomes even more
Indian) in taking advantage of vocational or liberal
educational opportunities and becoming self-supporting

He is even more Indian than ever because he has
learned how to use his values in a new setting.131

This view is highly consistent with traditional
Indian philosphical orientation which regards the
present world, including education, as ad instru-
ment rather than as a goal for man.

The recent emergence of higher and profes-
sional education among Indians evidences the new
direction. In 1970, the following numbers of
Indian students were enrolled at various levels of
advanced education:132

Undergraduate 26,914
Graduate 1,290
Medicine 43
Den tistry 17

Law 192
Total 28,456

In 1974, the newly formed Association of Anieri-
can Indian Physicians (AAIP) compiled the num-
bers of Indian students attending various pro-
fessional schools as follows:133

MINORITY STUDENTS

Medical school 82
Dental school 13

Veterinarian school 7

Pharmacy school 22
Podiatry school 1

Total 125

There were 25 Indian physicians active in AMP.
Indian self-determination challenges the reserva-

tion regimen which has been called by Cherokee
social scientist Thom is "the most complete
colonial system M the world that I know
about."134 Economic resources on reservations
from which benefits presently flow outward in
classic colonial fashion require high skills for their
management. But the ending of the colonial
framework of reservations requires the gathering
of political power. The near future of Indian
Americans will thus be deeply influenced by their
degree of success in the political sphere: In this
larger "community control," education far beyond
the confines of the contemporary range will be
needed. Resource development will require tech-
nical specialists such as economists, engineers,
geologists, and planners.135 It is thus interesting
to note that during the early 1970's Peter Mac-
Donald, an engineer, was elected and reelected as-
head of the Navajo nation.

Educational researchers have paid little at-
tention to tile school problems of Indian children.
In the future, tins situation will undoubtedly
change, if only because more Indian educators are
beginning to communicate their own ideas. But
the research problems would most profitably be
set within a framework of a search for self-deter.
mination. Viewed this way, it may be no longer
necessary to continue piling up psychological
studies of individual baits and attitudes. Perhaps
more germane would be the designation of prac-
tical school curricula and forms of governance that
1,011 aid in the achievement of self.determination.

CONCLUSION

Traditional- Indian education served communal
needs adequately. The European conquests de-
stroyed such education as part of a program to
suppress Indian culture and decimate native socie-
ties. Under American law, Indians occupy a special

_
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status in that their rights were for decades defined

by treaties, unlike any other minority. Despite

formal protection, however, legal protection was
most often denied them in critical areas of life,
including education. While financing for Indian
schools derived from land given up under varying
degrees of compulsion, Indians were denied a voice
in the content or operation of their schools.

Access to the courts was of minor consequence_
The basic mental ability of Indian children to

learn has been documented frequently. In aca-
demic achievement, however, they trail far behind
white children. Although some researchers attri-
bute most of the lag to the poverty of the
children, the research findings do not support this
assumption. Among forces influencing low Indian
achievement are the discriminatory conditions
under which Indians live in the U.S. This factor is
only rarely taken into account by researchers. The
self-concept of Indian children seems to hold up
well in comparison with that of whites although
they also learn to keep their distance from white
society as a whole as they progess through school
Evidence suggests widespread cultural insensitivity
on the part of the school. Indian and white

students interact little in a productive, cooperative
way when attending the same school. Much
hostility is expressed against the Indian children.

Very many teachers are puzzled or made
uncomfortable by the presence of Indian children.
School authorities, in Federal and local public
schools, seem equally uninterested in helping such
teachers. Instances of outright teacher discrimina-
tion and unconcern are documented extensively.
School staff has little to do with local Indian
communities. While Indian parents are eager to
have their children succeed in the two worlds of
Indian and white, they are often rebuffed and
alienated from the school. This is as true M the
large city as on the reservation. While parents
appear sometimes as passive observers, researchers
report repeatedly after interviewing them that the
opposite seems to obtain.

Although a few experiments in community-
controlled schools have been conducted, almost
none has been evaluated. In arty event, the future
of Indian education is dependent upon the
achievement of self-determination by Indian

Americans.
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CHAPTER 13
CONCLUSIONS

The American public school system from its
outset was based on racial and ethnic exclusivism.
For more than a century, this spirit infused the
principal institutions and practices of the schools,
including higher education. Only during the past
generation have protest movements, initiated by
excluded minorities, begun to open the public
schools to all children. The great r part of the task
remains undone.

Planned segregation and deliberate deprivation
of minority children were installed in American
education with the full cooperation of the law.
The highest Federal and State courts fashioned
legal doctrines to defend the titutionality of
racial discrimination. Since th, '.20th century,
with the growing self-consciousi uss of black,
Mexican American, Indian American, and Puerto
Rican communities, the laws have started to

unbend in the direction of equal educational
opportunity. During the 1950's, 1960's, and 1970's
the U.S. Supreme Court constructed a theory of
the affirmative constitutional obligation ot school
systems to dismantle racially discriminatory prac-
tices. Quantitatively, the geatest progress in dese-
gregation resulted from this change in orientation.

The theory of racial inferiority in intellectual
ability arose as a defense of slavery and other
oppressive practices. It was refurbished later to fit
newer circumstances. In more recent times, the
contention was revived first by some opponents of
desegregation. More recently, the argument has
been decked out in a scientific-sounding apparatus.
Genetic evidence to support the racial inferiority
doctrine, however, has never been successfully
produced.

While the schools have been opened to all,
minority children frequently fail to benefit from
attending them. Prevailing educational theory
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ascribes this failure to the shortcomings of the
children or to characteristics of their families.
Consequently, a norm of differential achievement
for children according to income level of parents
has gained widespread acceptance among educa-

tional staffs and researchers. This interpretation
has attained the status of a self-evident truth
among some.

Yet, by careful examination of the empirical
conditions under which minority children learn or
do not learn in schools, a different viewpoint can
be defended. Numerous cases have been recorded
which contradict the dominant view. Intellectual
differences are bridged whereas social class theory
requires separation. By choosing more appropriate
testing devices, by altering social circumstances,
and simply by affording more human considera-
tion to customarily low achieving children,...the
traditional socioeconomic barriers to learning ap-
pear less formidable.

Desegregation has moved from a theory to a
fact. Judging from actual cases of desegregated
schooling, one may conclude under desegregation:

1. Academic achievement rises as the minority
child learns more while the advantaged majority
child continues to learn at his accustomed rate.
Thus, the achievement gap narrows. There is no
evidence that the presence of middle class children
is required in desegregated schools before such an
achievement effect bepjns to operate.

2. Minority children gain a more realistic con-
ception of their vocational and educational future.
This process may involve a scaling up or a staling
down of older aspirations. Self-acceptance and
self-concepts of minority children are higher than
under segregation.

3. Positive racial attitudes by black and white
students develop as they attend school together.
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Attendance in one desegregated school facilitates
attendance in other desegregated schools.

4. The role of teachers and principals is crucial
in generating mutual respect and productive learn-
ing among students of different races.

5. Black communities throughout the country
have sustained their support of deseg egation,
including the use of busing if necessary.

While children of each ethnic minority have
distinctive problems, their geatest common pro-
blem is the persistent failure of schools to accept
them as they are and to go on from there. In the
case of Mexican American, Puerto Rican, and
Indian American children, the added factor of
language difference is converted into a learning
handicap when it could easily become an educa-
tional advantage.

In the second edition of this book, published
during 1970, 10 trends in reseqrch were Mdicated.
They are repeated here together with brief reviews
of the extent to which the predicted developments
have materialized.

1. "The scope of desegregati n research will
expand to deal more adequately with the Indian
American and Spanish-surnamed Americans."

As is clear from chapters 11 and 12, some
studies have been made, especially of Indian
children. However the number of such studies
remains small.

2. "The units of research ahalysis will be both
smaller and larger: (a) the classroom rather than
the school will be studied; and (b) the school
system rather than the individual school will be
analyzed.-

A most welcome emphasis in some of the best
recent research is on the classroom as such. Where
the research is based on direct observation rather
than questionnaires, much dependable knowledge
has been obtained. This newer line of research also
facilitates a more realistic explanation of school
outcomes. It has also become clear that the course
of desegregation -depends on the teacher and upon
school processes such as grouping;. these factors are
more easily comprehended on a classroom scale.

Few school systems have been studied in their
itirety with respect to interracial factors. Such

studies were done in Florida, Michigan, and several
other places. Elsewhere, parts of school systems
such as elementary or high schools have been
scrutinized since 1970. School authorities' concern
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about possible legal liability for conditions ob-
served by such studies has limited the degree to
which they are permitted.

3. "More universities will engage in desegrega-
tion research as desegregation becomes socially
acceptable."

In cities which have not desegregated, univer-
ties remainfearful of championing an unpopular

cause. By and large, they have not changed their
view that research into desegregation threatens to
upset close relations of dependence upon locg
school systems. This is especially true of the most
prominent centers of graduate study in education.
Where desegregation_ has been defused as a com-
munity issue, especially in the South, research on
desegregation proceeds more easily. Even in the
South, however, universities have turned away
from Federal grants to help implement desegrega-
tion. At times, when grants are accepted vague
names are used to describe university-based instal-
lations financed by such grants.

4. "School boards will become more research-
permissive, if not research-minded, in response to
increasing government requirements to demon-
strate results."

This has happened to a considerable degree.
Both the Emergency School Assistance Program
(ESAP) and the Emergency School Aid Act
(ESAA) made receipt of grants by school districts
conditional upon agreement to cooperate in a
formal evaluation of the grant project. Under
ESAP, the largest scale desegregation study yet
made in the United States was completed in 1973.
As reported previously several times, the study
showed a significant positive achievement effect
with one large group of black students. Similar
requirements are by now almost standard legisla-
tive procedure in many fields of Federal expendi-
ture other than desegregation. As local school
funds continue to be pressed, the incentive value
of Federal grants will grow.

5. "In part because of a research emphasis on
the classroom, desegregation will be more closely
linked with pedagogical and instructional improve-
ments."

Numerous indications point to such develop-
ments. As desegregation is practiced more widely
and recedes from community controversy, it is
viewed increasingly as an educational challenge.
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There is probably inure active educational rethink-
ing and searching for new approaches in desegre-

gated schools than in any other grouv of
American schools. Less and less are practitioners
concerned with the intricacies of rhetoric as they
become more and more involved with educational
improvement. Repeatedly the question is heard
from educators: How can we make the transition
easier? This search goes fair beyond a simplistic
technical .device or gimmick which may promise
overnight success.

6. -Comparative perspectives will be employed
increasingly as American desegregation problems
are compared with foreign orientations to over.
coming segregation and disadvantage."

Unfortunately, experience of other countries
has hardly been consulted. It remains an area of
real promise.

7. Desegregation research will become more
relevant to school practice as it is utilized by
courts and administrative bodies to direct changes

in educational procedures."
A beginning has been made in this direction.

Researchers have begun to experiment with speci-
fic procedures designed to overcome problems
such as low expectancies of achievement by

minority students. Research in bilingual and

bicultural education has received considerable
stimulus from court decisions. Courts have di-

rected educaton; to produce comprehensive in.
uctional and curricular programs. These orders

have pointed up the need for further research.
8. "Federal executive agencies will encourage

desegregation research by: (a) gathering nation.
wide benchmark statistics on racial aspects of
schooling, and (b) expending more funds for
research projects."

The prandnent source of statistics on desegre-
gation is the Office for Civil Rights of the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare. These
figures are unaudited and they are not widely
publicized. Thus far, also, little analytical use has
been made of the nationwide data. Other than
funds for evaluation of grant projects, little money
has been appropriated by Congress for original
research on desegregation.

9. "Congress will tend to be more receptive to
desegregation research as research outcomes
demonstrate the interdepencence of educational
improvement and desegregation."

Little evidence of such a trend has appeared.

10. "Sociological and psychological perspec-
tives will grow in importance in educational
research to the mutual benefit of all the scholarly
fields concerned."

Rather, what has happened is this: The psycho.
logy has grown more sociological and the socio.
logy has become more psychological. Students are
viewed less as isolated individual stdvers and
more as actors in a collective drama in which
broad social forces such as discrimination play a
critical role in school affairs. On the other hand,
sociology has-become less involved with discover-
ing statistical regularities and more concerned with
the coinplexities of student behavior in classroom
contexts.

In general, then, the projected trends have
worked themselves out in most respects.

Certain unanticipated research developments
have occurred since 1970

1, Partisan distortions of research results have
become more numerous although the motivations
involved are not always clear. Since knowledge of
research results on desegregation by social scien
tists and educators is spotty at best, newly
announced research findings are frequently treated
as thou& they were the first of their kind.
Interpretations then proceed in a lopsided way,
without benefit of acquaintance with the main run
of research. Outright opposition to the very

possibility of desegregation is no longer encoun-
tered in the journals. Instead, highly selected
research results are cited to support one or the
other .side. Few of the works on desegregation
reported in the present work, for example, have
been referred to in controversies over desegrega-
tion.Yet, they form a large part of the reseach
results. It would seem fruitless to expect the press
and legislators to be better informed when the
learned world itself lags in knowlege,

2, Organized minority communities are in-
creasingly demonstrating skepticism of, and even
outright opposition to, research on their children.
kmong the most important reasons is the belief
that the research does not lead to perceptible
improvement in the quality of their children's
education. Consequently, researchers are viewed as
scholarly entrepreneurs who wish to .gain sothe
personal end that is unconnected with the com.
munity's self-interest. The further fact that re.
searchers are almost always of a dominant ethnic
group helps to distance the researcher from the
community.
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Unfortunately, however, the growing racial
consonance of researcher and community has not
necessarily changed this situation. lf, for example,
black researchers, rather than white researchers,

_rry out work that does not help the community
in some palpable way, the community has not won
anything by the racial change. In the future,
organized parents may insist on joining the re-
search no matter who conducts it to help plan
the design, monitor the project, and interpret the
findings. A prior intervention would concern the
very choice of projects to be undertaken.

3. Historical research on problems of schools
has expanded greatly. Aside from stimulating
further historical research, this newer work has yet
to influence educational thought and practice in a
significant way. The coverage of the new trend is
uneven; all but a small part of it deals with urban
and northern education. Since the major patterns
of racial and ethnic discrimination by the schools
were established in rural and southern and south-
western circumstances for blacks,. Mexican
American, Ian Americans, and Puerto Ricans
the new historical research tends to ignore them.
AS a result, these minorities become a subordinate
consideration.

The new research tends to organize itself from a
bureaucratic framework since it has hit upon
large-scale city school systems as the main object
of inquiry. Much attention is paid to the declara-
tions of formal school board policies with very
little attention:expended on developments within
the school and classroom. In the realm of race and
schools, however, the very reverse would be more
in order. Racial policies are rarely articulated but
they find their locale nevertheless in the schools.
By stressing formal policies, one cannot help
overlooking extensive developments in the schools.

One may hope that eventually more than
history will be treated historically. Every major
aspect of the educational institution should be
examined in terms of its origin and career.

4. Certain lines of recent research have tended
to distract attention from racial realities in the
schools. Such has been the case with the issue or
interdistrict financial inequalities. These differ-
ences have been illustrated endlessly from a wide
sampling or States. Implicit is the proposition that
ending financial disparities will do away with the
discrimination. Historically there is little, if any,
warrant that larger of smaller taxing units affect
basic inequalities in education. Further, there is

the question whether minority students are injured
more by interdistrict pr intradistrict inequalities.
Very few formal inquiries have been made into
this matter. As research of a social-psychologica
character focuses increasingly on individual
schools and classrooms, the nature of intradistrict
inequalities will become clearer.

5. The still-dominant view of the school aS an
essentially neutral and passive element in the
creation of educational inequalities has begun to
lose its cogency. This trend will in all likelihood_
continue. Few other tendencies bear as much
promise for future educational research and
change .

The incessantly cited- dictum that school
achievement varies wAh social class or family
background is also weakening along with the
orthodox explanation that a child with certain
social advantages is thereby better prepared to
profit from school experiences. Therefore, poor
children are regarded as disadvantaged. But, ac-
cording to emerging concepts, it is just as logical to
contend that the school (staff, faculty, school
board) selects the stance it will adopt toward
children of varying social circumstances. In short,
poor children will learn if the schools choose to
educate them.

Beyond logic alone, however, this alternative
explanation is strongly supported by historical
experience. During the 19th century when the
southern Indian nations controlled their own
schools, their children learned, in many cases using
two languages. There was no talk about social
disadvantage. Descendants of the same children are
today among the poorest educated students in the
county. School and community attitudes toward
them are chiefly accountable for this shortfall.
Yet, most discussions center on their poverty. The
evidence of law shows, too, a continuing effort to
deprive and to segregate. And, Finally, the findings
of research on bias among school staff, including
teachers, further support the view that the school
is an active element in the failure of many
minority children to achieve academically.

A school that chooses to discriminate is also
capable of reversing its choices. On the other hand,
a school that is helpless to resist whatever problem
assails it is incapable of changing directions.

6. The relationship between education and
integration bears far more explication thari it has
thus far received, A disjunction between the two is
often assumed by both partisans of and
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antagonists to integration. Nothing in the research
evidence supports such a view. Eliminating the
bonds of racial discrimination by itself help create
the framework of a better education. Rut this
should not become an argument on behalf of
planlessness. Specific instructional strategies and
this is what many people regard as "education
must accompany an integration plan. This is the
practical purpose of integration.

In the early -1960's many proponents of dese-
gregation declared that overcoming segregation
and deprivation required no more than attendance
of black and white children in one school. Today,
the same contention is seen more properly as a
prescription for failure. Indeed, a number of

experiences pointed out as demonstrating the
unworkability of desegregation illustrate, instead,
the inevitability of failure if nothing changes other
than the racial composition of the school. The
volume of negative evidence on this question is
overwhelming; much of it has been cited here.

The present generation has a great deal to learn
about the practical workings of equal educational
opportunity. Research can help in those efforts.
The greater danger is the return of old mental sets
that make this impossible. The color line is like a
noose lying loosely around the throat of demo-
cratic reform. If it is not torn away, it will tighten.
In that case, equal opportunity of any kind will
evaporate.
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achievement, 112
Kalamazoo; effect of court ordered

busing in, 211; school desegregation study in,
266; study of desegregation and teacher pre-
ference, 23,5

Pontiac: school desegregation study in
256; study of black pride in, 168

Ypsilanti: desegregation study in, 149;
study of racial balance in schools, 104

Michigan State University:-study of racial discrimi-
nation at, 79; study of social factors in schools
in, 82

Militance-of-Action Index, 251
Millikiim University, racial-discrimination at, 198
M nnesota: studies of Indian-Americans

307-308; Minneapolis, study of lndian-Amed-
cans, 214-317; Red Lake, Indian Tribal Council
in, 317
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Minnesota Multiphasic Perso ality Inven y: see
Personality Tests

Minoritity Groups, ethnic ideptification in, 327
Mississippi: racial interaction study in parochial

schools, 189; school desegregation studies in,
265-166

Gulfport study of black education in,
107-108

Missouri, Kansas City: 211: school desegregation
studies in, 120

St. Louis: black representation on
educational staff, 238; ghetto conditions in,
261; study of ghetto areas in, 260; study of
racial self-concept in, 163

University City, study _of self-image in,
114-115

Newsweek Poll, 261
New York:

Buffalo: desegregation studies, 113;
school desegregatim study in, 114, 206-207

Hartsdale, study of racial interaction,
184

Manhasset, study of effect of desegre-
g ion in, 112-113

Manhittan, racial interaction study in,
185-186

Monroe County, effect of busing in,
113

New Rochelle, desegregation study in,
11?

New York: black protests against
school boards, 271; black representation in
school administration, 238; bedford Stuy-
vesant, 252; community school control by
blacks, 277-278; desegregation studies Ln

206-208: ethnic identity studies in, 166-167;
experimental school districts in, 277-278;
Puerto Rican school enrollment in, 1956-1965,
287; racial identity studies in, 160; school
dorders, 1968-1969, 193, studies of Puerto
Ricans in, 287-289; study of open-enrollment
in, 228-229; study of racial attitudes in, 181;
study of racial attitudes in schools in, 228;
study of teacher attitude toward desegregation
in, 228

Rochester: desegregation studies in,
207; study of racial self-identification in, 168;
voluntary in, 229

State: Board of Regents, 27; school
behavior problems in, 223

Syracuse, desegregation studies in, 112
White Plains: desegregation study tri

1 3-114
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New York Globe, black newspaper, 245, 271
New York State Commission on Education: closed

all black schools, 1943, 26
North Carolina: desegregation studies in, 203-204;

racial awareness study in. 162; school desegre-
gation studies in, 119: study of school desegre-
gation in, 1967-1968, 265; teacher expectation
study in, 237

Central University (Durham), racial
violence at, 227

Chapel Hill : academic expec tation
study, 225; school desegregation studies in,
119; study of black separatism in, 238; study of
parental participation after school desegre-
gation, 269

Charlotte: school desegregation study '
in, 231; study of school policies under desegre-
gation, 293

Goldsboro: desegregation study in,
293; school desegregation studies in, 119; study
of teacher-student interaction in, 231-232

Hanover County, school desegregation
studies in, 119

Winston-Salem: desegregation study in
203-204; racial identity study in, 162

North Dakota, study of Indian-Americans in, 316
Northwestern High School, Winston-Salem, North

Carolina, 204
Northwestern University, racial protest at, 198
OCR:- see U.S. Department of Health, Education

and Welfare, Office of Civil Ri
0.E.: see Schools, open-enrollment programs
OF-I-B: see Schools, experimental, Ocean Hill, New

York and Brownsville, New York
Oak Park High School, Detroit, Michigan, 184-185
Oakwood College, 146
Slave Revolts, and resulting legal actions, 17
Slavery: 245; and black self-concept, 129-130;

education during, 37; e ffect on aspiration and
achievement, 139-132; in 1700's, 37; in 1809's,
37-39

Smithsonian Institute, Bureau of Ethnology a d
establishment of African Museum, 39

Social Darwinism, 38
Social Distance Tests: see Tests
Social Interiority: see Self-Concept, Black
Social Interaction and School Confor y

185-186
Social Relations: see Racial Interaction or Social

Interaction
Sociometric Tests: see Tests
Society for the Psychological Study of Soc al

Issues, 46

Society of Friends: see also Quakers stablished
black schools, 2

South Carolina: desegregation study in, 206, en-
acted first Compulsory Ignorance Law, 1740,
17; State College (Orangeburg), racial violence
at, 199; study of student-teacher interaction in,
//9

South Dakota: Aberdeen, Indian-American educa-
tional achievement in, 312, Indian-American
Community control of schools in, 318

Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools, accreditation standards, 8

Southern Indian Nations, 296
Southern University: Baton Rouge, Louisiana, stu-

dent violence at, 199; racial discrimination at,
291

Southern Ute Indian Tribe, 309
Spanish Culture, denigration by schools in South-

west, 286
Spanish language, banned in public schools, Texas,

286
Spanish Language Prohibition, effect on Mexican-

American self-concept, 294-295
Spanish Language Tests, 289
Spanish-Speaking: see also Mexican-Americans; see

also Puerto Ricans; enrollment in schools,
285-301

Spanish Surname: see also Mexican-Americans;
enrollment in schools, 285-301

Stanford Achievement Tests: see Scholastic
Achievement Tests

Stanford Binet: see Intelligence Quotient Tests:
Standardized

State Governments, North responsibility for black
education, 17

TWO: see Schools: Community Controlled, The
Woodlawn Organization

Taylor Elementary School, Stockton, California,
study of acculturation in Mexican-Americans,
791

Taxes, property, as means of financing education,
/9

Te a ch e r : bias again t Mexican-Americans,
296-297; discrimination against Chicano stu-
dents, 301

Teacher attitudes: black, toward desegregation,
228; effect of school desegregation on, 223;
effect on academic failure, 221-240; effect on
black academic achievement, 231; effect on
self-fulfilling prophecy, 221-228; effect on stu-
dents, 221-240; impact of black passivity on,
223; toward Indian-Americans, 316-317; in
interracial classrooms, 213; toward minorities,
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221-240; in open-enrollment schools, 228;
toward Asian Americans, 223; studies of,
221-240; white toward black academic achieve-
ment, 225-226; white, toward desegregation,
228: white, effect on student perception of
teacher, 226; white in inner-city schools, 226;
white, toward Mexican-Americans, 290-291

Teacher behavior; effect on academic achievement,
295-296; toward black females, 229

Teacher Corps. 222
Teacher Expectations: as enforcer of self-fulfilling

prophency, 229-137; of Mexican-Americans,
294; and student achievement, 236-237

Teacher Hiring: at experimental schools, 276-277
in Indian-American schools, 308-319

Teacher Impressions, relationships to student
achievement, 229-231

Teacher Orientation Programs, in Indian-American
schools, 316-317

Teacher Preference: at community controlled
schools, 277-278; for minorities, 91

Teacher Preference; at community controlled

MINORITY STUDENTS

schools, 277-278; for minorities, 91
Teacher Salaries: 87-88; black teachers in white

schools, 5; legal actions for increases, 1930's, 5
Teacher-Student Interaction, 219-240
Teachers: effect of socioeconomic level of parents

on perception of, 269; effect of teacher race on
job dissatisfaction, 227; effect of teacher race
on student perception, 226-227; effectiveness
of teaching style. 230-231; influence
achievement of minority students, 291-292;
influence of minority bias by white students,
234; influence on minority students achieve-
ment, 232-233; in-service training studies
239-240; isolation from students, 221-222;
preparation for desegregation, 239-240; race of
and effect on learning in minorities, 237-238;
racial bias in student evaluation, 224-227; racial
preferences of, 234-235; racial stereotyping,
222-223; residency requirements for, 270;
responsiveness to parents, 270; role in desegre-
gated schools, 328; role of, 219-240; segregated
by race, 237


